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The work described in this thesis represents the results of
investigations in the field of gas phase kinetics carried out at the
Universities oi Edinburgh, Leeds, Toronto and California, the National
Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, and the Ministry'of Aviation,
Waltham Abbey. The thesis has been divided into two sections;
investigations oi free radicals are described in the first section
and of ions in the second.

The work on free radicals has been mainly concerned with the
reactions of alkyl, fluoroalkyl and alkoxyl radicals. Emphasis has
been placed on the quantitative aspects of their reactions and some
one hundred and forty rate constants and Arrhenius parameters have
been reported.

The radical-sensitised-deoomposition oi various formate esters
has been used to generate thermally-equilibrated alkyl radicals, and
data obtained for the auto- and cross-combination and disproportionation
reactions for several pairs of alkyl radicals as well as for several
hydrogen atom abstraction reactions.

Deuterium labelling has enabled tho precise position of radical
attack on molecules containing more than one functional group to be
determined and in several cases primary and secondary isotope effects
have been evaluated. By selection of a range of nitrogen-cont&ixiing
compounds information has been obtained regarding the effects of
molecular environment upon the reactivity of molecules towards radical
attack. In addition, this work ha3 yielded data for the reactions of
amino radicals with alkanes which otherwise would have been difficult
to obtain.

btudies of the photodecomposition and the radical-induced decom¬
position of cyclopropane carboxaldehyde and of the thermal decomposition
of bi-cyclopropylformy1 peroxide have enabled some of the reactions of
cyclopropyl radicals to be examined. C-C bond fission has been shown
to occur readily and Arrhenius parameters estimated for the ring opening
reaction.

The sulphoxidation of hydrocarbons is known to involve a complex
series of reactions. Information regarding some of the basic reactions
likely to be involved in the overall-process has been obtained from a
study of the reactions of alkyl radicals with sulphur dioxide, oxygen
and sulphur dioxide/oxygen mixtures. In this manner the chemistry of
alkylsulphonyl radicals has been examined and rate constants measured
for the following reactions:

K + S02 —» HS02

rsq2 —» R + so2
RS0£ + 02 —» HS0202

Methoxyl radicals have been generated by means of the photodecom¬
position of methyl formate and of dimethyl carbonate. Kinetic data were
measured for hydrogen atom abstraction from the radical sources by

Use other side if necessary.



methoxy1 radicals, ior the auto-disproportionation of the radicals
and ior their reactions with methyl and forrnyl radicals,

A maas-spectrometric study of the thermal decomposition of di-
alkyl peroxides enabled estimates to be made of the heats of formation
of ethoxyl and iso-propoxyl radicals and the apparent anomaly in the
thermochemistry of the ethoxyl radical has been resolved.

The unimolecular decomposition by C-C bond fission of the ethoxyl,
iso-propoxyi and tert-butoxyl radicals has been studied. For the iso-
propoxyl and tert-butoxyl radicals the decomposition reaction was shown
to be pressure dependent and, by means of a Hinshelwood-Lindemann
treatment, Arrhenius parameters were calculated ior the high- and low-
pressure limiting rates.

Section two is concerned with the application of mass spectrometry
to the study of ion-molecule reactions and also to the investigation of
negative ion formation by molecules as a result of electron impact,
particularly with low energy electrons.

Some sixty ion-molecule reactions involving hydrogen atom or proton
transfer have been studied. In many oases deuterium labelling has been
used to determine the identity of the reactant ion and the site of attack
on the molecule. Reaction cross-sections and rate constants have been
measured under constant repelier field conditions (where the reactant
ions have a range of energies) and also under zero-field conditions
(where the reactions studied are due to thermal energy ions).

Rate constants were calculated using an ion-induced dipole model
but, particularly ior polar molecules, agreement between the experimen¬
tally-measured and theoretically-predicted results was poor. An
improved correlation was obtained when the model included ion-permanent
dipole interactions.

Studies of the electron energy dependence of negative ion iormation
by various molecules have been made and several new ions identified.
Electron aifinities of the trifluoromethyl, pentafluoroethy1 and tri-
fluoroucetyl radicals have been estimated and values deduced for G-G and
G-F bond dissociation energies in hexafluoroacetone and hexafluoroethane.

Secondary electron capture has been shown to be responsible for
formation of trie molecule-ion of hexafluoroacetone, the secondary
electrons being produced in the ioni3ation process leading to the
formation of GF^GQCFg*.

Fluoride ion formation at 12.5eV for hexaf luox*oethane has also been
shown to be the result oi secondary electron capture. The process
responsible for secondary electron formation differed from that for
hexafluoroacetone, in that,although the secondary electron was produced
by collision of a primary electron with hexafluoroethane, an electroni¬
cally excited state of hexafluoroethane was formed rather than an
ionised molecule.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with the formation and kinetic

behaviour of free radicals and ions in the gas phase. It

is convenient to divide it into two sections:

(i) Free Radical Studies

and (ii) Studies of Ions.

In section (i) various investigations of free radicals

are described. These studies have been mainly concerned with

alkyl, fluoroalkyl and alkoxyl radicals, and the emphasis has

been on the quantitative aspects of such radical reactions,

Arrhenius parameters having been measured in many cases.

Section (ii) is mainly concerned with the application of

mass spectrometry to the study of ion-molecule reactions, and

to investigate the formation of negative ions by molecules as

a result of eleotron impact.
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(*) Free Radical Studies

The author's interest in reaction kinetics began when he

was employed by the English Electric Company (Guided Missile

Division) to study the preparation and decomposition of mono-

propellants in connection with their potential use in the auxiliary

motor systems of missiles. Much of the work carried out during

the period March 1956 to August 1958 was classified and could not

be published in the open literature. However, for part of this

time, an interest in substituted ethyl nitrates as possible fuels

led to a period of secondment to the Ministry of Supply Explosives

Research and Development Establishment, Waltham Abbey, where a

study of the flame decomposition of several such compounds was

made in conjunction with Dr. J. Fowling and Mr. W.A,W. Smith.

Fowling had developed a method for studying decomposition

flames using a flat-flame burner technique. 3y tnis means the

flame was stabilised, at atmospheric pressure, to give a flat

stationary reaction zone above the liquid surface. The reaction

zone behind the flame front could then be sampled at various levels

and concentrationprofiles for the reaction products determined.
When the flame decomposition of the nitrate esters,

R0CH2CH20N0o, (where R = H, CH^ or C?H^) was examined using this
technique, extensive formation of products of the ty^e ROCHO was

observed (1). Production of these formates was interpreted in

terms of removal of the p-hydrogen atom of the nitrate ester by

nitrogen dioxide or a free radical (produced in the initial 0-N

bond fission) followed by rearrangement and decomposition of the
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radical B0CH0H20N02.
In addition, the temperature profiles oi the flames were

measured and the rates of burning of the esters determined.

(This latter work was carried out mainly by a.A.W. Smith).

In September 1958 the author "went to the Pure Chemistry

Division of the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa to

join the Photochemistry Group headed by Dr. i£.V\.R. Steacie and

Dr. K.O. Kutschke. Among the chief interests of this group were

the reactions of alkyl and alkoxyl radicals and photochemical

studies of molecules which might prove to be sources of such

radicals.

The photolysis of organic esters such as methyl acetate and

ethyl propionate had been shown to be a useful method for producing

alkoxyl radicals (M.H.J. V»ijnen, J. Chem. Physics, 1957, 27, 710).
Formate esters had received little attention in this respect and

so the photodecomposition of methyl formate was studied, with the

aim of obtaining kinetic data for reactions involving methoxyl

radicals.

It quickly became apparent that this reaction system was

extremely complex, several different reactive species being pro¬

duced in the decomposition.

HC0QCH3 + h? > HGO + 0CH3
} H + C00CH3
* H + C02 + CH3
> CH3 + HO00

Investigation of the photolysis of methyl formate and of methyl

formate-d showed that hydrogen atom removal occurred almost



exclusively at the formyl position, and that methoxyl radicals

reacted more readily with the formate than did methyl radicals.

It was also shown that the auto-disproportionation of methoxyl

radicals

2CH30 } CH3OH + GH20,
contributed substantially towards methanol formation.

A study of the reaction of methyl radicals with methyl formate

indicated the equivalence of the methane and carbon dioxide yields

in the following reactions:

OH3 + HCOOCH3 * CH4 + COOCH3
COOCH3 * C02 + CH3

It was therefore apparent that the methoxycarbony1 radical

(generated by the hydrogen abstraction reaction) decomposed quan¬

titatively producing carbon dioxide and a methyl radical.

This work was not complete when the author left Ottawa, but

was continued subsequently with M.J. fee v^uee. The results were

presented in a paper (40) which is discussed later in this thesis.

During the period September 1959 - September I960, the author

continued his work on gas phase free radical reactions at the

University of California at Los Angeles.

Much of the work reported for alkyl radicals had been concerned

with methyl radicals, largely because of the ready availability of

radical sources and the ease with which the main reaction products

(usually methane and ethane) could be analysed. The higher alkyl

radicals presented a more difficult analytical problem since their

reaction products often included alkanes and alkenes, and the

separation of such products by low-temperature distillation was



often not possible. The advent of gas chromatography made the

analysis of such reaction mixtures quite simple and so, at this

time, there was a considerable interest in the reactions of the

higher alkyl radicals.

a problem proving less tractable than the analytical problem

was to find suitable sources of these radicals. The photolysis

of the appropriate ketone was not satisfactory as a general method

since it had been shown that, in some cases, the reaction was

complicated by a non-free radical mode of decomposition. For

example, in the case of di-n-propyl ketone the primary processes

were:

C3H7COC3H7 2C3H7 + 00

02H4 + CH3COO3H7
Other free radical sources such as the photolysis of azo-

compounds, the mercury-photo sensitised decomposition of alkanes

or the addition of hydrogen atoms to alkenes, suffered from the

disadvantages of not being readily available or not being rela¬

tively simple reactions in that 'hot* radical effects were some¬

times quite pronounced. An easily available source of thex'mally

equilibrated radicals was clearly desirable.

Our observation that the raethoxycarbonyl radical decomposed

quantitatively to carbon dioxide and a methyl radical, suggested

that such radicals might be used as a general source for alkyl

radical formation, i.e., 000R might decompose to produce 002 + R«
CQOR —C02 + R

00 + OR



Two reasonable decomposition modes exist for the alkoxycarbonyl

radical COCK, one, involving 0-E bond fission; the other,Q-C bond

rapture. Thermochemical calculations indicated that the decom¬

position producing an alkyl radical was energetically favoured.

Hence this method was examined as a source of alkyl radicals.

Alkyl formates were used as the alkoxycarbony1 radical source,

the technique employed being to photolyse acetone selectively in the

presence of the formate. Our results were discussed in terms of

the following mechanism:

CHa + COORCH3 + HCOOR
COOR

R ♦ HCOOR

2CH3
2R

OH? + R

c02 + r
rh + coor

c2h6
ro

CH4 + R-H

ch3r
2r » rh + r-h

By suitable choice of the alkyl formate, the reactions of

various alkyl radicals could be studied. In this manner informa¬

tion was deduced regarding:

(i) the cross-combination of methyl and alkyl radicals,

(ii) the disproportionation/combination ratio for methyl and

alkyl radicals,

(iii) the auto-disproportionation/combination ratio for alkyl

radicals,

—— (iv) Arrhenius parameters for the reactions:
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GH3 + HCOOR > CH4 + COOR
R + HCOOR * EH + COOR,

andMthe influence of the ftllCjfl group on these reactions.

In papers (2)-(6) the results obtained using various alkyl

formates were discussed. Of particular interest was that the

disproportionation/coiabination ratios for several pairs of radicals

were independent of temperature and that the cross-combination

ratio (also temperature-independent) was equal to 2. In addition,

it was shown that the velocity constant at 182°C for the reaction:

CH3 + HCOOR » CH4 + COOR
was independent of the alkyl group in the formate.

In September I960 the author went to the University of Leeds,

where he continued his studies of alkyl and alkoxyl radical reac¬

tions in collaboration with Dr. (later Professor) Peter Gray.

The instability of the isomeric radicals, alkoxycarbony1 COOR

and acyloxyl RCOj* had been established (papers 4-6 and Jaffe et al.,
J. Chem. Physics, 1957, 27, 416) and the decomposition modes of

these radicals,together with those of their isoelectronic analogues,

alkoxyazo RON2 and azoxyalkyl R^O, were discussed and compared in
(7). It was shown that thermochemistry provided a more reliable

guide to the reactivity of related radicals than did application

of the isoelectronic principle.

Our interest in other sources of alkoxycarbony1 radicals

prompted an investigation of the methyl radical-sen3iti3ed decom¬

position of dimethyl carbonate (8). This study provided information

regarding the reactivity of methyl radicals and the instability of
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the CH^OCQOCH^ radical. It also showed that the carbonate thermally
decomposed above 120°0, yielding dimethyl ether and carbon dioxide

in equal quantities, the reaction being:

CH3OOOOGH3 => CH3OCH3 + C02,
and Arrhenius parameters were determined for this decomposition

reaction.

The use of azo-compounds to generate free radicals suggested

that the decomposition of esters of azodiformic acid might be

potential sources of alkoxycarbonyl (and therefore alkyl) radicals,

a reaction scheme such as the following being envisaged:

ROOOH=NOOOR > N2 + 2C00R

GOOR > G02 + R

An investigation (9) of the vapour and liquid phase decomposi¬

tions of dimethyl azodiformate showed that, although these reactions

occurred, the overall mechanism w&s complicated by the ready

addition of radicals to the azo linkage and subsequent polymerisa¬

tion of the adduct.

Advantage was taken of the instability of the COOCH3 radical
to establish that a chlorine atom could be abstracted by a methyl

radical from a molecule (10). In this way, Arrhenius parameters

were established for the abstraction reaction:

CH3 + CICOOCH3 > CH3CI + COOGH3

COQCH3 > C02 + GH3
using the carbon dioxide formed in the subsequent decarboxylation

as an index of the occurrence of the initial abstraction reaction.

Several workers had established that alkoxyl radicals could
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react rapidly bj abstracting hydrogen atoms from substrate

molecules, but few quantitative data were available for such

reactions.

CH30 + RH > OH3OH + R
2CH30 > CH3OH + GH2O

'When methoxyl radicals react with the substrate, metnanol

formation occurs 00th by nydrogen atom abstraction and by the

auto-disproportionation oi the radicals. Our work at Ottawa had

indicated that this latter contribution could be substantial. In

principle this second contribution may be calculated by measurement

of the formaldehyde formed simultaneously; in practise this is

somewhat difficult and the reactivity of formaldehyde causes further

uncertainty in the methanol yield.

CH3O + OH2O » CH3OH + CHO

CH3O + OHO > CH3OH + CO
Our solution to this difficulty was to study the methoxyl-

radical induced decomposition of methyl formate (11), equating the

methanol formed in the initial abstraction reaction to the carbon

dioxide produced in the subsequent decarboxylation of the COOCH3
radical.

CH3O + HCJOCH3 > CH3OH + COOCH3
COOCH3 > C02 + OH3

In this manner, kinetic data were measured for;

(i) the disproportionation/combination ratio for methyl and

methoxyl radicals,

(ii) the abstraction of hydrogen from methyl formate by

methoxyl radicals,
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and (iii) the abstraction of hydrogen from dimethyl peroxide by

methyl radicals.

Oar results (12) indicated that methoxyl radicals tended to

disproportionate more readily than did their alkyl radical counter¬

parts, although showing the same temperature independence. It

was also established that they reacted much faster by metathesis

than did methyl radicals.

The use of deuterated methyl formate to ascertain the site of

radical attack on methyl formate in the work carried out in Ottawa

had raised the mox-e general problem, of determining kinetic data

for hydrogen abstraction reactions wnen the hydrogen atoms are

attached to different functional groups in the substrate molecule,

as in methylamine or methanol.

In the case of amines, the literature reports were totally

conflicting. One report suggested that methyl radicals abstracted

hydrogen from the alkyl group, while a second concluded that the

hydrogen atoms linked to the nitrogen atom were active in methane

formation. We therefore decided to study the reaction of methyl

radicals with methylamine-dp in order to evaluate the reactivities of
the G-H and N-D bonds. Our results (13) indicated that both sites

contributed to methane iormation, the hydrogen attached to the

nitrogen atom being the more reactive. This study was extended

to trideuteromethylamine and methylamine (14), thus enabling primary

and secondary isotope efiects for such gas phase reactions to be

assessed. The secondary isotope effect was found to be negligible,

but the primary isotope effects were quite large, both for the N-H
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and K-D bonds and for the C-H and C-D bonds. Substitution of

hydrogen for deuterium was shown to alter the activation energy

requirements by an amount equal to the difference in the aero-

point-energies for a single X-H and X-D stretching vibration.

The pre-exponential factors were not altered appreciably by

isotopic substitution.

This study of the reaction of methyl radicals with molecules

containing different functional groups was extended to include

ammonia, hydrazine, dimethylamina, methyl hydroxylamine, various

substituted hydrazines, methanol and methyl mercaptan (15-21) and

enabled some progress to be made towards a correlation of the

structure of a molecule and its reactivity towards radical attack.

Our results suggested that, for the nitrogen-containing compounds,

the rate of cleavage of the N-H bond increased as methyl groups

were substituted into ammonia, the rate increasing by about an

order of magnitude with each additional methyl group. The activa¬

ting effect of the substituting group was found to be even more

apparent when the groups were OH^O, NH2 or NHR.
Comparison oi the velocity constants for hydrogen atom removal

from the methyl groups in the series (GH^)-jN, and
indicated that they increased as more hydrogen atoms became avail¬

able. However, on a "per-atom-available" basis, it was apparent

that there was little difference in the activating effects of the

—H, —NH and -NH2 groups, although these groups have a much greater
activating effect on the methyl group than does a methyl group itself.

The reaction of fluoroalkyl radicals with hydrocarbons had
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received some attention, and it had been suggested that, for

hydrogen atom abstraction, the activation energy requirements were

some 2-3 iccal.mole""^lower and the velocity constants much higher

than ior the analogous reactions involving methyl radicals. From

the limited data available it appeared that, for abstraction

reactions involving polar molecules, smaller differences between

the activation energies and velocity constants were noted between

the iluoroalky1 and alkyl radicals. We therefore decided to study

the reactions of trifluoromethyl radicals with methanol, methylamine,

dimethy1amine, trimsthylamine and ethyleneimine. Our results (22-

24) indicated that, for some polar molecules, a low pre-exponential

factox1 was obtained for hydrogen atom aostraction from the functional

group. In the case of methanol for example, for cleavage of the
q C. I "5 T

0-H bond a pre-exponential factor of lCr (mole cmJ3ec ) was

measured, wnei'eas for absti'action from the methyl group, a •normal'

factor was ooserved. These x"esults were interpreted in terms of

strong repulsion forces between the functional group of the molecule

and the attacking radical. Consequently, the polar radical is more

restricted in its line of approach to the molecule for a reactive

collision. This condition results in a low steric factor and, hence,

a low pre-exponential factor. Attack on the alkyl group is not

subject to such directional limitations, and so a 'normal' value is

observed for the A-factor.

Anothex* interesting aspect of these results was that, for the

series (GH^N, (C^^NH and CH^NH2» the activation energy require¬
ments for abstraction from the relatively strong C-H bonds were some

2-3 kcal.rnole-"1" lower for CF^ radicals than for CH^ radicals.
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However, for the weaker N-H bonds, both, radicals required similar

activation energies.

In papers (4)-(6) it had been shown that, for a variety of

formate esters, the rate of the hydrogen atom abstraction reaction:

ch3 + hooor > ch4 + coor
was independent of the particular alkyl group r. Other workers

had reported that the same independence of the velocity constant

upon r for aldehydes and formamides.

oh3 + hoor > 0h4 + cor

oh3 + hconr2 > ch4 + oonr2
Vve extended these investigations to include tne reaction of

methyl radicals with fluoroaldehydes, in order to observe the effect

of the polar fluoroalkyl groups upon the reactivity of the aldehydic

hydrogen atom, i.e.

oh3 ♦ HGORf > 0H4 + OOHf
Our results (25) showed that, although the aldehydic hydrogen

was slightly deactivated (compared to acetaldehyae) by the fluoro¬

alkyl group, the deactivation was independent of the size of the

group.

The photolysis of fluoroaldehydes to generate fluoroalkyl

radicals had oeen used by several workers. Their results suggested

that, for the reaction:

rf + hcorf > rfh + corf

the velocity constant was dependent upon R^. Their findings were

not unequivocal, and so an investigation of the photolysis of

several fluoroaldehydes was performed. This study showed (26) that
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the photo-decomposition of the aldehydes was complicated by the

occurrence of the intramolecular elimination reaction:

HCGRf + hi) > RfH + 00

Neglect of this contribution to R^H formation was probably respon¬
sible for the uncertain character of the results obtained by the

previous workers.

The results of our study of the reactions of methyl radicals

with various fluoroaldehydes, prompted an investigation of the

analogous reaction using trifluoromethy1 radicals (27).

CI3 + HC0Rf > CF3H + G0Rf
It was noted that, in keeping with the overall pattern obtained

for the systems described above, the velocity constant for the

abstraction was independent of the fluoroaldehyde used, although

differences between the Arrhenius parameters were observed. In

addition, the cross-combination ratio for CF3 and C2F5 radicals was
measured; it was found to be equal to 2 and was temperature-inde¬

pendent.

Our Knowledge and understanding of the chemistry of alkyl and

fluoroalkyl radicals is largely based upon the extensive kinetic

data obtained for these radicals. The situation with regard to

other radicals such as alkoxyl, alkylthio and alkylamino is much

less satisfactory and few quantitative data are available even for

such simple reactions as:

HO + CH4 —-> ROB + CH3
RS + CH4 > RSH + 0H3
RNH + CH4 > RNH2 + OH3
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Shis is partly due to the experimental difficulties associated

with such reactions. For example, the dimethylamino radical may

abstract hydrogen from a substrate molecule to form dimethylamine

or it may disproportionate, yielding dimethylamine.

(CH3)2n + RH > (CH3)2NH + R
2(ch3)2n > (ch3)2nh + ch3n=ch2

Evaluation of this second contribution is difficult and, except for

the methoxyl radical where indirect methods based upon substrate

consumption or altcoxycarbonyl radical decomposition have been used,

relatively little progress has been made for most of the other

radicals mentioned above.

An indirect method which may be used to obtain a guide to the

reactivity of such radicals, is based upon measurements on the

reverse reaction. In the case of the methylthio radical reacting

with methane:

ch3s + ch4 oh3sh + ch3 ,

Calculation of the equilibrium constant yields ka/kb. The

following relationships hold

log Aa/Ab = AS/2.303RT
and AH jsa - eb

The enthalpy change AH and the entropy change AS may easily

be calculated(or otherwise estimated if precise thermochemical
data are not available). Consequently, kinetic data for the forward

reaction may be deduced if the Arrhenius parameters for the reverse

reaction have been measured. Although kinetic data obtained in

this way are probably not accurate to better than about an order
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of magnitude, the method does provide a guide to the reactivity

of the radical and so enable a general basis for comparison of

various radicals to be acnieved. Using this method, we have

estimated Arrhenius parameters for the reactions of methoxyl,

met'nylthio and several nitrogen-containing radicals with methane

and fluoroform (20-24).

Another aspect of the chemistry of alkoxyl and alkylamino

radicals which had not been examined involved their reactions

with olefins. Alkyl radicals were known to react readily with

ethylene by addition but no such reaction pathways had been esta¬

blished for radicals such as CpH^O or

In (28) the addition oi ethoxyl radicals to ethylene in the

vapour phase was demonstrated, the resulting ethoxyethyl radical

being sufiiciently stable to react by disproportionation and also

by hydrogen atom abstraction, i.e.

c2h5q + c2h4 > c2h5och2gh2

c2h50ch2ch2 + r > c2h50ch=gh2 + rh
c2h50ch2ch2 + r'h > g2h5qc2h5 + r'
Dimethylamino radicals, generated by the thermal decomposition

ox tetramethyltetrazen, were shown (29) to react rapidly by addition

to einylene, tetramethylethylenediamine being a major reaction

product.

(gh3)2n + g2h4 > (ch3)2nch2ch2
(gh3)2ngh2oh2 -i- n(ch3)2 > (gh3)2ngh2oh2n(ch3)2

The Arrhenius parameters for the thermal decomposition of

tetramethyItetrazen were also reported in (29).
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(CH3)2N-N»N-H(CH^)2 > 2(0H3)2N + N2

Lavrovskaya, Mardaleishvili and Voevodskii, (Voprosy Khim.

Kinetiki, Kataliza, i Rea/ktsionnoi Sposobnoati, Akad. Nauk S.S.S.R.,

1955 s 40), had studied the reaction of alkyl radicals with molecular

deuterium, and had concluded that an exchange reaction occurred

readily between the radical and the deuterium. They found that,

in the case of the methyl radical virtually complete exchange

occurred.

BCH2 + D2 > RCHD + HD

This report was rather surprising and, if correct, necessitated

the review of many experiments in wiiich a deuterium labelling

technique had been used. It was however,difficult to reconcile

the consistent results obtained by many different workers regarding

primary isotope effects with this suggestion of facile exchange.

We therefore decided to investigate the exchange reaction of

deuterium with methyl and ethyl radicals, using several different

techniques to produce the alkyl radicals.

Our results (30) indicated that there was no evidence to

indicate ready exchange between the radical and deuterium and possible

reasons for the observations of L&vrovskaya et al. were suggested.

Much of the work reported above had been carried out in the

Chemistry Department at Edinburgh University which the author had

joined in October 1963. Other research initiated there included an

investigation with G. Greig of the reactions of cyclic alkyl radicals.

Although the reactions of alkyl radicals had received the attent¬

ion of many workers, there had been relatively little interest in
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cyclic alky! radicals; an interesting feature of the chemistry

of such radicals was their capacity to react retaining their cyclic

structure or of undergoing ring-fission to form an unsaturated

radical wnich could tnen react. It was also of interest to com¬

pare the activation energy requirements for carbon-carbon bond

fission in a straight chain alkyl radical and in a cyclic alkyl

radical, and to note the effect of ring strain upon these energies.

Cyclopropaneo&rboxaldehyde had not been investigated extensively

as a possible source of cyclopropyl radicals. In view of the known

reactivity of the aldehydic hydrogen and the instability of acyl

radicals, it was decided to use the methyl radical sensitised

decomposition of the aldehyde to generate Cpdopropyl radicals.

CH3 + HCO<J > CH4 + C0<]
C0<| > CO + <|

The results of this 3tudy (31), showed the method to be a

useful source of cyclopropyl radicals, although the cyclopropyl-

carbon^l radical proved to be considerably more stable than, say,

the butyrjL radical, only about 40$ decarboxylation occurring even

at 180°G.

An investigation of the photochemical decomposition of the

aldehyde (32) showed the following primary processes to occur:

HC0<] _hl_> CO + CH3C£i=CH2
^

) HGO + <()
Data were obtained for the cross-combination of oyclopropyl

and allyl radicals and a value of 21 kcal.mole"~"^estimated for the

activation energy required for fission of the cyclopropyl radical.
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A farther study of cyclopropyl radicals was made using the

thermal decomposition of bi-(c„clopropylforrayl) peroxide as the

radical source (33)* Arrhenius parameters were measured for the

peroxide decomposition in ethyl benzoate and p-cymene and also for

cyclopropyl radicals reacting with these substrates by hydrogen

atom removal. It was found that the J^CQ? radical was more
stable towards decarboxylation than were other acyloxyl radicals.

In a paper presented at the International Conference on

Photochemistry, at Junich in 1967 (34), the photolyses of cyclo¬

propane carboxaldehyde and cyclopropanecarbonyl chloride were

discussed.

Cyclopropyl radicals isomerise to form allyl radicals, and

so any study of cyclopropyl radicals is also, indirectly, a study

of allyl radicals. A more direct study of these radicals was

planned in which the methyl radical induced decomposition of allyl

formate was to be the allyl radical source, the reaction sequence

envisaged being:

ch3 + hcooch2ch-ch2 > ch4 + cooch2ch=ch2
c00ch2ch=ch2 > c02 + cri2ch=ch2

It was found (35) that few allyl radicals were produced in

this manner, the major reaction being a displacement reaction

involving methyl radical addition to the double bond, followed

by decomposition to yield butene.

Other research initiated at Edinburgh included a study of the

reactions of free radicals with sulphur dioxide. The reactions

of alkyl radicals with oxygen have been investigated intensively,
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partly because of their significance in combustion processes;

their reactions with sulphur dioxide, although of importance in

connection with surface-active agents, had largely been ignored

and no kinetic data were available for such fundamental reactions

as:

gh3 + so2 » CH3SO2 •

The reaction of methyl and ethyl radicals with sulphur dioxide

was studied in conjunction with A. Good. This work showed (36,37)

that, particularly below 50°0, the addition reaction to form the

alkylsulphony1 radical was rapid. The radical, however, became

progressively less stable with increasing temperature and, for

CH3S02, complete decomposition occurred above 160°C. Arrhenius
parameters were measured for the reactions:

R + S02 > RSO2
and RSQ2 > R + G02 (where R = QSi and C^Htj) .

In addition, the disproportionation/combination ratios were measured

for the following pairs of radicals: 0H3 and CH3S02, and C2H5 and

C2H^S0P. In both oases the ratio was found to be temperature
independent, the radical combination being the preferred reaction

pathway.

In an attempt to obtain kinetic data for some of the reactions

which might be of significance in the sulphoxidation of hydrocarbons,

the reactions of methyl radicals with oxygen and oxygen-sulphur

dioxide mixtures were studied (38). Rate constants were measured

for the reactions:

CH3 + 02 + M ^ CH302 + M
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and CH3SO2 + 02 > CH3SO2O2.
The author's interest in aikoxyl radicals continued with an

investigation, in collaboration with M.J. Yee wuee, of the photolysis

of organic esters. The decomposition of dimethyl carbonate was

examined and was found to be complicated by the simultaneous

generation of methyl and methoxyl radicals. Data were measured

for the auto-disproportionation of methoxyl radicals, the dispropor-

tionation/combination ratio for methyl and methoxyl radicals, and

Arrheniu3 parameters for the abstraction of hydrogen atoms from the

carbonate by methoxyl radicals were obtained (39).

The photo-decomposition of methyl formate was examined again, and,

in a study at temperatures below 104°0 (where radical-radical reac¬

tions were more important than radical-molecule reactions), data were

deduced for the auto- and cross-combinations of methoxyl, methyl and

formyl radicals (40).

A visit to the Ministry of Aviation, Waltham Abbey had re¬

established earlier links (1), and also resulted in the formulation,

with Dr. ft. Shaw, of a collaborative project involving aikoxyl

radicals. This collaboration took the form of a study, at Edinburgh,

of the reaction of methyl radicals with trideuteromethanol and the

use of the hydrogen atom abstraction data to calculate the Arrhenius

parameters ior methoxyl radical attack on methane (20). At Waltham

Abbey, the heats of combustion of several dialkyl peroxides were

measured and values calculated for the heats of formation of some

aikoxyl radicals (42). In addition, in collaboration with P. Gray

and R. Shaw, the chemistry of alkoxyl radicals was reviewed (43) >
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particular emphasis being placed on a critical evaluation of the

kinetic data reported for such radicals.

The results deduced in (42) indicated that the ethoxyl radical

occupied a somewhat anomalous position in the thermochemistry of

alkoxyl radicals. This was largely due to an uncertain value

used for the activation energy for the thermal decomposition of

diethyl peroxide. We therefore decided to study the thermal de¬

composition of diethyl peroxide and, in conjunction with C. Leggett,

a continuous sampling mass-spectrometric method was devised to

investigate this reaction. Our results (44) indicated that

previously reported values for the activation energy for the

decomposition reaction:

C2H5OOC2H5 > 2O2H5O
were low, and that no anomaly existed for the heat of formation of

the ethox^l radical. The thermal decomposition of di-isopropyl

peroxide was also studied using this method and a value calculated

for the heat of formation of' the iso-propoxyl radical.

The unimolecular decomposition of alkoxyl radicals by carbon-

carbon bond fission h~d been well-established and the decomposition

of the tert-butoxyl radical in this manner had been studied by

several workers. It had been reported that the pre-exponential

factor for the reaction was low (~ IQ^sec 1), the activation energy

E being ~ 12 kcal.moleT^"

(0113)300 > aH3 + CH3COCH3
Unimolecular reaction rate theory predicts that the pressure

region at which the pressure dependence of a reaction becomes
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apparent increases as the critical ratio, E/BT, decreases.

Consequently, for a radical which requires only a low activation

energy ior decomposition, the fall-off region might be expected

to occur at much higher pressures than would be observed for a

comparably-sized molecule. Hershenson and Benson (J. Chern.

Physics, 1962, 37, 1889), had suggested that neglect of a possible

pressure-dependence might be the explanation for the low pre-

exponential factor observed for the tert-butoxyl radical decom¬

position.

The thermal decomposition of the tert-butoxyl radical was

therefore examined by M.J. Yee Quee. Our results indicated that,

on the basis of a simple Hinshelwood-Lindemann mechanism, the

unimolecular decomposition reaction was pressure-dependent.

Arrhenius parameters were measured for the high and low-pressure

limiting conditions and the half-rate pressure determined at

various temperatures (45).

This investigation was extended to include the decomposition

of the iso-propoxyl radical. In (4b) the decomposition of the

radiccil in the presence of nitric oxide was studied and data

obtained for the disproportionation and combination of iso-propoxyl

radicals with nitric oxide. The pressure-dependence of the

decomposition reaction:

(OH3)2CHO > OH3 + gh3oho,
was shown qualitatively and Arrhenius parameters deduced for the

reaction of methyl radicals abstracting hydrogen from di-isopropyl

peroxide.
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Quantitative data were obtained for the decomposition by

carbon-carbon bond fission of the iso-propoxyl radical in a study

of the thermal decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide and Arrhenius

parameters reported for the limiting pressure conditions (47).

In addition, decomposition of the radical by carbon-hydrogen bond

fission was observed and a value estimated for the activation energy

of the reaction:

(CH3)2CHQ > H + CH3COCH3.
The results obtained for the secondary and tertiary alkoxyl

radicals prompted a study of the decomposition of primary alkoxyl

radicals. The ethoxyl radical was generated in the presence of

cyclohexene (48) and Arrhenius parameters measured for the reaction:

CH3OH2O > GH3 + CH2O.

Our data indioated that the ease of decomposition of the radicals

followed the sequence, tert-butoxy1 ) iso-propoxyl ^ ethoxyl.
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(ii) studies of Ions

The author had been interested in the application of mass

spectrometry to chemical Kinetics since his work in Ottawa, mainly

using the technique for analytical purposes, particularly in the

analyses of the permanent gases and of mixtures of deuterated

compounds. A more direct use of mass-spactrometry in kinetic

studies was made when the thermal decomposition of di-alkyl

peroxides (44) and hexafluorodimethyl peroxide (unpublished work

with C. Leggett and S. Reid) were studied using a continuous-sampling

method).

However, in addition to these uses of mass spectrometry, the

reactions occurring in the ion-source of a mass spectrometer at

relatively high pressures were of interest to him. In their lack

of activation energy requirements and high rate constants such ion-

molecule reactions showed certain features in common with radical-

radical reactions. Consequently, when a Ramsay Memorial Fellowship

Travel Grant was obtained in June 19^5, it was decided to carry out

a study of ion-molecule reactions with Dr. A.G. Harrison at the

University of Toronto.

In mass-spectrometric studies of ion-molecule reactions by

conventional internal ionisation techniques, the reactant ions

undergo continuous acceleration in the ion source because of the

electric field required to withdraw the ions for mass analysis.

Consequently, the experimental cross-sections (which are related

simply to the reaction rate constants) represent a weighted average

for ions with energies varying from zero to the final ion-exit

energy, which is determined by the distance the ion travels in the
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ion-source and the reseller field strength. The cross-sections

for thermal energy ions had been estimated by some workers by

studying the dependence of the cross-section upon electric field

strength but, particularly at low repeller fields, results were

not consistent. Hence there was a lack of accurate kinetic data

for the reactions of thermal energy ions.

Tal»ro2e and Frankevich (Zh. Fiz. Khim., I960, 34, 2709) had

described a pulsed mode of operation of an ion source which enabled

ion-molecule reactions to be studied at thermal energies. This

pulsed beam technique involved the admission of a short pulse of

ionising electrons to the field-free ion source so that reactant

ions were produced by electron impact. A known and variable time

later (usually 0-2 psec), a voltage pulse was applied to the
repeller plate so that the primary and secondary ions were removed

from the ion source for mass analysis. In the time interval (or

delay-time) between the two pulses the ions react under essentially

thermal (or field-free) conditions; from a study of the variation

of the secondary and primary ion currents with the delay or reaction

time, the thermal rate constants could be calculated. Harrison

had modified the ion source of an A.E.I. Ltd. MS-2 mass spectrometer

so that it could operate in the pulsed-beam mode.

At Toronto the author found that Mr, Amenu-Kpodo, in collabora¬

tion with Dr. Harrison, had studied the ion-molecule reactions

occurring in methanol and had evaluated cross-sections and rate

constants for the reactions:

CH30H+ + CH3OH > CH3OH2+ + (COH3)
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0H20H+ + OH3OH > CH30H2+ + (COH2)
It was not clear to what extent the reactions involved the

hydrogen attached to the carbon atom or that attached to the

oxygen atom, i.e. the second reaction above may have been:

CH2OH+ + CH3OH > CH3OH2+ + CH20
or > CH30H2+ + CHOH,

or both reactions may have contributed towards formation of the

protonatad molecule.

Our previous experience using deuterium-labelled compounds in

order to determine the position of radical attack on a molecule,

suggested an analogous approach to the problem outlined above

involving methanol. accordingly ion-molecule reactions in

trideuteromethanol were studied.

Methanol was of particular interest from an ion-molecule

reaction standpoint since the reactant species contained non-

equivalent hydrogen atoms, hence some selectivity might be observed

in the transfer reactions. Therefore a stud^, using CD3OH, of the
variation with the electron energy of the cross-sections of the

reactions involving hydrogen and deuterium transfer might have

given evidence for a change in the transfer mechanism. This was

because a collision complex in which the hydroxyl groups of CI^OE*
and OD3OH were adjacent (a "locked-in" complex) would be more

prooable at low repeller field strengths and so predominantly

hydroxyl hydrogen transfer would occur. As the ion energy increased,

so a random orientation in the collision complex might be antici¬

pated and less specific hydrogen transfer would be noted. Our
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results (49) indicated that, although the hydroxy1 hydrogen atom

was rather more readily transferred than the hydrogen atoms in

the methyl group, neither the magnitude of the rate constant ratio

nor the energy dependence of the ratio was sufficiently large to

support the suggestion of a "looked-in" collision complex.

To study the effect of bond energy upon the specificity of

hydrogen transfer reactions, the ion-molecule reactions occurring

in methyl mercaptan were studied. This molecule was chosen

because the difference in the bond strengths D(CH33-H) and
D(H-CH2SH) was appreciably greater than between the corresponding
bonds in methanol. Our results indicated that the merca^tyl

hydrogen atom was largely Involved in the hydrogen transfer reac¬

tion, the reaction being about 35 Limes faster than the reaction

involving the methyl group.

CD3SH+ + CD3SH > CD30H2+ + OD3S
» CD3SHD+ + 0023H

This investigation (50) suggested that it was the bond energy

difference that largely determined the specificity of hydrogen atom

transfer reactions.

Tne use of isotopic labelling to evaluate the relative impor¬

tance of reactions involving hydrogen in different functional posit¬

ions of the molecule or ion was also applied to ionic reactions

occurring in formic-d acid, methyl formate and methyl formate-d.

Our results (51) indicated tnat the rate constants for the reactions

observed were appreciably greater than pr-edicted on the basis of

ion-induced dipole interactions only, but were in good agreement
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with values calculated when ion-permanent dipole interactions

were included.

The work on methanol and methyl mercaptan had indicated the

occurrence oi the reactions:

GH2OH* + CH3OH > GH30H2++ CK2O
and GH2SH+ + CH3SH > CH3SH2* + GH2S

as well as the parent ion-neutral reactions. Ion-molecule reac¬

tions in water had been studied by Lampe, Field and Franklin, (J.

Amer. Ghem. Soc., 1957, 7Q, 6132), who observed formation of the

secondary ion H3O"* . On the basis of the similarity of the

appearance potentials of the ions H^* and H3O* they attributed
secondary ion formation to the reaction:

H20+ + H20 » H3G* + OH
Our observations regarding the participation of GH20H+ and

CH2SH+ in ion-molecule reactions, suggested that the ion OH* might
also be contributing to H3Q* formation in the water system, i.e.

OH* + H20 > H3O* + 0
A study of the H30*/H20* ion current ratio as a function of

the electron energy, showed it to have a constant value below the

appearance potential of the OH* ion and to increase steadily above

this potential. This suggested that the OH* ion was participating

in the formation of the H3O* ion. In (52) our results identifying
the reactions involved in water and reporting cross-sections and

rate constants for these reactions were given. In addition, the

ion-molecule reactions occurring in D20 were reported.

The observation that concurrent ion-molecule reactions occurred
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in water suggested that other systems of the type XHn be inves¬
tigated tor similar processes.

XHn+ + XIin > XEnh + XHn-1

XHn:x + XHn —> XHn^ + XHn-2

Ammonia, hydrazine and hydrogen sulphide were studied and in

all three cases it was noted that both reactions participated in

the formation of the protonated molecule. Cross-sections and

rate constants were evaluated for several reactions, both under

zero-field and constant repeller field conditions (53,54).

Shannon and Harrison, (J. Chem. Physics, 1965, £3, 4201), had
studied the ion-molecule reactions occurring in X-I>2 <=^id X-CD4
mixtures, where X was a non-polar molecule such as CO, CO2 or A.

It seemed of interest to examine the ion-molecule reactions which

might occur in such mixtures with deuterium and methane-d^, when
X was a polar molecule. Vie therefore studied reactions in mixtures

where X was HCl and HCN. In addition the self-reactions in HC1

and HCN were investigated.

Our results indicated the ready formation of XD+ both by

deuteron transfer from D2+ or CD^+ and also by deuterium atom
abstraction from D2 or CD^ by X+, the latter reactions occurring
at the slower rate. Experimental values were compared with the

theoretical results calculated using an ion-induced dipole model

and also allowing for the ion-permanent dipoie interaction (55).

This investigation was extended to include the mixtures with

deuterium and methane-d^ of water, ammonia and methyl chloride (56,
57). Cross-sections and rate constants were measured under constant
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repeller ana aero-field conditions. Reasonaole agreement between

the experimentally-measured and theoretically-predicted values

was obtained when ion-permanent dipole interactions were included

in the theoretical model.

A paper, in which some of the problems and results obtained

in studying ion-molecule reactions by pulsed-beam techniques, was

contributed to a symposium entitled •Ion-Molecule Reactions In The

Gas Phase1 (58).

The considerable interest in the chemistry of positive ions

has not extended to negative ions and there have been relatively

few studies of negative ion formation. Using a time-of-flight

mass spectrometer, which readily facilitates switching from

positive to negative ion studies, the author has extended his

interest in mas3 spectrometry to the investigation of the formation

of negative ions as a result of electron impact.

The experimental problems inherent in such an investigation

are considerable, particularly with low energy electrons, and some

of these were discussed in a paper with K.A.G. MaoNeil and K.J.

Caldwell, contributed to a Symposium on Tiuie-of-Flight Mass

Spectrometry (59). This paper also reviewed the application of

this technique to such problems as the determination of the life-

tiaies of negative ions, measurement of negative ion mass spectra

and ion-molecule reactions.

Halogenated molecules tend to form negative ions readily,

primarily because of the high electron afiinity of the halogens.

Pew data, however, have been reported regarding the identity and
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distribution of the negative-ion species produced when molecules

of chemical interest suffer electron bombardment.

In (bO) the negative ion mass spectra of twelve halogenated

compounds were studied under conditions where ion-pair formation

was the major ionisation process. She abundances of the different

ions formed, using 70eV ionising electrons, were measured and some

general patterns determining negative ion formation deduced.

In addition to ion formation involving an ion-pair process,

i.e AB + e > A+ + B""+e (where the ionising electron usually

has an energy ) 10eV), ion formation can also occur at lower
electron energies. The processes involved in such cases are:

(ft) resonance capture (electron energy usually 0-2eV)
AB + e —> AB~

and (b) dissociative capture (electron energy range ~ 0-10eV)

A3 + e » A~" + B.

Consequently the ions observed and these intensity of their

formation are markedly electron energy-dependent and the three

different mechanisms ma^ contribute at different electron energies.

A stud^ of ion formation over an energy range encompassing the

throe mechanisms was made for hexafluoroethane, 1,1,1-trifluoro-

ethane and fluoroform (6^.). Several new ions were identified and

various dissociative resonance and ion-pair processes suggested to

account for their formation. Values were deduced for the electron

affinities of the CF3 and C2F5 radicals and the DtF-Cgl^) bond
strength estimated. A particularly interesting feature of this

study was that fluoride ion formation at 12.5eV occurred as the
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result of secondary electron capture, an excited state of hexa-

fluoroethane being involved in the formation of the slow electron.

The excited state of the hexafluoroethane was estimated to have an

energy about 10.8eV above that of the ground state of the molecule.

Although the ionisation by electron impact of nitrogen

trifluoride had been studied previously (B.M, Reese and V.H. Dibeler,

J. Chem. Physics, 195o, <24, 1175) the NF~ ion had not been observed.

An investigation of the mass spectrum showed this ion to be formed;

accordingly the energy dependence of formation of this ion together

with F~ and F2~ was ^ade and various reactions suggested to account
for this formation (62).

Our study of the negative ions produced by various halogenated

molecules (60) had indicated that hexafiuoroacetone formed a mole¬

cule ion. Few parent ions are observed in negative ion mass spectra

and this prompted an investigation of the energy dependence of the

formation of this ion. It was found, unexpectedly, that the ion

was not formed at low electron energies but onl,y at energies above

lQ.5eV. The dependence of the parent-ion formation upon the ion

source pressure was examined (63) and the parent-ion shown to be

formed by a process involving secondary electron capture, the

source of the secondary electrons being the ionisation process:

GF3COCF3 + e(l) > GF3GOGF3+ + 2e(2)
where e(l) and e(2) refer to primary and secondary electrons

respectively.

The ionisation of hexafluoroacetone as a result of electron

bombardment was studied and the appearance potentials of the ions
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CI?3+ and CF^OO* determined. This work; enaoled estimates to be
ffifea# of the strength of the CF3-CGOF3 bond and the ionisation
potential of the trifluoroacetyl radical.

Examination of the mass spectrum of the ketone showed it to

be an abundant source of negative ions and the dependence of ion

formation upon the electron energy was measured for the principal

ions. In addition, the electron affinities of the trifluoromethy1,

and trifluoroacetyl radicals were estimated and a value deduced

for the F-GF2OOCF3 bond strength (64).
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Detailed reaction product concentration profiles have been obtained for the decomposition flames of
2-hydroxyethyl nitrate, 2-methoxyethyl nitrate and 2-ethoxyethyl nitrate stabilized in a simple flat
flame burner. The reactions in the flames at atmospheric pressure do not proceed to equilibrium y

and the temperatures (measured in 24 mm diameter tubes) just behind the flame fronts are 910°, 490°
and 450°C, respectively, for the above esters, the 2-ethoxyethyl nitrate requiring about 60°C preheat
for stable burning. The rates of burning of the liquids are given for pressures up to 1300 to 2000 lb/in2.
Up to about 800 lb Iin2 2-methoxyethyl nitrate burns faster than 2-hydroxyethyl nitrate, in spite of a
considerably lower heat of explosion and flame front temperature. The primary products of reaction,
i.e. those sampled where the decomposition of the original ester was just complete, can be readily
accounted for on the basis of the mechanism previously put forward for the flame reactions of ethyl nitrate
and the propyl nitrates. The essential feature of this mechanism is the abstraction of a hydrogen
atom from the nitric ester by N02 or HONO, and simple rearrangement of the resulting hydrogen-
deficient ester molecule directly to the observed aldehydic products. The primary products of six

mononitrate flames and those of two dinitrates are compared.

Introduction
Whereas certain aliphatic dinitrates appear1 to
degrade in their decomposition flames in the
simple unimolecular fashion exemplified by
reactions 1 and 2 below, the reaction products
of the mononitrates are not easily described by
a similar mechanism.

0-0N0,

ch3—ch—ch —ch3 CHj— CH —CH —CH3

ono2
+ N02 -> 2CH,CHO + 2NO,

0N02

....{!]

ono2
I
ch2—ch2—ch2—ch2

0*

CH— CHj— CH— CH2

ono2
+ NO, 2HXO + CH2 :CH2 + 2NO,

ono2

- [2]
In the above dinitrates high concentrations of

nitrogen dioxide can be observed in a thin zone
of the flame front, and the final products of
reaction at atmospheric pressure (not in thermo¬
dynamic equilibrium) are identical with those
of the appropriate nitrogen dioxide-aldehyde-
(olefin) mixture. In an earlier report2 it was
stated that the products of the ethyl nitrate

decomposition flame could be better accounted
for if it were assumed that nitrogen dioxide
attack was not confined to the products of an
initial fission of the nitric ester but occurred

extensively on the nitric ester itself. It was
suggested that the greater part of the degrada¬
tion of the nitric ester was brought about by
the removal of a hydrogen atom by N02,
HONO, or CH3", and that unimolecular fission
of the nitrate to a radical and N02 was only
the initiating step. The stationary concentration
of nitrogen dioxide in this flame was nowhere
great enough to be observed. The products of
the flames of normal and tsopropyl nitrate have
been described3 by a similar mechanism, but an
alternative explanation, based on the uni¬
molecular degradation of the esters to alkoxy
radicals and N02, could not be confidently
excluded in this case. Again, in contrast to the
dinitrates, the stationary concentrations of
nitrogen dioxide were very small. The reaction
schemes postulated for these mononitrates may
be found elsewhere2-3.

To examine the possibilities of a more exten¬
sive application of such a mechanism, the
combustion of three further mononitrates of

significantly different chemical structure (within
the limited range of energy suitable for

201
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examination in the laboratory) has now been
studied. These are 2-methoxyethyl nitrate,
CH30CH2CH20N02; 2-ethoxyethyl nitrate,
CH3CH20CH2CH20N02 and 2-hydroxyethyl
nitrate, H0CH2CH20N02.

Experimental Method
Preparation of the nitric esters
2-Hydroxyethyl nitrate—This compound (ethylene
glycol mononitrate) was prepared by adding 1-13
mole of ethylene bromohydrin to 1 mole of silver
nitrate dissolved in acetonitrile. Separation of silver
bromide began almost at once and the temperature
rose in two hours to 45°C. The mixture was cooled
to room temperature and showed no further tendency
to heat up. It was allowed to stand for six days
in the dark, filtered, and the silver bromide washed
with acetonitrile. The combined filtrate and washings
were distilled at 20 mm of mercury to about half
their volume and allowed to stand for three days.
Silver bromide was again filtered off and washed;
at this stage the total recovery of silver was 98-4 per
cent. The combined filtrate and washings were
evaporated at reduced pressure and the residual
2-hydroxyethyl nitrate distilled in a vacuum. The
yield was 95 per cent; b.pt 57-5°C/l mm Hg.

2-Ethoxyethyl nitrate—98 per cent nitric acid
(117 ml) was cooled below 5°C and 4-5 g urea slowly
added. 2-Ethoxyethanol (45 g) was added dropwise
over a period of 20 minutes with good stirring and
cooling, so that the temperature remained below 0°C.
After allowing to stand for 10 min at — 2°C, the
nitration mixture was drowned in 1 kg of 50 / 50 ice /
water and then extracted three times with 75 ml of
methylene chloride. The combined extracts were
washed twice with 50 ml of 3 per cent sodium, car¬
bonate solution and twice with 50 ml of water. The
solution was dried overnight with anhydrous sodium
sulphate and the methylene chloride distilled off at
atmospheric pressure. The residual 2-ethoxyethyl
nitrate distilled off at 63-5°C and 15 mm Hg (Yield:
87 per cent).

2-Methoxyethyl nitrate—This was prepared in a
somewhat similar manner except that a sulphuric
acid-nitric acid nitrating mixture was used, and the
nitrate was separated, rather than extracted with
methylene chloride, from the drowned nitration
mixture. B.pt 57°C/22 mm Hg.

Flame stabilization and probe sampling
The flames were studied at atmospheric pres¬
sure, using a flat flame burner and a simple
probe sampling technique similar to that used
in the decomposition of the other nitrates1-3.
Steady decomposition flames very close to the
(stationary) liquid surface were obtained with
all the esters. Difficulties encountered were a

tendency of the 2-methoxyethyl nitrate to boil
at the surface, which made sampling at close
distances tedious, and the deposition of tarry

materials on the burner jacket, which obscured
the flame.

Rates of burning
The rate of regression of burning liquid surface
was measured at elevated pressures in 4-5 mm
diameter glass tubes, and at atmospheric pres¬
sure in 24 mm diameter tubes. The rate of

burning / pressure curves for the three esters are
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Rates of burning of the nitric esters in
4-5 mm tubes

At atmospheric pressure, the 2-ethoxyethyl
nitrate required to be heated to about 60° to
80 °C before it would burn steadily (0 007 to
0-009 cm/s). It is interesting that 2-methoxy¬
ethyl nitrate burned almost twice as fast (0-013
cm/s) as ethyl nitrate (0-007 cm/s) or
2-hydroxyethyl nitrate (0 0067 cm/s), in spite
of a much lower heat of explosion and flame
front temperature. However, at pressures
above 200 lb/in2 and 800 lb /in2, respectively,
the rates of burning of the latter esters are
greater.
Flame temperature measurement
Flame temperatures were measured with
platinum/platinum-10 per cent rhodium thermo-
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couples, butt-welded from wires of 0 05 mm
diameter and covered with a thin layer of silica
to reduce catalytic action. The liquid surface
was allowed to burn past the stationary thermo¬
couple, and the e.m.f. recorded on a potentio-
metric recorder. Knowledge of the liquid
consumption irate and of the recorder chart
speed gave a reliable temperature distribution,
with the exception that the surface tension of
the liquid made it impossible to record the real
temperature within ~ 1 mm from the liquid
surface. The temperature distributions are
given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Temperature recordings through the liquid
nitric ester flames

Analysis of combustion products
The products from the flames were drawn (via
a fine silica probe situated at a measured
distance from the liquid surface) through a cold
xsopentane trap at -120°C, and the non-
condensable fraction collected over mercury.
Infra-red analyses were then performed on the
gas sample, and hydrogen and nitrogen, which
are transparent in the infra-red, were estimated
chromatographically using a 120 cm activated
charcoal column. The cold trap was removed
and an i.r. analysis of the fraction vaporizing
between — 120°C and room temperature was
obtained. The condensate was then weighed
and divided into parts as necessary. Typical
treatment of a liquid would involve:

(i) Infra-red analysis at 120°C—by this
means less volatile products such as
H,CO, HC02H, CH3OH and nitro com¬
pounds could be estimated. Water, in
amounts encountered, can be estimated
only approximately in this way.

(fx) Water content was estimated by the Karl
Fischer method.

(fix) The third fraction was titrated for acid,
and the aldehyde content estimated by
the sodium sulphite method.

The products of the combustion were also
examined using a Metropolitan Vickers MS 3
mass spectrometer, when certain specific com¬
ponents were being sought.

Results
The distributions of reaction products in the
three nitric ester flames are shown in Figures
J to 5. The number of moles of reaction product
derived from 100 moles of the nitric ester is
plotted against the distance of the sampling
probe from the burning liquid surface. A mass
balance between reactant and products had to
be made because, with these esters, considerable
amounts of unidentified material (of low
volatility) were found in the liquid fraction.
The atom balances were poor, therefore. They
indicated the presence of unidentified nitro¬
genous material in the cases of 2-methoxyethyl
nitrate and 2-ethoxyethyl nitrate, but not in
that of 2-hydroxyethyl nitrate. It is thought
that most of the polymeric residue is derived
from the rather reactive aldehydes, methoxy-
acetaldehyde, ethoxyacetaldehyde and glycollic
aldehyde, which would be expected as major
degradation products of the above nitric esters.
These aldehydes might be expected to poly¬
merize and react with other materials in the

trap. The unknown material has arbitrarily
been given the molecular weight of the appro¬
priate aldehyde, so that, if the assumption that
it is derived from the aldehyde is accepted, the
amount of the latter is indicated on the plots
in Figures 3 to 5.

Discussion
Each ester will be considered under a separate
heading; the 2-methoxyethyl nitrate will be
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I00r

0

Figure 3.

Distance from liquid surface mm
Product distribution in the Z-methoxyethyl

nitrate flame

Also detectedf«5 moles throughout) CH-jOCH-j.HCOOH.HCN

Figure 4. Product distribution in the 2-ethoxyethyl
nitrate flame

Figure 5. Product distribution in the 2-hydroxyethyl
nitrate flame

taken first, and then the other two esters will
be discussed more briefly by analogy.
2-Methoxyethyl nitrate
The major products of very rapid reaction in
the flame front are nitric oxide, carbon
monoxide, water, formaldehyde, methyl for¬
mate, a large amount of the unidentified material
and a smaller, but significant, quantity of
methanol. The absence of 2-methoxyethanol
and of nitrogen dioxide, and the presence of
only minor quantities of dimethyl ether, is of
some importance.

The initiating step in the degradation of the
nitric ester is considered to be the rupture of
the weakest bond in the molecule, the
—O—N— bond (reaction 3) and could be
expected4 to be followed by further breakdown
of the alkoxy radical at the high temperatures
(400° to 500°C) involved, according to reaction
4 and perhaps 5.

Distance from liquid surface mm

Smith and J. Thynne Vol. 4

CO

Also delecled(< 3moles throughout)
CjHc. HCN. CH3ONO, CHjOH
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ch.,och2ch2ono.
ch3och2ch2o-+no„ ... [3]

ch3och2ch2o- ch3och2-+h2co

celoch, ch2- + h2co
.... [4]
.... [5]

The absence of 2-methoxyethanol, and the
presence of only the small amounts of dimethyl
ether, suggests either that the radicals produced
in reactions 3 and 4 rapidly degrade before their
expected hydrogen-capturing reactions can take
place, or that the main decomposition reaction
involves a chain mechanism in which only a
few initiating steps are required in order to
bring about the subsequent breakdown of many
nitric ester molecules. The relatively small
amount of methane, an unknown amount of
which is always produced from the thermal
decomposition of methyl formate, adds sup¬
port to the view that the number of initiating
steps is relatively small.

Of particular interest is the production of
large amounts of methyl formate, which cannot
be satisfactorily accounted for on the basis of
unimolecular decomposition of the nitric ester.
Its appearance can, however, be described in
a simple way by a reaction completely analogous
to that proposed as an important step in the
degradation of ethyl nitrate. It was suggested
that ethyl nitrate was attacked by nitrogen
dioxide (or HONO or CH3-) with consequent
loss of a hydrogen atom. If an a-hydrogen
were removed, the reactions would be simply:
N02 + CH3CH2ONO, -> HONO

+ [CH3CH0N02]
[CH3CH0N02] CH3CH0+N02 .... [6]

If, however, a /3-hydrogen atom were lost, the
remaining radical would immediately rearrange
and decompose thus

[CH2CH20N02] ->CH2—CH2—> 2H2CO+ NO
.... [7]\

CK 0

N
II
0

If reactions analogous to 6 and 7 occur in the
decomposition of methoxyethyl nitrate, two
different, but characteristic, products would be
methoxyacetaldehyde and methyl formate,
respectively.
NO, + CH,0CH2CH20N0,

[CH30CH2CH0N02] + HONO
4-

.[8]

[8a]ch3och2cho+no2
no2+ch3och2ch2ono2

—> [ch30chch20n02] + hono ... [9]

CH,

\y°K
CH 0

\ /
0=N

II

1°
.H

CH30c,
\

+ h2co+no
0 •[9a]

It is difficult to determine how much of the
reaction might proceed by reaction 8, since
methoxyacetaldehyde could not be prepared
for reference spectra and calibration. The
alkoxyacetaldehydes are known5 to be difficult
to prepare and keep. Infra-red spectra revealed
the presence of an unknown aldehyde in the
vapour fraction, and a small amount of a
substance giving mass peaks at 74 and 73 was
present. Not a great deal of methoxyacetal¬
dehyde could have been present in the vapour
phase, but a large amount of a substance of
low volatility was always found in the liquid
fraction, and it is thought that this was probably
a polymer of methoxyacetaldehyde with some
formaldehyde. The monomer was not regener¬
ated when heated to 120°C in the infra-red hot
cell. If the unknown aldehyde and the polymer
are assumed to be due to methoxyacetaldehyde,
then more than 40 mole per cent of the nitrate
decomposes to this substance. More than 30
mole per cent of methyl formate was found, and
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probably some had already pyrolysed. Thermal
decomposition of this material in a silica vessel
at 600 °C showed that it produced, very approxi¬
mately, 90 per cent (CO + CH3OH) and 10 per
cent (C02 + CH4). This reaction, and the
pyrolysis of formaldehyde, could account for the
observed hydrogen, methane, carbon monoxide
and methanol. Water would result from
reactions of HONO produced in reactions 8 and
9. For example,
H0N0 + CH30CH2CH20N02 H20

+ no + [ch30c2h30n02] .... [10]
A small amount of a nitro compound of low
volatility was estimated by assuming the same
extinction coefficient at 6-30 microns as for
nitromethane. Its infra-red spectrum and its
mass spectrum were compatible with the
structure CH30CH2N02, but this material was
not successfully prepared, so no positive identi¬
fication could be made. The postulated reaction
scheme for 2-methoxyethyl nitrate, which will
describe the appearance of all the observed
reaction products, and which is completely
analogous to that suggested for ethyl nitrate,
is summarized below:

ch3och2ch„ono2 —> ch3och2ch2o
+ NO„ (initiation) .... [3]

CH30CH2CH2O —> CH3 + 2II2CO
.... [4 and 5]

CH3 + CH30CH2CH20N02 —> CH4
+ [CH30C2H30N02] [11]

N02 + CH30CH2CH„0N02 -> HONO
+ [CH30C2H30N02] .... [8]

hono+ch3och2ch2ono2 —> h2o
+ no + [ch3oc2h3on02] [10]

[CH30C2H30N02] = [CH30CH2CH0N02]
-> CH30CH2CH0 + N02" .... [8a]

[CH3OC2H3ONO„] = [CH30CHCHo0N02]
CH3OCHO + H2CO + NO [9a]

An overall equation for the initial stages of
the reaction according to the above scheme,
with a chain length of ten, would be

ch30ch,cho0n02 0tch4 + 0-8h2co
+ 0-6ch3ocho + 0-3ch3ochxho
+ 0-4h2o+ tono ....[12]

No adequate check is possible however, because,
even in the earliest samples taken, some
oxidation and pyrolysis of aldehydes had
occurred and part of the nitric oxide had been
reduced.

2-Ethoxyethyl nitrate
This ester has a less favourable oxygen balance
than the 2-methoxyethyl nitrate, but a stable
flame can be obtained at atmospheric pressure
by preheating. The flame temperature at the
point of complete disappearance of the nitrate
is not much different from that of the

2-methoxyethyl nitrate if the minimum amount
of preheat for stable burning is given.

The products of greatest interest from this
ester are formaldehyde, ethyl formate and
acetaldehyde. The amount of carbon monoxide
is much smaller than usual and indicates that
not much pyrolysis of aldehydes has occurred.
No ethoxyethanol, methylethyl ether or nitrogen
dioxide could be detected, and less than 0-5
mole of ethane per 100 moles of nitric ester was
present. Significant amounts (~20 mole per
cent) of a high-boiling nitro compound were
found. Its mass spectrum was consistent with
the fragments expected from CH3CH20CH2N02,
but this could not be prepared for comparison.

Initiation is again taken to be fission of the
weakest bond

ch3ch„och2ch2ono2
-> ch3ch2och2ch20-+ no„ .... [13]

The absence of 2-ethoxyethanol suggests that
the alkoxy radical breaks down rapidly

CH3CH20CH,CH2O
-> CH3CH2OCH2 + H2CO .... [14]

The absence of methylethyl ether and the low
concentrations of ethane and ethylene would be
evidence to suggest that, in fact, no large
proportion of the nitric ester decomposed
according to reaction 13 because none of the
expected products of the resulting alkoxy
radical would have been produced:
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CH3CH2OCH2 + RH CH3CH2OCH3 + R-
.... [15]

CH3CH2OCH2 CH,CH, + HXO . [16]
However, if the nitro compound is indeed
CH3CH20CH2N02, then it is possible that it
was formed by combination of CH3CH2OCH2*
and N02, although this reaction would have to
be very much faster than the hydrogen-
abstracting reaction 15 since the concentration
of both CH3CH2OCH2- and NO„ must be very
small, whereas 'RH' is always large. The
amount of stable hydrocarbon from the alkoxy
radical (reaction 16) cannot in this case be taken
as some guide to the reaction chain length. On
the other hand, the nitro compound may well
have been produced by a bimolecular reaction
17, below, which is not a chain-terminating
process.

NO., + CH3CHXCHXH20N02
^"CH3CH20CH2N02 + H,C6 + N0„ ... [17]

The ethyl formate is produced by reactions
analogous to 9 and 7:

N02 + CH3CH20CH2CH20N02

—> H0N0 + [CH3CH20CHCH20N02] .. [18]

ch, -CH, .CH,

ch
\
\ /

The radical CH3CH0CH2CH20N02, produced
in reaction 19, could rearrange, by way of either
of the two forms below, to give acetaldehyde,
formaldehyde and nitric oxide:

[CH3CH0CH2CH20N02] -> CH3CHO+ CH2

0=^=N

ch3ch2ocho+h2co+no . . [18a]

Two other hydrogen-stripping reactions would
appear to be equally probable in this ester.
One of them could account for the acetaldehyde
observed in large amounts

n02 + ch3ch2och2ch2ono2

-> [ch3ch0ch2ch20n02] + hono . . [19]

/

Qs

-CH,

\
o

h,c-

ch2

,ch2

NO+2HXO

. . . [19a]

CH3CHO + 2H2CO + NO ..[19b]
The other hydrogen-stripping reaction (20

below) would produce ethoxyacetaldehyde.
The large amount of polymeric substance in the
liquid fraction might well be due to this unstable
aldehyde, but no positive infra-red evidence
could be obtained for this suggestion, because
of the interference of acetaldehyde, formal¬
dehyde, ethyl formate and water.

N02 + CH3CH20CH2CH20N02 -> HONO
+ [CH3CHXCHXHONO„] [20]

4,
ch3ch2och2cho + no, [20a]

A reaction scheme closely similar to that for
the 2-methoxyethyl nitrate, but with the
additional reactions to account for the acetal¬
dehyde (reaction 19) and the nitro compound
(e.g. reaction 17), will account for the main
identified products. The large amounts of
unknown substance from this more complex
ester (see Figure 4) upset attempts to describe
the reaction more fully. Beyond the flame
front, it would seem that, in this cool-burning
ester, polymerization of aldehydic products is
faster than their pyrolysis. In Figure 4 it may
be seen that the curves of the aldehydes and of
the unknown polymeric material are inversely
related to each other. The nitro compound
decomposes steadily in the product gases.
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2-Hydroxyethyl nitrate
The decomposition products of this ester are
all simple molecules and do not provide much
evidence about the course of the flame degrada¬
tion unless examined in relation to the other
nitrates, when abnormally large amounts of
formic acid, hydrogen, carbon monoxide, water
and carbon dioxide are seen to be produced
(Figure 5). No methanol or glycol is observed,
and, although the amount of hydrogen is larger
than commonly observed in the flame front of
similar nitric esters, the trend of the hydrogen
curve in Figure 5 indicates that its initial con¬
centration (when the decomposition of the nitric
ester is just complete) is much smaller.

The amount of 2-hydroxyethyl nitrate con¬
sumed according to reaction 21 (plus reactions
22 and 23) is again probably not large:

hoch2ch2ono2 -> hoch,ch2o- + no„
.... [21]

hoch2ch,o —> hoch„- + h2co
.... [22]

H0CH2 —> H- + H2CO .... [23]

It is suggested that the observations are better
explained by a mechanism similar to that of the
other mononitrates, with reaction 21 being the
initiating step in a chain process, the main
reactions being 24 and probably 25 below:

N02 + H0CH2CH20N02
—> H0N0 + [H0CHCH20N02] [24]

HOCH CHT"'
/ \

Ox 0 HCOOH + H„CO

\ + NO... [24a]
|| H20 + C0 or H2 + C02
0

N02 + H0CH2CH30N02 —> HONO
+ [H0CH2CH0N02] .... [25]

H0CH2CH0+N02 ....[25a]

Again, the relative extent of reaction 25 could
not be estimated because of the difficulty of
analysing for polymerized glycollic aldehyde in

the trap, and of the rapidity of the pyrolysis
of the aldehydes in this flame. The 'unknown'
in Figure 5 has been given the molecular weight
of glycollic aldehyde. Synthetic samples of
glycollic aldehyde, both as the anhydrous solid
and as the hydrated form, were examined
spectroscopically. It was considered that the
latter was the form in which it was most likely
to occur in the liquid products, but this, when
heated to 120°C, gave a negligible vapour-phase
i.r. spectrum. Its spectrum as a thin film was
compared with that of the liquid products, but
the latter consisted of broad featureless bands
due to the mixture of water, formaldehyde and
formic acid, which were also present in the
samples in which the unknown occurred. Thus,
no positive inference as to the presence or
absence of the aldehyde in the products could
be made.

HNCO is an interesting and unusual minor
product of this particular flame, but there are
no clues regarding its mode of formation.

The reaction scheme for this ester would be
summarized as follows:

H0CH2CH20N02 —> H- + 2H2C0 + N02
.... [21, 22 and 23]

H- + H0CH2CH,0N02 -> H2
+ [H0C2H30N02] .... [26]

N02 + H0CH2CH20N02 —> HONO
+ [H0C2H30N02] [24 or 25]

H0N0 + H0CH2CH20N02 —> H20
+ N0 + [H0C2H30N02]. . . [27]

[H0C„H30N02] —> HCOOH+ H..CO +NO
\ " [24a]
H0CH2CH0 + N02 . . [25a]

Reactions behind the flame fronts
In all the flames examined, relatively slow
reactions follow in the wake of the very fast
reactions occurring in the flame front. The
former are largely aldehyde pyrolyses, and do
not result in any further heat release, unless
nitric oxide becomes involved in the reaction
and is reduced. This reduction of nitric oxide
is an important feature in relation to the rate
of energy release in nitric ester combustion, and
has been discussed elsewhere1,6. In all nitric
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ester flames in which formaldehyde is observed
to be decomposing, nitric oxide is reduced at
a rate which seems (from the concentration
curves) to be related to the rate of aldehyde
pyrolysis. In the 2-hydroxyethyl nitrate the
decomposition of formaldehyde is rapid, and
the associated reduction of nitric oxide stops
at about the point when the aldehyde has
disappeared. The continued temperature rise
resulting from this nitric oxide reduction is seen
as a 'rounding off' of the temperature profile
in Figure 2.

In the 2-methoxyethyl nitrate flame, the
temperature is lower and the aldehyde pyrolyses
are slower. Nitric oxide is reduced continuously,
the nitric oxide curves and those of the formal¬

dehyde and methyl formate being roughly
parallel over the range covered (Figure 3).
The flame temperature continues to rise fairly
steeply beyond the flame front (Figure 2). The
situation with regard to nitric oxide reduction in
the 2-ethoxyethyl nitrate is complicated by the
early production and subsequent slow decom¬
position of significant amounts of a nitro
compound; nitric oxide is produced more rapidly
than it is decomposed to nitrogen. Aldehyde
pyrolyses, as judged by the production of carbon
monoxide, are not rapid in the cool-burning
ester, but the increase in the amount of unknown
material (tarry residue) with distance from the
flame front (Figure 4) indicates extensive poly¬
merization of the aldehydes. No temperature
rise occurs beyond the flame front in this ester.
The propyl nitrates, burning with similar flame
temperature, produce larger amounts of more
stable nitro compounds3 which slow down the
rate of heat release and reduce the burning rate.
In the 2-ethoxyethyl nitrate and the propyl
nitrates, the temperature acquired in the flame
front at atmospheric pressure is insufficient for
rapid aldehyde pyrolysis and the associated
nitric oxide-reducing actions. The overall
chemical changes brought about by those and
other reactions occurring in the wake of the
flame front may be deduced from Figures 3 to 5.

A comparison of the initial products from a
number of nitric ester flames
Since extension of this analytical study of the

effect of chemical structure on degradation
mechanisms in nitric ester flames is not contem¬

plated at the present time, it was considered
useful to summarize and compare briefly the
results for the eight esters examined. The
primary reaction products (i.e. the products at
the point in the flame at which virtually all the
original nitric ester has disappeared) from these
esters are listed in Table 1.

Some of the values for the less volatile com¬

ponents should be regarded as semiquantitative
because the complexity of the mixtures in which
they were encountered would have made a better
estimate unprofitably time-consuming. It was
hoped that at least a semiquantitative answer
for all the significant stable reaction products
of every ester could be obtained, and it is con¬
sidered that this has been achieved in all cases

except the three more difficult esters reported
in the present paper. The aldehyde mixtures
produced in these alkoxy nitrates gave polymeric
materials not readily analysed and sometimes
representing a large proportion of the products.

It is considered that the divers products from
all these mononitrates, in contrast to the two
dinitrates studied, can be more reasonably and
more completely described by a degradation
mechanism which does not require extensive
unimolecular breakdown of the nitric ester into

alkoxy radical and nitrogen dioxide, but which
depends upon hydrogen abstraction from the
esters by radicals and reactive species, parti¬
cularly N02 and HONO. Such a mechanism
presents no difficulty in describing the appear¬
ance of the major products from all the mono¬
nitrates examined. It is more difficult to under¬
stand why nitrogen dioxide and radical attack
on butane-2,3-diol dinitrate1 is not as rapid as
in the mononitrates.

In the mononitrate flames at atmospheric
pressure, no evidence has been found for the
production of alkoxy radicals, insofar as the
appropriate alcohol has not been observed. It
is probable that such alkoxy radicals as are
produced in the initiating steps are broken down
to alkyl radical and aldehyde at the high
temperature involved9. The low pressure ethyl
nitrate flame (temperature about 560 °C) has,
however, recently been shown7 to yield up to



Table1.Primaryproductsofsomenitricesterflames
Nitricester

ciichono„322
hochch- 22

ono„
2

chochch- 322 ono2

ch3ch2och2- chono,22

(ch3)2chono2
chch„ch- ono2

ch3ch(onoj- CH(0n02)chs
ch2(ono2)- ch2ch2ch2- (ono2)

Product

Molesofproductper100molesofnitricester
hcho

52

48

34

43

24

88

0

132*

hocho

0

18-6

2-4

4-5

0

0

—

~4*

ch3ocho

—

0

29

0

—

—

—

—

c2h5ocho

—

0

0

30

—

—

—

—

ch3cho

10-5

0

0

33

53

28

176*

1-7

(ch3)2co

0

0

0

0

140

0

0

0

h2

21

29

(8)

100

21

12-4

12-8

20

CH4

22

0-8

6-4

2-6

17-4

11-5

14-7

3-7

ch

0

0

0

<0-5

0

0

0

0

choch

0

0

2-5

0

—

—

—

—

c ,h3och,253

—

—

—

0

—

—

—

—

co

62

91

37

165

22

34

82

139

no,

0

0

0

0

0

0

46*

40*

no

78

66

68

51

42

53

100

104

n2o

1-4

70

3-2

3-8

20

20

1-2

30

n2

8-9

15-4

61

4-3

<9-5

<21

19

21

hcn

0

0-2

03

0

0

0

0

40

chno

0-6

0

0

0

35

—

0

0

ch3ono

0-8

2-4

04

<2

12-8

4-9

6-8

0

c2h5n02

0

0

0

0

0

39

0

0

c2h5ono

0

0

0

<1-6

0

3-6

0

0

ch3och2no2(?)

—

—

(~6)

—

—

—

—

—

c2h5och2n°2(?)
—

—

0

(~19)

—

—

—

—

h2°

61

114

41

51

71

71

88

125

C°2

6-7

11-5

4-8

4-6

7-2

3-8

26

157

ch3oh

3-4

0

80

12-9

24

0

0

0

c2h4

1-4

0-6

5-2

1-5

0

10

006

47

Unknown

—

12(moz.wt60)
44[mol.wt74)
27(mol.wt88)

—

—

—

—

Tf.°k

1060

1180

760

^,720

670

^.570

990

1020

Tmt.'K

1175

1180

>900

/—.720

(>720)

(>750)

990

1060

Burningrate§, cm/s

0007

00067

0013

z^.0008

Unstable

Unstable

0005

00035

♦Roughlycorrectedfornitrogendioxidereactioninthetraps. tTemperaturejustbehindtheflamefront. JMaximumtemperaturereachedatatmosphericpressureunderconditionsemployed. §Atatmosphericpressure:24mmdiameterglasstubes.
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15 mole per cent ethanol. Alkyl radicals and
hydrogen atoms, produced either from the
alkoxy radical from the original ester or by
radical attack of early reaction products such as
aldehydes, are also expected to abstract a
hydrogen atom from the nitric ester, but,
according to the reaction scheme suggested here,
none of these are regenerated when the
hydrogen-deficient nitric ester radical decom¬
poses, the only reactive species produced being
N02.

It is not considered that reactions of the type

R- + N02 -> RO- + NO

rno2
take place to any major extent for the following
reasons. ROH, expected to be produced by
hydrogen abstraction by RO-, is rarely a
significant product. The concentrations of R-
and N02 are very small, and although the
activation energy for reaction may be sufficiently
low to make this a possible competitor with
R- + RONO, —> RH, etc., and N02 + R'0N02
—> HONO, etc., for which the activation
energy may be 7 to . 10 kcal and 15 to 20 kcal
respectively8, the products of other equally
probable reactions (e.g. 2R* —> products,
R- + NO —> products) are not generally
observed. Where the N02 concentration is
known to be large, and CH3CHO is pyrolysing
to CH4 and CO (the butane-2,3-diol dinitrate
system), no CH3N02 or CH3OH (from CH30
reactions) is observed. In fact, it has not been
possible to detect any significant amounts of
nitro compound, nitrites or hydrogen cyanide
in flames of nitrogen dioxide and numerous fuels
which might be expected to produce methyl
radicals in a similar temperature range3. There
is much evidence for the occurrence of these
reactions at lower temperatures4. Significant
quantities of nitro compounds are produced only

in the two cool-burning nitric esters. It is of
interest to take nitro compound formation as
an example, and compare the behaviour of
2-methoxyethyl nitrate and isopropyl nitrate.
If it were considered that unimolecular break¬
down of the nitric esters was a major reaction
in flames, and that the alkoxy radicals degraded
to aldehyde and simple alkyl radical (see
P. Gray and A. Williams9 and A. F. Trotman-
Dickenson8, p 306), the products of these two
esters might be expected to be similar, apart
from the aldehyde produced:

CH30CH2CH20N02 —CH3-
+ 2H2CO+ N02 ....[26]

(CH3)2CH0N02 —> CH.-
+ CH3CH0+N02 ....[27]

No nitromethane is found in the products of
the 2-methoxyethyl nitrate flame, and only
minor quantities of other nitro compounds and
nitrites, whereas the yields in isopropyl nitrate
are very high.

The authors are grateful to Mr J. V. Griffiths
for preparing the 2-hydroxyethyl nitrate and
the 2-ethoxyethyl nitrate.
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Dimerisation and Disproportionation of n-Butyl Radicals
By J. C. J. Thynne*

(Department of Chemistry, University of California at Los Angeles,
Los Angeles 24, California, U.S.A.)

Methyl radicals can react with a higher alkyl radical,
or similar higher alkyl radicals with each other, by
(i) combination of the radicals or (ii) their dispro¬
portionation which leads to an alkane and an olefin.
The disproportionation ratio (A) is the ratio of the
rate constant for disproportionation to that for com¬
bination; it has been measured for several alkyl
radicals1 and, with one exception, shown to be
independent of temperature. The anomaly is for
n-butyl radicals which were studied by the photolysis
of valeraldehyde from 61° to 416°.2

We have now studied the decomposition of butyl
formate sensitised by methyl radicals which were

produced by photolysis of acetone at A > 3000 A at
70° to 195°. Although formates, when photolysed at
short wavelengths (A < 2500 A), yield alkoxy-
radicals in considerable amounts,3 yet in the radical-
sensitised decomposition of butyl formate no pro¬
ducts were observed that might have been produced
by butoxy-radicals, indicating that this reaction
follows the same path as with methyl formate,4
namely, Me- + H-C02R^>- CH4 + R02C-, followed
immediately by R02C- —> C02 + R-. In this way
the particular alkyl radical R- produced is thermally
equilibrated. The ease and simplicity with which the
R02C- radical breaks down is analogous to the
breakdown of the acyloxy-radical R-CO-O- pro¬
duced by the thermal decomposition of the diacyl
peroxides,5 e.g., Ac2Oa -> 2AcO- -> 2Me- + C02.

The products were analysed by gas chromato¬
graphy and mass spectrometry and all the above
products were observed, the olefin being but-l-ene,
and the alkanes all normal alkanes.

The results obtained lead to the following values
for A:

(i) Me- + Bun-: kjks = 0-15, and showed no
temperature-dependence. This value may be com¬
pared with those for methyl-ethyl6 (0-06) and methyl-
n-propyl7 (0-14).

(ii) Bun- + Bun-: kjk7 — 0-94 ± 0-05, and
showed no temperature-dependence. This value
corresponds well with that (0-92) predicted by
Kraus and Calvert8 on the basis of the number of
hydrogen atoms available for abstraction. Kerr
and Trotman-Dickenson2 reported temperature-
dependent values which ranged from 0-569 at 61° to
1-04 at 204°.

From our work it appears that the anomaly in the
case of butyl formate is not real, but that such varia¬
tions in A might be due to the production of "hot"
radicals by direct photolysis, so that, wherever pos¬
sible, thermally equilibrated radicals should be used
in such studies.

I thank Professor F. E. Blacet for many helpful
discussions.

(Received, November 23rd, 1960.)

For butyl formate the following reactions are
important within this temperature range:

Me- H-C02Bun CH4 + C02 + Bun¬
ks

Bun--)- H C02Bun C4H10 + C02 + Bun¬
ks

2Me- -* C2H6
k4

Me- + Bu"- CH4 + C4H8
k.

2Bun- -»■ C4H8 + C4H10
k7

—*■ C8H18
* Permanent address: Department of Chemistry, The University, Leeds 2.
1 Trotman-Dickenson, Ann. Reports, 1959, 55, 36.
2 Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson, J., 1959, 1602.
3 Ausloos, Canad. J. Chem., 1958, 36, 383.
4 Kutschke, personal communication, 1958.
5 Rembaum and Szwarc, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1954, 76, 5975.
6 Heller,./. Chem. Phys., 1958, 28, 1255.
' Thynne, unpublished work, 1960.
8 Kraus and Calvert, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1957, 79, 5921.
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The Reaction of Ethyl Radicals with Isopropyl Radicals

By J. C. J. Thynne

(Department of Chemistry, University of California at Los Angeles,
Los Angeles 24, California, U.S.A.*)

It is not always feasible to study the disproportiona-
tion and combination of higher alkyl radicals simply
by photolysing mixtures of the appropriate ketones
because of the occurrence of an intramolecular
reaction leading to an olefin and lower ketone when
the original ketone contains a-hydrogen atoms.
E.g., for dipropyl ketone1 the two major primary
reactions are:

c,h7 co c,h, -» 2c3h7- + co ... (1a)
-> c2h4 + ch3co-c3h7 . . . (1b)

However, diethyl ketone2 and di-isopropyl ketone3
are excellent sources of ethyl and isopropyl radicals
respectively; in addition, their behaviour on photoly¬
sis is considered to be well understood. By photolys¬
ing, at > 3000 A, a mixture of diethyl and di-iso¬
propyl ketone, each at pressures of about 50 mm., at
temperatures from 34—150°, the cross-combination
and disproportionation of ethyl and isopropyl
radicals have been studied. Three reactions are then
possible:
c2h5- + c3h7- c2h„ + c3h„ ••• (2)' —> 1

—>

k.
c2h4 + c3h8

c,H,

(3)

(4)

All three reactions were observed, reactions (2) and
(4) taking place to the greatest extent. The ratio of
disproportionation to combination (kfki = A)
ranged from 0-60 at 34° to 0-81 at 144°. This is not
in accord with expectation, for with the possible ex¬
ception of butyl radicals4-5 all reported values6 for
these ratios have been independent of temperature.
However, photolysis sometimes lead to the produc¬
tion of "hot" radicals, so it was desirable to compare
the results of the reaction between possibly photo-
lytically "hot" radicals with those obtained when one
set of radicals is thermally equilibrated; for this,
another source of isopropyl radicals was chosen,
namely, the decomposition of isopropyl formate
sensitised by ethyl radicals; the same temperature
range and similar reactant pressures were used.

Diethyl ketone was again used as the ethyl-radical
source, at > 3000 A where the formate is not
photolysed. The major reactions (together with 2, 3,
and 4) are (5—11). All these products were found on

h co.-cjh, c2h|| -j- co., c3h7
fc5

co2c3h7 -> co2 + c3h7-

qhs- + h-co,.c,h, -» c,h, + co,c,h7 . . (5)

. (6)
^6

C3H7. + H COj-CJH, -> C3H8 + C02 C3H7 . . (7)
2C2H5- -> C2H4 + C2H„ . . (8)

-^c4h10 ... (9)
2C3H7- -> C3H0 + C3H8 . . . (10)

-» C6H14 . . . (11)

analysis by gas chromatography, dimerisation of the
isopropyl radical producing 2,3-dimethylbutane.

In this case, k2/ki = 0-43 ± 0 03, and did not vary
with temperature. This value can be compared with
values of 0-14 for ethyl-ethyl,7 0-21 for methyl-iso-
propyl,8 and 0-63 for isopropyl-isopropyl,9 none
of which is temperature-dependent. The only
direct comparison that can be made with k2/ki
comes from the work of Boddy and Robb,10 who
used the mercury-photosensitised addition of hydro¬
gen atoms to mixed olefins to produce the appropri¬
ate radicals, and so obtained values of 0-3 for kfki
and 0-67 for k3/k2. In the work reported here, when
the ethylene produced by reaction (3) was measured,
a value of 015 was obtained for k3/k2. This is con¬
siderably lower than Boddy and Robb's value, but
nevertheless is reasonable since it might be thought
that an ethyl radical would be several times more
likely to abstract a hydrogen atom from an iso¬
propyl radical than an isopropyl radical would
abstract one from an ethyl radical.

The discrepancy in the values of kfk^ obtained on
use of different sources of isopropyl radicals is
curious. If it is assumed that the value 0-43 represents
the actual value of A, it appears that propene is
produced by some other reaction, possibly:

R- + C3H7 CO-C3H7 -» RH + -CjHj-CO-CjH,
•c3h6 co c3h7 -> c3hc + 'co cjh,

* Present address: Department of Chemistry, The University, Leeds 2.
1 Masson, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1952, 74, 4731.
2 Kutschke, Wijnen, and Steacie, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1952, 74, 714.
3 Heller and Gordon, J. Phys. Chem., 1956, 60, 1315.
4 Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson, J., 1960, 1602.
* Thynne, Proc. Chem. Soc., 1961, 18.
0 Trotman-Dickenson, Ann. Reports, 1959, 55, 36.
7 James and Steacie, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1958, A, 244, 289.
8 Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson, J., 1960, 1609.
3 Heller and Gordon, J. Phys. Chem., 1958, 62, 709.
10 Boddy and Robb, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1959, A, 249, 518.
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though using Heller and Gordon's results3 for the
photolysis of di-isopropyl ketone for calculation of
the possible yield of propene from such an abstrac¬
tion does little to reconcile the values.

Although, as shown by reactions (la and b),
dipropyl ketone does not only yield propyl radicals
when photolysed, it was considered interesting to
compare the value of A obtained for ethyl and
propyl radicals produced by mixed ketone photolysis,
with the value obtained by using the decomposition
of propyl formate as above. Only one experiment was

carried out on each system, and values of /c2/k4 at
117° of 0-21 and 014 were obtained from the ketone
and formate respectively. Substantially the same
behaviour has been noted for butyl radicals.5 Thus
it appears that the value of the disproportionation
ratio obtained from purely photochemically pro¬
duced radicals is often higher than that observed
when some of the radicals are generated in a state of
thermal equilibrium.

I thank Professor F. E. Blacet for helpful advice.
{Received, December 8th, 1960.)
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Reactions of Alkyl Radicals
Part 1—Methyl Radical Photosensitized Decomposition of

Ethyl Formate

By J. C. J. Thynne *

Dept. of Chemistry, University of California at Los Angeles,
Los Angeles 24, California, U.S.A.

Received 21 st July, 1961

The alkyl radical sensitized decomposition of alkyl formates has been shown to be a good general
method of generating alkyl radicals, and a mechanism to account for the decomposition products
has been suggested. The thermochemistry of the alkoxycarbonyl radical produced when an a-
hydrogen atom is abstracted from a formate has been discussed. By using methyl radicals to
decompose ethyl formate, the cross-combination of methyl and ethyl radicals has been studied,
and the rate constant for their combination has been observed to be twice the geometric mean of the
rate constants for the auto-combinations. Assuming that the rate constants for the combination
of methyl and ethyl radicals and for two ethyl radicals are expressed by log k (mole-1 cm3 sec-1)
is 14, then values have been deduced for the Arrhenius parameters of the following reactions :

log A (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) E (kcal mole-1)
2c2h5^c2h4+c2h(5 1315 0

ch3+c2h5 >ch4+c2h4 12-74 0

cjhs + cjhscoczhs ->c2h6+c2h4coc2h5 12-0 8-9

CH3 + HCOOCH3 -^ch4+COOCH3 10-9 90

ch3 + hcooc2h5 ->ch4+cooc2h5 10-5 8-2

c2h5+hcooc2h5 ^c2h6+cooc2h5 10-9 7-8

The results indicate that the nature of the alkyl group within the formate molecule has no effect
on the rate at which methyl radicals abstract a-hydrogen atoms, but the ethyl radical abstracts a
hydrogen atom more easily than does a methyl radical.

Recently, the reactions of some of the higher alkyl radicals have received consider¬
able attention. Improved methods of analysis, particularly in the separation of
alkanes and alkenes, have enabled the products of such reactions to be analyzed more
accurately. However, there has been less progress in the field of radical sources.
The conditions required to produce alkyl radicals by thermal decomposition often
cause breakdown of the radical. Other radical sources (such as the mercury- photo¬
sensitized decomposition of alkanes) suffer from the disadvantage of not always being
simple, and " hot" radical effects may be considerable. More frequently used
radical sources are the aldehydes and ketones which, because of their convenient
absorption spectra, lend themselves particularly well to photochemical decomposi¬
tion. Although the lower ketones are good " clean " sources of alkyl radicals some
of the higher straight-chain ketones undergo an intramolecular reaction L 2 splitting
off alkene and a lower ketone as well as the usual reaction producing alkyl radicals,

e.g., C3H7COC3H7->C3H7 + COC3H7
-*C2H4 + CH3COC3H7.

* present address : School of Chemistry, The University, Leeds, 2.
676
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Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson 3. 4 recently have had considerable success using
various higher aldehydes as radical sources. However, the primary photolytic pro¬
cesses are frequently not precise and simple for the higher aldehydes and difficulties
in interpretation must arise from such uncertainty.

Such problems make another source of alkyl radicals highly desirable. This
paper is concerned with the use of formate esters as sources of alkyl radicals. Form¬
ates are well known as sources of alkoxy radicals5-6 but their possible use as a general
source of alkyl radicals has not been investigated. When methyl formate is attacked
by methyl radicals,7 the following reactions occur,

ch3+hcooch3-> ch4+cooch3

cooch3->co2+ch3.

In this work the production of secondary alkyl radicals by primary methyl radical
sensitization has been extended to other alkyl formates. This has been shown to be
a convenient general method for the generation of alkyl radicals.

Alkyl radicals may react with one another by disproportionation or combination.
The presence of two radical species in the formate decompositions, namely, the
sensitizing radical and the secondary radical, offers a convenient system in which to
study such cross-combinations.

Few data exist on the influence of various substituting groups in the molecule on
its reactivity. By changing the alkyl group within the formate molecule the effect
on the reactivity of the formyl hydrogen atom of such groups may be deduced. Also,
since there are two radical species present the effect of the attacking radical on the
rate may be observed.

Accordingly, in this paper, methyl radicals (produced by the photolysis of acetone
at wavelengths > 3000 A where formates do not absorb) have been used to sensitize the
decompositions of methyl and ethyl formate.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS

Acetone, diethyl ketone, methyl and ethyl formate were each three times distilled in
a packed Oldershaw column. All materials were dried and degassed before storage. The
compounds were Eastman White Label grade and were pure chromatographically.

Ethane, ethylene, propane and n-butane were obtained from cylinders of Phillips Re¬
agent grade hydrocarbons. Carbon dioxide was obtained from a cylinder of the pure
material and also by repeated distillation of a commercial sample.

APPARATUS

A cylindrical quartz cell 20 cm long, 3 cm diam., was housed in an aluminium block
furnace with quartz windows. The temperature of the furnace was maintained to better
than ±1°C during each run by a copper-constantan thermocouple-controlled relay unit.
The reaction cell was illuminated using an S-500 Hanovia medium-pressure mercury arc
and a thin glass filter placed to limit radiation to wavelengths greater than 3000 A.

The reaction cell was connected to the usual type of high-vacuum system which included
a solid nitrogen trap, a modified Ward still and a Toepler pump. Normally, about 50 mm
of acetone was used, the pressure of formate being varied between 15 and 80 mm. Decom¬
position of the formate was never greater than 2 %.

After reaction the permanent gases were usually pumped away, although occasionally
they were retained for mass-spectrometric analysis. Fractions of the condensable products
were taken off at convenient temperatures by means of the Toepler pump. Volumes
were measured in a gas burette and the condensables were then analyzed, usually by gas
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chromatography. The detector was a Gow-Mac thermistor detector (model 9677 AEL) and
this was kept in the same oven as the chromatographic columns. All flow lines within
the oven were of copper tubing and the temperature of the oven was maintained to better
than ±0-1 °C by a thermocouple-controlled relay unit. The columns were f in. diam.
copper tubing, coiled after packing and helium gas flow rates of 35-50 ml/min were normally
used. Various columns were used, the three most successful ones being a 6 ft. activated
silica-gel column, a 20 ft. 20 % dimethyl sulpholane on firebrick column, and a 4 ft. 20 %
tetraisobutylene column. These were used at temperatures from 0 to 47°C to analyze
the reaction products. Standard samples of various components were used to calibrate
the columns. The output from the detector was fed through an attenuator to a Honeywell-
Brown 0-1 mV recorder to which was fitted a ball and disc integrating unit to measure
peak areas. A cold trap was placed in the carrier gas exit line so that products separating
on the column could be retained when necessary, to be identified later mass-spectrometrically.

Since there was the possibility that the alkoxycarbonyl radical might decompose producing
an alkoxy radical, i.e. COOR-^CO+OR, the reaction products were analyzed for the
presence of compounds which might have been produced from alkoxy radicals. With
ethyl formate such products would probably have been ethyl alcohol and acetaldehyde.
Although ethyl alcohol and ethyl formate were easily separable on a 10 ft. 3-nitro 3-methyl
pimelonitrile on firebrick column operated at 48°C (relative retention times : n-pentane 1,
ethyl formate 21, ethyl alcohol 32), analysis of the reaction products showed no ethyl alcohol
among the products, nor indeed any products which might have been formed by alkoxy
radicals.

This will be divided into two parts (i) photolysis of diethyl ketone, and (ii) the
methyl radical induced decompositions of methyl and ethyl formate.

As a check on the apparatus and experimental technique, diethyl ketone was
photolyzed. Pressures of 30-60 mm of ketone were used and the reaction studied
between 15° and 170°C. The reaction has been studied previously8.9 and the
following sequence of reactions has been considered to be sufficient to describe the
decomposition of the ketone below 170°C:

The relative rates of reactions (2) and (3) indicate the tendency of the ethyl radical
to undergo disproportionation or combination. The ratio k2/k3 (called the dis-
proportionation ratio A) has been determined and the results are plotted in fig. 1.
The ratio is independent of temperature and has the value 0-14 + 0-01. This can be
compared with previously reported values of 0-136,9 0-15,4 and 0-12.10

By applying the rotating-sector technique, to the photolysis of diethyl ketone,
Shepp and Kutschke 11 have determined a value for log k3(mole_t cm3 sec-1) of 14-5
— (2000/2-303 RT). As Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson4 have pointed out, this
temperature coefficient may in fact not be real for, with the possible exception of the
n-butyl 4-12 radical, no temperature coefficient has been observed in any such radical
combination study. Consequently, in this paper, log /c3 will be assumed to have a
conventional value of 14, so that using this value, log k2(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-15.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PHOTOLYSIS OF DIETHYL KETONE

C2H5COC2H5->C2H5 + COC2H5

2C2Hs-*C2H4+C2H6

—»C4Hio

C2H5 + CzHsCOCzHs-^CzHe + C2H4COC2H5.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Using this value for £2/^3, then the ethane produced during the total reaction may
be related to the ethane produced specifically by abstraction, so that

^C2H6~Q'^^C4Hio
_ ^4

£ft4H10[C2H5COC2H5] kf
The results are plotted in fig. 1 and a least-squares treatment of the data gives

log &4(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 12-0 —(8900/2-303 RT).
This result is in excellent agreement with the values for log T4 and £4 of 12-0

and 8-8 kcal mole-1 reported by James and Steacie.9

103/r

Fig. 1.—Arrhenius plots for the reactions of methyl and ethyl radicals.

(1) Cross-combination, kul(k)kg)l; (2) disproportionation ratio (ethyl-ethyl), £2/^31 (3) dis¬
proportionate ratio (methyl-ethyl), ku/ku- The scales at the top right-hand corner refer to these
plots. (4) Hydrogen abstraction by ethyl from diethyl ketone, ki,\k\ (mole-* cm" sec-*); (5)
hydrogen abstraction by methyl from methyl formate, ki\k\ (mole-* cm* sec-*), results based on
methane ; (6) kq\k\ (mole-* cm* sec-*), results based on carbon dioxide; (7) hydrogen abstraction
by methyl from ethyl formate, k\o!k\ (mole-* cm* sec-*), open circles, results based on carbon
dioxide, filled circles based on methane; (8) hydrogen abstraction by ethyl from ethyl formate,

kulkl (mole-* cm* sec-*).
For convenience of representation, curve 5 and curve 6 have been displaced upwards by 0-7 units

and 1 0 units, respectively.
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METHYL RADICAL INDUCED DECOMPOSITION OF

METHYL AND ETHYL FORMATE

METHYL FORMATE

The following scheme of reactions is sufficient to account for the nature and dis¬
tribution of the reaction products:

chjcochj-^chj + cochj (5)
CH3 + CH3COCH3->CH4 + CH2COCH3 (6)
CH3 + HCOOCH3->CH4 + COOCH3 (7)

C00CH3->C02 + CH3 (8)
2ch3^c2h6 (9)

If this reaction scheme is correct, then both CH4 (formed by (7)) and C02 may be
used to calculate the Arrhenius parameters for the methyl radical attack on the for¬
mate since

^7 7?c02 6Jch4(7)
14 ~ ^h6[HCOOCH3] ~ RJ2h6[HCOOCH3]-

These results are plotted in fig. 1 and, using log ^(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-36,13
may be expressed as

log ^ = 10-86 - 9000
and

r£2h6[hcooch3] 2-303RT'

RCo, 8600
l°g n, rTT^^TT-, = 10-69 — ;'

^2h6[hcooch3] 2-303rt
At 182°c, these rates correspond to values 6-57 and 6-59, respectively. Such

agreement is a good indication of the correctness of the mechanism suggested.
Kutschke 7 has obtained values of 11-3 and 9-8 kcal mole-1 for log A7 and E7. These
values lead to a value of 107'6 for the reaction rate at 182°c. No other data have
been reported for this reaction.

ETHYL FORMATE

Because of the production of ethyl radicals in this sensitization the overall reaction
mechanism is much more complex, but the products may be expressed in terms of the
following mechanism:

ch3coch3^CH3 + COCH3 (5)
CH3 + hcooc2h5^ch4 + cooc2h5 (10)

cooc2h5 ->co2+c2h5 (11)
c2h5+hcooc2h5->c2h6 + cooc2h5 (12)

2ch3-»c2h6 (9)
2c2h5->c2h4 + c2h6 (2)

^c4h10 (3)
ch3 + c1h5-+ch4 + c2h4 (13)

->c3h8 (14)
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Within the temperature range used in this work (< 240°C), hydrogen-atom abstrac¬
tion is not likely to occur from the alkyl group, nor will any appreciable decomposi¬
tion of the ethyl radical occur since such reactions have been shown 4 to be unimport¬
ant below 350°C.

The decomposition of ethyl formate will be considered in two parts, one dealing
with radical-radical reactions within the system, and the other part with the abstrac¬
tion of hydrogen atoms from the formate by the primary (methyl) and secondary
(ethyl) radicals.

radical-radical reactions.—Combination of methyl and ethyl radicals.—The
propane produced during the reaction could only have reasonably been formed by
combination of methyl and ethyl radicals. Since the rate constant for their combina¬
tion has not been determined, a conventional value for log /ci4(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) of
14 will be assumed.

From the mechanism the following expression may be deduced :

^c2h4
_ ^2 ^13 ^c3ll8

^C4H10 'f3 ^14 ^C4H10
From this, k2ll<i(= A(Et, Et)), or knlku(= A(Me, Et)) may be evaluated if the

other is known, or both may be determined by performing a series of experiments at
each temperature. A value of 0-14 was obtained for kilk?, when the data were plotted
irrespective of temperature. This is in excellent agreement with the result obtained
from the photolysis of diethyl ketone and so was used to calculate the values for the
disproportionation ratios for methyl and ethyl radicals. These results are plotted in
fig. 1. A(Me, Et) is independent of temperature and it can be seen that £13 —£14 =
0 and An/An = 0-055, so that log &i3(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 12-74. The value of
An/Au is in good agreement with published values for this ratio of 0-0614 and 0-0415.

Cross-combination of radicals.—From the mechanism it is apparent that
■^C3H8 ^14

^c2H6^C4H10 kgk\
This ratio of rate constants is known as the cross-combination ratio and, provided
that £14 = ^(£3 + £9), collision theory predicts a value of 2. Results obtained for
this ratio are plotted in fig. 1 and indicate that the ratio is constant, a mean value of
2-02 being recorded. This may be compared with reported values of 1-915 and 2-014.

When a mixture of acetone and diethyl ketone was photolyzed at 116°C values of
0-068 and 2-01 were obtained for A(Me, Et) and k^Kk^kg^ respectively, these are
in good agreement with the values reported above.

abstraction of hydrogen atoms from ethyl formate.—From the mechanism
it can be seen that

^ch4(10) — ^c02(11) = ^c2h5(ll)'
and

^ch4(io) + ^c2h6(12) — ^co2(t°ta')-
Reaction (12) may be disregarded as a source of ethyl radicals since for every ethyl
radical generated in this manner one ethyl radical will be consumed.
Hence

-^C2H5(II) — 2£c4u,0"F2£C2H4(2:)-|-KC3Hg(14)-|-£C2lli)(13) = £ch4(IO)-
Since £c4h10, ^c3hs and the ratios &2/&3 and kn/ku are known, then £c2h5(id may
be calculated.
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abstraction by methyl radicals.—The following rate relation may be derived :

■rc2h5(i 1)
_ fcio

^ctH6(HCOOC2H5) ^4
The plot for these results is shown in fig. 1 and may be represented by

log fc10(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-50-(8200/2-303i?T).
The abstraction of hydrogen atom by methyl radicals has been related above, by

means of the concentration of methyl radicals, to the ethane formed by their com¬
bination. The methyl radical concentration may also be related to the rate of
propane formation (reaction (14)), or to the ethylene formed by reaction (13), and
in principle provide a valuable check on the Arrhenius parameters obtained by the
more usual method of relating the abstraction product to the dimerization product
of the abstracting radical.

With propane, the rate relationship is

^ch4(10)^c4hiq
_ ^10^3

^c3h8(hcooc2h3) ^14
and the results may be expressed as

log k10 (mole"1 cm3 sec"1) = 10 10-(7,500/2-303RT).
Although the CH4 produced during this reaction was not normally measured,

where it was retained reasonable agreement was observed between rates based on the
carbon dioxide produced and those obtained using CH4 as the index of reaction (10).
Results obtained based on methane measurement are indicated in fig. 1.

abstraction by ethyl radicals.—Since

■^c2h6(12) = ^c02—^ch4(10)>
then

*CO2-flcH4(10)
_ ^12

^c4h10[hcooc2h5] k-t
These results are plotted in fig. 1 and can be represented by the equation,

log k12 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-90-(7800/2-303R7).
By relating the ethyl radical concentration to the rate of propane formation the follow¬
ing equation is obtained.

log kl2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-69-(7900/2-303jRT).
No published results exist with which this work on ethyl formate may be compared.

Both £j0 and £)2 are of the expected magnitude, but the A factors are rather lower
than the usual values observed. The nearest family with which the formates may be
compared is the aldehydes and it might be expected that the two families would have
similar reactivities. In table 1, comparable data for both families are presented.

The conclusion that may be deduced from these results is that the rate of attack
by alkyl radicals on the formates is considerably lower than on the aldehydes.
The reason for this behaviour is not obvious and there seems to be no theoretical
justification for the low values obtained for the A factors. Further work 18 on higher
formates indicate similar A factors for abstraction reactions. The possibility of a
systematic error is discounted because of the close agreement between observed and
reported Arrhenius parameters for the photolysis of diethyl ketone and acetone 18
and the results obtained for the disproportionation ratios.
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The rates of abstraction by methyl and ethyl radicals from the formates have
been evaluated at 182°C. It appears that the methyl radical abstracts with equal
facility from methyl and ethyl formate. This leads to the conclusion that the structure
of an alkyl group removed from the centre of radical attack has little effect on the
activity of the formyl hydrogen atom to be abstracted.

Table 1

reaction formate other work

addition log A E log ki82° log A E log k\g2° ref.

CH3+C2H5 14 0 14 14 0 14 —

c2h5+c2h5 14 0 14 14 0 14 —

disproportionation
CH3+C2H5 12-74 0 12-74 12-78 0 12-78 14

c2h5+c2h5 13-15 0 13-15 13-15 0 13-15 4

abstraction with acetaldehyde
CH3+HCOOCH3 10-69 8-6 6-59 11-9 7-5 8-2 16

with propionaldehyde
ch3+hcooc2h5 10-50 8-2 6-59 12-0 7-5 8-2 17
c2h5+hcooc2h5 10-90 7-8 7-18 111 5-9 8-3 4

All A factors in mole"1 cm3 sec-1; E in kcal mole-1.

The rate of abstraction from ethyl formate by an ethyl radical is greater than by a
methyl radical, and would suggest that variations in rate may be attributed more to
the variations in reactivity of the abstracting alkyl radical rather than the alkyl group
within the molecule. The conclusion that methyl radicals abstract with comparable
facility from various formates is in general agreement with the view reached by
Birrell and Trotman-Dickenson 19 with respect to aldehydes. However, the effect
of varying the abstracting radical seems to have a more pronounced effect on the
reaction rate with the formates than with the aldehydes.

ENERGETICS OF DECOMPOSITION OF THE ALKOXY CARBONYL

RADICAL COOR

Such radicals are capable of decomposing by two different paths, i.e.,

y. COz + R (A)
/

COOR
\
^ CO + OR (B)

Although A///(COOR) is not known, the difference in enthalpy requirements
between the decomposition reactions may be calculated, and, using accepted thermo¬
dynamic data, it is found that

D(COO - CH3)- D(CO - OCH3) = - 35-7 kcal mole-i,
and

Z>(COO — c2h5)— Z>(CO — oc2h5) = -34-7 kcal mole-1.
It is clear that decomposition producing an alkyl radical and C02 is considerably

favoured thermochemically. No thermodynamic data for alkoxycarbonyl radicals
have been determined experimentally. A value for A//6(COOCH3) which is unlikely
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to be in serious error may be deduced by assuming a " medium " value of 79 kcal
O

II
mole"1 for Z>(CH3 —C —OCH3). The results for the methoxy and ethoxy carbonyl
radicals are listed in table 2, and it can be seen that decomposition producing an
alkyl radical is exothermic to about 10 kcal mole-1, so it is thermodynamically un¬
likely that the decomposition yielding an alkoxy radical will occur to an appreciable
extent. This conclusion has also been shown to be true kinetically since no products
were found that may have been produced by any reaction other than decarboxylation.

Table 2.—Enthalpies of formation and bond dissociation energies

of alkoxy-carbonyl and acyloxyl radicals

R a///rco2' £>(r—c02) ahyiroco) £>(ro—co) fl(r—c02)
CH3 -45 -17-5 -51-7 24-8 -10-9
C2H5 -54 -15-5 -59-6 24-7 -100

all values in kcal mole-1.

In columns 2 and 3 of table 2 are presented experimental 20 data available for the
isomeric acyloxyl radicals RC02- which can be produced by the thermal decom¬
position of acyl peroxides. Decarboxylation of these radicals is also considerably
exothermic.

I would like to express my thanks to Prof. F. E. Blacet for his help and encourage¬
ment in this work and also to Dr. P. B. Ayscough, Mr. F. Goodspeed and Dr. P.
Gray for valuable discussions.
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The methyl radical sensitized decompositions of n- and isopropyl formates have been studied
and shown to be sources of the respective propyl radicals. A mechanism to account for the pro¬
ducts has been suggested. Disproportionation ratios have been measured for these radicals. The
rate constants for the combination of methyl radicals with both n- and isopropyl radicals are twice
the geometric mean of the rate constants for the auto-combinations.

Using assumed rate constants for radical combinations the following Arrhenius parameters
have been found:

log A E

2n-C3H7 ->C3H6+ C3H8 13-15 0

CH3+n-C3H7 ^CH4+C3H6 12-98 0

2i-C3H7-*C3H6+C3H8 13-81 0

CH3+i-C3H7 -CH4+C3H6 13-29 0

ch3 + HCOO 1-1-c3h7 ->CH4+COOC3H7 10-1 7-3

ch3 + HCOO i-C3H7^CH4+COOC3H7 10-9 8-9

n-C3H7+HCOO n-C3H7^C3H8+COOC3H7 11-2 7-6

i-C3H7+HCOO i-C3H7^C3H8 + cooc3h7 10-4 6-6

log A and E are in units of mole 1 cm2 sec-1 and kcal molest respectively. These parameters are
based on values of 1014 for the rate constants for all appropriate radical combinations.

In a previous paper 1 the production of ethyl radicals by the methyl radical
sensitized decomposition of ethyl formate was reported. The method has been
extended to n- and iscprcpyl fcimates again using the photolysis of acetone at
wa\elengths>3CC0 A as the source of the sensitizing radicals. n-Propyl radicals
are not easily produced frcm the more usual radical sources, e.g., photolysis of di-
n-propyl ketone leads to the production of ethylene and methyl n-propyl ketone 2>2
as well as to the formation of n-propyl radicals. n-Butyraldehyde 4 has been used
as a source of these radicals but when photolyzed shows indications of having four
primary processes and this leads to difficulties in the interpretation of results. iso¬
Propyl radicals are easily and cleanly obtained by photolysis of di-isopropyl ketone;2
nevertheless it will be interesting to compare these results with those obtained when
the radical is produced by the sensitized decomposition of the formate.

Since there are both methyl and propyl radicals together in the sensitized decom¬
position of the formate the cross-combination of these radicals can be studied in
this system. Also the rates of abstraction of the a-hydrogen atom in the formate
by the methyl, n-propyl and isopropyl radicals can be determined, and will give
useful information concerning the effect different alkyl groups have on the rate of
hydrogen-atom abstraction.

* present address : School of Chemistry, The University, Leeds 2.
1394
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EXPERIMENTAL

Essentially the apparatus and technique employed were as described in part 1. The
higher hydrocarbons produced in the reactions (n-hexane and 2, 3-dimethyl butane) were
analyzed by the method of gas chromatography using a 6'-squalane-on-firebrick column
usually kept at about 50°C.

MATERIALS

The formates were Eastman White Label grade, twice distilled, dried and degassed
before storage on the vacuum line.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental results obtained for the methyl radical induced decomposition
of both n- and iso-propyl formate may be satisfactorily explained in terms of the
following reaction scheme. No appreciable decomposition of the propyl radical
was to be expected since such reactions 4 only become significant at temperatures
>350°, whereas the maximum temperature used in this work was <200°c.

ch3coch3^ch3 + coch3

ch3+hcooc3h7->ch4+cooc3h7

cooc3h7^co2+c3h7
c3h7+hcooc3h7->c3h8+cooc3h7

2ch3->c2h6

2c3h7->c3h6 + c3h8

->CgHx4

ch3+c3h7^ch4+c3h6
->C4Hio.

With n-propyl radicals the higher hydrocarbons produced were n-butane and
n-hexane, and for the isopropyl radical the products were iso-butane and 2, 3-
dimethyl butane.

DECOMPOSITION OF n-PROPYL FORMATE

n-PROPYL RADICAL REACTIONS

The n-hexane could only reasonably have been produced by the combination
of n-propyl radicals. No measurements have been made on the rate of combin¬
ation of these radicals and in the absence of such a value for k6 a conventional value
for log kg (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) of 14 will be assumed. A similar value will be taken
for the rate of combination of methyl and n-propyl radicals, i.e., that log k8 (mole-1
cm3 sec-1) = 14.

From the reaction scheme it can be seen that two concurrent disproportionating
processes occur, one involving two n-propyl radicals, the other the cross-dispro-
portionation of methyl and n-propyl radicals. The following rate expression can
be derived :

^C3h6
_ k5 +k7 ^C4H10

^C(Hn k6 kg RC6Hu

i
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From this equation values for (k5/k6) = A(n-Pr, n-Pr) and /c7/Ar8 = A(Me, n-Pr)
can be determined. Plotting the results irrespective of temperature the data were
represented by a straight line and a value of 0-14 was obtained for A(n-Pr, n-Pr).
Using this value, individual values for A(Me, n-Pr) at each temperature were then

2-1 2-3 2-5 2-7 2'9

103IT
Fig. 1.—Arrhenius plots for the reactions of n-propyl and isopropyl radicals.

1. cross-combination, kt',k\k\.
2. disproportionation, k-j'ks, A (Me, n-Pr).
3. disproportionation, ki\k%, A (Me, iso-Pr).

The scales at the top right-hand corner refers to plots 1, 2 and 3.
4. hydrogen abstraction, (Ar3/A:J)/mole~icm3/2 sec~f, filled circles, results based on carbon

dioxide, open circles, results based on propane.
5. hydrogen abstraction, mole-* cm3/2 sec~i, crosses, based on carbon dioxide, open

circles, results based on propane.
6. hydrogen abstraction, (kzk\lkg)cm3/2 sec~i.
7. hydrogen abstraction, (kzkllkg)lmo\e~i cm3/2 sec~h
8. hydrogen abstraction, (kzlk\)lmole~i cm3/2 sec~h
9. abstraction hydrogen, (kz!k\)lmole~£ cm3/2 sec~h

10. hydrogen abstraction, (&3/&|/&s)/mole~3 cm3/2 sec~£.
11. hydrogen abstraction, (&2/&|/&8)/mole~i enr3/2 sec~i.
Curves 4, 5, 6 and 7 refer to n-propyl formate ; curves 8, 9, 10 and 11 refer to iso-propyl formate.
For convenience the following curves have been displaced : curve 6, downwards by 1 -2 units;

curve 9, up by 1 unit; curve 10, down by 1 unit; curve 11, down by 0.2 units.

i
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calculated and the results shown in fig. 1. A(Me, n-Pr) is independent of tem¬
perature and the results may be expressed as

E7-E8 = 0 and AJA* = 0-095 ±0-01,
so that log k-j (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 12-98. This value for Aj/As may be compared
with a reported value6 of 0-05 for A(CD3, CD2CH2CH2). The value of 0-14
observed for A(n-Pr, n-Pr) is in good accord with other values reported in the
literature, e.g., 0-12,5 0-16,4 0-1,7 0-21,2 so that logks (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-15.
From the reaction mechanism it is apparent that

•^C4Hio/-^C2H6-^C6Hi4 = ks/k^kg.
The results for this cross-combination ratio are shown in fig. 1 and indicate

a value of 2-04 + 0-1. This may be compared with values of 2-01,1 1-9,4 and 2-05 8
reported for other systems and the value of 2 predicted by the collision theory if
Es = i (E4 + Eg).
RADICAL + FORMATE REACTIONS

In the mechanism suggested above the propane formed by reaction (3) may be
calculated in two ways :

(0 ^ = iW3)+ *C3H8(5).
Since Rc6hI4 is known and k5jk(, has been determined then 7?c3h8(5) and hence
-^c3h8(3) may be calculated.

(ii) Reaction (3) will, under steady-state conditions, make no contribution to
the n-propyl radical concentration since for every propyl radical generated one will
be consumed. Hence,

■rC3h7(2<i) = *C4h10 + *0,1,.(7) + 2rC6H14 + 2rC3h6(5)-
The ratios k5/l<6 and k^\k% are known, 7?c4Hi0 and 7?c6h14 are known, so that

7?c3H7(2a) can be evaluated.
Now

*C02 = *C02(2a) + *C02(3) = ^C3h7(2a)+-Rc3h8(3)-
Once again, 7?c3h8(3> can now be calculated and compared with the value deter¬

mined by method (i). The fact that the propane formed by reaction (3) may be
calculated in two ways presents a useful check of the correctness of the mechanism
postulated to account for the decomposition of the formate. In the work reported
here, the discrepancy between the values of 7?c3h8(3) calculated in these two ways
was only 2-5 % over the series of experiments although individually values differed
by up to 8 %. Such reasonable agreement indicates that essentially the mechanism
sugg -1 here is satisfactory in accounting for the nature and amounts of the products.

ABSTRACTION OF AN (X-HYDROGEN ATOM FROM THE FORMATE

BY AN n-PROPYL RADICAL

The following rate expression may be derived to account for the abstraction
of a-hydrogen atoms from the formate :

*C3h8(3)
_ ^3

*c6h14ihcooc3h7] kg
In fig. 1 are plotted the results obtained between 74 and 178°C for formate concentra¬
tions of between 1-07 and 2-30 /(moles ml-1. They have been calculated by method
(i) for determining 7?c3h8(3) and may be expressed by the relation:

log fc3(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-6-6500/2-303KT.
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When the results are calculated by method (ii), i.e., based on carbon dioxide formed
as a result of hydrogen-atom abstraction, they may be expressed by the relation:

log fc3(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 11-2 — 7600/2-303f?T.
These results are plotted in fig. 1 and at 182°C correspond to values for log k$ of
7-52 and 7-57.

In the rate expression quoted above, the n-propyl radical concentration has
been related to the rate of formation of the dimer, n-hexane. It may also be related
to the n-butane formed in reaction (8) or the propane formed in reaction (7). For
n-butane the following rate expression may be derived :

-^c3Ha(3)^c2H6
_ k3k%.

^C4HiotHCOOC3H7] ^8
The results for such a plot (calculating 7?c3h8(3) by method (i)) are plotted in fig. 1
and may be expressed by the equation :

log fc3(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-7 —6500/2-303RT.
This is reasonable agreement with the other values quoted here and leads to a value
for log k3 at 182°C of 7-63, if log k$ (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) is 13-36.9

by methyl radicals

The following rate equation may be deduced from the mechanism given above:

^CH4(2)
_ ^2

/?4" Is*i^C2H6[HCOOC3H7] 4

Although the reaction products were not measured directly for methane it is possible
to determine the methane produced by abstraction in reaction (2). It is clear that

-^CH4(2) = •^C02(2«i) = ^C3H7(2a)i
also

■^ch4(2) ~ ^c02 ~~ ^c3h8(3)-
Thus the methane produced in reaction (2) may be calculated indirectly in two ways.
This offers a useful check and leads to the following results:

log k2(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 9-7- 6500/2-303RT.
(based on 7?ch4(2) = ^c3H7(2a>)»

and

log k2(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-1 — 7300/2-303RT.
(based on i?ch4(2) = Rc3h8(3))•

At 182°C these equations lead to values for log k2 of 6-59 and 6-62 respectively.
By relating the methyl radical concentration to the rate of formation of n-butane

the following rate expression is obtained :

^CH4(2)^C6H14
_ k2ki

^C4HioIHCOOC3H7] 'C8
These results (based on 7?ch4(2) = RCo2 — Rc3h8(3)) are plotted in fig. 1 and may be
represented by the equation :

log /c2(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 9-8 — 6700/2-303RT.
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At 182°C, log k2 has a value of 6-6 which agrees well with the two values quoted
above.

A typical set of experimental data for the methyl radical induced decomposition
of n-propyl formate are :

T°A

451

time (sec)
39,600

[p]
6-49

[a]
6-64

c2H6
1980

co2
161-9

c3h6
6-71

c3h8
64-7

c4h10
70-8

c6hi4
6-43

a

c3h6(5)
0-90

b

c3H6(7)
5-81

a

c3H8(3)
63-8

ch4(2)
98-1

b

c3h7(2a)
91-3

c3H8(3)
70-6

£7/£8

0082

kg
k\k\
1-98

a

k2

k\
0-84

b

ki

n
0-78

a

kg

3-02

b

ks
n

3-34

[P] and [A] are the concentrations of formate and acetone respectively, in 10 17 molecules cm 3.
Rates of formation of products are given in 10~10 molecules cm-3 sec1.
(a) calculated using relations: Rc3h8(3) = 7?C3H8--Rc3h8(5), and 7?cH4(2) = Eco2 Rc3h8(3).
(b) calculated using relations : 7?ch4(2) = Ac3h7(2a), and Rc3h8(3) = J<co2~ -Rc3H7(2a)-
k2\k\ and £3/£| are in the units mole A cm3/2 sec A.

No work has been reported with which these results for the decomposition of
n-propyl formate may be compared. The activation energies observed for these
reactions are reasonably what might be expected, but the A factors, particularly
for the methyl radical reactions are low. The nearest family with which the formates
may be compared and for which extensive kinetic data are available are the aldehydes,
and such a comparison of the Arrhenius factors for appropriate reactions is made
in table 1. This comparison will be discussed after results for the methyl radical
sensitized decomposition of isopropyl formate have been presented.

Table 1.—Reactions of alkyl radicals

reaction formates aldehydes

DISPROPORTIONATION log A E log £182° log A E log £182° ref

CH3+n-C3H7 12-98 0 — 12-70* 0 — 6

n-C3H7+n-C3H7 13-15 0 — 13-20 0 — 4

CH3+i-C3H7 13-29 0 — 13-32 0 — 10

i-C3H7±i-C3H7 13-81 0 — 13-82 0 — 8

ABSTRACTION

CH3+HCOOCH3 10-7 8-6 6-6 11-9 7-5 8-2 12

ch3+hcooc2h5 10-5 8-2 6-6 12-0 7-5 8-2 13

CH3+HCOO n-C3H7 10-1 7-3 6-6 11-8 7-3 8-2 11

CH3+HCOO i-C3H7 10-9 8-9 6-6 12-6 8-7 8-4 12

C2H5 + HCOOC2H5 10-9 7-8 7-2 11-1 5-9 8-3 14

n-C3H7+HCOO n-C3H7 11-2 7-6 7-6 11-3 6-7 8-1 4

i-C3H7+HCOO i-C3H7 10-4 6-6 7-3 11-3 6-3 8-3 8

All A factors are in mole 1 cm3 sec~i; E in kcal mole-1. All rate constants related to the
combination of radicals are assumed to be 1014.

* This value has been reported for the disproportionation of CD3 and CD2CH2CH2 radicals.
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DECOMPOSITION OF ISOPROPYL FORMATE

Only a few experimental runs have been carried out in this system. However,
exactly the same reaction mechanism as for n-propyl formate can be advanced to
account for the products formed in the decomposition of isopropyl formate, the only
difference is in the presence of iso-butane and 2, 3-dimethyl butane among the
products.

ISOPROPYL RADICAL REACTIONS

The 2, 3-dimethyl butane arises from the combination of isopropyl radicals.
No experimental determination has been made for the combination of these radicals
or of the combination of methyl and isopropyl radicals so a value of 14 will be
assumed for both log kg and log kg. From the rate expression

^C3h6
_ ^5 ^7 ^C4Hio

^C6H,4 ^6 ^8 ^C6Hi4
the disproportionation ratios A(i-Pr, i-Pr) and A(Me, i-Pr) may be derived.
Plotting the data independently of temperature the data fall on a straight line and
a value of 0-65 is obtained for A(i-Pr, i-Pr). Using this value then the values at
each temperature for A(Me, z'-Pr) may be calculated, and the results are shown in
fig. 1.

For methyl and isopropyl radical reactions the results may be expressed by
Aj/Ag — 0-195 and E-j — Eg — 0, so that log kj (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-29. The
value of 0-195 for A(Me, z'-Pr) is in good agreement with the value of 0-216 obtained 10
by the photolysis of acetone and methyl i-propyl ketone. The value of 0-65 for
A(z-Pr, z'-Pr) is in accord with the value of 0-63 obtained in the photolysis of iso-
butyraldehyde,8 so that (assuming E5—Eg = 0) then,

log kg (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-81.
The cross-combination ratios for methyl and isopropyl radicals are plotted in

fig. 1 and results in a mean value of 1-96 + 0-08. This can be compared with values
of 2-04 (for the methyl + n-propyl interactions), 2-01,1 1-9 4 and 2-05,8 previously
reported for other systems.

a-HYDROGEN-ATOM ABSTRACTION REACTIONS FROM THE FORMATE

BY isOPROPYL RADICALS

The results obtained are plotted in fig. 1 (curve 8) and between 94CC and 181°C
for formate concentrations from 1-58 to 2-66 pinole ml-1 can be expressed as

log k3(mole-1cm3sec-1) = 10.4—6600/2-303 RT.

Relating the isopropyl radical concentration to the isobutane formed we find

log k3(mole-1cm3sec-1) = 10.0 — 5800/2-303 RT.

BY METHYL RADICALS

The results obtained for the abstraction of an a-hydrogen atom from the formate
are plotted in fig. 1 (curve 9) and are expressed by the relation,

log kz (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-9 — 8900/2-303 RT.
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The same values for log A2 and E2 are obtained when the methyl radical concentra¬
tion is related to the isobutane formed by reaction (8).

In table 1 the data available for the formates and aldehydes are presented, rate
constants for the various reactions have been calculated at 182°C for the purpose of
comparison.

The data for the disproportionation rates agree excellently with other published
work. For the abstraction reactions the A factors are appreciably lower than
" normal" values. It is difficult to see any reasonable explanation for this. Two
extremely interesting points about these abstraction reactions are evident from
table 1. The first concerns the attack by methyl radicals on the formates. It can
be seen that although the Arrhenius parameters vary widely in an apparently random
manner the reaction rates at 182°C are identical, no matter what the formate. This
leads to the conclusion that for a particular attacking radical altering the alkyl group
within the molecule has no effect on the rate at which the a-hydrogen bond is broken.
This is essentially the same behaviour observed for the aldehydes. The experimental
evidence seems to indicate that the larger the abstracting alkyl radical the greater
the rate of reaction. This is the reverse of the expected behaviour for these radicals.
A possible explanation may be in the fact that these reactions are considerably
exothermic. It would be of considerable interest to determine the rates of ab¬
straction by methyl radicals and t-butyl radicals on t-butyl formate.

ENERGETICS OF THE n-AND ISOPROPOXYCARBONYL RADICALS

Removal of an a-hydrogen atom from propyl formate leads to the production of
the radical COOC3H7. The possibility exists that this radical can decompose
by two paths:

/ C02 + C3H7 (A)

COOC3H7<^
N CO + OC3H7 (B)

Although the heat of formation of the propoxycarbonyl radical is not known it is
possible to calculate the enthalpy difference between decomposition paths (A) and
(B). For COO n-C3H7 and COO . i-C3H7 AHa—AHb has values of -32-7 and
— 35-7 kcal mole-1 respectively, i.e., in both cases decomposition leading to the
production of the alkyl radical and carbon dioxide is highly favoured thermo-
dynamically. A value can be calculated for A//7(COOC3H7) by assuming that
Z>(CH3—COOC3H7) ~ £>(CH3—COCH3)~ 79 kcal mole-1 and using the heat of
formation data available for acetates.15 The values for the individual enthalpy
changes for reaction paths (A) and (B) can now be calculated and are shown in table 2.
For the purpose of comparison, data 16 for the isomeric butyryloxy radicals C3H7C02-
are included in table 2. These radicals also decarboxylate in a highly exothermic
manner.

Table 2

R aHR/-C02 .

-60
-60

Z>(R—C02)

—13
—16*7

A//y-(ROCO) D(RO—CO)

26-4
27-5

D(R—OCO)

n-C3H7
i-C3H7

-65-8
670

-6-3
8-2

values in kcal mole '.

My thanks are due to Prof. F. E. Blacet for his helpful advice and encouragement.
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Reactions of Alkyl Radicals
Part 3.—The Methyl-Radical-Sensitized Decomposition of n-Butyl Formate
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The methyl-radical-sensitized decomposition of n-butyl formate has been studied and a mechanism
suggested to account for the reaction products. The decomposition has been shown to be a useful
source of n-butyl radicals and the disproportionation ratios for these radicals and for methyl and
n-butyl radicals have been determined. The rate constant for the cross-combination of methyl and
n-butyl radicals has been shown to be twice the geometric mean of the rate constants for the respective
auto-combinations. The energetics of decomposition of the n-butoxycarbonyl radical have been
discussed and by comparison with those of the n-butoxyazo radical the limitations of the isoelectronic
principle when applied to free radicals have been noticed.

Assuming a value of 1014 for the rate constant for the auto-combination of n-butyl radicals the
Arrhenius parameters for the following reactions have been determined :

log A E

CH3+n-C4H9->CH4+C4H8 13-17 0

CH3 + n-C4H9^n-C5Hi2 13-99 0

2C4H9^C4H8+C4Hio 13-97 0

CH3+HCOOn-C4H9^CH4+COOn-C4H9 10-6 8-2

n-C4H9+HCOOn-C4H9 ->-C4Hio+COOn-C4H9 10*2 5-3

Log A and E are in the units mole 1 cm3 sec-1 and kcal mole" 1 respectively.
Rate constants have been calculated at 182°C for the abstraction of the formyl hydrogen atom

from a series of alkyl formates by a methyl radical. The rate of this abstraction is 106-6; it is in¬
dependent of the size of the alkyl group substituted in the formate molecule and indicates that the
alkyl group so removed from the point of radical attack has little effect on the reactivity of the formyl
hydrogen atom.

In previous papers,1-2 the methyl-radical-photosensitized decompositions of
methyl, ethyl, n- and iso-propyl formates were discussed. The results indicated the
method could be used as a general source of alkyl radicals. These studies have now
been extended to include n-butyl formate. This compound is of particular interest
as a potential source of n-butyl radicals since they cannot be produced cleanly by the
direct photolysis of di-n-butyl ketone because of the occurrence of the Norrish
"

type II " primary process which leads to the formation of propene and methyl
n-butyl ketone concomitantly with the production of n-butyl radicals. n-Valer-
aldehyde has been used 3 as a source ofthese radicals, but Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson
have shown the photolytic decomposition to be complex. Their results indicate
that the disproportionation ratio for n-butyl radicals is unique in exhibiting a tempera¬
ture dependence, and in this respect the results obtained for the induced decomposition
of n-butyl formate by methyl radicals will be of especial interest.

* present address: School of Chemistry, The University, Leeds 2.
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EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus used and technique employed were essentially the same as described
previously.1- 2 Mixtures of acetone and n-butyl formate were made up, the pressure of
acetone usually being about 40 mm mercury while the pressure of formate was varied be¬
tween 15 mm and 50 mm mercury. The extent of decomposition of the formate was usually
less than 5 %. n-Pentane and n-octane were analyzed by the method of gas chromato¬
graphy using a 6 ft. column of squalane firebrick (20 % w/w) packed in a copper tube and
usually maintained at 58°C.

MATERIALS

But-l-ene was obtained from a cylinder of Phillips Research Grade Hydrocarbons.
n-Pentane and n-octane used to make standard samples for calibration of the chromato¬
graphic column were Eastman Kodak White Label Grade and were redistilled before use.

n-Butyl formate (Eastman White Label) was twice distilled, dried and degassed before
storage on the vacuum line.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The photolysis of acetone at wavelengths > 3000 A was used as the source of the
sensitizing methyl radicals. The products formed during the induced decomposition
of n-butyl formate within the temperature range 75-186°c may be represented
satisfactorily by the following scheme of reactions:

1

ch3coch3^2ch3 + co
2

ch3+hcooc4h9^ch4+cooc4h9
2a

cooc4h9->co2+c4h9

c4h9+hcooc4h9^c4h10+cooc4h9
2ch3-»c2h6

ch3+c4h9^ch4+c4h8
-c5h12

2c4h9->c4h8 + c4h10

-c8h18
The alkanes produced were all normal-alkanes and the alkene was identified as

but-l-ene.
The results will be discussed in two parts, the first concerning the interactions

between the radical species produced, and the second part dealing with the abstraction
of hydrogen atoms from the formate by methyl and n-butyl radicals.

(a) RADICAL-RADICAL REACTIONS
From the mechanism the following rate expression can be deduced:

^C5Hi2
_ ^6

^CzHs^CsHis ^4
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This ratio, k^/Qc^kf)^, is known as the cross-combination ratio, and the results
obtained in this work are shown in fig. 2 and indicate a value of 2-05 + 0-25, which is
independent of temperature. No other value has been reported for this particular
ratio but values of 2-02, 2-04, 1-96 and 2-02 have been reported for methyl + ethyl,1
methyl + n-propyl,2 methyl + isopropyl 2 and n-propyl + n-butyl3 radicals respectively.
The value predicted by the simple collison theory is 2, if = ^(£4 + £8).

rc5H,2
rcsH,s

Fig. 1.—Disproportionation plot for methyl and n-butyl radicals.

The n-octane formed presumably arises from the combination of n-butyl radicals
according to the relation 7?c8h18 = ^[C-iHc)]2. No value has been determined
experimentally for the rate of combination of these radicals and so a conventional
value of 14 will be assumed for log k% (mole-1 cm3 sec-1). Using the value of 2-05
obtained for the cross-combination ratio together with the value of 13-36 reported 14
for log &4 and the assumed value of log k$, then a value may be determined for the
rate-constant for the combination of methyl and n-butyl radicals, i.e., log k6 (mole-1
cm3 sec-1) = 13-99.

By the mechanism outlined it is found that

^C4h8
_ ^7 ^5 ^C5H12

^CsHis ^8 ^6 ^CgHis
Plotting the data (fig. 1) yields a value of 0-15 for ks/k6 ; using this result, values

have been calculated at each temperature for kj/ks- These values are plotted in
fig. 2 (curve 1) and can be seen to be independent of temperature, so that

An\A% = 0-95 + 0-05, and £7-£8 = 0.

Hence, log £7 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-97.
The value predicted for Aj/As by Calvert and Kraus 4 on the basis of the number

of hydrogen atoms available for abstraction was 0-92, which is in good agreement
with the experimentally determined value reported above. Work on n-valeraldehyde3
has suggested a temperature dependence for A(Bun, Bun), the only radical for which
such behaviour has been observed. This conclusion is not supported by the work
reported here where the behaviour of the n-butyl radical has been found to be normal.
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103/r
Fig. 2.—Arrhenius plots for methyl and n-butyl radicals:

(1) disproportionation ratio, kj/ks, A(Bun, Bun); (2) cross-combination ratio, k^lk^kg. (Scales
at top right-hand corner refer to plots 1 and 2). (3) hydrogen-atom abstraction by n-butyl radicals,
k}[k^ (mole-* cm3'2 sec-*); filled circles, results based on n-butane produced. (4) hydrogen-atom
abstraction, (mole-* cm3'2 sec-*); (5) hydrogen-atom abstraction by methyl radicals, kitk\,
(mole-* cm3'2 Sec-*); filled circles, results based on n-butane and carbon dioxide produced. (6)
hydrogen-atom abstraction, k2k\jke, (mole-* cm3'2 sec-*). (Curve 6 has been displaced downwards

by 0-1 unit for convenience in representation.)

Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson 3 found the ratio to have a value of 0-70 at 100°C.
This is in only reasonable agreement with the value reported here and suggests that
the temperature dependence they observed was due to the formation of but-l-ene
by some other process during the relatively complex photodecomposition of the
n-valeraldehyde. A value of 0-50 has been observed 3 for A(Bun, Bun) by the photo¬
lysis of di-n-butyl mercury at 320°C, but values obtained using mercury di-alkyls
have frequently been observed to be quite different from those obtained when the
radical species is considerably less energy-rich.

The value of 0-15 obtained for k5lk6, i.e., A(Me, Bun), may be compared with
values of 0-06 for A(Me, Et),i 0-095 for A(Me, Pr11),2 and 0-195 and 0-216 forA(Me,
pri).2, is Using the value of 13-99 reported above for log k6, then log A:5(mole-1
cm3 sec-1) = 13-17.

(b) ABSTRACTION OF HYDROGEN ATOMS FROM N-BUTYL FORMATE
At the temperatures used in this work (< 200°C) the only hydrogen atom that will

be involved in such abstraction reactions will be that atom in the formyl group.
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This is shown to be correct since in the methyl-radical-sensitized decomposition 1
of methyl formate the following reactions occur:

9

ch3 + hcooch3-*ch4 + cooch3,
9 a

cooch3->co2+ch3.

By analysis it is found that RCHt = Rco2- No reasonable kinetic scheme can
be advanced to account for this equivalence unless the hydrogen atom being abstracted
is the formyl hydrogen atom. This view is supported by comparable studies with
aldehydes. At temperatures greater than 300°C, abstraction involving hydrogen
atoms from the alkyl group will probably become significant.

(i) ABSTRACTION BY N-BUTYL RADICALS
The n-butane formed by reaction (3) may be calculated in two ways :

(fl) ^C4H,o = ^C4H10(3)+^C4H10(7)-
Since 7?c8h,8 and the ratio k-j/kg are known then 7?c4hi0(7)> then i?c4h10(3) may he
calculated.

(b) Under steady-state conditions, reactions (3) does not contribute to the n-butyl
radical concentration since for every n-butyl radical consumed one is generated,
so that

^c4h10(3) = ^c02 — ■rc02(2a)<
But,

^C02(2a) = 2RCsHls + 2RC4Ht0+ RCsHil + Rc4lh(sy
From this 7?c4h10(3) may be determined. Agreement between the two values of

-^c4h,0(3) was not particularly good, differences usually being between 10 and 20 %
but in no consistent direction. The results presented in table 1 are based on method
(a) of calculating /?c4h,0(3) since it is considered that this method is likely to lead to
the more accurate value.

The rate of n-butane formed by reaction (3) can be expressed by the equation,

^c4h10(3)
_ ^3

*&h18[HCOOC4H9] kf
The experimental results are plotted in fig 2 (curve 3) and when treated by the method
of least squares are represented by the equation,

log fc3(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-2 — (5300/2-303/?T). (A)
By relating the n-butyl radical concentration to the rate of formation of n-pentane
the following rate expression is obtained:

■^C4H<0(3)^C2H6
_ ^3^4

kc5h12[hcooc4h9] ~ k6 '
This presents a useful check on the Arrhenius parameters of reaction (3) which

were obtained by relating the n-butyl radical concentrations to the rate of formation
of the dimerized radical. The results for this plot are shown in fig. 2 (curve 4) and
by means of least squares can be expressed as

log k3(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-0 — (5000/'2-303/?T). (B)
Eqn. (A) and (B) have values at 182°C of 7-67 and 7-62 respectively.
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(ii) ABSTRACTION BY METHYL RADICALS

Although the methane produced during the reaction was not measured, it is still
possible to determine the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals by
taking advantage of the fact that the n-butoxycarbonyl radical produced decomposes
to produce carbon dioxide. Hence,

■^CH4(2) = ^C02(2a) = ^C4H9(2a)-
The value can be checked using the relations,

^CH4(2) = ^CO2~^C4H10(3)-
It is considered that the second approach gives the more accurate value for Rch4(2>

From the mechanism it is apparent that

^CH4(2)
_ ^2

R*2„6[HCOOC4H9] ~ kf
The results obtained between 75°C and 186°C for formate concentrations between
0-5 and 1-8 /rmoles ml-1 are plotted in fig. 2 and are expressed by the equation,

log k2(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-6-(8200/2-303RT). (C)
A value 14 of 1013'36 has been used for the rate of combination of methyl radicals

and 7?ch4(2) calculated using the relation,
^CH4(2) = ^co2 —^C4H10(3 )•

By relating the methyl radical concentration of the rate of formation of n-pentane
instead of to the rate of formation of ethane the following rate relation can be deduced:

^CH4(2)^C8H|8
_ k2kg

«C5Hi2[HCOOC4H9] ~ k6 •
The results obtained for this plot are shown in fig. 2 (curve 6) and can be represented
by the equation,

log /c2(mole~1 cm3 sec"1) = 10-8-(8100/2-303RT). (D)
At 182°C eqn. (C) and (D) have values of 6-7 and 6-9 respectively.

No experimental data exist with which these results may be compared. Aldehydes
and formates are species which may reasonably be compared and extensive kinetic
data are available for the aldehydes. In table 1 comparable reactions for both
families are presented. Formates and aldehydes in general seem to have similar
activation energies for the abstraction of a hydrogen atom. The A factors, however,
differ markedly between the two families and it is difficult to see any reason for this.
The possibility of serious error with the formates is discounted since the experi¬
mental procedure has yielded values for the Arrhenius parameters of such reactions
as ethyl radicals abstracting hydrogen atoms from diethyl ketone 1 or methyl radicals
from acetone,6 which are in good agreement with reported values. Additionally,
the constant value of the cross-combination ratios and the values obtained for several
disproportionation ratios tends to support the accuracy of the data. Nevertheless,
it is difficult to see why the aldehydic hydrogen atom should be so much more reactive
towards radical attack than is the formyl hydrogen atom.

Rates of hydrogen-atom abstraction have been calculated at 182°C and it appears
that methyl and n-butyl radicals abstract at different rates, the bigger radical abstract¬
ing at the greater rate. This is the same unusual behaviour observed 2 with ethyl,
n- and iso-propyl formates. It is difficult however to make a definite statement about
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this behaviour since all of the results reported in this work for the larger radicals
are based on assumed values for the rate constants for their auto-combination, and a
true comparison of the results cannot be made.

Table 1

reaction formates aldehyde

combination log A E log Ici820c log A E log ^182°C ref-

CH3 + il-C .} H i) 13-99 0 — 14 0 — —

2 n-C4H9 14 0 — 14 0 — —

disproportionation
CH34- n-C4H9 13-17 0 — — — — —

2 n-C4H9 13-97 0 — 14-6 1-3 — 3

abstraction
CH3+HCOOCH3 10-7 8-6 6-6 11-9 7-5 00 00

CH3+HCOOC2H5 10 5 8-2 6-6 120 7-5 8-3 9

CH3+HCOOn-C3H7 101 7-3 6-6 11-8 7-3 O(NOO

CH3 + HCOOi-C3H7 10-9 8-9 6-6 12-6 8-7 00 4^ 00

CH3+HCOOn-C4H9 10-6 8-2 6-7 12-1 80 8-2 10

n-C4H9+ HCOOn-C4H9 10-2 5-3 7-6 10-9 5-4 8-2 3

log A and E are in units of mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and kcal mole-1 respectively.

From the data presented in table 1, it is clear that methyl radicals abstract a

hydrogen atom at the same rate from various formates. This suggests that the
structure of an alkyl group so removed from the centre of radical attack has little
effect on the reactivity of the formyl hydrogen. This supports the conclusion drawn
from experimental work on aldehydes by Trotman-Dickenson and his co-workers.

ENERGIES OF DECOMPOSITION OF THE n-BUTOXYCARBONYL

RADICAL COOC4H9
A n-butoxycarbonyl radical is formed when the formyl hydrogen atom has been

abstracted from n-butyl formate. By reason of its structure the possibility exists of
it decomposing by either or both of two reactions, one producing an alkoxy radical
and carbon monoxide and the other an alkyl radical and carbon dioxide (reactions A
and B respectively):

^ C0 + n-C4H90 (A)
COO n-C4H9/

CO2 4- n-C4FT9 (B)
Using accepted thermodynamic data the difference in enthalpy requirements

between the two decomposition paths can be calculated, and A//b — AHa — —31-7
kcal mole-1, i.e., the production of an alkyl radical is favoured thermodynamically.
Kinetically it is found that there is no evidence for the occurrence of reaction (A).

Isoelectronic with the alkoxycarbonyl radicals are the alkoxyazo radicals RONN.
These can be prepared by the thermal decomposition of hyponitrite esters,11 and, in
principle, they can also undergo either of two decompositions, (C) and (D):

/ N2 + n-C4Fh)0 (C)
NNO n-C4H9/

N2O+n-C4H9 (D)
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Consideration of thermodynamic data in this case leads to AHc — AHn —
— 56-5 kcal mole-1, i.e., the production of an alkoxy-radical is greatly favoured. No
nitrous oxide has been reported 11 as being a product of the thermal decomposition
of hyponitrites; this indicates that kinetically reaction (C) is considerably favoured.
This clean-cut and different decomposition behaviour in the two radicals is a consider¬
able departure from the behaviour expected on the basis of the isoelectronic principle,
and emphasizes the need for care when the principle is applied to free radicals.12

No thermochemical measurements have been made experimentally for alkoxy-
carbonyl radicals. However, a value for A///(COOC4H9) which is likely to be only
a few kcal mole-1 in error can be obtained by using heat of formation data available
for many acetates 13 and by assuming

O O

/ X
7>(CH3—C—CH3)= £>(CH3—C—OR) ~ 79 kcal mole-1.

Avalue of —71-9 kcalmole-1 can thus be calculated for A77/(COOC4H9) and hence
the individual enthalpies of reactions (A) and (B) can be found and,

D(COO—11-C4H9) = —3-2 kcal mole-1,
D(COO—n-C4H9) = 28-5 kcal mole-1.

Thus it is apparent that decomposition of the n-butoxycarbonyl radical to produce
an n-butyl radical is exothermic and is greatly favoured thermodynamically. This
supports the conclusion arrived at by these kinetic studies where no products that
might have been formed by alkoxy radicals were observed.

The behaviour of the isomeric acyloxyl radical C4H9CC>2* is of interest since it also
decarboxylates exothermically with T>(C4H9—CO2) = —12-2 kcal mole-1. Com¬
parison of the two bond-dissociation energies suggests that the butoxycarbonyl
radical is likely to be the more stable radical.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank Prof. F. E. Blacet for his kindness and
encouragement.
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ISOELECTRONIC PRINCIPLE,
THERMOCHEMISTRY, AND

REACTIVITY OF RELATED FREE
RADICALS

By Dr. PETER GRAY and J. C. J. THYNNE
School of Chemistry, The University, Leeds, 1

n^HE isoelectronic principle states that molecules
1. containing identical numbers of valence electrons

show many similarities in physical properties,
molecular symmetry, structure and chemical reactiv¬
ity. The principle was originally based on the striking
physical resemblance between such isoelectronic
molecules as nitrogen and carbon monoxide or
nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide. It may also be
applied to free radicals. Moreover, its range of
usefulness is widened by the possibility of substitu¬
tion of isoelectronic groups (such as —CH2—, —NH—
and —O—) for one another.

Recently, attention has been directed1 to the useful¬
ness of the isoelectronic principle in correlating the
patterns of reactivity of two families of free radicals,
namely, the alkyl radicals RC FT,. and the alkoxy
radicals RO: For example, the parallelism between
their decomposition reactions RCHjCHj—*■ R- + C2H4
and RCH20 —^ !?• + CH20 has been discussed. In
general it is to bo expected, if two free radicals are
isoelectronic, that they will exhibit similar patterns
of reactivity. An important qualification should be
made, however. It is well known that thermo¬
chemistry plays an especially important part in
determining the behaviour and reactivity of free
radicals. If a certain free radical may react by either
of two paths, then their relative thermochemical
requirements may be at least as important a considera¬
tion as a comparison with the behaviour of an iso¬
electronic analogue. When the isoelectronic principle
and thermochemistry reinforce one another's influ¬
ences, then prediction of the behaviour of the radical
is probably safe. When they oppose one another,
which will be dominant is not known.

Accordingly, in this article, we are concerned with
the thermochemistry and the reactivity of two iso¬
electronic pairs of radicals: (i) the acyloxyl (RC02-)
and the azoxyalkyl radicals (RN20), and (ii) the



alkoxycarbonyl (R()CO) and the alkoxyazo radicals
(BONN). These radicals, it will be noticed, also form
two isomeric pairs (iii) AGO., and -ROCO, and (iv)
RX „( ) and BONN; so that comparison may be made
not only between the behaviour of isoelectronic
radicals but also between the behaviour of isomeric
radicals.

(1) Acyloxyl and azoxyalkyl radicals, BCQj and
BN20. Of these families of radicals the aeyloxyl
radicals are the most well known. They may con¬
veniently be prepared2 by the thermal decomposition
of diacyl peroxides. The acyloxyl radicals readily
decompose yielding carbon dioxide together with an
alkyl radical (reaction 1), and it is this fact that has
resulted in the frequent use3'4 of diacetyl peroxide as
a low-temperature source of methyl radicals:

O,

A - C L >R- + CO, (1)

Isoelectronic with the acyloxyl radicals are the
isomeric pair of azoxyalkyl radicals R—N=N-

1
O

and R—N=N*. (These are related to the azoxy-
I
0

alkanes BN2OB in the same way as the acyloxyl
radicals BC02- are related to the esters BC02B).
Although aliphatic azoxy-compounds5 have been
prepared, their possible use as a source of radicals does
not appear to have been much investigated, perhaps
because of the hazards involved in their use.

Each of these families appears to have only one
obvious mode of decomposition: acyloxyl radicals
according to reaction 1. and the azoxyalkyl radicals
according to reaction 2:

BN2O >R- + N20 (2)
(2) Alkoxycarbonyl and alkoxyazo radicals, BOCO

and BONN. The alkoxycarbonyl radicals (ROCO)
have, until recently, been less well studied than the
acyloxyl radicals although they are of considerable
interest kinetically. They can be generated by the
alkyl radical-induced decomposition of alkyl formates6
(reaction 3), and this reaction has been shown7 to bo
a good general source of thermalizod alkyl radicals:

O

/
R' + H COO R > B'H + ■ C—O R (3)

Isoelectronic with these radicals are the alkoxyazo
2



Tabic l. Energy Requirements of Alternative Decomposition
Paths for Related Radicals ROCO and RON,

^H56 - ^lhsa
R (kcal. mole-1) (kcal. mole-1)

ch3 35-7 51-5
c,h & 34-7 52-5
n. C,H, 32-7 54-5
i.c3h7 35-7 51-5
n.C«H» 31-6 56-5

AHbb-^Ilsa, enthalpy difference between reaction paths 56 and
5a; dHBa - AB6b, enthalpy difference between reaction paths 6a
and 66.

5a RO- + CO 6a RO- + N,
/* /*

ROCO RONN

\ \
56 R- + CO, 66 R- + N,0

radicals /'ON X. These may be prepared by the
thermal decomposition of hyponitrite esters8'9
(reaction 4).

EON = NOR * i?ONN + RO • (4)
Comparison of the two isoelectronic families

THOCO and iJONN is more subtle than that of the
radicals i?CO.j and RN..O, because, in principle,
each may undergo either of two decompositions:

EOCO —*■ RO- + CO (5a)
-> R- + CO, (56)

7?ONN —* EO ■ + N2 (6a)
-+R- + N/) (66)

In fact, the observed decomposition behaviour is
clear-cut and different in the two families. Alkoxy-
carbonyl radicals yield only alkyl radicals and carbon
dioxide, for in none of the experiments6'7,15 on the
radicals RO&O (R = CH3 to R = C4H9) is any product
characteristic of alkoxy radicals found. Alkoxyazo
radicals produce only alkoxy radicals and nitrogen.
Neither in the decomposition of the lower alkyl
hyponitrites8 in the gas phase nor of benzyl hyponi¬
trite9 in solution is nitrous oxide or any product
compatible with the formation of alkyl radicals
found.

This striking difference is a departure from the
behaviour expected on the basis of the isoelectronic
principle. Since it is essentially a kinetic difference
it is helpful to consider the contribution of the Arrhcn-

3



Table2.EnthalpiesofFormationandBondDissociationEnergiesofAcyloxylandAlkoxycarbonylRadicals Allvaluesinkcal.mole-1

R

AHfRCOi

J)(R—C02)

dH/jROCO

AHfROCO

D(RO—CO)

D(R—OCO)

ch3

—45a

-17-5

-51-7

-55-8

24-8

-10-9

(-53-6from HCOOCH3)

CaH5

-54"

-15-5

-59-6

-60-8

24-7

-10-0

WC3H7

—60a

-13

-65-8

-65-8

26-4

-6-3

ic3H7

—606

-16-7

-68-9

-67-0

27-5

-8-2

nC4H«

-64*

-12-2

-71-9

-70-8

28-5

-3-2

c

d

e

e

a,ValuesreportedbyJaffe,ProsenandSzwarc(ref.10);b,calculatedfromgroupenergyterms(H(COa.)=-39kcal.;c,obtainedusing D[jR—COOR]=79kcal.,andusingheatsofformationofacetates(ref.15);d,calculatedfromgroupenergytermsH(CO)=-18-5kcal.;
e,valuesofAH/(ROCO)takenfromcol.4.



ius factor A and the activation energy E to the
velocity constant of decomposition. It is difficult
to see any real basis for predicting different A factors
for unimolecular decomposition of the radicals
ROCO and RONN, and it may be considered that the
difference is attributable to difference in activation
energies. In turn, the origin of the differences in
activation energy may be sought in the thermo¬
chemistry of the radicals. Table 1 summarizes the
differences in the energy requirements between the
two decomposition paths for some members of each
family of radicals. Thus in each family the energetic¬
ally favoured path is followed. While carbon
dioxide formation from the alkoxycarbonyl radicals
needs some 35 kcal. less than carbon monoxide
formation, nitrous oxide formation from the alkoxy-
azo radicals requires some 50 kcal. more for the pro¬
duction of nitrogen.

It is worthy of comment that the differences in
energy requirements of the individual reaction paths
of each radical can be evaluated without knowledge
of the heats of formation of the individual radicals;
thormochemical data for the reaction products are
sufficient.

(3) Thermochemistry and reactivity of the acyloxyl
and alkoxycarbonyl radicals. Although, for the
purpose of comparison above, values of the heats of
formation of the radicals ROCO are not needed, they
are needed to make a comparison of the isomers
ROCO and RCOj. Enthalpies of formation for some
of the lower acyloxyl radicals are known10 and these
are tabulated (col. 2, Table 2). Values of enthalpies
of formation may also be obtained for free radicals
by group-energy terms11, using a value of —39 kcal.
for H(C02.). These values also appear in col. 2.
They have been used to calculate the enthalpy
change of the decarboxylation of acyloxyl radicals,
and these results appear in col. 3, Table 2.

No experimentally obtained thermochemical data
exist for the alkoxycarbonyl radicals. Values for
AHf(ROCO) which are unlikely to be seriously in
error can be inferred from kinetic work on hydrogen
abstraction by alkyl radicals for a series of aldehydes13
(RCHO) on one hand, and from various formate
esters14 (RO.CHO) on the other. In general, the
values of the activation energies of hydrogen abstrac¬
tion for both aldehydes and formates differ by little
more than 1-2 kcal. mole-1 for members of both
series, suggesting that the groups R and RO (which
are not immediately adjacent to the point of radical
attack) have little effect on the strength of the C—H
bond being broken. If these bonds have similar

5



strengths in the two families, then:
O O

II
D(H - C.CH3) ~ D(H) - COCHj) ~ 82 kcal.

Since:
O

II
D(H - COCH3) = AH/(H) + AH/(COOCH3) -

AH/(HCOOCH3)
then a value of — 53-6 kcal. mole-1 may be calculated
for the heat of formation of the methoxycarbonyl
radical. Thermochemical data exist for few formates;
however, it is still possible to obtain values for the
heats for formation of the radicals from thermo¬
chemical data15 for the acetate esters. In this case

a similar assumption of equivalence of bond dis¬
sociation energies is made, this time comparing the
appropriate bond-strengths of acetone and the
acetates, using a 'medium' value for CH3 — COCH3,
that is:

O O
II II

D(CH3) - C.CH3) ~ D(CH3 - C.OCH3) ~ 79 kcal.
Using this bond energy, a value of — 51-7 kcal.

mole-1 is obtained for AH/(CH3OCO) which is in
reasonable agreement with the value of — 53-6 kcal.
obtained using methyl formate as the radical source.
Values of AH/ for other alkoxycarbonyl radicals
obtained in this manner appear in col. 4, Table 2.
and using these values we may now make a direct
comparison of the acyloxyl and alkoxycarbonyl
radicals.

Assigning a value of — 18-5 kcal. to H(CO), then
by using the usual group-energy terms, values of
AH/(ROCO) may be calculated. These values are
tabulated in col. 5, Table 2, and are in quite good
agreement with the values obtained using the heats
of formation of the acetate esters (col. 4).

(4) Energetics of decarboxylation of EOCO and
HC02. Since:
D(CH30 - CO) = AH/(CH30) + AH/(CO) -

AH/(CH3OCO)
and

D(CH3 - OCO) = AH/(CH3) + AH/(C02) -

AH/(CH3OCO)
then, using a value of — 51-7 kcal. for AH/(CH3OCO),
we obtain:

D(CH3 - OCO) = - 10-9 kcal. mole-1
and

D(CH30 - CO) = 24-8 kcal. mole-1.
6



Similar values for other alkoxycarbonyl radicals
appear in columns 6 and 7 of Table 2. Decarboxyla¬
tion of the JiOC'O radicals, although involving bond
fission, is always exothermic (AH is negative): thus
the alkoxycarbonyl radicals are thermodynamically
unstable with respect to decarboxylation. This is
the same rare behaviour that is observed in the
acyloxyl radical where, for instance, D(CH3 — C02) =
— 17-5 kcal. Throughout the two series, the alkoxy¬
carbonyl radicals are thermodynamically less unstable
than their isomers.

(5) Stability and reactivity of the JiOCO and
JRCOi radicals. There has been some controversy10-17
about the kinetic stability of the acetyloxyl radical.
The discussion has centred on whether the acetyl¬
oxyl radical survives long enough to react with a
substrate and simultaneously decarboxylates, or
whether the radicals are decarboxylated so that the
substrate is attacked only by the methyl radicals
produced. Recently, Herk and Szwarc1' have con¬
cluded that, even in the liquid state, the reactions
observed with the acetyl peroxide system are due to
methyl radicals not to acetate radicals. No methyl
acetate has been found in the gas-phase thermal
decomposition of the peroxide, suggesting that there
the acetyloxyl radical is not stable enough to associate
with methyl radicals by:

ch3co2- + ch3 * ch3 coo ch3
Szwarc and Herk12 consider that the decarboxyla¬

tion of the acetyloxyl radical requires some small
activation energy, about 1-2 kcal. mole-1.

Less is known about the stability and reactivity
of the alkoxycarbonyl radical. It appears from a
consideration of the energetics of decarboxylation
and from experimental observations0-14'18 that the
radical is unstable. Kebarle and Lossing19, however,
found traces of methyl acetate in a mass-spectro-
metric study of the mercury-photosensitized decom¬
position of methyl formate, presumably produced
by the association of methyl with methoxycarbonyl
radicals, that is:

ch3 + ch3oco —> ch3 coo ch3
This apparent stability would suggest that the

activation energy for decomposition of the methoxy¬
carbonyl radical is perhaps somewhat greater than the
value of 1-2 kcal. suggested for the acetyloxyl radical,
a conclusion which would also concur with the relative
bond strengths we have calculated for ch3c03. and
ch3oco(— 17-5 kcal. and — 10-9 kcal. respectively).

One of us (J. c. J. T.) would like to thank the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
for a research fellowship.
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The Methyl-Radical-Sensitized Decomposition of Gaseous
Dimethyl Carbonate

By J. C. J. Thynne and Peter Gray
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The methyl radical-sensitized decomposition of dimethyl carbonate has been studied in the
temperature range 120° to 250°C and a kinetic mechanism suggested to account for the nature and
amount of the reaction products. An activation energy of 8-9 kcal mole-1 has been obtained for
the reaction inducing decomposition :

CH3+CH3OCOOCH3 ^CH4+ -CH2OCOOCH3.
The decomposition of the radical -ClLOCOOCHs, whose energetics are discussed, proceeds

quantitatively to carbon dioxide.
The unsensitized thermal decomposition of dimethyl carbonate is heterogeneous and proceeds

according to the equation
CH3OCOOCH3 ->CH3OCH3+C02

with an activation energy of 15 kcal mole-1.
Methyl radicals also sensitize the decomposition of diethyl carbonate.

When a formate ester HCOOR loses its formyl hydrogen atom in radical at¬
tack 1-6 the resulting alkoxycarbonyl radical COOR undergoes further decomposi¬
tion to carbon dioxide and a free alkyl radical R:

.ch3+hcoor^ch4+.coor
la

.coor->co2+r.
Dimethyl carbonate is related to methyl formate by the insertion of —CH20—-

between H and COOR. If one of its six identical hydrogen atoms is abstracted a
similar state of affairs arises. The resulting free radical ch2ocooch3 would
then be likely to undergo successive decompositions, yielding a methoxycarbonyl
radical and then a methyl radical:

2

ch3+ch3ocooch3-*ch4+-ch2ocooch3
3

.ch2ocooch3->ch2o+.cooch3
4

.cooch3->co2+ch3.
Accordingly, the methyl-radical-sensitized decomposition of dimethyl carbonate

has been investigated in the temperature range 120°-250°C and at pressures between
20 and 40 mm Hg of both carbonate and acetone vapour. Methyl radicals were
generated by the photolysis of acetone at 2> 3000 A, where dimethyl carbonate
does not absorb.

EXPERIMENTAL

materials

Acetone was twice redistilled, the middle fraction being collected each time. It was
further purified by bulb-to-bulb distillation on the vacuum line and stored on the line.
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Dimethyl carbonate (B.D.H.) was twice redistilled, and the middle fraction stored after
bulb-to-bulb distillation.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Experiments were performed in the vapour phase in a cylindrical quartz cell (volume
140 cm3). The cell was contained in a heavy aluminium block furnace with quartz side-
windows. The temperature of the furnace was controlled to ±1°C by a platinum element-
controlled relay unit. The reaction cell was illuminated by a parallel light beam from a
250 W Mazda lamp and a 4-in. quartz lens. Radiation was usually limited to wavelengths
> 3000 A by using either a Chance-Pilkington OX 7 light filter, or the heat absorbing filter
ON 22 which has little transmission below 3000 A. When the unfiltered beam was used the
absorption by dimethyl carbonate was negligible because of the low intensity of the lamp
at 2 <2400 A.

The reaction cell was connected to the usual type of vacuum system which included a
liquid nitrogen trap, a Toepler pump and a gas burette. Mixtures of gaseous acetone and
gaseous dimethyl carbonate were made up in a 1 litre bulb and required pressures (about
50 mm) of the mixture introduced into the reaction cell and then photolyzed for periods
varying from 45 minutes for the filtered beam to about 5 minutes for the unfiltered beam.
After reaction, the contents of the cell were expanded into the analytical train and the fraction
not condensable in liquid nitrogen collected and measured in a gas burette. They were then
analysed using an A.E.I. Ltd. MS 2 mass spectrometer. This fraction was shown to contain
only carbon monoxide and methane. The fraction of the condensable products, volatile
at — 80° were then taken off by means of the Toepler pump. This fraction, which contained
ethane, carbon dioxide and dimethyl ether, was analysed gas-chromatographically on a 20 ft.
column of dimethyl sulpholane on firebrick kept at room temperature. The carrier gas was
hydrogen, the detector a Gow-Mac thermistor detector (model AEL 9677) and the output
fed into a Honeywell-Brown 0-1 mV recorder. Standard samples were used to calibrate
the chromatography column ; values reproducible to ±2 % were obtained, and this is con¬
sidered to be the extent of analytical error.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This will be considered in three parts : (i) photolysis of acetone, (ii) unsensitized
decomposition of dimethyl carbonate, and (iii) methyl radical photo-sensitized
decomposition of dimethyl carbonate.

PHOTOLYSIS OF ACETONE

As a convenient check on the apparatus and technique employed, and also be¬
cause any methane formed via hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals was
needed to be measured in later experiments, the photolysis of acetone was studied
within the temperature range 122°-253°C, at pressures of between 50 mm and 85 mm
Hg, using the filtered and unfilteied beam. Previous workers 7-9 have indicated
that under such conditions the photolysis may be explained in terms of the following
reaction scheme:

liv

CH3COCH3-»2CH3 + CO

CH3 + CH3COCH3-tcH4+- CH2COCH3
7

ch3+- ch2coch3->c2h5coch3
s

2ch3->c2h6.
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From this the following relation may be deduced

RCh4 ^"6
KWCH3COCH3] =rr

The results obtained are plotted in fig. 1 (curve 1). They can be represented
by the equation:

13 + log (/c6/c^/molecules~i cm3''2 sec~t) = (5-774 + 0-079) —(9530+160)/2-303 RT.
Using the reported value 10 for log (/tg/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) of 13-36 this equation

gives values for log (^/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) and F^kcal mole-1) of 11-35 and 9-5
respectively, which are in good accord with published values 7>8 of 11-6 and 9-7,
and 11-5 and 9-6.

103[t

103it
Fig. 1.—Temperature-dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants &2, £4, k(, ard kg.
curve 1 : abstraction of a hydrogen atom from acetone by a methyl radical; 13+log

molecules-* cm3/2 sec-*);
curve 2: unsensitized decomposition of dimethyl carbonate; filled circles, results based on carbon
dioxide; open circles, results based on dimethyl ether; squares, results obtained by Wijnen,11

— 10+log (product molecules cm-3 sec-1);
curve 3: abstraction of hydrogen atom from dimethyl carbonate by a methyl radical; 13 + log
{kzk - molecules-* cm3'2 sec-*); filled circles, results based on carbon dioxide; open circles, results

based on methane.

The scales on the right hand top corner refer only to curve 2.

THE UNSENSITIZED THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF DIMETHYL CARBONATE

Above 140°C, dimethyl carbonate decomposes thermally.11 Since the sensitized
decomposition of the carbonate was to be studied up to 250°C the kinetics of the
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thermal decomposition were briefly examined so that the appropriate corrections
could be made.

The products of the thermal decomposition of dimethyl carbonate in the quartz
reaction vessel were carbon dioxide and dimethyl ether, and within experimental
error they were produced in equivalent quantities. This observation confirms that
of Wijnen 11 and indicates that the stoichiometry of decomposition is:

9

CH30C00CH3^CH30CH3 + C02.

Results obtained are shown in table 1 and in fig. 1 (curve 2). By the method of
least squares they can be expressed by the equations :

log (RCo2/molecules cm~3sec_1) = (18-752±0-139)-(14650±290)/2-303Rr
and

log (/?ch3och,/molecules cm3 sec"1) = (18-857±0-266)-(14940±560)/2-303RT
These values may be compared with Wijnen's data 11 (also plotted in fig. 1 as

squares) for the thermal decomposition of dimethyl carbonate on quartz) which in¬
dicate that Eg has a value of 17 + 1 kcal mole-1. Wijnen's results were based solely

Table 1.—Thermal (unsensitized, heterogeneous) decomposition of dimethyl
carbonate—product yields during reaction

r,°K 10-"[D] time (sec) 10-10*co2 10-i0RCH3OCH3
420-8 9-245 3600 12-1 10-2
428-2 9-413 5520 16-0 16-2
438-6 8-870 3360 25-2 23-1
447-0 3-915 1800 29-6 23-2
450-0 8-645 1800 47-5 47-5
458-0 8-692 2430 60-9 64-8
460-2 8-031 2100 60-8 60-8
471-5 7-426 2400 78-4 96-9
477-3 8-150 2460 99-6 103
500-9 8-058 2700 204 189
509-3 8-021 1800 243 223
517-0 8-089 1920 332 309

[D] = concentration of dimethyl carbonate, molecules cm-3. Rates of formation R of carbon
dioxide and dimethyl ether are expressed as molecules cm-3 sec-1.

on dimethyl ether measurements. In view of the close agreement between the two
values (based on carbon dioxide and dimethyl ether) of activation energies reported
here, it is considered likely that the correct value is probably nearer to 15 kcal mole-1.

decomposition of dimethyl carbonate sensitized by

methyl radicals

The reaction products observed, and usually measured, for the decomposition
were methane, carbon monoxide, ethane, carbon dioxide and dimethyl ether. The
ether corresponded to that produced by the thermal decomposition of the car¬
bonate and provided an indication of the extent of thermal decomposition. It also
indicated that the sensitized decomposition did not involve the production of methoxy
radicals.
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The mechanism suggested to account for the nature and distribution of the
products is:

hv

CH3COCH3 -+2ch3 + co
2

ch3 + ch3ocooch3^ch4 + .ch2ocooch3
3

.ch2ocooch3-»ch2o+.cooch3

•cooch3^co2+ch3
2ch3^c2h6

9

ch30c00ch3-»ch30ch3 + c02.
From this mechanism the following rate relation may be derived for the methane

produced in reaction 2 :

^ch4(2)
_ k2

^2h6[CH3OCOOCH3] _ kf
If every radical •CH2OCOOCH3 decomposes to produce carbon dioxide, form¬

aldehyde and a free style methyl radical, then 7?ch4(2) = 7?co2(4) so that:

^co2(4)
_ k2

K&h«[CH3OCOOCH3]~fc!'
The results for both these plots are shown in fig. 1 (curve 3) and table 2. They

can be expressed by the equations

13+ log (fc2fcg */molecules~*cm3/2sec~*) = (4-633 + 0-137)-(8790±280)/2-303KT
based on /?co2(4) and
13+ log (fc2fc8*/molecules-*cm3/2sec~*) = (4-699 + 0-337)-(8860 + 690)/2-303RT
based on /?ch„(2).

At 182°C these equations lead to values for 13 +log k2k^ of 0-40 and 0-43,
respectively. This good agreement affords support for the accuracy of the mechan¬
ism suggested above. In fig. 1 it can be seen that between log k2 calculated using
7?ch4(2) and log k2 calculated from 7?co2(4) there is only a small difference which
in magnitude is within experimental error. However, 7?ch4(2) is usually slightly
greater than RcoSA) and this might be attributed to some slight stability for the
radicals -CH2OC6oCH3 and -COOCH3.

Further support for the mechanism has been obtained by a few experiments on
the methyl radical-sensitized decomposition of diethyl carbonate. In that system,
some propane was observed among the reaction products, presumably formed by
the following series of reactions :

ch3+c2h5ocooc2h5 ->ch4+ch3chocooc2h5

ch3chocooc2h5 ->ch3cho+-cooc2h5
■cooc2H5-*c02 + c2h5

ch3+c2h5-c3h8.
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No data exist in the literature with which the activation energy is2 of 8-9 kcal
mole reported above may be compared, though the value for it seems reasonable.
The value of 10-2 for log (/U/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) is slightly lower than the value ob¬
served in many hydrogen atom abstraction reactions but similarly low values have
been observed for the methyl radical-sensitized decomposition of various formates.1"6

Table 2.—Methyl radical sensitized decomposition of dimethyl carbonate : product

yields and kinetic relationships

concentration in
10~17 molecules cm-3

rates of formation of products,
1012 molecules cm-3 sec-1

T°k carbonate
(d)

/IO14W2A/10,4W4)
co ch4 c2h6 coa" ch3och3 ( — ji\*WD1 /;cWD1

*393-4 6-157 6-339 16-0 1-03 15-3 0-15 0 11-6 5-8
374-4 5-601 7-649 1-69 0-18 0-96 0-01 0 2-4 3-1
413-4 5-112 7-241 2-83 0-66 2-11 0-66 0 13-7 8-9

*424-5 5-414 5-583 19-5 2-07 18-1 0-31 0 14-3 13-6
433-0 5-341 6-675 3-96 0-8 1-70 0-12 0 16-8 16-7
438-2 5-238 6-858 2-46 0-91 1-45 0-10 0 13-2 15-4

*445-3 5-526 5-832 22-5 4-05 16-9 0-41 0-06 17-0 18-3
456-3 5-063 6-444 2-75 1-45 1-37 0-16 N.A. 23-4 27-2
456-4 5-212 6-082 2-52 1-28 1-31 0-15 N.A. 15-4 26-1
457-2 9-998 18-294 110-1 6-38 3-24 0-57 N.A. 29-7 31-8

*465-3 6-129 5-472 19-9 5-20 15-4 0-90 0-06 42-9 33-7
467-7 4-901 6-433 2-70 1-41 1-07 0-14 N.A. 13-8 27-6
475-7 4-768 6-271 32-9 8-43 25-9 0-65 N.A. 52-3 22-0
476-6 5-124 6-712 42-3 13-2 28-9 0-78 N.A. 55-4 28-2

*477-2 5-582 5-017 22-6 6-08 16-6 1-05 0-07 45-1 46-2
486-1 5-078 5-926 2-87 2-87 1-33 0-30 N.A. 24-1 50-9

*499-2 5-210 4-921 21-2 9-07 14-7 1-35 0-09 87-4 67-4
512-4 4-436 6-099 2-41 2-22 0-62 0-28 N.A. 62-1 80-2

*517-7 4-567 5-861 27-5 14-7 14-4 1-20 N.A. 126 76-2
*514-5 5-476 4-921 23-3 12-0 11-3 1-69 0-07 158 92-0

* unfiltered beam.
a CO2 corrected for thermal decomposition of dimethyl carbonate.
N.A. not analyzed.

ENERGETICS OF DECOMPOSITION OF THE RADICAL CH2OCOOCH3

Enthalpies of formation of various radicals may be derived from a consideration
of group energy terms. Using appropriate numerical values 12 for the contributions
of various groups to the enthalpy of formation, a value of —61 kcal mole-1 can be
calculated for A///(-CH2OCOOCH3). A value of —51-7 kcal mole-1 has previously
been deduced6 for A/Z/f-COOCHj). Using these values, together with other
accepted thermodynamic data, we find :

D(CH20—COOCH3)~ -25 kcal mole-1
and D(COO—CH3) ~ -11 kcal mole-1.

Thus decomposition of both radicals is considerably exothermic and they are
both thermodynamically unstable. This is in accord with the conclusions drawn
from the kinetic study of these radicals reported above.

We are grateful to D.S.I.R. for a research grant for this work, and to Dr. D. Logan
and Dr. F. Wilkinson for help with the mass-spectrometric analyses.
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The Thermal Decomposition of
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(Received February 19, 1968)

The thermal decomposition in the gas and liquid
phases of compounds of the type RN=NR to yield
nitrogen and the free radical R is well known, data
having been reported for systems where R is an alkyl,1
alkoxyl,2 or aikylamino3 substituent.

RN—NR —> Na + 2R- (1)

The decompositions of formates4-5 and carbonates7
have demonstrated the instability of alkoxycarbonyl
radicals, COOR, which appear to decarboxylate quanti¬
tatively to generate an aikyl radical and carbon dioxide,
and advantage has been taken of this reaction to gen¬
erate free radicals not readily obtained by other
methods

COOR —*■ C02 + R- (2)

A class of compounds which combines both of the
above features is the esters of azodiformic acid, ROOCN
=NCOOR. These compounds are easily prepared,
are reddish, and decompose at temperatures above
about 120°. They may be useful as potential thermal
and photochemical sources of alkyl radicals, since by

analogy with reactions 1 and 2 the following sequence
of reactions might be expected

ROOCN=NCOOR —> N, + 2COOR (3)

COOR—> COa + R. (4)

Although the use of these compounds in connection
with the Diels-Alder reaction is well known, their
decomposition appears not to have been examined.
We have studied the thermal decomposition of dimethyl
azodiformate in the gas phase and in dodecane solu-
tuOfl.

Experimental Section
Materials. Dimethyl azodiformate was prepared by

the method of Rodgman and Wright,8 a fraction boiling
at 80.5° at 6.5 mm being collected. This was subjected
to several bulb-to-buib distillations on a vacuum line
before being stored in a blackened bulb. Gas chro¬
matographic analysis showed the sample to bo pure.

Apparatus. In the gas-phase study, the azodifor¬
mate was condensed into a cylindrical Pyrex reaction
vessel (volume ISO cm3) equipped with a break-seal and
sealed off under vacuum. The reaction vessel was

then immersed in a thermostated oil bath capable of
maintaining temperatures up to 200° to better than
±1°. The reaction was stopped by removing the
vessel from the oil bath and plunging it into a bath at
-80°.

The reaction vessel was then sealed onto a high-
vacuum line and the break-seal was broken. The
reaction products were expanded into an analytical
train which was comprised of a liquid nitrogen trap, a

gas buret, and a Macieod gauge. The products not
condensable in liquid nitrogen were collected and
measured in the gas buret before being analyzed mass

spectrometrically. A second fraction w&3 removed at
— 121° using a pentane-liquid nitrogen slush bath and
was similarly analyzed.

In the liquid-phase study, the decomposition was

investigated in dodecane with 10 ~"2 M solutions being
used. The reaction vessels were cylindrical Pyrex
tubes (volume ca. 5 cm3) which could be filled with
solution leaving only a small space above the liquid.
The ampoules were sealed off and the runs and analysis
were performed as described above.

A similar analytical procedure was used for the
photolysis studies, the light source being the full beam of
a Mazda ME/D250W medium-pressure mercury lamp.

(1) W. Forst and O. K. Rice, Can. J. Chem., 41, 662 (1963).
(2) J. R. Partington and C. C. Shah, J. Chem. Soc., 2689 (1932).
(3) A. J. Waring and J. S. Watson, Can. J. Chem., 38, 298 (1960).
(4) J. C. J. Thynne, Trans. Faraday Soc., 58, 676 (1962).
(6) J. C. J. Thyane, ibid., 58, 1394 (1962).
(6) J. C. J. Thynne, ibid., 58, 1533 (1962).
(7) M. J. Yee Quee and J. C. J. Tbynne, ibid., 62, 3164 (19G6).
(8) A. Rodgm&n and G. F. Wright, J. Org. Chem., 18, 465 (1953),

Volume 72, Number 7 July 1968
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Results and Discussion
Gas-Phase Decomposition. A series of runs were

carried out at 162°. The noncondensable fraction
contained no methane and consisted entirely of ni¬
trogen. Analysis of the fraction volatile at —121°
showed it to contain only about 3% ethane, the
remainder being carbon dioxide with traces of the
azodiformate ester. A typical product analysis yielded
the following values (in micromoles): X2, 205; C02,
1.94; and C2HS, 0.06; i.e., N2/C02 - 1.06 and 2C2H8/
C02 = 0.05.

CHjOOCN—NCOOCHj •—> N2 + 2CH,OOC (5)

CHjOOC —> CH, + C02 (6)

Decomposition of the ester according to reactions 5
and 6 would require that the ratios N2/'C02 and 2CH,-/
C02 would have the values 0.5 and 1, respectively.
We interpret the divergence of our experimental
values from these predicted values to indicate that only
about half of the methoxycarbonyl radicals generated
in reaction 5 decompose. It appears that approxi¬
mately 6% of the methyl radicals produced in the
decarboxylation reaction are accounted for by the re¬
action

2CHS- —» C2H, (7)

Methyl radicals have been shown to react very

readily with azomethane* by addition to form tri-
methylhydrazine and tetramethylhydrazine. Our ex¬

perimental results suggest that they may also react very
readily with the azodiformate. It is likely also that
some of the unaccounted for methoxycarbonyl radicals
have reacted by addition to the N^N bond. Con-,
jugation with the two carbonyl groups appears to have
the effect of enhancing the rate of radical addition to
the double bond. This reaction must be fast, since it is
clearly competitive with reaction 6 and very much
faster than the hydrogen atom abstraction reaction

CII,- + CHjOOCN—NCOOCHj —>

CH4 + •CH2OOCN=NCOOCHs (8)
because no methane is detected.

Rate constants (based on nitrogen evolution) were
measured for reaction 5 at 162°. The results of five
repeat determinations yielded a value ks — (6.4 ± 0.9)
X 10~e sec-1, the error limit representing the average
deviation of thc.se runs. If a preexponcntial factor of
10H sec-1 is assumed, this rate corresponds to an acti¬
vation energy for reaction 5 of about 38 kcal mol-1.
This may be compared with a value of 34.6 kcal mol-1
for the activation energy reported10 for the decompo¬
sition of tetramethyltetrazene, i.e., where R is (CII,)2N •

in reaction 1.

Decomposition in Dodecane Solution. When I0-2 M
solutions in dodecane were decomposed thermally at
temperatures in the range 120-170° or photochemically

at a lower temperature, a colorless sticky polymerlike
solid was produced which went brown on standing.
The bright red solution - ;as rapidly bleached, suggest¬
ing complete consumption of the azodiformate, al¬
though the maximum yield of nitrogen indicated that
only about 7% of the azodiformate had decomposed.

Analysis of the polymerlike solid showed it to contain
C, 44.1%; N, 12.6%; H, 6.4%; and O, 36.8% (by
difference). This corresponds to a formula of CnH30-
O11N4, the molecular weight of which is 466, in reason¬
able agreement with the molecular weight of 500 ± 20
determined directly using a vapor pressure osmometer.

We consider that these results may be interpreted in
terms of a ready addition of the radicals produced in
reactions 5 and 6 to the azo linkage. The resulting
radical then undergoes an isomcrization reaction

CH,OOCNN(R)COOCHs —>

CH,OC(6)=NN(R)COOCH,
This radical in turn reacts by addition to the azodi¬

formate and m this manner a repeating unit (OX-
(COOCH,)N—C(OCH,)-)„ is built up. Our molecu¬
lar weight determination suggests a value of about 3 or
4 for n. This ready addition reaction rapidly consumes
all of the azodiformate and this explains why the solu¬
tion is bleached, although actual thermal decomposition
of dimethyl azodiformate, based upon nitrogen evolu¬
tion only accounts for a relatively small consumption of
the ester.

It is clear that because of this complication the de¬
composition of azodiformate esters is not likely to be of
use as a free-radical source.

A clcnowledgment. We thank Professor Peter Gray for
several helpful discussions.
(9* M. II. .Tones and E. W. R. Stearic, J. Chem. Phys., 21, 1018
(1953).
(10) A. Good and J C. J. Thynne, J. Chem. Soe., P, 084 (1967).
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Reprinted from Proceedings of the Chemical Society, April, 1962, page 141

Chlorine Atom Abstraction by Methyl Radicals from Methyl Chloroformate
By J. C. J. Thynne and Peter Gray

(School of Chemistry, University of Leeds)
Methyl radicals have been shown to abstract
chlorine atoms from t-butyl hypochlorite in the gas
phase1 and to induce similar reactions2 in the liquid
phase. A potentially suitable substrate to demon¬
strate halogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals
is methyl chloroformate. Abstraction of the chlorine
atom (reaction 1) would yield methyl chloride and
the methoxycarbonyl radical Me02C- which is
known to be unstable3 and to decompose exo-
thermally4 to carbon dioxide and methyl:

Me- + CI-C02Me MeCI + Me02C- .... (1)
Me02C- -* CO, + Me- (2)

Thus production of methyl chloride and carbon
dioxide induced by a methyl radical will indicate the
occurrence of the abstraction reaction (1).

We have studied the influence of methyl radicals,
generated photochemically from acetone, on methyl
chloroformate in the vapour phase with pressures of
ca. 50 mm. Hg for both acetone and methyl chloro¬
formate, in light of A > 3000 A, at 34—109° (above
109° concurrent thermal decomposition of methyl
chloroformate was too extensive to be allowed for).
Methane, carbon monoxide, ethane, carbon dioxide,
and methyl chloride were the gaseous products:
mass-spectrometric analysis of the methane showed
that it was wholly attributable to abstraction of

1 Phillips, Proc. Chem. Soc., 1961, 338.
2 Evans and Szwarc, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1961, 57, 1905
3 Thynne, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1962, in the press.
'Gray and Thynne, Nature, 1961, 191, 1357.

hydrogen atoms from the acetone (and not from the
alkyl group of the chloroformate).

At 109°, carbon dioxide and methyl chloride are
produced in equal amounts, in accord with reactions
(1) and (2). At 100°, the rate of abstraction of a
chlorine atom from methyl chloroformate is about
seven times that of abstraction of a hydrogen atom
from methyl formate. This is consistent with a weaker
bond between halogen and carbon than between
hydrogen and carbon in the formate esters and this
is reasonable. The kinetics of chlorine atom abstrac¬
tion can be expressed by the relation:

log k1 (mole1 cm.3 sec.-1) = 10-2 — 6300/2-303/?r.
The value of 6-3 kcal. mole-1 for reaction (1) is
markedly less than that (9-0 kcal. mole-1) reported3
for the corresponding hydrogen abstraction from
methyl formate.

Below 100° the ratio methyl chloride: carbon di¬
oxide fell somewhat, being 0-83:1 at 34°, perhaps
owing to a finite lifetime of the acetyl radical at
these temperatures. If acetyl also abstracted chlorine
from methyl chloroformate, carbon dioxide would
be produced in excess of methyl chloride:

Me-CO- + CI COaMe Me-COCl + Me02C-.
We thank D.S.I.R. for a special research grant.

(Received, January 19th, 1962.)

(and references quoted there).
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The Reactions of Methoxyl Radicals with Methyl Formate; Comparisons between
Alkoxyl and Alkyl

By J. C. J. Thynne and Peter Gray
(School of Chemistry, University of Leeds)

Although correlations of the reactivity of alkyl and
alkoxyl radicals have been made and their thermo-
chemical basis has been explored,1 there have been
few quantitative comparisons, e.g., between the velo¬
city constants for such isoelectronic pairs as methoxyl
and ethyl. The observations so far reported2'3 have
different implications. One investigation2 suggests
that methoxyl is considerably more reactive than
methyl in abstracting hydrogen atoms from methyl
acetate and that the difference arises from the activa¬
tion energies (5 and 10 kcal. mole-1, respectively2).
The other,3 concerning hydrogen abstraction from
alkanes, suggests that methoxyl and methyl have
rather similar reactivities.

A contribution to these differences may arise from
the fact that it is generally difficult, when studying
hydrogen abstraction by methoxyl, to determine
what proportion of the total methanol produced
comes from reactions 1 (abstraction from a substrate
RH) and 2 (autodisproportionation),

MeO- + RH -> MeOH + R- . . . (1)
2MeO- — MeOH + CH20 . . . (2)

since the precise estimation of formaldehyde, which
otherwise could be used as the index of reaction (2),
presents many problems. A system in which, on the
other hand, the amount of R- produced can be
estimated precisely, is available when R is the
methoxycarbonyl radical -C02Me and RH is methyl
formate, since previous work4 on the methyl radical-
induced decomposition of methyl formate has shown
that the radical -C02Me decomposes quantitatively
to carbon dioxide and methyl.

Accordingly, the abstraction of hydrogen atoms
from methyl formate by methoxyl has been studied
between 120° and 185°c, with thermal decomposi¬
tion of gaseous dimethyl peroxide as source of
methoxyl radicals. The course of induced decom¬
position can be represented by the mechanism (3—8).

1 Gray and Williams, Chem. Rev., 1959, 59, 239.
2 Wijnen, J. Chem. Phys., 1957, 27, 710.
* Shaw and Trotman-Dickenson, J.. 1960, 310.
4 Thynne, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1962, 58, 676.
6 Shepp, J. Chem. Phys., 1956, 24, 939.

Me-A 2MeO- ... (3)
MeO- + H-COjMe -> MeOH + -C02Me ... (4)

•C02Me CO, + Me- . . . (4a)
Me- + H-C02Me -► CH4 + ■COzMe ... (5)

MeO- + Me -» CH4 + CH„0 ... (6)
MeO- + Me- -*■ Me.,0 ... (7)

2Me- -> C2H6 ... (8)
The carbon dioxide produced by reaction (4a) was

used as a measure of reaction (4), and the methoxy-
radical concentration was related to the rate of
formation of dimethyl ether.

Interpreting the results obtained in the light of this
mechanism leads by two independent routes to values
for the velocity constant and Arrhenius parameters
of the hydrogen abstraction (4). If values5 for log10
(k7; mole-1 cm.3 sec.-1) and log (ks; mole-1 cm.3
sec.-1) of 14 and 13-36, respectively, are used,
measurements of carbon dioxide yield:
log (Ar4; mole-1 cm.3 sec.-1) =

(13 01 ± 0 10) - (818 ± 0-48)/2-303/?7",
and measurements based on methyl-radical forma¬
tion (as shown by methane, ethane, and dimethyl
ether) yield:
log (k4; mole-1 cm.3 sec.-1) =

(13-13 ± 0-20) - (8-46 ± 0-49)/2-303RF.
At 182°c these expressions lead to values for log kx
of 9 07 and 9-05, respectively. The corresponding
value4 for hydrogen abstraction by methyl radicals
(log k&) is 6-59. For ethyl radicals attacking ethyl
formate log ks is about 7-18 at 182°. It is therefore
clear that methoxyl radicals are considerably more
reactive than methyl radicals in hydrogen abstraction
from methyl formate. Since, however, the activation
energies Et and Es are 8-2 and 8-6 kcal. mole-1,
respectively, it is apparent that the different re¬
activities arise from different A factors.

We are grateful to D.S.I.R. for a special research
8rant- (Received, July 6th, 1962).
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The methoxyl-radical-induced decomposition of methyl formate has been studied and a mechanism
suggested to account for the decomposition products. The cross-combination ofmethyl and methoxyl
radicals has been studied. Arrhenius parameters (based on values of 1013*20 and iot3-34 cm3 mole"1
sec-1 for the rate constants for the combination of methyl and methoxyl radicals, and auto-combina-
tion of methyl radicals respectively) have been deduced for the following radical reactions

log (A/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) £/kcal mole-1
CH3O • +HCOOCH3->CH3OH+ • COOCH3 12-21 8-2

CH3O • + . CH3->CH20+ CH4 13-38 0
• CH3 -; C H3OOCH3 ->CH4+ • CH2OOCH3 12-56 10-0

The results indicate that methoxyl radicals are considerably more reactive than are methyl radicals
in abstracting hydrogen from the formate molecule, and suggest that differences in the /4-factors are
primarily responsible for the different reactivities. The disproportionation ratio A(CH3, CH3O) is
found to be 1-51 ±0-2 and not to depend on temperature.

Although the existence of alkoxyl radicals is known and their participation in
many reactions has been reported,1- 2 there are few adequate kinetic data avail¬
able, and there is uncertainty as to the relative reactivities of such simple radicals
as methyl and methoxyl. Wijnen 3- 4 has studied the photolysis of methyl acetate
(which is a source of methoxyl), and has deduced that methoxyl radicals are con¬
siderably more reactive than methyl radicals in abstracting hydrogen atoms from
the parent acetate molecule. His results also indicate that the difference in reac¬
tivity is associated with a low activation energy for abstraction by the methoxyl
radicals. Shaw and Trotman-Dickenson 3 suggested that Wijnen's data can be
interpreted to give to a higher value for the activation energy of hydrogen atom
abstraction by these radicals. These authors 5 have investigated the reactions of
methoxyl radicals with alkanes and concluded that methoxyl radicals probably
have reactivities similar to those of methyl radicals. Further work by Berces and
Trotman-Dickenson 6 on the reaction of methoxyl and cyclopropane and isobutane
indicated, however, that methoxyl radicals exhibit a greater reactivity than do methyl
radicals.

Methoxyl radicals yield methyl alcohol by abstracting an hydrogen atom (reaction
(1)). They also produce alcohol by auto-disproportionation in reaction (2):

CH30- + RH-+CH30H + R. (1)
CH30- + CH30.->CH30H + CH20. (2)

Although in principle, the contribution of reaction (2) to the total alcohol formed
can be deduced by measuring the formaldehyde produced, it is difficult in practice
because of the tendency of formaldehyde to polymerize in the reaction system, and
it is principally this difficulty that has limited the accuracy of deductions from pre¬
vious kinetic studies of methoxyl radicals.
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A system in which the amount of R- produced in reaction (1) can be measured
precisely would offer a solution to this problem. Previous work 7~i° on the radical
induced decompositions of formate esters suggests that the abstraction reaction
of the formyl hydrogen atom from the ester, leading to the production of an alkoxy
carbonyl radical, -COOR, would provide such a system, since these radicals have
been shown to decompose exothermically 11 and quantitatively to carbon dioxide
and a free alkyl radical:

•C00R->C02 + R-. (3)

Accordingly, the methoxyl radical induced decomposition of methyl formate
has been studied from 124 to 185°C. The thermal decomposition of dimethyl
peroxide was used as the source of methoxyl radicals. In this way values are
derived for the Arrhenius parameters of the hydrogen abstraction reaction from
formate by methoxyl radicals and of the disproportionation reaction between
methoxyl and methyl radicals. The rate of formation of dimethyl ether is used 6
as the index of the methoxyl radical concentration.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS

Dimethyl peroxide was prepared according to Hanst and Calvert.12 However, peroxide
prepared in this manner contained about 15 % dimethyl ether. Since low-temperature
fractionation did not remove all the ether, the peroxide was further purified by gas chromato¬
graphy. A 20-ft column of dimethyl sulpholane on firebrick at room temperature was able
to separate the ether and peroxide. Helium was used as the carrier gas (flow rate of 60 ml
min-1). The peroxide was then stored in a blackened bulb, surrounded by a Cardice trap,
and showed no ether impurity on further chromatographic analysis. When it was analyzed
on a mass spectrometer (AEI Ltd., MS 2), the following cracking pattern was obtained:

mass number relative intensity* relative intensity* relative intensity'
(this work) (ref. (13)) (ref. (14))

12 03 16 02
14 1-6 C •?. . L6
15 20 2 34-5 17-3
28 7-4 7-4 3-2
29 56-7 100 60-1
30 21-8 24-4 160
31 94-8 96-2 806
32 111 13-6 8 6
44 0-3 0-5 01
45 0-7 1-2 3-3
46 0-1 0-6 1-6
61 9-74 5-2 9-0
62 100 58-4 100
63 2-3 1-2 2-2

*tIonizing Voltage 70 V.

Dimethyl ether was collected from the gas chromatographic preparations of the peroxide
described above and stored in a glass bulb. It was shown to be pure by mass spectrometric
and further gas chromatographic analysis.

Methyl formate (B.D.H. Ltd.) was distilled, dried and stored after further bulb-to bulb
distillation on the vacuum line. Ethane (B.O.G. Ltd.) was obtained from a cylinder.
The carbon dioxide, of 99-9 % purity, was a gift from Dr. Willix of these laboratories.
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The essential features of the apparatus and techniques employed 15 have been described
previously. Mixtures of the formate and peroxide were made up in a 1 1. bulb before ex¬
pansion into the reaction system. No attempt was made to analyze either the methyl
alcohol, or the formaldehyde produced by reaction (2).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Hanst and Calvert12 have established the main features of the thermal decom¬
position of dimethyl peroxide over the temperature range used here, and conse¬
quently the kinetics of the thermal decomposition of dimethyl peroxide were not
studied extensively. It was, however, observed that some hydrogen was present
in the non-condensable reaction products, presumably being formed by a sequence
of reactions such as :

CH3OOCH3-+2CH3O
CH3O + CH3O-> CH3OH + CH2O
CH30-+ CH20CHjOH-f-CHO

•CHO->CO + H

2.CHO~>H2 + 2CO.

STOIC HIOMETRY AND REACTION MECHANISM FOR THE DECOMPOSITION
OF METHYL FORMATE INDUCED BY METHOXYL RADICALS

The analytical results are presented in table 1. The nature and distribution of
the reactions products can be accounted for by the following reaction mechanism:

CH300CH3^2CH30- (4)
CH3O + HCOOCH3-»CH3OH + 'COOCH3 (5)

•COOCH3^C02 + -CH3 (5a)
•CH3 + HCOOCH3->CH4 + -COOCH3 (6)

•CH3 + CH3O—vCH4 + CH20 (7)
•CH3 + CH30-^CH3OCH3 (8)

2.CH3-+C2H6 (9)
•CH3 + CH3OOCH3^CH4 + -CH2OOCH3 (10)

CH30- + CH20-+CH30H + -CH0 (11)
•CHO->CO + H (12)

2-CHO -> H2 + 2CO (13)
No account is taken of the possible abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the

methyl group of the formate, since it could not reasonably lead to the formation of
either carbon dioxide or methyl radicals. Dimethyl ether can be formed only
by reaction (8), and its estimation thus presents a convenient method of determining
the methoxyl concentration if k% (the rate constant for combination of methyl and
methoxyl radicals) is known. As yet, no direct experimental value for k% has
been reported and the semi-empirical value of 13-20 for log (ks/cmi mole~i sec~i)
proposed by Berces and Trotman-Dickensen 6 will be adopted in this paper. This
value * is derived from the cross-combination expression k& = 2{kgk_4)h

* The value 13-5 for log k$ in ref. 6 has been corrected for an arithmetical slip.
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Table 1

KL17 molecules cm 2 10"12 molecules cm-3 sec-1 (O12/?^^ /?). Tr tt
LU2 w"6 L^ri4 ^2*15i rv -

M ch4 co h2 c2h6 CH3OCH3 co2 ^ch3och3[m]
393-3 240 1-46 4-97 2-22 11-2 0-37 1-24 0-59 7-60 28-7 20-2
393-7 1860 1-16 19-09 1-59 3-44 0-12 2-56 0-34 6-92 15-5 15-9
394-5 360 2*10 2-10 1-82 16-0 0-48 0-54 0-53 4-49 29-2 22-3
397-5 600 1-66 18-65 4-32 15-6 0-69 8-12 1-48 22-9 22-3 21-4
402-8 1800 1-40 23-0 na na na 3-61 0-40 12-6 17-5 —

411-3 360 1-26 14-12 6-19 14-8 0-60 7-52 1-97 24-6 22-9 21-5
411-5 600 0-95 10-93 4-07 12-2 0 4-11 1-16 13-5 20-2 20-2
412-3 840 0-79 8-81 3-05 9-0 0 3-48 1-07 11-9 22-0 20-5
413-0 600 0-98 11-33 5-02 11-2 0-27 5-41 1-42 17-8 24-4 23-4
414-3 120 1-65 5-87 12-8 70-7 na 8-61 6-14 32-5 26-2 29-5
414-6 180 2-08 7-42 14-2 67-7 na 9-64 5-50 38-2 28-4 29-0
414-8 150 1-97 7-02 10-5 57-6 1-6 6-97 4-45 34-8 28-9 23-9
414-9 120 1-08 3-85 8-9 40-5 1-0 4-04 4-36 20-6 27-2 28-3
418-7 360 1-48 18-5 12-0 24-8 1-36 16-8 3-92 54-7 30-3 27-2
419-2 600 1-28 17-1 6-60 12-9 0-52 9-34 1-62 29-1 29-8 27-4
423-2 960 0-88 14-5 6-36 13-1 0-42 7-93 1-34 24-6 32-9 31-4
423-5 150 3-07 5-88 16-4 61-6 1-78 7-32 3-75 30-5 36-6 37-5
430-0 450 0-81 10-5 7-93 19-9 0-48 10-2 2-45 35-3 41-4 35-6
441*0 60 3-59 6-88 47-6 200 5-08 28-9 11-9 110 70-3 75-1
453-2 60 2-00 8-73 92-2 309 9-3 66-2 34-2 266 69-1 67-5
453-4 30 0-88 5-76 41-9 181 4-7 33-6 14-2 103 73-6 73-5
454-2 120 2-45 5-69 60-9 302 8-2 21-1 12-9 119 72-9 67-8
454-5 120 1-60 5-29 47-1 234 6-2 15-3 8-65 87-5 73-4 72-3
454-7 60 1-39 6-09 na na na 40-2 18-1 170 91-9 —

454-7 150 1-99 8-71 61-1 252 3-09 41-5 18-7 173 66-4 62-3

N.A. = not analyzed; P = concentration dimethyl peroxide, 1017 molecules cm-3; M = con¬
centration methyl formate, 1017 molecules cm-3; rate of change of concentration of reaction products
expressed as 1012 molecules cm"3 sec-1.

ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS FOR REACTIONS OF METHYL RADICALS:

HYDROGEN ABSTRACTION FROM CH3OOCH3 AND CH3O
The methane produced during the reaction will be formed by reactions (6), (7)

and (10). That produced by reaction (6) can be calculated and corrected for using
previously reported data.8 The remaining methane produced by reactions (7) and
(10) is described by the equation :

fl'c°H4'-flcH4(6)
= fc7 | k10kj [CH3OOCH3]

^CH3OCH3 ^8 ^8 ^C2H6
Plotting this equation at a series of temperatures yields a series of values for

both kiokfyks and k-j/k^. These values are plotted in fig. 1, curves 1 and 2,
respectively.

THE REACTION BETWEEN CH3 AND CH3OOCH3
If a value of 1013'20 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 is assumed for kg and the reported value 16

of lO13-34 used for kg (mole-1 cm3 sec-1), then the rate constant for the abstraction
of hydrogen by methyl radicals from dimethyl peroxide can be expressed by

log (&io/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 12-56-9960/2-303 RT.
No previous value has been reported. Pritchard, Pritchard and Trotman-

Dickenson 17 investigated the related abstraction of hydrogen atoms by methyl
radicals from di-t-butyl peroxide and obtained values of 12-4 and 11-7 kcal mole-1
for log A and E. For the abstraction of hydrogen atoms from dimethyl ether by
methyl radicals values for log A and E of 11-5 and 9-5 kcal mole-1 respectively have
been reported.19
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DISPROPORTIONATION OF METHOXYL AND METHYL RADICALS

The quotient is the disproportionation ratio for methyl and methoxyl
radicals, A(CH3, CH30). The rate relation obtained above yields values for kijk%
of 1-51 +0-2 which, within a fairly large scatter, are independent of temperature.
The results are shown in fig. 1, curve 2; the value of log (Ay/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) is
13-38 + 006.
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Fig. 1.—Arrhenius plots for methyl and methoxyl radicals :

(1) hydrogen-atom abstraction by methyl radicals from dimethyl peroxide, /cioA|/Aj (molecules- -
cm3/2 sec-1);

(2) disproportionation ratio for methyl and methoxyl radicals, k-j/kg, A(CH3, CH3O); Scale on
right hand side of figure refers to curve 2;

(t) hydrogen-atom abstraction by methoxyl radicals from methyl formate, k^kfykts (molecules"*
cm3/2 sec-*), results based on carbon dioxide produced ;

(4) hydrogen-atom abstraction by methoxyl radicals from methyl formate, kskfyk& (molecules-*
cm3/2 sec-*), results based on summation of methyl radicals produced.

Curve 4 has been displaced downwards by 1 -0 units.

This value of 1-5 may be somewhat greater than the actual value of k-j/kg since
some of the methane formed will probably have arisen by the interaction of methyl
radicals with the formaldehyde or methanol produced during the decomposition,
i.e., by reactions (14) and (15):

•CH3 + CH20-*CH4-I--CH0 (14)
•CH3 + CH30H->CH4 + -CH2OH (15)

The contributions of (14) and (15) are not likely to be considerable, however, since
no temperature dependence is observed for ks/kg, and mass balances for the reaction
products show no consistent methyl radical deficiency. Moreover, other values
reported 3> 4 for the disproportionation ratio of methyl and methoxyl radicals are
1-9 and 1-4 for the radicals CH3 and CD3O. All these ratios are surprisingly high
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since they indicate that disproportionation is favoured over recombination, whereas
the reverse behaviour is observed when two simple unbranched alkyl radicals react.
In view of the isoelectronic character of methoxyl and ethyl radicals it is interesting
to note that whereas A(Me, MeO) is 1-5, the value reported 8>18 for A(Me, Et) is
only about 0-06. From thermodynamic data, T>(H—C2H4) and D(H—CH2O) are
40-1 and 24-9 kcal mole-1 respectively, and clearly a hydrogen atom may be more
easily removed from a methoxylradical than from an ethyl radical in a disproportion-
ating reaction with a methyl radical. Thus thermochemical considerations are a
more reliable guide to the behaviour of isoelectronic radicals than are applications
of the isoelectronic principle. This supports previous conclusions.11

ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS FOR THE REACTION OF METHOXYL RADICALS

WITH METHYL FORMATE

The mechanism suggested above indicates that

^chjOh(5) = RcoPa) = RCHl(5a)
The contribution of reaction (6) towards the methyl radical concentration can be
ignored, since one methyl radical is generated for each methyl radical consumed.

The following rate-relation can be obtained :

^co2(5«)^2h6/^ch30ch3[HCOOCH3] = k5kg/l(8.
A similar expression can be derived for i?CH3(5a), and gives a check on the value

for k$ calculated on the basis of carbon dioxide measurements. The results obtained
are plotted in fig. 1 (curves 3 and 4) and are expressed by the equations:

log (Ars/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (12-21 +0-24) — (8180±480)/2-303 RT (based on CO2),
and

log (Ar5/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (12-33 + 0-20)-(8460±490)/2-303 RT (based on CH3).
The good agreement between Arrhenius parameters calculated by those two

approaches supports the mechanism suggested to account for the decomposition.
No previous values have been reported for comparison. Reaction (6) has values 8

for log A and E of 10-69 and 8-6 and a value 8 for log kg at 182°C of 6-59. Since
log k5 at this temperature is 8-27, methoxyl radicals are considerably more reactive
in hydrogen abstraction from methyl formate than are methyl radicals. Wijnen's
results for hydrogen abstraction by methoxyl and methyl from methyl acetate
(reactions (16) and (17)),

CH30- + CH3COOCH3->CH3OH + -CH2COOCH3 (16)
•CH3 + CH3COOCH3-*CH4 + -CHaCOOCHa, (17)

which lead to values for log Aqg and log k\7 of 8-04 and 6-49, respectively, imply
that the relative reactivity of methyl and methoxyl radicals is approximately the
same (A5/A:g is ca. 50 and k\e/k\j is ca. 35) as found in this investigation. However,
whereas Wijnen reports values for Eib and En of 4-5 and 10 kcal mole-1, respectively,
so that in attack on methyl acetate differences in reactivity may be ascribed to differ¬
ences in activation energies, in our work, since the values of E5 and Eb differ by less
than 1 kcal mole-1, the difference in reactivity of the radicals towards methyl formate
arises from the A-factors.

We thank D.S.l.R. for a special research grant, and Dr. M. J. Henchman for
the mass-spectrometric analyses. We are also most grateful to Dr. R. Shaw and
Dr. L. Phillips of E.R.D.E., Waltham Abbey, for valuable discussions.
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Reactions of Methyl Radicals with Primary Amines
By J. C. J. Thynne

(The University, Leeds)
Much has been reported1 concerning the abstraction
of hydrogen atoms by methyl radicals in the gas
phase. In most of the work the hydrogen atoms have
been attached to the various carbon atoms of the
molecule, and Rice and Vanderslice2 have obtained
results for the rates of hydrogen-atom abstraction
from primary, secondary, and tertiary carbon atoms.
For molecules such as amines or alcohols, where the
abstractablc hydrogen atoms arc attached to two
different atoms, there is still uncertainty concerning
the position and rate of abstraction, and previous
work has been interpreted by an arbitrary choice.
Kozak and Gesscr1 concluded from the similarity of
the activation energies for methyl-radical attack on
dicthylamine and tricthylaminc that the hydrogen
atoms attached to the a- or /3-carbon atom were

removed. Brinton,4 however, suggested, from a study
of the reaction of methyl radicals with amines, that
it is the N-H hydrogen atoms which arc active in
methane formation.

We have studied the reaction of methyl radicals
with [2H]methylamine over the temperature range
125—175°, the radicals being generated by the
selective photolysis of azomcthane at A > 3000 A
where the amine has no absorption. CH4, CH3D,
Na, and C2H6 were the products measured and may
be accounted for by the following reactions:

Me-N,-Me ■
Me- + Me-Nj-Me •

Me- + Me-ND, •
Me- 4- Me-ND, ■

2Me- ■

2Me- + N,
CH, + -CH,-N3-CH,
CH, + -CH.-ND,
MeD + Me-ND-
C.H,

0)

1 Trolman-Dickcnson and Slcacie, J. Chem. Phys., 1951,19, 329; Trotman-Dickenson, "Gas Kinetics," Buttcrworths,
London, 1955.

' Rice and Vanderslice, /. Artier. C/iem. Soc., 1958, 80, 291.
" Kozak and Gcsscr, /., 1960, 448.
' Brinton, Canad. J. Chem., 1960, 38, 1339.

If the accepted value6 of 13-34 for log k3 (mole-1
cm.3 sec.-1) is used, our results can be expressed by
the equations:
log k3 (mole-1 cm.3 sec."1) = 11-15 - 9000/2-303RT
and

log kt (mole-1 cm.3 sec."1) = 9 61 - 7000/2-303RT
A direct comparison of the C-H and N-H.

hydrogen abstractions (i.e., reactions 3 and 6):
Me + Me-NH, -+ CH, + Me-NH- . . . (6)

can be made by assuming for Ar0/Ar4 that the ratio of
the rates corresponds to the maximum deuterium
isotope effect at these temperatures.0 Recent work in
this laboratory indicates that this is an accurate
assumption. Using these values gives an activation

• Shepp, J. Chem. Phys., 1956, 24, 939.
4 Wiberg, Chem. Rev., 1955, 55, 713.

energy for reaction (6) of 5-7 kcal. mole-1, and the
rates of hydrogen-atom abstraction (mole-1 cm.3
sec.-1) by methyl radicals for reactions (3), (4), and
(6) at 150° arc 100-6, 100,0, and 100-0, respectively.
These results indicate that hydrogen atoms are
abstracted from both the alkyl and the amino-group,
and the similarity of the rate constants for reactions
(3) and (6) indicate that within this temperature
range they have similar reactivities towards methyl
radical attack.

I thank Professor Peter Gray for helpful discus¬
sions, D.S.I.R. for a research award, and the
Research Fund of the Chemical Society for a grant.

(Received, April 8lh, 1963.)
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Hydrogen and Deuterium Atom Abstraction from
Methylamine and Deuterated Methylamines

Kinetic Isotope Effects and Relative Reactivities of the Methyl and Amine Groups

By Peter Gray and J. C. J. Thynne

School of Chemistry, The University, Leeds 2
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The reactions of methyl radicals with methylamine, trideuteromethylamine and methylamine-c/2
have been investigated in order to determine the position and rate of hydrogen atom abstraction.
Radical attack has been shown to occur both at the carbon and at the nitrogen atom; over the
temperature range (120-175°C) studied, the rate of H-abstraction from the amine group is greater
than from the methyl group.

Substitution of D for H does not perceptibly alter the reactivity of other atoms in the molecule
(zero secondary isotope effect); the relative reactivities of H and D (primary isotope effect) are
in accord with zero-point-energy differences.

Arrhenius parameters (based on a value 1013-34cm3 mole-1 sec-1 for the recombination of methyl
radicals) for the following reactions are :

log 10 (4/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) (£"/kcal mole

■CH3+CH3N2CH3 ->ch4+ -ch2n2CH3 10 9 7-8

•ch3 + CH3ND2 ->ch4+ -ch2nd2 11-15 9-0

•ch3+ch3nd2 ^ch3d+ch3nd • 9-61 7-0

•ch 3 + cd3nh2 ->c h4 + c:d3nh • 9-77 6-0

-ch3+cd3nh2 ->ch3d+-cd2nh2 10-9 10 1

•ch3+ch3nh2 ->ch4+-ch2nh2 110 8-7

•ch3 + ch3nh2-+ch4 +ch3nh- 9-55 5-7

The photolysis of azomethane has been used as the source of methyl radicals. Its prolonged
photolysis has also been studied in outline, and tetramethyl hydrazine and methyl ethyl dimide
found among the products.

There are conflicting reports in the literature concerning the position of methyl
radical attack in hydrogen-abstraction reactions from amines and amine-like com¬
pounds. Kozak and Gesser 1 studied the reaction of methyl radicals with trimethyl-
amine, triethylamine and diethylamine. They obtained activation energies (kcal
mole-1) for hydrogen-atom abstraction of 8 0, 5-3+1 and 5-7+1 respectively and,
from the similarity between the values for the two ethylamines, inferred that a
hydrogen atom attached to carbon (a or /?) was removed in both cases. Earlier,
Brinton and Volman 2 had assumed that hydrogen abstraction by methyl rladicals
from ethylene imine involved only the hydrogen attached to N, and had found an
activation energy of 4-8 kcal mole-1 for this reaction. Brinton 3 in a study of methyl
radicals reacting with amines and amine-like compounds, again concluded that the
hydrogen of the amine group was the one concerned in the formation of methane.

In the isoelectronic series of CH3X and CD3X molecules (ethane, methylamine,
methanol and methyl fluoride and their deuterated derivatives) methylamine is
now the only uninvestigated member. Accordingly, in view of the general lack of

2275
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kinetic data and particularly because of the uncertainty about the position of radical
attack, a study of hydrogen abstraction from methylamine, trideuteromethylamine,
and methylamine-fi?2 has now been made. The results also enable the kinetic isotope
effects to be assessed and compared with those investigated in other members of
the CH3X series.

EXPERIMENTAL

Methyl radicals are conveniently generated 4-6 photolytically from acetone or thermally
from di-t-butyl peroxide. However, acetone reacts with methylamine, and is thus unsuit¬
able here. It is also known 7 that mixtures of amines and peroxides frequently react to
form complex products (and sometimes free radicals) and it was here observed that the
vapours of methylamine and di-t-butyl peroxide reacted when they were mixed, an involatile
oil being formed. Accordingly, the photolysis of azomethane, being both convenient
and free from these difficulties, was chosen as the source of methyl radicals. Light of
wavelength greater than 3000 A (i.e., where methylamine does not absorb) was used.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Essential details of the experimental technique employed have been described pre¬
viously.8-9 Mixtures of azomethane and methylamine were stored in a 1-1. blackened
mixing bulb. After reaction (usually less than 6 % of the azomethane and 3 % of the
amine were decomposed) the reaction products were passed through a liquid nitrogen trap
and the non-condensable products (CH4, CH3D and N2) were collected and measured in
a gas burette.

This fraction was then analyzed using a mass spectrometer (AEI Ltd., model MS2). The
ratio CH3D/CH4 was determined from the intensities of the peaks at (m/e) values 17 and
16 and checked by the peak at (m\e) = 15. Since both compounds contribute to each
peak, their separate yields are evaluated as solutions of simultaneous equations. The
mass spectrum of CH3D was constructed from the measured mass spectrum of CH4 by
the method 13 of Schissler, Thompson and Turkevich : the validity of the construction
was confirmed by the close agreement between measured and calculated values for the
peak at (m/e) =15. A further fraction, volatile at — 160°C, was collected and measured
in the gas burette. Mass spectrometric and gas chromatographic analysis indicated that
this fraction contained only ethane.

MATERIALS

Azomethane was obtained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme; it was stored in the
vacuum line in a blackened bulb and was degassed before use.

Methylamine was generated by dropping potassium hydroxide solution on to the
hydrochloride salt and collecting the gas evolved from the warmed solution. To remove
water vapour, the gas was passed through a trap cooled by acetone+ carbon dioxide.
Three further fractionations at — 78°C were carried out before storage as a gas. Mass
spectrometric analysis showed the presence of 0-2 % ethylamine as the only impurity.

Trideuteromethylamine was similarly produced from its hydrochloride. Methylamine-c/2
of 98 % isotopic purity was obtained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme.

RESULTS

METHANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING THE PHOTOLYSIS OF

PURE AZOMETHANE

Since azomethane was to be used as the methyl radical source, a preliminary
study of ethane and methane formation during its photolysis was necessary.
Pressures of about 50 mm of azomethane were used, and the initial stages of de-
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composition studied from 90 to 175°C. The major products observed and measured
were CH4, N2 and C2H6 and the mechanism suggested for their formation is:

CH3N2CH3->.CH3 + CH3N2- (1)
CH3N2--*CH3 + N2 (la)

•CH3 + CH3N2CH3-+CH4 + -CH2N2CH3 (2)
2 *CH3—>C2H.6 (3)

103/J
Fig. 1.—Temperature-dependance (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants k2, k$, kg, and k 10 for

hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals.
curve 1 : abstraction from azomethane, (k2lkk) (mole-* cm3/2 sec~f);
curve 2 : overall abstraction from methylamine, (kg/k^) (mole-* cm3/2 sec~i);
curve 3 : abstraction from amino group of methylamine, (k\o/kf) (mole~i cm3/2 sec~f);
curve 4 : abstraction from methyl group of methylamine, (kg/kf) (mole~i cm3/2 sec~3).

For convenience of representation, curve 2 has been displaced upwards by 0-5 unit and curves
3 and 4 have been displaced downwards by 0-5 and 1 -0 units respectively.

For this reaction scheme, the relative rates of methane and ethane production
in the steady-state satisfy the relation :

RCHJRC2H6 [az0] = k2/k2.
The temperature-dependence of /c2 is included in fig. 1 (curve 1), and by using the
value 4 of 13-34 for log (^3/mole_1 cm3 sec-1), k2 can be expressed as

logio (fc2/mole-i cm3 sec"3) = 10-93 + 0 11 — (7840± 190)/2-303 RT. (2A)
(ranges of error are standard deviations of a least-mean-squares computer treatment).

76
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METHANE, MONODEUTEROMETH ANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING
THE PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE IN THE PRESENCE OF METHYLAMINE-</2

The products observed and analyzed quantitatively were CH4, CH3D, N2 and
C2H6. These products are accounted for by adding the following reactions to the
previous scheme for azomethane photolysis :

•CH3 + CH3ND2->CH4+-CH2ND2 (4)
•CH3 + CH3ND2-^CH3D + CH3ND-. (5)

1 ! 1 1 1 1 I

2'0 2*2 2-4 2-6 2-8

103IT
Fig. 2.—Temperature-dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants for hydrogen and

deuterium abstraction by methyl radicals from CD3NH2 and CH3ND2.
curve 5 : deuterium atom abstraction from CD3NH2, (k^/kf) (mole-* cm3/2 sec-*);
curve 6: hydrogen atom abstraction from CD3NH2, (£7/^3) (mole-* cm3/2 sec-*);
curve 7 : deuterium atom abstraction from CH3ND2 (ks/kj) (mole-* cm3/2 sec-!);
curve 8 : hydrogen atom abstraction from CH3ND2 (£4/^3) (mole-* cm3'2 sec-*);
curve 9 : deuterium isotope effect for methyl group, (k^/kk);
curve 10 : deuterium isotope effect for amino group, (kio/ks).

For convenience of representation, curves 7 and 8 have been displaced downwards by 1-0 and
0-5 units respectively. The scale on the right-hand ordinate refers to curves 9 and 10 only.

If 7\ch4 (4) stands for the steady-state of production of methane by reaction (4),
being obtained by subtracting from the total methane production that part which comes
from reaction (2), and Rch3d stands for the steady rate of production of CH3D then

I?cf4(4)
_ ^4 ancj ^CH3D _ &5

^c2H6[amine] /cj [amine] /c3±'
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where [amine] denotes the concentration of mcthylamine-cA Curves 7 and 8 of
fig. 2 display the temperature-dependence of £4 and over the range 115-175°C
determined in this way. They may be expressed by the Arrhenius equations:

log 10 (/c4/mole-i cm3 sec"3) = (11-15 + 0-12)-(9000±200)/2-303 RT, (4A)
logio (/c5/mole-i cm3 sec"3) = (9-61 ±0-16) — (7000± 300)/2-303 RT. (5A)

METHANE, MONODEUTEROMETH ANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING
THE PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE IN THE PRESENCE OF TRIDEUTERO-

METHYLAMINE

When photolysis is carried out in the presence of trideuteromethylamine, re¬
actions (6) and (7) must be added to reactions (1) to (3) to account for the production
of CH4, CH3D and C2H6.

CH2 + CD3NH2^CH3D+-CD2NH2 (6)
•CH3 + CD3NH2^CH4 + CD3NH-. (7)

If the steady rates of production of ethane and monodeuteromethane are 7?c2h6 and
7?ch3d and if /?ch4 (7) is the contribution of reaction (7) to the total methane pro¬
duction, then the following relationships between reaction rates apply :

^ch3D
_ k6 7W7) _ ^7

Kc2H6[amine] fcf ^c2H4[amine] kf
where [amine] represents the concentration of trideuteromethylamine. Curves 5
and 6 of fig. 2 display the temperature dependence (from 125 to 175°C) of k$ and ki,
which may also be expressed by the equations:

logio (Are/mole-i cm3 sec"3) = (10-86±0-16)-(10100 + 300)/2-303 RT, (6A)
logio (h mole-i cm3 sec-i) = (9-77 + 0-28)-(6000±500)/2-303 RT. (7A)

The greater standard deviations of the Arrhenius parameters for kj reflect the fact
that they are obtained essentially as a difference between two quantities.

METHANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING THE PHOTOLYSIS OF AZO¬

METHANE IN THE PRESENCE OF METHYLAMINE

When photolysis of azomethane is carried out in the presence of unlabelled
methylamine, the methane formation reveals only the total attack of methyl radicals
on the amine. Symbolically, reaction (8) represents the overall effect of the separate
additional reactions (9) and (10):

•CH3 + CH3NH2->CH4+[CNH4] (8)
•CH3 + CH3NH2^CH4+-CH2NH2 (9)
•CH3 + CH3NH2->CH4 + CH3NH*. (10)

The reaction products analyzed quantitatively are N2, CH4 and C2Hg. The kinetic
data are summarized in table 1. Total attack of methyl radicals on methylamine
is assessed by subtracting from the total methane yield that part which comes from
attack on azomethane. The effective velocity constant ks may be obtained from
the relation:

^CIl4(8)/^c2H6[arnine] = ^8 Ik-i-
The temperature-dependence of k%, derived from the values for the quotient ks/k%
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in column 10 of table 1, may, over the temperature studied (115-175°C) be repre¬
sented by the expression:

logio (fcs/mole-i cm^ sec-1) = (10-59 ±0-12)-(7200+ 200)/2-303 RT. (8A)
The parameters of such an expression have no clear physical meaning, since k% is
not a single velocity constant. It is presented here for comparison with previous
workers who, arbitrarily assuming that k% was a single velocity constant, recorded
values for " A$ " and " £8 " of 1010-87 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and 7-6 kcal mole-1 (ref. (3))
and lO11-3 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and (8-4 + 0-4) kcal mole-1 (ref. 5).

MINOR PRODUCTS FORMED DURING THE PROLONGED PHOTOLYSIS OF PURE

AZOMETHANE

In the experiments described so far, quantitative analyses have been reported
only for CH4, N2 and C2H6. According to the reaction scheme presented to explain
the formation of methane and ethane during the photolysis of pure azomethane,
the quotient (/?ch4 + 2Ac,h6)/2N2 should be unity. However, it is always less,
and decreases as the temperature increases from a value of 0-68 at 90° to 0-29 at
!75rC, indicating that about 70 % of the methyl radicals produced in the photolytic
act are unaccounted for at 175°C. Several prolonged photolyses were performed
to identify and estimate other reaction products. The products were analyzed by
vapour-phase chromatography, the various components eluted being collected in
a trap at liquid-nitrogen temperature and subsequently analyzed mass spectro-
metrically. One of the reaction products was identified as tetramethyl hydrazine,
since it had the same cracking pattern (e.g., major peaks at (m/e) = 88, 73, 44 and
42), and also the same retention volume on a 6-ft. tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether
column, as had an authentic sample. Another component showed major mass
spectrometric peaks at 43, 57, 71 and 72 and was identified as methyl ethyl di-imide.

Other fractions collected for analysis showed highest peaks in their mass spectra
which were tentatively attributed to the dimer of CH2N2CH3 and to hexamethyl
tetrazane, (CH3)2N-NCH3-NCH3-N(CH3)2. There was also some support (mass
spectrometric) for the presence of trimethyl hydrazine in one of the fractions;
formation of this product is perhaps compatible with the presence of hydrogen in
the non-condensable fractions when decomposition is carried out for lengthy
reaction times. Other non-nitrogenous products formed under these conditions
are propane and butane.

The absence of peaks at m/e = 60 from among the other unknown compounds
suggests that neither 1 : 1 dimethyl hydrazine nor 1 : 2 dimethyl hydrazine is formed.

DISCUSSION

The photolysis of pure azomethane is discussed before considering the different
reactivities of the amine and methyl groups of methylamine toward attack by methyl
radicals and the relative reactivities of hydrogen and deuterium attached to the
same group.

AZOMETHANE PHOTOLYSIS

Two aspects of interest are (i) the production of methane, and (ii) the reasons
for the deviation from unity of the quotient (/?c2h6 + 0-5 Rcs4)/R^2.

So far as the first is concerned, the value found here for the rate of methyl radical
attack on azomethane, /^/cm3 mole-1 sec-1 = 1010-93 exp ( —7800//?T), is in accord
with previous work, values for E2 of 7-3, 7-6 + 0-2, and 8-4 + 0-3 kcal mole-1 having
been previously reported (ref. (10), (11) and (12) respectively).
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The disappearance of methyl radicals from among the gaseous products is
explained in terms of alternative reactions of two general types: addition of free
methyl to the parent molecule azomethane to form tetramethyl hydrazine, or
association of free methyl with the CH2N2CH3 residue formed in (1) yielding
methyl ethyl di-imide:

2 CH3 + CH3N=NCH3-»(CH3)2N—N(ch3)2
•ch3+•ch2n=nch3->c2h5n=nch3.

It seems likely that the propane and n-butane, which are among the reaction pro¬
ducts of prolonged photolysis of azomethane, are formed by a sequence of reactions
which involve the decomposition of the methyl ethyl di-imide :

ch3ch2n2ch3->.c2h5 + n2 + -ch3
•CH3 + .C2H5-*C3H8

2 *C2H5—>C4Hio*
A considerable proportion of the methyl groups originating in azomethane

decomposition is left unaccounted for, but Jones and Steacie's conjecture 10 that
such reactions were involved is confirmed.

relative reactivity of the hydrogen atoms attached to nitrogen

and to carbon in methylamine

Secondary isotope effects 14"16 are always small, and often assumed to be insig¬
nificant. This assumption is tested in table 1 (column 11) by testing the equality
k%{= kg + k\Q) = /i"4Tk-j. A zero secondary isotope effect should be indicated
by a zero value for the difference (kn + k-j — k^). When attention is paid to sign,
the average deviation is only —0-14 %, and since averaging without respect to sign
yields a deviation (7-5 %) which is fifty times larger (and which is a measure of the
experimental error), the absence of a significant secondary isotope effect is proved.

If the secondary isotope effect is zero the difference in the velocity constants for
the formation of CH4 from CH3NH2 and CH3ND2 equals the velocity constant
k\Q for CH4 formation from the amino group of CH3NH2. In this work /?ch„ (10)
and hence k\g are determined by two subtractions, since allowance for methane
formation from azomethane has also to be made. The value of ki0 so found may
be fitted by the expression :

logio (kio/cm3 mole-i sec-1) = (9-55 + 0-22)-(5700±400)/2-303 RT. (10A)
The absence of any secondary isotope effect is underlined by the fact that there is
no significant difference between eqn. (10A) and (7A). Average values for the
Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen-atom abstraction from the amine group of
methylamine and trideuteromethylamine are A = 109-66 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and
E = 5-86 kcal mole-1.

Evaluation of the velocity constant for abstraction of hydrogen from the methyl
group of methylamine uses the fact that the secondary isotope effect is zero by
setting the difference in the velocity constants for the formation of CH4 from
CH3NH2 and CD3NH2 equal to the velocity constant kg for ch4 formation from
the methyl group of CH3NH2. The value of kg so found is represented by the
expression:

logio (k9/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (10-99±0-37)-(8700±700)/2-303 RT. (9A)
As before, the fact that kg is determined from methane production rates by two
subtraction sums—the one just indicated and the second to allow for the contribution
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from azomethane—gives rise to the larger standard deviations of the Arrhenius
parameters. There is no significant difference between kg and k4 and average values
for the Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen abstraction from the methyl group of
methylamine and methylamine-r/2 are A = 1011 ■1 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and E = 8-85
kcal mole-1.
No secondary isotope effects were found by McNesby 14 in his work on the reaction
of trideuteromethyl radicals with ethane, ethane-^ and ethane-c/g, the Arrhenius
parameters for the two reactions CD3 + CH3CH3-»CD3H + CH3CH2* and CD3 +
CH3CD3->CD3H + CD3CH2> being almost identical.

It is now possible to compare quantitatively the ease of abstraction of hydrogen
atoms from the amine and the methyl groups in methylamine. Since secondary
isotope effects are insignificant, one may do this either by comparing kg and /fio
or by comparing k4 and kj. The two quotients may be expressed as

log (kg/kio) = 1-44 —656°K/J and log (k4/k7) = l-38-650°KJT.
At 150°, three out of every five hydrogen atoms abstracted come from the amine

groups, and two from the methyl groups. The views of Kozak and Gesser,1 and
of Brinton,3 though diametrically opposed, are both incorrect. If the Arrhenius
expressions are extrapolated somewhat beyond the experimental range it may be
seen that the amine group is the more reactive up to ca. 225°C but that above that
temperature abstraction from the methyl group is increasingly favoured as a con¬
sequence of the larger pre-exponential factor.

The same calculations may be performed for deuterium by comparing the relative
rates of deuterium abstraction from CH3ND2 (reaction (6)) and CD3NH2 (reaction
(5)). The expression for the quotient of velocity constants as a function of tem¬
perature is

logio (k6/k5) = 1 -25 —670°K/T
and is not significantly different from the quotient for hydrogen abstraction.

isotope effects in methyl radical attack on methylamine

The results obtained permit the primary isotope effects to be assessed in both
methyl and amine groups.

hydrogen and deuterium abstraction from the amine group of methyl¬

amine and methylamine-^.—At 150°C, hydrogen is abstracted more than four
times as fast as is deuterium from the amine group. Comparison of eqn. (10A)
and (5A) shows that the pre-exponential factors (At,/An = 1-15) do not differ
significantly and that the difference in activation energies En — En = 1-3 + 0-5 kcal
mole-1 equals the zero-point energy difference A£o(N—H) = 1 -3 kcal mole-1
corresponding 15>16 to a single N—H stretching vibration. There do not appear
to be any other data concerning abstraction from amine groups for comparison.
Fig. 2 includes a graph of log (kio/k5).

hydrogen and deuterium abstraction from the methyl group of methyl¬

amine and trideuteromethylamine.—At 150°, hydrogen is abstracted more than
six times as fast from CH3NH2 (reaction (9)) as deuterium from trideuteromethyl¬
amine (reaction (6)). Fig. 2 shows the temperature dependence of log (kg/kk).
Comparison of eqn. (6A) and (9A) shows that, in view of the experimental errors,
the difference of the quotient of pre-exponential factors (An/An — 0-74) from unity
is not significant. Neither does the difference of activation energies (En — En =
1-4 + 0-7 kcal mole-1) differ significantly from the difference15'16 in zero point
energies (AFq = F2 kcal mole-1) for a single C—H stretching vibration.
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Other values of Ad/Ah for hydrogen abstraction from alkyl groups have been
reported. For the reaction of methyl-^ radicals with acetone,17-18 butane,19 and
ethane 14 (plus ethane-c/6 and ethane-^), values of Ad/Ah are 1-25, 1-65, 1-00 and
1-38 respectively. Herk and Szwarc 20 determined a value of 1-28 for the same

quotient when methyl radicals react with partly-deuterated ethyl benzene, C6H5
CHDCH3. Harrison and Shannon,21 who studied the reaction of methyl radicals
with CD3OH and CH3OH found that Ad/Ah is 0-74 and that Ed — Eh is 1-3 kcal
mole-1, which is close to the zero point energy difference of 1-2 kcal mole-1. Rice
and Vanderslice 23 who studied the reaction of methyl radicals with partly-deuterated
alkanes found that Ad/Ah was 0-48 and Ed — Eh was 0-6 kcal mole-1 but their
work has been criticized 14 for ignoring the possible contribution to the methane
formation of the reaction of methyl radicals with the radical source, azomethane.

HYDROGEN ABSTRACTION FROM THE CH3x SERIES

It is now possible to contrast quantitatively the reactivity of ethane towards
methyl radicals with the reactivity of the (polar) members of the CH3X series methyl-
amine, methanol, and methyl fluoride. Two distinct comparisons may be made.
The first is of the influence of the four different groups x(x = F, OH, NH2 or CH3)
on the ease of hydrogen abstraction from the methyl of CH3X: this comparison may
also be made for three of the four members of the trideuteromethyl family (CD3F
has not yet been investigated). The second comparison is of the ease of hydrogen
abstraction from three different groups x (x = OH, NH2 or CH3) all attached
to methyl in CH3X. Values for Arrhenius parameters and for rate constants (at
150°C) of the various reactions are presented in table 2. The data are probably
not all equally reliable, those for the ethanes and those for the methylamines being
more complete (and self-consistent) than those for methyl fluoride or methanol.

Table 2.—Hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals from

members of the series CH3X

reaction number
logio (-4/

mole^1 cm3
sec-1)*

E* log A1*00
ref.kcal mole-1 overall per H-atom

cd3+c2h6->cd3h 10-63 11-5 4-67 3-89 14

cdy-f- ch3cd3->cd4 10-63 13-0 3-89 3-41 14

cd3+ch3cd3->cd3h 10-34 11-6 4-33 3-85 14

cd3+c2d6^cd4 10-47 13-5 3-48 2-70 14

ch3+c2d6->ch3d 11-3 14-8 3-6 2-8 18

ch3+ch3nd2-^ch4 4 11-15 9-0 6-49 6-00 this work

ch3+ ch3nd2->ch3d 5 9-61 7-0 5-98 5-68 this work

CH3+CD3NH2-CH3D 6 10-86 1008 5-64 5-16 this work

CH3+cd3nh2->CH4 7 9-77 6-03 6-65 6-35 this work

ch3+ch3nh2^ch4f 9 10-99 8-70 6-48 6-00 this work

CH3+CH3NH2-ch41 10 9-55 5-7 6-60 6-30 this work

ch3+cd3oh^CH4 9-25 6-4 5-93 5-93 21

CH3+CD30H-5-CH3D 11-25 11-7 5-19 4-71 21

ch3+ch3oh->ch4f 11-38 10-4 5-99 5-52 21

ch3+ch3f^ch4 11-6 8-7 7-09 6-61 22

* All values for E and log A are related to the rate constant for combination of methyl radicals,
1013-34 cm3 mole-1 sec-1.

t That hydrogen atom which is abstracted is underlined in the unlabelled amine and alcohol.
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Ethane belongs to both series, and it will be seen that the two key reactions
are missing:

•ch3+ch3ch3->ch4+-ch2ch3
•ch3+ch3cd3->ch4+-ch2cd3.

However, probably CH3 and CD3 radicals abstract hydrogen with equal facility.
This assumption is supported by the data14-8 for CD3 + C2Dg and CH3 + C2D6,
where the values of k at 150°C are 103-6 and 103-48 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 respectively,
and by work 18 of McNesby and Gordon which showed that, whether abstracting
hydrogen from acetone or deuterium from acetone-^, methyl and trideuteromethyl
radicals showed identical reactivities.

Where the groups from which hydrogen is abstracted have different numbers
of hydrogen atoms available for abstraction, the question arises whether " overall"
rates or rates per hydrogen atom available afford the more logical basis for com¬
parison. We have adopted the latter, though the implications of experiment are
not always clear-cut. For example, McNesby 14 found rates of H-atom abstraction
by CD3 radicals from C2Hg and CH3CD3 to be in the ratio 2-2: 1, which implies
equal rates per H-atom. On the other hand, for the reactions of D-abstraction
from C2D6 and CH3CD3 the corresponding ratio was 0-4: 1. However, the in¬
herent analytical difficulties in the latter investigation are so much greater that the
conflict may only be apparent.

ABSTRACTION FROM THE METHYL GROUP OF CH3X (X = CH3, NH2, OH, OR F).—
Relative to ethane, the rates of hydrogen abstraction at 150°C from the respective
methyl groups in the series CH3CD3, CH3NH2, CH3OH and CH3F are 1 : 150: 50:
600. There is thus a marked activation by all three polar groups, fluorine having
the greatest effect. There is no uniform trend from member to member of k or E.
The -factors appear to vary regularly, though all lie in the range of " normal"
values. Identical observations apply to the trideutero family.

ABSTRACTION FROM THE GROUP X(X = CH3, NH2 OR OH) IN CH3X.—The
striking feature (table 2) is the greater reactivity of the amine and hydroxyl groups.
If velocity constants are expressed per hydrogen atom available, then rates of ab¬
straction at 150° in the series ethane, methylamine, methanol are in the ratios 1 : 250 :
110. The origin of the difference is the lowering in activation energy for the two
polar molecules by about 5 kcal mole-1 below the value for ethane, a lowering
which more than compensates for the reduction in the A-factors to values about
one-tenth of normal. This lowering in activation energy is in the opposite sense
to the alteration in bond strengths 24, 2S (whether expressed as dissociation energy
or mean bond energy term) in the series CH, NH and OH.
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Washington for their comments and suggestions.
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The reactions of methyl radicals with ammonia, trideuteroammonia and hydrazine have been
investigated in order to determine the rate of hydrogen-atom abstraction. Over the temperature-
range (110-180°C) studied, the rate of hydrogen abstraction from hydrazine is much greater than
from ammonia (by about 500 times at 140°C). This result is in accord with qualitative know¬
ledge of the relative reactivity of hydrazine and ammonia, and favours a value of the N—H bond
dissociation energy in hydrazine considerably lower than that in NH3. Arrhenius parameters
(based on Shepp's value of 1013'34 cm3 mole-1 sec~1 for the combination of methyl radicals) are

logio (A/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) (E/kcal n

•CH3+NH3 ^ch4+ -nh2 10-8 9-8
• ch3+nd3 -*-ch3d+ -nd2 HO 10-9

•CH3 + N2H4 ^CH4+ -nhnh2 110 5-0

Substitution of D for H in ammonia changes the reactivity to an extent expected from zero-point-
energy differences for the stretching of one bond. Ammonia and hydrazine are compared with
methane and ethane, and methylamine is compared with both pairs.

Although Trotman-Dickenson and Steacie 1 studied the reaction between methyl
radicals and ammonia in 1951, there are few data available for the kinetics of
hydrogen abstraction from particular hydrogen-nitrogen bonds. There are similarly
few data for isotope effects in abstraction reactions from these bonds. In work 2
on the three species CH3NH2, CD3NH2 and CH3ND2, the amine and methyl
groups of CH3NH2 are attacked by methyl radicals with comparable facility, three
H—N bonds being broken for every two C—H bonds at 150°C. The similarity in
velocity constants arose from compensating differences in the A and E terms of
the respective Arrhenius expressions, not from similarities.

Accordingly, it was decided to investigate the reactions of methyl radicals with
ammonia, trideuteroammonia and hydrazine. In addition to the assessment of
isotope effects which this permits, three other factors add interest. First, although
the generally superior reactivity of hydrazine to ammonia is well known, little is
known of the quantitative kinetics of elementary reactions of either. Secondly,
the kinetic data may assist in a choice between the two discordant values for the
hydrogen-nitrogen bond association energy of hydrazine Z)(H—NHNH2) equal to
76 and 117 kcal mole-1 respectively. Thirdly, information will be gained about
the parallelism between the pairs NH3 and N2H4 and CH4 and C2H6.

EXPERIMENTAL

materials

azomethane was made by the oxidation, using mercuric oxide, of symmetrical dimethyl
hydrazine prepared by Hatt's method.3 Mass spectrometry and gas-phase chromatography
showed the product to be pure.

* present address: Chemistry Department, University of Edinburgh.
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ammonia was prepared by extensive bulb-to-bulb vacuum distillation of a sample of

cylinder ammonia. ammonia-<73 was purchased from Merck, Sharp and Dohme and had
an isotopic purity of better than 98 %.

hydrazine 98 % anhydrous hydrazine was dried, and distilled from barium oxide.
The fraction boiling at 110-112° was collected and stored on the vacuum line.

procedure

The apparatus and techniques employed were essentially similar to those 2> 4 previously
described. Conventional methods of producing methyl radicals—photolysis of acetone
on pyrolysis of di-l-butyl peroxide—are unsuitable for systems containing hydrazine or
ammonia because of side reactions between the radical source and the substrate, and there¬
fore the photolysis of azomethane was again employed to generate free CH3.

All new Arrhenius parameters are determined relative to Shepp's values5 for the re¬
combination of methyl radicals. The method of least squares is used to estimate " best "
values and standard deviations.

RESULTS

METHANE AND ETHANE PRODUCTION DURING THE PHOTOLYSIS OF PURE

AZOMETHANE

Since it is necessary to know how much methane is produced by attack on the
radical source and since a fresh sample of azomethane was to be used in this work,
its photolysis was studied briefly. Agreement with previous values 2>4 serves
also as a test of reliability.

Methane and ethane production in azomethane photolysis may be described
in terms of the reactions (1), (2) and (3):

CH3N=NCH3->2 -CH34-N2 (1)
•CH3 + CH3N=NCH3->CH4 + -CH2N2CH3 (2)

2 -CH3->C2H6, (3)
and the following relation (in which fazo] denotes the concentration of azomethane)
between the rates of production of methane and ethane applies :

^cH4(2)/f?c2H6[az°] = k2lk\.
The temperature-dependence of this quotient is shown in fig. 1. The results, com¬
bined with Shepp's value 5 (lO13-34 cm5 mole-1 sec-1) for k3 may be expressed by
the equation

log (k2/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (10-94±0-26)-(7800±400)/2-303/?r. (2A)
These values for A and E are close to the values (1010-9 cm3 mole-1 sec-1 and 7810
cal mole-1) respectively previously obtained 2 for a different sample of azomethane
in the same apparatus.

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH TRIDEUTEROAMMONIA

When azomethane is photolyzed in the presence of ammonia-d3, monodeutero-
methane is produced in addition to the products observed previously. It is accounted
for by adding reaction (4) to the previous scheme for azomethane photolysis:

•CH3 + ND3->CH3D + -ND?. (4)
The following additional relation between the rate constants is obtained:

■Kch3d/^c2h6[ND3] = kjk\.
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Quantitative analyses for methane, ethane, nitrogen and CH3D were made. The
values obtained for k4 over the temperature range 110-180°C are displayed in fig. 1
and may be represented by

log (fc4/mole-i cm3 sec-i) = (1 l-00± 0-42)-(10900 ±900)/2-303*r. (4A)
There are no previous values in the literature with which these results may be com¬
pared. Because of the low rate of formation of CH3D (a typical reaction product
mixture at 144°C contained CH3D, CH4, N2 in the ratios 1 : 15: 190) the standard
deviation of the Arrhenius parameters for (4) are larger than those for other reactions
studied here.

"8

d
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o
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+

2-2 2-4 2-6 2-0

103/r
Fig. 1.—Temperature-dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants for hydrogen atom

abstraction by methyl radicals.
curve 1 : abstraction from azomethane, (kzlk\) (mole-* cm3/2 sec~F) i
curve 2 : abstraction from trideuteroammonia, (k4/k%) (mole~i cm3/2 sec~F);
curve 3 : abstraction from ammonia, (ks/Zcf) (mole~F cm3/2 sec~3");
curve 4 : abstraction from hydrazine, (&7/&f) (mole~f cm3/2 sec~4).

For convenience of presentation curves 1 and 4 have been displaced downwards by 20 units.

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH AMMONIA

Methane, nitrogen and ethane were estimated quantitatively when azomethane
was photolyzed in the presence of ammonia. Additional methane arises from
attack on ammonia by reaction (5):

•CH3 + NH3->CH4 + -NH2. (5)
If -Rch„ (5) stands for the steady-state production of methane by reaction (5),

being obtained by subtracting from the total methane production that part which
comes from reaction (2), then

^ch4(5)ARC2H6[NII3] = k5lk.\.
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Our results for £5 between 125 and 175°C (shown in fig. 1) are expressible by the
equation:

log (£5/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10•84±0•5)-(9800+900)/2■303i^7,. (5A)
This equation gives a value for k5 at 150°C of 105-76 cm3 mole-1 sec-1.

For the analogous reaction (6) between trideuteromethyl radicals and ammonia
•CD3 + NH3->CD3H + .NH2. (6)

Trotman-Dickenson and Steacie found k(, equal to 105-62 cm3 mole-1 sec-1 at 150°C,
and reported 1 values for Arrhenius parameters (from measurements of k6 at only
four temperatures) of ca. 1010-8 cm3 mole-1 sec-1 for A6 and ca. 10 kcal mole-1 for E6.

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH HYDRAZINE

When photolysis is carried out in the presence of hydrazine, reaction (7) is added
to (1), (2) and (3):

•CH3 + N2H4->CH4 + -NHNH2. (7)
Photolysis was studied from 110 to 180°C, and quantitative analyses made of the
CH4, C2H6 and N2 produced. If Rcn4 (7) denotes the steady-state production of
methane by reaction (7) then

JW7)/I?£h6[N2H4] = ^7/^3-
Fig. 1 displays the temperature-dependence of this quotient. The values of £7
may be expressed by the equation :

log (£7/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11-00 ±0-05)-(5000 ± 100)/2-303i?7. (7A)
There are no previous data with which these results may be compared.

DISCUSSION

ISOTOPE EFFECTS

The previous work on hydrogen abstraction from ammonia reported 1 Arrhenius
parameters for abstraction by trideuteromethyl radicals (reaction (6)). The fact
that these do not differ significantly from those presented here for abstraction by
methyl itself (reaction (5)) is in accord with the absence of a significant secondary
kinetic isotope effect, and bears out expectations based on the behaviour 2> 6 of
related systems.

In their reactivity towards methyl radicals, ammonia and trideuteroammonia
show a strongly marked primary kinetic isotope effect: at 150°C, hydrogen is ab¬
stracted from NH3 2-6 times as fast as deuterium from ND3. The origin of this
difference in reactivity lies in the difference in activation energies (Ed —En is IT
kcal mole-1) which in turn reflects the difference (1-3 kcal mole-1) in zero-point
energies corresponding to a single stretching vibration. The quotient of the A-
factors (AnIAn is 0-69) does not differ significantly from unity.

These results parallel those obtained in the previous work 2 on methyl radical
attack on the amine group of methylamine and methylamine-^2. For that mole¬
cule (knlkn) at 150° is 4-2; the quotient of ^-factors (Ah/Ad is 0-87) is effectively
unity while the difference in activation energies (En —En) is 1-3 kcal mole-1.

RELATIVE REACTIVITIES OF AMMONIA AND HYDRAZINE

Although hydrazine is generally more reactive than ammonia the knowledge
necessary to interpret the difference in reactivity is lacking. In combustion,7 the
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contribution of the endothermic nature of hydrazine has often been stressed. In
combustion supported by nitric oxide, the greater ease with which hydrazine can
yield NH2 radicals has been correlated 7 with the relative strengths of the N—N
bond in hydrazine and the N—H bond in ammonia. (Recent work by Sekhar
et al* leads to values of ca. 57 and 103 kcal mole-1 respectively, superseding earlier
values estimated by Szwarc.8) There have hitherto been no quantitative kinetic
data for elementary reactions of hydrazine.

The present results show that at 150°C, hydrogen is abstracted from hydrazine
450 times as fast as from ammonia, because of a difference in activation energy of
almost 5 kcal mole-1. The ^-factors are not significantly different, being 101()-8
for ammonia and 1011-0 for hydrazine (in cm3 mole-1 sec-1 units)—both " normal "
values for bimolecular reactions.

These activation energies throw some light on the N—H bond dissociation
energy 9-11 in hydrazine. Franklin et al.Q> at first recommended a value for
Z)(H—N2H3) of 117 kcal mole-1. This value, based on an experimental measure¬
ment of the appearance potential of CHJ from CH3NHNH2 and on independent
thermochemical data, is markedly higher than the value (103 kcal mole-1) of
£>(H—NH2) in ammonia. The fact that the activation energy for hydrogen ab¬
straction from hydrazine is only 5 kcal mole-1 whereas from ammonia it is 10
kcal mole-1, implies a weaker N—H bond in hydrazine. Later work by Foner
and Hudson 111 which led Franklin et al.u to a value for D(H—N2H3) of 75 + 5
kcal mole-1 provides such a lower value—though the drop below ammonia is almost
too large. Gowenlock compared 12 bond-dissociation energies in isoelectronic
families such as n-butane, 1,2-dimethyl hydrazine and dimethyl peroxide, and com¬
parison on a similar basis, placing the hydrogen bond strength in hydrazine between
those in ethane (97 kcal mole-1) and hydrogen peroxide 13 (89-90 kcal mole-1)
would have favoured an intermediate value for D(H—N2H3) of ca. 93 kcal mole-1.

COMPARISON BETWEEN HOMOLOGOUS SERIES

Ammonia and hydrazine are the nitrogen analogues of methane and ethane
in the carbon series and of water and hydrogen peroxide in the oxygen series.
Table 1 summarizes the salient kinetic and thermochemical data for these families.

Table 1 .—Homologous series compared: velocity constants and relative reactiv¬

ities at 150°C and arrhenius parameters for H-abstraction by methyl radicals

substrates
log (At

mole-1 cm3
sec"1)

Zs/kcal
mole-1

log (It/
mole-1 cm3

sec-1)

approximate velocity relative
to CH, . CH4

(0) (fc)
ref.

ch4 11-3 14-3 4-09 1 1 14
c2h6 10-63 11-5 4-67 4 2-5 6

nh3 10-8 9-8 5-76 50 60
(this
J work

N2H4 110 50 8-41 20,000 20,000
ch3 . nh2 9-55 5-7 6-60 300 650 2

ch3 . nh2 11-00 8-7 6-48 250 320 2

Bond dissociation energies in kcal mole-1 (taken from ref. (8)):
D(CH3—H), 103-9; D(C2H5—H), 98-3 ; Z>(NH2—H), 102-9 ; D(CH3NH—H), 91-1.

(a) quotient of velocity constants at 150°C; (b) quotient of rates per H-atom available at 150°.

Ammonia is more reactive than methane, and hydrazine is much more reactive
than ethane. However, a greater resistance to attack is shown in each family by
the lowest hydride. (Both comparisons are true whether made in terms of velocity
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constants or of velocity constants per H-atom.) The small variations in d-factors
(in cm3 mole-1 sec-1) from 1011-5 for CH4 to 1010-63 for C2H6 and from 1010-8 for
NH3 to 1011'0 for N2H4 are not statistically significant in the light of experimental
errors of the data. The activation energy difference (3 kcal mole-1) for radical
attack on methane and ethane reflects a bond energy difference {jD(H—CH3) —

D(H—C2H5)} of 5 kcal mole-1; the larger difference in activation energies for
attack on ammonia and hydrazine (5 kcal mole-1) probably reflects a greater differ¬
ence in bond strengths. This conclusion is reinforced by the comparison between
ethane and hydrazine, between which pair there is an activation energy difference
of over 6 kcal mole-1.

Methylamine occupies a central position in the comparison of the N- and C-
series, and the kinetic parameters 2 for methyl radical attack on it are included in
table 1. When considered as the hybrid of ammonia and methane, methylamine
is greatly more reactive than either, whether expressed of the whole molecule or
whether separate comparison is made between methane and the methyl group and
between ammonia and the amine group. Activation energies for attack on CH3
or NH2 groups are less by about 5-6 or 4-1 kcal mole-1 than those for attack on
the respective parents. The pattern is equally suggestive when methylamine is
set between ethane and hydrazine. The activation energy for attack on the methyl
group of CH3NH2 has fallen from 11-5 to 8-7 kcal mole-1 (A remaining the same)
leading to a 130-fold increase in reactivity (relative to ethane) at the C atom of
methylamine. Relative to hydrazine, the activation energy for attack on the amine
group of CH3NH2 has risen significantly (from 5-0 to 5-7 kcal mole-1) while the
v4-factor has dropped 25-fold, the two contributions leading to an overall 30-fold
drop in reactivity at the N-atom.

There appear to be no data for methyl radical attack on either hydrogen peroxide
or water. The first bond dissociation in water D(H—OH) is so high (118 kcal mole-1)
that it may be experimentally difficult to study H-abstraction from water by com¬
petitive technique. In hydrogen peroxide, however, where Z)(H02—H) is 13 about
90 kcal mole-1, it seems likely that with a suitable photolytic source of methyl radicals,
this abstraction could be studied.

We are grateful to D.S.I.R. for sponsoring this research, and to the Chemical
Society for a grant for chemicals.
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The reactions of methyl radicals with O-methyl hydroxylamine and O-methyl hydroxylamine-fik
have been studied in order to determine the position and rate of hydrogen atom abstraction.
Over the temperature range studied (70-190°C) the rate of abstraction from the amine group is
considerably greater than from the methyl group. Substitution of D for H alters the reactivity
by an amount predicted from consideration of zero-point energy differences.

Arrhenius parameters (based on a value of 1013"34 mole-3 cm3 sec-1 for the rate of recombin¬
ation of methyl radicals) have been determined for the reactions :

logio (4/mole-1
cm3 sec-1)

•CH3+CH3N2CH3 -+CH4+ -CH2N2CH3 10-90
•CH3+CH30NH2^CH4+CH30NH- 10-70
•CH3+CH3OND2->CH3D+CH3OND- 10-55

Results for methylamine and methylhydroxylamine have been compared. The influence of
various groups and atoms on the reactivity of substrate molecules towards methyl radical attack
has been discussed.

Studies of the reactions of methyl radicals in which hydrogen atoms are ab¬
stracted from substrate molecules when in the gaseous phase 1-3 have enabled cor¬
relation of abstraction activation energies, pre-exponential factors and reaction
rates with structure to be made for molecules where carbon-hydrogen bonds are
broken. The importance of many oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur compounds,
particularly their roles in oxidation and combustion reactions, makes it desirable
that a similar correlation of kinetic parameters and reactivity with structure be made
for these compounds.

Recent studies of methyl radical attack on nitrogenous compounds such as
ammonia,4 hydrazine,4 methylamine 5 and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine 6 have
shown the reactivity of the —NH2 group to be very sensitive to the presence of the
various substituting atoms or groups. In order to investigate further the effect of
other groups on the reactivity of the —NH2 group the reaction of methyl radicals
with O-methyl hydroxylamine and with O-methyl hydroxylamine-c/2 was studied.
This permits the evaluation of the primary isotope effects for the groups —NH2
and —ND2. The presence of a methyl group appreciably weakens the N—H bond
strength in R—NH2, consequently the influence of the methoxyl group on this
bond strength is of interest.

EXPERIMENTAL

The photolysis of azomethane was chosen as the methyl radical source, radiation of
wavelength > 3000 A, where the methyl hydroxylamine has no absorption, being used.

2207
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MATERIALS

Azomethane was prepared by the oxidation 8 of symmetrical dimethyl hydrazine dihydro-
chloride (Aldrich Chemical Co.,) using yellow mercuric oxide. It was distilled twice at
— 78°C and stored in a blackened bulb on the vacuum line.

O-methyl hydroxylamine was made by the addition of an aqueous solution of the hydro¬
chloride salt (Eastman Kodak Co.,) to an excess of aqueous potassium hydroxide. The
solution was warmed gently and the product distilling below 65°C collected over KOH. The
liquid was decanted and stood over barium oxide for 2 days. The product was fractionated
on the vacuum line through three traps maintained at —50, —78 and — 196°C. The frac¬
tions collected in the —50 and —196° traps were rejected and the fraction condensable at
— 78°C was stored on the vacuum line.

O-methyl hydroxy lamine-£/2 was prepared by refluxing O-methyl hydroxylamine with
D2O followed by distillation to collect the enriched amine. After five separate refluxings
the isotopic purity of the CH3OND2 was shown by n.m.r. analysis to be 94 %. This sample
was used and corrections made for the presence of undeuterated methyl hydroxylamine.

The reaction cell was a quartz cylinder (50 mmx 100 mm) housed in a heavy aluminium
block furnace fitted with quartz windows. The temperature of the furnace was controlled
to±0-2°C. The reaction cell was connected by a short side arm (volume 5 cm3) to a con¬
ventional high-vacuum apparatus comprising cold traps, Toepler pump, gas burette and
Macleod gauge. The reaction cell was fully illuminated (except for the side arm) by a
parallel beam of light from a Mazda 250 W ME/D mercury lamp ; radiation was limited to
wavelengths > 3000 A by using a Chance-Pilkington ON 22 filter glass. Essentially the
analytical technique employed was as described previously.9-11 Fractions not condens¬
able in liquid nitrogen were analyzed using an AEI Ltd., MS 2 mass spectrometer.

RESULTS

METHANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING THE PHOTOLYSIS OF

AZOMETHANE

The photolysis of azomethane was to be used as the methyl radical source and
a preliminary study of the major reaction products over the temperature range
14-195°C and at pressures of about 30 mm azomethane was carried out. The major
products observed and measured quantitatively were CH4, n2 and C2H6 and their
formation is explained by the following reactions :

Under steady-state conditions the relation between the rates of formation of
methane and ethane is given by

where [Azo] denotes the concentration of azomethane. The temperature-dependence
of k2 obtained in this investigation is shown in fig. 1 (curve 1). Between 60 and 195°C
the Arrhenius plot is linear, but below 60°C considerable curvature is observed.
This effect has been observed by other workers 12- 13 and a partial explanation may
be diffusion of the radicals out of the path of the light beam becoming important

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

ch3n2ch3 ->-ch3+ch3n2.

ch3n2—►•ch3+n2

•ch3+ch3n2ch3->ch4+.ch2n2ch3

2-ch3->c2h6

(1)

(la)

(2)

(3)

R-cuJAc2H(.[Azo] — k2//cf,
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at low temperatures, although Noyes 14 has shown this only partly explains the
curvature. Work by Rebbert and Ausloos 15 on the photolysis of CD3N2CD3
and CH3N2CH3 has indicated the possible importance of an intramolecular re¬
arrangement in the low-temperature mechanism for azomethane photolysis.

According to the reaction scheme above to explain the formation of methane
and ethane the ratio (t/?ch4 + Rc2h6)/Rn2 should be unity. Our results indicate
that this is true only at the lowest temperatures, and at 195°C only about half of

103/t
2-0 2-5 3-0 3-5 4-0

2-0 2-2 2-4 2-6 2-8 3-0

103/T
Fig. 1.—Temperature-dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants for hydrogen atom

abstraction by methyl radicals.
curve 1 : abstraction from azomethane, (&2/&*) (mole_i cndi sec_i);
curve 2: abstraction from amino group of methyl hydroxylamine, (kg/k^) (mole~i cm=' sec~t);
curve 3 : deuterium atom abstraction from methyl hydroxylamine-rf2, (ks/k\) (moIe~i cm' sec~f);
curve 4 : deuterium isotope effect for amino group (kg/ks).

The scale on the right-hand ordinate refers to curve 4 only. The scale on the upper abscissa
refers to curve 1 only. For convenience of representation, curve 1 has been displaced upwards by

0-5 unit.

the methyl radicals produced by photolysis are accountable. Previous non-
quantitative experiments have shown that some of the methyl radicals add on to
azomethane to form tetramethyl hydrazine and other minor products.

Using the value 16 of 1013'34 for the rate of recombination of methyl radicals,
the results obtained between 65 and 195°C can be expressed by the equation:

log k2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-97 ±0-04 exp (7830 + 80)/2-303 RT [A]
(ranges of error are standard deviations of a least-mean squares computer treatment).
This value for E2 is in good accord with previously reported values of 7-8, 7-3, 7-6
and 8-4 kcal mole-1 (ref. (4), (12), (18) and (17) respectively).
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METHANE, MONODEUTEROMETHANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING
THE PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE IN THE PRESENCE OF O-METHYL

HYDROXYLAMINE-C?2
The products observed and analyzed for quantitatively were CH3D, CH4 and

N2. The results are accounted for by adding the following reactions to the mechan¬
ism suggested above for the photolytic decomposition of azomethane :

Reaction (6) is included to account for the presence of 6 % undeuterated O-
methyl hydroxylamine. The methane contribution from this source was calculated
using the data reported below for the overall rate of methyl radical attack on
CH3ONH2.

£ch„(4) stands for the steady rate of production of methane by reaction (4),
being obtained by subtracting from the total methane production those parts
which come from reactions (2) and (6). The following rate relationships apply:

^CH4(4)/-Rc2H6[hyroxylamine] = kjkj and RCH3D/R^2H6[hydroxylamine] = ksjk\
where [hydroxylamine] refers to the mean concentration of methylhydroxylamine-d2.

When _Rch4 (4) is calculated there is little hydrogen atom abstraction occurring
by this reaction ; the cumulative error that resides in 7?ch4(4) after subtraction from
total methane of reactions (2) and (6) make even an approximate calculation for
£4 or Aa unwarranted. It is reasonable though from our results to suggest that
the contribution from reaction (4) is less than 5 % of the contribution from re¬
action (5).

The temperature dependence of k5 between 70 and 190°C is shown in fig. 1
(curve 2) and the following equation is obtained :

log k5 (mole-i cm3 sec-i) = 10-55+0-12 exp ~(5880±220)/2-303 RT). [B]
There are no reported data with which these Arrhenius parameters may be compared.

METHANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING THE PHOTOLYSIS OF

AZOMETHANE IN THE PRESENCE OF O-METHYL HYDROXYLAMINE

The products observed and analyzed for quantitatively were CH4, N2 and C2H6.
The results obtained are explained by adding the following reactions to the mechan¬
ism for the photolysis of azomethane :

In the work reported above with the deuterated methyl hydroxylamine it was
concluded that within this temperature range the methane contribution of reaction
(4) was small compared with that of reaction (5). Substitution of the deuterium
atom by a hydrogen atom is likely to have the effect of reducing still further the
relative contribution of reaction (7) to total methane formation by reactions (7)
and (8). It will therefore be assumed that the only considerable sources of methane
in this study are reactions (2) and (8), and such an assumption is likely to be in error
by less than 2 %.

•CH3 + CH3OND2->CH4 + .CH2OND2

•CH3 + CH3OND2->CH3D + CH3OND.

.CH3 + CH30NH2^CH4 + [CH4ON]..

(4)

(5)
(6)

•CH3+CH3ONH2->CH4+.CH2ONH2
•CH3 + CH3ONH2->CH4 + CH3ONH..

(7)
(8)
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If V?ch/8) represents the steady rate of formation of methane by reaction (8)
then the following relation applies :

^CH4(8)/-Rc2H6[Hydroxylamine] = k8//cf.
The results for the temperature dependence in the range of 70-190°C of this rate
constant ratio are displayed in fig. 1, curve 3, and are expressed by the equation:

log /c8(mole_1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-70 + 0-15 exp -(4530 + 250)/2-303KT. [C]

DISCUSSION

ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN METHYL RADICAL ATTACK ON METHYL

HYDROXYLAMINE

The results enable the primary isotope effect to be assessed for the groups
—NH2 and, —ND2. The ratio of hydrogen to deuterium atom abstraction (Ar8//c5)
calculated using eqn. [B] and [C], is plotted in fig. 1 (curve 4). It is clear that
hydrogen is abstracted more readily than is deuterium, the ratio at 150°C being
about 6. Comparison of eqn. [B] and [C] shows that the pre-exponential factors
(Ad/4h = 1-4) do not differ significantly and the difference in activation energies,
Ed — Eh, = 1-4 + 0-3 kcal mole-1. This is close to the zero-point energy difference
of 1-3 kcal mole"1 corresponding to a single N—H stretching vibration.19' 20 This
result is compared in table 1 with work on primary isotope effects for nitrogen-
containing compounds.

Table 1.—Primary kinetic isotope effects in attack by methyl radicals on N—H
and n—d bonds, and on c—h and c—d bonds

substrates *H/*D (15"°) ahIaD kcal mole-1
— (EH-£D>

difference
in z.p.e.

ref.

NH3 and ND3 2-6 0-69 1-1 1-3 7

CH3NH2 and CH3ND2 4-2 0-87 1-3 1-3 6

CH3ONH2 and CH3OND2 7-0 0-71 1-4 1-3 this work

CH3NH2 and CD3NH2 6-9 0-74 1-4 1-2 6

CH3OH and CD3OH 6-2 1-35 1-3 1-2 25

RELATIVE REACTIVITY OF ALKYL AND AMINO GROUPS IN

O-METHYL HYDROXYLAMINE

At 150° the rate constant for hydrogen atom abstraction from the amino group
is 108*35 mole-1 cm3 sec-1. Above we have estimated that abstraction from the
methyl group is less than 2 % of this, i.e., ca. 106-6. These data may be com¬
pared with those for methylamine 6 where the velocity constants at 150° are 106'6
and 106"48 from the amino and alkyl groups respectively. It is apparent that
abstraction from the alkyl groups in both compounds occurs at similar rates,
which suggests little difference in the C—-H bond strengths for CH3NH2 and
CH3ONH2.

Abstraction from the amino group is greatly enhanced in the case of methyl
hydroxylamine, at 150°C being about 60 times faster than from methylamine.
The origin of this difference lies only partly in the difference in activation energies
of 1-2 kcal mole-1. The lower value for the activation energy for methyl hydroxyl¬
amine may well reflect a weaker N—H bond strength in this compound than in
methylamine. This suggestion is supported by consideration of the bond strengths
in the series H—NH2, H—NHCH3, H—NHOCH3 and H—CH3, H—CH2CH3 and
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H—CH2OCH3. Introduction of a methyl group weakens the bond strength by about
11 kcal mole-1 in the nitrogen series and by about 6 kcal mole-1 in the carbon
series. Substitution of a methoxyl group weakens the C—H bond by nearly 10 kcal
mole-1 and increases the reactivity of the hydrogen atom by a factor of more than
300. In the nitrogen series substitution by methoxyl increases the hydrogen atom

Z)(kcal mole-1) log k150° £>(kcal mole-1) log k150°

H—NH2 103 5-76 H—CH3 104 409
H—NHCH3 91 6-60 H—CH2CH3 98 5-96
H—NHOCH3 [87?] 8-35 H—CH2OCH3 94* 6-58
£NH2-OCH3 _ 290 kcH3ocH3 __ 2 JO
£NH3 kcm

* calculated using group energy terms21.22; bond dissociation energies in kcal mole-1 (taken
from ref. (9)).

All bond-dissociation values taken to the nearest rounded figure.

reactivity by a similarly large factor, and it is concluded that it has a distinct
weakening effect on the H—-N bond strength in methyl hydroxylamine. Another
series which exemplifies the effect of methyl and methoxyl groups on bond strengths
is HO—H, HO—CH3 and HO—OCH3 where the bond strengths are 119, 97 and
about 38 kcal mole-1 respectively.

EFFECT OF SUBSTITUENTS ON THE REACTIVITY OF GROUPS

Examination of kinetic data obtained for the series R—NH2, where R represents
a variety of atoms or groups, enables some progress to be made towards a correla¬
tion between structure and reactivity of the substrate molecule towards hydrogen
atom removal by a free radical. The logarithms of the rate constants have been
calculated at 150°C (a temperature which is near the middle of the temperature
range studied for most of these compounds) for the parallel series R—NH2, R—OCH3
and R—CH3, and the values are tabulated below for a range of substituents, abstrac¬
tion being from the R group in each case.

Table 2.—Log (velocity constants) at 150°C for hydrogen atom abstraction from
the series R—NH2, R—OCH3 and R—CH3

r —h —ch3 —ch3o —nh2 —cho —coch3

nh2 —r 5-76 6-48 ca 6-7 8-41 <6-9 5-76

ref. 7 6 this work 7 23 24

CH3O—r 5-99 6-58 7-40 8-35 6-2 6-13

ref. 25 1 26 this work 27 28

ch3 -r 4-09 5-96 6-58 6-60 8-0 6-13

ref. 29 30 1 6 31 32

In general the —NH2 and —OCH3 groups have similarly large activating effects
(compared with —H and —CH3) on the reactivity of the groups to which they are
attached, but the trend is not sufficiently regular to predict in other than qualitative
terms the reactivity of particular atoms towards abstraction. Column 6 of table 2
completely reverses the pattern of reactivity observed for the other substituents.
The formyl group is considerably more reactive when linked to a methyl group
than when linked to an amino or methoxyl group.
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The photolysis of azomethane in the presence of dimethylamine and dimethylamine-di has
been studied over the temperature range 120-180°C in order to determine the position and rates
of methyl radical attack in dimethylamine. H-abstraction has been shown to occur at both the
methyl and amine sites, the rate of abstraction being greater at the amine group.

At 150°C seven out of every nine hydrogen atoms abstracted come from the amine groups and
two from the methyl groups. On a per-atom basis, hydrogen attached to nitrogen is thus twenty
times more reactive than hydrogen attached to carbon in dimethylamine.

Arrhenius parameters (based on a value of IO13'34 cm3 mole-1 sec-1 for the recombination of
methyl radicals) for the following reactions are:

logio (A/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) (E/kcal mole-1)
ch3 + (ch3)2nd --ch4+-ch2ndch3 11-5 8-7

■ch3 + (ch3)2nd ->ch3d+ *n(ch3)2 10-7 7-8

ch3+(ch3)2nh ->ch4+ [c2h6n] 11-2 7-0

ch3+(ch3)2nh ->ch4+ -n(ch3)2 10-8 6-4

Assuming a zero secondary isotope effect, the relative reactivities of H and D (primary isotope
effect) are in accord with zero-point-energy differences.

Although Trotman-Dickenson and Steacie,1 and Brinton2 have studied the
reaction of methyl radicals with dimethylamine, their studies could not indicate
what part of the hydrogen was abstracted from the methyl groups and what part
from the amine group of the molecule. On the position of methyl radical attack
in hydrogen abstraction reactions from amines and amine-like compounds there
are conflicting reports in the literature.

From a study of the H-abstraction reactions of methyl radicals (generated by
acetone photolysis) with triethylamine and diethylamine Kozak and Gesser 3 in¬
ferred that hydrogen was abstracted from that attached to carbon because of similar
activation energies (5-3 + 1 and 5-71 +1 kcal mole-1) found for the reactions over
the temperature range (120-260°C) studied.

Earlier, Brinton and Volman 4 assumed in their study of methyl radicals (from
the decomposition of di-t-butyl peroxide) reacting with ethyleneimine over the
temperature range 129-154°C that hydrogen was abstracted from that attached
to nitrogen only and found an activation energy of 4-8 kcal mole-1 for this reaction.
Again, in a study of methyl radical reactions with amines and amine-like compounds
Brinton 2 assumed that abstraction involved only the hydrogen attached to nitrogen.

A recent study 5 of the reaction of methyl radicals (from the photolysis of azo¬
methane) with deuterated methylamines over the temperature range 120-175SC has
shown that hydrogen abstraction from both methyl and amine groups occurs. It

* present address : Department of Chemistry, The University of Edinburgh.
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was found that at 150°C three out of every five hydrogen atoms abstracted come from
the amine groups and two from the methyl groups.

Accordingly it was decided to study the reaction of methyl radicals with dimethyl-
amine and dimethylamine-di in order to determine the kinetics and position of
attack and for two other reasons. First, to assess the kinetic isotope effects of
deuterium and hydrogen attached to nitrogen and secondly to obtain information
on parallelisms in abstraction of hydrogen, from the amine group in the series
NH3, CH3NH2 and (CH3)2NH, and from the methyl groups in the series CH3NH2,
(CH3)2NH and (CH3)3N.

EXPERIMENTAL

Methyl radicals are conveniently generated L 6, 7 photolytically from acetone or therm¬
ally from di-t-butyl peroxide. However, since both these compounds are known to react
with many amines, the photolysis of azomethane, being both convenient and without
reaction with amines, was used to generate free CH3.

MATERIALS

Azomethane was made by the oxidation, using mercuric oxide, of symmetrical dimethyl
hydrazine prepared by Hatt's method.8 Mass spectrometry showed the product to be
pure. It was stored in the vacuum-line in a blackened bulb and was degassed before use.

Dimethylamine (B.D.H. Ltd.) was subjected to several bulb-to-bulb vacuum-distillations
retaining the middle fraction each time before storing on the vacuum line.

Dimethylamine-di was prepared by three successive exchanges at 25°C of dimethylamine
with heavy water containing a drop of hydrochloric acid. The extent of deuteration was
followed by measuring the 730 cm 1 infra-red band of (CH3)2NH which shifts to 587 cm-1
in (CH3)2ND. The sample was dried by several bulb-to-bulb distillations from — 80°C
(cardice/acetone) to liquid nitrogen, before a middle fraction was stored on the vacuum-
line. From the final spectrum it was estimated that the sample contained 94 % dimethyl-
amine-di.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A cylindrical quartz reaction cell (volume 139 cm3) was housed in a heavy aluminium
block furnace with quartz side windows. The temperature of the furnace was controlled
to ±1°C by a platinum resistance element relay unit. The reaction cell was illuminated
by a parallel light beam ():> 3000 A) from a 250 W Mazda lamp and a 4-in. quartz lens.
The reaction cell was connected to the usual type of high-vacuum system containing a

liquid nitrogen trap, a Toepler pump and gas burette.
Experiments were performed in the vapour phase. Mixtures of gaseous azomethane

and dimethylamine were made up in a mixing bulb and required pressures (from ca. 30-60 mm)
of the mixture expanded into the reaction cell and then photolyzed, usually for 15 min.
After the reaction (about 10 % of the azomethane and 4 % of the amine were decomposed),
the contents of the cell were expanded into the analytical system and the fraction not con-
densible in liquid nitrogen collected and measured in the gas burette. They were then
analyzed using an A.E.I. Ltd. M.S.2 mass spectrometer. The fraction was shown to con¬
tain only CH4, CH3D and N2. The ratio CH3D/CH4 was determined from the intensities
of the peaks at (mje) values 17 and 16 and checked by the peak at (mje) = 15. Since both
compounds contribute to each peak, their separate yields are evaluated as solutions of
simultaneous equations. The mass spectrum of CH3D was constructed from the measured
mass spectrum of CH4 by the method9 of Schissler, Thompson and Turkevich: the
validity of the construction was confirmed by agreement between measured and cal¬
culated values of the peak at (m/e) = 15. The fraction of condensible products volatile
at — 160°C was then taken off by means of the Toepler pump and measured in the gas burette.
Mass spectrometric analysis showed that this fraction consisted entirely of ethane. Dark
reactions showed that there was no significant thermal reaction taking place.
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RESULTS

METHANE AND ETHANE PRODUCTION DURING THE

PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE

The main features of the photolysis of azomethane over the temperature range
120-175°C have been reported previously.5 Since it is necessary to know how much
methane is produced by attack on the radical source, the photolysis was again
studied. Agreement with previous values serves also as a test of reliability.

Methane and ethane production in azomethane photolysis may be described
in terms of reactions (1), (2) and (3):

CH3N=NCH3->2.CH3 + N2 (1)
•CH3 + CH3N=NCH3->CH4 + -CH2N2CH3 (2)

2-CH3-*C2H6 (3)
and the following relation (in which [azo] denotes the concentration of azomethane)
between the rates of production of methane and ethane applies :

^cH4(2)/-Rc2H6[az0] = k2/kf.
The temperature dependence of this quotient is shown in fig. 1. The results, when
combined with Shepp's 6 value (1013-34 cm3 mole-1 sec-1) for may be expressed
by the equation : ^

logio (k2/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (11 -03 ±0-06) — (8200± 100)/2-303 RT. (2A)

(The ranges of error are standard deviations of a least-mean-squares computer
treatment.) This is in satisfactory agreement with previous work, values for E2 of
8-4 + 0-3, 7-8 + 0-2 and 7-6 + 0-2 kcal mole-1 (ref. (12), (5) and (11) respectively),
having previously been reported.

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH DIMETHYLAMINE

When photolysis of azomethane is carried out in the presence of unlabelled
dimethylamine, the methane is formed by attack on both the methyl and the amine
groups in the molecule. Symbolically, reaction (4) represents the overall effect of
the separate additional reactions (5) and (6):

•CHj + (CH3)2NH->CH4+ [C2H6N] (4)
•CH3 + (CH3)2NH->CH4 + -CH2NHCH3 (5)
•CH3 + (CH3)2NH->CH4 + -N(CH3)2. (6)

The reaction products analyzed quantitatively were N2, CH4 and C2H6. Total
attack of methyl radicals on dimethylamine is assessed by subtracting from the
total methane yield that part which comes from attack on azomethane. The effective
velocity constant k4 may be obtained from the relation :

^CH4(4)/-^C2H6[arnine] = ^4/^3>
where [amine] denotes the concentration of dimethylamine.

The temperature dependence of k4 is included in fig. 1 and may, over the tem¬
perature range (120-180°C), be represented by the expression :

logio (k4/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11-2 + 0-13) — (7000±300)/2-303 RT. (4A)
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The parameters of such an expression have no clear physical meaning since
k4 is not a single velocity constant. It is presented here for comparison with
previous workers who, arbitrarily assuming that k4 was a single velocity constant,
recorded values for A4 and E4 of 1011-3 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and 7-2 kcal mole-1 (ref.
(1)) and 1011-7 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and 7-2 kcal mole-1 (ref. (2)).

O

103IT
Fig. 1.—-Temperature dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants k2, k4, kg, ky and kg

for hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction by methyl radicals.
Curve 2: hydrogen atom abstraction from azomethane, (k2/A:f) (mole-! cmi sec-!);
Curve 4: overall hydrogen atom abstraction from dimethylamine, (.k4/kf) )(moIe-! cirri sec-!);
Curve 6: hydrogen atom abstraction from amine group of dimethylamine, {k4 — kglk\) (mole-!

crni sec-!);
Curve 7 : hydrogen atom abstraction from (CH3)2ND, (kyjk\) (mole-! cm! sec-!);
Curve 8 : deuterium atom abstraction from (CFbhND, (ks/k\) (mole-! cmi sec-!).

For convenience of presentation, curves 2, 4 and 7 have been displaced downwards by 2-5,
3-0 and 10 units, respectively.

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH DIMETHYLAMINE-dj
When the photolysis of azomethane was carried out in the presence of dimethyl-

amine-d] the products observed and analyzed quantitatively were CH4, CH3D, N2
and C2H6. These products are accounted for by adding the following reactions
to the previous scheme for azomethane photolysis:

•CH3 + (CH3)2ND-^CH4 + -CH2NDCH3 (7)
•CH3 + (CH3)2ND-+CH3D + .N(CH3)2. (8)
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If 7?ch4(7> stands for the steady-state rate of production of methane by reaction
(7) and 7?ch3d stands for the steady rate of production of CH3D then

^c[i4(7)/^c2H6[amine] = ^7/^3;
and

^CH3D/^C2H6[amine] = ^8/^3>
where famine] denotes the concentration of dimethylamine-di.

I?ch4(7) is obtained by subtracting from the total methane production (i) that
part which comes from the azomethane by reaction (2) and (ii) that part which comes
from the unlabelled amine impurity by reaction (4).

Curves (7) and (8) of fig. 1 display the temperature-dependence, over the tem¬
perature range 120-175°C, determined in this way. They may be expressed by
the Arrhenius equations:

logio (k7/mole-i cm2 sec"i) = (11 -46 + 0-28) — (8700 ± 600)/2-303 RT, (7A)
logxo (Tcg/mole-1 cm3 sec-i) = (10-65±0-22)-(7800±400)/2-303 RT. (8A)

DISCUSSION

THE RELATIVE REACTIVITY OF THE METHYL AND AMINE GROUPS

IN DIMETHYLAMINE

If the substitution of D for H does not perceptibly alter the reactivity of other
atoms in dimethylamine (zero secondary isotope effect), the difference between the
velocity constants for the formation of CH4 from (CHs^NH (^4) and (CH3)2ND
(/<8) equals the velocity constant for CH4 formation from the NH group in dimethyl¬
amine. The value of kf, is thus determined by three subtractions, since allowances
for methane formation from azomethane and from the undeuterated dimethyl¬
amine impurity have also to be made. The value of k(,, the velocity constant for
the abstraction of amine-hydrogen so found, may be fitted by the expression :

logio (k6/cm.3 mole-1 sec"i) = (10-81 + 0-21)-(6400+ 300)/2-303 RT. (6A)

Although three subtractions have been made in obtaining kf,, the fact that most
of the hydrogen abstracted comes from the NH group makes the errors in eqn.
(6A) relatively small.

This value for k& is based on the assumption that there is no significant secondary
isotope effect. Secondary isotope effects 12-14 are always small and are often assumed
to be zero. A recent study 5 of methyl radical attack on methylamine proved that
the secondary isotope effect was quite insignificant—smaller by a factor of 50 than
the experimental error.

It is now possible to compare quantitatively the ease of abstraction of hydrogen
atoms from the methyl and amine groups in dimethylamine by comparing the
velocity constants k^ and k7. The quotient may be expressed as a function of
temperature by the relation

log10 (k7/k6) = 0-65 —503°K/r.
At 150°C, seven out of every nine hydrogen atoms abstracted come from the amine
groups and two from the methyl groups. On a per-atom basis, hydrogen attached
to nitrogen is thus about twenty times more reactive towards methyl radical attack
than hydrogen attached to carbon. At higher temperatures, when the second term
in the above equation vanishes, the relative rates of hydrogen abstraction from the
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methyl and amine groups are determined by the first term—the quotient of the
two A factors (1011-46 for abstraction from the methyl and 1010-81 for abstraction
from the amine group). Thus at high temperatures ki/kz, — 4-48 which can be
compared with the value of 6, the quotient of the numbers of hydrogen atoms at¬
tached to carbon and to nitrogen in dimethylamine. If the difference between
these two quotients is significant, it may be regarded as a measure of the difference
in accessibility of the methyl and amine sites in dimethylamine towards methyl
radical attack, and implies that the amine group is slightly more accessible.

Dimethylamine, (CH3)2NH, can be compared with its isoelectronic analogue
propane, (CH3)2CH2, in its reactions with methyl radicals. In the propane mole¬
cule, hydrogen is again abstracted from two sites (methylene and methyl groups).
Using the data of McNesby and his co-workers 18> 19 for the abstraction of hydrogen
from the methylene and methyl groups in propane (reactions (xiv) and (xv) in
table 1), a comparison of the reactivity of these two sites towards CD3 attack can
be made in the same way as for dimethylamine above. The quotient kv\ks (where
kp and ks are the rate constants for hydrogen abstraction from the methyl and
methylene groups respectively) can be expressed as a function of temperature by
an equation similar to that for dimethylamine,

log (kp/ks) = 0-22-306°K/T.
Although the experiments on propane and its deuterated derivatives were

carried out in the temperature range 300°-450°C, the data in table 1 are extrapolated
values referring to 150°C to enable comparison with dimethylamine to be made.
Thus at 150°C, out of every four hydrogen atoms abstracted, three come from
the CH2 groups and one from the CH3 groups. On a per-atom basis, the secondary
hydrogen is about ten times as reactive towards CD3 attack at 150°C as is the
primary hydrogen. At high temperatures, when the second term vanishes, kp/ks =
1-7, which is to be compared with the value of 3, the ratio of the number of primary
to secondary hydrogen atoms in propane. Again, if the difference between these
numbers is significant, it implies that the methyl groups are less accessible than the
methylene group towards methyl radical attack. This is analogous to the effect
found in dimethylamine.

According to the transition-state theory, k = (kT/h) (,/ab//a/b) exp ( — Eo/RT).
Thus the difference between the A-factors for abstraction from methyl and amine
groups must lie in a difference between fv%fr% (I) and f*bfr% (II) where f*b and
f*t are the vibrational and rotational partition functions and (I) and (II) refer to
the transition states [CH3—H—CH2NHCH3]* and [CH3—H—N(CH3)2] * respec¬
tively. Although differences in internal rotations and vibrations are difficult to
assess, it can be seen that complex II has greater symmetry and a smaller moment
of inertia than complex I, both factors having the effect of making f*t ([)>[*, (II),
and thus making the ,4-factor for abstraction from the amine group less than that for
abstraction from the methyl groups.

REACTIVITY OF HYDROGEN ATTACHED TO NITROGEN IN

AMMONIA AND ITS DERIVATIVES

It is now possible to compare quantitatively the reactivity towards methyl radical
attack of hydrogen (or deuterium) attached to nitrogen in the series NH3, CH3NH2
and (CH3)2NH (or ND3, CH3ND2 and (CH3)2ND).

It can be seen from the data for reactions (i), (v) and (viii) in table 1 that the
rate of hydrogen abstraction from the amine group increases as methyl groups are
introduced into NH3. This holds whether one compares overall rates or rates per
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H-atom. Compared with ammonia and on a per H-atom basis, hydrogen is ab¬
stracted 11 times more readily from the amine group in methylamine and 168 times
more readily from the amine group in dimethylamine.

The same trend is apparent for the deuterated series, rates of abstraction of
a deuterium atom attached to nitrogen in the series ND3, CH3ND2 and (CH3)2ND
(reactions (ii), (iii) and (vii) in table 1) expressed on a per-atom basis being in the
ratio 1:6: 52.

Table 1.—Hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals

from amines and related compounds

number login 04/mole-i E log k (I50°C) ref.1 caeiiuu cm3 sec-1) kcal mole-1 overall (per H-atom)

(i) •ch3+nh3^-ch4 10-8 9-8 5-76 5-28 16

(ii) •ch3+nd3->ch3d 11-0 10-9 5-37 4-89 16

(iii) •ch3+ch3nd2^ch3d 9-61 7-0 5-98 5-68 5

(iv) •ch3+ch3nh2->ch$ 11-0 8-7 6-48 6-00 5

(v) •ch3+ch3nh2->ch;t 9-55 5-7 6-60 6-30 5

(vi) •ch3+(ch3)2nd-^ch4 11-5 8-7 6-97 6-19 this
work

(vii) CH3+(ch3)2nd-»ch3d 10-7 7-8 6-62 6-62 J >

(viii) •ch3+(ch3)2nh-*ch f 10-8 6-4 7-51 7-51 J>

(ix) •ch3+ch3onh2-^ch % 10-7 4-5 8-38 8-08 17

(x) •ch3+ch3ond2->ch3d 10-6 5-9 7-50 7-19 17

(xi) •CH3+(ch3)3n->CH4 11-8 00CO 7-24 6-29 1

(xii) •ch3+(ch3)20-ch4 11-5 9-5 6-59 5-82 1

(xiii) •CD3+(ch3)2cd2^cd4 11-4 11-5 5-43 5-13 18

(xiv) •cd3+(ch3)2CH2-*cd3h* 11-4 10 1 6-16 5-86 19

(xv) •cd3+(CH3)2CD2->cd3h 11-6 11-5 5-66 4-88 18

* the hydrogen atom which is abstracted is underlined in the unlabelled amine.

A comparison of the Arrhenius parameters for the abstraction of amino hydrogen
from these compounds, shows that the abstraction reaction from dimethylamine
has the same H-factor (A = 1010-8cm3 mole-1 sec-1) but a lower activation energy
(E = 6-4 kcal) than for abstraction from ammonia (E — 9-8 kcal). This is in
accord with bond dissociation energy expectations; values for Z)(NH2—H) and
Z)((CH3)2N—H) of 102-9 and 86-1 kcal mole-1 respectively f have recently been
reported. However, methylamine owes its intermediate position not to an inter¬
mediate activation energy as would be expected from its intermediate bond dis¬
sociation energy * D(CH3NH—H) = 91-7 kcal mole-1 but to a low H-factor (A =
109-55 cm3 mole-1 sec-1). It appears to have the lowest activation energy (E = 5*7
kcal mole-1), though the difference between this value and that for dimethylamine
(E = 6-4 kcal mole-1) is not statistically significant. An identical variation of
Arrhenius parameters is found for the reactions in which deuterium is abstracted
in the series ND3, CH3ND2 and (CH3)2ND (see table 1).

HYDROGEN ABSTRACTION FROM THE METHYL GROUPS IN THE SERIES

CH3NH2, (CH3)2NH AND (CH3)3N
The velocity constants for abstraction of hydrogen attached to carbon in the

above series (reactions (iv), (vi) and (xi) in table 1) increase as more hydrogen atoms
t Typographical slips in the reported 15 values are corrected here.
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are available in the molecule. For methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine
they are in the ratio 1:3:6. On a per-atom basis they are in the ratio 1:1-5:2.
The activation energies are not significantly different. These numbers suggest
that there is no significant difference in the activating effects of the —NHi, =NH
and =N groups.

We are now in a position to compare the kinetic data for hydrogen abstraction
from the methyl groups in the isoelectronic family propane, dimethylamine and
dimethylether (reactions (xv), (vi) and (xii) in table 1). In comparing the rates
of these reactions, we find that the rates for dimethylamine and dimethylether are
roughly the same (log ki50°c = 6-97 for dimethylamine and 6-59 for dimethylether),
while that for abstraction of the primary hydrogen in propane is significantly lower
(log ki5o°c = 5-66). The /1-factors for these reactions are almost the same and
the reason for this lies in the high activation energy for abstraction from propane
(11-5 kcal mole-1 compared with 8-7 kcal mole-1 for dimethylamine and 9-5 kcal
mole-1 for dimethyl ether). Thus, relative to the methylene group, the activating
effects of the NH and O groups are approximately the same.

PRIMARY ISOTOPE EFFECTS

At 150°C, hydrogen is abstracted nearly eight times as fast from the amine
group of (CH3)2NH as is deuterium from the amine group of (CH^ND. Com¬
parison of eqn. (6A) and (8A) shows that the pre-exponential factors do not differ
significantly (An/Ah. = 0-69) and that the difference in activation energies, En —En —

1-4 + 0-7 kcal mole-1, agrees with the zero-point-energy difference, A£0(N—H) = 1-3
kcal mole-1, corresponding 13> 14 to a single N—H stretching vibration. The results
are given in table 2 for comparison with the other available data on isotope effects
where hydrogen or deuterium is attached to nitrogen.

Table 2.—Primary kinetic isotope effects in attack by

methyl radicals on n—h and n—d bonds

substrates

NH, and ND3
CH3NH2 and CH3ND2
(CH3)2NH and (CH3)2ND
CH3ONH2 and CH3OND2

V*D
(at 150°C)

2-6
4-2
7-9
7-0

V-"„

1-4
1-2
0-69
1-4

-^h-£D>
kcal mole-1

i-i
1-3
1-4
1-4

difference
in z.p.E.

kcal mole-1

1-3
1-3
1-3
1-3

ref.

16
5

this work
17

APPENDIX

BOND DISSOCIATION ENERGIES IN AMMONIA, HYDRAZINE AND THEIR
DERIVATIVES

In the discussion, values have been quoted for hydrogen-nitrogen bond dissoci¬
ation energies. Individual values depend on (1) experimental activation energies,
(2) identification of these activation energies with enthalpy changes accompanying
N—-N bond dissociations and (3) experimental heats of formation. They may be
in error by more than 1 kcal mole-1 but are quoted to 0-1 kcal mole-1 for arithmetical
consistency.

The individual values (kcal mole-1) needed are as follows.
HEATS OF FORMATION.—N2H4 (22'5),21 H (52.T),22 NH3 (— ll),23 CH3NHNH2

(22-4),24 CH3NH2 (-5-1),25 (CH3)2NNH2 (19-7) 24 and (CH3)2NH (-4-5).25 The
errors in these values are unlikely to be significant.
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ACTIVATION ENERGIES (kcal mole-1) IDENTIFIED WITH ENERGY CHANGES AC¬
COMPANYING N—-N BOND FISSION.—

H2N—NH2 (D = 60),26 (E = 54-2; D = 57-1),is (E = 68)27; CH3NH—NH2
(D = E = 51-9)15; (CH3)2N—NH2 (D = E — 49-6).is Errors in these values,
particularly for hydrazine, are likely to be important in deciding errors in individual
bond-dissociation energies. However, in comparing differences in energies of
activation for H-abstraction reactions we are interested in differences in bond-
dissociation energies and these differences are not necessarily subject to the same
errors since certain common terms disappear.

The differences in D(N—H) for ammonia and methylamine, and methylamine
and dimethylamine, can be expressed as follows :

Z)(NH2—H)-D(CH3NH—H) = £>(NH2—NH2)-D(CH3NH—NH2) + AH}(N2H4)-
ah;(ch3nhnh2)-ah;(nh3)+ah;(ch3nh2), (ai)

£>(CH3NH—H)-D((CH3)2N—H) = Z)(CH3NH—NH2)-£>((CH3)2N—NH2) +

A/7}(CH3NHNH2)-AHX(CH3)2NNH2)-AH}(CH3NH2) + AH;((CH3)2NH). (A2)
Using the data (after correction of typographical slips) of Kerr, Sekhar and Trotman-
Dickenson is for the N—-N bond dissociation energies, eqn. (Al) gives Z)(NH2—H) —

D(CH3NH—H) = 11-2 kcal mole-i and eqn. (A2) gives D(CH3NH—H)-D((CH3)2
N—H) = 5-6 kcal mole-1. However, since eqn. (Al) includes Z)(NH2—-NH2)
which is not accurately known, the difference of 11-2 kcal mole-1 is subject to a
large error. Since eqn. (A2) does not include £>(NH2—NH2) the error attached
to the difference of 5-6 kcal mole-1 will be smaller.

Although the electron impact studies used to determine these N—-H bond dis¬
sociation energies are often subject to much larger errors than the method discussed
above, it is encouraging to note that values of Z)(NH2—H) = 106 + 3 kcal mole-1,
D(CH2NH—H) = 90 ±5 kcal mole-i and Z>((CH3)2N—H) = 89 ±5 kcal mole-1
which have been reported 28. 29 are in agreement (within the larger experimental
error) with the kinetically derived values.

We thank Dr. L. Phillips and Dr. R. Shaw of E.R.D.E., Waltham Abbey, for
their comments. We are also grateful to I.C.I. Ltd., and the Chemical Society of
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ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS FOR ELEMENTARY COMBUSTION

REACTIONS: H-ATOM ABSTRACTION FROM N-H BONDS

PETER GRAY

School of Chemistry, University of Leeds, Leeds, England

AND

J. C. J. THYNNE

Chemistry Department, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland

Results are presented of studies on the kinetics of hydrogen-atom abstraction by methyl
radicals from substrates containing nitrogen-hydrogen bonds, viz., ammonia, trideutero-
ammonia, hydrazine, unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine, methylamine, trideuteromethylamine,
and methylamine-d2. The new results are summarized below:

Values of Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen abstraction reactions
Reactions logio (A/cm3mole-1sec-1) (E/kcal mole-1)

CH3 + ND3 -> CH3D 11.00 10.95
CH3+NH3->CH4 10.84 9.8

CH3 + N2H4 -> CH4 11.00 5.0
CH3 + (CH3)2NNH2 -> CH4 11.34 5.8

CH3 + CH3ND2 -> CH3D 9.61 7.0
CH3 + CH3ND2-> CH4 11.15 9.0
CH3 + CD3NH2 -> CH3D 10.90 10.1
CH3 + CD3NH2 -> CH4 9.77 6.0
CH3 + CH3NH2 -> CH4 (+ -CH2NH2) 11.0 8.7
CH3 + CH3NH2 -» CH4 (+ CH3NH) 9.55 5.7

CH3 + CH3N=NCH3-» CH4 10.94 7.81

The implications of these results may be summarized as follows: (i) Primary isotope effects,
i.e., the relative reactivities of H and D, are in accord with expectations based on zero-point
energy differences for a single X-H bond-stretching frequency; (ii) secondary isotope effects
are insignificant; (iii) hydrazine is attacked much more readily than ammonia (300-fold ratio of
reactivities at 150°C) and this is a consequence of a lowered activation energy, both A-factors
being near to "normal"; (iv) when methylamine is attacked, both N and C sites are reactive;
at 150°C, 4 out of every 7 H atoms come from the amine group and 3 from the methyl group;
(v) dimethyl hydrazine is more reactive than methylamine, though the reactivity of different
sites is not yet established.

Attention is paid in discussion to the interpretation of these results in terms of (a) H—N
bond dissociation energies, especially in hydrazine and (b) the isoelectronic pairs CH4 and
C2H6; NH3 and N2H4; H20 and H202.

Introduction

Many nitrogen compounds are important in
:ombustion, but although there are now kinetic
lata for hydrogen abstraction from numerous
ilkanes (and from carbon-hydrogen bonds gen-
irally), the situation is much less satisfactory
vhere abstraction from any bonds other than
;hose to carbon is concerned. The position of
ittack and kinetic isotope effects particularly

require investigation. It is the purpose of this
paper to present results for hydrogen abstrac¬
tion by methyl radicals from N—H bonds in am¬
monia (and ND3), methylamine (and CH3ND2
and CD3NH2), hydrazine, and in dimethyl
hydrazine. The scope and background may be
indicated under three headings:

Ammonia and Hydrazine. Trotman-Dickenson
and Steacie in 1951 studied1 the reaction be-

435
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tween trideuteromethyl radicals and ammonia.
The present work extends theirs by investigating
methyl radicals with both ammonia and am¬
monia-^. (Hydrazine has not previously been
investigated.) In addition to the assessment of
isotope effects which this permits, three other
factors add interest. First, although the generally
superior reactivity of hydrazine to ammonia is
well known, very little is known of the quantita¬
tive kinetics of the elementary reactions of either.
In the past, interpretation has been based on
the endothermic nature of hydrazine and the
relative ease with which it can furnish amino
radicals, D(NH2—NH2) being2 only ~60 kcal
mole-1 as against D(H—NH2) of ~100 kcal
mole-1. Second, kinetic data may assist in a
choice between the two discordant experimental
values for the hydrogen-nitrogen bond dis¬
sociation energy of hydrazine (76 and 117 kcal
mole-1, respectively). Third, information will be
gained about the parallelism between the pairs
NH3 and N2H4 and CII4 and C2H6.

Methylamine and Dimethyl Hydrazine. Both am¬
monia and hydrazine contain only identical
N—H bonds. In each of their respective deriva¬
tives CH3NH2 and (CH3)2N—NH2, there are
two sorts of bonds open to attack. There has
hitherto been complete disagreement over the
position of attack on the amines and amine-like
compounds.

Kozak and Cesser3 studied the reaction of
methyl radicals with trimethylamine, triethyl-
amine, and diethylamine. They obtained activa¬
tion energies for hydrogen-atom abstraction of
8.0, -—'5.3, and ^5.7 (kcal mole-1), respectively,
and from the similarity between the values for
the two ethylamines, inferred that a hydrogen
atom attached to carbon (a or /3) was removed
in both cases. Earlier, however, Brinton and
Volman4 had found an activation energy of 4.8
kcal mole-1 for hydrogen abstraction by methyl
radicals from ethylene imine, and had assumed
this reaction involved only the hydrogen at¬
tached to N. Brinton,5 in a later study of methyl
radicals reacting with amines and amine-like
compounds, again concluded that only the hy¬
drogen of the amine group was concerned in the
formation of methane. By studying the iso-
topically substituted methylamines CD3NH2 and
CH3ND2 it will be possible to resolve these dis¬
agreements conclusively: a beginning has been
made on unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine and
dime thylamine.

General Implications
Methane and ethane, ammonia and hydrazine,

water and hydrogen peroxide stand in special
relation to their respective homologous series

of Groups IV, V, and VI. On this basis, methyl¬
amine is the hybrid of ethane and hydrazine,
and methanol the hybrid of ethane and hydrogen
peroxide. Accordingly, the kinetic aspects of
these relationships may be explored in the light
of the new Arrhenius parameters established here.

Experimental

Normally, methyl radicals are conveniently
generated photolytically from acetone or ther¬
mally from di-f-butyl peroxide. However, acetone
is unsuitable since it reacts with ammonia, hy¬
drazine, and many other amino derivatives. It
is also known6 that mixtures of amines and per¬
oxides frequently react to form complex products
(and sometimes free radicals) and it was here
observed that the vapors of methylamine and
di-i-butyl peroxide reacted when they were
mixed, an involatile oil being formed. Accord¬
ingly, the photolysis of azomethane, being both
convenient and free from these difficulties, was
chosen as the source of methyl radicals. Light
of wavelength greater than 3000 A (i.e., where
the substrates being investigated do not absorb)
was used.

Materials

Azomethane was made by the oxidation, using
mercuric oxide, of symmetrical dimethyl hydra¬
zine. Mass spectrometry and gas-phase chro¬
matography showed the product to be pure. A
second sample was obtained from Merck, Sharp
and Dohme, stored in the vacuum line in a black¬
ened bulb and degassed before use.

Ammonia was prepared by extensive bulb-to-bulb
vacuum distillation of a sample of cylinder am¬
monia. Ammonia-dz was purchased from Merck,
Sharp and Dohme and had an isotopic purity of
better than 98%.

Hydrazine (98% anhydrous) was dried, and
distilled from barium oxide. The fraction boiling
at 110° to 112° was collected and stored on the
vacuum line.

Methylamine was generated by dropping potas¬
sium hydroxide solution onto the hydrochloride
salt and collecting the gas evolved from the
warmed solution. To remove water vapor, the
gas was passed through a trap cooled by ace¬
tone + carbon dioxide. Three further fractiona¬
tions at — 78°C were carried out before storage
as a gas. Mass-spectrometric analysis showed
the presence of 0.2% ethylamine as the only
impurity.

Trideuteromethylamine was similarly produced
from its hydrochloride.
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Methylamine-fa of 98% isotopic purity was ob¬
tained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme.

Unsymmctrical dimethyl hydrazine, obtained from
Lights Ltd., was purified by fractionation in
vacuo.

Apparatus and Technics
Essential details of the experimental technic

employed have been described previously.7,8
Mixtures of azomethane and, for example,
methylamine were stored in a 1-1 blackened mix¬
ing bulb. After reaction (usually less than 6%
of the azomethane and 3% of the amine were
decomposed) the reaction products were passed
through a liquid nitrogen trap and the non-
condensable products (CIL4, CH3D, and N2)
were collected and measured in a gas buret.
Similar technics were employed for other sub¬
strates.

This "methane fraction" was then analyzed
using a mass spectrometer (A.E.I. Ltd., Model
MS2). The ratio CLI3D/CH4 was determined
from the intensities of the peaks at (m/e) values
17 and 16 and checked by the peak at (m/e) = 15.
Since both compounds contribute to each peak,
their separate yields are evaluated as solutions
of simultaneous equations. The mass spectrum
of CH3D was constructed from the measured
mass spectrum of CH4 by the method of Schissler,
Thompson, and Turkevich9: the validity of the
construction was confirmed by the close agree¬
ment between measured and calculated values
for the peak at (m/e) = 15.

A further fraction volatile at — 160°C (the
"ethane fraction") was collected and measured
in the gas buret. Mass-spectrometric and gas-
chromatographic analysis indicated that this
fraction contained only ethane.
Procedure and Interpretation

In all the experiments, azomethane was used
as the source of methyl radicals. Over the tem¬
perature range concerned, photolysis may be
represented as

CH3N2CH3 + hv -» 2 -CH3 + Nj. (1)

The products estimated quantitatively were
nitrogen, ethane, methane, and (when a deu-
terated substrate was present) methane-di.

Ethane arose from the combination of methyl
radicals. Since the velocity constant fa for this
association is known, measurement of the rate
of formation of ethane provided a value for the
concentration of methyl radicals

•GIL + -CIL -> C2H6. (2)

Methane may arise from two sources. First,

methyl radicals always attack the parent azo¬
methane :

•CH3 + CII3N2CH:, -> CH4 + -CILNoClL. (3)

A value for fa is thus obtainable from measure¬

ments of the rates of production of methane
and ethane (denoted ftcH4(3) and ftc2H6, respec¬
tively) during the photolysis of pure azomethane.
If []azo] denotes the (average) concentration of
azomethane:

ftcH4(2)/ft4c2H5 [azo] = fa/fa4.
In the presence of a substrate XH (such as

ammonia, hydrazine, etc.), additional methane
arises from attack on XH:

•CH3 + XH —> CH4 + X (4)

The contribution ftcH4(4) of Reaction (4) to the
methane production is assessed by subtracting
ftcH4(3) from the total rate of production.
Values for fa may then be obtained from the
relation (in which [XH] denotes the concentra¬
tion of that substrate)

flCH4(4)/fiWi6 [XH] = fa/fa*.
When a deuterated derivative XD is present,

the rate of deuterium abstraction is given di¬
rectly by the rate of production of monodeutero-
methane by Reaction (5)

•CH3 + XD —> CH3D + X. (5)

Rch3d/72}C2H6 [XD] = fa/fa4.

By carrying out photolyses over a range of
initial conditions (temperature, concentration,
etc.), the validity of these assumptions can be
checked, and values for the Arrhenius parameters
for the various velocity constants determined.
Shepp's value10 of 1013,84 cm3 mole-1 sec-1 for
fa is used throughout.
Kinetic Parameters for Hydrogen Abstraction by

Methyl Radicals
(i) Azomethane. The temperature dependence
of fa over the temperature range 90° to 180°C
can be represented by the equation:

log (fa/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (10.94 ± 0.26)
- (7800 ± 400)/2.303ft 7\

The activation energy (7.8 kcal mole-1) is in
good agreement with values reported in previous
work11-13 (7.3, 7.6, and 8.4 kcal mole-1, respec¬
tively) .

(ii) Ammonia. Our results for the velocity
constant between 125° and 175° can be expressed
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by the equation

log (ft/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10.8 ± 0.5)
- (9800 ± 900)/2.303RT.

For the analogous reaction between CD3 radicals
and ammonia, Trotman-Dickenson and Steacie1
have reported values for the Arrhenius param¬
eters of 1010-8 cm3 mole-1 sec-1 for A, and 10.0
kcal mole-1 for E.

(Hi) Trideuteroammonia. Our results over the
temperature range, 110o-180°C, are expressed by

log (fc/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11.0 ±0.42)
- (10900 ± 900)/2.303 RT.

(■iv) Hydrazine. The velocity constant is ex¬
pressed by the equation

log (&/m°le_1 cm3 sec-1) = (11.00 ± 0.05)
- (5000 ± 100)/2.303#T.

(v) Unsymmetrical Dimethyl Hydrazine. The
over-all velocity constant for hydrogen atom
abstraction between 110° and 180°C, is given by
the equation

log (fc/mcile-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11.34 ± 0.12)
- (5800 ± 200)/2.303RT.

This apparent velocity constant is compounded
of two real velocity constants, representing ab¬
straction from the —NH2 group and from the
(CH3)2N group, and if the assumption is made
that the parameters for abstraction from the
—NH2 group are the same as those reported
above for hydrazine, it is possible to calculate
the velocity constant for abstraction of hydrogen
atoms from the alkyl groups. The results ob¬
tained by making this assumption, i.e., for ab¬
straction from the Me2N groups,

CH3 + (CH3)2NNH2 — CH4 + (C2H5)NNH2

are expressed by the equation

log (ft/mole-1 cm3 sec-1)
= 11.6 - 8500/2.303# T.

This possibility is being tested by experiments
with (CH3)2NND2.

(vi) Trideuteromethylamine. Hydrogen atom ab¬
straction from the trideuteromethyl groups is
given by the following equation for the velocity
constant:

log (fc/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10.86 ± 0.16)
- (10100 ± 300)/2.303# T.

Abstraction from the amine group is expressed

by the relation
log (fc/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (9.77 ± 0.28)

- (6000 ± 500)/2.30.3#T
(vii) Methylamine-d2. The velocity constant foi
the loss of a hydrogen atom from the methy]
group is
log (fc/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11.15 ± 0.12)

- (9000 ± 200)/2.303#T.
For removal of a hydrogen atom from the —NDj
group the equation is
log (&/m°le_1 cm3 sec-1) = (9.61 ± 0.16)

- (7000 ± 300)/2.303#77.
(viii) Methylamine. The overall rate of methane
production is expressed by the equation

log (A;/m°le_1 cm3 sec-1) = (10.59 ± 0.12)
- (7200 ± 200)/2.303#T.

This equation has no clear physical meaning,
because it is not a single velocity constant; it is
in fact the sum of the velocity constants for ab¬
straction from the methyl and the amine groups.
Other workers have measured this over-all ve¬

locity constant and reported effective values for
A and E of 1010-87 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and 7.6 kcal
mole-1 (Ref. 5), and 1011-3 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and
8.4 kcal mole-1 (Ref. 1).

Because of the zero (or only very small)
secondary isotope effect (see Discussion) it is
possible to evaluate velocity constants for hy¬
drogen atom abstraction from the methyl and
amine groups in undeuterated methylamine.

These results are expressed by the equations

(for methyl group)
log (ft/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10.99 ± 0.37)

- (8700 ± 700) /2.303#T

(for amine group)

log (fc/nwle-1 cm3 sec-1) = (9.55 ± 0.22)
- (5700 ± 400) /2.303#T

These results show that, at 150°C, for every
7 hydrogen atoms abstracted from methyl¬
amine, 4 are removed from the amine group
for every 3 removed from the alkyl group.
Extrapolation of the data suggests that at about
185°C the rates of abstraction from the two
groups will be equal.

Discussion

It is convenient to divide the discussion into
four short sections: (i) comparing ammonia and
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TABLE I

Velocity constants at 150°C and Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals

log k (150°)
log (A/mole-1 E, kcal log k (150°) per [H]

Reaction cm3 sec-1) mole-1 (over-all) available

ch3 + nh3 -> ch4 10.8 9.8 5.76 5.28

ch3 + nd3 -» ch3d 11.0 10.9 5.35 4.87
ch3 + n2h4 -> ch4 11.0 5.0 8.41 7.81

ch3 + ch3nd2 -> ch3d 9.61 7.0 5.98 5.68

ch3 + ch3nd2 -► ch4 11.15 9.0 6.49 6.00

ch3 + cd3nh2 -> ch3d 10.86 10.1 5.64 5.16

ch3 + cd3nh2 -> ch4 9.77 6.0 6.65 6.35

t CHs + CH3NH2 -> CH4 10.99 8.70 6.48 6.00

t CHs + CH3NH2 -> CH4 9.55 5.7 6.60 6.30

ch3 + (ch3)2n-nh2 -> ch4 11.34 5.80 8.33 7.43

t ch3 + (ch3)2n-nh2 — ch4 11.6 8.5 7.19 6.41

CHs + (CHs)sN — CH4 11.8 8.8 7.24 6.29

(Refs. 1, 3)

f Hydrogen atom overscored is extracted.

hydrazine, with especial reference to N—H bond
strengths; (ii) outlining the relative reactivities
of methylamine and dimethyl hydrazine with
especial reference to tho point of mothyl radical
attack; (iii) comparing ammonia and hydrazine
with methane and ethane; and (iv) describing
and assessing the significance of the isotope
effects observed.

Hydrogen Abstraction by Methyl Radicals from
Ammonia and Hydrazine
Methyl radicals abstract hydrogen much more

readily from hydrazine than from ammonia.
At 150°C (see Tables I and III) the ratio of the
velocity constants is about 350:1. This difference
in reactivity is almost completely attributable
to an activation energy difference of 4.8 kcal
mole-1 between the two reactions. Since this
is so, there are implications for the strengths of
the N—H bonds in the two substrates.

The dissociation energy of the N—H bond in
hydrazine is very uncertain; experimental values
have been reported of 117 and 76 kcal mole-1.
Dibeler et al.14 measured the appearance po¬
tential of CH3+ from CH3NH-NH2 and this
result, when combined with known thermochemi-
cal data, yielded the value of 117 kcal mole-1 for
the bond dissociation energy D(H—NH-NH2),
indicating an N—H bond in hydrazine appre¬
ciably stronger (by 14 kcal mole-1) than that
in ammonia. Later work by Foner and Hudson,16
who subjected hydrazine to an electrodeless dis¬
charge in a fast flow system, led to a revised
value16 of 76 ± 5 kcal mole-1 for the N—H bond

in hydrazine, implying a bond strength 27 kca
mole-1 weaker than that in ammonia.

Although a weakening relative to ammonia is
in accord with the new kinetic results and activa
tion energy differences, this value16 seems ex¬
cessively low. Moreover, it is not in accord with
expectations based on comparisons17 with re¬
lated molecules. The H—N bond strength in
hydrazine may be estimated by comparing bond
strengths of members of the isoelectronic series
ethane, hydrazine, and hydrogen peroxide. For
ethane D(H—C2Hs) is 97 kcal mole-1, and for
hydrogen peroxide18 D(H—02H) is 89 kcal
mole-1; D(H—N2H3) may thus be expected to
be about 93 kcal mole-1, i.e., 10 kcal mole-1
weaker than in ammonia. The situation is ob¬
scure, and an independent direct determination
is obviously desirable.

Hydrogen Atom Abstraction from Methylamine and
Dimethyl Hydrazine
The results (Table I) of our investigation of hy¬

drogen atom abstraction from methylamine, tri-
deuteromethylamine and methylamine-d2 clearly
show that significant abstraction occurs from
both the alkyl and amine groups.

At 150°C, 4 out of every 7 hydrogen atoms
abstracted come from the amine groups, and
3 from the methyl groups. Thus the views
of Brinton and Volman,4,5 and of Kozak and
Gesser,3 though completely opposed, are both
incorrect. Extrapolation of the Arrnenius plots
beyond the experimental range of this work
suggests that up to 185°C the amine group is
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TABLE II

Primary kinetic isotope effects in attack by methyl radicals
on N—H and N—D bonds and on C—H and C—D bonds

— (Eh — Ed) Difference in Z.P.E.,
Substrates ku/ko at 150° Ah/Ad kcal mole-1 kcal mole-1

NH3 and ND3 2.6 0.69 1.1 1.3
CH3NH2 and CH3ND2 4.2 0.87 1.3 1.3

CH3NH2 and CD3NH2 6.9 0.74 1.4 1.2

CH3OH and CD3OH 6.2 1.35 1.3 1.2

(Ref. 19)

more reactive, but that above this temperature
abstraction from the methyl group is increasingly
favoured because of the larger pre-exponential
factor.

Similar calculations can be performed for deu¬
terium by comparing the relative rates of deu¬
terium abstraction from CH3ND2 and CD3NH2.
The expression obtained for the quotient of
velocity constants as a function of temperature
is not significantly different from the expressions
for the quotients of hydrogen atom abstraction.

Although, for dimethyl hydrazine, tho results
are not capable of an unequivocal interpretation,
some general observations may be made. The
low activation energy (5.8 kcal mole-1) and the
magnitude of the A factor (log A is 11.38) show
close similarity to tho Arrncnius parameters for
hydrazine (5.0 kcal mole-1 for E, and 11.0 for
log A). The fact that A and E are somewhat

higher suggests that some abstraction is occurring
from the alkyl groups attached to the nitrogen
atom (e.g., in the case of trimethylamine1 A is
11.8 cm3 mole-1 sec-1, and the activation energy
8.8 kcal mole-1).

The new results for methylamine may be
compared with recent work by Harrison and
Shannon19 on methanol. In that case, H abstrac¬
tion by CH3 from the methyl group was also less
favored at 150° than abstraction from hydroxyl.
Of every ten hydrogen atoms abstracted at 150°,
coven camo from hydroxjd and three from methyl.

Another resemblance between methylamine
and methanol lies in the values for the A factor
for abstraction from the different groups. "Nor¬
mal" values are found for abstraction from the
mothyl groups in each case. For attack19 on the
hydroxyl group of methanol, log (A/cm3 mole-1
sec-1) is 9.25; for the amine group of methyl-

TABLE III

Homologous series compared: velocity constants and relative reactivities at 150°C and
Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen-atom abstraction by methyl radicals

log (A/mole-1
Substrate cm3 sec-1) E, kcal mole-1

Velocity constants
relative to

CH3 + CH4
log (fc/mole-1 —■

cm3 sec-1) (a)* (b)* References

ch4 11.3 14.3 4.09 1 1 23

c2h6 12.2 12.1 5.96 75 50 22

nh3 10.8 9.8 5.76 50 60 This work
n2h4 11.00 5.0 8.41 20,000 20,000 This work

t ch3-nh2 9.55 5.7 6.60 300 650 This work

t ch3-nh2 11.00 8.7 6.48 250 320 This work

* (a) Quotient of velocity constants at 150°C; (b) Quotient of rates at 150°C per hydrogen-atom available
for abstraction.

f Hydrogen atom overscored is extracted.
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amine, the corresponding value is 9.66. Further
work is obviously desirable to see how general
"low" values of A are for H abstraction by methyl
radicals from sites other than C—H bonds.

Comparison of Homologous Series
Ammonia and hydrazine are the nitrogen

analogs of methane and ethane in the carbon
series and of water and hydrogon peroxide in the
oxygen series. The new kinetic data permit new
comparison to be made between the C— and
N— series; so far, there are no data for CH3 +
H20 or CHS + H2O2. Table III summarizes the
principal numerical comparisons.

Clearly ammonia is more reactive regarding
loss of a hydrogen atom than is methane. Simi¬
larly, hydrazine is more reactive than ethane, the
ratios of the rates at 150°C being 60 and 300,
respectively. Consideration of the Arrhenius
parameters for all these abstractions shows that,
within experimental error, there is no significant
variation in the A factors: reactivity differences
arise from activation energy differences. These,
in turn, may be expected to reflect differences
in bond energies. For methano and ethane
D(CH4) - D(C2H6) is 103.9 - 98.3, i.e., 5.6
kcfll mole"1 and E(CH4) - E(C2H0) is 2.2 kcal
mole-1. On a pro rata basis, sinco the observed
activation energy difference E(NH3) — E(N2H4)
is 4.8 kcal, a bond-energy difference of ~10
kcal. mole-1 between hydrazine and ammonia
might be expected. The numerical limitations
of such "guestimation" are apparent when the
comparison is made the "other way around"
and it is recalled that an activation energy dif
ference of 4.5 kcal mole-1 between ammonia
and methane is associated with a bond energy
difference of only<-—-1 kcal mole-1.

Methylamine occupies a central position in
any comparison of the C— and N—- sorios. The
lata of Table III indicate clearly that, when
considered as a hybrid of methane and ammonia,
npthylamine is greatly moro roactivo than cither
(whether expressed as the molecule as a whole
)r whether separate comparison is made between
nethane and the methyl group and between
rmmonia and the amine group). Compared with
ictivation energies for abstraction from the
rarents, those for attack on the CH3 or NH2
groups of methylamine are less by about 5.6
)r 4.1 kcal mole-1, respectively.

When methylamine is considered as a hybrid
>f ethane and hydrazine, the pattern is similarly
Rggestive. The activation energy for attack on
he methyl group has fallen from 12.1 to 8.7
:cal mole-1 (the A factor falling) which re-
ults in a threefold increase in reactivity (rela-
ive to ethane) at the carbon atom of methyl-
,mine. Compared with hydrazine the activation

energy for attack on the amine group has in¬
creased somewhat (by 0.7 kcal. mole-1) and
this, with a 25-fold decrease in the A factor,
leads to an over-all drop in the reactivity at the
nitrogen atom of about 30 times.

Isotope Effects
When deuterium is substituted for hydrogen,

marked differences in rcaotivity (primary isotope
effect) are observed. Table II summarizes the
relevant data. The differences in reactivity ap¬
pear to arise wholly from differences in activation
energy: the quotients of the pre-exponential
Arrhenius factors do not differ significantly from
unity.

The zero-point energy difference for one
stretching vibration20 of N—H and N—D is
1.3 kcal mole-1. In Table II it can be seen that
the activation energy difference for hydrogen
and deuterium atom abstraction from ammonia
and trideuteroammonia (1.1 kcal mole-1) and
from methylamine and methylamine-cfe (1-3
kcal mole-1), is close to the zero-point energy
difference. This behavior is as predicted21 and
has been observed22 for several other substrates.

Table II also shows the effect of deuterium
substitution of the alkyl group of mcthylaminc.
Again there is a marked primary isotope effect
and the activation energy difference for hydrogen
and deuterium atom abstraction (1.4 kcal mole-1)
is close to the zero point energy difference20 for
a single C—H and C—D stretching vibration.

Secondary isotope effects are usually con¬
sidered20-22 to be negligible in gas phase reactions;
wo have tested this assumption experimentally
in the case of methyl radical attack on the deu-
terated and undeuterated methylamines. For
CH3NH2, the total methane yield by methyl radi¬
cal attack can be successfully calculated by com¬
bining tho appropriate Arrhcnius parameters for
hydrogen atom abstraction from CH3ND2 and
CD3NH2; the average variation between the
calculated and observed values for methane pro
duction is less than 0.2% (due regard being paid
to sign differences in the ratios) and there 16 thus
no significant secondary isotope effect.
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COMMENTS

Mr. A. Jones (University of Leeds): I have re¬
cently investigated the reaction between methyl
radicals and dimethylamine-di. Hydrogen is ab¬
stracted from both the amine and methyl groups.

The Arrhenius parameters found for these reac¬
tions are as follows:

•CH3 + (CH3)2NH -> (CH3)2N- + CH4

E = 6.4 kcal mole-1

logioA = 10.8 cm3 mole-1 sec-1;

•CH3 + (CH3)2NH -> CH4 + -CH2NHCH3

E = 8.7 kcal mole-1

logioA = 11.5 cm3 mole-1 sec-1.

Thus, at 150°C, for every two atoms abstracted
from the methyl groups, seven are abstracted from
the amine groups. On a per-atom basis, the relative
reactivity of the amine and methyl sites is 20:1.

Using the above results and the kinetic data for
ammonia and methylamine given in Gray's paper,
one can compare quantitatively the reactivity,
towards methyl radical attack, of hydrogen at¬
tached to nitrogen in the series NH3, CH3NH2, and
(CH3)2NH. The rate constants of these reactions are
in the ratio 1:11:168, respectively, at 150°C. How¬
ever, methylamine owes its intermediate rate in this
series not to an intermediate activation energy, as
would be expected from bond dissociation energy

considerations, but mainly to its unusually low A
factor.

Dr. J. C. J. Thynne: The reaction of methyl
radicals with O-methyl hydroxylamine and O-

methyl hydroxylamine-d2 has been studied and
Arrhenius parameters obtained for H-atom and
D-atom abstraction from the —NH2 and —ND2
groups.

logio(A/mole-1 R(kcal mole-1) logfc(150°C)
cm3 sec-1)

CH3 + CH3OND2 -> CH3D + CH3OND-

10.55 5.9 7.5

CH3 + CH3ONH2 -> CH4 + CH3ONH-

10.70 4.5 8.35

CH3 + CH3ONH2 -> CH4 + CH2ONH2

— — ~6.6

H-atom abstraction from —NH2 is clearly much
easier than from the CH3 group; at 150°C, for every
fifty hydrogen atoms removed, only one is derived
from the methyl group. In the case of methylamine
at 150°C, for every 70 atoms removed about
30 come from the methyl group. This difference
suggests that the weakening effect of the CH30 group
in the adjacent N-H bond strength is much greater
than the effect of the CH3 group, although the latter
is known to cause a fall in N-H bond strength from
about 103 kcal mule-' hi II—NII2 to 91 in If NIK II.,.

4

Prof. S. H. Bauer (Cornell University): Besides the
primary isotope effect due to differences in zero-
point energies, as reported in the paper, one would
have expected an additional factor arising from
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tunnelling in the transition state, the probability for
which is considerably higher for H than for D atoms.
This has been experimentally demonstrated for H/D
abstractions by CF3, and theoretically analyzed by
Johnston and co-workers. The difference between
CH3 and CF3 may indicate differences in the struc¬
tures of the corresponding transition states for the
abstraction step.

Prof. P. Gray and Dr. J. Thynne: The values re¬
ported here for An/Ad do not differ significantly
from unity and we have subsequently found the same
result for abstraction by CH3 from other NH bonds
(in dimethylamine and O-methyl hydroxylamine).
Accordingly we have not invoked any contribution
from tunnelling, although if there were only a small
contribution we might not be able to detect it. There
are no data for CF3 reactions with these substrates,
and in view of this we could not assert that CH3 and
CF3 play different roles in the present situation.

Dr. R. Shaw (E. R. D. E., Waltham Abbey): Gray
has asked why, in methylamine, Anh2 should be
markedly less than ACh3- The answer may be be¬
cause the entropy changes of the two reactions are
different.

Consider the related case of attack on methanol:

h
CH3 + CH3OH <=> CH4 + CH30-, (1)

k-1

hi
CH3 + CH3OH <=± CH4 + -CH2OH (2)

fc_2

For each reaction, the A factors of the forward and
back reactions are related by the expression AS =
R InAj/Ab. The entropy change in Reaction (2) is
small because the same type of bond, i.e., a C-H
bond, is being broken and formed. Thus A2 ^ A_2.
However, in Reaction (1) there is a considerable loss
of entropy when the O-H bond is broken, thus
Ai < A_1. As both theory and experiment suggest
that both A_i and A_2 are about 10u mole-1 cm3
sec-1, A 2 will be about 10" mole-1 cm3 sec-1, but
A_2 will be significantly less. Exactly the same
considerations can be applied to the case of hydrogen
abstraction from methylamine.

Prof. P. Gray and Dr. J. Thynne: We recognize
the implications of the quotient of A factors for the
entropies of activation, but we feel that for the over¬
all change,

CH3NH2 + CH3 CH3NH + CH4,

the entropy change is not large enough to explain
the implied low value for the entropy of activation
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The reactions of methyl radicals with seven substituted and deuterated hydrazines have been

investigated and values for the velocity constant and Arrhenius parameters of hydrogen abstraction
have been obtained. The positions of attack on dimethyl hydrazines, and the size of the kinetic
isotope effects in abstraction from N—H bonds, have been derived from experiments using
deuterium-substituted compounds. Arrhenius parameters (based on Shepp's value for the com¬
bination of methyl radicals) have been determined for the following reactions :
hydrazine and hydrazine-^:

logio04/cm3mole_1 sec-1) (.E/kcal mole-1)

hydrazine and hydrazine-c/4:
ch3+n2H4->CH4+ -n2h3 11-0 50

ch3+n2d4 ^ch3d+ -n2d3 10-9 6-4

1,1-dimethyl hydrazine and 1,1-dimethyl hydrazine-^:
ch3+(ch3)2nnh, ^ch4+ [c2h7n2]- 11-4 60
ch3+(ch3)2nnh2->ch4+(ch3)2nnh- 11-3 5-8

ch3+(ch3)2nnd2 'oho+ (ch3)2nnd • 11-3 6-8
ch3+(ch3)2nnd2 ->ch4+ •ch2(ch3)nn d2 11-0 (approx.) 7-2 (approx.)

1,2-dimethyl hydrazine and 1,2-dimethyl hydrazine-rf2:
ch3 + ch3nhnhch3 ->ch4+ [c2h7n21 • 10-2 2-5

ch3+ch3nhnhch3 -*ch4+ch3nhnch3 9-9 2-1

ch3+ch3ndndch3 ->ch3d+ch3ndnch3 100 2-9
ch3+ch3ndndch3 -*ch4+ •ch2ndndch3 11 -6 (approx.) 6-6 (approx.)

monomethylhydrazine:
ch3 + ch3nhnh2 ->ch4+ [chsn2]- 9'7 (approx.) 1-7 (approx.)

Kinetic isotope effects (kn/kj3, etc.) are substantially in accord with expectations based on zero-
point-energy differences. The general patterns of reactivity are similar to those found in related
isoelectronic and homologous compounds.

Hydrazine and substituted hydrazines have found application as high-energy
fuels but little is known of the kinetics of elementary radical reactions which they
undergo. Studies 14 of attack by methyl radicals on amines and on similar com¬
pounds containing a single NH2 or NH group have enabled the relative reactivity
of C—H and N—H bonds to be established, and it was therefore decided to extend
these studies to the hydrazines and substituted hydrazines. To assess the relative
reactivity of different sites in such molecules, isotopic labelling is necessary. Ac¬
cordingly the reactions of methyl radicals with hydrazine, hydrazine-c/4, 1,1-di-
mcthylhydrazine (udmh), IJ-dimethylhydrazine-Afudmh-ny, 1,2-dimethylhydrazine
(sdmh), 1,2-dimethylhydrazine-£/2 (sdmh-r/2) and monomethylhydrazine (mmh) have
been investigated. The aim has been to measure velocity constants and the ap¬
propriate Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen abstraction. Such experiments also
permit an assessment of kinetic isotope effects.

2774
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The results should also illuminate family relationships with other homologous

and isoelectronic compounds, and assist in the detailed interpretation of the be¬
haviour of hydrazines in complex reactions such as explosive decompositions 5 and
flames.

EXPERIMENTAL

materials

azomethane was made by the method of Renaud and Leitch 6 from 1,2-dimethyl-
hydrazine dihydrochloride (Aldrich Chemical Co.). It was subjected to several bulb-to-
bulb distillations at — 78°C before being stored in a blackened bulb on the vacuum line.
A mass spectrum showed the product to be pure.

hydrazine (98 % anhydrous) was dried and distilled from barium oxide. The frac¬
tion distilling at 110-112° was collected and stored on the vacuum line.

1,1 -dimethylhydrazine from Light and Co. Ltd. was twice distilled in an atmosphere
of nitrogen, retaining constant boiling fractions each time. A gas chromatogram and a
refractive index measurement showed the final sample to be pure.

1 ,2-dimethylhydrazine from Merck, Sharp and Dohme Ltd. was distilled in an atmo¬
sphere of nitrogen. A gas chromatogram, mass spectrum and a refractive index measure¬
ment showed the sample to be pure.

1-methylhydrazine from Kodak Ltd. was fractionated twice in an atmosphere of N2.
A gas chromatogram, mass spectrum and n.m.r. spectrum showed the sample to be pure.

hydrazine-^, 1,1 -dimethylhydrazine-^ and 1,2-dimethylhydrazine-<72 of 97 %
isotopic purity were obtained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme Ltd. The isotopic purity
of each was checked by n.m.r. analysis.

procedure

The apparatus and techniques employed were similar to those already 7> 8 described.
Although methyl radicals are conveniently generated 9 either photolytically from acetone
or thermally from di-t-butyl peroxide, both these compounds react10 with many amines.
Accordingly, the photolysis of azomethane was used to generate free methyl radicals be¬
cause it is free from reaction with the hydrazines. Its u.-v. absorption spectrum also is
in a region where the substrates do not absorb.

All velocity constants were determined relative to Shepp's value 11 for the recombination
of methyl radicals. A computer least-mean-squares treatment was used to estimate
" best" values and standard deviations for the parameters of the Arrhenius equations.

RESULTS

ETHANE AND METHANE FORMATION DURING THE PHOTOLYSIS OF

AZOMETHANE

The main features of the photolysis of azomethane are well established 1> >2<13
and the necessary re-investigation in the present apparatus also checks the adequacy
of the procedure and techniques. The methane and ethane formed during the
photolysis arise from reactions (1), (2) and (3):

CH3N=NCH3->2CH3 + N2 (1)
CH3 + CH3N=NCH3^CH4+-CH2N2CH3 (2)

2CH3^C2H6. (3)
The following relation (in which [azo] denotes the concentration of azomethane)
between the rates of production of methane and ethane can be obtained by applying
the steady-state treatment to the reaction scheme:

^cH4(2)/^c2H6[azo] = (^2/^3)-
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The temperature dependence of /c2 determined as above from Shepp's value 11 for
fc3 can be expressed by the equation :

log (A:2/cm3 mole-1 sec-i) = (10-85±0-10)-(7830±200)/2-303 rt. (2A)
These Arrhenius parameters are in good agreement with those of other workers,
values for ez of 7-8, 7-6 and 8-4 kcal mole-1 having been reported.1- 12> 13

When azomethane photolysis is carried out in the presence of a substrate XH,
additional methane is formed by methyl radical attack on XH:

ch3+xh^ch4+x-.
The rate at which methane is formed by this reaction, Rch4(X), is assessed by
subtracting from the measured (total) rate of methane production, jRch4, that part
which arises from (2). Values for kxh may then be obtained by comparing the
rates of methane and ethane production :

^ch4(xh) = rch4 —7?ch4(2) = (^xh/^3)[xh]r^2h(..
When a deuterated derivative XD is present, the rate of deuterium abstraction is
given directly by the rate of production of monodeuteromethane.

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH HYDRAZINE

In the presence of hydrazine, reaction (4) is added to reactions (1), (2) and (3):
CH3 + N2H4-^CH4 + -NHNH2. (4)

The temperature dependence of the quotient (£4/A:3)i( = -ftcH4(4)/.RciH6[N2H4]) is
shown as curve 4 of fig. 1. Over the range 110-180°C, the temperature-dependence
of the rate constant /<4 may be expressed by the equation :

logio (/c4/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (11-00 + 0-05)-(5000± 100)/2-303 rt. (4A)

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH HYDRAZINE-^
Reaction (5) is added to the reaction scheme when the photolysis is performed in

the presence of hydrazine-c/4.
CH3 + N2D4->CH3D + -NDND2. (5)

An Arrhenius plot of the ratio (k5/kj)(= rCh,d/^c2H,i[N2D4]) is given as curve
5 of fig. 1. Over the temperature range 110-180°C, ks can be represented by the
equation:

logio (A:5/mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-86±0-17)-(6390 + 320)/2-303 rt. (5A)

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH 1 , 1 -DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE

When azomethane is photolyzed in the presence of 1,1-dimethylhydrazine,
(udmh), reactions (7) and (8) must be added :

CH3 + (CH3)2NNH2^CH4 + (C2N2H7)- (6)
CH3 + (CH3)2NNH2 ->CH4 + -CH2(CH3)NNH2 (7)
CH3 + (CH3)2NNH2 ^CH4 + (CH3)2NNH- (8)

If reaction (6) denotes the combined effect of reactions (7) and (8), the following
relation between the velocity constants holds :

^cH4(6)/Rc2H6[udmh] =
where [udmh] denotes the concentration of 1,1-dimethylhydrazine and /?ch4 (6) is
the rate of production of methane by reaction (6). Values of (k$lk\) were deter¬
mined over the temperature range 110-170°C and these are plotted in Arrhenius
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form as curve 6 of fig. 1. The temperature dependence of kf can be expressed by
logiof^e/cm3 mole-i sec~i) = (i 1-44+ 0-24)-(5970+ 460)/2-303 RT. (6A)

There are no previous results with which this can be compared. Values for the
individual velocity constant k% for attack on the NH2 group may be obtained by

2-2 2-4 2'6 2-8

103IT
Fig. 1.—Temperature dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants kt, ks, kf,, k$, kg, kio
for hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction by methyl radicals. All graphs in the form of

(kn/k%)/(mo\e~k cmd" sec-*).
Curve 4 : hydrogen atom abstraction from hydrazine;
curve 5 : deuterium atom abstraction from hydrazine-^;
curve 6 : overall hydrogen atom abstraction from 1,1-dimethyl hydrazine;
curve 8 : hydrogen atom abstraction from NH2 group of 1,1-dimethylhydrazine;
curve 9 : hydrogen atom abstraction from l,l-dimethylhydrazine-tf2 ;
curve 10 : deuterium atom abstraction from l,l-dimethylhydrazine-£/2-
For convenience of presentation, curves 6 and 10 have been displaced upwards by 1-5 units, and

curves 8 and 9 downwards by 1-5 units.

combining the present results for kf, with those for attack on udmh-t/2 presented
in the next section. Over the temperature range 112-175°C, lcg may be represented
by the equation:

logio (/ts/cm3 mole-i see"3) = (11 -29 + 0-10) — (5750 ± 100)/2-303 RT. (8A)

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH 1 , 1 -DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE-^2
In the presence of l,l-dimethylhydrazine-tf2, reactions (9) and (10) must be

added to (1), (2) and (3):
CH3 + (CH3)2NND2 ->CH4 + -CH2(CH3)NND2 (9)
CH3 + (CH3)2NND2-^CH3D + (CH3)2NND. (10)
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If 7?ch4(9) stands for the rate of production of methane by reaction (9) and /?ch3d
denotes the rate of production of CH3D by reaction (10), then

^cn4(9)/^c2H6[u<frnf1"^2] = (^9/^3))
and

RcH3JRc2H6b1dmh-d2] = (/c10//c|),
where [udmh-r/2] denotes the concentration of l,l-dimethylhydrazine-</2.

In this instance, Ren, (9) is obtained as the result of two subtractions, i.e., by
subtracting from the total methane production (i) that part which comes from
azomethane by reaction (2) and (ii) that part which comes by reaction (6) from
any unlabelled udmh present.

The temperature dependence of the above ratios are plotted in Arrhenius form
as curves 9 and 10 of fig. 1. Over the temperature range 112-175°C the velocity
constants kg and kio can be fitted by the equations:

logio (kg/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (10-95± M5)-(12000±2200)/2-303 RT, (9A)
logio (fcio/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (11-33 ±0-21) — (6820±400)/2-303 RT. (10A)

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH 1 ,2-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE
In the presence of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine, the following reactions are to be

added to the original scheme:
CH3+CH3NHN HCH3 ^CH4+[C2N2H7] • (11)
ch3 + ch3nhnhch3 -^-ch4 + -ch2nhnhch3 (12)
ch3+ch3nhnhch3 -+ch4+ch3nnhch3. (13)

Values of the rate constant ratio (ku/kj)(= /?ch4(1 1)/7?^2h6 [sdmh]) determined
over the temperature range 79-162°C are plotted in Arrhenius form as curve 11
of fig. 2. Reaction (11) represents the combined effect of reactions (12) and (13).
The velocity constant ku may be expressed by

logio (fcn/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (10-20 + 0-29)-(2490±520)/2-303 RT. (11 A)
The errors attached to eqn. (11 A) reflect the fact that in the determination of rate
constants as high as ku (at 150°C, ku is I08-91 cm3 mole-1 sec-1) the method employed
becomes less reliable because the amounts of ethane produced are correspondingly
small. Even under conditions most favourable to ethane formation (i.e., for high
values of the concentration ratio [azo]/[sdmh]), a typical product mixture at 150°C
contained only 2 % ethane.

Values for the velocity constant kn for attack on the amine groups may be
obtained by combining the present results for ku with those for attack on sdmfw/2
presented in the next section. Over the temperature range 80-160°C, kn may be
derived from the expression :

logio (ki3/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = (9-92 ±0-10) — (2120± 180)/2-303 RT. (13A)

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH 1 ,2-DIMETHYLHYDRAZINE-d2
In the presence of 1,2-d i methylhyd razine-c/2, reactions (14) and (15) are added

to the reaction scheme :

•CH3 + CH3NDNDCH3->CH4+ -CH2NDNDCH3 (14)
•CH3 + CH3NDNDCH3 -+CH3D + CH3NNDCH3. (15)

Values of the rate constant ratios (kulk^)(= RcH4(14)//?J2H6[sdmh-<72]) and
kislk%(= /^cHjD/RdjHjsmdh-^]) determined over the temperature range 80-180°C
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are plotted in Arrhenius form as curves 14 and 15 of fig. 2. The temperature-
dependence of the velocity constant ki5 can be expressed by :

logto (fcis/cnT mole-i sec"i) = (10-00 + 0-24)-(2880±440)/2-303 RT. (15A)
Although the points on the Arrhenius plot (curve 14 of fig. 2) for the rate constant
ratio (ici4/fcf) are scattered, a falling-off at high temperatures is noticeable. If the

103/7-
Fig. 2.—Temperature dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants /en, &13, A44, k\s and
Ai 6, for hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction by methyl radicals. All graphs in form of

(kn/ki)/(mole~F cm-!" sec-"!").
Curve 11 : overall hydrogen atom abstraction from 1,2-dimethylhydrazine;
curve 13 : hydrogen atom abstraction from NH groups of 1,2-dimethylhydrazine;
curve 14: hydrogen atom abstraction from 1,2-dimethylhydrazine-^2;
curve 15: deuterium atom abstraction from 1,2-dimethylhydrazine-rf2;
curve 16 : overall hydrogen atom abstraction from monomethylhydrazine.
For convenience of presentation, curves 11 and 16 have been displaced upwards by TO and T2

units respectively, and curves 13 and 14 downwards by 1-5 units.

values above 160°C are ignored, the temperature dependence of k\4 can be represented
by

logio (ki4/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = 11-6 —6600/2-303 RT. (14A)
The fall-olf in the Arrhenius plot, if real, is indicative that the reaction scheme
beyond 160° is not as simple as formulated, and the parameters of the above
Arrhenius expression should probably be regarded as subject to errors of uncertain
size.

REACTION OF METHYL RADICALS WITH MONOMETHYLHYDRAZINE

The pattern of reactivity for hydrazine and the two dimethylhydrazines (sdmh
and udrnh) revealed by the measurements just described suggest that measurements
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of the overall rate of attack of methyl radicals on monomethyl hydrazine (mmh)
would be of value. Mmh can be regarded as intermediate both between hydrazine
and udmh and between hydrazine and sdmh: the half-way positions in reactivity
are, however, different, and although a detailed assessment would call for investiga¬
tion of three different isotopic species, overall-rate measurements will throw light
on the interpretation of reactivity.

When azomethane * is photolyzed in the presence of mmh, methane is formed
by attack on the CH3, NH and NH2 groups. Symbolically, reaction (16) represents
the combined effect of these reactions :

CH3 + CH3NHNH2^CH4+[CH5N2]. (16)
Values of (ki6/ki)( = 7?cH4(16)/7?c2H6[mmh]) are plotted in Arrhenius form as

curve 16 of fig. 2 and over the temperature range 86-181°C, ki6 can be fitted by the
equation:

logio (ki6/cmi mole"i sec-i) = (9-69 ± 0-15) — (1724± 280)/2-303 RT. (16A)

DISCUSSION

EFFECT OF METHYL SUBSTITUTION ON REACTIVITY OF NH BONDS

IN HYDRAZINE

The kinetic data for the abstraction of hydrogen atoms from NH bonds in
hydrazine, 1,1-dimethylhydrazine and 1,2-dimethylhydrazine are presented in
table 1 together with those for the abstraction of deuterium atoms from the N-
deuterated derivatives. The insertion of methyl groups in hydrazine enhances

Table 1.—Hydrogen (and deuterium) atom abstraction
FROM nh (AND nd) BONDS

reaction
logioC4/mole-i (Elkcal log,„A:(I50°C)

cm3 sec-1) mole-1) overall per Fl¬
atom

(i) •ch3+n2h4->ch4 110 5-0 8-41 7-81

(ii) •ch3+ (ch3)2nnh2^ch4* 11-3 5-8 8-32 8-02

(iii) •ch3+ch3nh2-»ch4* 9.9 2-1 8-83 8-53

(iv) •ch3+n2d4^ch3d 10-9 6-4 7-56 6-96

(v) •CH3+(ch3)2nnd2->ch3d 11-3 00so 7-81 7-51

(vi) •ch3 + (ch3nd)2->ch3d 100 2-9 8-49 8-19

(vii) •ch3+nh3->ch4 10-8 9-8 5-76 5-28

(viii) •ch3+ch3nh2^ch4* 9-55 5-7 6-60 6-30

(ix) •ch3+(ch3)2nh->ch4* 10-8 6-4 7-51 7-51

(x) •cd3 + (ch3ch2)2—>cd3h* 11-6 11-6 5-65 4-87

(xi) .ch3+(ch3nh)2->ch4* ca. 11-6 ca. 6-6 8-2 7-8

(xii) •ch3+ (ch30)2-»ch4 12-6 100 7-40 6-62

ref.

this work

22

1

2

19

this work
23

* the hydrogen underlined is abstracted

the reactivity of the other hydrogen atoms. The enhancement is most marked in
sdmh. Thus, at 150°, relative to the rate of abstraction from hydrazine and ex¬
pressed on a per-atom basis, hydrogen atom abstraction is 1-6 times faster from the
NH2 group of udmh and 6 times faster from the NH groups of sdmh. Similar
results are found for the abstraction of deuterium atoms from the N-deuterated

* The Arrhenius parameters measured for methyl radical attack on the sample of azomethane
used here were E = 8-26±0-36 kcal mole 1 and logio (zt/cm3 mole-1 sec-1) = 1i-26±0T7.
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derivatives (reactions (iv), (v) and (vi) in table 1). For abstraction from N2D4,
(CH3)2NND2 and CH3NDNDCH3, the rates at 150°C, on a per-atom basis, are
approximately in the ratio 1:3-5:15 respectively.

Although the value of the velocity constant for abstraction from the NH groups
in CH3NHNHCH3 (at 150 C, £13 is 108-83 cm3 mole-1 sec-1) is unusually large for
a reaction of this type, it is not out of line with expectations based on previous studies
with amines. There, the introduction of methyl groups into the NH3 molecule
has a strong activating elfect on the remaining NH bonds (reaction (vii), (viii) and
(ix) in table 1). Compared with ammonia (and on a per-atom basis) at 150°C
hydrogen abstraction by methyl radicals occurs about 10 times more readily from
the amine group in methylamine and about 170 times more readily from the amine
group in dimethylamine. Since, in sdmh the hydrogen atoms are abstracted from
methyl-substituted nitrogen atoms, the increase in rate that is found for it is not
unexpected.

Examination of the Arrhenius parameters of these reactions (see table 1) reveals
that the similar rates found for hydrazine and udmh result from similar A-factors
(1011 0 for N2H4 and 1011-3 cm3 mole-1 sec-1 for udmh) and similar activation energies
(5-0 and 5-8 kcal mole-1 respectively). The larger rate found for sdmh is wholly
attributable to the low activation energy (2-1 kcal mole-1) since the /I-factor for
this reaction is also significantly lower (109-9 mole-1 cm3 sec-1) than A-factors for
the other hydrazines. The same pattern is reinforced by the results for N2D4,
udmh-i/2 and sdmh-<72. There is a precedent for the drop in activation energy
from 5-0 kcal mole-1 (abstraction from N2H4) to the unusually low value of 2-1
kcal mole-1 (abstraction from NH groups of sdmh) in the corresponding reactions
of CH3 with ammonia and methylamine. There the activation energy falls from
9-8 kcal mole-1 (abstraction from ammonia) to 5-7 kcal mole-1 (for the abstraction
from the NH2 group of methylamine).

The relatively modest increase in velocity constant for abstraction from udmh
shows that, while the —N(CH3)2 group has a great activating effect on the NH2
group compared with its reactivity in ammonia, its effect is not much greater than
the effect of an NH2 group. Activating effects of substituent groups are here con¬
fined to the H atoms directly joined at the point of substitution. The same limitation
shows itself in the reactivity of the methyl group of the substituted methanes
CH3NH2, CH.3NHCH3 and CH3—N(CH3)2, where NH2, NHCH3 and N(CH3)2
all activate the CH3 markedly compared with methane, but all do so to a similar
degree.

In the light of this, the results found for the exploratory investigation of kinetics
of attack on monomethyl hydrazine, find a ready explanation. Although super¬
ficially mmh might be expected to be intermediate in reactivity between either
hydrazine and udmh or hydrazine and sdmh, the fact that CH3NHNH2 possesses
an NH group activated by the two substituents CH3 and NH2 leads one to expect
reactivity to be concentrated there and to be close to the reactivity of sdmh. The
closeness of the velocity constant and the overall Arrhenius parameters (E is ca.
2 kcal mole-1 and A is ca. 109-7 cm3 mole-1 sec-1) to those for sdmh are in accord
with this interpretation.

RELATIVE REACTIVITY OF DIFFERENT SITES IN SUBSTITUTED

HYDRAZINES AND IN RELATED MOLECULES

A quantitative comparison can now be made of the reactivity of hydrogen atoms
attached to carbon and nitrogen in 1,1-dimethylhydrazine and 1,2-dimethylhydrazine.
For 1,1-dimethylhydrazine, a comparison of velocity constants lcs (abstraction from
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NH2) and kj (abstraction from CH3) reveals that, over the temperature range studied,
hydrogen atoms are abstracted predominantly from the NH2 group. At 150°C,
13 out of every 14 hydrogen atoms abstracted come from the amine group and one
from the methyl groups. On a per-atom basis, the hydrogen attached to nitrogen
is thus some 40 times more reactive towards methyl radical attack than hydrogen
attached to carbon.

For 1,2-dimethylhydrazine the amine group is again found to be the more re¬
active. A comparison of the velocity constants ku and At2 shows that, at 150°C,
4 out of every 5 hydrogen atoms abstracted come from the NH groups and one
from the methyl groups; on a per-atom basis, hydrogen attached to nitrogen is
thus approximately 12 times more reactive than hydrogen attached to carbon.

These comparisons depend (as do the separate estimates of Ar7, kg, kn and kii)
on the absence of significant secondary isotope effects. The earlier investigation
of methyl radical attack on deuterated methylamines confirmed 1 the expecta¬
tion 14' 15 that these effects are likely to be negligible—certainly against the experi¬
mental errors encountered. The differences in velocity constant reflect principally
differences in activation energy rather than differences in zl-factors.

Sdmh is isoelectronic with dimethyl peroxide and n-butane, and it is of interest
to compare the reactivity of the terminal methyl groups in all three compounds
(reactions (x), (xi), and (xii) of table 1). At 150°C the rate constants are (ap¬
proximately) in the ratio 1 : 800: 60 and the greater reactivity of methyl groups
attached to O and N is striking. A similar trend to this was pointed out by Gray
and Thynne 1 who compared the reactivities of the methyl groups in the related
series CH3CH3, CH3NH2 and CH3OH. At 150°C the rate constants * are in the
ratio 1 : 12:7.

The data for the primary isotope effects determined in this work are presented
in table 2. There are three notable features: (i) the closeness to unity of the ratios
(An/Ad) ; (ii) the agreement (within the combined experimental errors) of the differ¬
ences in activation energies (£b — £h) with AEq, the difference in zero-point energy
between an NH and an ND stretching vibration (see below); and (iii) the range
of values for the ratios (kn/ku) from 2-2 for sdmh to 8-0 for ethylenimine; the
average value for the 9 different N—H bonds is 5-0.

The simplest interpretation of kinetic isotope effects 14 is based on the assumption
that, on passing from the reactants to the transition state, the zero-point energy
associated with the stretching vibration of the bond being attacked is lost. It thus
predicts that

where AEq is the difference between the zero-point energies of an NH and ND
stretching vibration.

The NH stretching vibrations in amines have been reported 16 as 3400+100
cm-1, and since the NH stretching frequency in hydrazine has been assigned 17 a
value 3325 cm-1, the value of 3400 cm-1 can be taken as representative of the un-
deuterated compounds in table 2.

Application of the approximate equation vh/vd = (ffloW1, gives a value of
ca. 2405 cm-1 for the ND stretching vibration. Using these frequencies, eqn. (17)
becomes

primary isotope effects

l<H/kD = exp(AE0/RT), (17)

(18)
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At 150°C, according to eqn. (18), (Ah/Ad) is 5-5, which is comparable with the average
isotope effect (Ah/Ad = 5-0) found for these reactions. However, some of the
Ah/Ad ratios determined differ significantly from 5-5. For hydrazine, O-methyl-
hydroxylamine, dimethylamine and ethyleneimine, values of 7-0, 7-0, 7-9 and 8-0
have been determined, which are significantly greater than the value predicted by
(18). Similar observations have been made in other experiments involving the
abstraction of hydrogen and deuterium attached to carbon, and have been explained
in terms of both quantum mechanical tunnelling 18> 19 and loss of bending vibra¬
tions in the transition state.20

Table 2.—Primary kinetic isotope effects for attack by

methyl radicals on n—h and n—d bonds

x
1

□ /ch/Ld
substrates (kcal mole-1) ahiad togioMn'^d1 (i50°c) ref.

NH3 and ND3 IT ±1-3 0-69 1-84 ±0-65 2-6 ±0-8 22

N2H4 and N2D4 l-4±0-3 1-4 0-14±018 7-0 ±0-6 this work
CH3NH2 and CH3ND2 l-3±0-5 0-87 1-94 ±0-27 4-2+0-4 1
C2H5NH2 and C2H5ND2 11 ±0-9 0-78 1-89 ±0-50 3-1 ±0-6 24

CH3ONH2 and CH3OND2 1-4 ±0-3 1-4 0T5 ±019 7-0 ±0-6 3
(CH3)2NH and (CH3)2ND 1-4 ±0-7 1-4 0-16+0-30 7-9 ±0-8 2

(CH2)2NH and (CH2)2ND 1-7 ±0-2 10 0-00 ±0-14 8-0 ±0-6 4

(CH3)2NNH2 and (CH3)2NND2 1-1 ±0-4 0-91 1-96 ±0-23 3-2 ±0-3 this work
(CH3NH)2 and (CH3ND)2 0-8 ±0-5 0-83 1-92 ±0-26 2-2 ±0-3 this work

Errors attached to Arrhenius parameters are derived from combining individual standard
deviations; errors attached to rate constant ratios arc ostimatod from experimental scatter
of individual rate constants.

As well as giving rise to large Ah/Ad ratios, contributions from tunnelling should
show themselves in two further ways: values for An/An may be found less than
0-5, which is the lower limit in the absence of tunnelling, and values for Ed — Eh.
may occur that exceed the value I -4 kcal mole-1 which is the difference in zero-
point-energies. The present results do not reveal these effects, though it is apparent
from the errors attached to (Ed —En) and An/Ad that only very large contributions
from quantum mechanical tunnelling will result in statistically significant deviations.
Eqn. (17) and (18) above assume that the only vibration lost in the transition state
is the stretching vibration of the NH bond broken. High values of Ah/Ad for methyl
abstractions from C—H and C—D bonds have been explained 20 without involving
quantum mechanical tunnelling by assuming that the bending vibrations of the
C—H bond are also lost in the transition state. A similar explanation would be
adequate here.

The (Ah/Ad) values for 1,2-dimethylhydrazine, ammonia, ethylamine and 1,1-
dimethylhydrazine of 2T, 2-6, 3T and 3-2 respectively, are all significantly lower
than the elementary treatment value of 5-5. The origin of low isotope effects has
been attributed 21 to the motion of the central atom in the symmetrical vibration

[R2N . . . H . . . CH3], of the activated complex. Such a vibration will be inde¬
pendent of isotopic mass when the transition state is symmetrical since this will
involve no motion of the central atom. It thus follows that the more asymmetrical
the transition state the greater should be the mass-dependence of this vibration
and the smaller the Ah/Ad ratio.

This prediction is consistent with the results Ah/Ad = 2-1, 3-2 and 3-1 for 1,2-
dimethylhydrazine, 1,1-dimethylhydrazine and ethylamine respectively, for which
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the transition states R2N . . . H . . . CH3, are all highly asymmetrical. However,
it does not explain the low value for kii/kn of 2-6 found for ammonia where, since
the transition state is almost symmetrical, one would have expected the vibration
to be essentially independent of isotopic mass.
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The reactions of trideutcromcthyl radicals with methanol and tridcuteromethanol have been
Gtudiod in order to determine the position and rate of hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction.
Over the tomporaturo range studied (130 250°C) tho rate of abstraction from the methyl and
hydroxyl groups is similar. Substitution of deuterium for hydrogen alters the positional reactivity
by an amount in agreement with zero-point energy difference.

Rate constants at 182°C and Arrhenius parameters (based on a value of 1013-34 mole-1 cm3 sec"1
for the recombination rate constant of methyl radicals) have been measured for the reactions:

log k
(182°c) log A E

•cd3 + cd3cocd3 -c d4 ; •cd2cocd3 6-16 11-66 11-4

•cd3+ch3oh ->cd3h+(coh3) • 6-63 10-68 8-4

•cd3+cd3oh-cd4+ -cd2oh 5-71 10-18 9-3

•cd3+cd3oh ->cd3h+cd3o • 6-13 10-46 9-0

•cd3+ch3oh ->cd3h+ -ch2oh 6-46 10-38 8-1

and have been calculated for

CH30-+CH4->CH30H+CH3- 6-5 11-8 110
Units k and A mole-1 cm3 sec-1, E kcal mole-1.

Little quantitative kinetic rate data exist for alkoxyl radicals,1"5 and, in particular,
no information is available for the abstraction of hydrogen atoms from methane
by melhoxyl radicals. Because of the experimental difficulties inherent in studying
this reaction directly, it was decided to calculate 5 the equilibrium constant for the
reaction :

i

CH30 + CH4^CH3 OH + CH3
-l

and use the known rate data for the reaction of methyl radicals abstracting hydrogen
from methanol (i.e., k-i). This reaction has been studied by several workers 6-9
and two investigations 8> 9 have attempted to determine the position of radical
attack and to evaluate the relative reactivities of the hydrogen atoms attached to
the carbon and oxygen atoms. The results of these two studies are somewhat in
conflict. Cher 8 has reported that at 30°C in the liquid phase, abstraction from the
methyl group is favoured by a factor of 45 over abstraction from the hydroxyl
group. Shannon and Harrison,11 in a gas-phase study between I30-200°C, have
shown the different positions to have nearly similar reactivities although extrapola¬
tion of their data to 30°C has shown the hydroxyl hydrogen to be about 6 times as
active in methane formation as the methyl hydrogen.
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2 METHOXYL RADICAL ATTACK ON METHANE 105

Methoxyl radicals, generated by the reaction of methanol vapour with Hg6(3/'i)
atoms react10 with methanol almost exclusively with the hydrogen atoms attached
to the methyl group.

Because of the uncertainty regarding this reaction and the need for accurate
rate data for reaction — 1, it has been reinvestigated. The photolysis of acetone-c/f,
has been used to generate trideuteromethyl radicals which have been reacted with
trideuteromethanol and methanol.

EXPERIMENTAL

The photolysis of hexadeuteroacetone was chosen as the methyl radical source, radiation
of wavelength 2>3000 A, where the methanol has no absorption, being used. The essential
features of the apparatus and technique have been described previously.11"13 The frac¬
tions not condensable in liquid nitrogen were analyzed using an AEI Ltd., MS10 mass
spectrometer and were shown to contain CD4, CD3H and CO. The ratio CD4/CD3H
was determined from the intensities of the peaks at (m'e) values 20 and 19, assuming equal
sensitivities for the two compounds. Because of about 3 % isotopic impurity in the
acetone-^ and consequent formation of CD3H corrections had to be made to the 19 peak
when methanol was used. The fraction volatile at — 160°C was collected and measured
in a gas burette. Mass spectrometric analysis showed this to be ethane-fig.

materials.—The hexadeuteroacetone (Merck Sharp and Dohme) was stored in a
blackened bulb after degassing. Low-energy mass-spectrometric analysis showed it to
be about 3 % isotopically impure. Methanol (B.D.H. a.r.) was dried and twice redis¬
tilled in vacuo before storage. Trideuteromethanol was obtained by refluxing CD3OD
repeatedly with water and distilling until complete exchange (shown by infra-red spectro¬
scopy) of the deuterium atom attached to the oxygen had been obtained.

RESULTS

METHANE AND ETHANE FORMATION DURING THE PHOTOLYSIS OF

HEXADEUTEROACETONE

Since acetone-r/g was to be used as the trideuteromethyl radical source a pre¬
liminary study of CD4 and C2Dg formation during its photolysis was necessary.
Pressures of 30-60 mm acetone-d6 were used and the decomposition studied between
80 and 250°C. The major products observed and measured were CD4, CD3H
(formed by isotope impurity of acetone-r/g) CO and C2Dg. The reaction has been
studied by other workers,14"^ and the mechanism accepted for the decomposition is :

CD3COCD3^cd3co + -cd3 (1)

cd3co->.cd3 + co (la)
•cd3 + cd3cocd3^CD4 + -cd2cocd3 (2)

2-cd3->c2d6 (3)
•cd3+hcd2cocd3 -+cd3h+.cd2cocd3. (4)

The following steady-state relations are satisfied by this reaction scheme:

rcdJRc2d6 [acetone] = /c2/fcf
and

RcD3H/Kc2D6[acetone*] = kjk\,
where [Acetone *] denotes the concentration of the non-fully deuterated acetone.
(The exact concentration is not known but is assumed to be constant proportion of
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acetone-^6- This enables an activation energy to be deduced for reaction (4) but
no pre-exponential factor.)

The temperature-dependence of kz and k4 are shown in fig. 1 (curves 1 and 2
respectively). Using the accepted value 17 of 1013-34 for A:3 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1)
then the velocity constants may be expressed by the equations:

log k2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11-66+ 0 03) — (11440 ± 50)/2-303 RT
and log k4 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-74 —(9950+150)/2-303/?r.
The pre-exponential factor for k4 is not meaningful because the concentration of
acetone-c/5 is uncertain.) All results calculated by the method of least squares.

Fig. 1.—Arrhenius plots of velocity constants for hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction by
trideuteromethyl radicals.

curve 1 : abstraction from acetone-dg, (kzlk\) (mole-* cmt sec+);
curve 2 : hydrogen atom abstraction from acetone-dj, (Ar4/A+) (mole~i cmi sec~i);
curve 3 : deuterium atom abstraction from CD3OH, (ks/kf) (mole~+ cirri- sec-i);
curve 4 : hydrogen atom abstraction from CD3OH, (k6/kf) (mole~i cmt sec"+);
curve 5 : overall hydrogen atom abstraction from CH3OFI, (kj/kf) (mole~i cirri sec~i);
curve 6: hydrogen atom abstraction from methyl group of CH3OH, (ks/k$) (mole~i cnri sec~+);
curve 7 : ratio of hydrogen to deuterium atom abstraction, (ks/ks).

For convenience in presentation the following displacements have been made :
curve 1 : upwards by 3 units ; curve 3 : upwards by 2 units;
curve 4 : upwards by 1 unit; curve 6 : upwards by 1-7 units.

The scale on the right-hand ordinate refers to curve 7 only.

CD3H, CD4 and C2D6 formation during the photolysis of
acetone-(/6 in the presence of trideuteromethanol

The products observed and analyzed for quantitatively were CD3H, CD4, C2D6
and CO. The results are accounted for by the addition of the following reactions
to the previous scheme for the acetone-r/6 decomposition :

•CD3 + CD30H-^CD4+CD20H (5)
->CD3H + CD,0. (6)
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^cd4(5) stands for the rate of production of CD4 by reaction (5), being obtained
by subtracting from the total methane formation that part which comes from
reaction (2). The following steady-state relationships apply :

^cd4(5)/^C2d6CCD3OH] = /c5//c|
and

^cd3h(6)/-Rc2d6[CD3OH] = k6/k3.
where [CD3OH] denotes the concentration of trideuteromethanol.

Curves 3 and 4 of fig. 1 display the temperature-dependence of reactions (5)
and (6) over the temperature range 125-245°C, the concentrations of both acetone
and alcohol being varied in the range 1 to 2x 10-6 mole cm-3. They are expressed
by the equations:

log k5 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-18±0-06)-(9290± 100)/2-303 RT
and log k6 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-46 + 0-03) —(8980 ±60)/2-303 RT.

CD3H, CD4 and C2D6 formation during the photolysis of

acetone-r/g in the presence of methanol

When the photolysis is carried out in the presence of unlabelled methanol, the
CD3H formation reveals only the overall rate of hydrogen-atom abstraction from
the alcohol, i.e., reaction (7) represents the sum of the separate reactions (8) and (9).

•CD3+CH3OH:->CD3H+(COH:3). (7)
•CD3 + CH30H^CD3H+CH20H (8)
•CD3 + CH30H^CD3H + CH30. (9)

The overall velocity constant kj is given by the relation :

^CD3H(7)/kc2D6[CH3OH] = fc7//c3.
The temperature-dependence of k-j in the temperature range 125-250°C is shown
in fig. 1 (curve 5), and is expressed by the equation :

log k-j (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-68 + 0-05) — (8400±80)/2-30 R7\
By making the assumption that k9 = k6 (i.e., no significant secondary isotope
effect) 16> 18 then Arrhenius parameters may be determined for reaction (8). In
this way, the velocity constant kg (fig. 1, curve 6) may be expressed:

log kg (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-38 — 8140/2-303 RT.

DISCUSSIONS

The photolysis of acetone-c/g is discussed before considering the different re¬
activities of the methyl and hydroxyl groups of methanol towards attack by methyl
radicals and the isotope effects.

ACETONE- r/g PHOTOLYSIS

The photolysis of acetone-dg has been studied 14_16 by several workers. Our
values of 11 -66 and 11 -4 kcal mole-1 for log A and E can be compared with reported
values of 11-72 and 11-6 kcal mole-1 and 11-6 and 10-3 kcal mole-1 (ref. (15) and
(14) respectively). Our value for the activation energy for abstraction of a hydrogen
atom (reaction (4)) is 9-95 kcal mole-1. This may be compared with the well-
substantiated value of 9-7 + 0-2 kcal mole-1 for the reaction : CH3 + CH3COCH3 ->
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CH4+ CH2COCH3. Assuming that the CH3 and CD3 radicals have the same
reactivity then our data indicate a primary isotope effect for the substitution of
hydrogen by deuterium in acetone of 1-5±0-2 kcal mole-1 which is close to the
zero-point energy difference 11 of 1-2 kcal mole-1 for C—H and C—D single
vibrations.

Appreciable curvature of the Arrhenius plot is observed below 125°C for this
reaction. This can be interpreted as an apparent excess of mothane formation by
a reaction of low activation energy, possibly,

■CD3 + CD3C0 ->CD4 + CD2CO.

ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN METHYL RADICAL ATTACK ON METHANOL

The results obtained enable a primary isotope effect to be determined for the
CH3- and CD3-groups. The ratio of hydrogen to deuterium atom abstraction
(reactions (5) and (8)) is plotted in fig. 1 (curve 7) and it is clear that a hydrogen atom
is abstracted more easily than is a deuterium atom, the ratio varying with temperature,
having a value at 182°C of 5-6. Comparison of equations for £5 and kg shows that
the A factors do not differ significantly from unity within experimental error. The
activation energy difference, En—En is M5 kcal mole-1. This is close to the zero-
point difference 19 of 1-2 kcal mole-1 corresponding to a single C—H and C—D
vibration. Shannon and Harrison 9 have reported a value of 1-3 kcal mole-1 for
Ed—En; however, their values for En and En are in poor agreement with those
reported in this work. In table 1 our data on the primary isotope effect are compared
with those obtained for other compounds.

Table 1.—Primary kinetic isotope effects in attack by CH3 or CD3 radicals on
c—h and c—d bonds

substrates k„lkD (150') ^H/^D
kcal mole 1
(E„-Ed)

difference
in z.p.e.

ref.

CH3OH and CD3OH 6-6 0-63 115 1-2 this work

CH3CH3 and CH3CD3 60 10 1-5 1-2 16
CH3NH9 and CD3NH2 6-9 0-74 1-4 1-2 18

CH3CH?CH3 and
CH,CD)CH2 9-5 0-63 1-4 1-2 20, 21

hydrogen-atom abstraction from methanol

(a) overall

log A E log £182° ref.

10 68 8-41 6-63 this work
10-53 8-2 6-58 7

10-49 8-2 6-54 6
10-76 8-7 6-57 9

The values of the Arrhenius parameters obtained in this and other work are
reported above; both parameters and rates are in good agreement.

(b) ABSTRACTION FROM CD3OH
reaction log A E log /<>82° ref.

CD3+CD3OH-+CD4 10-18 9-3 5-71 this work

CD3+CD)OH->CD3H 10-46 9-0 613 this work

CH3+CH30H-FCH3D 11-25 11-7 5-63 9

CH3+CD30H-8CH4 9-25 6-4 6-18 9
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The Arrhenius parameters are in poor agreement with those reported 9 by
Shannon and Harrison although the rates of hydrogen and deuterium atom ab¬
straction at 182°C are in good agreement for both reactions. Noticeable is the
difference in activation energies of 5-3 kcal mole-1 for Ed—En, counterbalanced
by the large pre-exponential factor difference obtained by Shannon and Harrison,
whereas Ed—En in this work is only 0-3 kcal mole-1, and the pre-exponential
factors are similar.

(c) ABSTRACTION FROM CH3OH
reaction log A

CD3+CH3OH->CD3H 10-38
CD3+CH3OH->CD3H 10-46
CH3+CH3OH->CH4 11-38

CH3+CH3OH->CH4 9-25

The absolute rate constants are in good agreement, but there is a large dis¬
crepancy in both sets of Arrhenius parameters which cannot be explained.

RELATIVE REACTIVITIES OF THE METHYL AND HYDROXYL GROUPS

Comparison of the Arrhenius parameters for reactions (6) and (8) enable an assess¬
ment to be made regarding the reactivity towards methane formation of the methyl
and hydroxyl groups. There is only a relatively small difference between both sets
of parameters, E^ — E^ being 0-9 kcal mole-1 and A6/As = 1-2.

In terms of overall rates of attack at 182°C the methyl group is about twice as
reactive as is the hydroxyl group; however, in terms of the number of hydrogen
atoms available for attack the hydroxyl group is more reactive (about 1-4 times).
This conclusion is in strong contrast with the result reported by Cher 8 where
the methyl group was 45 times more reactive at 30°C than was the hydroxyl group.
It is, however, in reasonable agreement with Shannon's conclusion 9 that k^/kf, is
1-6 at 182°C.

The similarity of the rate constants and activation energies for reactions (6) and
(8) suggests that there is not a large difference in the bond strengths Z)(H—CH2OH)
and D(CH30—H). The value of the latter is fairly well established 22 at about
102 kcal mole-1. Photobromination studies of methanol23 have indicated that
D(H—CH20H)~92 kcal mole-1. We consider that such a relatively weak bond
in the molecule would be likely to be attacked with more ease than the O—H bond.
Our kinetic data show no such positional preference which suggests the C—H bond
strength in methanol might be nearer to that of the O—H bond than the above
figures indicate. Using group-energy terms 24 to calculate the enthalpy of formation
of CH2OH leads to a value of about 96 kcal mole-1 for the bond H—CH2OH, a
value which is more in keeping with our kinetic data than the figure of ~92 kcal
mole-1.

RATE CONSTANT AT 182°C AND ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS FOR HYDROGEN

ABSTRACTION BY METHOXYL FROM METHANE

Although the rate constants and Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen abstraction
by methoxyl from some C2 to C5 alkanes have been measured,2-3 abstraction from
methane could not be studied because of experimental difficulties:

CHsO.+CH/^CHJOH + CHS. (10)
k- 10

E log /c182° ref.

8-1 6-461

90 6-13J
this work

10-4 6-38 9

6-4 6-18 9
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We have assumed that the rate constant for reaction (6)
CD3+CD30H->CD3H + CD30- (6)

may be used for /c-io- This is a reasonable assumption because it is an O—H
bond which is being broken in both reaction (—10) and reaction (6). If k10 = &•_6,
then kio = Ki0k-io = Ki0k$, where A"10 is the equilibrium constant.

Alio was calculated from In K = — AG°/RT, where G°/RT = (G° — Ho)/
RT+ AHfo/RT. The following values were used for the free energy functions
(G° — Hq)/T at 182°C in units of cal deg .-1 mole-1, CH30-, -49-65 (ref. (25)), CH4,
-39-97 (calc. from ref. (26)), CH3OH, -52-15 (ref. (27)) and CH3-, -41-54 (calc.
from ref. (26)). Heats of formation at 0°K in kcal mole"1 were extrapolated from
the following values at 298°K, CH30-, +2-0 (ref. (28)), CH4, —17-9 (ref. (26)),
CH3OH, -48-1 (ref. (29)), CH3-, 33-9 (ref. (30)). AG°/RT was calculated to be
-0-79 at 182°C, giving log Al10 = +0-34, i.e., log ki0 = 0-34 + 6-13 = 6-47 at 182°C.

The activation energy El0 for hydrogen abstraction from methane by methoxyl,
is obtained from Eio = AHio + E-io = AH10 + E6. Now AHi0 at -273°C is 1-1
kcal mole-1, and at 25°C it is 1-7 kcal mole-1, so extrapolation to 182°C gives
AHio = 2-0. Then E\o = 2-0 + 9-0 = 11-0 kcal mole-1. From k\o and E\o, Aio =
lOn-s mole-1 cm1 sec-1.

Methoxyl has a reactivity similar to trifluoromethyl but is more reactive than
methyl.1"4 The rate constant at 182°C and Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen
abstraction by methoxyl from methane and ethane fits this pattern as shown by
the comparison of related reactions.

log k at 182°C log A E ref.

ch3-+ch4->ch4+ch3 • 4-9 11-0 12-8 a

ch3o •+ch4->ch3oh+ch3 • 6-5 11-8 11-0 b
cf3-+ch4->cf3h+ ch3- 6-9 11-8 10-3 c

ch3 •+c2h6->ch4+c2h5 • 6-1 11-1 10-4 a

ch3o-+c2h6->-ch3oh+c2h5 • 8-0 11-2 7-1 d
cf3 •+c2h6->cf3h+ c2h5 • 8-1 11-7 7-5 c

Units k and A mole-1 cm3 sec-1; E kcal mole-1.

(a) calc. from ref. (31) and ref. (17); (b) this work; (c) ref. (31); (d) calc. from ref. (3), ref. (17),
using a rate constant of 1013-1 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 for CH3- + CH30- -K3H3OCH3 (ref. (32)).

We are grateful to Prof. P. Gray of Leeds, and Dr. A. G. Harrison of Toronto
for helpful comments, and to Dr. K. J. Ivin of Leeds for the gift of acetone-^.
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The reaction of methyl radicals with trideuteromethyl mercaptan has been studied in the tem¬
perature range 130-200 C in order to determine the rate at which hydrogen and deuterium atom
abstraction occurs. Abstraction of the hydrogen atom is facile, the S—H bond being broken
about 120 times faster than is the C—D bond. An unusual feature of the reaction is the abstraction
of the mercapto group from the substrate by methyl radicals.

Arrhenius parameters (based on a value of 1013'34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 for the rate of recombina¬
tion of methyl radicals) have been measured for the reactions :

log A
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1)

CH3- + CH3COCH3->CH4+-CH2COCH3 11-35
CH3- + CD3SH^CH4 + CD3S- 1103
CH3-+CD3SH^CH3D-f-CD2SH 10-88
CH3 •+CD3SH -*CH3SH+CD3 • 10-73

Using the relationships In (Ai/A-i) = AS/R and a/7 = Ei—E-i, Arrhenius parameters have
been calculated for the reaction of methylthio radicals with methane. It appears that methylthio
radicals do not readily abstract hydrogen atoms from methane and it is suggested that radical-
radical reactions are likely to be a more important feature of their chemistry than hydrogen atom
abstraction reactions.

E (kcal mole-1)

9-5
4-1
8-3
7-6

Although kinetic data are available for hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl
radicals from hydrocarbons,1' 2 nitrogen-containing compounds 3-6 and oxygenated
compounds,1- 2 few data are available where an S—-H bond is broken. Inaba and
Darwent 7 have photolyzed methyl mercaptan and obtained an activation energy of
4>6 kcal mole-1 for hydrogen atom removal by a hydrogen atom. Kerr and
Trotman-Dickenson 8 have reported rate constants at 30°C for the reaction of
methyl radicals with some alkyl mercaptans. Since data are now available 9 for
the reaction of methyl radicals with methanol it will be of interest to compare the
reactivities of the O—-H and S—-H bonds towards methyl radical attack.

A firm thermochemical background has been established for sulphur-contain¬
ing compounds 10> 11 but there is little information regarding the reactivity of radicals
containing sulphur and, in particular, no rate data are available for the reaction:

i

ch3s .+ch4^ch3sh+ch3.
-1

If the Arrhenius parameters for reaction (—1) can be determined, and the equilibrium
constant for the reaction K = k\jk^\ is calculated then parameters for the reaction
(1) can be evaluated, and an idea of the reactivity of the methylthio radical CH3S-
obtained.

379
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For these reasons it was decided to investigate the reaction of methyl radicals
with trideuteromethane thiol (the deuterated compound being used so that the
contributions of the methyl and mercaptan groups could be separately identified).

EXPERIMENTAL

materials

Acetone (B.D.H. a.r.) was dried and distilled. It was then subjected to several bulb-
to-bulb distillations in vacuo the middle fraction being retained each time.

Acetone-fig was obtained from Merck Sharp and Dohme, dried, distilled and stored in
a blackened bulb. Its isotopic purity was reported as being 99 %.

1 rideuteromethyl mercap.an was obtained from Merck Sharp and Dohme and was of
98 % isotopic purity. Its chemical purity was confirmed by mass spectrometric and gas
chromatographic analysis.

procedure

The photolyses of acetone and hexadeuteroacetone were used as sources of methyl
and trideuteromethyl radicals respectively. Wavelengths used were /> 3000 A where the
mercaptan is transparent.

The experimental details are essentially similar to those described previously.12"14
The concentrations of CH4 and CH3D were calculated from their mass spectral contributions
at m/e values 15, 16 and 17, using the method of Schissler, fihompson and lurkevitch.15

When CH3. radicals were reacted with CD3SH, minor amounts of CD3H and CD4
were found in the reaction products, the ratio of CD3H to CD4 being very similar to the
ratio CH4 to CH3D. In these experiments mass spectrometric analysis showed the ethane
fraction to contain small quantities of CD3CH3 and C2D6 as well as C2Hfi. 1 hese observa¬
tions suggested that CD3« radicals were being generated in the reaction system. Ac¬
cordingly hexadeuteroacetone was photolyzed in the presence of CD3SH in order to obtain
further information regarding the reaction of CD3. radicals with methyl mereaptan.

1 he products formed by the secondary CD3S- radicals released into the reaction system
were of interest because of the information this would yield regarding the fate and reactivity
of these radicals. Ihe reaction products were analyzed by gas chromatography using a
5'-di-nonyl phthalate on firebrick column at 25°C, and a hydrogen flame detector. Re¬
action products were identified by comparing retention times with those of a standard
sample, and also by mass-spectrometric analysis. In this manner, appreciable yields of
dimcihyl disulphide and of dimethyl sulphide and small yields of ethyl mercaptan were
observed.

RESULTS

METHYL RADICAL SOURCES

PHOTOLYSIS OF ACETONE

The major reaction products formed in the temperature range 125-200°c were
ch4, co and c2h6. The results are shown in fig. 1 (curve 1) and are consistent
with the mechanism 16> 17 :

ch3coch3-»2ch3 ♦ + co

ch3.+ch3coch3-^ch4+. ch2coch3
2

2ch3.^c2h6
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Using the accepted value 18 of 1013-34 mole"1 cm3 sec-1 for log ki, the results for
reaction (1) are explained by the equation :

log k\ (mole"1 cm3 sec"1) = (11-35 ±0-08) — [(9530± 160)/2-303 RT],

Fig. 1.—Temperature dependence (Arrhenius plots) of velocity constants k\, kg, k$, ke, k%, kg and
Ario, for hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction by methyl or trideuteromethyl radicals.

Curve 1—Hydrogen atom abstraction from acetone,
(k\jk\) (mole"* cm* sec"*)

Curve 2—Deuterium atom abstraction from acetone-rfe,
(kilk\) (mole"* cm* sec"*)

Curve 3—-Hydrogen atom abstraction from acetone-r/u,
ik^k\) (mole-* cm* sec"*)

Curve 4—Hydrogen atom abstraction by CD.r radicals from CD3SH,
{k6lk\) (mole-* cm* sec"*)

Curve 5—Hydrogen atom abstraction by CHj- radicals from CD3SH,
(kg/k\) (mole"* cm* sec"*)

Curve 6—Deuterium atom abstraction from CD3SH,
(kg/k^) (mole-* cm* sec"*)

Curve 7—Mercaptyl group abstraction from CD3SH,
(kio/k\) (mole"* cm* sec-*)

For convenience in presentation the following displacements have been made:
curve 1, upwards by 2-4 units; curve 5, upwards by 0-6 unit;
curve 2, upwards by 2-0 units; curve 6, upwards by 1-6 units;
curve 3, upwards by 2 0 units ; curve 7, upwards by 0-6 unit,
curve 4, upwards by 1-2 units;

These Arrhenius parameters are in good agreement with reported 16> 17 values for
log .Ti and E\ of 11-5 and 9-7 and 11-5 and 9-6 kcal mole-1.

PHOTOLYSIS OF HEXADEUTEROACETONE

The reaction products observed and analyzed for were CD4, CO, C2D6 and,
because of the isotopie impurity, small quantities of CD3H. Our results are shown
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in fig. 1 (curves 2 and 3) and are explained by the reaction scheme 19> 20:

CD3COCD3-+2cd3. + CO
3

cd3.+cd3cocd3->cd4+. cd2cocd3
4

cd3. + cd2hcocd3-4cd3h +. cd2cocd3
5

2CD3. —► C2D6
Our results, based on log k5 = 13-34 mole-1 cm2 sec-1, are expressed by the
equations:

log k3 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11-57±0 01) — [(11290±30)/2-303 RT],
and

log k4 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 9-87 — [(9480)/2-303 RT].

(A4 is not a meaningful factor here because the exact concentration of isotopically-
impure acetone is not known.) The values for log A 3 and £3 are in reasonable
agreement with the results of other workers.9' 19> 20

CD3H, CD4 AND c2D6 FORMATION IN THE PHOTOLYSIS OF ACETONE-^
IN THE PRESENCE OF CD3SH

When CH3 radicals are reacted with CD3SH, CD3 radicals are generated by a
radical-displacement or group-abstraction reaction, consequently it was necessary to
know approximately the rate at which CD 3 radicals reacted with the substrate. Ac¬
cordingly a brief study of this reaction was made. The following reactions need to
be considered in addition to the reaction scheme outlined for the photolysis of
hexadeuteroacetone:

6

CD3. + CD3SH->CD3H + CD3S.
7

cd3.+cd3sh-»cd4-i-.cd2sh
If 7?cd3^6) stands for the steady-state production of trideuteromethane by

reaction (6), being obtained by subtracting from the total CD3H yield that amount
contributed by reaction (4), then

^cd3h(6)/-Rc2D6[CD3SH] = k6/k%.
Our results are shown in fig. 1 (curve 4) and correspond to values for log A$ and
E6 of 10-3 and 3-1 kcal mole-1 respectively. These values are probably not accurate
to better than 1 kcal mole-1 but they are used merely to give approximate values for
k 6 in the next section.

PHOTOLYSIS OF ACETONE IN THE PRESENCE OF CD3SH«

The products observed when CD3 radicals reacted with CD3SH were CH4,
CH3D, CD3H, CD4, C2H6, C2H3D3, C2D6, CO, CD3SSCD3 and CD3SCH3. To
explain their formation the following reactions must be added to the mechanism
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suggested for the photolysis of acetone:
s

ch3.+cd3sh-»ch4+cd3s .

-^ch3d+.cd2sh
10

->cd3+ch3sh
6

cd3.+cd3sh->cd3h+cd3s .

-^cd4+.cd2sh
5

2CD3«->C2D6

cd3.+ch3."cd3ch3
12

2CD3S »->CD3SSCD3
13

cd3s .+ch3.-*ch3scd3
Reactions (8) and (9) are typical hydrogen atom abstractions for such systems.

Reaction (10) is more unusual since it indicates that the C—S bond is being broken,
and the reaction may be regarded as one in which the SH group is abstracted by the
methyl radical or one in which the CD3 group is displaced by the methyl radical.
This is not a common type of reaction and few activation energy data have been
obtained for such reactions.

To evaluate the velocity constant for reaction (10) either the CD3SH formed or
the CD3- radicals produced can be measured. We have chosen the second method
and k\Q has been calculated as follows: it is considered that the major fates of CD3
radicals are reactions (5), (6), (7) and (11). Measurement of the CD3H and CD4
formed give the contributions of reactions (6) and (7). The C2Hf> was evaluated
from the ratio /?cd3h/R£,d6[CD3SH]. Since the value of this ratio (k^jk^) is known
at the particular temperature (previous section), also Rcd3h and CD3SH are known,
then Rc2d6 can be calculated. As a check on this value a similar method can be
applied to the ratio Rcd4/R£2dJCD3SH] which is equal to k7/k\.

Reaction (11) also consumes CD3- radicals. This contribution is calculated
using the observation 21 that the cross-combination constant for alkyl radicals is
two, i.e.,

^CH3 • CD3/^ctH6^C2D6 = 2-
Using the known values of Rc2h6 and Rc2d6 then Rc2h3d3 can be found. In a
typical experiment at 136°C the following results were obtained for the composition
of the ethane fraction:

Rc2h6 (moles-1 cm3 sec-1) = 1-61 x 10-12.
From reaction (7), 7?c2d6 was calculated to be 0-53 x 10-8 (moles' cm* sec1).

From reaction (8), Rc2n6 was calculated to be 0-75 x 10-8. This value is
probably less accurate than the value obtained via Rcd3h, because Rcd3h > Rcd4-
Using the ratio quoted above leads to Rcd3ch3 = 1-5 xlO-14 (moles-1 cm3 sec-1).
The ratio C2D6: C2D3H3: C2Hg is 1 : 300: 30,000 and Rcd3h/£Rcd3 1s 0-98 so
that, without introducing any appreciable error the sum of the rates of formation
of CD3H (7), CD4 (8) and CD3CH3 (11) is considered to be equal to the rate of
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formation of methyl mercaptan by reaction (10), i.e., to the rate of SH group ab¬
straction by methyl radicals.

Applying the usual steady-state relationships we obtain various rate constant
ratios the results of which are shown in fig. 1 (curves 5, 6 and 7) and are expressed
by the equations:

log k8 (mole-1 cm1 sec-1) = (11-03 + 0-15) — [(4100 ± 210)/2-303 RT],
log k9 (mole-1 cm1 sec-1) = (10-88 ±0-05) -[(8260+ 130)/2-303i?r],

log k10 (mole-1 cm? sec-1) = (10-73±0-05)-[(7600±150)/2-303 RT].
At 30°C log ks (mole-1 cm8 sec-1) has a value of 8-1 which can be compared

with the reported value 8 of 7-3 for the overall rate constant for hydrogen abstraction
from methyl mercaptan.

DISCUSSION

ABSTRACTION FROM THE CD3- GROUP OF cd3sh

Our results indicate that deuterium atom abstraction from cd3sh occurs and
the Arrhenius parameters are typical for such reactions. In table 1, the A factors,
activation energies and velocity constants at 164°C are compared for a variety of
substrates. The -—SH group appears to have somewhat of an activating effect upon
the reactivity of the CD3-group. Although there is no regular trend the more polar
groups seem to render the cd3-group more reactive towards radical attack than
the non-polar or neutral substituents.

Table 1.—Comparison of velocity constants at 164°C and arrhenius parameters

for D-atom abstraction by methyl radicals from various substrates

substrate mole-1 cm3 sec-1
log A

kcal mole
E

mole-1 cm3 sec-1
log k (164°C) ref.

CD3CD3 11-3 14-8 3-6* 22

CD3COCD3 11-66 11-4 5.7* this work
CD3OH 1018 9-3 5-2 9

CD3NH2 10-86 101 5-8 4

cd3sh 10 88 8-3 6-6 this work

cd3f. 11-6 100 6-61 23
* velocity constant divided by two to account for symmetry.
t result based on assuming zero-point energy difference of 1-3 kcal mole-1, for £cd3f~£ch3f

ABSTRACTION FROM THE sh GROUP OF cd3sh-

From our data for hydrogen atom abstraction, methyl mercaptan is one of the
most reactive molecules yet studied in this respect, and essentially this reactivity is
a consequence of the low activation energy of 4-1 kcal mole-1. This value may
be compared with the activation energy difference for £i4 —£5 of 2-8 kcal mole-1
obtained 24 in a study of the thermal decomposition of acetaldehyde catalyzed by
methyl mercaptan at 400-440°C :

ch3.+ch3cho->ch4+ch3co .

Using the reported value 28 of 7-5 kcal mole-1 for £14 leads to a direct value of
4-7 kcal mole-1 for E$. Imai and Toyarna 25> 26 have also reported two values for
the Arrhenius parameters of methyl radicals with H2S :

15

ch3. + h2s->ch4-!-.sh. , v:
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They concluded 25 that £14—£15 is 4 0 kcal mole-1 and Ais/An is 1-7 so that £15
is 3-5 kcal mole-1 and log Ai5 is 12-23 mole-1 cm3 sec-1. Using acetone as a methyl
radical source 26 leads to values for log ^15 and £15 of 11-4 and 2-6 kcal mole-1
respectively. Inaba and Darwent have reported7 that hydrogen atoms abstract
hydrogen from methyl mercaptan with an activation energy of 4-6 kcal mole-1.

Hydrogen atom abstraction data from X—H bonds, where X is an atom other
than carbon have been reported for ammonia,27 hydrazine,28 dimethylamine,6
methyl hydroxylamine 5 and methanol,9 logarithm of the velocity constants for ab¬
straction at 164°C of 5-9, 8-5, 7-6, 8-4 and 6-0 respectively, being reported. Clearly
both H2S and CH3SH (log kl64° being 10-1 and 9-0 respectively) are much more
reactive than the other molecules studied. The high reactivity of the sulphur-con¬
taining compounds can only partly be explained by the relatively weak nature of
the S—-H bonds since although, for example, D(Vi—SH)/£(H—N2H3) is almost
exactly unity, £h-sh/7ch-n2h3 is about 40. Similarly, D(H—SCH3)/£(H—N(CH3)2)
— 1-0 and &h-sch3/&h-N(CH3)2 is 25.

ABSTRACTION OF THE SH GROUP IN CD3SH

There are few other reactions for which kinetic data are available for the group
abstraction (or radical displacement) reaction. In the photolysis of biacetyl, Blacet
and Bell29 observed that a methyl radical is capable of abstracting an acetyl group :

CH3- + CH3COCOCH3 ->CH3COCH3 + .COCH3,
and have reported an activation energy of 6-6 kcal mole-1 for this reaction. Phillips
has reported 30 that a methyl radical is able to abstract the NO group from methyl
nitrite and terms this reaction an inversion reaction. Pitts 31 has reviewed the evid¬
ence for free radical displacement reactions such as

CH3- + CH3CH=CHCOCH3 ^CHjCD. + C4H8
and clearly these reactions are more common than was once supposed.

The observation that CD3 radicals are generated in our reaction system in a region
where the CD3SH does not decompose thermally or photochemically can only
reasonably be explained by the reaction (10) in which the SH group is abstracted
(or CD3» group displaced) by a methyl radical. Our data yield an activation energy
of 8-3 kcal mole-1 and a " normal " A factor for abstraction reactions of 10-88. In
fact it is easier by a factor of two to abstract an —SH group from CD3SH than it
is to abstract a deuterium atom. This relative ease of abstraction is probably re¬
lated to the weak bond that exists between the methyl and mercaptyl groups, because
£(CD3—SH) is about 32 70 kcal mole-1.

REACTIVITY OF THE METHYLTHIO RADICAL

Among the typical kinds of reactions observed in free radicals are: (a) auto-
combination, (b) combination with other radicals or odd electron species, (c) iso-
merization, (d) addition to olefins, (e) hydrogen atom abstraction.

The presence of dimethyl disulphide in the products of the photolysis of methyl
mercaptan 7 and in the work reported here indicates that, unlike the methoxyl
radical, the methylthio radical reacts by autocombination to form a stable dimer;
this is probably a consequence of the stronger bond formed in the disulphide (73
kcal mole-1) than in dimethyl peroxide (36 kcal mole-1). Reaction by mode (b)
is also established in this work for this family by the presence of dimethyl sulphide
in the reaction products. The absence of ethyl mercaptan in larger amounts than

13
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can be explained by methyl radical addition to the .CH2SH radical (formed by
hydrogen atom abstraction from the methyl group of CH3SH) suggests that iso-
merization of the CH3S* radical to -Gh^SH is not a major reaction for these radicals
in this temperature range. The use of mercaptans in polymer chemistry is evidence
for the ready addition of these radicals to unsaturated linkages and hence estab¬
lishes pathway (d) for this family.

There are few data, if any, that give information regarding the ability of the
methylthio radical to abstract a hydrogen atom from a substrate molecule:

1

ch3s.+ch4^ch3sh+ch3.
-1

By calculating the equilibrium constant K (= ki/k-i) and using our data for (—1)
we obtain information regarding the reactivity of CH3S- in this respect. Calculating
that AS is 4-9 cal deg.-1 mole-1 leads to a value of 1012-1 for A\, and using E\ = E-1
gives E\ = 18-2 kcal mole-1. Hence the rate constant for reaction (1) is given by

log ki (mole-1 cm2 sec-1) = 12-1 - [18200/2-303 RT].
The rate constant calculated in this manner is probably not accurate to better than
an order of magnitude but it does, however, give a useful guide to the reactivity of
the radical. At 164°, log k\ has a value of 3-0; this is appreciably lower than the
values calculated or measured for the reaction with methane of methoxyl, methyl
and methylamino radicals which are 6-7, 4-1 and 3-9 respectively. This lack of
reactivity of the methylthio radical reflects the endothermicity of reaction (1), since,
for example, the S—H bond being formed is relatively weak (89 kcal mole-1) com¬
pared with the O—H bond in methanol (102 kcal mole-1).

We thank Dr. R. Shaw of the Stanford Research Institute, California, for helpful
discussions. We are also grateful to Esso Research Limited for a grant in aid
of this work and the Chemical Society Research Fund for a grant for chemicals.

APPENDIX

Bond dissociation energies, heats of formation and entropies used.
1 he individual values used are as follows :

bond dissociation energies (kcal/mole-1)

D(CH3—H) 33 = 104, (CH30—H) 34 = 102, (CH3NH—H) 35 = 93,
(CH3S—H) 36 = 89, (H—SH) 36 = 91.

heats of formation (kcal mole-1), 298°K
(CH4) 37 = -17-9, (CH3.) 37 = 32, (CH3OH) 38 = —48-1, (gh3o.) 39 =
+ 2 0, (CH3NH2) 40 = -5-1, (CH3NH.) 35 = 35, (CH3SH) 38 = -.4,
(CH3S-) 36 = 31-8, (-SH) 32 = 32.

entropies of formation, S298 (cal deg.-1 mole-1)
(CH4) 37 = 44-5, (CH3.) 38 = 46-0, (CH3OH) 41 = 56-5, (CH30.) 9 = 55,
(CH3NH2) 38 = 57-7, (CH3NH.) 42 = 56-3, (CH3SH) 38 = 60-9,
(CH3S.) 42 = 56-5, (-SH) 37 = 46-7.
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The reactions of trifluoromethyl radicals with methanol and trideuteromethanol have been
studied in the temperature range 84-162°c in order to determine the rate at which hydrogen and
deuterium atom abstraction occurs. Over this temperature range, abstraction from the hydroxyl
group is slightly favoured over abstraction from the methyl group. Substitution of deuterium for
hydrogen alters the positional reactivity by an amount in accord with the zero-point energy difference.

Arrhenius parameters (based upon a value of 1013-34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 of the rate constant of
combination of trifluoromethyl radicals) have been measured for the reactions :

CF3 + n-C4H 10 -*CF3H + C4H9
CF3 + CH3OH -Aran + (COH3)
cf3+cd3oh ->-cf3h+cd3o
cf3+cd3oh ^cf3d+cd2oh
cf3+ch3oh ^-cf3h+ch2oh

and have been calculated for

ch3o+cf3h ^ch3oh+cf3
(units of A mole-1 cm3 sec-1 and E kcal mole-1).

log A E

11-3 5-7

9.9 3-7

9-5 3-2

10-2 6-6

10-0 4-7

9-5 7-7

The reactions of the lower fluoroalkyl radicals with hydrocarbons have received
much attention 1 and it has been suggested 2 that, for hydrogen atom abstraction
reactions, the activation energies required are ca. 3 kcal mole-1 lower and the
reaction rates much higher for the reactions involving fluoroalkyl radicals than for
the alkyl radicals. There are few data 3-5 reported for the hydrogen atom abstraction
reactions of fluoroalkyl radicals with polar molecules; however, these suggest that
there are much smaller dilferences between both the activation energies and the
reaction rate constants for such reactions and the values observed for alkyl radicals.
It is not clear to what extents the polarity of the substrate molecule or the strength
of the bond being broken determine the reaction rates in such cases. A molecule
such as methanol should provide information in this respect, and by using CD3OH
the relative reactivities of the hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon and oxygen
atoms may be evaluated. Carlton et a!.6 have reported data for this reaction;
however, our preliminary experiments showed completely different rates of attack
on the CD3OH from their results and accordingly we carried out an investigation
of the reaction of trifluoromethyl radicals with methanol and trideuteromethanol.

EXPERIMENTAL

Hexafluoroacetone (HFA) and hexafluoroazomethane (HFAM) are the two sources
normally used to generate trifluoromethyl radicals. However, because of the reactivity
of the carbonyl group in HFA with molecules such as methanol, methyl mercaptan and

414 1
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methylamine, it cannot be used as a radical source with such substrates. HFAM is a
photochemical source of trifluoromethyl radicals but suffers from the disadvantage that
these radicals react extremely readily by the addition to the parent molecule.

Trifluoromethyl iodide (TFMI) is a good photolytic source of CF3 radicals. It does
not react with methanol and accordingly we have used this as our radical source.

materials

trifluoromethyl iodide (Pierce Chemical Co.,) contained small amounts of fluoroform,
hexafluoroethane and carbon dioxide. These were removed by low-temperature distillation
at — 130°C in a vacuum line.

hexafluoroacetone (Dupont Co.,) contained fluoroform, hexafluoroethane, tetra-
fluoroethylene and carbon dioxide. These were removed as stated above.

trideuteromethanol (Merck Sharp and Dohme,) methanol and n-butane were
throughly degassed and stored on the vacuum line.

procedure

The reaction cell was a quartz cylinder (volume 218 cm3) which was housed in a heavy
aluminium block furnace fitted with quartz side windows. A modified Bikini-Fenwal
relay unit controlled the furnace temperature to better than ±0-2°C. The reaction cell
was fitted with a Teflon stopcock and metal valves were used in the analytical system. The
light source was an Flanovia 220 W mercury lamp and a parallel beam from the full arc
was used.

Reaction mixtures of the radical source and the substrate were made up by making use
of a butyl phthalate manometer. Within our experimental error no changes in pressures
were observed in mixing TFMI with methanol or n-butane or HFA with n-butane. On
mixing HFA and methanol a considerable pressure decrease was observed and a white
crystalline solid was formed.

After reaction the contents of the cell were expanded into the analytical train and collected
in a liquid-nitrogen trap. After the removal of carbon monoxide (when HFA was used)
by pumping, the contents of the trap were transferred quantitatively by a Toepler pump to
the injection system of the gas chromatography apparatus. The analysis of C2F6 and
CF3H was performed on a 3 m column of silica gel at 50°C using hydrogen as a carrier gas
and a Gow-Mac thermistor detector. In experiments involving CD3OH, CF3H and CF3D
were eluted from the column together and were trapped in a U-tube at — 196°C. They
were then analyzed mass-spectromelrically using an AEI Ltd. MS 10 mass spectrometer.
The sensitivities of CF3H and CF3D were assumed to be the same and the peaks at mle
equal to 51 and 52 were used in the analysis, a correction being applied to the 52 peak for
the contribution from 13CF2H+.

RESULTS

As a check on our experimental and analytical technique we studied the reaction
of n-butane with CF3 radicals using the photolyses of HFA and TFMI to generate
the radicals. This reaction was chosen since it has been studied by other workers.

HYDROGEN ATOM ABSTRACTION FROM n-BUTANE

using HFA.—When CF3 radicals are generated in the presence of n-butane,
fluoroform and hexafluoroethane are formed by the following reactions:

CF3+C4H 10 4CF3H+C4H9
2CF34-C2F6

Our data, given in table 1, are represented by the equation
log AqOnole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (ll-77±0-24)-(6190±430)/2-303/?T,
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where the error limits are the standard deviations of a least-mean-squares computer
treatment and the rate constant of combination of trifiuoromethyl radicals is assumed7
to be 1013-34 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1). Other values reported,8,9 for the Arrhenius
parameters of reaction (1) are 11-15 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) and 5-1 (kcal mole-1) and
11-46 and 5-3.

Table 1.—-Hydrogen atom abstraction from h-butane by trifluoromethyl radicals

(using HFA).
T°k t (sec) c4h10 hfa cf3h c2f6 k, !k%

357-1 45 0-391 1-44 58-7 50-5 21-1
357-1 45 0-586 1-66 65-9 29-1 20-9
357-1 180 0-506 1-86 64-9 38-1 20-8
370-2 45 1-65 0-747 86-3 4-95 23-5
370-2 180 1-62 0-735 82-1 4-83 23-0
370-3 90 0-423 1-04 100-1 29-8 43-4
370-5 90 0-724 0-766 99-2 21-2 29-8
384-5 60 0-415 1-89 117-1 50-1 39-9
400-0 45 0-551 1-56 177-9 39-6 51-3
400-0 60 0-276 1-26 120-4 67-4 53-2
416-6 45 0-980 0-977 226-6 10-1 72-7
416-6 90 1-27 0-57 175-8 5-10 61-4
434-6 45 0-371 1-69 315-0 63-8 106-3
434-8 45 0-318 1-17 262-5 71-0 98-0
434-9 60 0-450 1-27 279-1 39-7 98-4

C4H10 and HFA in 10-6 mole cm-3;; CF3H and C2F6 in 10-12 mole cm-3 sec-1.

using TFMI.—When TFMI was used as the radical source over the same tempera¬
ture and concentration ranges, values for /cx were obtained which were consistently
lower than the values obtained using the ketone as the radical source. Our data
given in table 2 are expressed by

log ky (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (11-31 ±0,16)-(5740±280)/2-303/?r.

Table 2—Hydrogen atom abstraction from n-butane by trifluoromethyl radicals

(using TFMI).
r°k t (sec) C4H10 TFMI CFjH c2f6 ki/ki

357-1 450 0-419 1-58 7-78 1-27 16-5
357-2 900 0-479 1-71 6-56 1-05 13-4
370-3 450 0-162 1-99 5-80 4-31 17-3
370-3 450 0-722 1-48 15-1 1-55 16-8
370-5 450 0-841 0-816 17-0 1-22 18-2
384-6 450 0-439 1-65 12-5 1-22 25-7
400-2 450 0-463 1-65 14-7 1-07 30-7
416-4 450 0-145 1-79 11-2 3-56 41-4
416-6 180 0-775 0-752 41-9 1-75 40-9
416-7 200 0-628 1-29 34-5 1-75 41-6
434-8 300 0-410 1-54 30-3 1-41 62-3
434-9 450 0-315 1-13 18-4 0-804 65-1

C4H10 and TFMI in 10 6 mole cm-3 ; CF3H and C2F6 in 10~12 mob cm-3 sec-1.

Although our two equations give values for /c, which agree within the standard
deviation limits, comparison of the final columns of tables 1 and 2 shows the rate
constant ratio (Aq/fcf) to be more nearly constant over a wide concentration range
for TFMI + C4H10 mixtures than for HFA + C4H10 mixtures. This suggests an
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additional reaction leading to the formation of CF3H in the latter system. Examina¬
tion of the reaction products for this system showed that appreciable yields of butene-1
and cis- and trans-butene 2 were formed, presumably by the reactions :

cf3+ch3chch2ch3 ^cf3h+ch3ch = chch3

cf3+ch3chch2ch3^cf3h+ch2 = chch2ch3

cf3+ch2ch2ch2ch3 ^cf3h+ch2 = ch2=chch2ch3.
Participation of these reactions would lead to an apparent excess of cf3h formation
by reaction (1).

When TFMI was the radical source butene formation was inhibited. Since
iodine atoms are generated in the primary photolytic act they are present (with
molecular iodine) in high concentrations in the reaction system and can readily react
with the hydrocarbon radicals produced in the initial abstraction reaction (1), i.e.

i+c4h0-Ic4h9i .

The occurrence of such a reaction would prevent CF3H formation by reactions
(3)-(5). We consider it unlikely that there is any contribution to CF3H formation
by reactions (7) and (8) because of the inhibition of butene formation when TFMI +
C4FI10 mixtures are photolyzed :

i+c4h9-Ihi+c4h8
cf3+hi^cf3h+i.

The A-factor obtained using FIFA is higher than that obtained using TFMI.
Benson 10 has suggested that the occurrence of secondary reactions between the
generating radical and the product radical would lead to a low A-factor. It appears
from our data that the A-factor is not noticeably affected by such a reaction.
Unpublished results obtained in this laboratory using cyclohexane show the same
behaviour.

CF3H, CF3D and C2F6 formation in presence of CH3OH
When CF3 radicals (from TFMI) are produced in the presence of trideutero-

methanol the products observed and analyzed quantitatively were CF3H, CF3D
and C2F6. Small quantities of CD4 and CD3H were also observed among the
permanent gas fraction. Their formation is accounted for by the following reaction
scheme:

cf3+cd3oh^cf3h+cd3o
10

^CF3D + CD2OH
The following steady-state relationships apply :

Kcf3h/^2f6[CD3OH] = k9lk\ and «cf3D/^([CD3OH] = /c10/fcf,
where [CD3OH] denotes the concentration of trideuteromethanol. Our results
are shown in table 3 and, when treated by the method of least-mean-squares, are
represented by the equations (using k2 = 1013'34):

log kg (mole-1 cm3 sec"1) - (9-48±0-35)-(3240±630)/2-303/?T,
and

log k10 (mole-1 cm3 sec = (10-20±0-23) — (6610±630)/2-3037?T.
14
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Table 3.—-Hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction from CD3OH by trifluoro-
methyl radicals

r°k t (sec) cd3oh tfmi cf3h cf3d c2f6 A B

357-1 1200 0-395 1-59 1-72 0-077 0-877 4-6 0-210
357-1 1500 0-291 1-57 1-69 0-076 0-711 6-9 0-311
357-1 1800 0-249 1-76 1-62 0-073 0-650 8-1 0-366
370-2 1200 0-182 1-29 1-35 0-071 0-730 8-6 0-458
384-5 1800 0-278 1-50 1-72 0-109 0-617 7-9 0-497
384-6 2400 0-210 1-45 1-73 0-019 0-458 12-1 0-769
400-0 1800 0-202 1-43 1-67 0-125 0-638 10-3 0-772
400-0 2500 0-335 1-35 2-24 0-168 0-356 11-2 0-838
416-6 1800 0-348 0-788 2-25 0-199 0-357 10-8 0-959
416-8 1800 0-237 0-953 2-28 0-202 0-483 15-5 1-38
434-8 450 0-222 1-54 3-61 0-382 1-64 12-7 1-34
434-8 2000 0-213 1-47 2-45 0-259 0-471 16-7 1-77

A = /?cf3h/7-Hc2i-6 (CD3OH); B = RcT3D/Ric2T6 (CD3OH);
CD3OH and TFMI in 10 '5 mole cm"3; CF3H, CF3D and C2F6 in 10~12 mole cm-3 sec"1.

The formation of CD3H and CD4 suggests that the following displacement
reaction occurs,

cf3 + cd3oh -*cf3oh + cd3,
followed by

cd3+cd3oh cd3h+cd3o
->cd4+cd2oh.

Tablf. 4.—Hydrogen atom abstraction from methanol by trifluoromethyl radicals

T°k t (sec) ch,oh tfmi cf3h C2f6 ku/ki
356-8 1200 0-496 1-38 3-69 0-734 8-7
3570 1200 0-285 1-655 2-36 0-867 8-9
357-1 1800 0-369 1-49 2-49 0-555 9-0
370-2 1800 0-193 1-72 1-90 0-723 11-6
370-2 1800 0-570 1-75 3-93 0-500 9-7
384-5 1200 0-363 1-47 3-72 0-689 12-3
384-9 1200 0-195 1-74 2-77 0-920 14-8
400-0 600 0-593 1-23 7-29 0-734 14-3
400-1 1200 0-619 1 -29 6-51 0-520 14-6
400-3 1200 0-247 1 -68 3-63 0-937 15-2
415-6 900 0-236 1-58 5-38 1-13 21-5
415-6 1800 0-240 1 -60 4-67 0-792 21-9
416-2 200 0-230 0-99 6-95 3-51 16-1
416-4 600 0-381 1-03 6-32 0-937 17-1
416-6 600 0-334 1-03 7-47 100 22-3
416-6 600 0-340 1-04 7-20 0-826 23-3
434-1 240 0-386 1-07 11-7 1-81 22-7
435-0 600 0-397 1-10 9-31 0-848 25-1
435-0 600 0-229 1-56 6-01 1-09 25-1

H3OH and TFMI in 10""6 mole cm-3 ; CF3H and C2F6 in 10""12 mole enr-3 sec-

cf3h and c2f6 formation in presence of ch3oh
When the reaction of cf3 radicals is carried out in the presence of unlabelled

methanol, the cf3h formation reveals only the overall rate of hydrogen atom abstrac¬
tion from the alcohol, i.e., reaction (11) represents the sum of the individual reactions
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112) and (13):

CF3 + CH3OH ->CF3H + (H3OC)

^cf3h+ch3o

^CF3H + CH2OH
The overall velocity constant klt is given by the relation :

^cf3H/^C2F6[CH3 OH] = fcn/Zcf.
Our data are given in table 4 and are represented by the equation :

log Jkn (mole-1 cm3 sec"1) = (9-92 + 0-15)-(3740 + 270)/2-303ST.
By making the assumption that /c12 = kg (i.e., that there is no significant secondary
isotope effect) we deduce the Arrhenius parameters for reaction (13). We find that

log k\3 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-0-4700/2-303/?7.

discussion

PRIMARY ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN CF3 RADICAL ATTACK ON METHANOL
The results enable a primary isotope effect to be determined for the CD3—

and CH3—- groups in methanol. Comparison of k10 and k13 indicates that a
hydrogen atom is abstracted more readily than is a deuterium atom. The ratio
k13/k10 varies with temperature having a value of 6-3 at 164°C. Comparison of
the equations for reactions (10) and (13) indicate that, within experimental error,
the pre-exponential factors are equal. The activation energy difference E10 — E13
(= Ed — Eh) is 1-9 + 0-6 kcal mole-1. Within this large experimental scatter this
difference is equal to the zero-point energy (z.p.e.) difference corresponding to a
single C—H and C—D stretching vibration, i.e., 1-2 kcal mole-1.

Below we compare data for the primary isotope effect for methanol using methyl 11
and trifluoromethyl radicals.

radical substrates ahIaD — (£jj—2?d) kh/^d( 164°) z.p.e. diff.
cf3 cd3oh, ch3oh 0-6 1-9 5-6 1-2
ch3 cdaoh, ch3oh 0-6 1-1 6-3 1-2

HYDROGEN ATOM ABSTRACTION FROM METHANOL

A feature of our results for the reactions of CF3 radicals with methanol is the low
pre-exponential factor for the reaction involving breaking of the O—H bond, although
the ^-factor for breaking the C—FI bond is about normal. Our data do not agree
with those of Carlton et al. 6 These workers used hexafluoroazomethane as their
radical source and a competitive technique involving infra-red analysis of the reaction
mixture to follow the reaction. They report the ratio [CF3D]/[CF3F1] to have values
varying from 1-08 at 107°C to 2-55 at 255°C. Our values vary from 0-05 at 84°C
to 0-10 at 162°C. We have no explanation why these two sets of experimental data
differ so considerably.

Since iodine atoms are present in the reaction system the following reaction
sequence may contribute to the formation of CF3H and CF3D :

i+cd3o^di+cd2o
cf3+di^cf3d+i

i+cd2oh"ht+cd2o
cf3+hi-*cf3h+i.
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We consider it unlikely that reaction (15) or reaction (17) will occur so extensively
as to explain the difference in [CF3D]/[CF3H] ratios mentioned above, particularly
since Whittle in his study 12 of the photo-bromination of methanol has suggested
that bromine atoms abstract hydrogen from the methyl groups of methanol. Similar
behaviour with iodine atoms would lead to " extra " CF3D formation, so that our
ratios (0-05 at 84°C) represent an upper limit to the rate [CF3D]/[CF3H].

In addition, it is likely that any significant contribution of reactions (15) and
(17) or the analogous reactions with CH3OFI would become apparent as variations
in the appropriate rate constant ratios as the concentration ratio [alcohol]/|iodide]
is altered. Tables 3 and 4 show no variation greater than to be expected on the
basis of experimental deficiencies.

Table 5.—Comparison of velocity constants at 164°C and arrhenius parameters for

abstraction from methanol by CF3 and CH3 radicals
reaction loS A E log k (164°) f(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) (kcal mole-1) (mole-1 cm3 sec-1)

(a) overall
CF3 + CH3OH-FCF3H 9-92 3-7 8-07 this work
cf3+ch3oh->cf3h 11-6 8-3 7-45 6

ch3+ch3oh->ch4 10-68 8-4 6-48 11

(6)CD3OH
CF3 + CD3OH->CF3D 10-20 6-6 6-90 this work

cf3+cd3oh->cf3h 9-48 3-2 7-88 this work
CF3 + CH3OD->CF3H(+CH2OD) 11-6 8-3 7-45 6
cf3+CH3OH->CF3H(+CH3O) 12-6 8-3 8-45 6

cd3+cd3oh-^cd4 10-18 9-3 5-53 11

CD3 + CD3OH-FCD3H 10-46 9-0 5-96 11

In table 5 we have compared the Arrhenius parameters and velocity constants
at 164°C (where 2-303 RT is 2000) for the CF3 + methanol and CH3 + methanol
systems. It is clear that the trifluoromethyl radical abstracts hydrogen much more
readily from both the C—H and O—H positions than does a methyl radical. With
the methyl radical, at 164°C the CF13 group is about 1-8 times as reactive as the OH
group in losing an hydrogen atom by abstraction. When CF3 is the abstracting
radical the OH group is slightly more reactive (1-5 times) than the methyl group.

Deuterium atom abstraction from the aikyl group by trifluoromethyl radicals
requires a lower activation energy (by 2-7 kcal mole-1) than methyl radicals, although
the pre-exponential factors for both reactions are similar. In addition, CF3 radicals
abstract about 30 times more readily than methyl radicals from the alkyl group.
This is analogous behaviour to that reported when these radicals react with alkanes,
i.e., AE~3 kcal mole-1, ACF3~ACHy For example, with ethane 13 as the substrate
molecule, the Arrhenius parameters are (CF3), log A = 11-7, E = 7-5, and (CH3),
log A = 11-1, E = 10-4 kcal mole-1, and kct-JkCHl ~ 100.

Flydrogen atom abstraction from the hydroxyl group shows marked differences
between the two radicals, although again the polar radical is more reactive by a
afctor of ca. 90. The activation energy requirements differ by 5-8 kcal mole-1 and
the /1-factor for the reaction involving CF3 radicals is appreciably lower than the
values frequently observed for such abstraction reactions. We consider that this
may be explained as follows: to abstract the hydroxylic hydrogen atom the polar
CF3 radical will be more restricted in its direction of approach for a collision leading
to reaction than for abstraction of the hydrogen atom attached to the carbon atom.
This is because of the strong repulsion forces which may be expected between the
radical and the functional group of the methanol. Because of this effect there will
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be a low steric factor, although if steric requirements are fulfilled there will be a
high likelihood of reaction because of the low activation energy for reaction (12).
Since attack on the alkyl group is not subject to such directional limitations a
" normal " zl-factor would be expected and is in fact observed. When methyl
radicals react with methanol repulsion forces are not so marked and " normal "
,4-factors result.

ABSTRACTION OF HYDROGEN IN CF3H BY CH30 RADICALS
Rate constants and Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen atom abstractions reactions

by methoxyl radicals from a variety of substrate molecules have been reported.
By using data for reaction (12)

CF3 + CH3OHicF3H + CH30
-12

in conjunction with the equilibrium constant K{= k12/k_12) we obtain information
regarding the reactivity of CH30 radicals with fluoroform. Using the following
entropy values S%98 (cal deg.-1 mole-1), (CF130) = 55,14 (CF3) = 60-7,15 (CF3H) =
62-0 15 and (CFl3OFI) = 56-5,16 we find that AS~0 cal deg.-1 mole-1, so that
A-12 = A+12. To evaluate E-12 we need to know AH since AH = E12 — E-12.
Using the JANAF values 15 for the heats of formation of CF3 and CF3H (viz.,
— 120-5 and — 162-6 kcal mole-1 respectively) a value of about 94 kcal mole-1 may
be calculated for Z>(CF3—H) which seems extremely low. Kerr 17 has suggested
that Whittles' value 18 of 106 kcal mole-1 is a more likely value. Using this value
we find that AH = —4 kcal mole-1 and since E12 — 3-2 kcal mole-1, then E~l2
is 7-2 kcal mole-1. The rate constant for reaction (—12) may therefore be represented
by the equation :

log k—12 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 9-5-7200/2-303RT.
The rate constant so calculated is probably not accurate to better than an order

or magnitude, but it does give a guide to the reactivity of the methoxyl radical.
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The reactions of trifluoromethyl radicals with methylamine and trideuteromethylamine have
been studied in the temperature range 30-160°C in order to determine the rates at which hydrogen and
deuterium atoms are abstracted from the molecules. With methylamine, radical attack is favoured
at the alkyl position, and substitution of deuterium for hydrogen alters the positional reactivity by
an amount in accord with the zero-point energy difference. The pre-exponential factors for attack
at the nitrogen site have been explained in terms of a low steric factor due to repulsion forces between
the polar molecule and the radical. Arrhenius parameters (based upon a value of 1013'34 mole-1
cm3 sec-1 for the rate constant of combination of trifluoromethyl radicals) have been measured
for the reactions:

CF3 + CD3NH2^CF3H+CD3NH 9-94±0-22 4-4±0-4
CF3 + CD3NH2^CF3D+ CD2NH2 11-03 ±0-09 6-l±0-2
CF3 + CH3NH2->CF3H + (CNH4) 10-79±0-16 4-2±0-3
CF3 + CH3NH2->CF3H+ CH2NH2 10-72±0-39 4-2±0-6

and have been calculated for

NHCH3 + CF3H->NH2CH3 + CF3 9-9 18-4
(units of A, mole-1 cm3 sec-1; and E, kcal mole-1).

The abstraction of hydrogen atoms from various hydrocarbons by trifluoromethyl
radicals has been studied by several workers 1-3 and in general it appears that such
reactions proceed faster and have lower activation energy requirements than do the
corresponding reactions involving alkyl radicals. There have been few studies of
hydrogen atom abstraction reactions by fluoroalkyl radicals with molecules where
there are abstractable hydrogen atoms attached to two different atoms, e.g., with
methyl mercaptan or with methylamine. Since data are available for the reaction
of methyl radicals with methylamine-d3 and methylamine 4 it was decided to compare
the reactivities of methyl and trifluoromethyl radicals with these substrates using
trideuteromethylamine to evaluate the separate contributions involving the C—H
and N—H bonds. Our results also enable a kinetic isotope effect to be assessed
for the methyl and trideuteromethyl groups.

EXPERIMENTAL

The photolysis of hexafluoroacetone is frequently used as a convenient source of trifluoro¬
methyl radicals in hydrogen-atom abstraction studies. With substrates such as methylamine
hexafluoroacetone reacts rapidly to form a rather involatile solid. Trifluoromethyl iodide
(TFM1) does not react with these compounds and accordingly we have chosen the photolysis
of TFMI as our radical course. TFMI has another advantage, that secondary reactions
between trifluoromethyl radicals and the radical species R formed in the initial hydrogen
atom abstraction

CF3 + RH->CF3H-(-R

are reduced or inhibited by the iodine present in the reacting system.
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materials

trifluoromethyl iodide was prepared by heating a 1 : 3 intimate mixture of silver
trifluoroacetate (Koch-Light) and iodine in a closed system under slightly reduced pressure
and collecting the gas evolved in a series of cold traps. Impurities such as fluoroform,
hexafluoroethane and carbon dioxide were removed by extensive pumping at — 130°C on
a vacuum line.

trideuteromethylamine was prepared from the hydrochloride salt (E. Merck A. G.
Darmstadt) by dropping potassium hydroxide solution on the salt and collecting the gas
evolved from the warmed solution. It was further purified by fractionating several times
at — 78°C before storage on the vacuum line.

methylamine was similarly prepared from the hydrochloride.

apparatus and procedure

The essential details of the apparatus used and the analytical technique employed have
been described.5 Decomposition of the substrate was usually 1-2 %.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CF3H and C2F6 formation during photolysis of TFMI
in the presence of trideuteromethylamine

When trifluoromethyl radicals, generated by the photolysis of trifluoromethyl
iodide, react with trideuteromethylamine, CF3H, CF3D and C2F6 are observed

Table 1.—Hydrogen and deuterium atom abstraction from trideuteromethylamine

by trifluoromethyl radicals.

r(°k) t (sec) cd3nh2 cf3i cf3h cfjd c2f6 kilki k2/ki
302-9 250 115 1-74 9-82 5-53 29-2 1-59 0-89
303-2 150 1-19 1-25 9-44 6-49 240 1-61 1-10
312-5 450 0-61 0-68 4-39 3-84 20-5 1-59 1-40
322-6 250 0-99 1-04 7-52 7-13 14-3 2-01 1-90
333-3 450 0-73 0-75 5-32 6-95 13-3 200 2-61
344-9 150 0-66 1-00 10-3 10-8 20-9 3-43 3-59
357-1 750 0-68 0-94 3-46 5-26 3-66 2-65 4-02
357-1 450 0 61 0-68 4-62 6-18 6-77 2-91 3-90
370-3 600 0-81 0-85 6-13 8-86 3-57 4-01 5-81
370-4 150 0-72 1-09 12-2 15-3 10 1 5-34 6-73
384-6 600 0-65 0-89 4-42 7-21 2-44 4-33 7-06
400-0 500 0-57 0-59 7-86 13-0 4-03 6-85 11-3
416-6 150 0-96 1-01 19-2 25-9 2-89 11-7 15-8
434-8 450 0-53 0-60 14-9 22-5 3-71 14-4 21-9

434-8 450 0-60 0-82 14-1 23-5 2-95 13-7 22-7

CD3NH2 and CF3I in 106 mole cm-3.
CF3H, CF3D and C2F6 in 1012 mole cm-3 sec-1.

as reaction products and they are accounted for by the following reaction scheme:

cf3 + cd3NH2-fCF3H + cd3nh

^cf3d+cd2nh2
2cf3-^c2f6,
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and the following steady-state equations apply :

^CF3H
_ ^1 j ^cf3D _ ^2

4f6[CD3NH2] " k\ an ^c2F6[CD3NH2] ~ k\
where [CD3NH2] denotes the concentration of trideuteromethylamine and Rx the
rate of formation of X.

Our results are shown in table 1. When treated by the method of least-mean-
squares they are represented by the equations :

log ATj (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (9-94±0-22)-(4390±370)/2-303 RT.
and

log k2 (mole-1 cm3 sec"1) = (11-03 ±0-09)-(6050±160)/2-303J?r.
The error limits quoted represent the standard deviations of a least-mean-squares
computer treatment.

We have used the value of 1013'34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 obtained by Ayscough 6
for the rate constant k3 for the combination of trifluoromethyl radicals. There are
no Arrhenius parameters reported for the above reactions with which our values
may be compared.

IN THE PRESENCE OF METHYLAMINE

When trifluoromethyl iodide is photolyzed in the presence of unlabelled methyla-
minc, the fluoroform formation indicates only the total attack of trifluoromethyl
radicals on the substrate, i.e., reaction (4) represents the sum of the individual reactions
(5) and (6). Hence k4 is not a meaningful velocity constant, being a composite
value of k5 and k6 :

cf3 + ch3nh2->cf3h + (cnh4)

^cf3h+ch3nh
-^cf3h+ch2nh2.

Our data are reported in table 2 and for the overall velocity constant k4 are
represented by

log kA (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-79±0-16)-(4190±260)/2-303 RT.
Secondary isotope effects are usually insignificant 7-9 in reactions such as those

quoted above. If the secondary isotope effect is zero 4 then the difference in the
velocity constants for CF3H formation from CH3NH2 and CD3NH2 equals the
velocity constant k6 for CF3H formation by attack on the methyl group in CH3NH2.

With the assumption that k2 = ks, we find that
log k6 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-72 + 0-39)-(4170 + 650)/2-303 RT.

Evaluation of the velocity constants k3 and k6 enable a quantitative comparison
of the reactivity of the hydrogen atoms in the amino and methyl groups of methylamine
to be made. The methyl group is more reactive towards radical attack, at 164°C
(where 2-303 RT is 2000) /c4 and k6 having values of 107'7 and 108'6 mole-1 cm3 sec-1
respectively. Hence at this temperature for every eight hydrogen atoms abstracted
seven come from the methyl group. This is in sharp contrast with the results reported
for methyl radical attack on methylamine which indicate (see table 3) that the methyl
and amino groups have similar reactivities (on an overall basis) at 164°C. In terms
of the number of hydrogen atoms available for reaction, the amino group is slightly
the more reactive. For methanol the methyl group is less reactive than the hydroxyl
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group (on a per-atom basis) towards attack by both methyl and trifluoromcthyl and
again the difference is most apparent with the polar radical.

Pritchard et al.2 have shown that, for many hydrocarbons, the activation energies
required for hydrogen atom abstraction by trifluoromethyl radicals are ~ 3-4 kcal

Table 2.—Hydrogen atom abstraction form methylamine by trifluoromethyl radicals

7T°K) t (sec) ch3nh2 cf3i cf3h c2f ktlkf
302-9 100 1-21 1-22 90-1 57-5 9-8
303-1 200 0-625 1-86 48-9 69-3 9.4
312-4 50 0-518 1-54 78-3 70-7 18-0
322-6 100 1-12 1-13 128-0 48-9 16-3
333-3 50 0-903 0-797 500 4-64 25-7
333-3 50 0-657 1-95 115-1 66-8 21-5
333-3 50 0-193 1-97 40-4 45-5 31-0
333-3 500 0-159 1-95 8-47 3-37 29-3
333-3 500 1-010 0-892 33-8 1-86 24-8
333-3 600 1-483 0-559 32-1 0-637 27-3
344-6 150 0-845 0-849 111-6 26-8 25-5
357-1 150 0-186 1-90 26-5 18-0 33-5
370-3 150 0-478 1-42 73-8 16-6 37-9
384-6 50 0-174 1-78 44-0 19-4 57-4
399-8 100 0-933 0-938 184-7 8-68 67-2
416-3 180 0-388 1 -50 79-7 9-66 66-1
416-3 100 0-348 1-46 93-0 13-1 73-7
434-8 150 0-147 1-50 48-1 9-08 108-7

CH3NH2 and CF3I in 10® mole cm-3.
CF3H and C2F6 in 1012 mole cm-3 sec-1.

Table 3.—Comparison of velocity constants at 164°C and arrhenius parameters for

abstraction reactions by CH3 and CF3 radicals

log A E log k (164°C)
reaction (mole ~1 cm3

sec-1)
(kcal mole'i) overall per H-atom ref.

cf3 + ch4->cf3h+ch3 11-7 10-3 6-6 6-0 17
ch3+ch4.-+ch4+ch3 11-8 14-7 4-5 3-9 18

cf3+cd3nh3 ->cf3d+cd2nh2 11-03 6-1 8-0 7-5 this work

cf3+cd3nh2->cf3h+ cd3nh 9.94 4.4 7-7 7-4 this work

cf3+ch3nh2-»cf3h+ch2nh2 10-73 4-2 8-6 8-1 this work

ch3+ch3nh2 -> ch4+ch3nh 9-55 5-7 6-7 6-4 4

ch3+ch3nh2 -> ch4+ch,nh2 10-99 8-7 6-6 6-1 4

cf3+cd3oh->cf3h+cd3o 9-5 3-2 7-9 7-9 5

cf3 + ch3OH-fcf3h+ ch2oh 10-0 4-7 7-7 7-2 5

ch3+cd3oh->ch4+cd3o 10-46 9-0 6-0 6-0 10

ch3+ch3oh->ch4+ch2oh 10-38 8-1 6-3 5-8 10

cf3+ch3ch3 -> cf3h+ c2h5 11-7 7-5 7-9 7-1 17

ch3 + ch3cd3->ch4+c2h2d3 11-9 11-8 6-0 5-5 7

The hydrogen atom which is abstracted is underlined for methylamine, methanol and
ethane-d3.

mole-1 lower and the reaction rates much higher than for the corresponding reactions
involving methyl radicals. Comparison of the Arrhenius parameters determined
for reaction (6) with the values established 4 for the reaction

ch3+ch3nh2-+ch4+ch2nh2
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shows that the pre-exponential factors are similar (10-73 and 10-99 respectively)
but there is an activation energy difference of about 4-5 kcal mole-1, so that the
alkyl group in a polar molecule behaves in a similar manner as in a hydrocarbon,
ie., there is a lowering of the activation energy required for abstraction by the CF3
radical.

Of particular interest is the pre-exponential factor for reaction (1) which is lower
than the values frequently reported for hydrogen atom abstraction reactions, parti¬
cularly with hydrocarbon substrates. Benson and DeMore 11 have suggested that
such values are the result of the occurrence of secondary reactions between the primary
radical and the product radical. We consider this not to be the explanation for such
values partly because of the small extent of reaction (1-2 %) and because variation
of the [TFMI]/[CH3NH2] ratio over a thirty-fold range showed no variation in the
rate constant ratio outside that attributable to the experimental error involved in
measuring small quantities of C2F6. Also, variation in the reaction times by a
factor of ten showed no alteration in the rate constant ratio. In addition, a study 5
of the reaction of trifluoromethyl radicals with n-butane has indicated that the
occurrence of facile secondary reactions does not give rise to such low pre-exponential
factors. Unpublished results obtained in this laboratory have indicated similar
behaviour with cyclohexane.

An investigation of the reaction of trifluoromethyl radicals with methanol5
has shown that a similar situation exists for this molecule, i.e., a " normal" pre-
exponential factor for attack on the methyl group and a " low value " (109'5) for
the hydroxyl group. We consider that the results for methanol and methylamine
may be interpreted in terms of the strong repulsion forces which are likely between
the polar radical and the function group of the substrate molecule. Because of this,
the polar radical will be restricted in its approach to the molecule for a reactive
collision involving the functional group, and as a consequence there will be a low
steric factor for such a reaction. If steric conditions are satisfied there will be a

high likelihood of reaction because the activation energy requirements are small.
Attack on the methyl group of the polar molecule is not so subject to steric limitations
and hence " normal " pre-exponential factors are to be expected and are observed.

PRIMARY ISOTOPE EFFECTS IN CF3 RADICAL ATTACK ON METHYLAMINE

The results reported above enable a primary kinetic isotope effect to be deduced
for the methyl and trideuteromethyl groups in methylamine. Comparison of the
velocity constants k2 and k6 shows that a hydrogen atom is abstracted more readily
than is a deuterium atom, the ratio k6/k2 varying with temperature with a value of
4-1 at 164°C.

Below we have compared our data for the primary isotope effect with results
reported for several similar substrates for methyl and trifluoromethyl radicals. In
all cases the ratio AH/AD is near to the expected value of unity, though the fact that
in the examples the ratio is slightly less than one may not be significant since the
deviation is within the experimental error in all cases. Activation energy differences,

radical substrates aHIaD
0-5
0-6
0-9

ed~eH
(kcal mole-1)

z.p.e.

*H/£D(I64°) '(kcal mole-1) ref.

this workcf3
cf3
ch3
ch3
ch3

cd3nh2,ch3nh2
cd3oh,ch3oh
cd3nh2,ch3nh2
ch3nd2,ch3nh2
cd3oh,ch3oh

0-8
0-6

1-8
1-9
1-3
1-3
1-1

4-1 1-2
5-6 1-2
6-4 1-2
4-4 1-3
6-3 1-2

5
4
4

10
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Ed — Eh, are close to the zero-point energy difference (z.p.e.) of 1-2 kcal mole-1
corresponding to a single C—H and C—D stretching vibration.

REACTIONS OF NHCH3 RADICALS

There are few kinetic data available for nitrogen containing radicals, particularly
regarding their ability to abstract hydrogen atoms from substrate molecules. This is
partly due to the experimental difficulties inherent in direct studies of such reactions.
It is possible, however, to determine such data indirectly from a study of the reverse
reaction in conjunction with a knowledge of the thermodynamics of the overall
reaction since the Arrhenius parameters of the forward and back reactions are
related 12 by the expressions :

log (Af/Ab) = AS°/2-303R, and Ef-E„ = AH°.
By using the data reported above for reaction (1) we can evaluate the Arrhenius

parameters for reaction (7),
7

NHCH3 + CF3H->NH2CH3 + CF3,
where the methylamino radicals abstract hydrogen from fluoroform.

Using the following entropy values, (cal deg.-1 mole-1), (NHCFI3) = 56-4,3
(NH2CH3) = 57-7,13 (CF3) = 60-7 14 and (CF3H) = 62-0,14 we find that for
reaction (7) the overall entropy change AS° is close to zero, i.e., Ay = A-,.

The enthalpy change AH° is related to the difference between the strengths of
the bonds formed and broken and hence depends on £>(CF3 — H). Although no
direct determination has been made it seems well established 15 that Whittle's value 16
of 106 kcal mole-1 is likely to be accurate. Using this value together with the
value 19 of 92 kcal mole-1 reported for D(CH3NH —H), we find that the velocity
constant for reaction (7) is represented by the equation :

log k7 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 9-9 —18400/2-303 RT.
The rate constant calculated in this manner is probably not accurate to better than
an order of magnitude but the equation gives a guide to the relative reactivities of
the radical.
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The reactions of trifiuoromethyl radicals with dimethylamine, dimethylamine-d, trimelhylamine

and ethyleneinnne have been studied in the temperature range 27-161 C. Arrhenius parameters
(based upon a value of 10'3 5 mole ' cm3 sec ' for the velocity constant for the combination of
trifiuoromcthyl radicals) have been obtained for the reactions :

togi n a(mot« 1 cm1 sac ') ftkcjJ mole ')

CFa-MCHjhNH -CFJH + CJH»N 1145 +012 4-1 ±0-2
CFj + (CH3)2ND —CF3D -+(CHj)2N 10-88 ±0-29 4-7 +0-29 1 ° «
CF, v-(CH,),NH —C'FjHo (CH,)|N 10-5 0 7 3 3
CFj + (CHJ)2ND -vCFJH-t-CH3(CH2)ND 1182 + 0 51 5-1+0-8
CFj-t (CH,)jN-CFjH+tCHjhNCH, 11-82 -0-12 4-5 + 02
CFj + (CHa)jNH -CFjH + CiH^N 1100x01/ 4 1 ±0-3

With dimethylamine, radical attack is favoured, on a " per-atom Imsis," at the nitrogen atom but the
difference in reactivities of the C—H and N H bonds is much less marked than with methyl
radicals Assuming a zero secondary isotope effect, substitution ot D for H in dimethylamine alters
the reactivity of the amino group by an amount in accord with zero-point-energy difference.

The reactions of methyl radicals with a wide variety of nitrogen-containing
compounds have been studied '"5 and information obtained regarding the ,vysitions
and rates of hydrogen atom abstraction from the substrates. Trifluoromcthyl
radicals also readily abstract hydrogen from such molecules and their reactions with
tndeuteromethylamine and rnethylarnine have been examined.6 We have extended
this investigation to dimethyiamine, trimethylamine and cthyleneiminc.

EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus/and fasediexperimental technique employed have boon described.7
materials. Dimethyiamine, trimethylamine and ethylencimine were commercial sample#
which were purified by low-temperalure distillation on the vacuum line.

Dimethylamine-d was prepared by shaking dimethyiamine with acidified DjO at 25°C
for 24 h followed by low-temperature distillation. This procedure was repeated and the
extent of deuteration was followed by measuring the 730 crrr 1 band in the infra-red spectrum
which shifts to 587 cm"' on deuteration. The sample was d-'ied by low-temperature bulb-
to-bulb distillation before being stored on the vacuum line. The sample used contained
63 % dimetbylamine-dj.

RESULTS

lfexafluoroacetone is frequently used as a photochemical source of trifiuoro¬
methyl radicals ; however, it reacts to form a white involatile solid with amines. We
have chosen the photolysis of trifluoromethyl iodide (TFMI) as the source ol free
radicals since no reaction (as evidenced by there being no pressure change) occurred
when this was mixed with any of the compounds used in this investigation.

photolysis of TFMi in the presence of trimethylamine

When TFMI is photolyzed in the presence of trimethylamine the reaction products
observed and analyzed for were CF3H and C2F,, Their formation and distribution
are accounted for by reactions (1) and (2):

CF3 + (CHj),N^CF,H + (CH,)2NCHa

2CF3-C2F6.
The following rclationsliip may be derived :

j)3NJ — /c, ik\,
where Rx refers to the rate of formation of X and [(CH3)3N] is the mean concentration
of trimethylamine. Our experimental data are shown in table I.

If a value of 101337 (mole-1 cm3 sec ') is used for the rate constant for the
combination of trifluoromethyl radicals,8 our results are expressed by the equation:

log £;(mole"1 cm3 see1) = 11-85 + OT2 — (4460± 190J/2-303 RT,
where the error limits represent the standard deviation of a least-mean-squares
computer treatment. The uncertainty in k2( ~~ 10±0 2) has not been included in the
<»i*r<xr limite niiixtA/l in t Ji io nnrv»r



Table I.—Hydrogen atom abstraction from trjmethylamine by

TRTFLUOROMETHYl. RADICALS

T( * K 1 ((ch ,),n] (cfjll |cfshi [cjfj *!/*f
303 0 100 0 175 1 761 67 1 18 8 88 6
303 3 45 1-008 1-003 390 2 216 83-3
322-5 too 0 164 1 651 93 9 14-6 150
344-8 100 0-174 1 759 150 4 14 0 230
370 3 45 1-117 1 110 10O8 10-6 277
400 0 120 0-221 1 192 350 8 12 5 448
4000 45 0-305 1 248 720 5 17 3 568
434-8 30 0-387 1-586 1215 12-7 879
434-8 60 0 266 1 091 681 5 9 95 813

(C'tij).(N and CFjI in 106 mole cm ' , CF jHand C"2F» in 10;1 mole cm-5 sec; ; cr3m
A,/A* in mole* crrd see"*.

PHOTOLYSIS OF TFM1 IN THE PRESENCE OF E T H Y L E N EI MI N E

Since in ethyleneimine hydrogen atoms are attached to the carbon and also to
the nitrogen atoms, it is probable tliat CF3H formation can occur by trifluoromethyl
radical attack at both sites, i.e., reaction (3) represents the sum of the contributions
from reactions (4) and (5).

CFj +(CH2)2NH-aCF3H +C2NH„

-^CFjH + CH j(CH)NH

-♦CF3H +(CH2)2N.
♦

Gray and Jones have "* studied the reaction of methyl radicals with ethylcneiinine
and, using a deuterium-labelling technique, have ccnciud.ed that at 150X the hydrogen
atom attached to the nitrogen atom is about 160 times more reactive than the corres¬
ponding hydrogen atom linked to the carbon atom. We have assumed that a
similar situat.on exists lor irifluoromcthyi radicals and that data obtained for the
overall-reaction represents closely the abstraction from the N—H bond, i.e., that
A j = A j.

Our experimental data are recorded in table 2 and are represented by the expres¬
sion :

log A3(mole 1 cm3 sec"1) =-- 11-03±0-17-(4140± 270)/2-303 RT. (
Table 2.—Hydrogen atom abstraction from ethyleneimine by trifluoromethyl

radicals

7 ( K) KCHjhNH) [CF,1] ICF,H| [C,Fd k,ikj
303-1 45 0-429 1-758 57-3 406 20 9
322 5 45 1 951 0-771 110 2 3 94 28-5
344 8 45 0-252 1-003 59 7 211 51 4

370 3 45 0-384 1-575 135-7 26 9 68-0
400 0 90 I 536 0-607 206 1 2-42 86-3
434-8 45 0 387 1-588 470-0 55 2 163
434-8 90 0-540 1 032 296-5 9 19 ISO

(CH2)2NH and CF3I in 10* mole cm 1; CFjH and C2F» in 1012 mole cm 3 sec 1;
Aj/Aj in mole * cm1 sec~h
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CF3+(CH3)2NH-CF3H + C2H6N

-CF3H r( H3(CH2)NH
8

->CF3H t-(CH3)2N
Hydrogen atom abstraction occur from both the ( H and N—H bonds, so that

reaction (6) represents the oserall sum of the contributions of reactions (7) and (8).
Our results for the overall abstraction are given in table 3 and are expressed by

log A6(mole- 1 cm1 sec ') = 11.48±0-12 — (4140± 180),2-303 RT.

Table 3 -Hydrogen atom abstraction from dimethylaminf by i-rifluoromethyl

RADICALS

rcKi K«ec) t(CH,),NH) ICFjl] (CF.,H] ICjFU kdkj
370 3 90 0 295 0 767 228 14 5 211
370 3 45 0 554 0-794 357 8 53 224
357 1 90 0 694 0 690 441 0 14 170
344 8 300 0 183 183 25 8 0 84 156
344-8 900 0-187 I 87 28-6 1 28 145
333 3 150 1 25 1 26 193 2-12 107
333 3 45 0 481 1 25 328 40 6 108
333 3 45 0 902 1 29 490 27-1 106
322 6 ! 100 0-124 1 24 115 1 02 96 5
322 6 90 0-479 1 36 30 3 0-52 33-6
322 6 SKX) 0 476 1 35 31 7 0 45 102
312 7 90 0 591 1 54 307 54 2 72-2
303 0 300 0 345 1 66 18-8 0 75 63 5
303-0 1500 0 359 1 73 13 8 0 39 63-5

(CH3)2 NH and CF31 in 106 mole cm
"3

; CF3H and C2F„ in 10" 2 mole cm-3 sec1 ;

kt!k\ in mole-* cm* sec*.

A study of the reaction of methyl radicals with dimethylamine 3 has shown that,
unltke for ethyleneimine, there is not such a large difference between the reactivity of
the hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon and nitrogen atoms Consequently, the
individual contributions of reactions (7) and (8) may only be assessed by suitable
labelling of dimethylaniine.

We have investigated the reaction of CF3 radicals with dimethylamine-d, con¬
taining 37 % (CH3)jNH, and measured the CF3H and CF3D produced by reaction*
(9) and (10):

CF3 + (CH\)jND^CF3D-t-(CH3)2N
^CF3H+CH3(CH2)ND.

A correction was made for the CF3H formed by reaction with the unlabelle-d
amine (reaction (6)) before a comparison may be made between reactions (9) and (10).
This correction, together with the tacts that the yield of CF3D is generally much less
than that of CF3H and that relatively small amounts of C2F6 are formed, results in
our data being subject to a large experimental error. Our data are shown in table 4
and, after least-squares analysis, are expressed by the equations :

log Ar9(mole-1 cm3 sec') = 10-91 ±0-29 — (4710±460)/2-303 RT,
and

log fc10(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 11 85±0-51 -(5060 ±820) 12-303 RT.

Table 4.—Hvdrooen and deuterium atom abstraction from dimethylamine -dx
by tsufluoromfthyl radicals

~CK) 8«cc) ((CHj)jNDl [CFjIi |CF\Hi ICF/Jl ICjFJ kitik\ k,ik\
370 3 90 0 496 1-003 226 40 8 8-64 155 28-0
370-3 300 0-330 1 009 613 11-2 208 129 23-6
370-3 300 0-234 0 817 57 9 1 1 % 174 27-7
3703 45 0-463 1-1J5 197 37 5 7 54 135 29-5
357-1 90 0 511 0-765 95 20 7 5 21 811 17*8
344 8 90 0 908 0-641 94 180 1 59 82-0 15 7
333 3 90 0-338 0-8)4 75 13 2 7-01 83 1 14-7
333 3 90 0-791 1-181 85 18 4 3 66 562 12 2
322-6 90 1 438 i -013 125 23 3 2 54 54-8 10-2

(CH3)2ND and TFMI in 106 mole cm'5 ; CF3H, CF,D and C:F6 in !012 mote cm"3 sec' ;
k9lki and k,nlk\ in mole * < 1



We can derive Arrhenius parameters for reaction (8) using our results for reactions
(6) and (10) if we assume that secondary isotope effects '• 9 are insignificant, i.e.,
k-, = A',0. Our data indicate that the velocity constant. ke, is expressed by

log*g(mole~l cm3 sec*1) = 10-5±0-7 — (3300+ 1000)/2 303 RT.

DISCUSSION

PRIMARY ISOTOPE EFFECT

Our results enable a primary isotope effect to be deduced for trifluoromethyl
radical attack on the N—H and N—D bonds in dimethylamine and dimethy!amine-d.
Comparison of kn and k9 indicates tliat hydrogen atom abstraction occurs more
readily than that of a deuterium atom, the velocity constant ratio kH/kD having a
value of approximately 3 at 11'C. Comparison of the Arrhenius parameters for
reactions (8) and (9) indicate that, within the appreciable experimental error, the pre-
exponential factors are similar. The difference in reactivity of the N—H and N—D
arises mainly because of the difference in the activation energy requirements. This
difference, although subject to a large experimental error, is comparable with the
7ero-point energy difference AE0 of 1-3 kcal mole \ corresponding to a single N—H
and N—D vibration. This observation is in accord with the primary isotope effects
reported for several other systems involving methyl or trifluoromcthyl radicals.' 2- 6

COMPARISON OP REACTIVITY OP METHYL AND AMINO GROUPS

IN DIMETHYLAMINE

Knowledge of the velocity constants for reactions (10) and (8) enabie a quantita¬
tive comparison of the case of hydrogen atom abstraction from the methyl and
amino groups in dimethylamine. Attack on the N—H bond, which is weaker than
the C—H bond, requires the lower activation energy by ~ 1-7 kcal mole"1 The pre ■

exponential factors differ by about an order of magnitude being " normal " for
abstraction from the alkyl group but lower for the amino group. Similar behaviour
has been reported for methanol and methylamine * and was interpreted in terms of
the repulsion forces likely between the polar radical and the functional group of the
molecule, thereby restricting the radical in its approach to the molecule for a reactive
collision.

At 164°C the ratio of velocity constants k[0/kt is ~3 so that the methyl group is
more reactive on an overall basis than is the amino group. On a per-hydrogen-
atom-available basis, however, the hydrogen attached to the nitrogen is about twice
as reactive as the hydrogen linked to the carbon atom. When methyl radicals arc
the abstracting species 3 the ratio of velocity constants is about 18, the N—H bond
being the more reactive The trifiuoromethyl radical is markedly less selective in
abstracting hydrogen than is the methyl radical and this is in keeping with the greater
reactivity of the trifluoromethyl radical.

REACTIVITY OF N—H BONDS IN CHjNH2, (CHj)2NH AND (CH.)jNH
In table 5 we have compared kinetic data for the abstraction of hydrogen from

various substrates by methyl aud trifluoromethyl radicals. In general, a similar

Table 5.—Hydrogen atom abstraction by trleluoromethyl and methyl radicals
from amines and related compounds

reaction log A
(mole 1 cm' %ec~')

t
fkc*! mole l)

103 R. ; 'M-* )
overall log 1(164°)

per K-«u>ro
ref.

CFj + CHJNHJ-VCFjH 10 7 4 2 8 6 8-1 • fc

CHjNH.-CF^H 99 4 4 7 7 7-4 *0
CHj + CHJNHJ-CH, 110 8-7 6 7 6 2 1

CH3NH3-»CH, 9 55 5-7 6 7 6 4 1

CFj + (CH3)2NH-CF,H 118 5 1 93 8-5 this work

(CH3)NH2-CF3H 10 5 3-3 8 9 8-9 this work

CH3 + (CH3)3NH -CH* 115 8-7 11 64 3

(CHjJNHj-CH, 108 64 7-6 7 6 3

cf3-f(ch3)3n-.cf,h 118 4-5 9-6 8-7 this work

CH3 + (CH3)3N-CH* 118 8-8 7-4 6 5 11

CF3 + (CHj)1NH-CF3H 110 41 8 9 8 9 this work

CHJ -t- (CHi)jNH-»CH« 10-3 4-8 79 7-9 4

The hydrogen atom which is abstracted is underlined.
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pattern of reactivity is noted for both radicals, there being an increase in reactivity
with decreasing bond strength, and activation energy requirements are ca. 1-5 kcal
mole-1 lower for the trifluoromethyl radical attack on the N—H bonds. With
methylamine and dimcthylamine, the introduction of a second methyl group has the
effect of markedly increasing the reactivity of the N—H band towards attack by both
CHj and CF3 radicals.

REACTIVITY OF C—H BONDS IN CHjNHJ, (CHj)aNH AND (CH3)3N
The velocity constants for the abstraction of hydrogen attached to carbon increases

as more hydrogen atoms are available in the molecule. For the series methylamine,
dimethylamine and trimethylamine, the velocity constants are in the ratio 1 : 4-5 : 10
for CF3 attack and 1 : 3 : 6 for CH3 attack. On a per-atom available basis the
ratios are I : 2 : 3-5 and i : 1-5 : 2 respectively so that it appears that the —NHi(
> NH and > N groups do not have any marked difference in the activation of the C—H
bonds. Within experimental error there is little difference in the activation energies ;
the activation energies for abstraction from C—H bonds are about 4 kcal mole-1
lower for trifluoromethyl radicals than for methyl radicals. Pritchard et a/.10 have
reported that for abstraction from hydrocarbons there is an activation energy differ¬
ence of about 3 kcal mole-1.

' P Gray and J C. J. Thymic, Trans Faraday Soc.. 1963, 59, 2275.
' P. Kozait and H. D. Cesser, J. Chem Soc., I960, 4-38.
5 P. Gray, A. Jones and J. C. J. Thynrne, Trans. Faraday Soc., <965, it, 474.
4 P. Gray and A. Jones, Trans. Faraday Soc , 1965, 61, 2161.
5 P. Gray, A. A. Herod, A. Jones and J. C. J. Thynot. Trans. Faraday Soc., 1966, 62, 2T74.
* E. P.. Morns and J. C. J. Thymic, Trans. Faraday Soc., ins, , 212*.
' E. R. Morris and J. C J Thynne, Trans Faraday Sac., 196(1, 64, 414
* P. 3. Ayacoujii, J. Chart. Physks, 1956, It, 944.
* I. R. McNesby, J. PHy.sk Chem., I960, 64, 1671.

10 G O. Pritchard, G. H. Miller and J K Foote, Can J. Chem., 1962, <0, 1830.
11 A F. Trotman-DickensoB and E. W R. Steacie, J. Chem PHysks. 1951, 19, 169.
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The reactions of methyl radicals, generated by the thermal decomposition of di-tert butyl peroxide
(DTBP), with CF3CHO, C2F5CHO, and C3F7CFIO have been studied and Arrhenius parameters
for the following hydrogen atom abstraction reactions obtained :

log A (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) E (k cal mole ')

CH3+DTBP-»CH4+C8H1702 12-65 11-9
CH3 + CF3CHO^CH4+COCF3 12-10 8-7

CH3 + C2F5CHO^CH4+COC2F5 12-93 9-8
CH3 + C3F7CHO-^CH4+COC3F7 13-19 10-3

The rate of hydrogen atom abstraction from the fluoroaldehydes appears to be independent of the
size of the fluoroalkyl group. These results are compared with data for other reactions of the type :
CH3 + HCOX ^CH4+COX.

Comparison of the relative reactivities of methyl and trifluoromethyl radicals suggests that the
nature of the substrate has considerable effect, with hydrocarbons methyl radicals being much less
reactive, whereas with polar molecules or molecules containing a weak X—H bond, both radicals
react by hydrogen-atom abstraction at similar rates.

Studies of hydrogen-atom abstraction by methyl radicals from molecules of the
type HCOX are of interest since the abstraction of the formyl hydrogen atom
(reaction (1)),

CH3 + HCOX->CH4 + COX (1)
can be studied conveniently for different side groups and such reactions present the
possibility that changes in the velocity constant and the Arrhenius parameters for
the abstraction reaction can be correlated with the nature of the substituting group X.

Studies on aldehydes,1 formates 2'3,4 and formamides5 (i.e., X = R, OR and NR2)
have indicated that although the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction varies markedly
between the three families, within a family the rate is independent of the size of the
substituting group.

It is desirable to extend these studies to fluoroaldehydes in order to investigate
the effect of large, strongly polar groups upon the reactivity of the formyl hydrogen
atom and accordingly we have studied the reactions of methyl radicals with tri-
fluoroacetaldehyde, pentafluoropropionaldehyde and heptafluoroaldehyde.

EXPERIMENTAL

materials

di-tert-butyl peroxide (Koch-Light Co.,) was dried and then distilled :,everal times,
the middle fractions being collected. It was stored on the vacuum line and was degassed
before use.

2470
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trifluoroacetaldehyde was prepared from the hydrate (Koch-Light Co.,); this was
dropped slowly on to a stirred mixture of phosphorous pentoxide and concentrated sulphuric
acid at 85-90°C. The gas evolved was collected in two traps, one at — 80°C and one at
— 160'C. After bulb-to-bulb distillation on the vacuum line the aldehyde was stored at
— 196°C in a blackened blub. Comparison of the infra-red spectra with the literature
spectrum 6 confirmed the identity of the product, pentafluoropropionaldehyde and
heptafluorobutyraldehyde were similarly prepared from their hydrates (Eastman Kodak).

apparatus and procedure

The reaction cell was a spherical Pyrex vessel (184 cm3) housed in an electric furnace,
the temperature of which was controlled by a Bikini-Fenwall relay unit to ±0-2°C. The
cell was connected by a short-side-arm to a conventional high-vacuum apparatus comprising
cold traps, gas burette and Macieod gauge. Mixtures of the aldehyde and peroxide were
made up in a large bulb, (using a dibutyl phthalate manometer for pressure measurements),
before expansion into the cell. After reaction the contents of the reaction cell were expanded
into a liquid-nitrogen-cooled trap. The non-condensable fraction was collected and measured
in the gas burette before being analyzed mass-spectrometrically by an AEI Ltd. MS 10 mass
spectrometer. This fraction contained methane and carbon monoxide. A further fraction
volatile at —160°C was collected, measured and analyzed mass spectrometrically. This
fraction comprised mainly ethane (plus a little carbon dioxide impurity from the aldehyde
which could not be removed after prolonged pumping). With trifluoroacetaldehyde, for
decomposition was greater than about 5 %, other peaks were observed in the mass spectrum
of the —160° fraction. These correspond to m/e values of 31, 45, 51, 69 and 119 and
presumably arise from products such as CF3H, CF3CH3 and C2F6. In order to avoid
substantial corrections for these products the aldehyde was decomposed to only a small
extent (<3 %). No such contamination of the — 160°C fraction was observed with the
other aldehydes.

RESULTS

When methyl radicals are generated in the presence of di-tert-butyl peroxide (DTBP)
and the fluoroaldehydes, methane is formed by hydrogen atom abstraction from both mole¬
cules. In order to correct for the methane formed from DTBP a study of this reaction was
made.

hydrogen-atom abstraction from DTBP by methyl radicals

DTBP was thermally decomposed over the temperature range 127-171°C. Methane
and ethane are formed by the following reactions :

CH3 + DTBP->CH4+C8H1702 (2)
2CH3->C2H6 (3)

Under steady-state conditions the following rate relation may be deduced, where Rx is the
rate of formation of X and (DTBP) is the mean concentration of the peroxide :

^ch4 /R*2h6(DTBP) = k2lk\.
Using the value 7 of 1013-34 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the velocity constant of combination of
methyl radicals, our data, when analyzed by the method of least-mean-squares, are expressed
by the equation:

logk2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (12-65 ±0-18)-(l1900 ±300)/2-303#7-
The error limits quoted in this paper are the standard deviations. These Arrhenius para¬
meters are in reasonable agreement with values of 8-9 12-4 for log A2 and 11 -7 and 14-5 ±2-5
kcal mole-1 for E2.
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Table 1.—Hydrogen-atom abstraction from fluoroaldehydes [HCOX] by methyl
radicals.

106 mole cm-3 1012 mole cm-3 sec-1 _ , , x/r,+
rch4(abs>' rc,hs [hcox]

temp (°K) time (sec) [HCOX] [DTBP] CH4 C2H6

TRIFLUOROACETALDEHYDE

401-1 2500 0-59 0-28 2-23 0-75 4-21
401-5 480 0-49 0-24 2-45 1-27 4-33
405-2 750 0-53 0-40 5-02 2-81 5-43
409-7 600 0-69 0-35 7-86 4-34 5-29
415-1 1200 0-59 0-27 9-50 4-74 7-19
421-4 240 0-59 0-24 21-6 20-1 7-95
421-4 300 0-64 0-36 21-6 14-7 8-48
421-4 200 0-57 0-36 21-2 18-4 8-30
429-2 180 0-56 0-28 35-5 40-5 9-64
429-2 200 0-58 0-27 41-0 49-6 9-74
435-6 200 0-43 0-16 32-1 53-1 10 1
436-2 120 0-68 0-30 94-3 176-2 10 1
440-9 100 0-61 0-29 110-8 194-2 12-6
443-8 120 0-65 0-30 142-9 278-0 12-7
444-2 120 0-53 0-24 95-0 134-3 15-1
444-8 150 0-53 0-22 101-0 253-8 11-5

pentafluoropropionaldehyde

398-2 3600 0-22 0-12 0-91 0-273 7-94
398-2 1800 0-23 0-15 1-42 0-51 o 7-61
403-0 600 0-26 0-17 2-48 1-35 7-87
403-2 540 0-26 0-17 2-61 1-33 8-35
408-2 1200 0-19 0 13 2-33 1-41 10-2
408-2 900 0-25 0-19 4-49 2-20 12-6
413-0 480 0-23 0 11 4-74 2-47 13 0
413-2 480 0-30 0-16 6-33 2-69 12-4
418-4 420 0-30 0-19 11-4 7-11 14-0
423-2 480 0-26 0-16 14-2 12-8 15 1
428-2 420 0-22 0-15 15-6 14-1 18-0
433-6 480 0-19 0-10 16-6 19 1 20-0
438-2 240 0-18 0 084 18 5 19-3 23-0
438-2 300 0-17 0-10 22-0 26-5 23-7

heptafluorobutyraldehyde

398-2 3600 0 31 0-14 1-15 0-27 6 6-85
398-4 1800 0-33 0-14 1-26 0-34! 6-46
403-2 1620 0-26 0-17 151 0-543 7-60
403-2 1200 0-28 0-17 2-28 0-867 8-54
408-4 1200 0-25 0-12 2-48 0-735 11-6
408-2 1800 0-32 0-15 3-33 0-967 10 3
413-2 900 0-24 0-14 4-80 2-25 11-2
418-4 660 0-24 0-14 6-88 4-28 13-3
423-2 480 0-25 0 13 10-4 6-56 16-1
428-6 360 0-22 0-15 16-7 17-8 17-8
433-2 360 0-18 0-10 16-5 19-1 20-2
438-4 300 0-19 0-09 24-2 28-7 23-2
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methane and ethane formation during thermal decomposition of DTBP
in presence of RfCHO.

When DTBP is thermally decomposed in the presence of the fluoroaldehydes the following
reactions need to be added to the reaction scheme above to account for the methane forma¬
tion :

CH3 + CF3CHO->CH4+CF3CO (4)
CH3 + C2F5CHO->CH4+C2F5CO (5)
CH3 + C3FvCHO->CH4+C3F7CO (6)

If i?CH4 (4) is the steady rate of production of methane by reaction (4), obtained by sub¬
tracting from the total methane that part which comes from reaction (2), then the following
rate relation applies:

^CH4(4)/^c2H6(ald) = kjk^.
where (aid) refers to the mean concentration of CF3CHO. Similar rate relations can be
obtained for the other aldehydes.

Our results for the three aldehydes are given in table 1. These data when treated by the
method of least squares are represented by the following equations :

log At4 (mole-1 cm3 sec"1) = (12-10±0-16)-(8700 ±300)/2-303/?7;
log k5 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (12-93 ±0-21)-(9800 ±300)/2-303/?r,

and logk& (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (13-19±0-18)-(10300±400)/2-303i?r.
There are no other Arrhenius parameters reported for any of these reactions. At 164°C
the rate constants k4, k5 and k6 have values of 107'8, 1080 and 108'0 respectively (in mole-1
cm3sec-1) and so within experimental error are identical.

DISCUSSION

HYDROGEN ATOM ABSTRACTION FROM RfCHO
The similarity of the rate constants for hydrogen atom abstraction from the three

aldehydes indicates that all of the formyl hydrogen atoms are similarly reactive and
that the size of the substituting group does not influence the reactivity of the formyl

Table 2.—Hydrogen-atom abstraction by methyl radicals from HCOX

ch3+hcox-*ch4 + cox
v mole-1 cm3 sec-1 kcal mole-1 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 ref.A

log A E log k (164°)

cf3 12-1 8-7 7-8 this work
c2f5 12-9 9-8 8-0 this work
c3f7 13-2 10 3 8-0 this work
ch3o 10 7 8-6 6-4 2

c2h5o 10 5 8-2 6-4 3
c3h7o 10 1 7-3 6-4 4
nh2 10-5 6-6 7-2 5

nhch3 10-9 7-6 7-1 5
n(ch3)2 11-4 8-3 7-2 5

ch3 11-9 7-6 8-1 1

c2h5 12-0 7-5 8-2 1

c3h7 11-8 7-3 8-2 1

hydrogen. This is in general accord with the results reported for the aldehydes,1
formates 2-4 and formamides.5

In table 2 we have compared Arrhenius parameter and rate constant data for
hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals from substrates of the type HCOX.
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Although comparison of the molecules X = R, NR2 and OR would suggest that the
reaction rate decreased as the electronegativity of the side group increased, where
X = Rf the trend is not sustained and the reactivity of the fluoroaldehydes is only
slightly less than that of the aldehydes. This suggests that the effect of fluorine atoms
being substituted for hydrogen is to cause only slight deactivation of the hydrogen
atom on the adjacent carbon atom.

The activation energies required for abstraction are appreciably larger for the
fluoroaldehydes than for any of the other comparable substrates so that it might be
predicted that T>(H—CORf)>£)(H—COX). Also, the pre-exponential factors are
about 10 times larger than usually observed for reactions of this nature. For methyl
radicals reacting with a variety of aldehydes the pre-exponential factors varied from
1011-9 to 1013"1, values appreciably larger than those usually found.10 Since
"normal" values were reported for the formates and formamides it suggests that
these high values are a common property of the aldehydes.

The activation energies required for hydrogen-atom abstraction increase steadily
as the side group gets larger. The increase is outside the experimental error and
might indicate that the H—COR bond was increasing in strength although the
similarity in rate constants is evidence against this. Birrell and Trotman-Dickenson 1
observed that branching in the alkyl group was accompanied by a small increase in
the Arrhenius parameters for hydrogen atom abstraction.

COMPARISON OP REACTIVITY OF CH3 AND C F3 RADICALS
Pritchard et a/.11 have suggested, on the basis of the hydrogen-atom abstraction

reactions of methyl and trifluoromethyl radicals with hydrocarbon substrates, that
CF3 radicals are considerably more reactive and that this difference in reactivity
stems from activation energy differences of 3-4 kcal mole-1 between the two radicals.
In table 3 we show data for methane, ethane and n-butane which support this
suggestion.

Table 3.—Comparison of reactivity of CH3 and CF3 radicals with various
substrates

ch4 c2h6 c4h10 h2s cf3ch0

£CH3 14-7 11-8 9-6 2-6 8-7

^cf3 10-3 7-5 5-3 3-9 8-2
AE 4-4 4-3 4-3 -1-3 0-5
log (TCH3//fCF3) 0-13 0-53 0-44 -0-25 0-5

WW!64°C) 118 42 50 0-4 0-7
ref. 13, 14 15, 14 15, 16 17, 18 12, this work

E in kcal mole-1

In table 3 we have also included data for attack by CH3 and CF3 radicals on
molecules which lose hydrogen atoms readily to methyl radicals. For some of these
systems various values have been reported for the activation energies. We have
taken values near the average of these values or for H2S that we considered to be the
" best " value.

For molecules such as H2S and CF3CHO, hydrogen-atom abstraction by CF3
radicals occurs at a similar (possibly slightly slower) rate as that with methyl radicals,
and there is little difference in either the activation energies or the T-factors. For these
molecules it is likely that the strength of the bond being broken is about 90-95 kcal
mole-1, i.e., much weaker than the bond being formed, whereas for the hydrocarbons
there is much less difference between the bonds broken and formed. These results
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might be explained in terms that the C—H bond strength has declined in strength
to the stage where there is no difference in activation energy required for the two
radicals. It is possible, however, that it is the polarity of the molecules which is the
important factor and for molecules such as H2S, repulsion forces between the radical
and the molecule are significant and the activation energy is increased compared
to the values observed with non-polar molcules.

Pritchard et al.11 have considered that the activation energy of 8-2 kcal mole-1
reported by Dodd and Smith 12 for the reaction:

CF3HCOCF3->CF3H + COCF3 (7)
to be improbably high, because an activation energy difference of ca. 3-4 kcal mole-1
for methyl and trifiuoromethyl radicals attacking the same molecule would suggest
an activation energy of ca. 12 kcal mole-1 for reaction (4). Comparison of Dodd and
Smith's value for reaction (7) with our measured value for £4 indicates that their value
is probably accurate and is compatible with other hydrogen atom abstraction data
from polar molecules by trifiuoromethyl radicals.

We thank the Laporte Chemical Co., for their support of this work, Dr. J. H. Knox
of this department for many helpful discussions, and Mr. N. C. Beaton for perform¬
ing some of the experiments.
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Recently perfluoroalkyl radicals have been generated by the

photolysis of various fluoroaldehydes^" and data obtained for the

abstraction of the aldehydic hydrogen atom by the radical

(reaction 1)

Rf + HCORf -^-9- R^H + CORf
2

The aldehyde has also been used as a radical source to

investigate the removal of hydrogen from various substrate

molecules, i.e.,

Rf + RH -£-» R^H + R
This technique is satisfactory if there is no other source

of R^H in the reaction 3ystem.
In a study of the photolysis of CF^COCFy'HCOC^^ mixtures

it became apparent that although the fluoroform formation could

be adequately accounted for by the reaction :

CF3 + hcoc2F3 CF3H + COC2F3,
2 OP3 -i. 02P6

the pentafluoroethane formation was not similarly expressed by

the reactions :

C2F5 + HCOC2F3 C2 C OC 2

2 02P5 -L,
Our evidence for this conclusion was that although a plot

of the ratio R__ ,,/R2,, „ versus aldehyde concentration gave,
cf3H C2F6

within experimental error, zero intercept, a corresponding plot



2

i
for Ro,PyRS°^io yielded a markedly positive intercept.^ ^

1
Analysis of the data published for the HC0C2F3 system
yielded essentially the same conclusion.

When cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde is photolysed^its
decomposition has been shown to involve production of free

radicals and also the formation of propylene by an intra¬

molecular elimination reaction (8),

HCO<| -JU HGO + <]

CO + CH2 = CH-CH3
It seemed likely that such an intramolecular elimination

reaction was also contributing to pentafluoroethane formation

when the fluoroaldehyde was photolysed, i.e. the primary

processes were :

HCOC2F3 HCO + C2F3

co + C2F3H
We have photolysed under similar conditions the aldehyde

alone and also aldehyde-nitric oxide mixtures. In the latter

cases perfluorobutane formation was completely inhibited

although extensive pentafluoroethane formation occurred, the

yield decreasing by only ^ 75$ at l4-00°K compared with the

ea^periments performed in the absence of the inhibitor. We

therefore conclude that reaction (10) contributes substantially



3

to pentafluoroethane formation. The fact that only such a

relatively small degree of C^F^H inhibition was observed,
particularly with regard to the fact that, in the unscavenged

experiments there will be substantial contributions to the

62^5 radical concentration by the decarbonylation of the
COCgF^ radical produced in reaction (5), suggests that photo-
decomposit ion of the aldehyde by reactions (9) and (10) must

be comparable.

Similar examination of the photolyses of HCOCF^ and
HCOC^Fy showed that the following intramolecular elimination
reactions occur appreciably in these systems :

H C0CF3 > CO + CF3H
H COC3F7 ► CO + C^^

We therefore conclude that fluoroaldehydes are not suitable

for use as photochemical sources of fluoroalkyl radicals in

connection with hydrogen atom abstraction reactions and that
1 2

the kinetic data reported ' for such reactions are likely to

be significantly in error.
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The ne>»ction$ of triSucronwthyl radicals. puncTated by Use photolysis of heiafluoroticetooB, witii
tl» aldehydes HCXXTF,, HCOC,F, nut HCOC,F-> h*ve been studied iuk! ihe following Ajr!«aiu*
parameters determined :

lo« A <mU I cm1 mc ') E(kcalmola')

CF,4 HCOCFs CFjH + COCF, I195±0-I0 8-8 ±0-2
CF,± HCOC,F, -CF,H4COC,F, 1112 ±009 6 7 ±0-2
CF,4HCOC,F,-CF,H4COC,F, II-09 ±0 11 6-6±0 2

The rate of hydrogen atom abstraction from tin fluoroaldehydes a: 164 C is independent of tbs
sim of the fluoroalkyl group. Direct photolyva of the aldehydes HCOCF,. HCOC,F, and
HCOC'jF- is complicated by the intramolecular elimination reactions

Sv

HCOR/ -R/H + CO, R/ - CF,, C,F, and C,F7.
A value of I 95. which is independent of temperature, hts bcesi obtained for the cTOSs-coaibutaliOQ
af CF, and C,F, radicals.

For a wide variety of aldehydes, the velocity constants for the hydrogen atom
abstraction reactions (1) and (2) are similar and not influenced by the size of the
olkyl group R ' 3

CH, 4 FlCOR-»CH4 + COR

r + hcor'-rh + cor,

Replacement of the alkyl groups by fluoroalkyl groups, Rr, appears to have little
effect on the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction when the attacking radical is methyl * :

CH, + HCOR/^CH4-fCOR/.
The situation where the radical abstracting hydrogen from the fluoroaldchyde is

a fluoroalkyl radical (reaction (4)) is less dear-cut and there appears to be a divergence
between the results reported where Rr is CF, ' and where R, is C2F5 or C3F7 ®
the latter radicals being the more reactive in removing hydrogen atoms from the
appropriate aldehyde :

Rr + HCOR, -»R/H + COR/.
This difference might be real and ascribed to the nature of the attacking radical

and the strength of the R- H bond formed, though D (CFS H) is stronger than
m the other modules,"' or to the influence of the fluoroaJkyi group on the reactivity
of the aldehydic hydrogen atom It might also reflect some complication in the
photolysis of pentafiuoropropionaldehyde or heptafluorobutyraldehydc leading to
an additional source of R/H in these decompositions.

A study of the reaction of the same fluoroalky! radical with a variety of fluofo-
aldehydes should give information regarding some of these problems, and accordingly
we have investigated the reaction of tnfluoromethyl radicals with the aldehydes,
CFjCHO, CjFjCHO arid C3F7CHO. Our data also enable the cross-combination
ratio for CF3 and C2F5 radicals to be evaluated and information to be deduced
regarding hydrogen-atom abstraction from the parent aldehydes by the C2F5 and
C,F, radicals.



EXPERi MENTAL

apparatus and procedure

The apparatus used has been described.3 Trifluoromethyl radicals were generated by
the photolysis of hexafiuoroacetone at a>3000 A. Because of the spectral overlap of the
absorption bands of the ketone and the aldehydes used, there was also simultaneous photolysis
of the aldehydes. Except for CFjCHO, photodecornposition of the aldehyde does not
influence the formation of CF3H and C2F6. With CFjCHO, the reaction was complicated
by the formation of CF3H by a direct intramolecular elimination reaction. We therefore
used mixtures rich in ketone in order to obtain a relatively high CF3 radical concentration
so as to minimize the intramolecular contribution to CF3H formation. Mixtures of aldehyde
and ketone were made up in a 500 ml bulb before being expanded into the reaction cell.
After reaction, the products were trapped at liquid-nitrogen temperature and the non-
condensable gases removed by pumping. The remainder of the reaction products were
then analyzed gas chromatographically, our technique permitting analysis of the compounds,
CFjH, C2F5H, C\F„, C3F,H. C3F8 and C»Fl0 Samples of C2F5H, C3F, and C«F10
were obtained by prolonged photolysis of the appropriate aldehyde or mixture of aldehydes
and collecting the compounds as they were eluted from the gas chromatograph

ma r e r i a l s

Hexafiuoroacetone was prepared by dehydration of the sesquihydrate (Koch-Light).
The product contained small quantities of C02, C2F6 and CF3H as impurities ; these were
removed by prolonged pumping at — 130 C The aldehydes were prepared from their
hydrates as described previously *

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

reactions of CF3 with HCOR;
When trifluoromethyl radicals are produced in the presence of a fluoroaldehyde,

fluoroform and hexafluoroethane are produced. Their formation may be accounted
for by the reactions :

CF3 + HCOR/-+CF,H -1- COR/

2CF3-*CjF6.
Ayscough has measured the rate constant for the combination of trifluoromethyl
radicals obtaining 9 the value kb (mole"1 cm3 sec ') = 10133*. We use this value
in the results discussed below.

R, - C2F5
The reaction products analyzed for in this system were CF3H, CaFjH, C2F6,

c3F, and C4Fl0. Our analytical data are shown in table 1. Their formation is
discussed in terms of the following reactions :

7 f

CFa + HCOCjFj-CFjH + COCjKj

COCjF5->CO+C2Fs

c2F5 + HCOC2FJ^C2F,H -i COC2F,

CFJ + C2Fs-»CjFt

2CaF5"c4F10
HCOCjF, + Av^»HCO + C2F3

-CJFJH + CO

CFJ + HCO^CFjH + CO

C2F5 + HCO-*C2FjH +CO.
If reactions (7) and (9) are solely responsible for the formation of CFjH and

C2FjH respectively, then the following rate relationships apply :

Rcfjk/R^jf^E3'^] = and ^CjFjn/R£«f,o[a'^ ! ~ i-

where Rx is the rate of formation of X and [aid] refers to the mean aldehyde concentra¬
tion.
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Table1.—Hydrogf.n-atomabstractionfromC2F,CHObiCF,radicals ratesofformation
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time(sec)

IaW]

lt«l

cr,H

c2f,h

cjf,

C4F10

4

555-6

'XX)

•250

349

631

3-62

101

390

35-2

67-7

1-82

5263

200

•522

519

106

181

193

662

655

47-6

192

5000

600

300

•352

378

143

53-9

39-4

26-8

333

202

5000

200

500

■536

72-2

22-8

109

63-3

515

30-3

I85

5000

100

III

680

36-6

912

169

570

8-6

346

204

4762

450

■287

■644

354

30-7

40-2

48-2

20-7

22-3

1-91

4545

450

■688

696

53-7

268

934

70-4

462

151

201

434-8

450

399

•876

236

309

359

50-2

221

10-6

190

400-0

600

■676
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115

982

595

318

316

5-44

1-81

4000

200

■157

2-36

998

794

116

46-7

7-2
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42
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4.9
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868

8-63
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408
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3704
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118

821
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When |s plotted against the aldeh>de concentration a linear plot
is obtained which, within experimental error, passes through the origin. At 400"K
e.g., the intercept tor such a plot was 0-17 + 0-22 x 10 h and hence it may be concluded
that there is no further source ot CFjH Our data for reaction (7l are expressed by

log A, (mole"' cm3 sec"1) = 11 12± 0-09 — (6700 ±200> 2 303 RT.
The error limits quoted in this paper are the standard deviations obtained by a
leasi-mean-squares computer treatment.

C21 , radicals are generated in this system by direct photolysis of the aldehyde
and also by decarbonylation ol the perfluoroacyl radical produced in the hydrogen-
atom abstraction reactions. These radicals react by hydrogen atom removal from
the aldehyde and also by auto-combination yielding C T\,H and C4I i0 respectively.
A plot of the ratio RClf5hiKc«f,„ against aldehyde concentration reveals a markedly
positive intercept, a value of 2 4 f0-6x 10 h (mole* cm * sec *) being obtained for
the experiments at 400 K. When the data ol Pritchard et a!,b for the experiments
pertormed at 300 k. are plotted in this manner, the dependence of their rate ratio
on aldehyde concentration is small, a large intercept ( ~8x 10 6 mole* cm * sec *)
being obtained.

These observations suggest that there is a further contribution to the pentafluoro-
ethane formation which probably involves photodecomposition of the aldehyde.
Formyl radicals are produced by photolysis of the aldehyde (reaction (12)) and hence
the disproportionation reaction (15) may contribute to C2F,H formation. We
regard this reaction as unlikely since if it occurred then it would probably be paralleled
by the cross-disproportionation of CF , and HCO radicals (14). Our zero-intercept
for the aldehyde dependence of the ratio Rev >u!Rhf * indicates thai no such reaction
is occurring. We therefore conclude that (15) does not contribute to C,l , M forma¬
tion in our experiments.

The intramolecular elimination of propylene in the photolysis of cyclopropane-
carboxaldehyde has been established.1" It seemed possible that photolysis of the
pentafluoropropionaidehyde also involved an intramolecular elimination reaction
such as (13) producing pentafluorocthane. To examine this possibility, we photolyzed
the aldehyde alone and also in the presence of sufficient nitric oxide to scavenge free
radicals. We found complete inhibition of perfluorobutane formation but extensive
formation of pentahuoroethane in the experiments with added nitric oxide. In
similar experiments at 400CK, the rate of formation of C2F,H was reduced from
75 x 10 12 to 25 x 10~12 (mole cm 3 sec ') bv the addition of nitric oxide. These
observations suggest that there is extensive formation of C 2F,H by reaction (13)
and indicate tliat the Arrhenius parameters deduced by Pritchard el al b are likely
to be significantly in error.

We are therefore unable to calculate a value for k9 from our data. A value may
be estimated, however, by correcting for the intramolecular contribution to C2F5H
(obtained from the inhibited experiments) and then calculating k9/k\, in the usual
manner By this means we have estimated a value of 8-6 + 2-8 (mole-* cm** sec-*)
for the rate constant ratio at 400 K. The corresponding value for k7/k* is 6-0,
from which we may tentatively conclude that reactions (7) and (9) take place at very
similar rates



The condensable reaction products observed in this reaction were C.'F3Fi, C3F6,
C3fyH*and C4F10jbui only the first two were consistently analyzed for. The reactions
involved are:

CF, + HCOC3F7-*CF3H + COC3F7

COCjF7^CO + C3F7

C3F7 + HCOC,F7^CjF7H+COC3F7
CFj+C3F7^C4F10

20

HCOC3F7 + Av-HCO+C3F7

^c3f7h+co.
The rate relation,

^CFJn/^^jF»[a'C'J ~ ^16
may be obtained. The ratio ^cFjh/^f. shows a linear dependence on aldehyde
concentration the line passing through the origin within our experimental error, so
that reaction (16) is the sole source of CF3H formation. Our data are shown in
table 2 and the velocity constant for (16) may be expressed by the equation :

log k,6 (mole -1 cm3 sec1) = 11 09 ±0-1! -(6570±220)/2-303 RT.

Table 2.—Hydrogen-a tom abstraction from C3F7CF10 by CFj radicals

T'K i (tec) (eld) (ket)
reim of forma t*oo

cf>H C,F,
*i*i*t

555-6 200 500 991 162 30-4 60 8
555 6 200 326 1-20 136 37 3 71-5
526-3 200 •463 •918 126 25-5 55-2
526 3 200 •170 2-11 97 0 148 499
476-2 200 •269 3-33 92! 245 22-7
434 8 300 593 2 19 70-1 103 119
400-0 900 •915 1-81 36-2 41-6 625
400-0 100 737 1-47 31 9 43 1 6-61
400-0 450 •391 1-44 19-7 73-4 5-96
400-0 900 ■890 ■859 23-4 12 2 7-61
400 0 150 1 44 1 39 37-6 117 7-66

ket » CF,COCFj; aldehyde and ketone concentrations in 10* mote cm"3 ; rates of forma¬
tion of products in 1013 mete era-5 sec-1.
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In view of the intramolecular reaction established above for pentafluoropropion-
aldehyde. the photolysis of the heptafluoroaldehvde in the presence of nitric oxide
was investigated. Considerable formation of heptafluoropropane in the inhibited
system indicated that it was probable that reaction (21) was occurring. Accordingly,
to study its formation by reaction (18) alone was not feasible in this work The
participation of reaction (21) in the direct photolysis of the aldehyde suggests that
the reported 6 Arrhenius parameters for this reaction are incorrect.

r/ = cp3
When the ketone and aldehyde are photolyzed together, CF3M and C2F6 are

produced as reaction prod felt. - The results reported above for photolysis of HCOC2
produced as reaction products. The results reported above for photolysis of
HCOC2F5 and HCOC3F7 suggested that an intramolecular reaction leading to
fiuoroform formation might also occur for HCOCF3. Accordingly, we photolyzed
the aldehyde alone and in the presence of nitric oxide and found that, although C2F6
formation was eliminated in the inhibited experiments, substantial yields of CF3H
were obtained,indicating the occurrence of the reaction,

HCOCF3 + Av->CF3H + CO.
We have attempted to reduce the contribution of reaction (22) to CF3H formation

in this reaction system by using mixtures rich in ketone Accordingly we attribute
the major contribution to the fluoroform formation to be reaction (23):

cf4 + €£jHCOCF3"cF3H + COCF3

COC1V-CO + CF, .

The rate relation is

RcF)H/Rc2F6[a'^] ~ k23/k|.
Our results are shown in table 3. When the aldehyde was photolyzed alone a

plot of the ratio /?cf,h rc2f6 against aldehyde concentration showed a marked
positive intercept (~20x 1()~ 6 mole4 cm* sec~*). When the results for the mixed
system are plotted, the intercept is close to zero (1 x 10 ~6) suggesting that most of
the fluoroform formation is accounted for by reaction (23). We have used these
data to calculate the velocity constant k2i:

log (c23 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 11-96 ±010-(8780 +220)/2-303 RT.
We have not included the results for experiments carried out at 400 and 416-7aK.
in our least-squares calculation since these data indicated curvature of the Arrhenius
plot in this temperature region, presumably because at such temperatures contri¬
butions from reaction (22) to the total fluoroform yield are significant.

tabu; 3.—hydrogen-atom abstraction from cf.cho by cf3 radicals
rales of iormiUion

T K 1 (sec) laid) [ket) CF,H c : f, ki)/*,1
555 6 100 •339 1 67 332 255 64-4
555-6 25 -235 1 16 258 217 75-4
555 6 100 -162 1 64 187 267 75-1
526-3 200 119 1 27 66 4 193 42-3
526-3 100 •516 2-54 351 290 41-3
500-0 200 -183 1 96 72-5 266 25 3
476-2 200 ■174 1-86 47-6 254 17 6
476-2 200 •321 1 58 85-8 225 18-3
454-5 200 •168 1 79 29-3 242 11-4
434-8 200 162 1 73 21-0 250 8-3
434-8 300 ■308 1 52 32-7 220 7-3
416-7 200 •144 1 -53 140 228 6-5
416-7 200 ■310 3 15 45-0 346 7-9
400-0 450 5 14 0-00 206 600 5 2
400 0 300 •2-46 I 54 14 4 112 5 6
400 0 100 413 2-59 30-3 213 5-1
400 0 200 •328 I 61 21-5 222 4.4
400-0 450 ■250 2-54 24-9 289 60

ket = CF3COCF3 ; aldehyde and ketone in !06 mole cm 3 ; cf3h and cjf6 in 1012
mole cm-3 sec-1.



Our data arc in reasonable accord with those obtained from a direct photolysis
of the aldehyde by Dodd and Smith 5 who report log A23 = 11-73 and E23 8-4
kcal mole and who also observed curvature of the Arrhenius plot below 425°K.

COMPARISON OK RATE CONSTANTS

In table 4 we have compared the kinetic data available for reactions of types
(1), (3) and (4). From the results of the present work, variation of the Huoroalkyl
group has little effect on reactivity of the aidehydic hydrogen atom since the rate
constants for reactions (7), (16) and (23) are almost identical at 164 C, a conclusion
which is in accord with results reported 1 ■ 4 for reactions (1) and (3). The Arrhenius
parameters for reactions (7) and (16) are similar but for trifluoroacetaldehyde the
values are much higher, the difference being quite outside our experimental error.
This difference of about 2 kcal mole 1 in the activation energy requirements is
unexpected and inexplicable since the rate constants in this region do not differ.
The reactivity of the aidehydic hydrogen atom is slightly lower for the fluoroaldehydes
indicating that fluoroalkyl groups have a slight deactivating effect on the hydrogen
atom attached to the adjacent carbon atom.

Table 4.—Arrhenius parameters and veuocrrv constants at 164 C ton hydrogen
ATOM ABSTRACTION REACTIONS

log A F lo» k (1S4'C)
reaction i mole 1 cmJ »ec "1) (kcal tBok< 1) (AOle 1 cm3 l) re<.

cfj+ cf3cho 13 12 0 8-8 7-6 this work
cfj4-c2f3cho 7 111 6-7 7-8 this work

cfj + c3f7cho 16 111 66 7-8 this work

c:h3+cf3cho 121 8-7 7-8 4

chj-f cjfjcho 12 9 9-8 8 0 4

ch3-kc3f7cho 13 2 10-3 8 0 4

ch3 + ch3cho 11-9 7 6 8 1 I

chJ + cJhJcho 12-0 7-5 8-2 2

ch3-f c3f7cho 11 8 7-3 8-1 1

ch3o+ch,ocho 12 2 8 2 8-1 1 1

Our " corrected " value for the rate constant for reaction (9) suggests that, as for
alkyl radicals, the rate for the reaction R, + HCOR/^R/H +COR, is likely to be
similar to the analogous reaction involving CF3 radicals :

X+HCOX-XH+COX

In table 4 we have also included data for the reaction of methcxyl radicals with
methyl formate," i.e., where X = OCHj. Although there is tittle similarity in
the Arrhenius parameters for the three systems where X = CH,, CH30 and CF3,
the velocity constants are almost identical at 164°c. It would be of interest to
obtain data for the reaction :

(CH3)N + HCON(CH3)2-»(CH3)2NB + CO(NH3)2,
i.e., where X = N(CH2)2, to see if a comparable velocity constant was obtained or
whether the similarity noted above is due primarily to the similarity of the H—C
bond strength in the systems where X = CH3, CH30 amd CFj.



CROSS -COMBINATION OK CIj AND kjl5 RADICALS
When hcxafiuoroacetone t-pentaSuoropropionaldehyde mixtures are photolyzed,

CF3 and C2F5 radicaJs are produced. These may react by auto- and cross-combina¬
tion yielding C2F6, C4F10 and C3F„. The following relation holds:

^CiF,'R^iVtRKr,o333 kMkU).
This rate ratio is the cross-combination ratio <j>, and Kerr and Trotman-Dicken-

son '• IJ have shown that for many alkyl radicals it has the value of 2. expected on
the basis of the simple collision theory Our results for this ratio <p are shown in
column 11, table 2. The ratio is independent of temperature, within experimental
error, and has the mean value 1-95 Gordon 13 has reported a value of 2-08 for this
ratio and, for CF3 and C3F- radicals, Pritchard et a/.1* have obtained a value of 1-77.
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1124. The Reaction of Ethoxy-radicals with Ethylene.

By J. C. J. Thynne.

The reaction of methyl radicals with various olefins in the gas1-2 and liquid3'4 phases has
received much attention, and reaction by addition has been established as an important
feature of such reactions. For alkoxy-radicals the situation is much less well documented.
Kharasch, Arimoto, and Nudenburg5 have established that, in the liquid phase, t-butoxy-
radicals react by addition to conjugated dienes, such as butadiene, and the resulting
radical is sufficiently stable to dimerise, yielding a diether. There has been no report of an
addition reaction between alkoxy-radicals and olefins in the gas phase. If such a reaction
occurred, an alkoxyalkyl radical would be produced; little information regarding such radicals
has been published,6 and it would be of interest to observe the extent to which typical alkyl-
radical reactions such as disproportionation, combination, and abstraction are modified by
the presence of an alkoxy-substituent in the radical. Accordingly, the gas-phase reaction
of ethoxy-radicals with ethylene has been studied.

Experimental.—Apparatus. Reactions were performed in a cylindrical quartz cell housed in a
heavy aluminium block furnace. Experimental details and technique were similar to those
described previously.7.8 Mixtures of diethyl peroxide and ethylene in approximately 1:1 amounts
were made up in a 1-litre bulb before reaction. Total pressures of between 100 and 200 mm.
reaction mixture were normally used. Two methods for the production of ethoxy-radicals were
used: (i) thermal decomposition of diethyl peroxide at 160°; (ii) photochemical decomposition of
diethyl peroxide at 70°.

After reaction, the products were separated by low-temperature distillation and analysed by
means of gas chromatography and mass spectrometry. Major products observed were diethyl
ether, ethyl vinyl ether, ethanol, and acetaldehyde, the first two being produced in larger yield than
the second two. Minor products included ethane, propane, and a product tentatively identified as
ethyl methyl ether. In the experiments performed at 160° the extent of formation of these minor
products was considerably greater than when the reactions were carried out at 70°.

Materials. Diethyl peroxide was prepared by the addition of diethyl sulphate to 30% hydrogen
peroxide as described by Rebbert and Laidler.9 The peroxide was twice redistilled and then stored
in the vacuum line in a bulb normally kept at — 78°. Mass-spectrometric and gas-chromatographic
analysis of the peroxide showed no ether impurity. Ethylene was obtained from the National
Chemical Laboratory and had a stated purity of 99-92%.

Results and Discussion.—The following mechanism is suggested to account for the reaction
products observed:

C2H50.0C2H5 > 2C2H5O. (1)

C2H50. ——>ch3-+ch2o (2)

2C2H50. > c2h5oh + ch3cho (3)

C2H50 + C2H4 ——> CaHsOCHaCHa- (4)

CaHsOCHaCHa' + RH > c2h5oc2h5 + R- (6)

CaHsOCHaCHa. + R- —> c2h5och-CH2 + RH (6)

CaHsOCHaCHa-TR. > c2h5oc2h5 + (R — H) (7)

1 Landers and Volinan, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1957, 79, 2996.
2 Brinton, J. Chem. Phys., 1958, 29, 781.
3 Levy and Szwarc, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1954, 76, 5981.
4 Buckley and Szwarc, Proc. Roy. Soc., 1957, A, 240, 396.
5 Kharasch, Arimoto, and Nudenburg, J. Org. Chem., 1951, 16, 1556.
6 Srinivasan, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1962, 84, 2475.
7 Thynne, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1962, 58, 676.
8 Thynne and Gray, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1963, 59, 1149.
9 Rebbert and Laidler, J. Chem. Phys., 1950, 20, 574.
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C2H5O. + RH * C2H5OH + R- (8)

CH3- + C2H4 ——> C3H7. (9)

C3H7. + RH ^C3H8 + R. (10)

2CH3 ^C2H8 (11)

C2H5O + CH3 ^C2H5OCH3 (12)

[In this mechanism R- can be C2H50-, C/HsOChLCHa-, or CH3-.]

The presence of diethyl ether and ethyl vinyl ether in such large quantities among the
reaction products can only reasonably be explained by the extensive addition of an ethoxy-
radical to ethylene yielding an ethoxyethyl radical which is sufficiently stable10 to react by
abstraction [reaction (5)], auto-disproportionation, and cross-disproportionation [reactions
(6) and (7)]. The observation that diethyl ether and ethyl vinyl ether are produced in larger
quantities than are acetaldehyde and ethanol suggests that, in the presence of high concen¬
trations of ethylene, ethoxy-radicals react very readily by addition. The work reported here
does not permit a quantitative evaluation of rate constants so that a direct comparison may
not be made with, say, methyl radical attack on olefins. However, the greater reactivity of
alkoxy-radicals, compared with that of methyl radicals, regarding hydrogen atom abstraction
has been noted by several workers8-11-13 and it appears that addition to olefins is similarly
easy.

The presence of minor products such as ethane, propane, and possibly ethyl methyl ether
is explained by the decomposition of the ethoxy-radical by carbon-carbon bond fission, pro¬
ducing a methyl radical, the minor products being formed by the subsequent reactions of the
methyl radical. The fact that, even at 70°, some such products are formed suggests the forma¬
tion of " hot" ethoxy-radicals during the photolysis of diethyl peroxide. Similar conclusions
have been drawn by McMillan14 from studies of the photolysis of other peroxides.

Thermochemistry ofthe ethoxyethyl radical, C2H50CH2CH2». Addition of an ethoxy-radical
to ethylene is exothermic. Using the method of group-energy terms15 a value of —13 kcal.
mole-1 may be calculated for the heat of formation of the radical C2H50CH2CH2*, so that AH
for reaction (2) is —17 kcal. mole-1. This may be compared with the AH value of —22 kcal.
mole-1 for the addition of a methyl radical to ethylene [reaction (9)].

The chemistry of such alkoxyalkyl radicals is potentially very interesting, not only
because of the influence of substituting groups on radical reactivity but also because such
radicals have two possible modes of decomposition:

e.g., C2H5OCH2CH2 > C2H5. + CH3CHO AH = -2-5 kcal. mole-1 (13)

>C2H4 + C2H50. AH =+ 17 kcal. mole-1 (14)

Some of the diethyl ether formed in this work may have been produced by decomposition
of the ethoxyethyl radical by reaction (13), yielding an ethyl radical, and subsequent combin¬
ation of an ethoxy- and an ethyl-radical to produce the ether [reaction (15)].

C2H5. + C2H5O ^ C2H5OC2H5 (15)

The fact that smaller amounts of acetaldehyde than of diethyl ether are formed, indicates
that it is not likely to have been a major source in this work.

The following thermochemical data have been used in this work. Heats of formation
(kcal. mole-1): CH3., 31-5; C2H5-, 24-5; C3H7., 22; C2H50., -8-5; C2H4, 12-5; CH3CHO,

10 Long and Skirrow, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1962, 58, 1403.
11 Thynne and Gray, Proc. Chem. Soc., 1962, 295.
12 Shaw and Trotman-Dickenson,/., 1960, 3210.
13 Berces and Trotman-Dickenson, /., 1961, 348.
14 McMillan,/. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1961, 83, 3018.
15 Franklin, J. Chem. Phys., 1953, 21, 2029.
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— 39-8. The following numerical values of the group-energy terms for the contribution of
various groups to the heat of formation have been used: CH3-, —10*1; -CH2-, —5-0; -0~,
-27-2; -CH2., 34-0.

My thanks are due to Professor Peter Gray for many interesting discussions.
Department of Chemistry, The University,

West Mains Road, Edinburgh, 9. [Received, July 24th, 1964.]
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The Thermal Decomposition of Tetramethyltetrazen and the Addition of
Dimethylamino-radicals to Ethylene

By A. Good and J. C. J. Thynne,* Department of Chemistry, The University, Edinburgh 9

The thermal decomposition of tetramethyltetrazen was studied in a static system between 127 and 175°. Values
of 1 3-83 and 34-6 were determined for log A(sec._1) and E (kcal. mole-1), respectively, for the reaction :

(CH3)2N-N = N-N(CH3)2 ► N2 + 2(CH3)2N
It was shown that a dimethylamino-radical can react by addition to ethylene, although other workers have

suggested that additions to olefins do not occur.

The reactions of alkyl and alkoxy-radicals in the gas
and the liquid phase have received much attention 1>2
and reaction by addition to olefins has been established
as a feature of their chemistry. For radicals containing
nitrogen the situation is much less satisfactory and
there is no information regarding the reactivity of
radicals such as dimethylamino, (CHg^N*, with simple
olefins.

Neale et al.3 showed that amido-radicals, generated
by the decomposition of iV-halogeno-amides, do not
add to olefins and hypothesised that neutral amino-,
alkylamino-, or acylamino-radicals would abstract
hydrogen atoms from olefins in preference to adding to
the double bond. Jacobson et al.4 supported Cowley and
Waters'6 suggestions that dimethylamino-radicals do
not enter polycyclic nuclei by either substitution or
addition.

The thermal decomposition of tetramethyltetrazen
has been used as a source of dimethylamino-radicals.6"8
There is, however, an appreciable difference in the values
reported7>8 for the Arrhenius parameters for the de¬
composition in the gas phase. Accordingly we have
examined this decomposition and used it as a source of
radicals to study their possible addition to ethylene in
the gas phase.

experimental

Apparatus.—The thermal decomposition of tetramethyl¬
tetrazen was studied over the temperature range 127—175°
in a cylindrical quartz cell (volume 136 cm.3) housed in a
heavy aluminium block furnace the temperature of which
could be controlled to ±0-2°. The cell was connected to a
conventional high-vacuum system comprising cold traps,
gas burette, and McLeod gauge. Pressures of 8—15 mm.
tetrazen were usually used, being measured on a dibutyl
phthalate manometer. After a suitable time the contents
of the cell were expanded through a liquid-nitrogen trap and
the non-condensable fraction was collected and measured.

Mass-spectrometry of this fraction showed it to be almost

1 A. F. Trotman-Dickenson, " Gas Kinetics," Butterworths,
London, 1955.

2 P. Gray, R. Shaw, and J. C. J. Thynne, " Progress in Reac¬
tion Kinetics," vol. 4, 261.

3 R. S. Neale, N. L. Marcus, and R. G. Schepers, J. Amer.
Chem. Soc., 1966, 88, 3051.

1 R. E. Jacobson, K. M. Johnson, and G. H. Williams, Chem.
and Ind., 1967, 157.

completely nitrogen. Small amounts (up to 1 %) of methane
were found consistently in this fraction. By low-tempera¬
ture distillation, other fractions were collected and analysed
by gas chromatography. The major product was tetra-
methylhydrazine though small quantities of dimethylamine,
ethane, and tetramethylmethylenediamine were also found.

The reaction of (CH3)2N* radicals with ethylene was
studied by using the photolysis and pyrolysis of the tetrazen
as the radical sources. For the photolyses the apparatus
described above was used, the light source being a Mazda
250w ME/D mercury lamp, radiation being limited to wave¬
lengths longer than 3000 A by a filter. The pyrolyses were
carried out in a 160 cm.3 Pyrex bulb equipped with a break-
seal. This cell, after being filled with a known mixture of
ethylene and tetramethyltetrazen, was placed in a stirred
liquid-paraffin bath thermostatted at 160° ±1° and the
reaction performed. After a suitable time the reaction was
quenched by breaking the break-seal and trapping the
products in a liquid-nitrogen trap. They were then
analysed as described above. In addition to the products
found in the decomposition of the tetrazen alone, consider¬
able quantities of tetramethylethylenediamine were found
in the runs performed in the presence of ethylene.

Materials.—Tetramethyltetrazen was prepared from
1,1-dimethylhydrazine by Watson's method.6 A fraction
of b. p. 32°/15 mm. was collected and further purified
on the vacuum line by bulb-to-bulb distillation. Gas
chromatography showed the product to be pure. Di-
methylethylamine was prepared by the method of Clark,
Gillespie, and Weisshaus.9 Other compounds were those
commercially available and were used without purification.
Tetramethylhydrazine was a gift from Dr. B. Aylett of
Westfield College.

results and discussion

(a) Thermal Decomposition of Tetramethyltetrazen.—
This reaction has been previously studied in both a
static system and a flow system. The essential features
of the decomposition have been established 6 8 and can
be interpreted in terms of the mechanism of reactions
(1)—(7).

5 B. R. Cowley and W. A. Waters, J. Chem. Soc., 1961, 1228.
6 J. S. Watson, J. Chem. Soc., 1956, 3677.
' A. J. Waring and J. S. Watson, Canad. J. Chem., 1960, 38,

298.
8 B. G. Gowenlock, P. P. Jones, and D. R. Snelling, Canad.

J. Chem., 1963, 41, 1911.
9 H. T. Clark, H. B. Gillespie, and S. Z. Weisshaus, J. Amer.

Chem. Soc., 1933, 55, 4571.
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(ch3)2n-n=n-n(ch3)2 2(ch3)2n- + n2 (i)

2(ch3)2n- (ch3)2n-n(ch3)2 (2)

(ch3)2n *- ch3- + ch2=n-h (3)

(ch3)2n- >■ h + ch3-n=ch2 (4)
ch3- + ch3-n=ch2 *• (ch3)2n-ch2 (5)

2(ch3)2n- (ch3)2nh + ch3-n=ch2 (6)

(ch3)2n-ch2 + -n(ch3)2 >■ (ch3)2n—ch2—n(ch3)2 (7)

Our results for this decomposition, shown in the Table,
are expressed by the equation [A). The ranges of error

log ^(sec.-i) = (13-83 ± 0-20) - {A)

are standard deviations of a least-mean-squares com¬
puter treatment. Other values that have been reported
for the Arrhenius parameters are (a) for a static system,7
127—141°, 12-1 sec."1 and 31-9 3-0 kcal. mole"1 and
(b) for a flow system,8 193—266°, 14-4 ± 0-5 sec."1 and
36-1 kcal. mole"1.

(b) Reaction of (CH3)2N- Radicals with Ethylene.—
When tetramethyltetrazen is thermallyor photochemically
decomposed in the presence of ethylene, reactions
(8)—(9) need to be considered in addition to reactions
(1)—(7).

(ch3)2n- + c2h4 ► (ch3)2n-ch2-ch2 (8)

(ch3)2n-ch2-ch2 + -n(ch3)2 *-

(ch3)2n-ch2-ch2n(ch3)2 (9)

(ch3)2n-ch2-ch2 + rh (ch3)2n-ch2-ch3 + r- (10)

(ch3)2n-ch2-ch2 + -n(ch3)2
(ch3)2n-ch2-ch3 + ch2:nch3 (i i)

The presence of appreciable quantities of tetramethyl-
ethylenediamine in the products can only reasonably be
interpreted in terms of the easy addition of dimethyl-
amino-radicals to ethylene and that the resulting
radical is sufficiently stable to be able to react by com¬
bination with a dimethylamino-radical (reaction 9).
Dimethylethylamine was not found amongst the pro¬
ducts, which suggests that the substituted ethyl radical
formed by reaction (8) does not react readily by hydro-
gen-atom abstraction from a substrate or by radical-
radical disproportionation.

Cowley and Waters 6 reported that dimethylamino-
radicals did not react by addition with oct-l-ene in the
liquid phase, although they obtained addition products
with a-methylstyrene. Neale et at.3 suggested that such
products could be formed by allylic hydrogen abstraction
from the olefin followed by combination of the resulting

radicals with the amino-radicals, or by the reaction of
the allylic radical with the tetrazen rather than by
direct addition. Jacobson et a/.4 have reported results
suggesting that substituted amino-radicals react with
substrates such as benzene and cumene mainly by
hydrogen-atom abstraction.

On the basis of the difference in bond-dissociation
energies (ca. 7 kcal. mole"1) between (CH3)2N-H and

Thermal decomposition of tetramethyltetrazen (TMT)
Moles cm."3 Moles 10"A,

T (°K) t (sec.) TMT x 10° Ns x 106 (sec."1)
400-5 4200 0-232 0-436 7-47
408-4 1560 0-224 0-416 19-89
408-6 1320 0-236 0-342 18-31
414-7 1500 0-220 0-678 34-39
414-7 600 0-226 0-324 39-80
414-8 1140 0-221 0-539 35-74
416-7 1200 0-176 0-593 47-14
417-9 1200 0-196 0-554 39-28
422-5 960 0-217 0-874 70-71
423-3 1200 0-192 1-066 78-30
423-5 1200 0-206 1-096 74-89
424-0 450 0-216 0-538 92-41
429-6 660 0-213 1-307 161-9
429-7 450 0-215 0-911 158-4
430-2 1120 0-209 1-877 150-8
433-7 240 0-215 0-609 197-8
434-5 600 0-195 1-492 217-3
434-5 450 0-198 1-143 216-2
435-1 900 0-188 2-290 234-5
435-7 540 0-184 1-677 288-8
443-6 450 0-190 2-838 582-8
444-6 300 0-188 2-114 648-0

CHj-H, it is likely that dimethylamino-radicals abstract
hydrogen from a substrate rather less readily than do
methyl radicals. Since methyl radicals abstract hydro¬
gen from ethylene with an activation energy10 of
10 kcal. mole"1 we consider that dimethylamino-radicals
probably require an appreciably higher activation
energy and so in this temperature region little abstraction
from the substrate occurs. As a consequence no mech¬
anism for the production of the substituted ethylene-
diamine involving vinyl radicals is reasonable, and even
such a mechanism would require as one step the addition
reaction (12). We therefore consider that the only

(ch3)2n- + ch2=ch-n(ch3)2
(ch3)2n-ch2-ch-n(chs)2 (12)

reasonable reaction mechanism for the production of the
diamine is the one outlined above and conclude that,
in the gas phase with simple olefins, dimethylamino-
radicals will react by addition to the olefin.

[7/192 Received, February 14th, 1967]
10 A. F. Trotman-Dickenson and E. W. R. Steacie, J. Chem.

Phys., 1951, 19, 169.
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The Isotopic Exchange of Hydrogen in Free Alky! Radicals

By J. C. J. Thynne

The reaction of methyl and ethyl radicals, produced by several methods, with deuterium has been investigated and,
contrary to other reports, no isotopic exchange was observed. A mechanism to account for the isotopic exchange
noticed by Lavrovskaia etal. has been suggested.

DEUTERiuM-labelled compounds are frequently used in
kinetic studies as an aid to the determination of reaction

paths or sites of free radical attack. Valid conclusions
can only be drawn from such studies when there is no
interchange of the hydrogen and deuterium atoms in the
molecules and free radicals, or when such exchange
occurs slowly.

Lavrovskaia, Mardaleishvili, and Voevodskii1 have
studied the reaction of alkyl radicals and molecular
deuterium under conditions where deuterium atom
abstraction from D2 by the alkyl radical is likely to be
insignificant, and reactions involving a deuterium atom
and the radical therefore unlikely. They report that
hydrogen exchange between D2 and the radical takes
place very easily and in one act so that there is a change
in the isotopic composition of the radical and deuterium
by the reaction

RCH,- + D, RCHD- + HD

For ethyl radicals produced in the presence of deuter¬
ium, they observed that the n-butane, formed by the
auto-combination of ethyl radicals, was enriched in
deuterium by up to 20%. In the case of methyl
radicals they conclude that all the hydrogen atoms in
the radical exchange readily with molecular deuterium.

The observation that exchange occurs so readily under
these circumstances is somewhat surprising and, if
correct, might well call for a re-interpretation of many
kinetic experiments in which deuterium-labelling has
been used. Accordingly it was decided to investigate
the reaction of methyl and ethyl radicals with molecular
deuterium and in particular to examine the isotopic
composition of the radical auto-combination products.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials.—Acetone, diethyl ketone, and di-t-butyl per¬
oxide were of the best grade available commercially and
were dried and distilled until gas chromatographic analysis
showed them to be pure.

Dimethylmercury and diethylmercury (L. Light and
Co., Ltd.) were used without further purification.

Procedure.—Experiments were carried out in the vapour
phase in a cylindrical quartz cell (volume 160 cm.3) which
was housed in a heavy aluminium-block furnace with
quartz side windows. The temperature of the furnace
could be kept constant to better than ±1°. For the
photolytic experiments an unfiltered Hanovia S-500 medium-
pressure mercury arc was used to illuminate the cell.

Mixtures of the free radical source and deuterium were

made up prior to reaction in a 500 cm.3 bulb before expansion

into the reaction cell, pressures of about 50 mm. of deuter¬
ium normally being used for the pyrolyses and photolyses.
The reaction cell was connected to the usual type of vacuum
system, which included a liquid nitrogen trap and a gas
burette. After reaction, the contents of the cell were

expanded into the analytical train and then pumped
slowly through the cold trap; in this manner the permanent
gases were removed without considerable loss of the
condensable products. Fractions were then taken off at
— 160 and —100° and collected in the gas burette. The
—160° fraction comprised mainly ethane and ethylene, and
the —100° cut n-butane (this second fraction was collected
only in experiments involving the production of ethyl
radicals). These fractions were then analysed using an
AEI, Ltd., MS 10 mass spectrometer.

Free Radical Sources.—Several different methods of

generating methyl and ethyl radicals were used to discover
if the source of radicals (and therefore possibly their energy
content) had any effect on the mode of reaction. The
photolysis of acetone and of dimethylmercury at room
temperature and the thermal decomposition of di-t-butyl
peroxide at 150° were the methyl radical sources. Ethyl
radicals were produced by the photolysis of diethyl ketone
and of diethylmercury, and also by the addition of hydrogen
atoms to ethylene. For this, hydrogen atoms were
generated in a flow tube by a radio-frequency discharge
through hydrogen gas in an argon carrier. These were then
reacted with an ethylene-deuterium gas mixture (3 : 1) to
produce ethyl radicals. The total pressure in the flow
tube was ca. 1-5 mm. The reaction mixture was sampled
further down the flow tube and the condensable products
analysed by mass-spectrometry.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reaction ofMethyl Radicals with Deuterium.—Although
considerable amounts of ethane were produced by each
of the sources used, there was no evidence of any
deuterated ethane, indicating that no isotopic exchange
had occurred between the methyl radical and D2. This
is in complete disagreement with the work of
Lavrovskaia et al., who report deuterisation of the
ethane up to 94% and conclude that in methyl radicals
hydrogen is completely exchanged for deuterium. Our
data suggest that the reactions

D2 D2 Dj
ch3- —► ch2d- —► chd2- ► CDS*

either do not occur at all or do so at a very slow rate
relative to the radical recombination rate, and it appears

1 G. K. Lavrovskaya, R. E. Mardeleishvili, and V. V.
Voevodskii, Voprosy Khim. Kinetiki, Kataliza, i Reaktsionnoi
Sposobnosti, Akad. Nauk S.S.S.R., 1955, 40.
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that such reactions need not seriously be considered as
possible steps in most kinetic mechanisms.

Reaction of Ethyl Radicals with Deuterium.—When
diethyl ketone and diethylmercury were used as the
ethyl radical sources there was no trace of deuterium-
atom enrichment in the n-butane fraction, suggesting
there had been no isotopic exchange.

Where the ethyl radicals were generated by hydrogen
atom addition to ethylene there was slight enrichment
(.ca. 1%) in the butane formed. There are two possible
explanations for this.

(i) Since the ethyl radical formed in this way is " hot,"
i.e., it contains about 40 kcal. mole"1 of excess energy,
the exchange with deuterium might more readily occur
than with thermalised ethyl radicals. That this is not
the probable explanation is suggested by the fact that
when they are photolysed neither dimethylmercury
nor diethylmercury produce radicals which exchange
with deuterium, although such sources are often con¬
sidered to yield " hot " radicals.

(ii) If reaction of the hydrogen atoms with ethylene is
incomplete and there are unreacted hydrogen atoms,
these can react by abstraction further down the flow
tube with the deuterium added to the system, i.e.,

i

H*+ D2 *- HD+ D-

These deuterium atoms could then react with ethylene

to produce ethyl-d, radicals which recombine with other
ethyl radicals to give isotopically enriched n-butane.

l
D- + CSH4 C2H4D-

3

CsH4D- + C2H5* —C4H8D

This latter explanation might account for the high
enrichments of n-butane obtained by Lavrovskaia
et al., since they generated atomic hydrogen by an
electrical discharge method and then added a mixture
of the olefin and deuterium to the stream of atomic

hydrogen. They do not report their ethylene-deuter-
ium composition ratio, but if their conditions were
such that not all the hydrogen atoms produced reacted
with ethylene, but a significant proportion reacted with
molecular deuterium, then the possibility of reactions (2)
and (3) occurring would be quite high, and this might
well result in appreciable concentrations of deuterium-
enriched products of the free radical being found.

We therefore conclude that, under the conditions out¬
lined in this work, there is no evidence for the facile
exchange of hydrogen in free alkyl radicals.

Acknowledgment is made to Mr. D. Dalgleish for
performing the fast flow experiments.

Chemistry Department,
Edinburgh University.

[5/1345 Received, December 20th, 1965]
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The methyl-radical-induced decomposition of cyclopropane-carboxaldehyde has been studied

in the temperature range 100-200°C in order to investigate the use of the aldehyde as a source of
cyclopropyl radicals. Decarbonylation of the cyclopropylcarbonyl radical although not complete
is extensive and cyclopropyl radicals are produced. Cyclopropyl radicals react by hydrogen atom
abstraction from the aldehyde and by combination with methyl radicals. About 10 % of the
cyclopropyl radicals formed react by ring fission to form allyl radicals. These radicals undergo
combination reactions with methyl radicals and, to a small extent, abstract hydrogen atoms from
the aldehyde. An activation energy of ca. 20 kcal mole-1 has been estimated for the ring fission
of the cyclopropyl radical. Arrhenius parameters are reported (based on a value of 1013-34 mole-1
cm3 sec-1 for the rate of combination of methyl radicals) for the following reactions :

log A (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) E (kcal mole-1)
CH3 + CH3N=N CH3 ^CH4+CH2N=N CH3 11 0 7-9
CH3 + HCO<] ->CH4+CO<l 12-3 8-7

There are few data available regarding the reactivity of cyclopropyl radicals;
this is, at least partly, due to the lack of suitable sources of these radicals. The
Norrish type 1 process leading to the production of free radicals in the photolysis
of ketones occurs only 1 to a minor extent with methyl cyclopropyl ketone, dis¬
sociation yielding cyclopropyl and propenyl radicals being much less favoured than
the intramolecular rearrangement to methyl propenyl ketone :

hv

CH3CO<l -VCH3COCH=CH—CH3.
The radical-sensitized decomposition of aliphatic aldehydes is a useful secondary

source 2 of free radicals, the initial hydrogen abstraction reaction by the sensitizing
radical being followed by extensive decarbonylation of the RCO radical thereby
generating the required radical R, i.e.,

R' + HCOR->R'H + COR

COR-*CO+R'.

Schuster and Roberts,3 however, on the basis of liquid-phase studies, have suggested
that the cyclopropylcarbonyl radical does not decarbonylate to any marked extent.

One interesting feature about the cyclopropyl radical is that it can either react
as a typical free radical, e.g., by hydrogen atom abstraction or by combination
with another odd-electron species, and thereby retain its cyclic structure, or it can
react by ring fission to yield an allyl radical, CH2=CH—CH2, which can then
react in the usual modes open to such free radicals. Although ring fission is
energetically favoured by about 30 kcal mole-1 the barrier to isomerization must

3338
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be considerable since, under certain conditions, the cyclopropyl radical retains its
cyclic structure when it reacts. For example, although the photolysis of methyl
cyclopropyl ketone 1 leads to the formation of open chain products, the photolysis
of cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde 4 and the thermal chlorination of cyclopropane 5
gives a mixture of cyclopropyl and allyl radical products. The photochemical
chlorination 8 and the nitration 6 of cyclopropane, however, produce unrearranged
cyclic free radical products. Where cyclopropyl radicals are generated in the
presence of other alkyl radicals such as methyl, there is no information regarding
the nature and distribution of the reaction products.

With the aim of obtaining information regarding (i) the effect of the cyclopropyl
group on the reactivity of the aldehydic hydrogen in cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde,
(ii) the stability of the cyclopropylcarbonyl radical, (iii) the reactions of the cyclo¬
propyl radical with particular reference to ring fission and reaction with methyl
radicals, we have studied the methyl-radical-sensitized decomposition of cyclo¬
propanecarboxaldehyde in the gas phase in the temperature range 100-200°C.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS

Azomethane was prepared by the oxidation of symmetrical dimethyl hydrazine using
the method of Renaud and Leitch.7 After several low-temperature bulb-to-bulb distilla¬
tions it was stored in a blackened bulb at liquid-nitrogen temperature.

Cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde was prepared using cyclopropyl cyanide with lithium
aluminium hydride as described by Smith and Rogier.8 Infra-red, ultra-violet and n.m.r.
spectra together with gas-chromatographic analysis confirmed the structure and the purity
of the aldehyde. It was subsequently stored on the vacuum line in a blackened bulb at
— 196°C.

PROCEDURE

The selective photolysis of azomethane at z>3000 A was used as the methyl radical
source. Blank runs with the aldehyde present showed no photodecomposition of the
aldehyde to occur throughout the temperature range.

The essential details of the apparatus and technique employed have been described
previously.9-11 The fraction not condensable at liquid-nitrogen temperature was measured
in a gas burette before being analyzed, generally by mass spectrometry and occasionally
by gas chromatography. The latter method (using a molecular-sieve column) showed
this fraction to comprise methane, carbon monoxide and nitrogen. In a typical analysis
of a run at 174°C, these products were present in the proportions : methane 37-1 %, carbon
monoxide 17-5 % and nitrogen 45-4 %. The fraction was analyzed using an AEI Ltd.,
MS 10 mass spectrometer. For these analyses the sensitivities of carbon monoxide and
nitrogen were considered to be identical since the instrument was not capable of mass-
separating these two components. A fraction of the reaction products, volatile at — 160°C,
was next removed and was analyzed by mass spectrometry. This fraction comprised almost
completely ethane.

In order to obtain information on the minor products of reaction several lengthy induced-
decompositions were performed. The reaction products were removed and analyzed
gas-chromatographically using a hydrogen flame detector and a column of 15 ft. of 30 %
diethyl adipate on celite and 3 ft. of 20 % dinonyl p'nthalate on fire-brick. The following
products were observed, their concentrations (the average of several runs at 174°C performed
under near-identical conditions) expressed relative to ethane are given in parenthesis:
ethane (100), propane (3-5), propylene (2-4), cyclopropane (77-8), i-butane (0-007), n-
butane (0-06), butene-1 (3-5), methyl cyclopropane (1-3), cis butene-2 (0-07). The methyl
cyclopropane peak may have contained some trans butene-2 since it showed evidence of
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a shoulder but resolution was not possible. A quantitative study of the minor products
over the whole temperature range was not made.

Among the less volatile reactions products a peak was observed which had a retention
time close to, but not the same as, 1-5 hexadiene. This is tentatively suggested as being
bicyclopropyl or propenyl cyclopropane, but in the absence of samples of the pure com¬
ponents for comparison no further identification could be made.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE

When azomethane was photolyzed alone, the principal reaction products were
methane, nitrogen and ethane. Their formation is expressed by the following
reaction mechanism 12"14:

CH3N2CH3-+2CH3 + N2

CH3 + CH3N2CH3^ CH4 + CH2N2CH3

2CH3^C2H6
Applying the steady-state relationship we obtain the expression,

RchJRC2HJ_Azo] = ^2/^3;
where [Azo] denotes the mean concentration of azomethane. Our results for the
temperature range 100-200°C, using pressures of 20-50 mm azomethane are shown
in fig. 1, curve 1. Using the accepted valued of 1013*34 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for
the rate of combination of methyl radicals our data are expressed by the equation:

log k2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-97 + 0-04)- [(7880+ 80)/2-303 RT].
Other values that have been reported for E2 are 7-3, 7-6, 7-8 and 8-4 kcal mole-1
(ref. (12), (13), (14) and (16) respectively).

RADICAL-SENSITIZED DECOMPOSITION OF CYCLOPROPANECARB-

OXALDEHYDE

METHANE AND ETHANE FORMATION

To account for the distribution of these reaction products when azomethane is
selectively photolyzed in the presence of cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde the following
reaction was added to the mechanism outlined for the photolysis of azomethane:

CH3 + H CO< 4 CH4 + CO<] .

Methyl radical attack on the cyclopropyl ring has been ignored. This assump¬
tion is reasonable because the reactivity of the hydrogen atoms in the cyclopropyl
group is probably similar to those in cyclopropane which 17 loses hydrogen atoms
to an attacking methyl radical at a low rate. Making this assumption less than
1 % of any methane formed is likely to have been formed by the following reaction,

CH3 + HCO<l -> CH4 + HC0 C3H4.
If Rch^4) is the methane formed by reaction (4), being obtained by subtracting

from the total methane yield that part which comes from reaction (2), then by applying
the steady-state conditions we obtain the relationship:

-^CH4(4)/I^C2H6[AI<I] — ^4/^3*
where [Aid] refers to the mean concentration of cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde.
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Our results are shown in fig. 1, curve 2, for the temperature range 100-200°C with
aldehyde pressures of 15-30 mm. Using the value 15 of 13-34 accepted for log ki
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) our data are represented by the equation,

log kA (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (12-33+ 0-03)-[(8700+ 70)/2-303 RT].
The errors are the standard deviations obtained by a least-squares treatment.
There are no other reported values for these Arrhenius parameters.

2-o

60
o

io3/r
Fig. 1.—-Temperature dependence (Arrhenius plots) of the velocity constants, k.2 and k$, for hydrogen

atom abstraction by methyl radicals.
Curve 1, abstraction from azomethane, (fo/foF) (mole-* cm£ sec~F); curve 2, abstraction from

cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde, (&4/&3F) (mole~F cmi sec-4).

Comparison of these parameters with those reported for other aldehydes 18"20
indicate no obvious trend. However, for a wide variety of aldehydes the rate
constants for hydrogen atom abstraction at 164°C (where 2-303 RT is 2000 cal),
are constant being about 108-° mole-1 cm3 sec-1, indicating that the reactivity of
the aldehydic hydrogen is little affected by the nature of the side chain. Substitution
of other groups, e.g., methoxyl 21 or dimethylamino,22 have a pronounced effect
on the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction, in both cases reducing considerably the
rate of reaction.

STABILITY OF THE CYCLO PROP Y LCAR BON YL RADICAL

The formation of carbon monoxide and cyclopropane together with products
which could only arise from the fission of a cyclopropyl ring, can be explained by
the subsequent decarbonylation of the cyclopropylcarbonyl radical formed when
a hydrogen atom is removed by abstraction from the aldehyde, i.e.,

CO< < +CO.

Since the amount of methane formed by reaction (4) is known (and consequently
the yield of cyclopropanecarbonyl radicals) and the total amount of cyclopropyl
radicals released into the system can be estimated fairly accurately by totalling the
products of the radicals, then if the major source of cyclopropane is by the radical
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abstracting a hydrogen atom from the aldehyde, the extent of decarbonylation
can be assessed. We have thus calculated that ca. 40 % of the cyclopropylcarbonyl
radicals formed decompose according to reaction (5). This figure is appreciably
greater than that suggested by Schuster and Roberts 3 on the basis of their study
of the induced decomposition of the carboxaldehyde in the liquid phase.

REACTIONS OF THE CYCLOPROPYL RADICAL

Reaction products other than methane, carbon monoxide and ethane observed
are propane, propylene, cyclopropane, isobutane, butene-1, methyl cyclopropane
and cis-butene-2. Their formation is attributed to the following sequence of
reactions:

6

> + HCOO -► [>H + CO<]

> + CH3^CH3<]1
8

CH3<] * + M-> >CH3 + M

ch3<i *-^ch3—ch=ch—ch3
10

CH3<] *CH3—CH2—CH=CH2
n

o->ch2=ch—ch2

ch2=ch—ch2+hco<i "ch2=ch—ch3+co<i
ch2=ch—ch2+ch3^ch2=ch—ch2—ch3

CH3 + C2H6^CH4+C2H5
2 C2H5^C4H10

ch3+c2h5"c3h8
ch3+ch2=ch—ch3^ch3—ch—ch2

I
ch3

(CH3)2CH—ch2 + HCO o->(CH3)3CH + coo

2CH2=CH—ch2^ch2=ch—ch2 + ch2=c=ch2.
The formation of propane and n-butane is unexpected; however, their presence

is explained by a reaction sequence ((14), (15) and (16)) which does not involve
cyclopropyl or allyl radicals. Ethane is formed in appreciable quantities by the
combination of methyl radicals (reaction (3)); this can be attacked subsequently
by methyl (or other) radicals to yield ethyl radicals (reaction (14)). These can
react by autocombination or with a methyl radical. That this is probably the correct
explanation of these minor products is shown by considering the ratio

RC3HJRC2H6RC4K10-
Simple collision theory predicts that this cross-combination ratio has a value of 2.
Our data at 174°C yield a value of 1-4 for this ratio which is reasonable agreement
considering the small extent to which these products are formed.
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The small quantities of open-chain reaction products formed suggests that in
our experiments, where the total pressure was usually in the region 40-80 mm, there
is only a small amount of ring fission even though fission is favoured energetically
by about 30 kcal mole-1. Assuming that all of the open-chain products are formed
subsequent to ring fission, we have calculated that at 174°C about 90 % of the cyclo-
propyl radicals react before ring fission occurs. In the temperature range 100-200°C,
isomerization of the cyclic radical to the allyl radical is a minor reaction. At 174°C
the ratio of cyclopropane/propylene is 26. At higher temperatures (450°C) where the
thermal decomposition of the aldehyde is being studied 23 the ratio is 0-01. Clearly
at such elevated temperatures isomerization is the major fate of the cyclopropyl
radicals, although any cyclopropane being formed would probably isomerize also.

The presence of methyl cyclopropane in the reaction products is clear evidence
that cyclopropyl radicals are capable of reacting with other odd electron species
to produce stable products. Since the methyl cyclopropane formed by reaction
(7) is likely to contain energy in excess of that required to break a C—C bond,
some of it will probably isomerize.

Excited methylcyclopropane has been produced by the addition of methylene
to propylene 24 and by the insertion reaction of methylene with cyclopropane.25
In both cases, partial isomerization to butene-1 and butene-2 occurred. The ratio
total butene/methylcyclopropane was pressure dependent being about 0-7 at 98 mm
total pressure.24 Our results indicate a value of 0-3 at 50 mm for this ratio, some¬
what lower than the value that might have been predicted on the basis of the
methylene work. Since, however, the methylcyclopropane formed by the com¬
bination of methyl and cyclopropyl radicals probably contains less excess energy
than when formed by the reactions involving methylene, it is not surprising that
isomerization of the excited molecule is less extensive and consequently the ratio
lower.

Our results indicate that about 95 % of the butene-1 is formed by the combina¬
tion of methyl and allyl radicals. This is an indication that the allyl radicals react
readily by combination with other radicals and that they are unreactive in abstract¬
ing hydrogen atoms from substrate molecules. A guide to the relative reactivity
of allyl and cyclopropyl radicals with the aldehyde can be obtained from the
relation :

0-95RC4H87?t>H/T3RI>CH3/?C3H6 = k6k13/k1k12,
Assuming that kn and &q3 are both 1014, then at 174°C we find &6/^4~80, i.e., cyclo¬
propyl radicals are considerably more reactive than are allyl radicals in abstracting
hydrogen atoms.

ENERGETICS OF RING OPENING OF THE CYCLOPROPYL RADICAL

The presence of unsaturated reaction products such as butene-1 and propylene
is evidence for ring fission of the cyclopropyl radical by reaction (11). Kinetic
data for this reaction may be obtained using reactions (3), (7) and (11) whence via
the integrated rate expressions we obtain the relation :

[allyl][C2H6]*/[ >CH3]f = fcufct/fc7-
At 174°C our experimental data indicate a value of 26xl0~6 for knkykq.

Assuming that k2 is 1014 then, since ki is known,15 k\\ is found to be 560. Gordon 30
has reported an A-factor of 1013 (sec-1) for the ring opening of the cyclobutyl
radical. Using this pre-exponential factor for reaction (11) in conjunction with
our value of 560 for kn, we obtain an activation energy Eu of ~20 kcal mole-1
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for the ring fission of the cyclopropyl radical. For the cyclobutyl radical, Gordon 30
has reported an activation energy of 18 + 1 kcal mole-1. The slight difference (ca.
1-2 kcal mole-1) between these activation energy requirements might reflect the
inaccuracy of our assumption of a pre-exponential factor, or the difference might
be real since the cyclobutyl ring is somewhat more strained than is the cyclopropyl
ring. We note that C—C bond fission for a straight chain radical, e.g., n-propyl,
requires about 32 kcal mole-1, whereas C—C bond rupture in a cycloalkyl radical
requires about 12 kcal mole-1 less activation energy, suggesting that most, if not
all, of the strain energy of the cyclic radical is not present in the activated complex.

We are grateful to Dr. J. H. Knox of this University and to Dr. I. D. R. Stevens of
Southampton for helpful comments, and we thank Esso Research Limited for a
grant in support of this work.
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The vapour-phase photolysis of cyclopropane carboxaldehyde has been studied at various pressures
over the temperature range 40-250°C. A major primary process is the intramolecular reaction
yielding propylene and carbon monoxide. Cyclopropyl radicals are also produced and isomerize to
allyl radicals with an estimated activation energy of about 22 kcal mole-1. A value of 2 has been
obtained for the cross-combination ratio for allyl and cyclopropyl radicals.

The photolysis of aldehydes and ketones is frequently used to generate alkyl
radicals for gas-phase kinetic studies.1"3 For cyclopropyl radicals, however,
photolysis of di-cyclopropyl ketone 4 leads to the formation of an unsaturated ketone
(reaction (1)), the free radical split being unimportant:

t

[>CO <]-»[> COCH=CH—CH3.
Similar observations have been made when methyl cyclopropyl ketone 5 has been
photolyzed.

Cerfontain 6 has studied the photolysis of cyclopropane carboxaldehyde at 107°C
and concluded that few cyclopropyl radicals are generated, the major primary process
being the production of carbon monoxide and propylene by an intramolecular
rearrangement. Work on the methyl-radical sensitized decomposition of cyclopro¬
pane carboxaldehyde 7 has shown this method to be a useful source of cyclopropyl
radicals and has indicated that a study of the photodecomposition of the aldehyde
over a wider range of temperature is desirable. Accordingly the photolysis of the
aldehyde over the temperature range 40-250°C has been studied.

EXPERIMENTAL

The essential details of the apparatus used and technique employed have been des¬
cribed.7- 8 The light source was the collimated beam from a Mazda ME/D 250W lamp
passed through a thin quartz plate. Dark runs showed that there was no thermal decomposi¬
tion of the aldehyde i n the temperature range studied. Work 7 on the methyl radical sensitized
decomposition of cyclopropane carboxaldehyde at A> 3000 A using this apparatus had shown
no photo-decomposition of the aldehyde occurred under these conditions. Consequently,
although an unfiltered medium pressure mercury arc was used, we consider that most of the
reaction was due to radiation in the range 2500-3000 A. In the experiments in which the
pressure-dependence of the reaction products was studied the total pressure was varied by
the addition of dry nitrogen to a fixed pressure of the aldehyde.

After reaction the products not condensable in liquid nitrogen were collected and analyzed
mass-spectrometrically with an AEI Ltd. MS 10 instrument. This fraction comprised
hydrogen, methane and carbon monoxide. The remainder of the products was analyzed
gas chromatographically, ethane and ethylene on a 6 ft. column of Porapak " Q ", propylene,
cyclopropane, propane and the butenes on a mixed column of diethyl adipate and dinonyl
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phthalate and the Cs products on a 9 ft. dinonyl pntnalate column maintained at 45°C. The
latter column indicated the presence of bicyclopropyl, 1 : 5 hexadiene and a third peak
eluting between the hexadiene and bicyclopropyl which has been tentatively ascribed to
allylcyclopropyl. Methane, ethane and 1 - and 2-butene were present in only trace amounts.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PRIMARY DECOMPOSITION PROCESS
;»v

HCO <] ->HCO <] *
2

HCO < * + M->HCO < + M
3

HCO<*-HCO+ <
4

->H + CO <]

^CO + C3H6
6

->CH3—CH=CH—CHO
We found no evidence for crotonaldehyde formation, indicating the absence of

reaction (6) as a major primary process. The presence of hydrogen and cyclopropane
in the products suggests that reactions (3) and (4) occur in the primary photolytic act.
Until ca. 160°C, propylene is the major reaction product (see fig. 1). Since allyl
radicals are unreactive9 in undergoing hydrogen-atom abstraction reactions at

r°c
Fig. 1.—Product formation as a function of temperature. Curve I, ethylene (ordinate: lower r.h.
scale); curve 2, propylene ; curve 3, propane (ordinate : upper r.h. scale); curve 4, cyclopropane;

curve 3 displaced to the left by 20°C for ease of presentation.
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temperatures below 300°C, it is unlikely that such a reaction could yield such a large
amount of propylene. Similarly, the temperature is too low 10 for isomerization of
cyclopropane to propylene to contribute towards the propylene formation. The
most probable source is the intramolecular elimination reaction (5).

In fig. 2, we show results obtained at 186°C for the pressure dependence of some
of the reaction products using a constant aldehyde pressure (27 mm) and adding
nitrogen to vary the total pressure. Also included are two runs carried out in the
presence ofnitric oxide. As the total pressure increases, so the product yield decreases,
the formation of the propylene being more sensitive to pressure variation than the

-Ptotai (mm Hg)
Fig. 2.—Product formation as a function of total pressure at 186°C; constant pressure of aldehyde
(27 mm); results with added nitric oxide shown with solid or semi-solid characters. Curve 1,
ethylene (ordinate: lower r.h. scale); curve 2, propylene; curve 3, propane (ordinate: upper r.h.

scale); curve 4, cyclopropane.

cyclopropane. This behaviour is interpreted in terms of increasing deactivation of
the excited aldehyde (reaction (2)). When nitric oxide is added, the cyclopropane
formation is almost completely inhibited, the yield falling by over 99 %, suggesting
that it is formed by a free radical reaction involving cyclopropyl radicals and
supporting the occurrence of reaction (3) in the primary act. In the presence of
nitric oxide the propylene yield is also reduced but, as fig. 2, curve 2, shows, it is only
reduced by an amount similar to the decrease observed when a similar pressure of
nitrogen is added to the aldehyde. We interpret this as indicating that the nitric
oxide is acting as a third body and that the decrease in propylene yield primarily is
due to the deactivating reaction (2) and not to the inhibition of any free radical
reaction normally producing propylene. Hence reaction (5) is considered to be the
only significant primary process leading to the formation of propylene.
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FORMATION OF MAJOR REACTION PRODUCTS

Cyclopropyl radicals readily abstract hydrogen atoms from cyclopropane-
carboxaldehyde and they also isomerize to the allyl radical CH2=CH—CH2, with an
activation energy of ca. 20 kcal mole-1. It is apparent from fig. 1 that the formation
of cyclopropane is a temperature dependent process and is compatible with reaction (7),

> + HCO <] -> > H + CO <],
where the cyclopropyl radicals generated in the primary act, or by subsequent decar-
bonylation of the cyclopropylcarbonyl radical, react with the parent aldehyde,
therby in turn generating a cyclopropylcarbonyl radical. Although only a relatively
small proportion (ca. 40 %) of these radicals decarbonylate by reaction (8),

CO<l^CO+ <1,
sufficient do so to ensure a short chain process generating O or |> CO radicals. As
the temperature is raised, so the increase in k1 (and probably increased decarbonyla-
tion) leads to an increased yield of cyclopropane.

Above 186°C there is a sharp drop in the cyclopropane.yield. This is attributed
to the increasing isomerization of the cyclopropyl radical to the allyl radical (reaction
(9)) and above this temperature isomerization is a more important reaction mode than
hydrogen atom abstraction:

9

> ->CH2=CH—CH2.
Since the allyl radical does not easily abstract hydrogen atoms from the aldehyde
(reaction (10)),

10

C3H5 + HCO < -*C3H6 + CO O,
chain propagation is less marked and the yield of cyclopropane (and total reaction
products) falls, so that at 260°C, more propylene is formed than cyclopropane.

FORMATION OF MINOR REACTION PRODUCTS

Hydrogen atoms are generated in the photolysis of the aldehyde either directly
(reaction (4)) or by subsequent decomposition of the formyl radical. Since propylene
is present in appreciable amounts these hydrogen atoms will probably react by
addition to produce a propyl radical, i.e.

h+c3h6-+c3h7*.
This propyl radical will contain energy in excess of that required for C—C bond

fission and may decompose in that manner (reaction (11)), or be deactivated by colli¬
sion with a third body reaction (12)) before reacting with the aldehyde or dispro-
portionating to yield propane (reaction (13)):

i I

C3Hv*-+CH3 + C2H4
12

c3h?+m-*c3h7 + m
13

c3h7+rh^c3h8 + r.
The observation that methane, ethane, ethylene, propane and the butenes are

formed as reaction products is compatible with this mechanism. However, ethylene
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and propane are not completely accounted for by this reaction scheme. In fig. 1 and 2
we show the temperature and pressure dependence of ethylene and propane formation.
Even at pressures of 270 mm the ethylene yield is only diminished by 50 % though
deactivation of the " hot" radical is markedly pressure dependent. The ratio
C2H4/C3H8 only decreases from 10 at 27 mm to 5 at 270 mm total pressure. Fig. 2,
curves 1 and 3, shows that when nitric oxide is added to the system the yields of
ethylene and propane are reduced but not inhibited, appreciable amounts of ethylene
in particular still being formed. That some other reaction mode of the cyclopropyl
radical generating ethylene and propane exists seems to be clear from these observa¬
tions and from studies of the sensitized decomposition of the aldehyde 7 and the
liquid-phase decomposition of cyclopropylformyl peroxide 10 though we have no
satisfactory explanation.

DIMERIZATION OF THE CYCLOPROPYL RADICAL

Alkyl radicals react readily by dimerization and the occurrence of bicyclo-
propyl in the reaction products indicates that cyclic alkyl radicals can also react in
this manner. Fig. 3 shows the pressure dependence of the Cg products at 132°C.

Ptotal (mm Hg)
Fig. 3.—Formation of ACP, BCP and 1,5-H as a function of pressure at 132°C. Curve 1, 1,5-
hexadiene; curve 2, allylcyclopropane; curve 3, bicyclopropyl; curve 4, cross-combination ratio,

kislkf^kis, (ordinate: r.h. scale).

3

O

O

T3

The three products are markedly pressure dependent, bicyclopropyl and allylcyclo-
propyl (?) increasing steadily with increasing pressure, whereas 1,5-hexadiene de¬
creases to reach a limiting value at about 100 mm pressure.

Since cyclopropyl and allyl radicals (from isomerization of the cyclopropyl) are
present in the reaction system, we suggest the following scheme of reactions to account
for the formation of the observed products :

2>^> —<(BCP)
15

> +CH2=CH—CH2-» >—CH2—CH==CH2 (ACP)
16

2CH2=CH—CH2->CH2=CH—CH2—CH2—CH=CH2 ( : 5H)
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The BCP formed in reaction (14) will be " hot " and, if not deactivated, could
decompose by one or both rings opening. If rings opened then in view of their
greater thermodynamic stability, the 2,4 or 1,3-hexadienes might be formed in pre¬
ference to the 1,5. Their absence in conjunction with the observation that no 1,5-H
was formed when bicyclopropyl was thermally decomposed,11 suggests that little, if
any, of the 1,5-H is formed by isomerization of " hot " bicyclopropyl.

If ACP, BCP and 1,5-H are produced only by combination reactions of the
cyclopropyl and allyl radicals, then the cross-combination ratio, RAcp/Rbcp 7?f;5H,
should have a value of 2. In fig. 3, curve 4, we show our results for this ratio.
Within experimental error the ratio is 2 and is independent of pressure. This suggests
that none of the ACP is formed by isomerization and we conclude that there is no
substantial isomerization of the bicyclopropyl formed when two cyclopropyl radicals
combine at this temperature.

ENERGETICS OF RING OPENING OF CYCLOPROPYL RADICALS

In fig. 2, the rate of cyclopropane formation is a maximum at 186°C. At this
temperature, if the major source of cyclopropane is reaction (7), then the rate of forma¬
tion of cyclopropane will be equal to the rate of isomerization of the radical, (reaction
(9)):

/r7(»[HCO<] = *9(».
Although the Arrhenius parameters for reaction (7) are not known, methyl and

cyclopropyl radicals abstract hydrogen atoms from the aldehyde with similar facility.7
This is in accord with the observations 12• 13 that methyl, ethyl and propyl radicals
abstract hydrogen from aldehydes at similar rates. Using the parameters obtained 7
for methyl + HCO <] to calculate k7, we find that at 186°Ck7 = 10 8-4. Since
[HCO<]] = 1 x 10-6 mole cm-3, then kg = 102-4 (sec-1). Assuming a pre-ex-
ponential factor of 1013 sec-1 for Ag (as observed for the cyclobutyl radical) we find
that Eg~22 kcal mole-1, in good agreement with the value of ca. 20kcalmole-1
deduced 7 on the basis of product analysis in the sensitized decomposition of the
aldehyde.

We thank Esso Research Limited for financial support, and Dr. F. P. Lossing
of N.R.C. Ottawa and Dr. W. Luttke of Gottingen for the gift of pure samples of
bicyclopropyl.
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The thermal decomposition of bicyclopropylformyl peroxide in p-cymene solution has been
studied in the temperature range 70-113°C. Values of log /I(sec-1) = 14-05 and £(kcal mole-1) =
29-8 have been obtained for the Arrhenius parameters for the decomposition reaction:

[>COO . OCO<l -*2>C02.

Cyclopropyl radicals are generated by the subsequent decarboxylation of the cyclopropylcarboxyl
radicals and dimerize forming bicyclopropyl, and to react by hydrogen atom abstraction with the
solvent with an estimated activation energy of 7-3 kcal mole-1.

We have studied previously the gas-phase reactions of cyclopropyl radicals,
generating them by the methyl-radical-sensitized decomposition of cyclopropane
carboxaldehyde 1 and also by the direct photolysis of the aldehyde.2 Our results
indicated that cyclopropyl radicals abstracted hydrogen atoms readily from the
aldehyde, dimerized to yield bicyclopropyl, isomerized to allyl radicals with an
activation energy of ca. 20 kcal mole-1 and that cyclopropylcarbonyl radicals were
appreciably more stable than other acyl radicals.

Bi-acyl peroxides are 3-5 good sources of alkyl radicals, the initial O—O bond
fission (reaction (1)) being followed by extensive decarboxylation of the acyloxy
radical (reaction (2)) thereby generating an alkyl radical:

RCOO—0C0R->2RC02
2

RCO2 —^ R + CO2
The thermal decomposition of bi-cyclopropylformyl peroxide (BCPP) in carbon

tetrachloride solution has been studied 6 at 70°C. Reaction products included
cyclopropyl chloride and cyclopropyl cyclopropanecarboxylate and no bicyclopropyl
nor allyl chloride were observed. This study 6 was carried out at one temperature
only and so there are no data for the Arrhenius parameters for the decomposition
reaction. Also, information regarding the thermal stability of the cyclopropyl¬
carboxyl radical is lacking. Accordingly, we have examined the liquid-phase de¬
composition of BCPP in p-cymene in the temperature range 70-113°C.

EXPERIMENTAL

materials

Bi-cyclopropylformyl peroxide was prepared by reacting the acid chloride of cyclopropane
carboxylic acid with sodium peroxide using the basic method described by Hart and Wyman.6
Modifications of their method included using a much larger quantity of ether as solvent
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and carrying out the reaction at 0°C. This method gave lower yields than did the original
one but a considerable improvement was observed in the safety of the reaction. The
crystalline solid had a melting point of 79-5°C and iodometric titration showed the purity
of the peroxide to be greater than 99-5 %.

Solvents used were p-cymene and ethyl benzoate. These were purified by distillation,
small middle-boiling fractions being retained in each case.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Stock solutions of the peroxide in the solvents were made and stored in a cool dark cup¬
board. Iodometric titration at various intervals showed that no significant decomposition
had occurred. The solutions were about 0-2 M.

The procedure for a run was as follows: 1 ml stock solution was measured into a small
Pyrex ampoule. This ampoule was fitted with a break-seal side-arm to facilitate removal
of the reaction products after the experiment. The filled ampoule was attached to a con¬
ventional high-vacuum line by a standard taper joint, and the sample degassed several times
before sealing off under vacuum. The ampoule was then immersed in a thermostatted oil
bath, the temperature of which was controlled to better than ±0-5°C. After the desired
reaction time the ampoule was transferred to a flask cooled in liquid-nitrogen and the
reaction quenched. The ampoule was then attached to the vacuum line and the products
volatile at 0°C distilled into the gas line via the break-seal.

These products were analyzed gas chromatographically using an 8' column of dinonyl
phthalate (20 %) on firebrick and a hydrogen flame detector; the only products found in
significant quantities in this fraction were cyclopropane and bicyclopropyl. Using this
column, and also columns of diethyl adipate and of Porapak-Q, the minor products
(amounting to less than 1 % of the cyclopropane) were shown to be methane, ethane, ethylene,
propane, propylene, isobutane, allene and 1,5-hexadiene. The amount of peroxide remaining
was determined by iodometric titration.7 No attempt was made to identify the products
resulting from the cyclopropylcarboxyl radicals nor products of molecular weight greater
than that of bicyclopropyl.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DECOMPOSITION OF BI-CYCLOPROPYLFORMYL PEROXIDE

The thermal decomposition of BCPP in p-cymene solution (0-2 M) was studied
in the temperature range 70-113°C. Plots of the logarithm of the concentration of
peroxide against time gave straight lines even at high conversions of peroxide and
indicated that the decomposition obeyed first-order kinetics. The rate constants
for reaction (3)

> COO—OCO < -+2 > C02
were evaluated at each temperature and our results are plotted in fig. 1, curve 1.
Our data are represented by the equation,

log k3 (sec-1) = (14-05 + 0-06) — (29810 + 40)/2-303 RT,
where the error limits represent the 95 % probability figures.

At 70°C, k3 has a value of 1-0 x 10-5 sec-1. This is in reasonable accord with
the value of 0-9 x 10-5 sec-1 reported 6 for the decomposition in carbon tetrachloride.
In table 1 we have collected the data reported for several di-acyl peroxides in the
gaseous and liquid phases. In general the activation energies are about 30 kcal
mole-1 but the nature of the solvent seems to influence this figure somewhat, parti¬
cularly for the staight chain alkyl groups. The isopropionyl peroxide has a much
lower activation energy for decomposition than the other peroxides and this has
been interpreted 5 in terms of the energy suppiled to the O—O bond by the de¬
carboxylation of radicals resulting from the decomposition of the parent peroxide.
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The bi-cyclopropylformyl peroxide decomposes appreciably more slowly than any
of the other peroxides even though the solvent (p-cymene) has readily available
hydrogen atoms for removal by any radicals formed. In the presence of the poorer
radical transfer solvent, ethyl benzoate, the rate of decomposition of the peroxide

103/T
Fig. 1 .■—Curve 1, Arrhenius plot for the decomposition of bi-cyclopropylformyl peroxide in p-cymene

solution; curve 2, Arrhenius plot for the ratio, R [>H/.Rk>_<] • Scaleonr.-h. ordinate refers to curve 2.

is about 20 % lower. We consider that our results (in conjunction with the obser¬
vation 6 that cyclopropyl cyclopropanecarboxylate and cyclopropanecarboxylic
acid are formed in the decomposition of the peroxide) may be interpreted in terms of
the cyclopropylcarboxyl radical having considerable stability and no decarboxylating
readily. Consequently, cage-recombination of cyclopropylcarboxyl radicals can
occur to reform the peroxide so that the rate of decomposition of BCPP will be less

Table 1.—Arrhenius parameters and rate constants for the decomposition of bi-acyl

peroxides

r solvent (sec-1) log A kcal mole-1 E 105 k at 70° (seec-i) ref.

ch3 gas phase 14-25 29-5 2-5 3
toluene 15-83 32-0 2-3 3

c2h5 gas phase 14-40 30-0 1-7 4
toluene 15-44 31-1 3-6 4

n-C3h7 gas phase 14-28 29-0 2-2 4
toluene 15-57 31-2 4-1 4

i-C3H7 iso-octane 14-45 27-3 100 5
> p-cymene 14-05 29-8 1-0 this work

ethyl benzoate — — 0-8 this work
cc14 — — 0-9 6

than that of other diacyl peroxides which lead to easier decarboxylation reactions.
In this respect, cyclopropylcarbonyl radicals have considerable thermal stability,1
only about 40 % decomposing in the gas phase even at 170°C. It appears that
bonding to the cyclopropyl group enhances the stability of the radical species, although
whether this is due to a reluctance of the radical species to form the cyclopropyl
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radical or to conjugation between the carbonyl or carboxyl electron system and the
cyclopropane ring cannot be determined.

STABILITY OF THE CYCLOPROPYLCARBOXYL RADICAL

Since the decrease in the concentration of the peroxide (and therefore the number
of O C02 radicals generated) has been measured, then by measuring also the cyclo¬
propane and bicyclopropyl formed we can determine the extent of decarboxylation
of the cyclopropylcarboxyl radicals (reaction (4)),

>co2-^>+co2.
This method will give a lower limit for this reaction since some cyclopropyl

radicals may be consumed in forming cyclopropyl cyclopropanecarboxylate (reaction
(5)),

> + >c02-v>c02<|.
We did not analyze for this product; however, we consider that it is formed to

only a small extent for the following reason. Hart and Wyman 6 found, when the
peroxide was decomposed in carbon tetrachloride at 70°, cyclopropyl chloride,
cyclopropyl cyclopropanecarboxylate and cyclopropylcarboxylic acid were formed
in the approximate ratios, 25 : 3 : 1. In moist carbon tetrachloride containing iodine,
the acid was a major product (41 %), the ester being formed to only a small extent.
In the presence of a good hydrogen donor like p-cymene (where the C—H bond
energy is only about 74 kcal mole-1), it is likely that hydrogen atom abstraction
from the solvent (reaction (6))

>co2+rh^>co2h+r
will be much more important than reaction (5) in consuming cyclopropylcarboxyl
radicals and few will remain to form the ester. Consequently, we consider that
although the values reported above for the decarboxylation of the radical are subject
to some uncertainty the likely error is small.

Our results indicate that, in p-cymene, 33 % of the cyclopropylcarboxyl radicals
decompose at 71°C and above 20 % at 113°C. In ethyl benzoate (which does not
give up hydrogen atoms so readily) the results indicate 9 % decarboxylation at 70°C
and 6 % at 100°C. We interpret these latter results as indicating that radical com¬
bination is more important in ethyl benzoate whereas in the better hydrogen donor
solvent the cyclopropyl and cyclopropylcarboxyl radicals abstract readily and so
there is less likelihood of reaction (5) occurring.

In both solvents the extent of decarboxylation is greatest at the lowest temperature.
We consider that, since the activation energy for the abstraction reaction (6) is probably
greater than that for the decomposition reaction (4), then increasing the temperature
will increase the rate of reaction (6) relative to reaction (4) and hence the extent of
decarboxylation will decrease.

We also attempted to study the decomposition of the peroxide in the presence of
an inert solvent such as perfluorodecalin. However, the peroxide was not sufficiently
soluble for this to be feasible.

REACTIONS OF CYCLOPROPYL RADICALS

The observation that cyclopropane and bicyclopropyl are formed as major
reaction products is good evidence that cyclopropyl radicals are generated in this
system, and that they can dimerize (reaction (8) or react by hydrogen atom abstraction
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with the solvent (reaction (7)):
7

> +RH->>H+R

In fig. 1, curve 2, we have plotted the temperature dependence of the ratio
where Rx is the rate of formation of X. We have assumed that the

concentration of the solvent was constant throughout the series of experiments
since the same stock solution was used in all cases and the extent of reaction was

such that solvent depletion was usually small. Such a plot (fig. 1, curve 2) yielded
a good straight line, the slope of which corresponded to an activation energy of
9-8 + 0-2 kcal mole-1. In a gas-phase study this activation energy would be equal
to E-,—%E8. In this liquid-phase study, however, the rate of bicyclopropyl formation
cannot be used in the same manner as the index of the cyclopropyl radical concentra¬
tion. This is partly because cage-recombination of cyclopropyl radicals may contri¬
bute to some of the bicyclopropyl formation. However, because of the appreciable
stability of the cyclopropylcarboxyl radical, most of these radicals will diffuse out
of the solvent cage before decarboxylation can occur and hence the cage-recombina¬
tion contribution of bicyclopropyl will probably be small. The rate of hydrogen
atom abstraction from p-cymene will be determined by the rate at which cyclopropyl
radicals diffuse through the solvent, so that the measured activation energy will be a
measure of E7~iE8—iEd!ff., where £diff. is the activation energy for diffusion.
Since we do not know the temperature dependence of the viscosity of the solvent, we
cannot calculate this activation energy. A reasonable estimate, however, is about
5 kcal mole-1 so that 2t7~7-3 kcal mole-1. In the vapour-phase methyl radicals
abstract hydrogen atoms from isobutane8 with an activation energy of about 7
kcal mole-1.

FORMATION OF MINOR PRODUCTS

The formation of only small amounts of products such as propylene, allene and
hexadiene indicates that in solution there is little isomerization or decomposition
of the cyclopropyl radical. This is in. accord with the results of gas-phase studies ' • 2
which indicated that isomerization of the cyclopropyl radical to the allyl radical
(reaction (9))

> -* ch2 = ch-ch2
has an activation energy of ca 20 kcal mole-1 and consequently is not likely to be
significant in the temperature range covered in this study. That small quantities
of methane, ethane, ethylene and propane are observed is unexpected. These
products have been observed in other studies 2 of the cyclopropyl radical but we
have no explanation for their formation.

We thank Esso Research Limited for their financial support of this work, the
Imperial Smelting Co., for a gift of perfluorodecalin and Dr. J. H. Knox of this
Department for many helpful discussions.
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The Photolysis of Cyclopropane Carboxaldehyde
By G. GREIG and J. C. J. THYNNE

Chemistry Department, The University, Edinburgh, Scotland

Presented at the International Conference on Photochemistry, September 6-9, 1967 Miinchen

The vapour-phase photolysis of cyclopropane carboxaldehyde has been studied at various pressures over
the temperature range 40-250 °C. A major primary process is the intramolecular reaction yielding pro¬
pylene and carbon monoxide. Cyclopropyl radicals are also produced and have been shown to isomerise
to allyl radicals with an estimated activation energy of 22 kcal mol-1. A value of 2 has been obtained for
the crosscombination ratio for allyl and cyclopropyl radicals. Cyclopropanecarbonyl chloride has been
photolysed alone and in the presence of methane. Cyclopropyl radicals are produced and bicyclopropyl,
cyclopropyl chloride, methyl chloride and methyl cyclopropane have been identified as reaction products.
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Few kinetic data have been reported regarding the
reactivity of cyclopropyl radicals; this is partly due to
the lack of suitable sources of these radicals. A partic¬
ularly interesting feature about a cyclopropyl radical
is that it can either react as a typical free radical, e.g.,
by hydrogen atom abstraction or by combination with
another odd-electron species, and thereby retain its
cyclic structure, or it can react by ring fission to yield
an allyl radical, CH2=CH— CH2, which can then react
in the usual modes open to such free radicals. Although
ring fission is energetically favoured by about 30 kcal
mol 1 the barrier to isomerization must be consider¬
able since, under certain conditions, the cyclopropyl
radical retains its cyclic structure when it reacts. For
example, although the thermal chlorination of cyclo¬
propane gives a mixture of cyclopropyl and allyl radical
products, the photochemical chlorination and the
nitration of cyclopropane produce unrearranged cyclic
free radical products. The photolysis of aldehydes and
ketones is frequently used to generate alkyl radicals for
vapour phase kinetic studies. In the case of methyl
cyclopropyl ketone [1] however, the Norrish Type 1
process leading to the production of free radicals
[reaction (1)] occurs to only a minor extent, the major
primary process being the intramolecular rearrangement
to give methyl propenyl ketone [reaction (2)].

CH3CO<| + hv -U CH3 + CO + <]

Similar reactions have been reported [2] when dicyclo-
propyl ketone is photolysed. Cyclopropanecarboxal-
dehyde has been photolysed at 107 °C and Overwater
et al. [3] have concluded that few cyclopropyl radicals
are generated, the major decomposition process being
the intramolecular rearrangement producing propylene
and carbon monoxide. Recent work on the methyl-
radical sensitised decomposition of cyclopropanecarbo-
xaldehyde [4] has shown that this method is a useful
source of cyclopropyl radicals and has indicated that
a study of the photolysis of the aldehyde over a wider
temperature range is desirable. Accordingly, we have
studied the photolysis of cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde
over the temperature range 40-250 °C.

The photolysis of cyclopropanecarbonyl chloride
alone and in the presence of methane has also been
briefly investigated as a possible source of cyclopropyl
radicals.

Experimental
Materials

Cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde was prepared using cyclo¬
propyl cyanide with lithium aluminium hydride as described
by Smith and Rogier [5], Infra-red, ultra-violet and n.m.r.

spectra together with gas-chromatographic analysis con¬
firmed the structure and the purity of the aldehyde. It was
subsequently stored on the vacuum line in a blackened bulb

i at — 196 °C.

Cyclopropanecarbonyl chloride was prepared by treatment
of cyclopropanecarboxylic acid with thionyl chloride. A
fraction distilling at 116 °C was collected and used.

Procedure

The reaction cell was a quartz cylinder (50 mm X 100 mm)
housed in a heavy aluminium block furnace fitted with
quartz windows. The temperature of the furnace was con¬
trolled to better than ± 0.2 °C by a Bikini-Fenwall relay
unit. The reaction cell was connected by a short side arm
to a conventional high-vacuum apparatus comprising cold
traps, Toepler pump, gas burette and Macleod gauge. The
reaction cell was fully illuminated (except for the side arm)
by an unfiltered parallel beam of light from a Maxda 250 W
ME/D mercury lamp. Although the full arc was used the
effective radiation is in the region 2500-2900 A; the upper
limit being the limit of absorption of the aldehyde and the
lower limit being that of the major emission of the mercury
lamp. Dark runs showed that there was no thermal de¬
composition of the aldehyde in the temperature range
studied. In the experiments in which the pressure-dependence
of the reaction products was studied the total pressure was
varied by addition of dry nitrogen to a constant pressure
of the aldehyde.

After reaction the products not condensable in liquid
nitrogen were collected and analysed mass-spectrometrically
with an AEI Ltd. MS 10 instrument. This fraction com¬

prised hydrogen, methane and carbon monoxide. The
remainder of the products was analysed gas chromato-
graphically, ethane and ethylene on a 6' column of Porapak
" Q", propylene, cyclopropane, propane and the butenes on
a mixed column of diethyl adipate and dinonyl phthalate
and the C0 products on a 9' dinonyl phthalate column
maintained at 45 °C. The latter column indicated the presence
of bicyclopropyl, 1:5 hexadiene and a third peak eluting
between the hexadiene and bicyclopropyl which has been
tentatively ascribed to allylcyclopropyl. Methane, ethane and
1- and 2-butene were found to be present in only trace
amounts.

Results and Discussion

Photolysis of cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde
(a) Primary decomposition process

HCO<] ■% HCO<j*

HCO<]* + M HCO<] + M
Id CO<] * —► HCO + O

—> H + COO
—*• CO + C3H6

CH3-CH=CH—CHO.
When the aldehyde was photolysed we found no

trace of crotonaldehyde formation, suggesting that
reaction (6) did not occur as a significant primary
decomposition reaction. The formation of hydrogen
and cyclopropane suggests that reactions (3) and (4)
occur in the primary photolytic act. Until ca. 160 °C the
major reaction product is propylene. Since allyl radicals
are known to be unreactive in performing hydrogen
atom abstraction reactions at temperatures below 300 °C,
then it is unlikely that a reaction of the type:

CH2=CH-CH2 + RII -> CH2=CH—CH3 + R
could yield such a large amount of propylene. Another
possible source of propylene is the isomerisation of
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ram Temp °c
Fig. 1

Product formation as a function of temperature
Curve 1: ethylene (ordinate : lower R. H. scale); Curve 2:
propylene; Curve 3: propane (ordinate: upper R. H. scale);
Curve 4: cyclopropane; Curve 3 displaced to the left by

20 °C for ease of presentation

cyclopropane, however the temperature range of this
study is much too low for this reaction to contribute
towards propylene formation. Hence the most probable
source is the intramolecular elimination reaction (5).

In fig. 2 we report results obtained at 186 °C for the
pressure dependence of the major reaction products.
These results were obtained using a constant pressure
of the aldehyde (27 Torr) and adding nitrogen to vary
the total pressure. Also included on fig. 2 are two runs
carried out with nitric oxide added to the system. As

IE1289 21

160

/°(total) Torr

Fig. 2
Product formation as a function of total pressure at 186 °C.
Constant pressure of aldehyde (27 Torr). Results with added

nitric oxide shown with solid or semi-solid characters
Curve 1: ethylene (ordinate : lower R. H. scale); Curve 2:
propylene; Curve 3: propane (ordinate: upper R. H. scale);

Curve 4: cyclopropane

the total pressure is increased the product yield de¬
creases, the propylene being somewhat more sensitive to
pressure variations than is cyclopropane. This behaviour
is interpreted in terms of increasing deactivation of
the excited aldehyde [reaction (2)] as the total pressure
is increased.

When nitric oxide is added to the system the forma¬
tion of cyclopropane is almost totally inhibited, the
yield falling by > 99%, suggesting that it is formed by
a free radical reaction involving cyclopropyl radicals
and supporting the occurrence of reaction (3) in the
primary act. In the presence of nitric oxide the pro¬
pylene yield is also reduced but, as fig. 2, curve 2 shows,
it is only reduced by an amount comparable to the
decrease observed when a similar pressure of nitrogen
is added to the aldehyde. We interpret this observation
as indicating that here the nitric oxide is acting as a
third-body and not as an inhibitor and that the decrease
in the propylene yield is a result of the effect of deactiva¬
tion [reaction (2)] and not to the inhibition of any free
radical reaction producing propylene. We therefore
consider that reaction (5) is the only significant primary
process leading to the formation of propylene. It is
apparent from fig. 1 that the formation of propylene
is only slightly temperature dependent. This is entirely
compatible with the suggestion that most of the product
is formed intramolecularly and that even in the upper
temperature region, hydrogen atom abstraction reac¬
tions or radical-radical disproportionation reactions by
the allyl radical contribute little to the yield of propylene
(b) Secondary reactions in the photolysis of the aldehyde

In a study of the methyl-radical sensitised decomposi¬
tion of cyclopropane carboxaldehyde [4] it was estab¬
lished that cyclopropyl radicals can abstract hydrogen
atoms readily from the aldehyde and also that they will
isomerise to the allyl radical, CH2=CH—CH2, with an
activation energy of ca. 20 kcal mol~1. It can be seen
from fig. 1 that cyclopropane formation is a very
temperature dependent process and is compatible with
reaction (7):

[> + HCOO -I* >H + CO<]
where the cyclopropyl radicals generated in the primary
act or by decarbonylation of the cyclopropyl radical,
react with the parent aldehyde, thereby generating a
cyclopropylcarbonyl radical. Although only a relatively
small proportion (ca. 40%) of these radicals decarbony-
late [reaction (8)], sufficient do so to ensure a short
chain process generating O or [>CO radicals.

CO<] —y CO + <] .

As the temperature increases so the increase in k7
(and probably increased decarbonylation) leads to an
increased yield of cyclopropane.

Above about 186 °C there is a sharp decrease in the
yield of cyclopropane. We attribute this to the in¬
creasing isomerisation of the cyclopropyl radical toj
the allyl radical, reaction (9). Above this temperature
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isomerisation is a more important reaction path than
is hydrogen atom abstraction.

[> —> CH2=-CH -CH2.
Since the allyl radical does not readily abstract

hydrogen atoms from the aldehyde [reaction (10)]
10

„ ,

C3H5 + HCO<] -v C3H6 + CO<|
chain propagation does not occur as readily and so the
yield of cyclopropane (and total reaction products)
falls, so that at 260 °C once again more propylene is
formed than cyclopropane.

(c) Auto-combination of cyclopropyl radicals
Alkyl radicals are known to react readily by dimerisa-

tion and our observation that bicyclopropyl is formed
in the reaction products indicates that cyclic alkyl
radicals also react in this manner. In fig. 3 we show the

160
P (total) Torr

Fig. 3
Formation of ACP, BCP and 1 : 5H as a function of pressure

at 132 °C
Curve 1:1:5 hexadiene; Curve 2: allylcyclopropane; Curve 3:
bicyclopropyl; Curve 4: cross-combination ratio, kn/k^ k1^

f?Acp/-^bcp ' At'.gH (ordinate : R. H. scale)

pressure dependence of our C6 products at 132 °C. The
three products are markedly pressure dependent, the
bicyclopropyl and allylcyclopropyl increasing steadily
as the pressure increases, whereas 1:5 hexadiene de¬
creases to reach a limiting value at about 100 Torr
pressure.

Since both cyclopropyl and allyl radicals (from the
isomerisation of cyclopropyl) are present in this reaction
system, we suggest the following reaction scheme to
account for the formation of the three C6 products
observed

2 [> —> [>—<] (bcp),
12

> + ch2—ch=ch2
13

>ch2 -ch=-ch2 (acp),
2ch2-ch=ch2 —> ch2=ch-ch2ch2-ch=ch2 (1:511)

products, in conjunction with the report [6] that no
1:5 PI was formed when bicyclopropyl was thermally
decomposed, suggests that little, if any, of the 1:5 H
is formed by isomerisation of the "hot" bicyclopropyl.

It has been shown that when two radicals X and Y
can react by auto- or by cross-combination then their
cross-combination ratio, Axy/-&xx ^yv> should have
the value of two [7]. If ACP, BCP and 1:5H are pro¬
duced only by the appropriate combinations of allyl
and cyclopropyl radicals then the ratio, AACP/i?j^p 7?(',26 h ,

should equal two. In fig. 3, curve 4 we present our
results for this ratio. Within experimental error it has
a value of two and is independent of total pressure.
This result suggests that little or none of the ACP is
formed by isomerisation of "hot" bicyclopropyl and
we therefore conclude that under our conditions (total
pressure ^ 27 Torr) there is no appreciable isomerisa¬
tion of the bicyclopropyl formed when two cyclo¬
propyl radicals react by combination.
(d) Energetics of ring opening of cyclopropyl radicals

In fig. 2 it can be seen that at 186 °C the rate of forma¬
tion of cyclopropane reaches a maximum value. At
this temperature the rate of formation of cyclopropane
will be equal to the rate of isomerisation of the radical.
If the major source of cyclopropane formation is assumed
to be the hydrogen atom abstraction [reaction (7)],
then:

A,(t»(HCO<) = *,(>)■

Although the Arrhenius parameters for reaction (7)
are not known, work on the methyl-radical sensitised
decomposition of cyclopropanecarboxaldehyde [4] has
shown that methyl radicals and cyclopropyl radicals
abstract hydrogen atoms from the aldehyde with similar
facility. This is in accord with the observations [8] that
methyl, ethyl and propyl radicals abstract hydrogen
from aldehydes at similar rates. Using the para¬
meters reported [4] [log A (mol-1 cm3 sec"1) = 12.3,

It is likely that the BCP formed in reaction (11) will
be "hot" and, if not deactivated, could decompose by
one or both rings opening. If ring-opening occurred

t then, in view of their greater thermodynamic stability,
^ the 1:3 or 2:4 hexadienes would be formed in prefer-

E = 8.7 kcal mol-1] for reaction (7) to calculate k7
we find that at 186 °C k7 = 108-4. Since HCO<l
= 10-6 mol-1 cm3, then k9 = 102,4 (sec-1). Gordon
et al. [9] has reported an Al-factor of 1013(sec-1) for
the ring opening of the cyclobutyl radical. Assuming
a similar Al-factor for reaction (9) we find that E9 is
about 22 kcal mol-1. This is in reasonably good agree¬
ment with the value of 20 kcal mol-1 reported for
this reaction on the basis of product analysis in
the methyl-radical sensitised decomposition of the
aldehyde [4].

For the cyclobutyl radical Gordon [30] has reported
an activation energy of 18 ± 1 kcal mol-1 for ring
fission. The small difference (ca. 2-3 kcal mol-^ be¬
tween these activation energy requirements might
reflect the inaccuracy of our assumption of similar
pre-exponential factors, or the difference might be real
and indicate the difference in strain energies of the two
rings. The fission of a C-C bond in a straight chain
radical, e.g., «-propyl, requires about 32 kcal mol-1,
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whereas C-C bond rupture in a cycloalkyl radical
requires about 12kcalmol_1 less activation energy,
suggesting that most, if not all, of the strain energy is
not present in the activated complex.
(e) Formation of minor reaction products

In the photolysis of the aldehyde hydrogen atoms are

generated either directly [reaction (4)] or by thermal
decomposition of the formyl radical produced by
reaction (3). Since propylene is formed in the system in
appreciable yield, then it is likely that hydrogen atoms
will react by addition to produce a propyl radical, i.e.,

H + QH„ —> QH*.
This propyl radical will be "hot", i.e. contain energy

in excess of that required for C-C bond fission and may
decompose in that manner [reaction (14)], or be deacti¬
vated by collision with a third body [reaction (15)] before
reacting with the aldehyde or disproportionating to
yield propane [reaction (16)].

QH? "
+ M

of the molecule was observed, however bicyclopropyl,
cyclopropyl chloride, and allyl chloride were observed
together with traces of 1:5 hexadiene and cyclopropane.
These results suggest that cyclopropyl radicals are
generated in this photo-decomposition and that there
is some isomerisation of these radicals to allyl radicals.

When cyclopropanecarbonyl chloride was photolysed
in the presence of methane, the reaction products
included ethane, cyclopropane, methylcyclopropane,
methyl chloride, cyclopropyl chloride and traces of
bicyclopropyl.

These observations together with those made on the
decomposition of the acid chloride alone, suggest that
the following reactions are important in this system:

CH3 : C2H4,

QH, + M,

QH, + RH QHS + R.
The observation that methane, ethane, ethylene

propane and the butenes are formed as reaction products
is compatible with the suggested mechanism. It is
apparent however that ethylene and propane are not
completely accounted for by this reaction scheme. In
fig. 1 and 2 we show the temperature and pressure
dependence of ethylene and propane formation. Even
at pressure of 270 Torr the ethylene yield is only
diminished by 50% though deactivation of the "hot"
radical is markedly pressure dependent. The ratio
C2H4/C3Hg only decreases from 10 at 27 Torr to 5 at
27 Torr total pressure. Fig. 2, curves 1 and 3, shows
that when nitric oxide is added to the system the yields
of ethylene and propane are reduced but not inhibited,
appreciable amounts of ethylene in particular still being
formed. That some other reaction mode of the cyclo¬
propyl radical generating ethylene and propane exists
seems to be clear from these observations and from
studies of the sensitised decomposition of the alde¬
hyde [4] and the liquid phase decomposition of cyclo-
propylformyl peroxide [10] though we have no satis¬
factory explanation at present.

(f) Photolysis of cyclopropanecarbonyl chloride
Cyclopropanecarbonyl chloride was photolysed at

140 °C and 25 Torr pressure. Little photo-decomposition

CH,=-CH—CH

ch

[>COCl

> + CI + M
>

f CI + M
CH4 + CI

2CH3
t> + CH3
-f CI + M

2>

[>CO + CI
t> + COC1
[>C1 + M

-ch,
M

hc1 4- ch3
c2h6
D>ch3
ch3c1 + M
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Discussion

S. V. Filseth:

Would you comment on the importance of isomerization
and disproportionation of the allyl radical.

We have studied the gas phase photodecomposition of
5-hexene-2-one and observe 1.5-hexadiene as a major product.
The addition of small amounts of no eliminates 1.5-hexa¬
diene as a product but has no effect on the allene yield. This
suggests in agreement with Thynne that disproportionation
of allyl is unimportant. However, we also observe other

hexadienes besides 1.5 — notably 1.4 and butene-2 which
suggests that isomerization of allyl may not be unimportant.

J. C. J. Thynne
We found only very small amounts of allene as a reaction

product. If it is assumed that the principal source of allene
is the disproportionation of allyl radicals

CH,= C=CH, + CH3—CH—CHJ
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and the 1:5 hexadiene is formed by the autocombination of
allyl radicals:
i.e. 2CH,= CH—CH2 -^> CH2=CH-CH2CH2-CH= CH2
then our results suggest that f,/^b<0.1. James and
Troughton [Trans. Faraday Soc. 62, 145 (1966)] have
reported a marked preference for allyl radicals to react with
ethyl radicals by combination rather than by disproportiona-
tion. Also a mass-spectrometric study by Lossing, Ingold,
and Henderson [J. chem. Physics 22, 62 (1954)] of the
pyrolysis of allyl iodide at 750 °C has suggested that when
two allyl radicals react, mutual combination is more than
100 times as probable as disproportionation. Using the
equation of Holroyd and Klein [J. physic. Chem. 67, 2273
(1963)] a value of 0.07 may be calculated for k^/kb.

B. G. Gowenlock.:

Do any products of photolysis increase in the presence
of added nitric oxide? It is worth noting that nitrosocyclo-
propane is known to be unstable and, unless rapid isomeriza-

CH2,
tion to cyclopropanoneoxime | ^C =NOH occurs with

CH2
this compound remaining stable under the reaction con¬
ditions, our experience of the thermal and photochemical
behaviour of nitrosoalkanes suggests that hydrocarbons will
be formed from subsequent reactions. It is therefore neces¬

sary to remember that radicals can be scavenged by nitric
oxide without very large changes in hydrocarbon products.

/. C. J. Thynne :
Our product yield in the case of cyclopropane was mark¬

edly (~99%) decreased whereas the propylene formation

was not much affected. We have no idea what happens to
the nitrosocyclopropane. Since it is known to be fairly
unstable it presumably decomposed or isomerised in the
system. The only valid conclusion to be drawn from these
experiments with added nitric oxide is that the propylene
yield is almost unaltered which suggests that it is predomi¬
nantly formed by a non-free radical process such as the
intramolecular reaction we have indicated.

/. R. McNesby:
With regard to the cross combination ratio of 2 observed

for allyl and cyclopropyl independent of pressure, would
not this ratio be quite insensitive to isomerization of bicyclo-
propyl to 1:5 hexadiene if we assume that isomerization to
allylcyclopropyl does not occur at all?

J. C. J. Thynne :
If the "hot" bicyclopropyl isomerized directly to the 1:5

hexadiene then the constancy of the ratio

R (allylcyclopropyl)/]/R (bicyclopropyl) ■ R (1: 5 hexadiene)
would not be a very sensitive index of whether isomerization
had occurred or not. Since, however, we find the ratio to
be constant over the pressure range studied it suggests that
it is a sensitive index. We feel this because if the bicyclo¬
propyl is "hot", then as the pressure is increased it is to be
expected that stabilisation of allylcyclopropyl will be favoured
over 1:5 hexadiene in which case the ratio would show a

pressure dependence. It does not, and we therefore feel
justified in concluding that there is little or no isomerization
of the bicyclopropyl formed when two cyclopropyl radicals
combine.

E 1289
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Trideuteromethyl radicals have been reacted in the vapor phase with allyl formate and the principal
reaction over the temperature range 100-250 °C has been shown to be the displacement reaction

cd3 + hcooch2—ch=ch2 -*■ (hcooch2chch2cd3)
(hcooch2chch2cd3) -> h + co2 + ch2=chch2cd3.

Hydrogen atoms generated by this decomposition also react readily to produce propylene by the
reaction

h + hcooch2—ch=ch2 -> h + co2 + ch2=chch3.
Canadian Journal of Chemistry, 46, 2451 (1968)

Allyl radicals play important roles in the
decomposition of many olefins and cyclic alkyl
radicals and at temperatures below about 300 °C
they have been shown to react predominantly by
combination, either with themselves or with
other free radicals present in the reacting system.
The production of allyl radicals is somewhat
difficult since the usual free radical sources such
as the photolysis of aldehydes, ketones, and
azocompounds (1) are not practicable either
because of the low yield of radicals (e.g. 3-
butenal) (2) or because of the unavailability of
the starting product (e.g. azopropene).

Thynne (3, 4) has shown that the methyl-
radical-sensitized decomposition of alkyl for¬
mates is a useful source of alkyl radicals, the
reaction sequence being predominantly the ab¬
straction of the formyl hydrogen atom by the
methyl radical yielding an alkoxycarbonyl radical
which then decarboxylates quantitatively to form
carbon dioxide and an alkyl radical, i.e.

chj + hcoor -> ch4 + coor

coor -> c02 + r.

Allyl formate might so be used to produce
thermalized allyl radicals. However, James and
Troughton (5) have shown that allyl compounds
react readily with ethyl radicals in the vapor

phase by addition to the double bond followed
by dismutation of a proportion of the adduct
radicals, e.g.

ch3ch2 + ch2=chch2x ->

(ch3ch2ch2chch2x)

(ch3ch2ch2chch2x) ->

ch3ch2ch2ch=ch2 + x.

They have suggested that the temperature at
which this dismutation occurs is governed by
the nature of the substituent X and increases as

the enthalpy of the dismutation reaction in¬
creases, e.g. where X = OH, the reaction occurs
at temperatures above 140 °C, whereas for
X = COOH3, it occurs at 35 °C. In the case
where X = HCOz, i.e. allyl formate, it might
be expected to occur with similar ease to the
acetate. Consequently, we have studied the re¬
actions of trideuteromethyl radicals, generated
by the photolysis of acetone-r/6 at wavelengths
> 3000 A (where the formate is transparent),
with allyl formate over the temperature range
101-252 °C.

Experimental
Materials

Acetone-<76 was obtained from Merck, Sharp and
Dohme. It was dried, distilled, and stored in a blackened
bulb at liquid nitrogen temperature. Its isotopic purity
was reported as being 99 %.
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TABLE I

Ethane-rf6 (£), propylene (P), butene-1 (B), and 1,5-hexadiene (H) formation in the reaction of methyl radicals with
allyl formate*

T (°C) t (s) A F E P B H X r

101.5 3600 2.262 1.285 0.912 1.41 1.75 N.A.f 1.43
101.5 3600 2.827 1.285 1.39 5.41 1.77 0.0135 1.17 12.8
101.5 7200 2.904 1.259 1.28 4.59 1.75 0.0137 1.23 11.4
126.8 3600 2.824 1.212 1.22 13.4 3.92 0.033! 2.93 19.5
152.3 3600 2.730 1.109 1.07 20.9 6.36 0.105 5.55 18.8
152.3 3600 2.737 1.116 1.04 20.7 6.35 0.147 5.59 16.2
176.5 1800 2.648 1.035 1.50 41.4 9.78 0.422 7.71 12.3
202.2 1800 2.539 1.033 1.76 47.9 11.3 0.262 8.22 16.6
202.2 1800 2.540 1.040 1.78 48.1 10.8 0.433 7.79 12.3
252.5 900 2.399 0.879 4.11 84.5 N.A. 2.49
252.5 900 2.258 0.952 4.30 80.4 13.50 2.83 6.84 3.87

*A = concentration of acetone, 106 mole cm-3.
F = concentration of allyl formate, 106 mole cm-3, E, P, B, and H in 1012 mole cm-3 s-1.
* = RC4H5D3IRV*c2D6(F).
Y = C4H5D3/(C2D6)i/2(C6H10)1/2.
fN.A. = not analyzed.

Allyl formate (Koch-Light) was dried and distilled
several times, narrow boiling ranges being retained each
time. It was further purified by preparative gas chroma¬
tography.

Procedure
The selective photolysis of acetone at X > 3000 A was

used as the methyl radical source. A Mazda 250 watt
ME/D lamp in conjunction with a Chance-Pilkington
filter OXlA was used. Blank runs with the formate
present showed no photodecomposition of the formate
to occur throughout the temperature range.

The experiments were performed in the vapor phase
in a quartz cylindrical cell, volume 159 cm3. Mixtures of
the acetone and formate were made up in a 1 1 bulb
before being expanded into the reaction cell. The cell was
housed in a heavy aluminium block furnace, fitted with
quartz side-windows. The temperature of the furnace was
controlled to better than ± 0.2 °C by a Fielden-Bikini
relay. The reaction cell was fitted with a short side-arm
and connected to the usual type ofhigh vacuum apparatus,
containing cold traps and a gas burette. After reaction
the contents of the reaction cell were expanded into the
analytical train and the fraction noncondensable in liquid
nitrogen collected and measured in the gas burette. It
was then analyzed using an AEI Ltd. MS 10 mass spectro¬
meter and was shown to contain hydrogen, carbon
monoxide, trideuteromethane, and tetradeuteromethane.
In a typical analysis at 202 °C the proportions of these
components were 20.3, 64.4, 13.1, and 2.1 % respectively.

The condensable fraction was analyzed gas chromato-
graphically using a hydrogen flame detector and a mixed
column of diethyl adipate and dinonyl phthalate on celite.
The C6 product was analyzed on a 9 ft dinonyl phtha¬
late column maintained at 45 °C. A typical analysis
at 252 °C of the reaction products (expressed in terms of
rates of formation of product x 1012 mole cm-3 s_1) was
hydrogen (4.83), trideuteromethane (2.30), tetradeutero¬
methane (0.6o), carbon monoxide (11.6), ethane-6f6 (4.30),
propylene (80.4), butene-1 (13.5),and 1,5-hexadiene (2.83).
In addition small amounts of propane, allene, and isobu-
tane were observed.

Results and Discussion

When acetont-d6 is photolyzed alone CD4 and
CD3H are formed, the latter being formed be¬
cause of the isotopic impurity of the ketone.
Their formation may be described in terms of the
following reactions.
[1] cd3cocd3 + hv 2cd3 + co

[2] cd3 + cd3cocd3 — cd4 + cd2cocd3

[3] cd3 + hcd2cocd3 -> cd3h + cd2cocd3

[3'j cd2h + cd3cocd3 -» cd3h + cd2cocd3

[4] 2cd3 c2d6

Some of the trideuteromethane can arise by
reaction [3']; we were not able to estimate the
individual contributions of reactions [3'] and [3],
though since reaction [3'] involves abstraction of
deuterium atom and consequently will have a
larger activation energy than reaction [3'], then
it is likely that the major contribution to trideu¬
teromethane formation will involve reaction [3],

When acetone-a^ is selectively photolyzed in
the presence of allyl formate the noncondensable
products comprise H2, CD4, and CD3H, the
latter being formed in larger amounts than indi¬
cated by reaction [3]. The 'extra' amount CD3H
formed where measured was consistent with the
reactions:

[5] cd3 + hcooch2ch=ch2 ->

cd3h + cooch2ch=ch2

[6] cooch2ch=ch2 -» co2 + ch2ch=ch2,

if it is assumed that reaction [5] has a rate similar
to that reported for other formates (3).
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The observation that methane-^ is formed to
only a limited extent suggests that few allyl
radicals are produced by reactions [5] and [6]
and hence the considerable yields of propylene
and butene-1 (see Table I) cannot be completely
explained by such reactions as [7] and [8].
[7] cd3 + ch2=chch2 -> cd3ch2ch=ch2

[8] CH2=CHCH2 + RH -> CH2=CHCH3 + R

It is possible that the small yield of allene may
be explained by the disproportionation of allyl
and allyl and allyl and methyl radicals, since
values of 0.023 and 0.07 may be predicted for
kg/k-, and k10/kn respectively from the equation

log(W*«mfl>) = 0.131 (S\ls - S°COIDb) - 5.47
suggested by Holroyd and Klein (6).
[9] CD3 + CH2=CHCH2 ->

cd3h + ch2=c=ch2

[10] 2CH2=CHCH2 -> CH2=C=CH2 +
ch3ch=ch2

[11] ch2=chch2ch2ch=ch2

Also if allyl radicals are generated in apprecia¬
ble yields, then since methyl radicals are also
present in the reacting system, auto- and cross-
combination of these radicals will lead to the
formation of ethane, butene, and hexadiene in
such proportions that the following relation
should hold over the whole temperature range,

-^C4H5D3 o
pl/2 pl/2 — A2V C2D6-O- CsHio

since Kerr and Trotman-Dickenson (7) have
shown this relation to hold for many alkyl
radicals. In the final column of Table I we have
tabulated this ratio and clearly it is considerably
higher than 2 under our experimental conditions.
We consider that this result implies that the
butene and the hexadiene are formed by other
reactions, and that these products, together with
propylene, are formed by a mechanism not
involving allyl radicals. The reaction sequence
we propose begins with the addition of a methyl
radical to allyl formate (reaction [12a]).
[12a] cd3 + hcooch2ch=ch2 ->

(HCOOCH2CHCH2CD3),

followed by a decomposition of the adduct
radical (reaction [12b])
[126] (HCOOCH2CHCH2CD3) ->

H + co2 + CH2=CHCH2CD3.

The hydrogen atom formed in this decom¬
position may react with the formate by hydrogen
atom abstraction to produce molecular hydrogen
(reaction [13]).
[13] H + HCOOCH2CH=CH2 ->

h2 + co2 + ch2=chch2

Since, however, the hydrogen yield is much less
than that of butene (typically 10-30%), this is
clearly not the major fate of the hydrogen atoms.
We consider this to be their reaction by addition
to the formate, reaction [14a], followed by de¬
composition of the adduct radical, reaction [14b],
yielding propylene and a further HC02 radical
or hydrogen atom. This continues the chain
process, which is, however, of fairly short length
since there are several convenient chain termina¬
tion steps and also probably not all of the adduct
radicals decompose. Among the minor reaction
products are propane and isobutane, which are
probably formed by a series of reactions, the
first of which is the addition of a hydrogen atom
to propylene, since the latter is a major reaction
product.
[14a] H + HCOOCH2CH=CH2 ->

(HCOOCH2CHCH3)

[146] (HCOOCH2CHCH3)
h + c02 + ch2=chch3

The possibility exists that not all of the
propylene is formed by the reaction involving
hydrogen atom addition to the formate, but
that some may be formed by the non-terminal
addition of the methyl radical to the formate,
reaction [15a], followed by decomposition of
the adduct radical to yield propylene. Since we
used trideuteromethyl radicals, such a series of
reactions would yield propylene-^. Mass spec¬
trometry analysis of the propylene formed
showed it to contain no deuterium and we there¬
fore conclude that methyl radicals play no part
in the production of propylene, and that reaction
[14] is the precursor to propylene formation.
[15a] CD3 + HCOOCH2CH=CH2

(HCOOCH2CD3CHCH2)

[156] (HCOOCH2CD3CHCH2) ->

hcooch2 + cd3ch=ch2

1,5-Hexadiene formation is mainly attributed
to allyl radicals reacting with the formate by
addition and subsequent decomposition of the
adduct radical, i.e.
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[16a] CH2=CHCH2 + HCOOCH2CH=CH2 ->
(HCOOCH2CHCH2CH2CH=CH2)

[166] (HCOOCH2CHCH2CH2CH=CH2)
h + co2 + ch2=chch2ch2ch=ch2.

Allen and Pitts (8) studied the reactions of
methyl radicals with crotonaldehyde and have
concluded that the following reaction is impor¬
tant in butene-2 formation.

[17a] CH3 + HCOCH=CHCH3 -*
(HCOCH(CH3)CHCH3)

[176] (HCOCH(CH3)CHCH3) ->
HCO + CH3CH=CHCH3

Assuming that this reaction is solely respon¬
sible for the butene-2, they calculated the ratio
-Rc4H8/^1/2c2H6(aldehyde) = /c17//c41/2, and de¬
duced values of 7.5 (kcal mole 1) and 11.8
(mole-1 cm3 s-1) as the Arrhenius parameters
for reaction [17].

In column 9, Table I, we have calculated the
corresponding ratio C4H5D3/i?1/2C2D6(formate)
for the reaction of methyl radicals with allyl
formate. This is equivalent to assuming that
reaction [12] is the sole source of butene-1. As
can be seen from Table I, the ratio k12/k41/2
increases steadily up to about 200 °C and then
decreases. An Arrhenius plot of our data shows
appreciable curvature, particularly above 150 °C,
and Arrhenius parameters may not be derived.
This curvature may reflect the increasing com¬
petition of reactions [5] and [12], since a falloff
in the ratio C4H5D3/i?1/2C2D6(formate) with in¬
creasing temperature is to be expected if reaction

[5] becomes increasingly important with respect
to reaction [12]. This might also reflect the
decrease in the cross-combination ratio at 252 °C,
since more allyl radicals will be generated as a
result of reactions [5] and [6],

The principal reactions of the trideutero-
methyl radicals generated by the photolysis of
acetone-r/6 are [2], [3], [4], [5], and [12]. The
following material balance relationship might
therefore be expected to hold.

27?co = 7?CD3H + 7?CD4 + 2R c2d6 "i" -^c4hsd3
The data reported above for 252 °C indicate

that this equation is obeyed within experimental
error and lend support to the validity of our
general scheme.
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The reaction of sulphur dioxide with methyl radicals, generated from the photolysis of azomethane
at X > 3400 A, has been studied in the temperature range 25-164°C. At low temperatures, the addition
reaction to form methylsulphonyl radicals is fast but as the temperature increases methylsulphonyl
radicals become increasingly unstable and appear not to be formed at 164°C. Arrhenius parameters
(based upon a value of 1013-34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 for the rate of combination of methyl radicals)
have been measured or deduced using a material balance method for the following reactions :

log A E
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) (kcal mole-1)

CH3 + CH3N2CH3 ->CH*+CH2N2CH3 11-55 8-7
CH3 + S02 ->CH3S02 10-8 1-5

CH3S02^CH3 + S02 13-0 (sec-1) 22-4

A value of 0-04 has been obtained for the disproportionation : combination ratio of methyl and
methylsulphonyl radicals.

The addition reaction of methyl radicals with sulphur dioxide has been compared with their reac¬
tion with oxygen, carbon monoxide and ethylene. Although the reaction with oxygen requires zero
activation energy the three-body limitation for the oxygen reaction leads to the conclusion that in
the gas phase at pressures of ~50 mm Hg the overall rates of addition of methyl radicals to sulphur
dioxide and oxygen are similar.

The reaction of molecular oxygen with various hydrocarbons and free radicals
has received much attention partly because of its industrial significance, and in general
the major features of such oxidation reactions in the gas phase are fairly well under¬
stood.1"3 The reaction of sulphur dioxide with hydrocarbons, however, although
of considerable significance in the field of surface-active agents, has received little
attention and the individual reactions involved in, e.g., the sulphoxidation of hydro¬
carbons have not been evaluated. When mixtures of sulphur dioxide and oxygen
are bubbled through a column of warmed liquid hydrocarbon alkyl sulphonic acids
are formed in high yields. The overall reaction may be written as

rh + s02 + i02-* rso3h,
but tire mechanism has not been elucidated. Probably an important step involved
is the reaction,

ka

r+so2^rso2.
kb

The fact that as the temperature is increased the yield of sulphonic acid decreases
suggests that the stability of the alkylsulphonyl radical decreases as the temperature
is raised. Thermodynamic calculations of the equilibrium constant (= kalkb) show
that at room temperature and where R is methyl, it has a value of about 1010 atm-1,

2708 1
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so that even at pressures of a few mm Hg the equilibrium will be well to the right and
the alkylsulphonyl radical should be stable, and this is supported by observations
in the liquid phase at high concentrations of sulphur dioxide.4"6 An electron spin
resonance study 7 of the addition of gaseous sulphur dioxide to trapped hydrocarbon
polymers has shown that the addition reaction occurs rapidly and reversibly and has
indicated that at room temperature the equilibrium lies well to the side of the alkyl¬
sulphonyl radical. Experiments in the gas phase are less clear-cut since pyrolytic
experiments involving the decomposition of di-tert-butyl peroxide at 160°C in the
presence of sulphur dioxide 8 have not detected any addition reaction. Similarly,
Lossing 9 pyrolyzed allyl methyl sulphone at 550°C and was unable to detect mass-
spectrometrically any sulphonyl radicals although methyl and allyl radicals together
with sulphur dioxide were observed. However, at higher temperatures the free energy
change is likely to be not as favourable towards the formation of the methylsulphonyl
radical, the dissociation reaction being preferred.

In view of the lack of information regarding the reaction of free radicals with
sulphur dioxide we have studied the gas-phase reaction of sulphur dioxide with methyl
radicals in the temperature range 25-164°C.

EXPERIMENTAL

APPARATUS

The reaction cell was a quartz cylinder (volume 321 cm3) housed in a heavy aluminium
block furnace fitted with quartz side windows. The temperature of the furnace was con¬
trolled to better than ±0-5°C by a Bikini-Fenwall relay unit. The cell was connected by
a short side-arm to a conventional high-vacuum apparatus comprising cold traps, Toepler
pump, gas burette and McLeod gauge. Thereaction cell was fully illuminated (except for the
side-arm) by a parallel beam of light from a Mazda 250 W ME/D mercury lamp ; radiation
was limited to X> 3400 A by a Chance-Pilkington OV 1 filter glass. Mixtures were made up
of ca. 40 mm Hg of azomethane and variable pressures of sulphur dioxide using mercury
and butyl phthalate manometers. After reaction the contents of the cell were expanded
into the analytical train. The fraction not condensable in liquid nitrogen was collected and
measured in the gas burette. This was analyzed using an AEI Ltd., MS 10 mass spectro¬
meter and also gas-chromatographically and was shown to comprise entirely methane and
nitrogen. A second fraction, separated using an isopentane+liquid nitrogen slush bath at
—160° contained mainly ethane, together with traces of azomethane and some carbon dioxide
(present as an impurity in the azomethane).

A few reactions were carried out in a 250 cm3 Pyrex cylindrical vessel using high con¬
centrations of sulphur dioxide+ azomethane mixtures (total pressures ~400 mm) and photo-
lyzing for several hours in order to examine the minor reaction products formed. A reddish-
yellow oil was formed which had a distinctive odour. The oil was soluble in water giving
an acidic solution which decolorized potassium permanganate solution. Titration of the
acidic solution with sodium hydroxide using a pH meter showed that the acidic part of the
oil was only a minor constituent. Probably the acid was methyl sulphinic acid, CH3S02H.
Dainton and Ivin 10 who studied the photolysis of sulphur dioxide in the presence of hydro¬
carbons such as butane found sulphinic acids to be formed by a C—ET insertion reaction by
sulphur dioxide. The remainder of the oil resulting from our large scale experiments was
insoluble in a variety of organic solvents and may have contained polysulphones but no
further identification could be made.

MATERIALS

Azomethane was prepared by the oxidation of symmetrical dimethyl hydrazine dihydro-
chloride (Aldrich Chemical Company) with yellow mercuric oxide using the method of
Renaud and Leitch.11 It was trap-to-trap distilled several times on the vacuum line before
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being stored in a blackened bulb at liquid nitrogen temperature. The azomethane contained
0-1 % of carbon dioxide as an impurity.

Methane, ethane, sulphur dioxide and carbon dioxide were obtained commercially and
where necessary purified by trap-to-trap distillation.

The ultra-violet spectrum of sulphur dioxide shows 12 a fairly strong absorption bond in
the region 2600-3200 A. Since electronically excited sulphur dioxide reacts with hydro¬
carbons by insertion it was considered desirable to use a photochemical source of methyl
radicals which did not absorb in this region to avoid complicating the reaction system.
Azomethane has a strong absorption 13 in the region 2900-3800 A. The lower limit of
transmission of the OV1 filter glass used was 3400 A, consequently the effective transmitted
radiation in our experiments enabled azomethane to be selectively photolyzed in the presence
of sulphur dioxide.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE

When azomethane A is photolyzed at pressures of ca. 40 mm and in the temperature
range 25-164°, the following sequence of reactions explain the decomposition :

hv

A-»2CH3 + N2 (1)
liv

A-*C2H6 + N2 (2)
CH3+A^CH4 + CH2N2CH3 (3)
CH3+A->CH3A (4)

A + 2CH3->CH3ACH3 (5)
2CH3->C2H6. (6)

The intramolecular elimination of ethane in the primary decomposition process has
been established.14, 15 In this work we find that, taking the quantum yield of
nitrogen formation cj>N2 to be unity then for reaction (2), 4>C2h6 = 0-007+ 0-002.
Values of 0-006 14 and 0-009 15 have been reported previously. The extent of reaction
(2) was calculated from the limiting value of ethane formation at high sulphur dioxide
pressures (ca. 200 mm). In all subsequent references involving azomethane or azo¬
methane + sulphur dioxide mixtures the ethane yield has been corrected for the intra¬
molecular contribution, and the corrected value of 7?C2h6 used in calculations.

From the above reaction scheme the following rate-relation can be established :

Rcm/RcjHsDM = ^3/^6 (A)
where Rx denotes the rate of formation of X in mole cm"3 sec-1, and [Y] is the mean
concentration of Y in mole cm-3. This notation is used throughout.

The addition of methyl radicals to azomethane to form trimethylhydrazyl
radicals (reaction (4)) and tetramethyl hydrazine (reaction (5)) has been reported by
several workers. Using the carbon-balancc method of Jones and Steacie 16 the values
of 7?ch3a and /?Ch3ach3 can be evaluated and substituted into eqn. (B) and (C) derived
from the reaction scheme. This calculation assumes that combination of radicals such
as CH3A and CH2N2CH3 is insignificant and that reaction (4) is the rate-determining
step:

^ch3a/-^C2h6[A] = k4lk^, (B)
and

^CH3ach3ARC2H6[A] = ^5/^6- (C)
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Evaluation of our experimental data by the method of least-mean squares leads to
the equations (based on the value 17 of 1013-34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 for the rate constant
for combination of methyl radicals),

log k2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (ll-55 + 0-10)-(8-70±0-20)/2-303.Rr,
log k4 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-80 + 0-32)-(5-80 + 0-60)/2-303/?r,

and

log k5 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (10-23 ±0-32) -(5-40 ±0-60)/(2-303/?r.
(All error limits quoted in this paper are the 95 % probability limits.)

These Arrhenius parameters are in good agreement with those of other workers,
e.g., Toby and Nimoy 14 have reported log A2 = 11-47 and E2 = 8-7 kcal mole-1;
also Jones and Steacie 16 have reported that EA = 6-4 and E5 = 6-3 kcal mole-1.

PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE IN PRESENCE OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE

When azomethane is selectively photolyzed in the presence of sulphur dioxide the
following reactions need to be considered in addition to the decomposition mechanism
outlined above for azomethane :

7

ch3+so2->-ch3so2
-7

ch3so2->ch3+so2
8

ch3+ch3so2->ch4+ch2so2
9

ch3+ch3so2->ch3so2ch3
10

ch3so2+a-^ch3so2h+ch2n2ch3
11

ch3s02+A-t-ch3s02a
12

2CH3S02->CH3S02S02CH3.
Since in the large scale experiments we detected only small amounts of sulphinic

acid we consider that abstraction of hydrogen from the azomethane occurs to only
a small extent and few of the methylsulphonyl radicals will be removed by reactions
(10) and (11). This is to be expected because e.s.r. experiments 7 have shown that
the free-electron is largely on the sulphur atom whereas for sulphinic acid formation
the free electron would be associated with an oxygen atom. We also consider that,
except possibly at high sulphur dioxide concentrations, reactions such as (11) and (12)
will not be significant reaction pathways (dimethyl disulphone appears to be unknown).
Consequently reactions ( — 7), (8) and (9) at low sulphur dioxide concentrations will
account almost exclusively for the removal of any methylsulphonyl radicals formed by
the addition reaction (7).

Also produced in this reaction system are the radicals CH2N2CH3 and
CH3N2(CH3)2. These radicals may possibly react with sulphur dioxide. In view
of the facility with which methyl radicals react with sulphur dioxide we consider that
the concentration of CH2N2CH3 and CH3N2(CH3)2 radicals will be small and that
no appreciable error is introduced in neglecting the possibility of their reacting with
sulphur dioxide. The similarity of the results reported below for reactions (7) and
(—7) based upon (i) a direct method involving measurement of the methane yield,
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and (ii) an indirect method based upon material balance, is good evidence to support
this assumption.

The extent of formation of the methylsulphonyl radicals can be studied qualita¬
tively by observation of the effect of changing the sulphur dioxide concentration upon
the yield of ethane. Since reactions (7), (8) and (9) provide paths of removing methyl
radicals from the reaction system in addition to those offered by reactions (3)-(6),
their occurrence should lead to a reduction in the ethane yield. In fig. 1 we have
plotted some of our data for the ethane formation obtained in the temperature range
25-164°C and at various sulphur dioxide pressures, the azomethane pressure being
kept constant at 40 mm. We have plotted </>c,h6/<£c2h6> where 0c2h6 is the quantum
yield of ethane in the absence of sulphur dioxide.

Fig. 1.—The dependence of the quantum yield <j>c2h6 °f ethane formation upon the sulphur dioxide
pressure, relative to the quantum yield </>'c2H6 of ethane in the absence of sulphur dioxide. The
temperature to which the results refer are •, 25°; O, 65°; ®, 65° with added C02; ©, 85°;
■ . 105°; 3, 125°; A, 150°; and □, 164°. For the results at 164°C the pressure of sulphur

dioxide is twice the scale reading.

It is clear from fig. 1 that at 164°C, the presence of 40 mm sulphur dioxide has
no effect on the quantum yield of ethane and suggests that reaction (7) is not occurring
to any significant extent at this temperature. As the reaction temperature is lowered,
however, the effect of sulphur dioxide upon the formation of ethane becomes large
until, at 25°C, the addition of 1 mm of sulphur dioxide reduces the quantum yield of
ethane to the level of the intramolecular contribution only, i.e., complete inhibition
of ethane formation. These qualitative observations are in accord with the predictions
based upon the equilibrium constant. If the activation energy for the addition re¬
action (7) is small, and that for the decomposition reaction (—7) is large, then as the
temperature is increased the equilibrium would shift from CH3S02 in favour of
ch3 + so2.

In our reaction scheme, there are two sources of methane (i) hydrogen atom
abstraction by methyl from azomethane, Rclu(3), and (ii) radical-radical dispro-
portionation between methyl and methylsulphonyl radicals, 7?CH,(8). This second
contribution can be evaluated by subtracting from the total methane yield, RCuA,
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Table 1.—Rates of formation of products and rate constants ratios

for the photolysis of azomethane in the presence of sulphur dioxide

1012 rates of formation of products in moles cm 3 sec-1

[so2]av [a]av n2 total C2h6 total CH4 ch4(8) dms (f) (E)

50°C

0-254 2-12 10-39 0-577 0-333 0-188 7-67 5-99 14-7
0-361 2-10 9-66 0-327 0-343 0-240 8-19 8-73 25-6
0-264 2-12 9-36 0-421 0-364 0-242 7-63 8-14 25-8
0-131 2-18 10-65 1-133 0-463 0-247 7-39 5-35 17-9
0-143 2-09 9-55 0-962 0-327 0-138 6-79 5-32 10 8
0-450 2-11 9-13 0-156 0-286 0-224 8-21 19-8 54-2
0-579 2-12 9-03 0-151 0-2.34 0-174 8-26 16-3 34-3
0-425 2-19 9-59 0-187 0-281 0-208 8-56 16-8 40-8
0-288 2-18 9-36 0-385 0-338 0-220 7-75 8-41 23-9
0-104 2-27 9-78 1-128 0-385 0-161 6-60 6 01 14-6

65°C

0-347 1-95 12-44 2-375 0-541 0-024 6-37 0-80 0-30
0-378 1-98 14-05 2-058 0-624 0-139 8-04 1 09 1-88
0-518 2-09 14-14 0-816 0-764 0-666 11-97 3-23 18-0
0-639 2-06 13-15 1-014 0-546 0-201 9-50 1-61 3-40
0-720 2-02 12-95 0-935 0-572 0-247 9-48 1-56 4-07
0-613 2-13 11-66 0-639 0-676 0-397 8-61 2-52 11-6
0-307 2-02 13-18 2-554 0-676 0-121 6-58 0-87 1-60
0-373 1-94 12-51 1-793 0-603 0-160 7-43 1-18 2-53
0-205 2-06 13-41 3-143 0-681 0-051 5-77 0-92 0-82
0-458 2-03 12-83 1-497 0-608 0-188 8-17 1-27 2-91
1-074 1-86 11-48 0-359 0-395 0-223 9-68 3-24 7-47
0-926 1 -98 12-07 0-345 0-645 0-468 10-02 4-16 19-4
0-781 1-94 11-67 0-463 0-629 0-414 9-29 3-12 13-9
0-799 2-04 12-32 0-551 0-691 0-448 9-60 2-58 12-1
0-650 1-96 11-93 0-697 0-619 0-350 8-98 2-25 8-79
0-641 1-95 11-58 0-638 0-634 0-377 8-74 2-41 10-4
0-509 2-08 12-68 1-206 0-593 0-208 8-63 1-52 3-66
0-955 2-12 12-55 0-466 0-598 0-370 10-10 2-85 10-4
1-224 1-94 11-88 0-238 0-593 0-459 10-23 5-40 24-2
0-995 1-90 11-77 0-497 0-525 0-311 9-45 2-29 7-55
1-089 2-06 11-84 0-388 0-546 0-347 9-70 2-93 10-50

75°C
0-591 1-90 10-14 0-717 0-634 0-247 6-76 1-77 6-47
0-883 1-91 9-80 0-743 0-634 0-237 6-03 1-01 3-98
0-346 1-94 9-83 1-684 0-572 — 4-31 0-77 —

0-435 1-88 9-61 2-157 0-530 — 3-89 0-43 —

0-611 1-86 9-73 1-346 0-582 0-049 4-77 0-61 0-62
0-661 2-00 10-16 1-445 0-619 0-024 4-99 0-55 0-27
1-083 1-97 10-22 0-707 0-650 0-252 6-71 0-98 3-66
1-348 1-93 9-64 0-356 0-603 0-340 7-35 1-88 8-72
1-528 1-95 9-63 0-385 0-723 0-444 7-15 1-48 9-16
1-139 1-85 9-62 0-530 0-593 0-273 6-80 1-29 5-18
0-806 1-82 9-27 0-858 0-577 0-166 5-69 0-26 8-90
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Table 1.—contd.

1012 rates of formation of products in moles cm 3 seer1
[so2]av [Alav n2 total C2H6 total CH4 CH4(8) DMS (F) (E)

85°C
2-017 1-80 11-04 0-707 0-748 0-231 7-15 0-56 1-82
1-552 1-90 10-68 0-551 0-774 0-300 7-08 0-96 4-05
0-996 1 -90 11-30 1-954 0-790 — 5-01 0-27 —

1-027 1-89 10-81 1-632 0-774 — 4-94 0-31 —

1-555 1-90 13-01 0-509 0-826 0-381 9-49 1-46 5-86
1-456 1-82 10-34 0-920 0-686 0-079 5-97 0-48 0-64
2-205 1-76 10-25 0-452 0-728 0-334 7-14 0-85 3-98
1-344 1-98 10-79 1-024 0-785 0-086 5-80 0-46 0-67
1-810 1-87 9-97 0-639 0-676 0-166 6-29 0 61 1-61
1-618 1-88 9-64 0-572 0-671 0-188 6-14 0-75 2-30

(F) = 10-8^DMS/«E[SO2]; (E) = 10-6/?CH4(8)/I?E[SO2].
[S02]av, concentration in 107 mole cm-3; [A]av, concentration in 106 mole cm-3.

that part due to abstraction from azomethane calculated using the Arrhenius para¬
meters reported above, i.e.,

^ch4(8) = *cH4-fc2Rc2H6[A]//4
In table 1 we have shown (column 7), values for the rate RDMS of formation of

dimethyl sulphone. We have obtained these by a carbon-balance method based upon
our above discussion regarding the possible reactions of the methylsulphonyl radical,
in conjunction with our experimental values of the Arrhenius parameters for reactions
(4) and (5).

The total number of methyl radicals released into the system from the photolysis
of azomethane is equal to twice the nitrogen yield. Hence the following material
balance may be written :

27?n2 = 2Rc2h6 + ^ch4(2) + 2.Rch4(8) + 2/?CH3ACH3 + 2Rdms,
and consequently the dimethyl sulphone formed evaluated. We estimate that the
maximum error in this method for the dimethyl sulphone determination due to the
neglect of such reactions as

ch3a+so2-»ch3aso2
and

ch3n2ch2 + so2-*ch3n2ch2so2
is not greater than about 6 % and is probably appreciably less since further reactions
of the type

ch3aso2+ch3-^ch3aso2ch3
or

ch3n2ch2so2+ch3->ch3n2ch2so2ch3
would restore the material balance. The fact that, within experimental error, k1
has the same value when obtained by the two methods suggests that ignoring such
reactions leads to little error in the evaluation of the rate constant.

Experiments were performed at a variety of temperatures and sulphur dioxide
pressures and our results are shown in table 1. Several runs were carried out at 65°C
adding carbon dioxide at pressures of 10-50 mm to the azomethane + sulphur dioxide
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mixture to study the possible pressure-dependence of the ratios 7?Dms/^e[S02] and
-^ch4(8)/-Re[S02]. These experiments were made because Kerr and Calvert,18 in
a study of the addition of methyl radicals to carbon monoxide, found that although
changes in the azomethane concentration did not affect their corresponding rate
function, addition of neopentane or carbon monoxide resulted in an increase in the
function. It is apparent from our data that no such pressure dependence is observed
when carbon dioxide is added to the reaction system described in this paper.

Applying the steady-state assumption to the reaction scheme outlined above,
we find that

/Wo2 = A:7(CH3)(S02)—fc_7(CH3S02)-/c8(CH3)(CH3S02)-^9(CH3)(CH3S02)
= 0

[CH3S02]=—fc^CH3][SQ2] (D)L 3 2J
/C_7+(/c8 + /C9)[CH3]

We can simplify this expression by assuming that k-7g>(k8+A:9)[CH3]. This
will be true for low methyl radical concentrations, i.e., for relatively high sulphur
dioxide pressures, and for fairly high temperatures i.e., where k_7 is larger. This is
tantamount to assuming that the equilibrium reactions (7) and (—7) are faster than
reactions (8) to (12) and that methyl and methylsulphonyl radicals will be present in
their equilibrium proportions. Detailed investigations of the system were conducted
at 50, 65, 75 and 85°C, which we consider are probably the regions for which our
assumptions are most valid.

We can therefore write expression (D)
[CH3S02] = k7[CH3][S02]/k_7.

Since RCHa(8) = k8[CH3][CH3S02] and 7?DMS = k9[CH3][CH3S02] then

«ch4WcA[S02] = fc7/c8//c_7k6, (E)
and

^dms/^c2h6[S02] = fc7k9//c_7/c6. (F)
These rate constant ratios are evaluated in table 1, columns 8 and 9, and in fig. 2

are plotted against 103/T. The data are represented by the expressions:
curve 1 : log (k7k8/k-7k6) (moles cm-3) = ( — 4-94+ 1 -06) + (18-58 + l-64)/2-303/?T,
and

curve 2: log (k7k9/k_7k6) (moles cm-3) = ( — 4-97+ 0-72)+ (20-89+ lT2)/2-303/?T.
Of the two sets of data plotted in fig. 2, those based on RcH4(8) have the advantage

of being derived from an experimentally observed quantity. However, RcH4(8) is
small and difficult to measure with great accuracy. 7?DMS, although obtained in¬
directly, depends mainly upon the value RNi which is large and comparatively easy
to measure accurately. Thus, the scatter of the experimental points is less for curve 2,
though within the 95 % probability limits the Arrhenius parameters are the same for
both methods. However, we consider the results based upon 7?DMsto be more accurate
and we shall use these for comparison purposes.

Division of expression (E) by (F) leads to a value for the disproportionation/
combination ratio for methyl and methylsulphonyl radicals, A(CH3,CH3S02). Our
data indicate a small activation energy (2+1-5 kcal mole-1) which is probably
spurious since such disproportionation reactions usually have zero activation
energies.18- 19 Comparison of the rates indicates that at 25°C, A( = k8/k9) has a
value of about 0-04.
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To derive values for the rate constant ratio (k7/k~7), it is necessary to know
either k8 or kg, since k6 is already known. We can estimate indirectly 19' 20- 21 the
Arrhenius parameters for reaction (9) from the data reported 22 for the pyrolysis of
dimethyl sulphone using the relation /fforward/4back — exp (AS/R). For a reaction
such as

kf
ch3so2ch3^ch3+ch3so2,

kr

assuming that the reverse reaction requires zero activation energy, the thermodynamic
expression becomes

log Af = log Ar + AS/2-3R — 4-8,
where AS is the overall entropy changein cal deg.-1 mole-1 at 1 atm pressure and 25°C
and the term 4-8 corrects for the change in the number of molecules when the radicals

io3/r
3-2 3-3 3'1

io3/r

Fig. 2.—Temperature dependence (Arrhenius plots) for (I) log(k7k8/k6k-7), (2) log(k7k9/k6k-7)
and (3) log (k7/kf). Curve 1, results based upon f?cH4(8); curve 2, results based upon t?DMs;
curve 3, results based upon expression (G). The scales on the r.-h. ordinate and the upper abscissa

refer to curve 3 only.

combine. Using the following entropy values,23 5,0(CH3S02) = 70-3, 5°(CH3) =
45-5 and S°(CH3S02CH3) = 76-2 cal deg.-1 mole-1 (298°K, standard state 1 atm) we
find that AS is 39-6 kcal mole-1 and hence log (Af/Ar) is 3-85.

Busfield and Ivin 22 have studied the thermal decomposition of dimethyl sulphone
and report that log zl/sec-1) is 14-33+ 0-23 and Ef{kcal mole-1) is 60-6 + 0-9. Using
this value for log Af in conjunction with the value obtained above for the ratio
Af/Ar, we find that log Ar = log +9(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-48. Since we have
assumed that the combination of methyl and methylsulphonyl radicals requires no
activation energy, then log &9(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-48. Using the accepted value17
of 1013-34(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the velocity constant for the combination of methyl
radicals, we can now evaluate k7/k-7, and also find that log (A7/A-7) is —2-16.
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A similar thermodynamic calculation can be applied directly to the reaction :
7

ch3+so2+ch3so2.
-7

Since24 5°(S02) is 59-4 cal deg.-1 mole-1, then using the entropy values given above
for methyl and methylsulphonyl radicals, we find that AS = -34-6 cal deg.-1 mole-1
and hence log(T7/TL7) is —2-76. This value is in good agreement with the value
deduced above using the dimethyl sulphone decomposition data.

Extrapolation of curves 1 and 2 of fig. 2 to 25°C indicate that the ratio log (A'7//c_7)
has values of 13-2+ 1-1 (based upon 7?DMs) and 13-0+1-2 (based upon 7?Ch4(8)).
These results yield values of lO-8-941-1 and io-8-7±1-2 for the equilibrium constant
at 25 °C.

Our data indicate that E-1 — E1 = 20-9+1-1 kcal mole-1 (from /-?DMS) and
18-6+1-6 (from 7?Ch4(8)), so that T>(CH3—S02) is about 20 kcal mole-1. Busfield
et al.8 have deduced values of 23-3+1-8, 19-3 + 3-9 and 20-4 + 4-9 kcal mole-1 for
•D(CH3—S02) from their studies of the thermal decomposition of dimethyl, allyl
methyl and benzyl methyl sulphones respectively. Averaging their values, we find
that Z>(CH3—S02) = 21 ±4 kcal mole-1, which within experimental error, is in
good agreement with the value we have measured.

Our data does not enable us to measure directly the activation energy En. How
ever, at the lower temperatures k7pk-1 and if we assume at such temperatures that
decomposition of the methylsulphonyl radical is negligible, expression (D) becomes

[CH3S02] = k7[S02]/(k8+kg).
Since RDMS = k9[CH3][CH3S02] and kgxk8+k9, then

^dms/^C2H6[S02] = k7//c6- (G)
We have performed some experiments in the temperature range 21-39°C in which

range we consider these assumptions to be reasonable. Our data (plotted in fig. 2,
curve 3), when treated by the method of least squares, are represented by the equation

logk7 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-82±0-18-(l-5±0-25)/2-303RT.
At 25°C, log Jfc7 has a value of 9-72. Much reliance cannot be placed on these
Arrhenius parameters because of the limited temperature range over which the assump¬
tions can be considered to hold. They are supported, however, by some experiments
we carried out in the same temperature range in which the consumption of sulphur
dioxide was measured. These experiments indicated a small activation energy
{ca. 1 kcal mole-1) for reaction (7). Because of experimental difficulties involved
in the measurement of small changes in the sulphur dioxide concentration this activa¬
tion energy is not of a high accuracy, however, a rate constant at 25°C being obtained
(more reliable than Arrhenius parameters) indicating k7 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) to be
1 q i o. o ± o. 3, xhis is in agreement with the value obtained using expression (G) and
is evidence for the reasonableness of our assumptions and the validity of the carbon-
balance method of analysis used to obtain these kinetic data.

Accepting, with reservations regarding their accuracy, the values of 10-82 and
1-5 for log An and En, in conjunction with our values deduced above for reactions (8)
and (9) then we find that log +7(sec-1) = 13-0 and £17 is 22-4 kcal mole-1 (based
upon 7?dms) and log T_7 = 13-0 and £L7 is 20-1 kcal mole-1 (based upon /?Ch4(8))-

There are no published results with which we can compare our Arrhenius para¬
meters. We can, however, make a comparison of the addition reaction,

13

CH3 + X->CH3X,
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for the systems where X is oxygen,25 carbon monoxide 18 and ethylene,26 although
this comparison is complicated by the fact that the reaction with oxygen is a three-
body reaction. Typical concentration values for our system were [CH3] = 10-14,
(azomethane) = 10-6 and [X] = 10 ~7 (all in mole cm-3 units). Inserting these
values in eqn. (13) we obtain the results given in table 2.

Table 2.—-Comparison of arrhenius parameters, velocity constants
and rates of formation of CH3X at 25°C for the reaction :

CH3 + X(+ M)->CH3X(+ M)

mole-1 cm3 kcaimole-i moIe"'cm3 , „ *CH3X
sec-1 "J. sec"1 log RCH3X ref.

log A E log £(25°) *CH302

so2 — 10-82 1-5 9-7 — 11-3 0-3 this work
o2 Azo 16-18 * 0 16-18 * —10-8 1 25
CO — 8-6 3-9 5-7 -15-3 10-5 18

c2h4 — 12-1 8-6 5-8 -15-2 10-5 26

* units of k and A : mole-2 cm6 sec-1; calculated using [CH3] = 10-14; [M] =» 10-6 ; [X] =
10-7 ; mole cm-3 ; Rch3x in mole cm-3 sec-1.

The addition reactions involving carbon monoxide and ethylene are several orders
of magnitude slower than the reaction with oxygen and will not be competitive with
that reaction in any normal system at comparable concentrations. However, the
three-body requirement of the oxygen reaction leads to the conclusion that the addi¬
tion reaction with sulphur dioxide in terms of formation of CH3X occurs at a similar
rate to the reaction with oxygen, even though the reaction with sulphur dioxide
requires a small activation energy. Because of this similarity in rates, when sulphur
dioxide + oxygen mixtures are reacted with hydrocarbon radicals, if sulphur dioxide
is in the greatest concentration then reactions forming radicals RS02 will pre¬
dominate over R02 formation as the initial addition step. In reactions occurring
in the atmosphere, i.e., where air pollution problems arise, it is to be expected that
even at low sulphur dioxide concentrations reaction with free radicals will occur
readily.
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Reaction of Free Radicals with Sulphur Dioxide
Part 2.—Ethyl Radicals
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The reaction of sulphur dioxide with ethyl radicals, generated by the photolysis of diethyl ketone,
has been studied in the temperature range 28-75°C. At low temperatures the addition reaction to
form ethylsulphonyl radicals is rapid but the radicals become increasingly unstable as the temperature
is raised.

Arrhenius parameters (based on a value of 1014 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 for the rate of combination of
ethyl radicals) have been measured or deduced for the following reactions :

log A E
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) (kcal mole-1)

C2H5 + C2H5C0C2H5->C2H6 + C5H90 11-45 8-1
2C2H5^C2H4+C2H6 13-13 0

C2H5 + S02^C2H5S02 11-0 3-1
C2H5S02^C2H5 + S02 14-4 (sec-1) 19-9

A value of 0-05 ±0 04 has been obtained for the disproportionation: combination ratio of ethyl and
ethylsulphonyl radicals, A(C2H5, C2H5S02). The addition reaction of ethyl radicals with various
molecules has been discussed and their reaction with oxygen shown to be much faster than their
reaction with sulphur dioxide, the difference being much more marked than with methyl radicals.

The reactions of methyl radicals with sulphur dioxide have been studied 1 and
the addition reaction forming methylsulphonyl radicals has been shown to be rapid
at room temperature, reaction (1) requiring an activation energy of 1-5 kcal rnole-1:

1

ch3+so2^ch3so2
2

The rate of reaction with sulphur dioxide has been shown to be comparable with the
rate of reaction of methyl radicals with oxygen when the three-body requirements
of reaction (3) are considered :

3

ch3 + 02( + m)-»ch3 02( + m)
As the temperature is raised so the methylsulphonyl radicals become increasingly
unstable. We have extended this work to include the reactions of ethyl radicals
with sulphur dioxide in the temperature range 28-75°C using the photolysis of diethyl
ketone to generate the ethyl radicals.

EXPERIMENTAL

materials.—Diethyl ketone (B.D.H. Ltd.) was fractionally distilled several times on
the vacuum line, small middle cuts being taken each time.

apparatus and procedure.—-The apparatus and experimental technique were essentially
as described previously.1 A Chance-Pilkington OX1 filter glass was used to limit radiation

2720 1
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to the region 7.>3100 a in order to prevent complicating side reactions due to photo-
excitation of the sulphur dioxide. The separation of products was performed by low
temperature fractionation followed by mass-spectrometric analysis. The non-condensable
fraction comprised entirely carbon monoxide. Other fractions were analyzed for ethane,
ethylene and n-butane.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PHOTOLYSIS OF DIETHYL KETONE

Since the source of ethyl radicals was diethyl ketone a preliminary study of the
photolysis of the ketone at pressures of ca. 10-20 mm over the temperature range
39-115°c was made. The reaction scheme for this photolysis has been well-
established 2• 3 and the decomposition is represented by the reactions:

/iv

c2h5coc2h5->2c2h5 + co

2c2h5^c2h4 + c2h6

-^c4h10
4

c2h5+c2h5coc2h5-*c2h6+c5h9o
5

c2h5+c5h9o-*c4h9coc2h5

io3/r

3-0 3-1

io3/r
Fig. 1.—Arrhenius plots of velocity constants. Curve 1, hydrogen atom abstraction from diethyl
ketone by ethyl radicals, (k4/&|) (mole-* cm* secA). Curve 2, reaction of ethyl radicals with
sulphur dioxide, k6k9lk3k1 (mole cm-3). Scales on r.h. ordinate and lower abscissa refer to curve

2 only.

and

Using the steady-state treatment the following rate relations may be deduced:
^C2H4/^C4Hio = ^2/^3'

^c2H6(4)/Ki4Hl0[DEK] = kjkt
86
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where [DEK] is the mean concentration of diethyl ketone and 7?C2h6(4) represents
the rate of formation of ethane by reaction (4), this being obtained by subtracting
from the total ethane yield that part arising from the disproportionation reaction (2).
Our results yield a value of 0-136+ 0-020 for the rate constant ratio k2/k3, which is
in good agreement with values of 0-139 2 and 0-14 4 reported by other workers.

In fig. 1, curve 1, we have plotted our data for the abstraction of hydrogen from
the ketone by ethyl radicals. Assuming a value of 1014 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 for the
rate of combination of ethyl radicals our results, when treated by the method of least
squares, are represented by the equation:

log kA (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = (ll-45±0-41)-(8-06±0-64)/2-303i?r,
where the error limits quoted, here and subsequently, are twice the calculated standard
deviations.

If reactions (l)-(5) account for all of the ethyl radicals produced, then on a material
balance basis M would have a value of unity, where M = ([C2H6] + [C4H10])/[CO],
James and Steacie 2 report a value of 0-997. In this work experiments yielded an
average value of 0-98. We have used this value in subsequent mass balance
calculations.

PHOTOLYSIS OF DIETHYL KETONE IN PRESENCE OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE

The photolysis of mixtures of the ketone and sulphur dioxide were performed
in the temperature range 40-75°C. Constant pressures (15 mm) of the ketone were
used and the pressure of sulphur dioxide was varied. A decrease in the yield of

Table 1.—Results obtained for the photolysis of diethyl ketone (DEK) in the presence
OF SULPHUR DIOXIDE

lOWK-i) 107 DEmoles cm-3°7 S°2 mote k(H10 ^QHa ^DES '
2-87 5-57 2-07 0-94 0-232 0-151 0-599 1-25
2-87 6-59 1-51 1-61 0-280 0-210 0-492 1-17
2-87 6-36 1-00 1-11 0-377 0-207 0-398 1-05
2-96 4-95 2-16 0-75 0-161 0-050 0-771 2-22
2-96 6-34 1-82 0-95 0-161 0 126 0-696 2-38
2-96 6-30 0-81 1-08 0-290 0-147 0-545 2-32
3-02 6-53 1-31 0-92 0-158 0-075 0-749 3-61
3-02 7-10 0-85 1-01 0 176 0-149 0-657 4-42
3-02 6-93 0-62 0-99 0-290 0 191 0-501 2-77
3-09 6-43 0-50 1 02 ;0-219 0-067 0-697 6-35
3-09 7-42 0-20 1-22 0-442 0-109 0-431 4-97
3-10 6-90 1-23 0-92 0-097 0-048 0-838 7-07
3-10 4-41 0-75 ' 0-63 0 166 0-040 0-776 6-21
3-20 6-97 0-50 0-89 0-088 0-057 0-838 19 13
3-20 8-57 0-21 1-54 0-171 0-095 0-716 19-87

n-butane indicated reaction between ethyl radicals and sulphur dioxide, the higher
the sulphur dioxide concentration the greater being the inhibition of hydrocarbon
formation. The reaction of ethyl radicals with sulphur dioxide appeared to be
appreciably slower than was the corresponding reaction with methyl radicals since
at 65°C the latter required only 1 mm S02 to inhibit ethane formation by 80 %,
whereas ethyl radicals required about 5 mm S02 to produce the same effect on
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butane. As the temperature was raised so the ethylsulphonyl radical became more
thermally unstable; similar behaviour was reported 1 for the methylsulphonyl
radical.

When diethyl ketone is photolyzed in the presence of sulphur dioxide the following
reactions need be considered in addition to reactions (l)-(5) above:

6

c2h5+so2->c2h5so2

c2h5so2-^c2h5+so2
8

c2h5+c2h5so2-*c2h6+c2h4so2
9

—>c2h5s02c2h5
10

c2h5so2+c2h5coc2h5^c2h5so2h+c5h9o
11

2c2hss02->c2h5s02s02c2h5

X
J

■©- ■e-

pressure of S02 (mm Hg)
Fig. 2.—-The dependence of the quantum yield of n-butane, <^>c4Hio> (normalized to unity) upon the
sulphur dioxide pressure at various temperatures. The temperatures to which the results refer are

40° (©), 50° (O), 58° (©), 65° (0) and 75°C (3).

As discussed previously,1 reactions such as (10) and (11) are not likely under
our reaction conditions, e.g., reaction (10) probably requires an appreciable activation
energy and reaction (11) will be significant only at high sulphur dioxide concentrations.
The mechanism formulated above assumes that the yield of carbon monoxide is
unchanged by the addition of sulphur dioxide.

There are three sources of ethane in our reaction system, reactions (2), (4) and (8).
We can evaluate the contribution from reaction (4) using the Arrhenius parameters
reported above, and also the contribution from (2) since it is equal to 0-1367?c4hio-
Subtracting these two amounts from the total ethane yield, we can evaluate the
contribution arising from the disproportionation of ethyl and ethylsulphonyl radicals.
The diethylsulphone (DES) formed by reaction (9) can be calculated by a method
based on a material balance. Since M = (7?c4h10 + ^c2h6 + 7?des)/7?co, then in terms
of quantum yields (f>,

0D:is — M — (f)C4h10 — $C2H6-
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In fig. 2 and 3 we have plotted the quantum yield of n-butane and diethylsulphone
formation against sulphur dioxide pressure at various temperatures. These quantum
yields are based on a value of unity for the quantum yield of carbon monoxide.

Fig. 3.—The dependence of the quantum yield (pr>ES of diethyl sulphone upon the sulphur dioxide
pressure at various temperatures. The symbols denote the same temperatures as in fig. 2.

DISPROPORTIONATION OF ETHYL AND ETHYLSULPHONYL RADICALS

Since the ethane formed by reaction (8) and the diethylsulphone (DES) formed
by reaction (9) can be calculated, the disproportionation ratio for ethyl and ethyl-
sulphonyl radicals can be deduced, i.e.,

a(c2h5, c2h5s02) = </>c2h6(8)/0des — kg/ic9.
Our calculations yield a value of 0-05 + 0-04 for this ratio. A value of 0-04 at 25°C
has been reported 1 for A(CH3,CH3S02). There are no other results with which
these data may be compared.

THERMODYNAMIC STABILITY OF THE ETHYLSULPHONYL RADICAL

c2h5+so2^c2h5so2
The standard free energy change and the equilibrium constant for this decomposi¬

tion reaction may be estimated 5 as

S°(C2H5S02) = 5,0(C2H5S) + 2>S0(S03) — 25°(S02) + R In 9,
taking the symmetry numbers of the four species to be 3,3,6 and 2 respectively.
5,°(C2H5S) may be estimated from

S°(C2H5S) = 5,0(C2H5SH) + «ln2.
Using the values of Barrow and Pitzer 5 for 5°(C2H5SH), S°(S03) and S'(S02)
of 70-6, 61-2 and 59-4 (cal deg.-1 mole-1 at 298°K) respectively we find that
5,0(C2H5S02) is 80-0 cal deg.-1 mole-1. Applying this value to the equilibrium
reaction above in conjunction with a value of 58-1 cal deg.-1 mole-1 for A0(C2H5),
we find that AS° is —37-5 cal deg.-1 mole-1 (25°C, standard state 1 atm). Since
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E6 — E7 = —16-8 kcal mole-1, see below, then AG° = —5-8 kcal mole-1 and the equilib¬
rium constant Kp has a value of about 104'3 atm-1. Consequently the equilibrium at
room temperatue is greatly in favour of formation of the ethylsulphonyl radical,
although the equilibrium constant is appreciably lower than for the methylsulphonyl
radical where Kp~ 10® atm-1.

We can derive a value for the rate constant ratio (k6/k7), from the following
considerations. For the equilibrium reaction,

6

C2H5 + S02;+C2H5S02,
7

the A factors for the forward and backward reaction are related to the overall standard
entropy change AS° by

log A 6 = log A1+AS°/2-3R—4-8n,
where n is the increase in the number of product moecules over reactant molecules.
Using the value of AS° we have calculated above, we find that log A7/A6 (mole cm3) =
3-4.

REACTION OF ETHYL RADICALS WITH SULPHUR DIOXIDE

From the mechanism outlined above, then by applying the steady-state approxi¬
mation we find

^C2h5SO2 = 0 = ^6 [C2H5][S02] - k7\C2H5SO2] - k8[C2H5][C2H5S02] -
fc9[C2H5][C2H5SOj,

i.e.,
[C2H5S02] = /c6[02H5][SO2](/c7+(fc8 + /c9)[C2H5]). (A)

Since kgpks, we can approximate this expression to

[C2H5S02] = fc6[C2H5][S02]/(/c7 + /c9[C2H5]).
In the temperature region where k7 is not too small (>40°C) and under conditions
of low ethyl radical concentration (i.e., moderate sulphur dioxide pressures), this
expression may be written as

[C2H5S02] = /c6[C2H5][S02]//C7.
Since

^des = ^9[C,2H5][C2H5S02],
then

^DEs/^c4Hi0[SO2j = k6k9lk3k7. (B)
Evaluating our data according to expression (B) and plotting log (k6kg/k3k7)

against \03/T we obtain curve 2, fig. 1. A good straight line is obtained which is
expressed by the equation

log (k6kg/k3k7) (mole cm-3) = (-3-52±0-40)-(16-79±0-60/2-303fl7). (C)
Since reactions (3) and (9) are free radical combination reactions they probably have
small or zero activation energies, i.e., E3 = Eg = 0. Consequently E6 — E7 =
—16-8 kcal mole-1. For methyl radicals reacting with sulphur dioxide, AE =
— 20-6 kcal mole-1.

We have estimated above a value of 103'4 for A7/A6. Since eqn. (C) indicates
that the ratio A6A9/A3A7 has the value 10-3'52 and A3 is usually taken 4 as 1014,
then log Ag (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-9 + 0-4. This is a reasonable value for the
combination of two radicals.
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If we consider the case where the system is at a low temperature (k1 is small) and
the concentration of ethyl radicals is high (i.e., at low pressures of sulphur dioxide)
then the approximations made in deducing expression (B) are no longer valid.
Under these conditions the steady-state relation becomes

[C2H5S02] = k6[S02]/(k8 + k9).
Hence

-^DES = kgk6[S02][C2H5]/(k8 + kg),
or since k9/k8 + kg has a value of 1/1-05 then

l'05/?DES/i?c4HiO[SO2] =/c6//c|. (D)
Several experiments carried out at 28°C yielded a value of 1-74 (mole-- cm* sec-*)

for the ratio log (/c6/&"f), so that, assuming a value of 1014 for /c3, at 28°C has the
value 108'74. Under similar conditions methyl radicals react with sulphur dioxide
with a rate constant of 109'7. Experiments evaluating k6 could not be carried out
over a wider temperature range because of the limited region over which the assump¬
tions implicit in expression (D) are valid. If we assume a reasonable value of 1011
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for A6 then we find, using the above value for k6, that £6~3-l
kcalmole-1. For the reaction CH3 + S02->CH3S02, Arrhenius parameters of
1010'8 and 1-5 kcal mole-1 have been reported.

Using the above values for A6 and E6, we find, from eqn. (C) that our data for
reaction (7) are represented by the Arrhenius parameters, log A-, (sec-1) = 14-4
and E-j = 19-9 kcal mole-1. These values may be compared with values of 13-0
(sec-1) and 22-4 (kcal mole-1) for the reaction CH3S02-*CH3 + S02.

Our data suggests that the bond dissociation energy T>(C2H5—S02), which is
16-8 + 0-6 kcal mole-1, is about 4 kcal mole-1 less than the corresponding value
measured for the methylsulphonyl radical where T>(CH3—S02) is 20-6+1-1 kcal
mole-1.

COMPARISON OF REACTIVITY OF METHYL AND ETHYL RADICALS WITH

SULPHUR DIOXIDE AND WITH OXYGEN

In table 2 we have compared the rates of reaction of methyl and ethyl radicals
with oxygen and with sulphur dioxide, although this comparison is complicated by
the fact that the methyl radical reaction with oxygen is a three-body process. Typical

Table 2.—-Comparison of Arrhenius parameters, velocity constants and rates of
formation of RX at 25°C for the reaction : R+X(+M)->RX(+ M)

r X

mole-1 cm3
sec-1
log A

kcal mole-1
E

mole-1 cm3
sec-1

log k (25°) l°g rrx ref.

ch3 so2 10-82 1-5 9-7 -11-3 I

c2h5 so2 11-0 3-1 8-6 -12-4 this work
ch3 o2 16-18* 0 16-18* —10-8 6

c2h5 o2 10-7 0 10-7 -10-4 7

ch3 co 8-6 3-9 5-7 —15-3 9
ch3 c2h4 12-1 8-6 5-8 -15-2 10
c2h5 c2h4 10-0 5-5 5-8 -15-2 11

*Units of k and A : mole-2 cm6 sec-1, calculated using [R] = 10-14, [M] = 10-5, [X] = 10-7,
mole cm-3 ; Rrx in mole cm-3 sec-1

concentration values for our system were [R] = 10-14, [M] = 10-6 and [X] = 10-7
(all in mole cm-3). Setting these values in the equation

R + X(+M)->RX( + M)
we obtain the results shown in table 2.
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Several values have been reported 8 for the rate constant for the reaction of ethyl
radicals with oxygen, and vary from 0-08 xlO11 to 41-5 x 1011 mole-1 cm3 sec-1.
In a system most nearly comparable to ours, Jolley 7 has reported a value of 6 x 1010
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the rate constant at 35°C. Our data yield a value of about
4x 108 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the reaction of ethyl radicals with sulphur dioxide so
that with similar concentrations of 02 and S02 the rate of formation of C2H502 is
about two orders of magnitude larger than the rate of formation of C2H5S02. This
is a much larger difference than observed for methyl radicals where the difference
was about 4 times. This is primarily due to the fact that the reaction of oxygen with
methyl radicals is a three-body reaction whereas the reaction of ethyl radicals with
oxygen is second order in this pressure region. In table 2 we have also included data
for the addition reactions involving carbon monoxide and ethylene. These reactions
are several orders of magnitude slower than any of the reactions involving oxygen
or sulphur dioxide.

We thank British Hydrocarbon Chemicals, Ltd., for their financial support and
Dr. J. H. Knox of this Department for helpful discussions.
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SULPHOXIDATION OF METHYL RADICALS
By A. GOOD and J. C. J. THYNNE

The reaction of sulphur dioxide-oxygen mixtures with methyl radicals, generated by the photolysis of azo-
methane at X > 3400 A, has been studied in the temperature range 50—150° in an attempt to evaluate some
of the basic reactions involved in the sulphoxidation of free radicals and hydrocarbons. Addition of sulphur
dioxide to a mixture of methyl radicals and oxygen leads, unexpectedly, to an initially increased consumption
of oxygen.

A rate constant has been determined for the reaction:
ch3+o2+m -> ch3o2+m

a value of 1-7 x 1016 mole-2 cm6 sec"1 being obtained. Using this value, the rate constant for the reaction:
ch3so2+o2 -> ch3so2o2

has been estimated to be ~ 7-8 x 107 mole"1 cm3 sec"1.
Comparison of the reactions of acetyl and methylsulphonyl radicals with oxygen and with radicals in¬

dicates that in both cases acetyl radicals are much more reactive by ~ 103 times.

Introduction
The sulphoxidation of hydrocarbons is of industrial im¬

portance in the manufacture of surface-active agents since
the resulting sulphonic acids are widely used as intermediates
in the preparation of dyes and detergents. The conditions
for reaction are generally quite simple and good yields of
alkyl sulphonic acids are obtained by bubbling a mixture of
sulphur dioxide and oxygen through a column of warmed
liquid hydrocarbon. The reaction generally requires initiation
by chemical or photochemical means and sulphonic acid
formation shows a marked temperature dependence, de¬
creasing as the temperature is raised. The overall process
can be represented by reaction (1) although the exact mecha¬
nism is clearly complex1"3 and still uncertain, since the
observed behaviour of these systems is not in accord with the
stoicheiometry expected from the postulated reaction schemes.

(i)
rh+ s02 + i02-h*rs020h (1)

In general most formulations have involved the occurrence
of reaction (2) whereby the radical R reacts with sulphur
dioxide to generate an alkylsulphonyl radical. A recent
study4 of the reaction of methyl radicals with sulphur dioxide
has enabled Arrhenius parameters to be evaluated for the
formation of the methylsulphonyl radical (R = CH3).

(2)
R + S02%RS02 (2)

<-2>
This investigation4 demonstrated that the methylsulphonyl

radical became increasingly unstable as the temperature
increased, a fact which suggests that the observed tempera¬
ture dependence of sulphonic acid formation is due to the
participation of the decomposition reaction ( — 2).

Since the Arrhenius parameters for the formation of the
methylsulphonyl radical are known4 and kinetic data exists
for the reaction of methyl radicals with oxygen,5-6 it was
decided that a study of the sulphoxidation of methyl radicals
would be of value and might resolve some of the uncertainty
associated with the sulphoxidation of hydrocarbons. Ac¬
cordingly an investigation has been carried out on the re¬
action of methyl radicals, generated by the vapour phase
photolysis of azomethane, with sulphur-dioxide oxygen
mixtures.

Experimental
Essential details of the apparatus used and experimental

technique employed have been described.4 Analyses were
performed gas chromatographically using a Gow Mac
katharometer detector, model 9677 and also mass spectro-
metrically using an AEI Ltd., MS 10 instrument. The

J. appl. Chem., 1968, Vol. 18, August

fraction pumped off at - 196° was analysed using a 5 ft. 13X
molecular sieve column operated at room temperature. The
fraction volatile at —160' was analysed mass speetro-
metrically.

Results and discussion

Photolysis of azomethane in the presence of oxygen

As a preliminary study to the sulphoxidation of methyl
radicals, the reaction of methyl radicals with oxygen was in¬
vestigated over the temperature range 25°—150; for mixtures
comprising 40 mm Hg azomethanc and 1 mm Hg oxygen. The
fraction non-condensable in liquid nitrogen contained
oxygen, nitrogen, carbon monoxide and methane, the
fraction removed at —160° consisted of carbon dioxide,
ethane and nitrous oxide. Fig. 1 illustrates the time depen¬
dence of the formation of these products at 65°. Some results
at this same temperature for the reaction of sulphur dioxide
with methyl radicals have also been included in Fig. 1 for
the purpose of comparison.

The analytical data are presented in Table I in which
' —02' refers to the oxygen consumed during the reaction.
The photo-oxidation of azomethane (A) has been studied by
Hoey & Kutschke6 who postulated the following reaction
scheme:

ch3n2ch3 + hv
(1)

—>■ 2ch3 + n2

ch3+a
(2)

ch4 + ch,n2ch3

ch3 + a
(3)

—>- ch3a

ch3 + o2
(4)

—> ch3o2

ch3a+o2
(5)

—> ch3ao2

ch2n2ch3 + o2
(6)

ch3n2ch2o2

ch3n2ch,o2
C?)

—> ch3+n2o + h2co

The results in Table I are in general accord with those of
Hoey & Kutschke6 except that they found no ethane to be
formed even at oxygen pressures as low as 10-2 mm Hg
whereas in these experiments ethane was found to be a product
even at 1 mm oxygen pressure. This yield of ethane corres¬
ponded to a quantum yield (based upon nitrogen formation)
of 0-004. Several workers have suggested7-9 that a con¬
current primary process in the photodecomposition of azo¬
methane is the intramolecular reaction (la)

A
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(la)
CH3N2CH3 + hv->C2H6 + N2

and quantum yields of 0-006, 0-007 and 0-009 have been
reported4'7-8 for this reaction. The value of 0-004 is in
reasonable agreement with these values and it is therefore
concluded that virtually all of the ethane found arises via
reaction (la).

Although reaction (4) is very fast, not all of the methyl
radicals are scavenged and some react by abstracting a

Fig. 1. Photolysis of azometliane in the presence of oxygen
— 02 = oxygen consumed

(N2) and (CHjX 10) are results from the reaction of
azomethane and sulphur dioxide

hydrogen atom from azomethane yielding methane. From
reactions (2) and (4) and correcting reaction (4) for the fact
that, since the work of Floey & Kutschke,6 this reaction has
been shown to be third-order, then:

rch3o2 _ k4 [°2] ...

*c4 k2
In the above mechanism methyl radicals are generated by

reaction (7) so that one methyl radical is produced for every
molecule of nitrous oxide formed. Thus the rate of removal
of oxygen by reaction (4) is equal to the total rate of dis¬
appearance of oxygen minus the rate of formation of nitrous
oxide,

i.e. 7?ch3o2 = R-o2~Rn2o
The contribution of reaction (5) towards the disappearance

of oxygen can be neglected for the following reason. Since
reaction (4) is very rapid, the concentration of methyl radi¬
cals must be very small and hence reactions such as (2) and
(3) cannot occur to any appreciable extent. This is confirmed
by the very small amounts of methane found among the re¬
action products. Hence because of the low concentration of
CH3A radicals reaction (5) will not be significant.

Substituting this expression in relation (A):

R-Oz — j?n2p _ k4
TWO,] k2

Since the Arrhenius parameters for reaction (2) have been
established then the velocity constant k4 can be evaluated,
The results based on (B) are shown in column 9 of Table 1.
and a mean value of 1 -2 x 1016 mole-2 cm6 sec-1 is obtained
for the third-order rate constant for reaction (4). In view of
the small amounts of methane formed, the results are subject
to a rather large scatter (0-3—15-9 x 1016 mole-2 cm6 sec-1).
They are in general agreement however with most previous
values for k4 which lie in the region 1 -5—20 x 10'6.

The results may also be treated by a carbon balance method
since,

/?c„3 = 2/?N2 — (A2 + A3)[CH3][A] —/t-4[CH3][02][A]-^-
+/<-7[CH3N2CH202] = 0

i.e. 2RN2 + 7?n2o = (k2 + A3)[CH3][A]-A-4[CH3][02][A]
Since 7?Cu4 = k2 [CH3][A], then:

2RNl + RNi0 _ k2+k3
^ A4[02]

Rch4 k2 k2

Table I

Product yields and rate constant ratios for the photolysis of azomethane in the presence of oxygen

Product yields, g mole log Ar4, mole-2 cm0 sec-1
Temp., t, [02]av, —

°c sec 10smolecm-3 N2 N20 — 02 CH4 CO (B) (C)

65 240 3-736 3-66 0-09 4-05 0-05 0-87 15-48 15-74
65 360 3-575 5-48 0-13 6-60 0-04 1-66 15-59 15-79
65 480 4-369 6-96 0-15 8-80 0-05 2-03 15-53 15-73
65 600 3-032 8-55 0-19 11-24 0-06 2-65 15-71 15-40
65 840 2-897 11-24 0-27 15-21 0-06 4-21 15-86 16-04
65 720 4-049 9-60 0-24 13-60 0-05 2-72 15-85 15-90
85 180 3-916 2-20 0-28 3-32 0-02 0-45 15-83 16-01
85 480 3-939 4-38 0-35 6-54 0-03 1-00 15-96 16-11
85 600 3-144 6-78 0-46 9-14 0-04 1-91 16-08 16-28

125 360 3-427 2-32 0-60 5-41 0-03 0-67 16-45 16-48
125 600 3-533 3-94 0-94 7-31 0-04 1-26 16-43 16-58
150 360 3-511 2-16 0-84 5-69 0-01 0-67 17-20 17-23
150 600 3-149 3-58 1-03 7-52 0-02 1-27 17-07 17-17

log k4 (B) and log A4 (C) refer to calculations of k4 using expressions (B) and (C)
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Using expression (C) in conjunction with the data and the
known values4 of k2 and k3 the results given in column 10,
Table I are obtained. The mean value of the third-order rate
constant obtained in this manner is 1-7 x 1016 mole-2 cm6
sec-1, with results lying in the range 0-5—16-8 x 1016.

The data show a gradual increase in the rate constant k4
with increasing temperature. It is likely that the reaction of
methyl radicals with oxygen requires zero activation energy
and that the value of A-4 reflects the experimental difficulties
inherent in measuring such small amounts of methane.
Nevertheless the close agreement between the values of the
velocity constant k4 calculated by these two different methods
is good evidence for the reasonableness of the suggested
mechanism.

Photolysis of azomcthane in the presence of oxygen and
sulphur dioxide

At various temperatures in the range 65°—150°, photolyses
were performed on mixtures comprising 40 mm Hg of
azomethane, 1 mm Hg oxygen and variable pressures of
sulphur dioxide in the range 1—10 mm Hg. In view of the
fact that both methyl and methylsulphonyl radicals react
rapidly with oxygen it was thought that competition between
reactions (4) and (8)

(8)
ch3+so2^ch,so2

(-8)
would lead to a reduction in the consumption of oxygen and
hence would enable the relative rates of the addition re¬

actions to be determined directly. It was found however,
that the presence of sulphur dioxide led to an increase in the
quantum yield for the removal of oxygen calculated relative
to the rate of formation of nitrogen. The results, shown in
Table II, indicated that the oxygen consumption appeared to
increase rapidly with sulphur dioxide pressure up to about
2 mm Hg of sulphur dioxide but above this pressure became
independent of further increasing pressure.

This increase in oxygen consumption is difficult to account
for. Methylsulphonyl radicals probably react with oxygen
(reaction 9):

(9)
ch3so2+o2 -> ch3so2o2

but even if all the methylsulphonyl radicals formed in re¬
action (8) reacted in this manner then the rate of oxygen
consumption would be expected to remain constant and not

to increase. It is likely too that some of the peroxymethyl-
sulphonyl radicals, CH3S0202, react by auto-disproportiona-
tion:

(10)
2CH3S0202—>-2CH3S020 + 02

since this would explain the formation of sulphonic acids in
the sulphoxidation of hydrocarbon. Such a reaction as (10)
would lead to a decreased consumption of oxygen. It is
considered improbable that the rate of reaction (4) could be
increased sufficiently by the small increase in total pressure
to account for this oxygen consumption since this would
imply that sulphur dioxide was about ten times more efficient
as a third body as azomethane.

Increasing the sulphur dioxide pressure has no effect on
the quantum yield of nitrous oxide formation, whereas for
carbon monoxide formation the quantum yield decreased at
all temperatures. Hoey & Kutschke6 concluded that carbon
monoxide formation was the result of subsequent reactions
of the methylperoxy radical formed in reaction (4). Conse¬
quently the dependence of (pCo, where (p denotes the quantum
yield, upon the sulphur dioxide pressure may be used to
indicate the extent to which reaction (4) is inhibited by
reaction (8).

Applying the steady-state treatment to the reaction scheme
outlined above:

7?c..3so2 = k8 [CH3 ][S02 ] - ks [CH3S02 ] - k9 [CH3S02 ][02 ]

Therefore: [CH3S02] = A*[C"'][S°2] (D)
AC_8 "T K9\\J2 J

If it is assumed that a fixed proportion of CH302 radicals
react to give carbon monoxide at each temperature then:

7?ch3O2cc^CO
The difference between Rco and R°Co, where R"co is the

rate of formation of carbon monoxide at zero sulphur
dioxide pressure, will be due to the reactions of the peroxy-
methylsulphonyl radicals since no carbon monoxide is formed
when methylsulphonyl radicals react in the absence of
oxygen.4

i.e. 7?ch3s020; x R°co - Rco
i?CH3S0202 = [CH3S02][02] (E)

and /?ch3o, = k4[CH3][02][A] (F)
Combining D, E and F, the rate expression becomes:

Table II

Product yields and equilibrium constant Kv in the photolysis of azomethane (A) in the presence of oxygen and sulphur dioxide

Product yields, p mole
Temp., t, [A], P02, Pso2,

°c sec 106 mole cm-3 mm Hg mm Hg CO N2 N20 — 02 10® mole-1 cm3

65 600
65 600
85 600
85 600

105 600
105 600
105 600
125 600
125 600
125 600
150 600
150 600
150 600

1-98 1-00
1-83 ' 06
1-88 102
1-87 1-14
1-88 116
1-86 105
1-75 0-89
1-70 1-16
166 1-16
1-64 0-88
1-55 1-14
1-54 0-94
1-54 1-21

nil 2-65
1 01 1-92
nil 1-91

1 -81 1-22
nil 1 -36

1-05 1-00
4-60 0-44
nil 1 -26

0-95 Ml
4-63 0-67
nil 1-27

1-12 1-33
6-05 1-07

8-55 0-19
9-41 0-34
6-78 0-46
6-15 0-40
4-80 0-88
4-67 0-64
4-57 0-66
3-94 0-94
4-09 —

4-17 0-95
3-58 1 -03
4-14 0-92
3-99 110

11-24 —

15-22 130
9-14 —

11-52 40
8-44 —

9-04 8
9-87 8
7-31
8-54 2
9-07 2
7-52 —

8-67 0-4
9-55 0-4
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RqO [SO2 J
_ W-8 ^4 PQ 1

( R°CO ~ 7^co)[A ] k8k9 kg

The experimental data has been calculated according to this
expression. Since k+, k8 and Kp are known, a value for k9 can
be calculated for each temperature. The value of l-7x 1016
mole-2 cm6 sec-1 for kg reported above was used and
Kp and k8 were calculated from previously reported data.
The following rate constants were obtained for reaction (9),
the temperature is in parenthesis and the units of k9 are
mole-1 cm3 sec-1, l-2x 107 (65°), 15-9 x 107 (105°), 7-4 x 107,
8-8 xlO7 (125°) and 5-6 x]07 (150°). It is probable that
reaction (9) has a zero activation energy so that the results
may be averaged out to give a value of 7-8 x 107 mole-1 cm3
sec-1 for kg. The appreciable scatter reflects the experimental
difficulties encountered in studying this system.

There are no data for this reaction and there are few
radicals (apart from methyl and ethyl) whose reactions with
oxygen have been studied and so enable a comparison to be
made with the present result. Formyl radicals have been
shown to react with oxygen and a rate constant of 2-4 x 106
mole1 cm3 sec-1 deduced5 for the reaction:

hco+o2-»ho2+co
The reaction of acetyl radicals with oxygen has been in¬

vestigated and they appear to react much faster with oxygen to
form the peroxyacetyl radical, a rate constant of ~3-8 x 1011
mole-' cm-3 sec-1 being obtained5 for the reaction:

CH3CO + o2->ch3co3
The result for reaction (9) indicates that acetyl radicals

react about 5 x 103 times faster with oxygen than do methyl-
sulphonyl radicals. The following comparison of the re¬
activity of both of these radicals with methyl radicals reveals
a similar trend.

An estimate of the reaction of methyl and methylsulphonyl
radicals may be made by considering the equilibrium re¬
action:

kt
ch3so2ch3 ^ch3so2+CH3

A'r
Making the assumption that the radical combination

reaction has zero activation energy, then:
A[/Ar = exp(AS/R)

so that
log At = log A, + AS/2-3R — 4-8

where AS is the overall entropy change and the term 4-8
corrects for the change in the number of molecules when the
reaction occurs. Using accepted thermochemical9 data, AS
evaluates to 39-6 cal. deg-1 mole-1 and hence log {AdA,) is
3-85. Busfield & Ivin10 have studied the thermal decompo¬

sition of dimethyl sulphone and reported that log Ac is 14-33,
so that log Ar (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-48.

For the combination of acetyl and methyl radicals:
CH3CO + CH3->CH3COCH3

a value of 1013'62 (mole"1 cm3 sec-1) has been estimated11
for the rate constant, i.e. they react about l-5xl03 times
faster with methyl radicals than do methylsulphonyl radicals,
a ratio which is in accord with the present observations re¬
garding their relative reaction rates with oxygen.

Comparing the rate of reactions (—8) and (9), the rate
constant ratio k9/k^8 has values of 2000 at 25° and 40 at 65°
relative to a value of unity at 150°. It is apparent that peroxy-
methylsulphonyl radical formation becomes markedly less
favoured, relative to decomposition of the methylsulphonyl
radical, as the temperature increases. Since sulphonic acid
formation in the sulphoxidation of hydrocarbons will depend
directly upon the concentration of the peroxymethylsulphonyl
radicals it will also be temperature dependent. This is in
accord with experimental observations where acid formation
is a maximum at ~40°. The temperature dependence is not
as straightforward as might appear from the variation of
k9lk-8, however in view of the complexity of the reaction
system where there will be a series of competing reactions
involving alkyl, peroxyalkyl, alkylsulphonyl and peroxy-
alkylsulphonyl radicals this is not surprising.
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The gas-phase photolysis of dimethyl carbonate (DMC) has been studied in the temperature range
41-93°C. Methoxyl and methyl radicals are generated in this photolysis and their reactions have been
studied. Arrhenius parameters have been measured for the following reactions:

log /f(mole_I cm3 sec-1) £(kcal mole-1)
ch30 +dmc ^ch3oh +r 10-75 5-9

ch3+dmc-*ch4+r 1019 7-4

ch3+ch3o ^ch4+ch2o 13-38 0

A value of 1014-13(mole_1 cm3 sec-1) at 41 °c has been obtained for the auto-disproportionation of
methoxyl radicals:

2ch30 -+ch3oh+ch2o

Using this velocity constant a value of ca. 67 has been deduced for the disproportionation ratio of
methoxyl radicals, A(CH30, CH30).

The photolysis of organic esters is t3 a useful source of alkoxyl radicals ; other
alkoxyl radical sources which have received attention are peroxide 4>5 nitrates and
nitrites.7 Ketones are good photochemical sources of alkyl radicals ; their alkoxyl
analogues are the dialkyl carbonates ROCOOR which may be regarded as potential
sources of RO radicals. They have, however, received little attention in this respect
and the information is in disagreement. Wijnen 8 and Thynne and Gray 9 have
reported that dimethyl carbonate decomposes thermally at temperatures of about
120°C, yielding dimethyl ether and carbon dioxide in equivalent amounts in a hetero¬
geneous reaction. Wijnen 10 has briefly studied the photolysis of dimethyl carbonate
and finds methanol to be a major reaction product, suggesting the generation of
methoxyl radicals in this decomposition. Recently, Gordon and Norris 11 have
reported contrary results for dimethyl carbonate. They find no evidence for thermal
decomposition of the carbonate in a quartz cell even at 350°. They also report that
photolysis at 350° using the full intensity of a medium pressure mercury arc yielded
only traces of methane, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.

In an attempt to resolve this discrepancy and also with the aim of examining the
carbonate as a potential source of methoxyl radicals, we have studied the photolysis of
dimethyl carbonate.

EXPERIMENTAL

materials

Dimethyl carbonate (B.D.H. Ltd.) was dried and purified by several fractional distilla¬
tions followed by low-temperature distillation on the vacuum line. Gas-chromatographic
analysis showed the product to be pure.

apparatus

The experiments were carried out in the gas phase in a cylindrical quartz cell (volume
296 cm3). The cell was housed in a heavy aluminium block furnace equipped with quartz
side-windows. The temperature of the furnace was controlled to ±0-1° by a Bikini-Fenwall
3154 1
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relay unit. The reaction cell was connected to the usual type of high vacuum apparatus
which included a liquid-nitrogen trap, gas burette and Macleod gauge. The light source
was an Hanovia UVS 220 medium-pressure mercury arc and the reaction cell was completely
filled with a parallel beam of light from the lamp. The full output of the lamp was used for
these experiments.

After reaction the contents of the cell were expanded into the analytical train and the
fraction non-condensable in liquid nitrogen collected and measured in the gas burette. It was
then analyzed using an AEI Ltd. MS10 mass spectrometer and shown to contain hydrogen,
methane and carbon monoxide. The remainder of the reaction mixture was then analyzed
gas chromatographically using the split-column technique. A 5' column of 30 % dinonyl
phthalate on firebrick at room temperature was used to analyze for ethane, dimethyl ether,
methyl ethyl ether and methyl formate and a mixed column of 6' of 13 % dibutyl phthalate-f-
2 / polyethylene glycol on celite plus 4' of 8 % polyethylene glycol on celite at 35°C was
used to separate methyl acetate, methanol and dimethyl carbonate. Formaldehyde and
carbon dioxide were also reaction products but were not analyzed. Standard samples were
used to calibrate the chromatography apparatus and reproducibility of ±2 % obtained.

Only trace quantities of methyl formate and methyl acetate were found. Several runs
were carried out in the presence of nitric oxide, when the reaction products were carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, methyl nitrite and trace quantities of dimethyl ether and methyl
formate. Several dark runs were performed at various temperatures to examine products
of any thermal decomposition of the carbonate. The carbonate decomposed thermally on
quartz in the same temperature range as reported by other workers 5> 8> 9 giving the same
reaction products. In order to limit the correction to the dimethyl ether formed by free
radical processes in the photolytic decomposition the temperature range of this investigation
was limited to below 100°C.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

THERMAL AND PHOTOCHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION OF DIMETHYL CARBONATE

Dimethyl carbonate has been reported 8> 9 as thermally decomposing above 127°C
in a heterogeneous reaction on quartz in the following manner:

CHsOCOOCHj-^CHsOCHs + C02
Gordon and Norris11 failed to observe this reaction at 350°C. We find that thermal
decomposition of dimethyl carbonate does occur in the temperature region reported by
Wijnen 8 and by Thynne and Gray 9 yielding the same reaction products. The quartz
cell and the dimethyl carbonate sample were different from those used by Thynne and
Gray.9

Photolysis of dimethyl carbonate in our system leads to the formation of the follow¬
ing reaction products: methanol, carbon monoxide, methane, hydrogen, carbon
dioxide, methanol, formaldehyde, ethane, dimethyl ether and methyl ethyl ether.
These products are formed even at 40°C and their nature and general distribution is in
agreement with the observations of Wijnen.10 It is in complete disagreement with the
investigation of Gordon and Norris 11 who report that only traces of methane, carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide were found when dimethyl carbonate was photolyzed
at 350°C with the full intensity of a medium pressure mercury arc lamp. We are
unable to explain this apparent unreactivity of dimethyl carbonate towards thermal or
photochemical decomposition. The thermal decomposition differences might be
explained in terms of the different surfaces (both quartz) since the reaction is hetero¬
geneous. But the differences between the photochemical observations cannot be
resolved. The only substantial differences in the reaction techniques seem to be the
much smaller reaction cell (45 cm3) used by Gordon and Norris, than that used by
Wijnen 10 (217 cm3), Thynne and Gray 9 (140 cm3) or the present authors (296 cm3).
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PRIMARY STEPS IN THE PHOTOLYSIS OF DIMETHYL CARBONATE

When the carbonate was photolyzed in the presence of nitric oxide the reaction
products observed were co, co2, ch3ono and traces of ch3och3 and hcooch3.
These reaction products are compatible with the following primary photolysis steps:

2

ch3ocooch3 + hv-+Chso + cooch3

4.2CH30 + C0

-►ch3+co2+ch3o

-^ch30ch3 + c02

-^hcooch3+ch2o.
The presence of only small or trace quantities of dimethyl ether and methyl

formate in the nitric oxide-inhibited photolyzes suggests that reactions (5) and (6)
occur to insignificant extents. The methyl formate is probably formed via a 6-
membered ring complex with formaldehyde splitting-out in a reaction comparable to
the molecular elimination of ethylene observed when the iso-electronic molecule
di-n-propyl ketone is photolyzed.

The principal primary steps are those yielding methyl and methoxyl radicals. The
production of co suggests that methoxyl radicals are generated directly (reaction (3))
and this is supported by the observation that in these inhibited experiments, methyl
nitrite is a reaction product. Methoxyl radicals may also be generated by reaction (2)
or by reaction (4), or both. We are unable to make a more definite conclusion because
the methoxycarbonyl radical, ch3oco, is 12 unstable and decomposes readily:

ch3oco^ch3+co2,
so that methyl radicals may be generated by reaction (4) directly or by reaction (2)
followed by reaction (7). Wijnen 10 has suggested that additional primary steps,

ch30c00ch3^ch4 + c02 + ch20

^ch3oh+ch2o+co.
Reaction (A) has been suggested to explain the high methane yield in this reaction

and reaction (B) to account for some of the carbon monoxide yield. On the basis of
our experiments with nitric oxide (when no methane nor methanol were observed) we
find no evidence for non-free radical reactions such as A and B. The large yields of
these products are interpreted in this work in terms of free radical attack on formal¬
dehyde (see later).

PHOTOLYSIS OF DIMETHYL CARBONATE

The principal reaction products are methanol, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
methane, hydrogen, dimethyl ether and methyl ethyl ether, together with traces of
methyl formate. Methyl ethyl ether, produced to an extent of ca. 5 % of the dimethyl
ether, is considered to be formed as a result of free radical attack on the dimethyl
ether (reaction (15)) and subsequent combination of the radical CH20CH3 with a
methyl radical (reaction (16)). In our kinetic treatment we have taken into account
the loss of dimethyl ether to give methyl ethyl ether. A correction for the small
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amounts of dimethyl ether formed by thermal decomposition of the carbonate has
been applied using the parameters reported 9 for reaction (1).

The nature and distribution of our reaction products can be explained in terms of
the following reaction mechanism added to the primary photolytic steps:

8

CH3O+CH3OCOOCH3->CH3OH+CH2OCOOCH3
9

ch2ocooch3->ch2o+cooch3
7

cooch3->co2+ch3
10

CH3+CH3OCOOCH3->CH4+CH2OCOOCH3

2ch3o "ch3oh+ch2o
12

ch3+ch3o->ch4+ch2o

-»ch3och3

2CH3AC2H6
r+ch3och3-^rh+ch2och3

ch3+ch2och3^ch3ch2och3
METHANE FORMATION

According to this mechanism there are two sources of methane, (i) abstraction from
dimethyl carbonate and (ii) disproportionation of methyl and methoxyl radicals.
Under steady-state conditions the following rate reaction can be deduced :

^ch4
_ ^10 ^12 (^ch3och3 + ^c2h5och3)

ri2h6[dmc] " kf4 k13 ' r±2„6[dmc] '
where [DMC] is the concentration of dimethyl carbonate. When our experimental
data are plotted in the form suggested by this equation values of /tio/^i4 and k^/ku
are obtained which are shown in columns 2 and 3 respectively of table 1. These
values are plotted against l/Tin fig. 1, curves 1 and 2. Using the accepted value 13 of
1013-34 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the velocity constant for the combination of methyl
radicals our data for reaction (10), v/hen treated by least-mean squares analysis, are
represented by the equation :

log &qo(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-19 —(7360/2-303RT).
Previously reported parameters 9 for this reaction are 10-2 and 8-9 kcal mole-1.

Table 1.—Rate constants from the photlysis of dimethyl carbonate

7tk) *u/*f4 ^12/^13 knkiilk2} Mf4/*13
(mole-' 1 cmt sec--1) (mole-! cm! sec-3)

314-2 0-015 2-20 18-5 1-40
334-0 0-035 1-85 20-8 2-80
344-9 0-065 205 24-8 3-71
354-2 0-080 1-80 31-1 4-42
364 0-075 1-60 57-8 6-01
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Fig. 1, curve 2 indicates a value of 1-9 + 0-3 for the disproportionation ratio
A(CH3, CH3O) which, within experimental error, independent of temperature.
Using the value 14 of 1013'1 mole-1 cm3 sec-1 for k\3, we find that k\z (mole-1 cm2
sec-1) is 1013-38. This is in reasonable agreement with reported values 3> 4 of 1013-35
and 1013-28 for this velocity constant.

. 1 1 1 1 1
2-7 2-8 2-9 3'0 3rl 3-2

103/7"
Fig. 1.—Arrhenius plots for methyl and methoxyl radicals

curve 1 : hydrogen atom abstraction from dimethyl carbonate by methyl radicals, kio/k|"4(mole-i"
cmFsec~+); curve 2: disproportionation ratio for methyl and methoxyl radicals &12/&13, A(CH3,
CH3O); curve 3 : auto-disproportionation of methoxyl radicals, k\_\k\^k\3 ; scale on the right-hand
side of the figure refers to curves 2 and 3; curve 4: hydrogen atom abstraction from dimethyl
carbonate by methoxyl radicals, kskijkn (mole-i cmf sec-£ Curve 1 has been displaced upwards

by 1-0 units for ease of presentation.

Our data for abstraction from the carbonate and the disproportionation reaction
indicate that in our system there is more methane formation than previously reported
results would suggest. We consider that this difference is real and arises via the
following reactions:

ch3 + ch2o-+ch4 + cho

ch3+cho"ch4+co.
Formaldehyde is formed during the decomposition by such reactions as (9), (11)

and (12). Methyl readicals will abstract hydrogen from formaldehyde with con¬
siderable ease so that, even though the concentration of formaldehyde is low, some
methane is likely to be formed by reaction (17). This extra source of methane would
have the effect of appearing to increase the rate of abstraction from the carbonate.
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Since hydrogen atom abstraction from formaldehyde requires a lower activation
energy 15 (6-6 kcal mole-1) than from the carbonate 9 (8-9 kcal mole-1), contributions
from this source would have the effect of lowering the apparent activation energy Eio
which is in accord with our observation that it is 7-4 kcal mole-1. Using the known
Arrhenius parameters for reactions (10), (12) and (17), we estimate that at 314°K
about 1 % of the methane formed is by reaction (17). At 364°K the contribution
rises to about 10 %.

METHANOL FORMATION

The two principal sources of methanol are (i) abstraction from the carbonate and
(ii) disproportionation of methoxyl radicals. Assuming steady-state behaviour the
following rate relation can be derived :

^CHiOH^OHp _ k8kfA ^11^14 (^CH3OCH3 + ^C2H50CH3)
[DMC](f?CH30CH3 + RC2H5ocH3) k13 k\3 ,R|,H6[DMC]

Our data when plotted in this form are shown in fig. 2. The slopes and intercepts of
these plots give values for k\\k\^k\ 3 and k8k\Jk\i which are shown in columns 4 and 5

Fig. 2.—Plots of t?cH30H^c2H6/(^CH,ocH3+/?c2u5ocn,)[DMC] against (RcilocHj+AtjILOCHj)/
f?C2H6[DMC]. Temperatures to which these plots refer are shown on each curve.

of table 1, and are plotted in fig. 1 (curves 3 and 4 respectively). Using values of
1013-34for £14 and 1013"1 for k\3 a least-squares analysis of our data yields the equation :

log ks (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-75 — (5920/2-303RT).
There are no reported data with which these parameters may be compared.

We have not considered the possibility of methoxyl radicals reacting by abstracting
hydrogen atoms from formaldehyde although this reaction is known to occur readily.5

CHjO + CH2O^CH3OH + CHO
20

CH3O+CHO->CH3OH+CO
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An estimate of the methanol contribution from this source can be made using the
known 15> 18 kinetic data for reactions (17) and (19), and assuming that the difference
between the total methane formed and the amounts calculated for RcH4 (10) and
7?Ch4 (12) is that from reaction (17). In this manner we find that at 314°K about 2-3 %
of the methanol arises from reaction with formaldehyde, and this contribution rises to
about 25 % at 364°K. Consequently our reported Arrhenius parameters for reaction
(8) are high since they include a contribution from reaction (19) which has a lower
activation energy.18 That our value is unlikely to be seriously in error can be deduced
as follows : methoxyl radicals are more reactive in abstracting hydrogen atoms from a
substrate than are methyl radicals and, in general, this difference in reactivity appears16
to arise from activation energy differences of ca. 3 kcal mole-1 rather than from varia¬
tions in the pre-exponential factors, e.g., for ethane abstraction by methyl 17 requires
10-4 kcal mole-1 and by methoxyl14 7-1 kcal mole-1, i.e., AE = 3-3 kcal mole-1, the
pre-exponential factors being almost exactly equal. Using our value of 5-9 kcal
mole-1 for Eg and comparing it with the directly measured value 9 of 8-9 kcal mole-1
we find AE = 3-0 kcal/mole-1 which is in good agreement with the trend outlined
above.

When our data for knki^k\ 3 (column 4, table 1) are plotted against l/T the result
is shown in fig. 1, curve 3. Although the three reactions involved are free radical
combinations or disproportionations which might be expected to have zero activation
energies and therefore to be independent of temperature, the ratio is markedly a
function of temperature and only in the lowest region is there a "flattening-off"
section. This behaviour suggests there is an additional temperature-dependent
reaction producing methanol, and is supported by our calculations above, that attack
on formaldehyde makes a significant contribution to the methanol yield at temperatures
above 41 °C.

Our data yield a value for k\\k\^k\ 3 of 18-5 at 41°C ; this may be compared with
the value of 11 obtained at 30°C by Wijnen 8 in the photolysis of methyl acetate. Since
at 41 °C there is only about 2 % contribution to the total yield of methanol by reactions
(19) and (20) then we can obtain an absolute value for the autodisproportionation of
the methoxyl radical. Using values of 1013'34 for /ci4 and 1013-1 for kn we find that
leu (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) is 1014-13. This is in good agreement with the value 1013'9
obtained using Wijnen's data 3 and with the value of 1014-6 deduced 16 from experi¬
ments 18 on the oxidation of methyl radicals.

The rate constant for the dimerization of methoxyl radicals (based on knowledge
of the Arrhenius parameters for the decomposition of dimethyl peroxide and the
entropy change) has been calculated 16 to be 1012"3 mole-1 cm3 sec-1. Using this
value in conjunction with our value for k\\ leads to a value for the disproportionation
ratio for methoxyl radicals, A(CH30, CH3O), ofabout 67. From studies on the photo-
oxidation of alkyl iodides, Heicklen and Johnston 19 have reported a value of 9-3 at
25°C for this ratio. Our suggested value is in better agreement with the value of >60
suggested by Dever and Calvert 20 from an investigation of the photo-oxidation of
azomethane at 25°C.

This investigation has shown that the photolysis of dimethyl carbonate is a useful
source of methoxyl radicals although the fact that methyl radicals are produced
simultaneously complicates elucidation of the individual reaction steps.

We thank Prof. P. Gray of Leeds and Dr. R. Shaw of the Stanford Research
Institute for many helpful discussions. We are grateful to Laporte Chemicals Ltd
for financial aid in support of this work.
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The vapour-phase photolysis of methyl formate has been studied in the temperature range 30-
103°C. Methoxyl, methyl and formyl radicals are generated in the photolysis and their reactions
have been studied. In this temperature region, radical-radical reactions have been shown to be
more important than reactions involving hydrogen atom abstraction from methyl formate by the
radicals, and rate constants have been measured or deduced for several such reactions.

The photolyses of organic esters such as methyl acetate *■ 2 and ethyl propionate 3
are good sources of alkoxyl radicals. One of the simplest compounds is methyl
formate but although the methyl 4 and methoxyl 5-radical-sensitized decompositions
of this compound have been studied there is no recent information regarding the
suitability of methyl formate as a source of methoxyl radicals. Volman 6 has
suggested that there are no extensive chain processes involved in the photo-decom¬
position of the ester; and Ausloos 7 studied the liquid and vapour-phase photolysis
of various formates in an attempt to identify the primary processes involved; however
few reaction products were analyzed for and no product resulting directly from the
reaction of an alkoxy radical was observed. Additionally, no gas phase study of
methyl formate was carried out.

Preliminary studies indicated that methyl, methoxyl and formyl radicals were
produced in the photolysis of the formate and since the data for the radical-sensitized
decomposition of the formate should aid the elucidation of the individual reactions
in the photo-decomposition, we have studied the vapour-phase photolysis of methyl
formate in the temperature range 30-103°C.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS

Methyl formate (B.D.H. Ltd.) was dried and purified by several fractional distillations
followed by low-temperature distillation on the vacuum line. Gas chromatographic
analysis showed the product to be pure.

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

The experiments were performed in the vapour phase in a quartz cylindrical cell, volume
296 cm3, using pressures of 10-60 mm of formate. The cell was housed in a heavy aluminium
block furnace, fitted with quartz side windows. The temperature of the furnace was con¬
trolled to ±0-1 °C by a Fielden Bikini relay. The reaction cell was fitted with a Springham
greaseless valve and was connected to a high vacuum apparatus which included a liquid
nitrogen trap and a gas burette. The light source was an Hanovia UVS 500 medium pressure
mercury lamp and the reaction cell was completely filled with a parallel beam of unfiltered
light from the lamp. The intensity of the beam was reduced by a wire gauze. Decomposition
of the formate ester was normally <1 %.

After reaction, the contents of the cell were expanded into the analytical train and the
fraction non-condensable in liquid nitrogen collected and measured in the gas burette. It

1656
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was then analyzed using an AEI Ltd., MS 10 mass spectrometer and was shown to contain
hydrogen, methane and carbon monoxide. The remainder of the products was then analyzed
gas-chromatographically using the split-column technique. A 5 ft column of 30 % dinonly
phthalateon firebrick at room temperature (column A) and a mixed column of 5 ft of 15 %
dinonyl phthalate + 5 % polyethylene glycol on celite and 5 ft of 8 % polyethylene glycol on
celite (column B) were used. Columns A and B were used in series for the analysis of ethane,
dimethyl ether, acetaldehyde and methyl formate, then column A was switched out so that
methanol could be eluted directly to the detector from column B. The 5 ft 8 % polyethylene
glycol section in B was necessary in order that the methanol would not be eluted in the tail
of the formate. We estimate a precision of ±2 % in the analysis of our reaction products.
Formaldehyde was not analyzed for.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The reaction products observed and analyzed for were H2, CO, CH4, C2H6,
CH3OH, ch3cho and ch3och3 and our results are given in table 1. Carbon
dioxide was also a reaction product but our experimental technique did not permit its
analysis. Formaldehyde was not sought although its presence as a reaction product
has been reported in systems where methoxyl radicals are produced.

PRIMARY PROCESSES IN THE PHOTOLYSIS

The major possible primary decomposition processes when methyl formate is
photolyzed are:

1

HCOOCH3->CH3OH + CO
2

-ch4+co2
3

->hco+och3
4

->hcoo+ch3
5

->h+cooch3
6

->h+co2+ch3
The presence of ethane, acctaldchydc and dimethyl ether in the reaction products

is good evidence that methyl, formyl and methoxyl radicals are generated in the
photolysis. The methoxycarbonyl radical, COOCH3, decomposes 4* 8 exothermically
and quantitatively to carbon dioxide and a methyl radical (reaction (7)) :

7

cooch3->co2+ch3
The HC02 radical is probably similarly unstable and readily decarboxylates, so that
reactions (4), (5) and (6) are probably indistinguishable, and we shall treat them as
one primary reaction, viz., (6).

Any radical X which is capable of reacting by hydrogen atom abstraction with
methyl formate, i.e.,

x+hcooch3->xh+co2+ch3
will in turn generate a methyl radical which may lead to methane formation. When
this fact is taken in conjunction with the observation that the methanol yield is about
4-5 times larger than that of methane, then it is clear that decomposition by reaction (3)
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Table 1.—Rates of product formation in the photolysis of

methyl formate [M]
rates of formation, 1012 mole cm-3 sec-1

moles cm-3 -

r°K 10« [M] h2 ch4 co c2h6 ch3och3 ch3oh ch3ch0

303-5 2-887 15-33 8-32 47-72 2-15 0-968 38-22 N.A.
303-6 1-982 14-10 7-23 44-90 1-84 0-848 33-34 1-13
303-5 1-576 12-00 6-01 38-56 1-46 0-759 28-75 0-904
303-6 1-232 11-19 5-36 36-08 1-35 0-702 28-03 0-830
303-6 0-994 10-57 4-95 33-84 1-21 0-683 26-71 0-742
303-5 0-624 7-50 3-33 23-82 0-817 0-516 21-91 0-520
316-5 1-769 18-72 6-53 34-84 1-96 0-813 32-36 101
316-6 1-440 19-97 6-68 34-80 1-79 0-767 25-65 0-755
316-5 1-404 19-01 6-45 33-60 1-82 0-825 32-32 0-973
316-4 1-146 16-31 5-09 29-41 1-50 0-756 28-16 0-826
316-5 1-131 18-83 6-02 34-94 1-79 0-811 31-22 0-833
316-5 0-928 16-61 5-16 30-30 1-46 0-720 29-86 0-772
316-5 0-715 15-21 4-53 26-72 1-27 0-642 25-06 0-652
334-4 2-275 17-69 10-49 53-01 3-83 1-031 42-85 1-37
334-4 1-767 17-43 8-95 47-09 2-85 0-914 38-86 1-77
334-4 1-401 15-37 7-50 40-80 2-85 0-828 35-63 1-05
334-4 1-142 10-97 4-87 38-92 2-21 0-756 30-62 0-949

(A) 334-4 0-926 13-20 5-86 34-24 1-84 0-665 28-14 0-737
334-3 0-735 11-85 5-07 30-84 1-63 0-638 26-46 0-720
334-3 0-528 9-24 4-42 27-03 1-36 0-574 21-96 0-652
347-0 1-790 18-09 9-50 45-92 3-65 0-914 39-07 1-24
347-2 1-452 13-77 8-49 42-50 3-26 0-807 36-14 1-08
347-2 1-179 12-57 7-14 37-04 2-69 0-733 30-92 0-913
347-2 0-962 11-26 6-11 34-16 2-22 0-671 29-47 0-846
347-2 0-781 9-57 5-19 28-67 1-87 0-607 25-06 0-691
347-4 0-647 9-62 5-22 29-57 1-62 0-537 23-18 0-632
347-4 0-504 7-36 3-94 22-83 1-33 0-477 18-98 0-575
360-8 2-375 14-86 10-17 43-23 5-17 0-845 39-79 1-70
360-9 1-983 15-78 10-44 46-33 4-93 0-902 42-30 1-72
360-9 1-628 12-84 8-72 39-92 3-99 0-756 32-66 1-17
360-9 1-312 12-34 7-70 36-05 3-40 0-683 31-55 0-969
360-9 1-076 11-03 6-90 32-84 2-95 0-646 29-13 0-920
360-9 0-891 9-73 5-68 28-67 2-36 0-581 23-91 0-797
360-9 0-720 7-33 4-39 25-30 1-95 0-516 22-13 0-694
376-3 2-764 16-31 10-65 38-35 6-08 0-615 33-04 1-65
376-3 1-604 12-38 8-61 34-85 4-51 0-714 30-88 1-22
376-4 1-339 10-15 7-88 34-21 3-94 0-594 29-73 1-07
376-4 1-100 9-67 7-13 31-15 3-21 0-558 25-40 0-975

(B) 376-2 0-849 8-57 6-16 27-95 2-90 0-522 24-08 0-804
376-2 0-691 7-49 4-75 22-13 2-08 0-426 20-64 0-684
376-3 0-563 5-53 3-46 16-07 1-66 0-386 19-41 0-549

N.A. = not analysed.
All photolyses performed for 900 sec except for A(1020 sec) and B (1000 sec)

is more extensive than (6) in the primary process by a factor appreciably greater than
4-5.

Possibly some of the methanol and methane are formed directly in the photolysis
by intramolecular reactions such as (1) and (2). In order to obtain information about
such non-free radical decomposition reactions methyl formate was photolyzed in the
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presence of nitric oxide. The effect of the inhibitor was sharp ; methane formation
was completely inhibited and the methanol yield decreased by about 97 %, suggesting
that the contributions to the product formation of reactions (1) and (2) are small
and can be neglected.

SECONDARY REACTIONS IN THE PHOTOLYSIS

The decomposition mechanism will be discussed in terms of the following reactions
in addition to reactions (3) and (6):

8

CH30 + HC00CH3->CH30H + C00CH3
7

cooch3->co2+ch3
9

HCO + HCOOCH3^H2CO + COOCH3
10

H + HCOOCH3->H2 + COOCH3
11

CH3 + HCOOCH3^CH4 + COOCH3
12

2CH30->CH30H + CH20
13

ch3+ch3o^ch4+ch2o
14

-4ch3och3
15

CH3 + HCO-»CH4 + CO
16

^chjcho
17

2CH3-»C2H6
18

2HCO-»H2 + 2CO
19

-^ch2o+co
20

ch3o+hco->ch3oh+co
21

->2CH20
22

hco-4h + co
23

ch3o->h+ch2o

METHANE FORMATION

The reaction of methyl radicals with methyl formate has been studied 4 and the
equivalence of the methane and carbon dioxide yields has indicated that radical
attack is on the formyl hydrogen atom and that the resulting COOCH3 radical
decomposes quantitatively according to reaction (7). The Arrhenius parameters for
reaction (11) have been determined 4 as log (At ,/Af7) = 4-18 (mole-i cm* sec-*) and
Ely~-\Ell = 9-0 kcal mole-1. Consequently the contribution of reaction (11) to the
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total methane yield can be evaluated. This contribution varies from <0-2 % at
303°K to about 3 % at 376°K.

The two other sources of methane are the disproportionation reactions of methyl
and methoxyl radicals (reaction (13)) and of methyl and formyl radicals (reaction (15)).
Methyl and methoxyl radicals combine or disproportionate and the disproportiona¬
tion ratio [A(CH3, CH30) = k13/ki4], is 5- 9 ca. 1-4. Since the amount of dimethyl
ether formed by combination is known (there being no other source) then the contribu¬
tion of reaction (13) to the total methane yield can be determined. This contribution
varies from about 17 % at 303°K to 11 % at 376°K. Since RCh4 = ^ch4(11) +
jRch4(13) + 7?ch4(15), then the extent of methane (and carbon monoxide) formation
by reaction (15) can be calculated.

HYDROGEN FORMATION

The formyl radical has a fairly strong bond, D(H—CO)~20 kcal mole-1, and
consequently in our temperature range (>103°C), there will be little thermal de¬
composition of the radical by reaction (22). Similarly, the methoxyl radical will not
lose hydrogen by a fission reaction such as (23) because of its thermal stability.9
It is seen in table 1 that hydrogen is the third largest reaction product and is appreciably
greater than the sum of the methyl radical products. Since we consider the only
source of hydrogen atoms to be reaction (6), then an abstraction reaction such as (10)
cannot be responsible for the production of such a large amount of hydrogen. In
the discussion on the primary processes we concluded that reaction (3) was more
significant than reaction (6), i.e., methoxyl radical concentration appreciably larger
than the hydrogen atom concentration. Reaction (10) probably has an activation
energy not greatly different to that of reaction (8). Since (see below) hydrogen
abstraction by methoxyl radicals from the formate is slow in this temperature region
and does not contribute greatly to the methanol yield, we consider that reaction (10)
is probably similarly slow and, in view of the low concentration of hydrogen atoms,
does not contribute significantly to the hydrogen formation. Therefore the most
important source of hydrogen is from the auto-disproportionation of formyl radicals
(reaction (18)). Since

W15) = k15[CH3][HCO],
RH2 = /c18[HCO]2,

^c2H6 — fen[CH3]2,
then

KcH4(15)/iW& = ^15/^17^18
Our data calculated in this manner are summarized in table 2, column 2 and are

plotted in fig. 1, curve 1. A good straight line is obtained for the ratio which has a
value of 1-02 and, within experimental error, is independent of temperature. Since
reactions (15) and (17) have zero activation energies, then reaction (18) will have zero
activation energy. This observed temperature independence for the ratio is strong
evidence for the validity of our assumption regarding the source ofmolecular hydrogen.
If there was a substantial contribution to the hydrogen yield from any temperature-
dependent reaction such as (10), then this would become apparent in the ratio plot.

Lossing 10 has studied the mercury-photosensitized decomposition of acetaldehyde
in a flow system at low pressures under conditions where radical-molecule interactions
are insignificant compared with radical-radical reactions. In this decomposition,
methyl and formyl radicals are generated and hydrogen, ethane and methane are
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reaction products. Using his data to calculate the ratio ^cH4(15)/i?H2^c2H6 we find
a value of 1-11 +0-09, which is in excellent agreement with our measured value of
1 14 + 0 08 at 303°K where the methyl radical-methyl formate abstraction reaction is
responsible for <0-2 % of the methane yield.
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Fig. 1.—Arrhenius plots for methyl formate. Curve 1, rate constant ratio, (Jc\5lk\7k\8); curve 2,
rate constant ratio, (^17^20/^14^15); curve 3, rate constant ratio, {knknlk\A); curve 4, rate constant
ratio, (kiaki-ilkwkXz); curve 5, disproportionation ratio for methyl and formyl radicals,

A(CH3,HCO) = (ktslk16).

Upper scale on left-hand ordinate refers to curves 4 and 5 ; lower scale; on right-hand ordinate refers
to curve 3 ; upper scale on right-hand ordinate refers to curve 2.

Using the value 11 of 1013-34 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the rate of combination of
methyl radicals, our data are represented by the equation,

log (fc15/kf8) = 6-69 (mole-4 crn^ see-*).
Lossing 10 has suggested on the basis of observed product yields that reaction (15) is
at least as fast as the combination rate of methyl radicals. If this is so, then reactions
(15), (17) and (18) all have rate constants of 1013'34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1, within our
experimental error. Consequently we shall assume that k15, kl7 and k18 are 1013'34,
with the reservation that only k17 and k15/kj8 are established experimentally.

ACETALDEHYDE FORMATION

Appreciable amounts of acetaldehyde are formed during the reaction and this is
attributed to the combination of methyl and formyl radicals (reaction (16)). The
disproportionation ratio for methyl and formyl radicals A(CH3,HCO) is equal to the
ratio 7?cH4(15)/i?cH3cHo- Our data yield values for this ratio (= k15/kl6) shown in
table 2, column 6, and these are plotted in fig. 1, curve 5. Within experimental error,
the ratio is independent of temperature and has a value of 5-8 + 0-5. There are no
values with which we can compare our data though Toby and Kutschke 12 have
concluded that reaction (15) is at least four times as fast as reaction (16) and Blake
and Kutschke 13 have suggested a value of > 10 for ki5/k16. Since their suggestion
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was based on carbon monoxide analysis and there are other possible sources of
this in their system (e.g., reaction (18)), their figure probably represents an upper limit.

Assuming a value of 1013'34 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for k15 we find that
log k16 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 12-58.

This may be compared with values of 1012'70 and 1012'78 for the corresponding
disproportionation reactions 14 of methyl + ethyl and methyl + n-propyl radicals
(based on a radical combination rate of 10 14).

Table 2.—Rate constant ratios obtained from photolysis of methyl formate

r°K A17A20/A147c j 5 *i2*i7/*?4 *2o*n/*i4*u *15/*16

303-6 1-14 11-4 4 4-3 5-3
316-5 0-87 13-3 2 — 5-6
334-4 1-02 14-9 3 3-9 5-7
347-2 1-05 18-5 2 4-1 6-3
360-9 1-01 22-0 2 4-3 5-8
376-3 1-02 25-0 2 4-2 6-0

GLYOXAL FORMATION

Formyl radicals may react by auto-combination to produce glyoxal (reaction (24)).
24

2HCO->(CHO)2
We did not examine our reaction products for glyoxal. Toby and Kutschke 12
however have stated that no glyoxal was found in their investigation. When two
radicals X and Y can react by auto- or cross-combination the resulting cross-com¬
bination ratio, RXy/Rx2ry2, has a value of two.14 Applying this relation to the
cross-combination of methyl and formyl radicals we find that

log k24 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 11-22.
This is much slower than any other radical-radical reaction in the system studied and
accounts for the non-observation 12 of glyoxal as a reaction product.

METHANOL FORMATION

The reactions of methoxyl radicals with methyl formate have been studied 5 and
the following relation obtained :

i I rCH2oh(S)rC2H6 1 = 5 gn _ 8460
81^ch30ch3[HCOOCH3]J 2-303RT

Using this equation we evaluate the contribution of reaction (8) to the total
methanol yield to vary from about 1 % to 303°K to 9 % at 376°K.

If the contribution of reactions (12) and (20) to the methanol yield is denoted by
A-Rchjoh (obtained by subtracting from the total methanol yield that part contributed
by reaction (8)) then we derive the following relationship :

A^CH3OH^C2H6 ^12^17 , ^17^20 ^CH4(1 6) j-a
o2 ~ k2 L- k R ' ■- 4^ch3och3 14 "ch3och3

When our results are plotted in the form suggested by eqn. [A] we obtain values
for the slopes (kllk20/k1^k15) and intercepts (^12^17/^1 4) given in columns 3 and 4
in table 2. Within experimental error the intercepts (plotted in fig. 1, curve 3) are
constant. The slopes, fig. 1, curve 2, show a temperature dependence, the values
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increasing with temperature. This suggests that there is an additional source of
methanol which arises from a temperature-dependent process. Formaldehyde is
formed readily by such reactions as (12) and (13) and so will be present in the reaction
products. Hanst and Calvert 15 have shown that methoxyl radicals readily abstract
hydrogen from formaldehyde (reaction (25)).

25

ch3o+ch2o->ch3oh+cho.
This reaction probably occurs in our system to some extent and its contribution to
the methanol yield will increase as the temperature is raised. If this reaction is
taken into account then it would increase the slope of eqn. [A] as the temperature
increased, but would not affect the intercept.

At low temperatures the contribution of reaction (25) to the total methanol
yield will be small and the slope will be k17k20/k14.k15. At 303°K this ratio has the
value 11-2. The combination rate of methyl radicals is 1013'34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1.
The rate of combination of methyl and methoxyl radicals has not been measured;
however, a value of 1013'1 has been deduced 9 and we use this value. Using these
values for ki7 and kt4, we find that methoxyl radicals disproportionate with formyl
radicals about six times as fast as do methyl radicals, i.e., log(k20/ki5) = 0*80.
Assuming that kls is 1013'34 then

log k20 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 14T4.
The average value of the intercepts is 2-5 and since both k14 and k17 are known this
leads to a value for the auto-disproportionation of methoxyl radicals, i.e.,

log kl2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 13-26.
This result may be compared with values of 13-9 (obtained by the photolysis of
methyl-d3 acetate 2) and 13-0 (obtained from A(CH30, CH30) in conjunction 9
with the rate of combination of methoxyl radicals calculated from the decomposition
of dimethyl peroxide).

CARBON MONOXIDE FORMATION

Since breakdown of the formyl radical is not extensive, the major sources of carbon
monoxide are reactions (15), (18) and (20). (We neglect the possible contribution
of reaction (19).) On this basis,

^co(20)Kc2h6/^ch3och3^h2 = k20k\1lk14.kf8.
Our data then give values for the rate constant ratio shown in column 5, table 2.
There is no value at 316° since for all runs Rco< 2RHl. We have no explanation
of this observation. The results obtained at 316° for the ratio kls/kf7kf8 although
self-consistent are also appreciably lower (by ~20 %) than the values obtained at
other temperatures, so that at this temperature there may be a small but consistent
discrepancy in our data. When plotted, curve 4, fig. 1, they are seen to be independent
of temperature. Assuming the accepted values for k14 and k17 we find that

log (/c20//cf8)(mole~* cm* sec"*) = 7-0.
This is in reasonable agreement with the value of 6-69 deduced from the methanol

contribution. The value based upon carbon monoxide is probably larger because
we have neglected reaction (19). A contribution from such a source would have the
effect of reducing the above ratio without disturbing its temperature independence.
We have attempted to take reaction (19) into account in a rate expression but our
data are not sufficiently precise for this to be possible.
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This investigation has shown that although the photolysis of methyl formate is
a ready source of methoxyl radicals, the decomposition is complicated by the fact
that methyl and formyl radicals are also present in the reaction system and this
makes the elucidation of the individual reactions steps difficult. It does, however,
appear that at temperatures below 100°C, radical-radical reactions are more significant
than radical-molecule reactions and this fact has enabled results to be deduced for
reactions of the formyl radical which have not been obtained from any other source
previously.

We thank Dr. J. H. Knox of this Department for many helpful discussions and the
Laporte Chemical Co., for their support of this work.
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The vapour-phase photolysis of methyl formate (M) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) have been studied
in the temperature range 30-103 °C. In the case of methyl formate methoxyl, methyl and formyl radicals
are generated in the photolysis and rate constants have been deduced for the following reactions:

log k (mol-1 cm3 sec-1)
2 CH30 -» CH3OH + CH20 13.26

CH30 + HCO -> CH3OH + CO 14.14
2 HCO —► H2 + 2 CO 13.34

CH3 -f HCO CH4 + CO 13.34
CH3 + HCO -> CH3CHO 12.58

2 HCO —> (CHO), 11.22
Contrary to recent reports dimethyl carbonate was observed to undergo extensive photodecomposition
generating methyl and methoxyl radicals. Arrhenius parameters have been measured for the following
reactions:

log A. (mol-1 cm3 sec-1) E (kcal mol-1)
CH30 + DMC -> CHsOH + R 10.75 5.9
CH3 + DMC -> CH4 + R 10.19 7.4
CH3 + CH30 -> CH4 + CH20 13.38 0

Much of our knowledge of the kinetic behaviour of good sources of alkyl radicals; their alkoxyl analogues
alkoxyl radicals is based upon data obtained from the are the formates, ROCHO, and the carbonates ROCOOR
photolyses of organic esters such as methyl acetate [1, 2] which may both be regarded as potential sources of
and ethyl propionate [3]. Other alkoxyl radical sources RO radicals. The simplest members are methyl formate
which have been studied are peroxides, nitrates and and dimethyl carbonate, but although the methyl-
nitrites. Aldehydes and ketones have been shown to be radical sensitised decompositions of these compounds
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nave been studied there is little information regarding
their use as sources of methoxyl radicals. Ausloos [4]
has studied the liquid and vapour-phase photolysis of
various formates in an attempt to identify the primary
processes involved. Few reaction products, however,
were analysed for and no product resulting directly
from an alkoxyl radical was observed. In addition no

vapour phase study of methyl formate was performed.
Wijnen [5] has briefly investigated the photolysis

of dimethyl carbonate and has identified methyl alcohol
as a major reaction product, suggesting that methoxyl
radicals are produced in the decomposition.

With the aim of examining methyl formate and
dimethyl carbonate as sources of methoxyl radicals we
have studied their photolyses in the vapour phase in a
temperature region (<103 °C) where thermal decom¬
position of the parent molecules does not occur.

Experimental
Materials

Methyl formate (B. D. H. Ltd.) and dimethyl carbonate
(B. D. H. Ltd.) were dried and purified by several fractional
distillations followed by low-temperature distillation on the
vacuum line. Gas chromatographic analysis showed the
products to be pure.

Apparatus and Procedure
The experiments were performed in the vapour phase in

a quartz cylindrical cell, volume 296 cm3. The cell was
housed in a heavy aluminium block furnace, fitted with
quartz side windows. The temperature of the furnace was
controlled to ± 0.1 °C by a Fielden Bikini relay. The reaction
cell was fitted with a Springham greaseless valve and was
connected to the usual type of high vacuum apparatus which
included a liquid nitrogen trap and a gas burette. The light
source was an Hanovia medium pressure mercury lamp and
the reaction cell was completely filled with a parallel beam
of unfiltered light from the lamp. The intensity of the beam
was reduced by a wire gauze for some experiments.

After reaction the contents of the cell were expanded into
the analytical train and the fraction non-condensable in
liquid nitrogen collected and measured in the gas burette.
It was then analysed using an AEI Ltd., MS 10 mass spectro¬
meter and was shown to contain hydrogen, methane and
carbon monoxide. The remainder of the products was then
analysed gas chromatographically.

Results and Discussion

The Photolysis of Methyl Formate
Methyl formate was photolysed at pressures of

10-60 Torr over the temperature range 30-103 °C. The
reaction products observed and analysed for were, in
order of decreasing abundance, carbon monoxide,
methanol, hydrogen, methane, ethane, acetaldehyde,
and dimethyl ether. Carbon dioxide and formaldehyde
were also reaction products but were not analysed for.
A typical set of results obtained at 347.0 °K were, in
terms of rates of formation of product x 1012 (mol
cm"3 sec-1), CO (45.92), CH3OH (39.07), H2 (18.09),
CH4 (9.50), C2H6 (3.65), CH3CHO (1.24) and CH3OCH3
(0.91).

(a) Primary processes in the photolysis
The major primary decomposition processes likely

when methyl formate is photolysed are:

HCOOCIL, -U CH3OH 4- CO

CH4 + co2
HCO + OCH3

\ HCOO + CH3
H + COOCH3

-^> H + C02 + CH3.

The presence of ethane, acetaldehyde, dimethyl ether
in the reaction products is good evidence to indicate
that methyl, formyl and methoxyl radicals are generated
in the photolysis.

The methoxycarbonyl radical, COOCH3, has been
shown [6] to decarboxylate exothermically and quanti¬
tatively yielding carbon dioxide and a methyl radical
[reaction (7)]

COOCH3 co2 + CH3.

The HC02 radical is probably similarly unstable and
readily decarboxylates, so that reactions (4), (5) and (6)
are probably indistinguishable and we shall treat them
as one primary reaction, namely (6).

When methyl formate is photolysed the methanol
yield is several times larger than that of methane. This
suggests that production of methoxyl radicals by reac¬
tion (3) is more extensive than that of methyl radicals
by reaction (6). This difference is even more marked
when the following fact is taken into account. Any
radical X which reacts with methyl formate by hydrogen
atom abstraction, i.e.,

X + HCOOCH3 -> XH + COOCH3>

COOCH3 -> CO, + CH3

will in turn generate a methyl radical because of the
decomposition of the methoxycarbonyl radical. Since
this methyl radical can react to form methane then the
preponderance of methanol over methane is evidence
that (i) reaction (3) occurs appreciably more in the
primary decomposition process than does reaction (6)
and (ii) no extensive chain-processes are involved in
the photodecomposition of the formate.

In the mercury photosensitised decomposition of
methyl formate [7] extensive formation of methanol
and methane by intramolecular reactions such as (1)
and (2) was reported. We photolysed methyl formate
in the presence of nitric oxide in order to estimate the
possible occurrence of such reactions in our system.
The effect of the inhibitor was to inhibit completely the
methane formation and to decrease the methanol yield
by > 97%. These observations indicate that the con¬
tributions to the product formation of reactions (1)
and (2) are small and can be neglected in the subsequent
discussion.
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(b) Secondary reactions in the photolysis of methyl formate
The nature and distribution of the reaction products

will be discussed in terms of the following reaction
mechanism in addition to reactions (3), (6) and (7)

ch3o + hcooch3
8

—> ch3oh + COOCH3
hco + hcoochj

9
—>. h2co + cooch3

h + hcooch3
10

h, -!- coochj
ch3 + hcooch3

11
—► ch4 + COOCH3

2 CH3O
12

ch3oh + chjo

ch3 + ch3o
13

ch4 + cpi2o
14

► ch3och3

ch3 + fico
15

> ch4 + co
16

> ch3cho
2 chs

17
>■ c2h6

2 hco
18

h2 + 2 co
19

—r ch2o + co

chso + hco
20

chjoh + co
21

—> 2chao
hco

22
fi + co

ch3o
23

h + ch20
2 hco

24
>. (cho)2.

(ii) Hydrogen formation
The formyl radical has a fairly strong bond, D (H-CO)

~ 20 kcal mol~1, and hence in this temperature range
(< 376 °K), there is likely to be little thermal decomposi¬
tion of the radical. Similarly methoxyl radicals will not
lose hydrogen by a C-H fission reaction because of
their thermal stability. Hydrogen is the third largest
reaction product and is formed to an extent appreciably
greater than the sum of the methyl radicals. Since we
regard reaction (6) as being the only source of hydrogen
atoms, then an abstraction reaction such as (10) cannot
be responsible for the large yield of hydrogen. Reac¬
tion (10) probably has an activation energy not greatly
different to that of reaction (8). Since (see below)
hydrogen atom abstraction by methoxyl radicals from
the formate is slow in this temperature range, then we
consider reaction (10) is probably similarly slow and,
in view of the low concentration of hydrogen atoms,
does not contribute significantly to the hydrogen
formation. We therefore conclude that the major source
of hydrogen is the autodisproportionation of formyl
radicals, reaction (18).

From reactions (15), (17) and (18) we can obtain the
relation:

^1!*CH,(15)
Rl!\, R^2L>2rlA n2

15

WW*
17 IS

(i) Methane formation
The methyl radical sensitised decomposition of

methyl formate has been studied previously [6] and
Arrhenius parameters deduced for reaction (11). Using
these data we can calculate the contribution of reac¬

tion (11) to the total methane yield in this reaction. We
find that this contribution varies from < 0.2% at
303 °K to about 3% at 376 °K. Clearly the major sources
of methane in this temperature range are the free-
radical disproportionation reactions (13) and (15) which
require no activation energy. The disproportionation
of methyl and methoxyl radicals is well established and
a value of 1.4 for k13/kli [= A (CH3, CHsO)] has been
reported by several workers [1, 2, 8]. Since the amount
of dimethyl ether formed by reaction (14) is known
then we can evaluate the contribution of reaction (13)
to the total methane yield. This contribution varies
from 17% at 303 °K to'll% at 376 °K.

Since RCHt = -^ch4 (H) + -^cn4 (13) + ^ch4 (13), then
we can calculate the extent of methane and carbon
monoxide formation by the disproportionation of
methyl and formyl radicals.

Our experimental data when calculated in this manner
are summarised in table 1, column 2 and are plotted in

2,7 2,9
10 3/7

3,1 3,3

Fig. 1
Arrhenius plots for methyl formate

Curve 1: Rate constant ratio (k15/k^ Curve 2: Rate
constant ratio (kn kwlku k^', Curve 3: Rate constant ratio
(^12 ^17/^14)' Curve 4: Rate constant ratio (k20 k^lku £4|);
Curve 5: Disproportionation ratio for methyl and formyl

radicals z1(CPI3, HCO) = (kls/ku)
Upper scale on left-hand ordinate refers to curves 4 and 5.
Lower scale on right-hand ordinate refers to curve 3. Upper

scale on right-hand ordinate refers to curve 2

Table 1
Rate Constant Ratios Obtained from Photolysis of Methyl Formate

r°k L llSlz L1!2
KislKn is 7-17 %o/%1 ^15 7>12 ^17/^14 L, u/2/a jfhk20 17 '14 18 ^15/^16

303.6 1.14 11.4 4 4.3 5.3
316.5 0.87 13.3 2 - 5.6
334.4 1.02 14.9 3 3.9 5.7
347.2 1.05 18.5 2 4.1 6.3
360.9 1.01 22.0 2 4.3 5.8
376.3 1.02 25.0 2 4.2 6.0
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fig. 1, curve 1. A good straight line is obtained which,
within experimental error, is independent of temper¬
ature. Since reactions (15) and (17) have zero activation
energies, then E16 = 0, and A15/A^ A= 1.02.
Lossing [9] has studied the mercury-photosensitised
decomposition of acetaldehyde in a flow system under
conditions where radical-molecule interactions are

insignificant compared with radical-radical interactions.
In this decomposition methyl and formyl radicals are
produced and hydrogen, methane and ethane are reac¬
tion products. Using his data to calculate the ratio
ACHj (15)/^^ Aqh6 we obtain a value of 1.11 ± 0.09
which is in excellent agreement with our value of
1.14 ± 0.08 obtained at 303 °K where reaction (11) is
responsible for < 0.2% of the total methane yield.

Using the accepted value [10] of 1013-34 (mol-1 cm3
sec-1) for the rate of combination of methyl radicals
our data are represented by the equation:

logk15lkxg (mol-1'2 cmJ'2 sec-1'2) = 6.69.

Lossing [9] has suggested on the basis of observed
product yields that reaction (15) is at least as fast as
the combination rate of methyl radicals. If this is so
then reactions (15), (17) and (18) all have rate constants
of 1013-34 mol-1 cm3 sec-1, within our experimental
error. Consequently in our following discussions we
shall assume that klh, k17 and ^18 are 1013-34, with the
reservation that only k17 and k15/kls are in fact established
experimentally.
(iii) Acetaldehyde formation

The acetaldehyde formed is attributed to the combina¬
tion of methyl and formyl radicals [reaction (16)]. The
disproportionation: combination ratio for methyl and
formyl radicals A (CH3, HCO) is equal to the ratio
RCh, (15)/ACH3CH0. Our data yield values for this ratio
(= k15/kle) which are shown in table 1, column 6, and
are plotted in fig. 1, curve 5. Within experimental error
the ratio is independent of temperature and has the
value 5.8 ± 0.5. There are no values with which we

can compare our data though Toby and Kutschke[ll]
have suggested that reaction (15) is at least four times
as fast as reaction (16).

(iv) Glyoxalformation
It is possible that formyl radicals will react by auto-

combination to produce glyoxal [reaction (24)]. We did
not examine our reaction products for glyoxal, however
Toby and Kutschke [11] have stated that no glyoxal
was found in their investigation.

When two radicals X and Y can react by auto- or
cross-combination the resulting cross-combination
ratio, RxyI-R-xI Ay], has been shown [12] to have a
value of two. Applying this relation to the cross-
combination of methyl and formyl radicals we find
that:

Using this relation in conjunction with the values
of 1013-34 and 1012-58 deduced above for k^ and k16
respectively, then we obtain:

log k7i (mol-1 cm3 sec-1) = 11.22.
This is much slower than the rate constant for any

other radical-radical reaction in this system and accounts
for the non-observation of glyoxal as a reaction product.
(v) Methanol formation

The reactions of methoxyl radicals with methyl
formate have been studied and Arrhenius parameters
measured for reaction (8). Using these data the con¬
tribution of reaction (8) to the total methanol yield can
be evaluated. Our calculations show that this contribu¬
tion varies from about 1% at 303 °K to 9% at 376 °K.

If the contribution of reactions (12) and (20) to the
methanol yield is denoted AR^qh, being obtained by
substracting from the total methanol yield that part
contributed by reaction (8), then we can derive the
following relationship:

^-^CH3OH-^C2H6 ^12^17 | ^7^20 7£CHi(15) /aa

R? = Ti ^ T 1? 7? ' ' 1•"■CH3OCH3 14 ^14^15 -"-CHsOCHa
When our experimental results are plotted in the

form suggested by equation (A) we obtain values for
the slopes (k17 k^Jk^ k15) and intercepts (kxi k^jkf4)
given in columns 3 and 4 in table 1. Within experimental
error the intercepts plotted in fig. 1, curve 3 are con¬
stant. The slopes, fig. 1, curve 2, show a temperature
dependence, the values increasing with temperature.
This suggests that there is an additional source of
methanol which arises from a temperature dependent
process. Formaldehyde is known to be formed readily
by such reactions as (12) and (13) and so will be present
in the reaction products. Hanst and Calvert [13] have
shown that methoxyl radicals readily abstract hydrogen
from formaldehyde [reaction (25)]

CH30 + CH20 % CH3OH + CHO.
It is likely that this reaction will be occuring in our
system to some extent and its contribution to the metha¬
nol yield will increase as the temperature is raised. If
this reaction is taken into account then it would in¬
crease the slope of equation (A) as the temperature
increased, but would not affect the intercept.

At low temperatures the contribution of reaction (25)
to the total methanol yield will be small and the slope
will have the value kxi k^Jk^ ^15 ■ At 303 °K our results
indicate that this ratio has the value 11.2. Since ku
and k17 are known [10, 14], having values of 1013,34 and
1013-1 respectively, then assuming that k15 also has the
value 1013-34 we find that:

log k20 (mol-1 cm3 sec-1) = 14.14 .

Comparing this value with the value of 1013,34
deduced above for k15 we find that methoxyl radicals
disproportionate with formyl radicals about six times
as fast as do methyl radicals.

Although the intercepts are subject to appreciable
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variation the average value for the ratio, k12 k17jk,
is 2.5. Since both ku and k17 are known we can deduce
that, for the auto-disproportionation of methoxyl
radicals,

log kn (moh1 cm3 sec-1) 13.26 .

The rate constant for the dimerisation of methoxyl
radicals (based on knowledge of the Arrhenius para¬
meters for the decomposition of dimethyl peroxide and
the entropy change) has been calculated to be 1012-3
mol-1 cm3 sec-1. Using this value in conjunction with
our value for k12 leads to a value for the disproportiona-
tion ratio for methoxyl radicals, A (CH30, CH30), of
about 10. From studies on the photo-oxidation of alkyl
iodides, Heicklen and Johnston [15] have reported
a value of 9.3 at 25 °C for this ratio.

Dever and Calvert [16] have suggested a value
for A of > 60 from a study of the photo-oxidation of
azomethane at 25 °C.

(vi) Carbon monoxide formation
In this temperature region the formyl radical has

considerable thermal stability and the major sources of
carbon monoxide will be reactions (15), (18) and (20).
[For the moment we have neglected the possible con¬
tribution of reaction (19).] Flence we may deduce the
following relation:

-^CO (20)
_ ^20 ^172

R b t1!*'
CH3OCH3 14 18

Our data when calculated in this manner give values
for the ratio shown in table 1, column 5, and plotted
in fig. 2, curve 4. Within experimental error they are
independent of temperature. Using the accepted values
for /614 and k17 we find that:

log -620/yfe]g2 (mol-1'2 cm sec-1'2) = 7.0 .

This is in reasonable agreement with the value of
6.69 deduced for the ratio on the basis of the methanol
contribution. It is likely that the value of k2Jk^g based
upon the carbon monoxide contribution is larger
because we have neglected reaction (19) as a source of
carbon monoxide. A contribution from such a reaction
would have the effect of increasing the above ratio
without disturbing its temperature independence.

The Photolysis of Dimethyl Carbonate
Dimethyl carbonate was photolysed at pressures of

10-30 Torr over the temperature range 41-93 °C. In
this temperature range any contribution to the reaction
products from the heterogeneous decomposition of
dimethyl carbonate will be insignificant.

The reaction products observed were carbon mon¬

oxide, methane, hydrogen, ethane, carbon dioxide,
methanol, dimethyl ether, methyl ethyl ether and
formaldehyde. The latter was not analysed for. These
products were observed over the whole range studied
and their nature and distribution is in accord with the
observations of Wijnen [5], It is in complete dis¬
agreement with the work of Gordon and Norris [17]

who report that only traces of methane, carbon mon¬
oxide and carbon dioxide were found when dimethyl
carbonate was photolysed at 350 °C with the full inten¬
sity of a medium pressure mercury arc lamp. We are
unable to offer any explanation to reconcile these differ¬
ences in observed reactivity.
(a) Primary processes in the photolysis

When dimethyl carbonate was photolysed in the
presence of nitric oxide the reaction products observed
were CO, COa, CH3ONO and traces of CH3OCH3 and
HCOOCH3. These products are compatible with the
following primary decomposition reactions:

CH3OCOOCH3 + hv % CHsO + COOCH3
2 CH3O + CO

^y CH3O + COj + CH3
29

—> CH3OCH3 + co2
-^y HCOOCII3 + CHaO

The presence of only small or trace quantities of
dimethyl ether and methyl formate in the nitric oxide-
inhibited photolyses suggests that reactions (5) and (6)
occur to insignificant extents. The methyl formate is
probably formed via a 6-membered ring complex with
formaldehyde splitting-out in a reaction comparable to
the molecular elimination of ethylene observed when the
iso-electronic molecule di-«-propyl ketone is photolysed.

The major primary steps are those generating methyl
and methoxyl radicals. Formation of carbon monoxide
suggests that methoxyl radicals are generated directly
by reaction (27), and this is supported by the observation
that methyl nitrite is formed when nitric oxide is added
to the reaction system. Methoxyl and methyl radicals
may also be generated by reaction (26) or reaction (28)
or both. We cannot distinguish between them because
of the known instability [6| of the methoxycarbonyl
radical, consequently methyl radicals may be generated
directly by reaction (28) or by reaction (26) followed by
reaction (31).

CH3OCO CH3 + c;o2.
(b) Secondary reactions in the photolysis

The nature and distribution of our reaction products
may be interpreted in terms of the following reaction
scheme added to the primary photolytic steps:

CH3O + CH3OCOOCH3 -^y CH3OH + CH2OCOOCH3
CH2OCOOCH3 ~> CH20 + COOCH3

COOCH3 -^y CO, + CH3

CH3 + CH3OCOOCH3 -^y CH4 + CH2OCOOCH3
2CH3O 35* CH3OH + CH,Q

CH3 + CH3O CH4 + CH20
-^y CH3OCH3

2 CH3 -^y C2H6
39

R + CH3OCH3 —> RH + CH2OCH3
40

CH3 + CH2OCH3 —> CH3CH2OCH3
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(i) Methane formation
According to this reaction scheme methane is formed

by two reactions, (i) by abstraction of hydrogen from
the carbonate by methyl radicals and (ii) by the dis-
proportionation of methyl and methoxyl radicals. Using
the steady-state treatment we can deduce the following
rate relation:

*ch4 ^34 ^36 (-^ch3och3 + -^c2h5och3)
R1!2■^r.iqhJDMC] k\

+

agreement with reported values [2, 8] of 1013-35 and
I Qt3.28 for this velocity constant.

Our data for reactions (34) and (36) indicated that in
this system there is more methane formed than previ¬
ously reported results for these reactions would suggest.
We consider that this difference is real and arises from
the following reactions:

41

<h6[DMC]
where [DMC] is the concentration of dimethyl carbonate.

When our experimental results are plotted in the
form suggested by this equation, values of and
k3Jk37 are obtained which are shown in columns 2 and 3
of table 2. These values are plotted against 103/7* in
fig. 2, curves 1 and 2.

CH3 + CH,0

CH3 + CHO

CH4
CH.

CHO,

CO.

Formaldehyde is known to be a reaction product and
methyl radicals readily abstract hydrogen from formal¬
dehyde yielding methane. We estimate that at 364 °K
about 10% of the methane is formed in this manner.

(ii) Methanol formation
The two major sources of methanol formation are

reactions (32) and (35). Assuming steady-state behaviour
the following rate relation can be derived:

R 7?1'2
ch3oh ^-c2Hb

(rch3i
%2

+ •

kvt Je2
37

•^c2h5och3) [DMC]
( ^ch3och3 + -^c2h5qch3

4'% [DMC]

Fig. 2
Arrhenius plots for dimethyl carbonate

Curve 1: Rate constant ratio %4/%'a2 (mol-1'2 cm-3'2 sec"
Curve 2: Disproportionation ratio for methyl and methoxyl
radicals d(CH3, CH30) = k3Jk37\ Curve 3: Auto-dispropor-
tionation of methoxyl radicals (k35 k3S/kl7); Curve 4: Rate

constant ratio (k33 %'//%,)
Scale on right-hand ordinate refers to curves 2 and 3. Curve 1
has been displaced upwards by 1.0 units for case of presenta¬

tion

Using the accepted value [10] of 1013-34 (mol-1 cm3
sec-1) for k3s our results are expressed by the equation:

i , . ,,, ... 7,400calmol-1log/fe31 (mol 1 cm3 sec 4) = 10.19 2 303 RT '

We obtain a value of 1.9 ± 0.3 for the disproportiona-
tion/combination ratio, zJ(CH3, CH30), which is in¬
dependent of temperature within experimental error.
Using the deduced [14] value of 1013-1 for k37 we find
that kgg (mol-1cm3 sec-1) is 1013-38. This is in reasonable

Our data when plotted in this form give good straight
lines, the slopes and intercepts of which give the values
for k3h k3s/k|7 and k32 kl^/k37 which are shown in co¬
lumns 4 and 5 of table 2. We have plotted these ratios
in fig. 2, curves 3 and 4.

Using values of 1013,34 and 1013,1 for k3S and k37 our
data are represented by the equation:

, , , ,„_r 5,920 cal mol-1
log^32 (mol 1 cm3sec 4) = 10.75 2 303 RT—'

There are no previously reported values for these
Arrhenius parameters.

In curve 3, fig. 2, we have plotted our data for the
ratio k3i k3S/kl7 versus 1/7". Reactions (35), (37) and (38)
are radical-radical reactions which might be expected
to have zero activation energies and therefore that the
ratio be independent of temperature. It is clear, however,
that the ratio is markedly a function of temperature and
only in the lower region is there a "flattening-off"
section. This behaviour suggests that there is an addi¬
tional temperature-dependent reaction producing me¬
thanol. We consider that this additional source is likely
to be the reaction of methoxyl radicals with formal¬
dehyde and estimate that the contributions of reac-

Table 2
Rate Constant Ratios Obtained from the Photolysis of Dimethyl Carbonate

r°K ^34^38
(mol-1'2 cm3'2 sec-1'2)

^39,^37 ^35 ^38/^37 f>32 A/R M37
(mol-1'2 cm3'2 sec-1'2)

314.2 0.015 2.20 18.5 1.40
334.0 0.035 1.85 20.8 2.80
344.9 0.065 2.05 24.8 3.71
354.2 0.080 1.80 31.1 4.42
364.0 0.075 1.60 57.8 6.01
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tions (43) and (44) amount to about 25% of the total
methanol yield at 364 °K.

CHaO + CH20 -% CH3OH + CHO,

CH3O + CHO CH3OH + CO.
Our data for k35 k3fk31 yield a value of 18.5 at 41 °C;

this may be compared with the value of 11 obtained at
30 °C by Wijnen [2] in the photolysis of methyl acetate
and 2.5 reported earlier in this paper for methyl formate,
and suggests that even at 41 °C there is an appreciable
contribution to the methanol yield from such reactions
in this system.

Conclusions

This investigation has shown that although the
photolyses of methyl formate and dimethyl carbonate
provides a ready source of methoxyl radicals, the de¬
composition is complicated by the simultaneous genera¬
tion of other radical species so that elucidation of the
individual reactions is rather difficult. At temperatures
below 100 °C however, radical-radical reactions are
more significant than radical-molecule reactions and
this has enabled data to be deduced for the rate con¬

stants for reactions involving methyl, methoxyl and
formyl radicals.
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Discussion

D. H. Volman:
I have two pieces of information to add to the data on

methyl formate. In our work on this compound at 25 °C the
yield of carbon dioxide which was not determined by
Thynne was about 15% of the products. If one assumes this
value for Thynne's work the two studies are in good agree¬
ment. Further, we determined a quantum yield of 0.8 for
the sum of CO and COa production. This agrees with the
interpretation of Thynne that chain decomposition is not
important.

J. C. J. Tbytme :
Carbon dioxide was a major reaction product. We did

not analyse consistently for it because our usual analytical
technique (using a flame ionisation detector) did not allow
this.

M. H. J. Wijnen :
I feel that you have well established the disproportionation

and recombination reactions involving the HCO radical. I
wonder whether it is possible to make an estimate regarding
the activation energy for the decomposition of the HCO
radical.

J. C. J. Thynne :
Dr. Golden has suggested to me that the correct value

for Z?(H-CO) is nearer to 12 kcal mob1. It is probable that
in this temperature and pressure region decomposition of
the formyl radical to produce hydrogen atoms is not a major
fate for these radicals.

E 1290
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1286. The Heats of Formation of Dimethyl, Diethyl, and Di-t-butyl
Peroxide

By G. Baker, J. H. Littlefair, R. Shaw, and J. C. J. Thynne
The following heats of combustion (kcal. mole-1) at 25° have been

measured: dimethyl peroxide (gas) -363-0 ± 0-3, diethyl peroxide (liquid)
-664-4 ± 0-3, and di-t-butyl peroxide (liquid) —1276-2 ±0-2. From
these results the heats of formation (kcal. mole-1) at 25°/l atm. are calculated
to be: dimethyl peroxide (gas) —30-0, diethyl peroxide (gas) —45-6, and
di-t-butyl peroxide (gas) —81-6. From the heats of formation and the
activation energies for the decomposition of these peroxides, the following
heats of formation (kcal. mole-1) at 25° for 1 atmosphere of gas were cal¬
culated: methoxyl +3, ethoxyl —6, and t-butoxyl —22.

Gray and Williams 1 first established the thermochemistry of alkoxyl radicals. The
thermochemistry was based on heats of formation derived in the following way:

ROX —>- RO + X (1) activation energy E1
Atft(RO) = Atfi(ROX) - AHS(X) + E1 (2)

When ROX is a dialkyl peroxide, equation (2) becomes

Atff(RO) = 0-5[Atff(ROOR) + EJ (3)
Equation (3) has the algebraic advantages over equation (2) that the error is halved and the
number of unknowns reduced from three to two. fn addition, the decompositions of per¬
oxides are much simpler than those of nitrites, nitrates, and hydroperoxides, so the activation
energies for the decomposition of peroxides are better established. Unfortunately, per¬
oxides are difficult or even dangerous 2 to prepare and purify. They are also difficult to
burn completely in a calorimeter. The heats of combustion of only two dialkyl peroxides,
diethyl 3-4 and di-t-butyl,5-6 have been previously reported. In the present work the heats
of combustion of dimethyl, diethyl, and di-t-butyl peroxide were studied with the object
of obtaining a consistent set of values.

Results and Discussion

Eteats of Combustion and Heats of Formation of Dialkyl Peroxides.-—The heats of com¬
bustion of dialkyl peroxides determined in the present work are compared in Table 1
with the results obtained by other workers. In the case of di-t-butyl peroxide the values
— 1275-0 and —1273-0 kcal. mole-1 were both obtained in the same laboratory, so it is

Table 1

Heats of combustion, etc., of dimethyl, diethyl, and di-t-butyl peroxide (kcal. mole.-1)
Heat of

Dialkyl Heat of Heat of Heat of formation of gas
peroxide combustion formation vaporisation at 25°/l atm.

Methyl -363-0 ± 0-3 * (gas) 30-0 (gas) -30-0
Ethyl -664-4 T 0-3* (liquid) -53-4 (liquid) 7-3 J —45-6

-662-2 f (liquid)
— 644 (liquid) 4

t-Butyl -1276-2 ± 0-2 * (liquid) -91-1 (liquid) 9-6 (ref. 5) -81-5
-1275-0 (liquid) 6
-1273-0 (liquid) 6

* This work, f F. a. Zihlmann, quoted in ref. 3. J E. I. Blat, M. I. Gerber, and M. B. Neumann,
Acta Physicochim., U.R.S.S., 1939, 10, 273.



reasonable to select the more recent value of —1275-0 kcal. mole-1 as the preferred result.
There is then excellent agreement with the present value of —1276-2 kcal. mole-1.

The difference between the two previous values for the heat of combustion of diethyl
peroxide is 18 kcal. mole"1, which is outside the range of experimental error. Rebbert
and Laidler,3 who reported the determination by Zihlman, claim that it is more reliable than
the earlier value. This is supported by the present value of 664-4 kcal. mole"1 which is
in good agreement with Zihlman's value of 662-2.

The combustion of dimethyl peroxide has not previously been studied.
Heats of Formation of Methoxyl, Ethoxyl, and t-Butoxyl.—The heats of formation of

methoxyl, ethoxyl, and t-butoxyl have been calculated from equation (3), and the results
given in Table 2. For the sake of consistency, the present results for the heats of formation

Table 2

Heats of formation (kcal. mole"1) of methoxyl, ethoxyl, and t-butoxyl
AH,(ROOR) AH,(RO) (gas at 25°/l atm.)

ROOR (gas) -Edecomp (ROOR) This work Other workers
MeOOMe -30-0" 36-1» +3-1 -0-5,1 +2/ + 2,' +2-57
EtOOEt -46-1" 34-1 (ref. 8) -6-0 -8-5,1 -8-1,3 -7," -6-8/-6-7,»

-3-5'
Bu'OOBu1 ... -81-5" 37-5c -22-0 -25,1 -24,d -23,4 -22,' -22»

" This work. b Mean of ref. 8 and Y. Takegaki and C. Takeuchi, J. Chem. Phys., 1954, 9, 1527.
c Mean of 9 values quoted by L. Batt and S. W. Benson J. Chem. Phys., 1962, 36, 895. d S. W.
Benson, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1964, 86, 3922. * P. Gray R. Shaw, and J. C. J. Thynne, " Progress
in Reaction Kinetics," in the press. > T. Charnley, H. A. Skinner, and N. B. Smith, /., 1952, 2288.
' F. H. Pollard, H. S. B. Marshall, and A. E. Pedler, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1956, 52, 59. h J. Murawski,
J. S. Roberts, and M. Swarc, J. Chem. Phys., 1951, 19, 698.

of the dialkyl peroxides have been used. The activation energies in Table 2 have been
selected from the wide range available in the literature, but it is very unlikely that the
selected values are in error by more than 2 kcal. mole"1. The error from this source in the
heats of formation of the radicals would therefore be less than 1 kcal. mole"1.

The heats of formation of methoxyl, ethoxyl, and t-butoxyl obtained in this work are
compared in Table 2 with values suggested by other workers. All the present values are
at the high end of the range, particularly in the case of methoxyl where the highest value
previously reported 7 is +2-5 kcal. mole"1, compared with the present +3-1.

Experimental

Between 50 and 100 cc. of each peroxide was prepared and purified as follows. Dimethyl
peroxide was prepared by the method of Hanst and Calvert,8 and purified by three bulb-to-
bulb distillations. Diethyl peroxide was prepared by the hot ethylation of 100 vol. hydrogen
peroxide according to Wiley.9 It was purified by washing six times with cold water followed
by bulb-to-bulb distillation. Di-t-butyl peroxide (B.D.H.) was washed six times with water.
The peroxides were shown to be better than 99% pure by gas-chromatography (2 m. tetraethyl-
ene glycol monomethyl ether on Embacel; 40°; carrier gas hydrogen at an inlet pressure of
0-5 atm. and a flow rate of 75 ml./min.; Perkin-Elmer model 116). Preparative gas chromato¬
graphy was less successful than washing with water for removal of the traces of alcohol, aldehyde,
and ether. The peroxides were fired in the calorimeter within days of being prepared, in order
to minimise decomposition. However, a sample of diethyl peroxide, analysed by Dr. L. Phillips 10
at E.R.D.E., was still 97% pure after six months' storage at —40°.

The diethyl and di-t-butyl peroxide were sealed in glass bulbs and placed inside the calori¬
meter, combustion being effected by means of a 2—3 mg. strip of Polythene, ignited in contact
with the outside of the bulb.

This technique could not be used with dimethyl peroxide, and the following procedure was
adopted. The dimethyl peroxide was liquefied and cooled to approximately —20°. The bomb
body was immersed in ice-water until thoroughly cooled. Approximately 1-1 ml. of peroxide
was transferred to the bomb using a pipette, and the assembly was completed as quickly as



possible. Cooling was continued during oxygenation. In order to ensure ignition, approxi¬
mately 0-2 mg. of Polythene was used as a " starter."

We gratefully acknowledge Professor Peter Gray's and Dr. L. Phillips's helpful advice and
encouragement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Alkoxyl is the name given1 to the family of free radicals RO- derived from the
parent alcohols ROH by removal of the hydroxylic hydrogen atom. Corres¬
pondingly, bi-alkoxyl radicals are the bi-radicals related to the glycols. The
simplest alkoxyl radical is methoxyl, CH30-. Since the methylene group and the
oxygen atom are isoelectronic, the methoxyl radical is the analogue of free
ethyl C2H5-; the oxygen analogue of the methyl radical being hydroxyl. In this
sense, the hydroxyl radical is the parent of the alkoxyl series, but as its reactivity
is discussed in a separate article2 it is not included here.

The thermochemistry and reactivity of the whole family of alkoxyl radicals
was comprehensively surveyed by P. Gray and A. Williams in a review1 that
covered the literature up to 1958. The aim of the present article is to build on
that foundation, but to concentrate almost wholly on quantitative reaction-
kinetic aspects; in particular, to present values for velocity constants and
Arrhenius parameters for reactions involving alkoxyl radicals. Reactions in
which alkoxyl radicals are generated will be included, but only where there are
values for their velocity constants (and preferably also for the Arrhenius
parameters).

The alkoxyl radicals which satisfy these criteria of quantitative investigations
are restricted to the simplest members of the family (essentially, from methoxyl
to tert-butoxyl). There are, however, sufficient data for certain general principles
to be inferred. Furthermore, a survey made now will focus attention on those
areas most needing development even though it must be in some respects
incomplete.

The arrangement of this review is as follows. The reactions in which alkoxyl
radicals are generated thermally are collected in Section II. It is on their
activation energies and on recent experimental thermochemistry that the heats
of formations of alkoxyl radicals depend: these are presented in Section III.

In Section IV, the available classifications of the reactions undergone by
alkoxyl radicals are drawn up. Two principal bases are possible: a chemical
classification according to the atomic and electronic re-arrangements of the
reaction, and a kinetic classification according to the observed kinetic rate-laws.
The classification adopted here rests on these bases but takes into account the
availability of kinetic data. Numerical values (within certain limits) can be
estimated for J-factors and entropies of activation for the different classes of
reaction and such estimates are presented for the various reaction classes. They
serve as a useful background against which experimental values can be viewed.

Sections V, VI and VII form the core of the review. The reactions of the
alkoxyl radicals are presented class-by-class, numerical results being summarized
in tables. Most of the work to date is on methoxyl, ethoxyl and tert-butoxyl,
and to appreciate the significance of this distribution of data it is helpful to
imagine what our knowledge of the alkyl series would be like if it were principally
confined to experiments on ethyl, n-propyl and neopentyl radicals.
c»
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II. KINETIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE GENERATION OF
ALKOXYL RADICALS IN THERMAL REACTIONS

Knowledge of the velocity constants and Arrhenius parameters for reactions
in which alkoxyl radicals are produced is important in two main ways. First, in
association with knowledge of the thermodynamics of the overall process it
permits inferences to be drawn about the reverse step, and is thus a potential
contribution to knowledge of reactions in which alkoxyls take part. Second, in
the particular case of pyrolytic fission of molecules of general formula RO-X, it
contributes to knowledge of free radical thermochemistry. This section con¬
siders pyrolytic production of alkoxyl radicals first (A to D), and a group of
other routes second (E).

Alkoxyl radicals may be generated by pyrolysing certain molecules of! the
type ROX to give RO- and X. Gray and Williams1 have reviewed many of the
different sources available, but as the present emphasis is on quantitative
kinetics we will be concerned here only with four of the families of molecules
where the ROX bond is weak: they are the nitrites, nitrates, hydroperoxides
and peroxides. The reaction mechanisms are often complex, and it is necessary
to study the complete mechanism in order to isolate the first, unimolecular step
which produces the alkoxyl radical.

The nitrite and nitrate decompositions are complicated by the reactions of
nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide with the alkoxyl radicals. Similarly, the hydro¬
peroxide pyrolyses involve the reactions of the hydroxyl radicals and, in addition,
their decompositions are beset by heterogeneous and chain effects. The peroxides
are by far the "cleanest" source of alkoxyls.

A. Pyrolyses of Nitrites

The decomposition of alkyl nitrites has been studied by several workers (see
Table 1). Perhaps the biggest contribution towards elucidating the mechanism
has been made by Levy.3 His work has already been discussed in detail by
Benson,4 so only the main points will be reviewed here. Taking ethyl nitrite as
an example, we may write:

CH3CH2ONO = CH3CH20+N0 (1)
CH3CH20+N0 = CH3CH2ONO (-1)
CH3CH20+NO = HNO + CH3CHO (2)
CH3CH20- = CH3 + CH20 (3)
CH3CH20 + RH = CH3CH2OH + R- (4)

The autocombination and disproportionation of ethoxyls can be neglected
because [NO] is much greater than [CH3CH20]. Hence

- d ln[CH3CH2ONO] kx {k2 [NO] + k3+k4[RH]}
df ~ 0 ~ Ar_1[NO] + /c2[NO]+k3 + /c4[RH]
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If the temperature is low and [RH] is low, then k2 [NO] is much greater than
^3+^-4 [RH]. Then Ic0 — kx k2l(k_1+k2) and is independent of added nitric
oxide, which is found experimentally to be the case. Arden, Phillips and Shaw5
have shown that (k_1/k2) = 3.3, so k0 = 0.23 kx. (Similarly for methyl nitrite
k0 = 0.33 k1.) If RH is added in large amounts so that kA [RH] is much greater
than £:_! [NO] + fc2 [NO]+fc3 then k0 = k1. Thus Phillips6 showed that k0 for
methyl nitrite gradually increased with increasing amounts of added formalde¬
hyde or cyclohexene. If the temperature is high, so that k3 is very much greater
than k-1 [NO] + fc2[NO]+L4[RH] then k0 = kt. For /erf-butyl nitrite, k2
is small because there is no alpha hydrogen to be abstracted. In this case, if
[RH] is low, so that k3 is very much greater than k4 [RH],

k0 is therefore a function of added [NO], as shown by Levy.3 From the slope of
the graph of 1 /k0 versus [NO], (k^1/k1 k3) is 107-2 mole-1 litre sec at 201°C.
The ratio (k1/k-1), which is the equilibrium constant, has been calculated to
be 10"11,6 mole litre"1 for methyl nitrite at 201°C. If this value is used for
tert-butyl nitrite, then k3 is 104-4 sec"1 at 201°C, which is a reasonable result.

The rate constants which yield the Arrhenius parameters in Table 1 were
derived from pressure-time curves or from rates of loss of nitrite measured under
conditions where kt is greater than k0. From the preceding discussion it can be
concluded that, for the true unimolecular decomposition into an alkoxyl and
nitric oxide, the activation energies Ex may be unaltered, but the A factors will
be higher than those in Table 1 by up to one power of ten.

b. Pyrolyses Involving Nitrates

The decomposition of nitrates is more complex than the decomposition of
nitrites because nitrogen dioxide is more reactive than nitric oxide. The nitrogen
dioxide produced in the initial step is rapidly reduced to nitric oxide by ethoxyl
radicals and acetaldehyde. Phillips and Shaw,7 following earlier work by
Pedler and Pollard,8 have shown that at temperatures as low as 90°C, one
molecule of acetaldehyde will react with three molecules of nitrogen dioxide
producing two molecules of nitric oxide. The result is that the alkoxyl/nitric
oxide chemistry is added to the alkoxyl/nitrogen dioxide chemistry. For
example, Thiele,9 and subsequently Levy,10 have shown that the major product
of the decomposition of ethyl nitrate was ethyl nitrite: The decomposition of
ethyl nitrate is discussed by Levy10 in terms of the following reaction scheme:

_ kj k3 J_ _ k_ t [NO] 1
0

L1[NO]+^j ° k0 klk3 +kior — =

ch3ch2ono2 = ch3ch2o+no2
ch3ch2o-+no2 = ch3ch2ono2
ch3ch2o-+no2 = hno2+ch3cho

(1)
(-1)

(2)
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ch3ch20 + n0 = hno + CH3CHO
ch3ch2o+rh = ch3ch2oh+r-

ch3ch2o =ch3+ch2o
ch3ch2o+no = ch3ch2ono

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

— d In [CH3CH20N02] ,

j,; - ko

k, {k2 [NO 2] + k3 + k4 [NO] + k5 [NO]+A:6 [RH]}
it_ i [N02] + k2 [N02] + k3+k4 [NO] + ks [NO]+k6 [RH]

Baker and Shaw11 have shown that k4:k-1:k5:k2 are in the ratio 100:40:30:18.
At low temperatures, if k3 and k6 [RH] can be neglected when [NO] is added
initially then k0 = kj. If NOz is added initially, then

k0 = k1 k2l(k-1+k2) and as (k^l/k2) = 2.2, therefore k0 = 0.31 k^.
(Similarly for methoxyl,11 k4:k-1:ks:k2 = 100:38:50:4 and hence k0 = 0.095^
for methyl nitrate.) If RH is added initially, k0 = ku and at high temperatures,
where k3 becomes much greater than k5 [NO], k0 — kt. When ethyl nitrate is
pyrolysed alone, it is likely that k0 will lie between the values 0.31 and kt.

The above mechanism confirms quantitatively Phillip's original postulate12
that the inhibiting effect of nitrogen dioxide on k0 is due to reaction (— 1). In
his papers1 °'13 Levy came very close to suggesting the above reaction mechanism
but after considering the key reaction (2), he rejected it. However, the present
interpretation justifies Levy's emphasis on the need to suppress reaction (— 1),
and his use of additives to suppress it.

Table 1 shows a wide range of A-factors and activation energies which have
been reported for the decomposition of ethyl nitrate. The only A-factor and
activation energy derived from rate constants measured in the presence of added
nitric oxide or acetaldehyde are Levy's values of 1016-9 sec"1 and 41.2 kcal
mole-1. While his rate constants must be the most accurate available, the
Arrhenius parameters were derived from only three temperatures over a range
of only 20° and are therefore not of the same accuracy as the rate constants.
The results of three independent laboratories10'13'14'15 show that the values of
the Arrhenius parameters fall if the rate constants are measured during the
later stages of the reaction. It may therefore be concluded that the /1-factor
probably lies between 1015 and 1016 sec-1 and the activation energy probably
lies between 38 and 40 kcal mole - L

C. Hydroperoxide Pyrolyses
Study of the unimolecular decomposition of hydroperoxides is made difficult

by surface reactions in the gaseous phase and by chain reactions in the liquid
phase (Table 2). Kirk and Knox16 used a carrier flow technique to separate the
homogeneous rate constant from its heterogeneous counterpart and minimised
chain reactions. Their reported activation energies would suggest that the
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0 bond in hydroperoxides is exactly the same as
This has been questioned recently by Benson17

.s-Phase Pyrolyses Producing Alkoxyl Radical:

E Temp.
log (A/sec"') kcal range 5 + log (&/sec

mole"1 °C at 175°C

13.3 36.4 170-230 0.5
13.0 36.6 190-244 0.1
14.1 37.7 170-230 0.7

14.4 37.7 170-230 1.0
14.1 37.0 170-230 1.1
14.5 37.0 170-230 1.4

14.4 39.5 210-240 0.1
14.7 38.0 175-209 1.2
15.8 39.9 180-215 1.3
13.9 36.0 180-208 1.3
15.1 39.3 161-201 0.9
16.9 41.2 161-181 1.8
14.7 36.9 165-187 1.7

13.4 37.7 280-380 0.0
15.2 40.0 280-380 0.7
13.7 37.8 280-380 0.2

15.6 36.9 155-180 2.6
15.2 35.3 120-162 3.0
14.7 31.5 143-192 4.3
12.0 29.9 172-215 2.4
13.3 31.7 203-253 2.8
14.2 34.1 143-253 2.6
15.4 36.5 130-190 2.6

14.6 to 14.9 36.0 120-280 2.0 to 2.3
13.3 34.0 120-160 1.7
15.0 37.0 127-175 1.9
16.5 39.1 140-160 2.4
15.9 38.0 617-850 2.4
15.9 38.0 130-170 2.4
16.4 38.7 103-145 2.5
15.6 37.4 130-160 2.4
16.6 39.3 130-160 2.4
16.9 41.0 140-160 1.9

ss of the Benson and Buss18 additivity rules which
ould be the mean of Z)(RO —OR) and Z)(HO —C
i
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Benson17 has reassessed the liquid-phase decomposition19 of tert-butyl
hydroperoxide correcting for the chain reaction. He has concluded that the
activation energy should be 41 kcal mole-1.

Table 2. Liquid-phase Pyrolyses Producing Alkoxyl Radicals

E Temp. 5 +log
Source log kcal range (k/sec"') Solvent Ref.

(/4/sec~') mole" 1 °C at 175 °C

Hydroperoxides
(aliphatic)
tert-butyl 15.1 39.0 120-160 1.1 n-octane 19
n-octyl 10.0 26.9 117-169 1.9 white oil 54
2,4,4, trimethyl

pentyl-2 10.0 26.9 117-169 1.9 white oil 54

isodecyl 12.0 31.7 ca 145 1.5 n-decane 39
(alicyclic)
cyclohexyl 14.8 34 130-150 3.2 cyclohexane 55

decalyl 13.9 32.1 143-162 3.2 decalin 40
13.3 30.2 141-156 3.6 o-dichloro- 40

benzene
12.6 28.0 117-132 3.9 ethylene 40

glycol
(aromatic)
a-cumyl 11.1 29.0 117-169 1.9 white oil 54
tetralyl 11.1 29.0 117-169 1.9 white oil 54

Dialkyl peroxides
di-tert-butyl 15.8 37.5 125-145 2.5 cumene 56

16.0 38.0 125-145 2.5 tert-butyl 56
benzene

15.6 37.0 125-145 2.5 tri-n- 56
butylamine

tert-butyl trimethyl 15.0 41.2 183-203 0.0 heptane 24
silyl 15.0 41.2 183-203 0.0 iso-octane 24

15.6 42.3 183-203 0.1 1-octene 24
di-a-cumyl 14.6 34.5 111-150 2.8 cumene 57

D. Dialkyl Peroxide Pyrolyses

Dialkyl peroxides are by far the cleanest source20 of alkoxyl radicals. The
mechanisms of decomposition, particularly of dimethyl and di-fert-butyl
peroxides, are well established.

According to Hanst and Calvert's21 mechanism, two moles of dimethyl
peroxide give three moles of methanol and one mole of carbon monoxide:

CH3OOCH3 -> 2CH30 (1)
2CH3O ->CH30H + CH20 (2)
CH30 + CH20 -> CH3OH+ CHO (3)
CH30+-CHO CH3OH + CO (4)
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The slowest step of reactions (2)-(4) is probably reaction (3). Hoare and
Wellington22 have shown that the activation energy E3 is only 3 kcal mole"1,
so that it is unlikely that any formaldehyde will build up during the reaction.

The decomposition of di-fert-butyl peroxide is also a very clean reaction, three
elementary steps accounting for most of the stoichiometry and kinetics.

(CH3)3COOC(CH3)3 -> 2(CH3)3CO (5)

(CH3)3CO - (CH3)2CO + CH3 (6)
2 CHj -+C2H6 (7)

It is the best studied decomposition in alkoxyl chemistry (perhaps in free radical
chemistry as a whole). The scatter in the Arrhenius parameters reported (see
Table 1) is really remarkably small, eight out of the nine activation energies
lying in the range 36 to 39.3 kcal mole-1. Batt and Benson23 have attributed
the differences in activation energy to the existence of self-heating temperature
gradients in the reaction vessels, and by allowing for the varying surface to
volume ratio were able to improve the agreement between activation energies
still further.

The only apparently anomalous result in the peroxide series is the three
concordant "low" values of 30-32 kcal mole"1 for the decomposition of diethyl
peroxide. Hanst and Calvert21 combined the rate constants in a single Arrhenius
plot and found the activation energy is then raised to 34 kcal mole"l. This
seems to be a more reasonable result although still somewhat low.

Though it is not strictly a dialkyl peroxide, tert-butyl trimethyl silyl peroxide
Me3COOSiMe3 may be aptly mentioned here. Hiatt24 has recently reported a
study of its thermal decomposition in several hydrocarbon solvents. He finds
(Table 2) A-factors around 1015 2 sec"1 and activation energies around
41.6 kcal mole"The presence of tert-butyl trimethyl silyl ether among the
reaction products suggests there may be differences in mechanism between it and
dialkyl peroxides that will be revealed by closer examination.

e. Other Thermal Reactions Producing Alkoxyl Radicals

Two other families of reaction producing alkoxyl radicals have been reported
in recent years and merit comment although they have not been the subject of
full kinetic investigations. They are the oxidations of alkyl radicals by oxygen-
atom transfer and the induced decompositions of ROX derivatives by X-atom
(or group) abstraction.

Alkyl radicals plus nitrous oxide—It has been reported25 that ethyl, but
rather surprisingly not methyl, radicals are oxidized at elevated temperatures
(560°C) by nitrous oxide to ethoxyl plus nitrogen:

c2h5+n2o -> c2h5o+n2
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Alkyl radicals plus nitrogen dioxide—Methyl radicals are oxidized7 by nitrogen
dioxide to methoxyl plus nitric oxide

CH3+NO2 -* CH3O +NO
This reaction occurs in the oxidation of acetaldehyde by nitrogen dioxide at
90°C and in many other systems.26

Hydrogen atom transfer from alcohols—Harrison and Shannon,27 Shaw and
Thynne28 and Cher29 have investigated the attack of methyl radicals on methanol
and deuterated derivatives. Two primary reactions occur in the temperature
range 120 to 200°C:

CH3 + CH3OH X CH4+CH3O-

CH3 + CH3OH X CH4 + -CH2OH
At 182°C about twice as many hydrogen atoms come from the methyl group as
from the hydroxyl,28 but on a "per-atom" basis hydroxyl hydrogens are 1.4
times as reactive as methyl hydrogens, the value of being 10313 litre mole"1
sec- T

Although methoxyl radicals are generated too slowly by this reaction for it to
be useful as a methoxyl source, it is useful as a route to values for Arrhenius
parameters for the attack by methoxyl on methane. This is discussed in Section
VIIB.

Chlorine atom transfer from hypochlorites—Hypochlorite esters are attacked31
by methyl radicals, which abstract a chlorine atom and leave an alkoxyl radical:

(CH3)3 COCl + CHj -► (CH3)3CO- + CH3Cl
Nitric oxide transfer from nitrites—Nitrite esters are attacked32-34 in liquid

and gaseous phases by methyl radicals, which abstract a nitric oxide molecule
and leave an alkoxyl radical:

(CH3)3CONO + CH3 -> (CH3)3 CO +CH3NO

III. HEATS OF FORMATION OF THE LOWER ALKOXYL
RADICALS

Thermochemistry is one of the firmest bases for the interpretation of kinetic
data, for knowledge of bond strengths and of the thermochemical requirements
of alternative reaction paths often enables a choice to be made between alter¬
native mechanisms.

Although, in principle, several routes may be followed to free-radical thermo¬
chemistry, for the alkoxyl family the "kinetic method" is the only one available.
The bond strengths and heats of formation are derived in the following way.
For the reaction

ROX -* RO+X,
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if there is no activation energy of recombination, the bond strength D can be
identified with the activation energy of the decomposition E. In turn D is
related to heats of formation and we have:

A77/RO) = E+AH/ROX)-AHf(X).
When ROX is a dialkyl peroxide this expression becomes

AHf (RO) = IE+1 AHf (ROOR)

so, for heats of formation derived from peroxide studies, the error in AHf is
halved and the number of experimental determinations necessary is reduced from
three to two.

Since the first consistent thermochemistry of alkoxyl1 was established, there
have been a number of developments which call for consideration. These are:

(1) improvements in precision of thermochemical data for heats of formation
of parent molecules, (2) more sophisticated interpretations of nitrite and nitrate
pyrolyses, with more reliable activation energies, (3) critical reassessments of the
activation energies in peroxide pyrolyses, and (4) recognition that, in many
studies of hydroperoxide decompositions, homolytic O-O bond fission has not
been the rate-controlling step. Accordingly, the opportunity has been taken to
review the heats of formation of the lower alkoxyl radicals and a revised set of
values for the radicals methoxyl to tert-butoxyl is presented.

The different parent compounds ROX offer different advantages and dis¬
advantages. Values for the activation energies of decomposition of the dialkyl
peroxides are well established, but their heats of formation are less certain
because peroxides are hard to keep pure and difficult to handle in a bomb
calorimeter. For the nitrites and nitrates the position is reversed: their heats of
formation are relatively reliable, but their thermal decompositions are complex.
For example, the activation energies reported (see Table 1) for ethyl nitrate
range from 36 to 41 kcalmole-1. Hydroperoxides are awkward from every
angle. Their thermal decompositions are complicated by chain reactions and
heterogeneous effects; their calorimetry is rendered difficult by their instability
and the frequent presence of impurities. A very small percentage of water in a

hydroperoxide can cause an appreciable error in heat of formation.
The revised values for the heats of formation derived for methoxyl, ethoxyl

and tert-butoxyl are presented in Tables 3 and 4, together with previous
estimates. Although the new values lie within the statistical errors of the old,
they are probably a preferable basis for calculations. They are all higher than
the old values.

The heats of formation of the other lower alkoxyls may be interpolated by the
group energy method,1,58 which expresses the heat of formation of any alkoxyl
radical RO in terms of contribution from the alkyl groups and the — O- atom:

Atf/RO) = ^AH^+AlKg)
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Table 3. Heats of Formation (AHf°g, 25 °) of Alkoxyls from
Nitrites, Nitrates, Peroxides and Hydroperoxides

ROX
Atf/(ROX)
kcal mole-1

AHf(X)
kcal mole" 1

E*
kcal mole"1

AFT/(RO)
kcal mole"1

ch3ono
ch3ono2
ch3ooch3

-15.659
— 28.6f60
-30.061

21.665
8.065

36.5
39.5
36.1

-0.7
+ 2.9
+ 3.1

Value selected
is + 2

c2h5ono
c2h5ono2
c2h5ooc2h5

— 24.2"
— 36.863
— 46.161

21.665
8.065

37.7
39.0
34.1

-8.1
-5.8
-6.0

Value selected
is —7

n-C3h70N02 -41.663 8.065 36.9 -12.7
Value selected

is -13

tert-Ci,H9OOH
di-rert-

c4h9ooc4h9

— 52.364

-81.561

9.01 37.8

37.5

-23.5

-22.0
Value selected

is -22
* From Table 1.
t Recalculated using data from Ref. 59.

Table 4. Heats of Formation of the Lower Alkoxyl Radicals

Heat of formation in kcal mole 1

Radical Structure
Experi¬
mental

Group
energy Results of other workers

ch3o
C2H,0

n-C3H,0
/t0-c3h7o

n-c4H90
5CC-c4H90

ch3o
ch3ch2o

ch3(ch2)20
cfl

ntho

CH3(CH2)30
ch3ch2

+ 2
-7

-13
-13

-16
-18

-0.5\0.068, +266, + 2.567
— 8.51, -8.147, — 6.868,

— 6.714, —3.567
—13', —9.567
— 15', — 12.5 6 5

— 171, —1567
—181

CH3^cho
/50-c4h9o

tert-C4h9o

ch3
">ch-ch2o

Ci\/
ch3
chjxco
CHJ/

-22

-18 -20'

-25', — 2466, —2349, — 2267
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If the AH(gf terms proposed by Franklin58 are used, the group energy term
AH(g) for the — O group becomes +8.7 kcal mole"1, the average of the results
when the revised experimental results for methoxyl, ethoxyl and tert-butoxyl
are used as standards. The results are summarised in Table 4, together with
values recommended by earlier workers.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF ALKOXYL REACTIONS AND
PREDICTIONS OF ,4-FACTORS

Before surveying the available experimental data for alkoxyl reactions, it is
valuable to consider the general framework into which they fit. We may consider
first the various types of reactions and how they may be classified, and second
the possibilities of predicting values for their velocity constants.

A. Classification of Alkoxyl Reactions

Chemically speaking, the reactions of free alkoxyl may be grouped under six
main headings. (Radical displacement reactions have not yet been reported:
reactions involving ionized species are omitted intentionally.)

(i) Association with other radicals and odd-electron species, of which dimeri-
zation is a particular example

ro +-no ->■ rono

ro- + ro- -> roor

(ii) Addition to unsaturated molecules
ro + ch2 = ch-ch = ch2 -> roch2ch = chch2-

(iii) Hydrogen abstraction from substrates, including disproportionation in
pairs

r0 +hc02Me -» r0h+c02Me
CH3O + CH3O -» ch3oh + ch2o

(iv) Hydrogen loss to other radicals
•CH3 + CH3O -► ch4 + ch2o

(v) Isomerization by H-migration from a distant atom (internal H-abstraction)
or an adjacent atom; other rearrangements

ch3ch2ch2ch2ch2o -* ch3Chch2ch2ch2oh
(c6h5)3co -> c6h5oc(c6h5)2

(vi) Decomposition by H-atom loss or C-C bond-fission
ch3o -» ch2o+h

(ch3)3co -+ (ch3)2co+-ch3
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A cruder classification on the same lines has been proposed19 into those
reactions in which the skeleton of alkoxyl reaction remains intact (i, ii and iii) and
those in which the structure is lost (iv, v and vi).

Kinetically speaking, an important classification is that based on the kinetic
order of reaction. Three groups emerge with velocities depending on [RO],
[RO ][M] and [RO]2 respectively. The importance of this classification is that,
if two reactions belong to different groups, it is possible to control their relative
importance by variations on concentration alone. This makes it possible, under
favourable circumstances, to study either in isolation and makes it necessary to
specify conditions exactly for questions such as "is decomposition more
important than disproportionation or hydrogen abstraction" to be given a

meaningful answer. The kinetic classification cuts across the chemical one. For
example, it separates dimerization (auto-combination) from association with
other radicals, grouping it with auto-disproportionation. It also separates
auto-disproportionation and cross-disproportionation, while grouping together
addition to unsaturated molecules and H-abstraction from other molecules.

For the purposes of the present article the most useful classification is one
which, while not losing sight of the chemical and kinetic bases of the previous
alternatives, also takes into account the very uneven distribution of experimental
data and the sequences which occur naturally in the determination of velocity
constants. Three broad classes are used.

(i) Radical-radical reactions. This class groups together dimerization, dis-
proportionations and all associations with other radicals (including the odd
electron molecules NO and N02).

(ii) Radical reactions, This class is of alkoxyl radicals reacting unimolecularly.
Though isomerizations (rearrangements, internal H-abstractions) belong to the
same class, the only group for which many data are available are the decomposi¬
tions by C-C and C-H bond fission. Like other thermal unimolecular reactions,
these may be in either the first-order or the second-order region according to the
pressure, although until recently the possibility that some may be second order
has not been explicitly considered.

(iii) Radical-molecule reactions. This class of alkoxyl radicals is chiefly
concerned with hydrogen abstraction from molecular substrates. Addition to
unsaturated molecules belongs to the same class, but kinetic data hardly exist.

B. Means of Estimating Values of A-factors for Alkoxyl Reactions

There are three methods which may be used to estimate ^4-factors for alkoxyl
radical reactions. First, by analogy with experimental data for the corresponding
reactions of alkyl radicals; secondly from knowledge of the ,4-factor for the
reverse reaction and of the overall entropy change, and thirdly from transition
state theory. Predictions based on all three sources are gathered in Table 5.
For ease of calculation, the simplest examples of each type are quoted. It is
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unlikely that there will be serious differences for different members of a homo¬
logous series.

Estimates based on analogy—The reactions of an alkoxyl radical RO are likely
to be most nearly paralleled by those of the alkyl radical RCHj. However, so
much of our accurate knowledge of alkyl radicals is concentrated on methyl
that in the table many reactions quoted are those of methyl or other simple free
alkyl radicals. In defence of this over-simplification it may be remarked that
theory predicts only small variations in behaviour from one alkyl radical to
another. All the values for alkyl radicals are those experimentally obtained.

One of the features70 of alkyl reactions is that the directly-measured ,4-factor
for decomposition into an olefin and an alkyl radical is 100 to 1000 times less
than the -factor for decomposition into an olefin and a hydrogen atom. The
low value is all the more surprising because calculation from the -factors of
addition of alkyl radicals to olefins and the entropy changes gives the expected
value of 1013 to 1014 sec- x. It seems possible that, as in the case of the decom¬
position of the tert-butoxyl radical, the low value for the directly measured
y4-factor of the decomposition of an alkyl into an olefin and an alkyl radical
arises because the decomposition is in the second order region, and consequently
gives a low "apparent" first-order ^4-factor. Decomposition of an alkyl into an
olefin and a hydrogen atom has a much greater activation energy, so that the
critical ratio EjRT is higher, and it is accordingly more likely to be still in the
first-order region, and to give a normal ff-factor.

Estimates based on data for the back-reaction—Where forward and reverse
reactions have velocity constants kf and kr, then their ^-factors may be
related71-73 to the standard overall entropy changes. For the general reaction
with an increase n of product molecules over reactant molecules

V
B+C+ . . . ^P+Q+ . ..

kr

the relation takes the form

log Af = log Ar+AS/2.37?— 1.8n
where AS is the entropy change for a standard state of 1 atm and Af and Ar are
in seconds, mole, litre units. Application of this method thus requires knowledge
of AS and of Ar. Entropy changes can be estimated accurately enough from
empirical rules such as those of Benson and Buss18 (adding R In 2 to allow for
electron degeneracy in the case of radicals): rules such as these imply an entropy
change characteristic of each class of reaction, and not varying from example
to example within a class. Often, larger uncertainties arise from the /I-factors of
the back reactions (e.g. in the case of decompositions, the errors may be one
power of ten). For the combination reactions, n = — 1

so log Af = log Ar+ASy2.3R+1.8
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The ^-factors for combination in the table are average values for the homo¬
logous series. The A-factors for disproportionation are obtained from the
equation

-^disp/^comb ^disp/^comb
using Acomb from above, experimental values of kdisp/kcomb (see Section V) and
assumed values of zero for Iidisp and 2?comb. For hydrogen abstraction n = 0, so
the A-factor may be obtained simply from

log A t = log Ar+AS/4.6
For decomposition and for addition to unsaturated molecules this route cannot
be taken for lack of experimental data for the reverse reaction.

This is likely to be the most reliable of the three methods, notwithstanding the
uncertainties mentioned.

Estimates based on transition-state theory—Calculations of /f-factors from
transition state theory require detailed knowledge of the transition state. When
the entropy of activation AS* is known, the A-factor is calculable75 from the
expression

A = (kTih) exp ((AS*/jR) + An* +1)
In this expression k is Boltzmann's constant and h Planck's constant. At 200°C,
{kTjh) is 1013 sec-1. The entropy change AS* refers to the formation of one
mole of activated complex from (1 +A«*) mole of reactant, initial and final
standard states being unit concentration (1 mole litre- *). AS* is related to AS*,
the standard entropy change at a constant pressure of 1 atm, by the equation

AS* = (20.1 A«*+AS*) cal mole-1 deg-1
For a unimolecular reaction (An* +1) is 1 and for a bimolecular reaction
(Ah* + 1) is 2, so for a unimolecular reaction log A = 13.4+AS*/4.6 and for
a bimolecular reaction log A = 15.3+AS*/4.6.

The problem thus becomes one of estimating AS*. The crudest assumptions
are commonly used, and AS* is estimated in the light of knowledge about the
overall entropy change, AS. In view of the sweeping nature of this step, very
precise values for overall entropy changes are superfluous. Each reaction will
be considered separately, but in every case AS* has been taken to be the mini¬
mum possible value equal to or less than AS. The A-factors obtained may
therefore be regarded as lower limits.

C. Expected Values of A-factors for Different Classes of Reaction

Table 5 summarizes expectations based on the preceding considerations
outlined in Section B.

1. Reactions of alkoxyl radicals with radicals: combinations and dispropor-
tionations—Combinations of alkoxyl with radicals are examples (i) to (iv) of



Table5.EstimatedT-factorsbyClassesforVariousAlkoxylRadicalReactions
EstimateoflogAf

from

from

from

Reaction

AS

AS*

AS*/2.3R

transition

alkyl

reverse

state

reaction

reaction

theory

(Exptl)

1.Radical-radicalreactions A.Combination (i)CH30+CH30->CH300CH3

-37

-37

-8.0

7.3

10-11

9

(ii)CH30+CH3^CH30CH3

-39

-39

-8.5

6.8

10-11

10

(iii)CH30+N0^CH30N0

-39

-39

-8.5

6.8

9

7-8

(iv)CH30+N02^CH30N02

-38

-38

-8.3

7.0

9-10

8

(v)ch3o+h-^ch3oh

-26

-26

-5.7

9.6

B.Disproportionation (vi)CH30+CH30-*CH3OH+CH20
-1

-37

-8.0

7.3

9-10

10

(vii)CH3+CH30->CH4+CH20

-6

-39

-8.5

6.8

9-10

10

(viii)CH30+CH3CH2->CH3OH+CH2CH2
-2

-39

-8.5

6.8

9-10

10

(ix)N0+CH30->HN0+CH20

-1

-39

-8.5

6.8

7-8

(x)no2+ch3o^hno2+ch2o

0

-38

-8.3

7.0

7-8

(xi)h+ch3o->h2+ch2o

+1

-26

-5.7

9.6

2.Radicalreactions A.HydrogenLoss (xii)CH3->H+CH20

+25

0

0

13.4

13-14

B.AlkylLoss (xiii)CH3CH20->CH3+CH20

+35

0

0

13.4

13-14(a) or11(6)

3.Radical-moleculereactions A.HydrogenAbstraction (xiv)CH30+CH4^CH30H+CH3

+5

-38

-8.3

7.0

8

8-9

B.AdditiontoUnsaturatedSpecies (xv)ch3o+ch2ch2->ch3och2ch2
-32

-32

-7.0

8.3

8

(a)Calc.fromalkylbackreaction.(b)Directlymeasured. tUnitsofA:classes1and3,mole"1litresec"1;class2,sec"\AS:caldeg"1mole"
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Fig. 1. Estimation of entropy changes for various types of alkoxyl radical
reaction.
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Table 5. About 38 cal mole-1 deg-1 are lost in each case. The usual assumption
is that the transition state is close to the final state so that AS* = AA. This

gives a value for A of about 107 mole-1 litre sec- F For auto-combination of
alkoxyl, and for a combination of alkoxyl with alkyl this looks to be 2-3 powers
of ten too low so, in these cases, the conclusion is that AS* lies closer to zero
than to AS.

Reaction (v) is a combination of an alkoxyl with an atom. An atom has no
rotational entropy, so none is lost when it combines. Making the same assump¬
tion as in the previous case that AS* = AS, A is a hundred to a thousand times
greater than for alkoxyl + radical reactions, having a value of about 109 6 mole-1
litre sec-1.

In all cases of disproportionation reactions (i)-(v), the overall entropy change,
AS, is close to zero. However, it seems reasonable that disproportionations will
have transition states similar to combinations, so the values of AS* adopted for
disproportionations are those for the corresponding combinations. The values
for A-factors thus obtained for disproportionations are probably the least
rel'able of those calculated from transition state theory, because of the lack of
precise knowledge of the transition state of disproportionation.

2. Unimolecular reactions: decompositions—For both hydrogen atom loss and
alkyl radical loss the usual assumption is that the transition state resembles the
initial state, so that AS* is zero. If this is the case then AS* [4.6 is zero and
log (A/sec-1) is simply 13.4. The overall entropy change AS, is positive, so it
is very unlikely that the entropy of activation can at any time be negative. This
then places a lower limit of 1013 4 sec-1 for the decomposition of an alkoxyl
radical into a carbonyl compound and either a hydrogen atom or an alkyl
radical.

3. Reactions with molecules: hydrogen abstractions and addition to unsaturated
molecules—The overall effect of this reaction is the transfer of a small atom from
one reactant molecule to another, so the overall entropy change, AS, is negligible.
In the transition state, however, there must be a considerable loss of entropy
because the two reactant molecules combine to form the transition complex.
So far, no ^(-factors of hydrogen abstractions of alkoxyls have been measured
with sufficient precision to make detailed calculations worthwhile, so the assump¬
tion has been made that the transition state is similar to that for a combination.
This assumption is unlikely to be far wrong, and the results obtained in this way
are similar to those obtained by other methods, with log A around 10.0.

There is remarkably little information on addition to unsaturated molecules,
but it is reasonable to assume that the transition state is similar to the final state.

(This is consistent with the assumption that in a decomposition the transition
state is close to the initial state.) For addition to unsaturated molecules AS* is
assumed equal to AS giving log A = 8.3 mole-1 litre sec-1.
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V. RATE CONSTANTS AND ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS FOR
REACTIONS OF ALKOXYL RADICALS WITH RADICALS AND

ODD-ELECTRON MOLECULES

This section will be concerned with the combinations and disproportionations
of alkoxyl radicals with themselves, (auto-combination and auto-disproportiona-
tion), with alkyl radicals, nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide (cross-combination
and cross-disproportionation).

There is, as yet, no experimental evidence for non-zero activation energies in
any of these processes.

A. Auto-combination (Dimerization)

So far no direct experimental data have been obtained for the velocity
constants or Arrhenius parameters of dimerization. The chief reasons for this
are that by contrast with the alkyl series, it is far less easy to generate RO-
radicals under conditions in which the peroxide dimer ROOR is stable, and
far less easy to isolate and estimate quantitatively peroxides than alkanes.

Indirect values for velocity constants for dimerization can be obtained
from the reverse reaction (viz. peroxide pyrolysis) from the relation71-73
^forwardMback = exP (ASfR). For a dimerization such as

2CH30 -+ CH3OOCH3,

assuming Ef to be zero, the thermodynamic expression becomes
log ky = log Ab+AS/2.3R+l.Z,

where k1 is in mole-1 litre sec-1, Ab is in sec-1, AS is the entropy change in
cal mole-1 deg-1 at 1 atm and 25° and the quantity 1.8 corrects for the change
in the number of molecules when the radicals combine. Although there are no

experimental values for the entropies of alkoxyl radicals, or even of peroxides,
this is not a serious drawback because most of the error in rate constants

estimated in this way resides in the A factor of the decomposition reaction.
Entropies of radicals and peroxides can be estimated using the Benson and Buss
Atomic Additivity Rules18 (adding R In 2 for electron degeneracy in the case of
radicals): the entropy of the methoxyl radical is calculated to be 55 cal mole-1
deg-1 and the entropy of dimethyl peroxide is calculated to 73 cal mole-1 deg-1,
so AS for dimerization is — 37 cal mole-1 deg- x. It is implicit in the Additivity
Rules that AS is the same for all peroxide decompositions. This error is also
unlikely to be large, so values for the rate constants for all alkoxyl dimerizations
can be obtained from the relation

log ^dimerization log ^decomposition 37/2.3R -{- 1.8
Rate constants for the dimerizations of alkoxyls are in Table 6. As is also

found for the dimerizations of alkyl radicals, there is no significant dependence



Table6.LogarithmsofRateConstants(mole1litresec1units)forVariousAlkylandAlkoxyl CombinationsClassifiedbytheNumberofCarbonAtoms Autocombination
AlkylAlkoxyl

CombinationwithNO AlkylAlkoxyl
CombinationwithN02 AlkylAlkoxyl

Combination withHO Alkoxyl

AS

calmole"1deg"1 c2 c2
c3" c3> c4"

Me+Me 10.3"
Et+Et 10.4''

Pr'+Pr' 10.8C

-37

MeO+MeO 9.2e
EtO+EtO 8.0e

Pr"0+Pr"0 9.2"

Me+NO 9.0/
Pr'+NO 9.8?

-38.5
MeO+NO 6.6h

EtO+NO 7.5'

PrnO+NO 7.8'
Pr'+NO 7.5'

BunO+NO 7.9'

-40.5 Me+N02 9.5J
Et+N02 10.6'

-38

MeO+NOj 8.3'
EtO+N02 7.8m

Pr"0+N02 8.6m

-34.5
EtO+HO 7.7"

Pr'O+HO 9.5"

cy

Bu'+Bu' 9.5d

Bu'O+Bu'O 9Ae

Bu'O+HO 8.0"

Average

10.3

9.0

9.4

7.5

10.1

8.2

8.4

(a)Ref.84.(/>)Ref.89,meanvalue,(c)Ref.90.(d)Ref.91.(e)Calc.fromref.21.(/)Meanofvaluesfromrefs.92-94assumingthereaction
issecondorderat200mmacetone.(g)Calc.fromref.95andref.90.(h)Calc.frommeanofvaluefromref.41andrecalc.valuefromref.36. (i)Calc.fromref.41(j)Ref.7.(k)Calc.fromref.96.(/)Calc.fromref.42.(m)Calc.fromref.43.(«)Calc.fromref.16.
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of rate-constant on the size of alkoxyl radical: the rate constants for dimeriza-
tion of methoxyl, n-propoxyl and tert-butoxyl are all about 109 3 mole-1 litre
sec-1, the rate constant for ethoxyl is much lower at 108° mole-1 litre sec-1.
Since there is no obvious reason why ethoxyl should combine so much
more slowly than the other alkoxyl radicals, it would seem likely that the
apparently "low" value for the dimerization of ethoxyl reflects an erroneously
"low" value for the ^4-factor for the decomposition of diethyl peroxide (see
Section II on the generation of alkoxyls). Comparison with the rate constants
for dimerization of alkyl radicals shows that alkoxyl radicals combine in pairs
on average twenty times more slowly than do alkyl radicals.

B. Cross-combination

By cross-combination is meant the association of one alkoxyl with a different
alkoxyl or with a radical of a different family. The only directly measured
quantities for cross-combination are not absolute rate constants but relative
values. Baker and Shaw11 have pyrolysed dialkyl peroxides in the presence of
a large excess of nitric oxide or nitrogen dioxide.

In these competitive systems, measurement of the yields of alkyl nitrite or alkyl
nitrate, together with knowledge of the (essentially constant) nitrogen oxide con¬
centrations, gives (k1/k2). Baker and Shaw11 found that at 130°C(A:1/ fc2)had the
values, for methoxyl 2.7, ethoxyl 2.5 and te/7-butoxyl 1.7. The new value11 of
(k1/k2) for methoxyl is higher than a previous value (1.8) found by Phillips and
Shaw7 in the oxidation of acetaldehyde by nitrogen dioxide. Because of the
complexity of the N02 — CH3CHO system it is thought that the more recent
value of 2.7 is the more accurate.

Although no absolute, directly measured values exist for rate constants or
Arrhenius parameters of cross-combinations, indirect values may be obtained by
three different routes. Bascombe, Cowperthwaite and Shaw75 have made use of
the relation

where forward ar|d kback are the rate constants of the combination and the
corresponding decomposition, and K is the equilibrium constant. As no experi¬
mentally determined equilibrium constants were available the equilibrium con¬
stants were calculated from thermodynamic functions. The rate constant for
the decomposition of methyl nitrite and a calculated equilibrium constant, led to
a rate constant at 21° for the combination of methoxyl with nitric oxide of
108-2 mole-1 litre sec-1. Similarly, using the measured rate constant for the
decomposition of methyl nitrate and a calculated value for the equilibrium

RO- + NO -* RONO

ro+no2 -> rono2
(1)
(2)
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constant the rate constant for the combination of mcthoxyl with nitrogen dioxide
was calculated to be 107 4 mole-1 litre sec -1.

The second indirect route to velocity constants for cross-combination is the
parallel of that outlined above for dimerization. In it Ecomb is again assumed to
be equal to zero and the problem of evaluating the forward velocity constant
from the equilibrium constant reduces to estimating Acomb from the overall
entropy change and the A-factor for the reverse step.

As in the calculation of velocity constants of dimerization from the pyrolysis
of peroxides, the overall entropy change AS is assumed to be the same for each
member of a family. For example, AS for the combination of nitric oxide with
any alkoxyls to form a nitrite is ca. —38.5 cal mole-1 deg-1. The error in this
assumption is unlikely to be serious.

The results of the calculations are in Table 6. As with dimerization, there is
little variation in rate constant with increasing size of alkoxyl radical. The
velocity constants for cross-combinations of alkoxyls arc again lower than those
for the corresponding cross-combinations of alkyl radicals. Thus the average
value for the velocity constant of an alkoxyl combining with nitric oxide is
107 5 mole-1 litre sec-1 compared with 109 4 mole-1 litre sec-1 for the
average value of the velocity constant for the combination of an alkyl with nitric
oxide. Similarly k for R0 + N02 is 1082 mole-1 litre sec-1 whereas the velocity
constant for R + N02 is 1010-1 mole-1 litre sec-1. As noted in Section II on
the generation of alkoxyls, the true A factors for the unimolccular dccomposi
tions of nitrates and (especially) nitrites may be up to ten times too low. If this
is so, then the d-factors for combination calculated from these values will be
low by the same amount, although the overall picture, that alkoxyls combine
more slowly than alkyl radicals, will be unaffected. The average value for the
cross-combination of alkoxyl with hydroxyl radicals is 108 4 mole-1 litre sec- x.
There are no rate constants available for the comparable reactions of alkyl
radicals: a value of 1010 mole-1 litre sec-1 might be expected.

The third indirect route to velocity constants for cross-combinations of
alkoxyl radicals is wholly empirical. It cannot be used for dimerizations. Simple
collision theory suggests that the rate of cross combination should equal twice
the geometric mean of the rates of the two dimerizations.

A +A —► AA ^aa
B + B -» BB kBB
A 4- B —► AB ^ab

-^AB ^AB 2
GRaa^BB)* (^AA^BB)*

For most systems where there are reliable results,70 this correlation has been
confirmed. So far, very few radicals containing elements other than carbon and
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hydrogen have been investigated in this way. The first example in Table 7 has
not been previously examined. The agreement between calculated and observed
values is very good, and there is no reason to doubt that the relation, though
derived mainly for alkyl radicals, should not also be applied to alkoxyl radicals.
The relation has therefore been used to obtain the other values in Table 7. There
are many systems which can be investigated in this way. For example, in the
cross-combination of an alkoxyl with an alkyl radical, there are 4x4 = 16

Table 7. Rate Constants of Cross-combinations Calculated from

the Relation

^ab — 2(k\Ak^B)

log kAA log /cBB log kAB(calc) log kAB(obs)

CH3 + CH3 no2+no2 ch3+no2 ch3+no2
10.3" 8 ,lb 9.8 9.5"

CH3 + CH3 ch3o+ch3o CH3 + CH3O
10.3° 9.2" 10.1

ch3+ch3 (ch3)3CO + (CH3)3co ch3 + (ch3)3co
10.3" 9.4" 10.2

c2hs + c2h5 c2h5o+c2h5o c2h5+c2h5o
10.4" 8.0" 9.5

Units of k mole 1 litre sec References: (a) Table 6. (6) Ref. 76.

Table 8. Dependence of Rate Constants for Combination
on Strengths of the Bonds Being Formed

Bond strength range Rate constant
Reaction (kcal mole-') (mole- 1 litre sec- x)

RO + NO, RO + NOH
RO + OH, RO + RO j

35 to 40 O -j O

R + NO, R + N02 50 to 60 10M010

R + R, R + RO 80 to 90 O o O

combinations for which velocity constants can be calculated. However, the
examples in Table 7 were chosen because they are the reactions which have been
studied experimentally in competitive systems, and a knowledge of the cross-
combination ratio and rate constants in these systems can give absolute values
of other rate constants (see Sections VI and VII on decomposition and hydrogen
abstraction). The actual values obtained in Table 7 for alkoxyl combining with
alkyl radicals are of the order of 1010 mole"1 litre sec-', and there is no
significant variation with size of radical.
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The recent papers on transition state theory76'77 explaining the "high ' values
for methyl radical dimerization, do not as readily explain the "low" values for
the combination of alkyl radicals with nitric oxide and with nitrogen dioxide,
the "low" values for alkoxyl radical dimerization or the "low" values for the
combination of alkoxyl radicals with nitric oxide, nitrogen dioxide and hydroxyl
radicals.

The difference between the combination rate constants can be correlated in a

qualitative way23 with the lower strengths of the bonds being formed (see Table
8). Thus the combination of alkoxyl with nitric oxide, which produces a bond in
the alkyl nitrite of 35-40 kcal mole- x, has a rate constant of around 108 mole"1
litre sec"1; the combination of alkyl with nitric oxide or nitrogen dioxide, which
produces a bond of 50-60 kcal mole"1, has a slightly higher rate constant of 109
to lO10 mole"1 litre sec" *; and the autocombinations of alkyl, which produce
the strongest bonds (of 80-90 kcal mole"1), have the highest rate contants, of
1010 to 1011 mole"1 litre sec"1.

C. Auto-disproportionation and Cross-disproportionation
No absolute rate constants for disproportionations have been reported, but

many rate constants have been measured relative to those for other reactions—in
most cases, combinations. Values for quotients such as (kd/kc) are thus more
easily obtained than values for kd. For example, experimental values have been
derived for the quotient (kd\kc) in:

CH3O +NO -> HNO + CH20 .. .kd

CH3O +NO -► CH3ONO . . . kc
These quotients are called disproportionation ratios and denoted A(Y, Y),

where disproportionation refers to abstraction by X from Y. When values for
kc are already known, values for kd can be derived from measurements of A.
Otherwise, explanations of variations in the quotient A must recognise the
possibility that the variations may arise not only from variations in kd but also
from variations in kc or both kd and kc.

Disproportionation ratios which have been derived for alkoxyl radicals are
listed in Table 9. It is clear that the values of A fall into three groups, these
three groups may now be considered in greater detail. For hydrogen abstraction
by nitric oxide or nitrogen dioxide from an alkoxyl, A lies between 0.1 and 0.5.
Values for A (alkyl, alkoxyl) and A (alkoxyl, alkyl) lie between 1.3 and 2.6. For
A (alkoxyl, alkoxyl) the values of A are close to 10.

It has been pointed out5 that for nitric oxide abstracting from methoxyl,
ethoxyl and isopropoxyl, (A/«) is 0.16, where n is the number of abstractable
hydrogen atoms. This is clearly not the case for (nitrogen dioxide, methoxyl)
and (nitrogen dioxide, ethoxyl) where for methoxyl, (A/«) = 0.03 and for
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ethoxyl (Ajri) = 0.2. Using the relative rate constants for combination,11
(k1/k3) = 2.7, then for reactions (1) to (4)

CH3O +NO ->CH3ONO (1)
CH3O +NO -+HN0 + CH20 (2)
CH3O +NO2-> CH30N02 (3)
CH30 +N02-> HN02 + CH20 (4)

Table 9. Ratios of Rate Constants for the Disproportion-
ation and Combination Reactions of Alkoxyl Radicals]

II<1 Temp. °C Ref.

Type 1: alkoxyl + NO and alkoxyl+ n02
no+ ch3o 0.5 174 97

no+ch3ch2o 0.3 90 to 135 5
no + (ch3)2cho 0.16 26 to 77 98
no2+ch3o 0.1 130 11
no2+ch3ch2o 0.46 130 11

Type 2: alkoxyl + alkyl
CH3 + CH3O 1.2 to 2.6 29 to 142 77

1.5 124 to 185 78
CH3 + CD3O 1.4 30 to 201 79

cd3 + CD3O 1.8 30 to 201 79
ch3ch2 + ch3ch20 CH3CH3 + chjcho 1.3 29 99
ch3ch2o+ch3ch2^ ch3ch2oh+ch2ch2 2.3 29 99
Type 3: alkoxyl + alkoxyl
ch3o+ch3o 9.3 25 80
ch3ch2o+ch3ch2o 12 25 81

the result is obtained that k1'.k2'k3:kA = 1.00:0.50:0.37:0.04.
Similarly for ethoxyl, where (k5/k1) = 2-5,

CH3CH20+N0 -CH3CH2ONO (5)
CH3CH20 +NO -► HNO + CH3CHO (6)
CH3CH20 +N02-> CH3CH20N02 (7)
CH3CH20 +N02 -► HN02 + CH3CH0 (8)

the result is obtained that k5:k6:k-,:ks = 1.00:0.30:0.40:0.18.
The second group of disproportionations involve alkoxyl radicals and alkyl

radicals. In general there are two possibilities since the alkoxyl may abstract
from the alkyl or vice versa. Thus for ethyl and ethoxyl, A (ethyl, ethoxyl) =1.3
where A (ethoxyl, ethyl) = 2.3. These results ought to be directly comparable
because in both cases the combination is the same, yielding diethyl ether:

CH3CH2 +CH3CH20". pjj OCR PR
CH3CH20+CH3CH2 1 CH3CH2OCH2CH3
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If the disproportionation ratios are divided by the number of abstractable
hydrogen atoms, «, then we find A (ethyl, ethoxyl)/2 = 0.65 and A (ethoxyl,
ethyl)/3 = 0.77, i.e. improved agreement between the two disproportionations.

When methyl radicals abstract from methoxyl, there is as yet no evidence of
the alternative disproportionation to give methylene and methanol. In the
earliest study of disproportionation by alkoxyl radicals Wijnen74 suggested
that A (methyl, methoxyl) had a temperature-coefficient with A varying from
1.2 at 29°C to 2.6 at 142°C. Thynne and Gray78 were unable to find any
evidence of an activation energy and found that A (methyl, methoxyl) = 1.5
between 124° and 185°. This looks to be the more reliable result because

Wijnen79 has subsequently reported that A (CH3, CD30) = 1.4 and A (CD3,
CD30) = 1.8, both ratios being independent of temperature between 30° and

The third group of disproportionation ratios involves alkoxyl radicals in pairs.
No examples of cross-disproportionation, that is A (RO, R'O), are known, but
two examples of auto-disproportionation have been reported. Heicklen and
Johnston80' 81in the photo-oxidation of alkyl iodides have found that A (CH30,
CH30) = 9.3 at 25°C and A (C2HsO, C2HsO) = 12 at 25°C. The first value
is much lower than that found by Dever and Calvert82 in the photo-oxidation
of azomethane at 25°C who reported a value of at least 60 for A (CH30, CH30).
(In their experiments they were unable to find any trace of dimethyl peroxide and
this lower limit of 60 was based on the limits of detection of their infrared

spectrometer).
Some absolute values for some rate constants of disproportionations may be

obtained from the data of Table 9 using the absolute rate constants of combina¬
tions derived previously. Thus kd for (nitric oxide, alkoxyl) and (nitrogen
dioxide, alkoxyl) is about 108 mole-1 litre sec-1, while for (alkoxyl, alkoxyl)
(alkyl/alkoxyl) and (alkoxyl, alkyl), kd is about 1010 mole-1 litre sec-1

There are also two sources of data for methoxyl radical auto-disproportiona¬
tion which do not depend on comparison with the corresponding combination.
First, there is Hoare and Wellington's work22 on methoxyl radicals produced
by the oxidation of methyl radicals. They found for reactions (1) and (2):

that k2lk\ = 102-2 exp ( — 3000/RT) mole-* litre* sec-*. That is A2/A\ =
102,2 mole-* litre* sec-*. As most hydrogen abstractions of methoxyl have
A-factors of around 108 mole-1 litre sec-1, it is reasonable to assume a value for
A2 of 108 mole-1 litre sec-1. It is also reasonable to assume that El is zero,
implying that At = kt: then Aq = 1011-6 mole-1 litre sec-This value looks
to be about ten times too high when compared with a value of about 1010 mole-1
litre sec-1 obtained from A (CH30, CH30) and the absolute rate of CH30 +
CH30 -* CH3OOCH3. Postnikov and Shlyapintokh83 have queried reaction (1)

201°C.

ch3o +ch3o- -> ch3oh+ch2o
ch30 +ch20 -» ch3oh+ cho

(1)
(2)

D
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on the grounds that they found no formaldehyde formed when methyl nitrate,
methyl nitrite and methyl hydroperoxide were pyrolysed. However, as the
activation energy of reaction (2) is only 3 kcal mole-1, it is perhaps not sur¬
prising that no formaldehyde is found and Postnikov and Shlyapintokh's
findings83 cannot therefore be taken as evidence that reaction (1) does not occur.

An absolute value for the auto-disproportionation of the trideutero-
methoxyl radical can be obtained as follows. Consider the reactions:

Wijnen,100 in the photolysis of methyl-d3 acetate, found that (k1k3/k§) = 11
at 30°C and 90°C. If Shepp's value84 is used for k3, and a value lO101 mole-1
litre sec-1 derived earlier for CH3 + CH30 used for k2, then substitution of these
values for k3 and k2 into the relation k3 = 11 (k2/k3) gives ky = 1010-9mole-1
litre sec-

D. Comparison of Disproportionation Ratios for Alkoxy! Radicals with those for
Alkyl Radicals

It has been shown85-88 that for alkyl radical systems the disproportionation
ratios (kdisp/kcomb = A) are related to the entropy differences of the products of
disproportionation and combination. Thus for a fair range of A and entropy
differences,

where Sdisp is the entropy of the products of disproportionation and Acomb is the
entropy of the product of combination. The constants a and b do not vary
much from system to system in the (alkyl, alkyl) series and the results of all four
groups of workers85-88 could be fitted on a single line. However the dispropor-
tionations of alkoxyl radicals clearly do not obey the same relationship. Figure 2
presents the available data graphically. Although there is a wide range in A, from
0.1 to 12, entropy differences lie in the narrow range of 33-39 cal mole-1 deg-1
compared with a range of 30-50 cal mole-1 deg-1 for alkyl radicals. Consider
the two pairs of reactions

cd3o +cd3o- -► cd3od+cd2o

ch3 +CD3o- -> CH3OCD3

CH3 +CH3 -y C2H6

(1)

(2)

(3)

log A = a(Sdisp-Scomb) + b

C2Hj + C2H5 ->C2H6 + C2H4

C2Hj + C2Hj —> C4H10

(1)

(2)
and

ch3o-+ch3o- -► ch3oh+ch2o

ch3o+ch3o- -» CH3OOCH3

(3)

(4)
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For both pairs of reactions the entropy differences are close to 35 cal mole-1
deg-1. It is not surprising that the entropy differences for these two pairs of
reactions are similar because CH30 is the isoelectronic analogue of C2Hj.
However the values of A are widely different. For (C2H5, C2H5), A is 0.12 and
A (CH30, CH30) is 9.3 which is a difference of almost two powers of ten.

Dever and Calvert82 have made the interesting speculation that the difference
in the disproportionation ratios of alkyl and alkoxyl radicals is due to the polar
nature of the latter which favours disproportionation rather than combination.
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Fig. 2. The relation between the disproportionation ratios and the difference
in entropies of the products of disproportionation and combination for various

radicals and odd-electron species.

VI. RATE CONSTANTS AND ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS FOR
UNI MOLECULAR REACTIONS OF ALKOXYL RADICALS

(DECOMPOSITIONS)

Although, in principle, alkoxyl radicals may undergo several types of uni-
molecular reaction, data for isomerization (including internal hydrogen
abstraction etc.) are lacking. The only reactions for which we possess quantita¬
tive kinetic data are decompositions. Even for decompositions, values for
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velocity constants and Arrhenius parameters are often known only relatively to
those for other reactions, so that we have values for kdC!:omplk3SSOci!llion, or
-Edecomp ~ -^abstraction' etc- Section A below, some general considerations are
set out; Sections B to G deal with results for individual radicals; and in
Section H some comparative aspects are discussed.

A. General Features of Unimolecular Decompositions of Alkoxyl
The best documented decomposition reactions are those involving carbon-

carbon bond fission and producing an alkyl radical with either an aldehyde or a
ketone:

R1R2R3GO* —► R2CO + R, etc.

R^CHO -»■ R CHO + R, etc.

The chemical evidence for their widespread occurrence is compelling; not only
can the carbonyl compound be isolated intact, but the products characteristic
of intermediate formation of the alkyl radical (viz., the alkanes RH and R2)
are well authenticated.

Guides to the readiness of alkoxyl radicals to decompose are provided by
estimates of Arrhenius parameters based on {a) transition state theory and (b)
free radical thermochemistry. Section IV has indicated that A-factors for
unimolecular decomposition may be expected to be ca. 1014 sec" L Section III,
by enabling the enthalpy changes of reactions involving alkoxyl radicals to be
calculated, permits the lower limit to possible activation energies to be estab¬
lished firmly and offers a basis for the actual size of activation energies to be
estimated tentatively. Suggested values for the enthalpy requirements of carbon-
carbon bond fission are shown in Table 10. Low values are paralleled by low
activation energy requirements. There is a second kinetic implication: a
unimolecular decomposition with a low activation energy is likely72 to be in the
second-order region at the sub-atmospheric pressures commonly employed in
studying these systems. Effects of this sort have only recently been seriously
considered, but evidence has already been found102,103 to suggest the occur¬
rence of the marked pressure-dependence of the rate of decomposition required
by theory. In this respect it is noteworthy that the decomposition of the ethyl
radical22,23 which requires an activation energy of about 40 kcal mole-1 has
been suggested as being pressure-dependent at pressures of about 100 mm in the
decomposition of ethane and n-butane.

Unimolecular decomposition may also occur by carbon-hydrogen bond
fission:

R1R2CHO' —► H + R1R2CO
Proof that this mode of decomposition has occurred is harder to establish. It is
not enough to demonstrate the production of the carbonyl compound,
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R^RjCO, since it could easily be formed by the alternative bimolecular path of
disproportionation, or could result from hydrogen abstraction by radical attack
on the parent molecule. Proof of the existence of atomic hydrogen is needed
and even in the case of methoxyl, to which no alternative unimolecular decom¬
position is open, no completely convincing demonstration has been made. Theory
suggests that the velocity constants for C-C and C-H bond fission should have
similar ^-factors. Thermochemistry strongly favours C-C bond fission, the
energy requirements for C-H bond fission being always considerably more.

Table 10. Enthalpies of Decomposition (kcal mole-1) of
Some Alkoxyl Radicals by Carbon-Hydrogen and Carbon-
Carbon Bond Fission and Suggested Activation Energies

for Carbon-Carbon Fission

Radical AH/ RO- AH (c-h) AH (C-C) E (c-c)

CH3O + 2 22
c2h5o -7 19 11 17
n-C3H70 -13 19 10 <17
i-C3H70 -13 12 5 12
n-c4.h90 -16 22 10 ~ 13
tert-CMgO -22 — 2 13±2
c6h5(ch3)2co 9 1 ~10

b. Methoxyl
The only reasonable mode of decomposition for methoxyl is:

ch30--► h + ch20 A//= 22 kcal mole-1

Decomposition of the methoxyl radical in this manner has been suggested by
studies on the pyrolysis of dimethyl ether131 and the photolysis of methyl
nitrite.132 The activation energy has been considered to be in the range
20-45 kcal mole-1, the enthalpy of decomposition being ca. 22 kcal mole- \
The presence of hydrogen in the reaction products of the thermal decomposition
of dimethyl peroxide133 at 120°C supports reaction 1 and also suggests that
E1 ~ 30 kcal mole ~1.

The ethyl radical is isoelectronic with the methoxyl radical and for the
comparable decomposition reaction

ch3ch2 -► ch2 = ch2+h-

the reported70 Arrhenius parameters are (A/sec-1) = 1011 ■2 and (Efkcal
mole-1) = 31.
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C. Ethoxyl

Decomposition of ethoxyl by carbon-carbon bond fission is well authenticated

CH3CH20 4- CH3- + CH20 AHx = 10 kcal mole"1
This decomposition reaction (1) has been observed19,46,48,134 in several

systems, evidence for it being the observation of methyl radical products such
as methane and ethane, and the formation of nitrosomethane when nitric oxide
is present during the decomposition. Gray and Style104 suggest that 53% of
the ethoxyl radicals formed in the photolysis of ethyl nitrate decompose in this
manner and have estimated105 a value of ca. 23 kcal mole -1 for the activation

energy Ev The enthalpy of decomposition is 10 kcal mole-1 so that from
thermo-chemical considerations Ex S: 10 kcal mole-1.

Data from the pyrolysis of ethyl nitrite106 has indicated that Ex — E2 is about
16 kcal mole-1.

C2H5O+C2H5ONO C2H5OH+C2H4ONO

Levy44 has suggested that reaction (2) does not occur at 181°C and that E2 is
large, despite the fact that alkoxyl radicals are appreciably more reactive than
are alkyl radicals, and the difference in reactivity is mainly attributable to quite
low activation energies for reactions such as (2). Assuming a more reasonable
value of 5 kcal mole-1 for E2, then Et is 21 kcal mole-1.

Ethoxyl radicals have been generated by the photolysis of ethyl propio¬
nate.99,107 The data indicate that E3 = 5.5 kcal mole-1 and Ex —E3 = 7.5+1
kcal mole-1, so that log Ax = 9.6 and Ex is 13 kcal mole-1.

c2h5o+c2h5cooc2h5 L c2h5oh+[c5h9o2]-

The same data can be examined with regard to the following reactions:

2 C2Hj C4H10

C2H50 +C2H5 C2H5OC2H5

At 29°C the ratio k\kjk\ is 10-14 mole-1 litre sec-1. Since log k4 is 11 and
log k5 is 9.5 then log kx is —3.0. Assuming that Ex ~ 13 kcal mole-1, then log
A j = 9.4. These values of the Arrhenius parameters seem low for such a radical
decomposition. "Hot" radical effects have been reported in photolytic decom¬
positions of this kind and possibly the apparent low activation energy is because
of the excess energy contained in the generated radical and the activation energy
for the thermally equilibrated radical is several kcal greater. Accordingly a value
of ~ 17 kcal mole-1 is suggested for Ex and log Ax ~ 10.
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Evidence for the alternative mode of decomposition by carbon-hydrogen bond
fission is slender:

CH3CH20- -> CH3CHO + H AH= 19 kcal mole"1

Even if it occurs, it is likely to be overshadowed by the more extensive C-C bond
fission. In the photolysis of ethyl nitrate,104 hydrogen was a product and Gray
and Style suggested that 47% of the ethoxyl radicals decomposed by C-H
fission and 53% by C-C fission. In view of the fact that the enthalpy difference
for the respective paths is about 9 kcal mole-1 it would be surprising if the
relative thermal rates were so near. Possibly the photolytically produced ethoxyl
radicals are "hot" and consequently fission is more random than would be the
case for thermalized radicals. The activation energy for reaction (6) has been
estimated105 as ca. 21 kcal mole-1, AH6 being 19 kcal mole ~1.

For the analogous reaction130 in the alkyl series

CH3CH2CH2- -* CH3CH = CH2TH

the Arrhenius parameters are (a/sec-1) = 1013-6 and (E/kcal mole-= 35.

D. Iso-propoxyl

(CH3)2CHO- -X CH3CHOtCH3- AH = 5 kcal mole-1

This radical has been shown19'98,108'109 to decompose readily to yield
methyl radicals. The enthalpy of decomposition is about 5 kcal mole -1 and the
observation19 that extensive decomposition of the radical occurs in the presence
of cyclohexene suggests that Ex is low. Because of this expected low value of
the activation energy for radical decomposition the pressure dependence of the
radical decomposition might be marked. Accordingly we have examined the
data of Wijnen110 on the photolysis of isopropyl propionate for the reactions:

(CH3)2CHO-Tester -» CH3CHOtCH3 Tester

(CH3)2CHOTester ^ (CH3)2CHOHtR-

At 28°, 53° and 65°C values for (103k1/k2) are 1.2, 0.57 and 0.30. An
Arrhenius plot indicates that E1—E2 = 7.8kcalmole-1andlog(A2/A1) = —8.54.
By assuming the reasonable values of 108 and 4 kcal mole-1 for A2 and E2
(based on abstraction data for methoxyl radicals from iso-butane111) then
log (A1/sec~ x) = 16.5 and Ex = 11.8 kcal mole-1. For a second order rate
constant, these parameters are in the normal range.
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E. Tert-butoxyl
This radical has been shown to decompose493'114-120 readily yielding methyl

radicals and acetone. This decomposition, which occurs in both the gaseous and
liquid phases, has been observed in the pyrolysis and photolysis of a number of
compounds which form tert-butoxyl radicals.

(CH3)3CO - CH3 + CH3COCH3 AH = 2 kcal mole -1
The enthalpy of decomposition is about 2 kcal mole -1. Several values have

been reported for the activation energy for decomposition Et. These are based
upon (i) comparison of the relative rates of tert-butoxyl decomposition with that
of association, e.g. with methyl radicals or nitric oxide, (ii) comparison of the
rate of decomposition to the rate of addition to butadiene, (iii) comparison of the
rate of decomposition to the rate of hydrogen atom abstraction from some
suitable hydrogen donor.

(i) Decomposition competing with association. The decomposition of
di-tert-butyl peroxide in the presence of nitric oxide has been studied53 and the
ratio (k1/k2) measured.

(CH3)3CO + NO - (CH3)3CONO

If E2 is assumed to be zero, then the data for reaction (1) are expressed by the
equation:

,-in ^ (13.2 + 2.4)log kt (sec-1) = (9.7+1.2)- 2.303 RT

McMillan121 has photolysed mixtures of azomethane with di-tert-butyl
peroxide, and has obtained a value for kt in terms of the tert-butyl methyl ether
and ethane produced, i.e.

CH3 + (CH3)3CO ^ CH30 C(CH3)3
4

2CH3 -♦ C2H6
Assuming that E3 = EA = 0 then

(11+2)
log kl (sec ) = (11.2+1.3) — 2.303 RT

(ii) Decomposition competing with addition. The rate of addition to
butadiene has been compared122 with ku and E^—E^ = 5.8 kcal mole-1. If
the value for -^add is assumed to be about the same as for methyl radicals, i.e.
ca. 5 kcal mole-1, then a value of cm 11 kcal mole-1 is obtained for the
activation energy required for radical decomposition.
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(iii) Decomposition competing with abstraction:

(CH3)3CO +RH ^ (CH3)3COH +It-
Reasonable values for El — Es exist for the substrates shown below. Data for

the activation energies for hydrogen atom abstraction, reaction (6), by methyl
radicals are also available for these substrates. By making the assumption that
E6 — E5 is ca. 3 kcal mole-1, values can be obtained for E5 and consequently
for Ey.

6

ch3 + rh -»• ch4+r-

Substrate Ey — Es (ref) E6 (ref)
Es (to nearest

kcal) Ey

Ethyleneimine 12 (123) 4.8 (123) 2 14
Toluene 11 (124) 8.3 (126) 5 16
Phenol 10.5* (103) 8.0 (128) 5 15.5
2-3 Dimethyl butane 7 (124) 6.9 (127) 4 11

di-7ier/-butyl peroxide 3 (116) 11.3 (125) 8 11

* This result has been calculated by the authors from the data on the pressure-dependence
of the to-t-butoxyl radical by Mulcahy and Williams.103

Comparison of the activation energies for radical decomposition obtained
by these three methods indicates substantial agreement that Ey is 13 + 2 kcal
mole - x.

Hershenson and Benson102 reviewed the data for reaction (1), and suggested
that the results should best be interpreted in terms of a pressure-dependent
decomposition reaction. Mulcahy and Williams103 have recently studied the
kinetics of decomposition of the terf-butoxyl radical (reaction (1)) comparing it
with reaction (7)

(CH3)3CO +C6H5OH ^ (CH3)3COH + C6H5O-

They also found that (ky/k7) was influenced by the total pressure. They
examined the effect of pressure on the rate constant, and reported that the
data give a value of 80 mm for the "half-rate" pressure. This is much higher
(ca. 100 times) than the half-rate pressures for the unimolecular reactions of
similar sized molecules, and is probably related to the low value of the acti¬
vation energy for this reaction. We have calculated from their data that
(Ey-E7) = 10.5 kcal mole-1 and log (Ay/A7) = 8.5. Assuming that log A7 = 8
and E7 is 5 kcal mole-1 then Ey = 15.5 kcal mole-1 and Ay = 1016 5 which
are reasonable values for the parameters for such a decomposition in the
second-order region.
D"
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A surprisingly large kinetic isotope effect has been reported119 for the
decomposition of the terr-butoxyl radical. It was found that the introduction
of C14 into the radical reduced the velocity constant for decomposition by about
7%, suggesting that the C14-C12 bond is markedly less likely to undergo
fission than is the C12-C12 bond.

F. Tert-amyloxyl
Two possible decomposition reactions have been reported129 for this radical,

pathway (1) predominating.

C2H5 (CH3)2 CO- ^ CH3COCH3 + C2H5- AHt = -1.5 kcal mole-1

C2H5 (CH3)2 CO- C2H5COCH3 + CH3- AH2 = —0.6 kcal mole-1

McMillan109 has photolysed the parent peroxide and has shown that decom¬
position of the radical is not completely suppressed by the addition of nitric
oxide. He has interpreted this in terms of "hot radical" effects. In the photo¬
chemical decomposition k1/k2 is markedly dependent on the wavelength of
light used, varying from 16 at X = 3130A to 8.3 at X = 2537A, indicating
increased randomness of scission for the radical containing highest energy at
decomposition. At 114° and 137°C he finds kjk2 to be 16 and 15 respectively
when the peroxide is thermally decomposed. Although the enthalpies of
decomposition for reactions (1) and (2) differ by little, the thermodynamically
favoured path is markedly preferred. This pattern is established throughout the
alkoxyl series.

G. a-Cumyloxyl

Decomposition of this radical occurs130,131 in the decomposition of di-a-
cumylperoxide, the reaction products including methane and acetophenone.

C6H5(CH3)2 CO- U C6H5COCH3 + CH3- AH = 1 kcal mole-1

In cumene solution, a value of 7.3 kcal mole-1 has been reported for Ei—E2

C6H5(CH3)2CO +RH ^ C6H5(CH3)2COH + R-

If E2x3 kcal mole-1 then Ex k 10 kcal mole-1. This is rather less than the
suggested value for the tert-butoxyl radical and if significant might be explained
by the effect of the phenyl group on the C-C bond.

When the peroxide is photochemically decomposed132 using light of wave¬
length A = 3130A, fission by reaction (1) is the observed decomposition path.
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However with light of higher energy, A = 2537A, fission at the carbon-phenyl
bond also occurs, i.e.

C6H5(CH3)2CO ^ CH3COCH3 + C6H5- AH3 = 8.2 kcal mole-1

H. Alkoxyl Radical Decomposition and Elimination Reactions
In the preceding sections (A to G) it has been remarked that unimolecular

C-H bond fission rarely if ever occurs when C-C bond fission is a possible
alternative. Sections F and G discussed radicals to which more than one mode
of C-C bond fission was open, and we have shown that in general alkoxyl
radicals decompose by bond fission in accord with thermochemical predictions.
Although the only examples for which estimates of Arrhenius parameters are
available are the te/T-amyloxyl radical (where ethyl radicals were eliminated in
preference to methyl) and the a-cumyloxyl radical (where methyl radicals were
eliminated in preference to phenyl) there are many semi-quantitative com¬
parisons which may be made for other radicals and it is valuable to consider the
pattern of reactivity displayed by these.

It should be noted that two distinct comparisons are possible. The first con¬
siders the variation of stability from one alkoxyl radical to another and the
second considers a single alkoxyl and asks which path is taken when more than
one is possible.

(i) Variation of stability of alkoxyl radicals—Bell et al.19 have studied the
vapour phase decomposition of alkyl tert-butyl peroxides at 195°C in the
presence of excess cyclohexene. By measurement of the relative rates of abstrac¬
tion and decomposition they have compared the stabilities of the alkoxyl
radicals formed. This method is based on the assumption that the rate of
hydrogen atom abstraction from a given substrate is independent of the structure
of the attacking radical. They have concluded that for the lower alkoxyl
radicals the order of decreasing stability is:

CH30- >C2H50- >n-C4H90>i-C3H70- >i-C4H90~fert — C4H90
the ratios being 100:86:51:25:8:8.

When this series is examined from the point of view of thermochemistry a
close parallel is seen between the stability and the minimum enthalpy require¬
ments for decomposition. The data are shown in Table 11 and a marked
correlation exists; the alkoxyl radical which decomposes at the fastest rate is
also the least stable thermochemically.

(ii) Decomposition mode of alkoxyl radicals when more than one reaction path
is available—When an alkoxyl radical R1R2R3CO- decomposes, the following
reaction paths are theoretically possible:

R1R2R3CO* —> Ri*-I-R2R3CO
—► R2' + RiR3CO
—► R3+RiR2CO
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In general all decomposition modes are observed although they occur to
different extents; it is, however, of interest to determine the factors which
influence the fragmentation of the radical.

It has been generally accepted that the predominant cleavage path for alkoxyl
radicals is that which eliminates the largest group attached to the tertiary
carbon-atom. Studies on the decomposition of nitrite esters in solution135 have
indicated that the increasing ease of radical elimination is in the order:

n —C4H9>n-C3H7>C2H5>CH3
However studies on the dissociation energies of a series of alkanes obtained

from electron impact experiments in the gas phase are not consistent with
preferential cleavage of the largest group. A study of the decomposition of

Table 11. Stability and Thermochemistry of Alkoxyl Radicals

Minimum enthalpy
Radical requirements for Order of

decomposition stability

ch3o- 22 1
c2h5o- 10 2
n-C4H90 10 3

i-C3H70 9 4

i-C4H90 7 5

t-C4H90 2 6

Thermochemical data in kcal mole"'.
Stability: l=most stable, 6=least stable;

based on ref. 19.

terf-alkyl hypochlorites134 over a wide temperature range has indicated that the
energetics of /1-scission becomes more favourable, and the rate of radical
decomposition increased, as the stability of the ejected radical is increased, the
sequence for the ejected radical being

tert — C4H9>i — C3H7>C2H5>CH3-
i.e. the less stable the ejected radical the lower the rate and the higher the
activation energy required for fragmentation.

Observations on the decomposition of tert-alkyl hypochlorites133 have
indicated that for cyclic radicals, the ring is broken in preference to elimination
of an attached group, and this is so whether the exocyclic group is a hydrogen
atom, an alkyl radical or an aryl radical, e.g. opening of a five-membered ring
is preferred over the elimination of an ethyl radical by a factor of 700. Preference
for the opening of a six-membered ring is less marked in relation to the removal
of an ethyl radical, the ratio being about 4. This trend is not surprising in view
of the strain energy associated with these rings (6 kcal mole -1 and 1 kcal mole- 1
for five- and six-membered rings respectively). The considerable preference for
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ring-fission rather than radical elimination is emphasised by the observation
that the ring-opening of the 1-isopropyl 1-cyclopentoxyl radical to yield
(CH3)2CHCO(CH2)3CH2' is greater than the scission of the usually easily elimi¬
nated isopropyl group.

Greene et al.133 have shown that the 1-norbornyl group, which although of
large size has a lower radical stability than a secondary alkyl radical, is not
readily ejected from an alkoxyl radical containing it. In terms of relative ease of
ejection the sequence is:

i —C3H7>C2H5 > l-norbornylx;CH3
the ratios being roughly 30:1:0.01. Clearly here the stability of the departing
group has a greater effect on the fragmentation pattern than the size of the
radical being eliminated.

By means of the metal ion reductions of alkyl hydroperoxides Kochi136 has
measured the relative rates for the intramolecular cleavage of n-alkyl groups at
25°C from fert-alkoxyl radicals. He has reported that there is a linear correlation
between log (relative cleavage rate) and the C-H bond dissociation energy for
ethyl, n-propyl and n-butyl elimination. No such correlation was observed for
methyl radicals, their cleavage rate being about 100 times slower than would be
predicted from the bond dissociation energy of methane. At 25°C his data
indicate that methyl, ethyl, n-propyl and n-butyl elimination is in the ratios
0.3:100:65:43, and there is a difference in activation energies for ethyl and
n-propyl cleavage (EC3h7 — EC2Hj) of 1.0 kcal mole-1 and for n-propyl and
n-butyl cleavage (ECiiH9 —ECjH7) of 0.5 kcal mole-*. Thermal decomposition
of dialkyl peroxides at 130°C to produce the alkoxyl radicals showed them to
behave in the same manner as regards cleavage reactions. These data indicate a

decomposition series which is somewhat different from that of Kabasakalian
et al.135 mentioned above and supports the idea that it is not merely the size of
the departing radical which is the determining factor but also the nature of the
departing radical and also the stability of the ketone formed. Kochi136 has
argued that since the transition state for the cleavage of an alkoxyl radical
involves the stretching of an alkyl-carbon bond, the free energy of activation of
cleavage would be expected to be lowered as the stability of the leaving alkyl
radical is increased.

R

rtr2co- -A- R' + R2COr'...C—o
!

R

in which case the ease of cleavage would be in the order:

C6H5CH2->C2H5->n-C3H7-^CH3-

which is essentially in the order he reported.
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Another important feature of the cleavage of alkoxy radicals reported by
Kochi136 is the existence of an activation energy difference for different decom¬
position pathways, and the consequence that the relative ratio of intramolecular
alkoxyl radical cleavage are very dependent on the temperature at which they
have been measured.

It is important to realise that decompositions of such alkoxyl radicals rarely
occur by exclusive modes and that in general we are dealing with predominant
trends. Accepting this limitation we may make the following statement as a

rough guide to the alternative fragmentation paths:
(i) the ease of fragmentation is in the order of the increasing stability of the

leaving radical and the product ketone,
(ii) in cyclic derivatives the ring is broken in preference to elimination of the

attached group unless there are marked differences in the stabilities of the
possible leaving groups

(iii) in aryl-substituted systems, phenyl groups are eliminated less readily than
are alkyl groups and hydrogen atoms are lost only in disproportionation.

(iv) care must be taken when correlations between activation processes and
thermodynamic properties are made, because the relative ratio of alkoxyl radical
cleavage are dependent on temperature.

VII. RATE CONSTANTS AND ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS
FOR REACTIONS OF ALKOXYL RADICALS WITH MOLECULES

(HYDROGEN ATOM ABSTRACTIONS)

When alkoxyl radicals are generated in the presence of a hydrogen-containing
substrate R'H, hydrogen atoms may be abstracted from the substrate by the
radical to yield an alcohol according to the equation:

RO+R'H ROH + R'

For most alcohols, the bond dissociation energy Z)(RO —H) is approximately
constant at ca. 102 kcal mole"1 so that, for any given substrate molecule,
reaction (1) will have roughly equal exothermicity for many alkoxyl radicals.

Although there is now a general understanding40,7 0,71 of the factors influenc¬
ing the reactivity of substrates towards alkyl (especially methyl) radicals, the
situation for alkoxyl radicals is much less satisfactory. This is largely a con¬

sequence of experimental difficulties which make the measurement of the concen¬
tration of alkoxyl radicals difficult or impossible. In the case of alkyl radicals,
measurement of the rate of production of dimer (e.g. ethane in the case of methyl
radicals) enables the stationary alkyl radical concentration to be evaluated, but
this procedure is not suitable for alkoxyl radicals because they do not normally
react by dimerization. Consequently there are far fewer kinetic data available
for them, and such results as there are have usually been obtained indirectly, e.g.
by measuring the substrate consumption during reaction.69
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Most of the available information indicates that alkoxyl radicals are apprec¬

iably more reactive than are alkyl radicals and that the differences in reactivity
arise from a lowered energy of activation rather than from differences in pre-

exponential factors. It appears also that when various types of hydrogen atoms
are present in a substrate molecule, the order of increasing ease of removal is
primary hydrogen < secondary hydrogen < tertiary hydrogen, i.e. the same order
as that of diminishing C-H bond strength.

Various peroxydicarbonates121'140 have been decomposed in solution, and
the decreasing tendency of alkoxyl radicals to react by hydrogen atom abstrac¬
tion reported to be in the order

CH30>C2H50 >ter(-C4H90
but there is no more quantitative assessment of the radical reactivity.

Table 12. Velocity Constants for Hydrogen Atom
Abstraction by Various Radicals at 182 °C

X- +RH -> XH + R-

< Log (velocity constant) ►

Substrate ch3- (ref) c2d5-* (ref) ch30- (ref) cf3- (ref) ci- (ref)

Methane 1.9 (73) [1.8] (164) 3.5 (28) 3.9 (73) 8.9 (73)
Ethane 3.1 (73) [2.0] (164) 5.0 (111) 5.1 (73) 10.5 (73)
Cyclopropane 2.8 (162) 4.5 (111) 8.7 (166)
Propane 3.5 (167) 5.7 (111) 5.7 (73) 10.9 (166)
n-Butane 3.8 (73) 3.4 (164) 6.0 (111) 6.0 (73) 11.1 (73)
i-Butane 4.1 (73) 3.7 (164) 5.9 (111) 6.2 (73) 10.5 (73)
neo-Pentane 3.3 (73) 2.6 (164) 5.2 (111) 5.2 (73) 10.8 (73)
Methyl formate 3.6 (138) 5.2 (78)
Methyl acetate 3.5 (74) 4.7 (74)
Formaldehyde 5.1 (37) 6.6 (22)
Propionaldehyde 5.2 (163) 5.3f (165)

Units of log (velocity constant) = mole" 1 litre sec" '.
* Assuming that log k for combination of C2D5 = 11.0 mole"1 litre sec"1,
t For C2H5 radicals.
[ ] refers to calculated values based on an assumed A-factor.

A. Methoxyl Radicals
The high yields of methanol that are observed in systems where methoxyl

radicals are produced both in the gaseous19,120 and liquid121 phases and over a
wide range of temperature, demonstrates the ability of the CH30 radical to
react by hydrogen abstraction:

CH3O +RH -» CH3OH + R-

However, despite the appreciable amount of qualitative data for this radical
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Table 13. Activation Energies for Hydrogen Atom
Abstraction Reactions

X • + RH -* XH + R •

Activation Energy

Substrate ch3- (ref) c2d5- (ref) ch30 (ref) cf3- (ref) CP (ref)

Methane 12.8 (73) [16.7] (164) 11.0 (28) 10.3 (73) 3.8 (73)
Ethane 10.4 (73) [14.1] (164) 7.1 (111) 7.5 (73) 1.0 (73)
Cyclopropane 10.3 (162) 9.7 (111) — 4.1 (166)
Propane 10.1 (167) - 5.2 (HI) 6.2 (73) 0.7 (166)
n-Butane 8.3 (73) 10.4 (164) 2.9 (111) 5.3 (73) 0.3 (73)
i-Butane 7.5 (73) 8.9 (164) 4.1 (111) 3.0 (73) 0 (73)
neo-Pentane 10.2 (73) 12.6 (164) 7.3 (111) 7.6 (73) 0.9 (73)
Methylformate 9.0 (138) 8.2 (78) —

Methyl acetate 9.7 (74) 6.6 (74) —

Methyl alcohol 8.4 (28) 6.0 (45) —

Dimethyl peroxide 10.0 (78) 5.8 (139) —

Formaldehyde 6.6 (37) 3.0 (22) —

Propionaldehyde 7.5 (163) 5.9* (165) —

Dimethyl ether 9.5 (162) 15-20 (106) —

Units = kcal mole"l.
* For C2H, radicals.
[ ] refers to assumed values.

Table 14. . Logarithm of /I-factors for Hydrogen Atom
Abstraction Reactions

X- +RH -» XH+R-

— Log A-factor —

Substrate ch3- (ref) c2d5- (ref) ch3o • (ref) cf3- (ref) ci- (ref)

Methane 8.2 (73) [8.8] (164) 8.8 (28) 8.8 (73) 10.8 (73)
Ethane 8.3 (73) [8.8] (164) 8.4 (111) 8.7 (73) 11.0 (73)
Cyclopropane 7.8 (162) — 9.1 (111) — 11.2 (166)
Propane 8.4 (167) — 8.2 (111) 8.7 (73) 10.7 (166)
n-Butane 7.8 (73) 8.7 (164) 7.4 (111) 8.5 (73) 11.2 (73)
i-Butane 7.8 (73) 8.3 (164) 7.9 (111) 7.6 (73) 10.5 (73)
neo-Pentane 8.1 (73) 8.9 (164) 8.7 (111) 8.8 (73) 11.2 (73)
Methyl formate 7.9 (138) — 9.2 (78)
Methyl acetate 8.1 (74) — 7.6 (74)
Formaldehyde 8.25 (37) — [8] (22)
Propionaldehyde 8.9 (163) 8.1* (165)

Units of A = mole"1 litre sec"l.
[ ] refers to assumed values.
* For C2H5 radicals.
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there are still relatively few quantitative results available. These results are
shown in Tables 12, 13 and 14 where the velocity constants at 182°C, activation
energies and pre-exponential factors are compared with those available for
methyl, ethyl, trifluoromethyl radicals and for chlorine atoms. (Although it is
more meaningful to compare the ethyl and methoxyl radicals, there are fewer
data available for abstraction reactions by ethyl radicals; some results for the
ethyl radical have however been included.)

It should be noted that ^(CHsO-H), T>(CF3-H) and T>(CH3-H) are all1-137
close to 102 kcal mole - b

The substrates from which abstraction have been studied are arranged
according to their constitution. Most data are available for alkyl groups—
mainly of hydrocarbons. Next come the alkyl groups adjacent to carbon in the
esters and then alkyl groups adjacent to oxygen in ethers, peroxides and alcohols.
Finally come the aldehydic H-atoms of formaldehyde and formate esters.

1. Attack on hydrocarbons—Velocity constants and Arrhenius parameters are
known69,111 for the reactions with methane, ethane, propane, cyclopropane,
n-butane, isobutane and neopentane: these experimentally determined results69
were obtained not by measuring the methanol produced by abstraction but by
following the disappearance of the alkane during the reaction. Kinetic para¬
meters for attack on methane by the methoxyl radical can be obtained from
measured Arrhenius parameters for the reverse reaction (—1) together with the
calculated value for the equilibrium constant K, since k1 = K k_,

ch3o +ch4 ^ ch3oh+ ch3 ... ah
In this way a value 103,47 is found for (Aq/mole- 1 litre sec"at 182°C. The

activation energy £j is 11 kcal mole-1 (since £j = E_, — A// and E^1 is
9 kcal mole-1 and AH is —2 kcal mole-1). The ,4-factor Ax is 108,8 mole-1
litre sec - x.

For attack on hydrocarbons in general, the pre-exponential factors have
values (ca. 108 mole-1 litre sec- ') which are normal for a small radical reacting
in this manner, but the activation energies are about 3 or 4 kcal mole-1 lower
than those observed for methyl radicals. This may be correlated with the more

electronegative character of the oxygen. The results appear to be reasonably
self-consistent (with the possible exception of attack on n-butane, where the
activation energy seems rather low) and the methoxyl radical seems to combine
a higher reactivity than the methyl radical with a lower selectivity. If, in the
various substrates primary hydrogen atoms of the methyl groups are assumed
to have the same reactivity, then the relative rate constants (per hydrogen atom
available) for primary, secondary and tertiary hydrogen atom abstraction at
182°C are in the ratio 1:14:46. The corresponding ratios observed72 for methyl
radicals at 182°C are 1:7:50. Comparison of the individual velocity constants
indicates that methoxyl radicals are about 60 to 80 times more reactive than
methyl radicals in abstraction of hydrogen atoms from hydrocarbons.
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The similarity in reactivity of CF3- and CH30- and the observation that they
are more reactive than is CH3-, is clearly shown by the following kinetic data:

log A E log A:18 2
(mole"1 (kcal (mole"1

litre sec" *) mole"*) litre sec"')

ch3+ch4 ->ch4+ch3- 8.0 12.8 1.9
CH3O + CH4 -+ch3oh + ch3- 8.8 11.0 3.5
cf3+ch4 ->cf3h+ch3- 8.8 10.3 3.9
ch3+c2h6 -+ch4+c2h5- 8.1 10.4 3.1
ch3o+c2h6-+ ch3oh+c2h5- 8.2 7.1 5.0
cf3-+c2h6 -*cf3h+c2h5- 8.7 7.5 5.1

2. Attack on methyl groups in esters—Wijnen has photolysed methyl acetate74
and deuterated methyl acetate79,100 and obtained quantitative kinetic data for
the abstraction reactions of methoxyl radicals. The overall decomposition is
extremely complex but the main features have been elucidated with considerable
success; they present a consistent pattern. Methoxyl radicals are much more
reactive than are methyl radicals (ca. 40 times) in abstracting hydrogen atoms
from the C-methyl groups, and activation energies of 4.5. and 10 kcal mole-1
were suggested for reactions (2) and (3) respectively:

ch3o+ch3co2ch3 ch3oh+ch2co2ch3

ch3 +ch3co2ch3 l ch4+ ch2co2ch3

Shaw and Trotman-Dickenson69 have suggested that a value of 6.6 kcal
mole-1 for E2 is more consistent with Wijnen's results, so that E3 — E2 = 3.4
kcal mole-1. For attack on ethane (Table 13), the comparable activation energy
difference is 3.3 kcal mole-1.

The use of deuterated methyl acetate79,100 has shown that CH30 and CD30-
radicals abstract hydrogen at the same rate, so that there is no kinetic isotope
effect. The same conclusions have been made from studies involving CH3- and
CD3- radicals.72

Attack on the O-alkyl group of esters has not been examined.
3. Attack on O-methyl groups in ethers, peroxides and alcohols—Hydrogen

atom abstraction by methoxyl radicals has been reported106 in the pyrolysis of
dimethyl ether, EA being about 15 to 20 kcal mole- x. Since E5 is only126
9.5 kcal mole-1, this suggests that EA is high by about 10 kcal mole-1.

CH30 +CH3OCH3 CH3OH+ CH2OCH3

ch3 +ch3och3 -1 ch4+ch2och3
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The decomposition of dimethyl peroxide13 9 has yielded an activation energy
of 5-8 kcal mole-1 for the reaction:

6

CH3O +CH3OOCH3 -» CH3OH+ CH2OOCH3
For the corresponding reaction with methyl radicals, an activation energy of
10.0 kcal mole-1 has been reported,78 indicating that En — E6~4 kcal mole-1.

7

CH3 + CH3OOCH3 - CH4+ CH2OOCH3
Takezaki and Takeuchi45 have found that methoxyl radicals abstract

hydrogen atoms from methanol and formaldehyde with a difference in activation
energies of 3 kcal mole -1 (for methyl radicals the activation energy differences
AE is 2.2 kcal mole- 3). Since E12 (see below) is 3 kcal mole-1 then this
difference indicates that E& is 6 kcal mole -1.

8

CH3O + CH3OH -» CH3OH + CH3O
The overall activation energy28 in the case of methyl radicals, reaction (9),

is 8.4 kcal mole-1, so that the overall pattern that methoxyl radicals require
about 3 kcal mole -1 less energy than methyl radicals for hydrogen atom
abstraction is sustained.

CH3+CH3OH CH4 + CH30

4. Attack on the aldehydic hydrogen in formaldehyde andformate esters—When
a radical attacks the aldehydic hydrogen of a formate ester (reaction (10)), the
instability (10a) of the resulting methoxy-carbonyl radical can be used78'138
to measure the extent of attack:

10

ch3o+hco2ch3 -> ch3oh+co2ch3
10a

•co2ch3 -» co2+ch^

Methoxyl radicals are about fifty times more reactive than methyl radicals in
performing this abstraction.

Hoare and Wellington22 have studied the oxidation of methyl radicals and
have compared the rate of the reaction of methoxyl radicals with formaldehyde
with the rate of auto-disproportionation of methoxyl radicals.

CH3O + CH3O " ch3oh + ch2o

ch3o+ch2o "ch3oh+-cho
CH3O + CH0 "ch3oh+co
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They conclude that E12 — \Elx is 3 kcal mole -1 and log A12IA& is 2.2 mole-*
litre* sec-*. Methyl radicals abstract from formaldehyde37 with an activation
energy E of 6.6 kcal mole-1 and a pre-exponential factor A of 10825, indicating
that Ech , ch2o_^ch30! ch2o is 3.6 kcal mole-L If one assumes that
reaction (12) has a normal ^4-factor of about 108, then at 182°C methoxyl
radicals will abstract hydrogen atoms from formaldehyde about thirty times
faster than the corresponding abstraction for methyl radicals. This prediction
agrees with the suggestion,21 based upon the stoichiometry of the dimethyl
peroxide decomposition, that reactions (11), (12) and (13) are very fast.

B. Ethoxyl Radicals

Hydrogen atom abstraction in the liquid19,120,121,140 and gaseous phases
has been demonstrated frequently for ethoxyl radicals, though again few
quantitative data are available. In general these radicals seem to react less by
abstraction than do methoxyl radicals; this however reflects the decreased
stability of the ethoxyl radical.

Because of the relatively easy tendency of the ethoxyl radical to undergo
C-Cbond fission (reaction (1)) as compared to hydrogen atom abstraction, such
data as have been obtained for reaction (2) usually refer to the difference in
activation energies for fission and abstraction. Accordingly an absolute value
for E2 will depend on a knowledge of £j. As the discussion on the decom¬
position of ethoxyl radicals (Section VI) has shown, there is no really satisfactory
experimental value for Et. For this review, however, a value of 17 kcal mole-1
will be used.

c2h5o- ^ ch3+ch2o

c2h5o+rh ^ C2H5OH+R-

Hydrogen atom abstraction from ethyl nitrite106 has been reported, and a
value of 16 kcal mole"1 suggested for Ei—E3.

C2HsO +C2H5ONO ^ C2H5OH+ C2H4ONO
In conjunction with the value for £j above this suggests that E3 ~ 1 kcal mole - \
which seems a rather low value. Levy44 has reported that ethoxyl radicals,
generated by the thermal decomposition of diethyl peroxide, do not abstract
hydrogen atoms from ethyl nitrate at 181°C, which would suggest a high value
for E3. In view of the greater reactivity of alkoxyl radicals than alkyl radicals,
this apparent inertness of the nitrate to radical attack is surprising.

The photolysis of ethyl propionate99,107 provides the only other quantitative
information on the reactivity of ethoxyl radicals. Although photo-decomposition
is complicated by the simultaneous generation of ethyl radicals, this fact has
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been used to advantage to evaluate the ethoxyl radical concentration (reactions
(6) and (7)).

c2h5o+c2h5cooc2h5 -» c2h5oh+c4h9co2
5

C2H5- +C2H5COOC2HS —► C2H6 + C4H9C02
6

c2h5- +c2h5o- ^-c2h5oc2h5

2C2H5- C4H10
The results indicate that E5 is 9.8 kcal mole-1 and log^45 is 8.47 mole-1

litre sec-1 and E4 is 5.5. kcal mole-1, log A4 being 7.7 mole-1 litre sec- 1.
Ethoxyl radicals are more reactive than are ethyl radicals (ca. 30 times) and, as
for methyl and methoxyl radicals, the difference in reactivity rests primarily in
the activation energy difference between the reactions.

C. Isopropoxyl Radicals
In the liquid phase at 140°C isopropoxyl radicals have been shown121 to

abstract hydrogen atoms easily from isopropyl benzene and with difficulty from
pivalic acid, the latter compound having no weakly bound hydrogen atoms.

Abstraction data for these radicals have been based on the relative tendency of
the radical to decompose (reaction (1)) or abstract (reaction (2)).

(ch3)2cho- -i ch3cho + ch3-

(ch3)2cho + rh x (ch3)2choh + r-

The activation energy for reaction (1) has been calculated (see Section VI) to
be 11.8 kcal mole-1.

The photolysis of isopropyl propionate110 has been used to generate and
study isopropoxyl radicals; some of the radicals are almost certainly in an
excited state because they are produced photolytically.

(ch3)2cho- + (ch3)2chcooc2h5 -► (ch3)2choh + r-

Wijnen110 has reported that E1—E3<16 kcal mole -1, so in conjunction with
the value (ca. 12) for El above then E3^6 kcal mole-1. Comparison of E3
with the activation energy required when a methoxyl radical abstracts hydrogen
from iso-butane69 suggests that E3 might well be about 2 or 3 kcal mole -1 less
than 6 kcal mole -1.

McMillan98 has photolysed di-isopropyl peroxide and reported a value of
8.3 x 10-11 mole litre-1 for the ratio k1/k4 at 26°C

(ch3)2cho+(ch3)2chooch(ch3)2 1 (ch3)2choh + r-
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which is in agreement with the value of 1.6 x 10 10 mole litre 1 reported110 for
the ratio k1/k3 for a similar reaction (3) above at 28°C.

d. Tert-butoxyl Radicals
Because of the availability of di-tert-butyl peroxide and its ready thermal

and photochemical decomposition to produce tert-butoxyl radicals, it has been
the most extensively studied alkoxyl radical, particularly regarding its reactivity
in the liquid phase. Much of the work however is qualitative and a detailed
analysis of the data is not possible.

In general the reactivity of the tert-butoxyl radical towards hydrogen atom
abstraction from substrate molecules has been measured by relating the abstrac¬
tion reaction (1) to the rate of radical decomposition (2) i.e.

(CH3)3CO+RH -» (CH3)3COH + R-

(ch3)3co a ch3+ch3coch3
Since the velocity constant for reaction (2) is moderately well-established53

it is possible to obtain absolute values of ku A and E for reaction (1).
In the gas phase hydrogen atom abstraction has been demonstrated from a

variety of substrates such as alcohols141, esters142 and ethers,143 however
accurate kinetic data are available for few compounds. Abstraction from
ethyleneimine123 has been studied in the range 130°-154°C and an activation
energy difference of 12 + 2 kcal mole-1 reported for E2 — Ex, which if E2 is
13 kcal mole-1 gives a value of 1+ 2 kcal mole-1 for E1. The comparable
activation energy for abstraction by methyl radicals123 is 4.8 kcal mole-
Rough calculations on these data indicate that the tert-butoxyl radical is about
a hundred times more reactive than is the methyl radical and this is because the
tert-butoxyl radical requires less activation energy for hydrogen atom abstrac¬
tion.

The same general conclusion has been drawn from the photolysis of di-tert-
butyl peroxide116 where the reactions of methyl and tert-butoxyl radicals with
the parent molecule have been compared. Data indicate that E2 — Et is 3 kcal
mole -1 so that Ev = 10 kcal mole - \ For reaction (3) the activation energy125
is 11.3 kcal mole-1 so that Et<E3 by 1.3. kcal mole-1.

CH3- + (CH3)3COOC(CH3)3 ^ CH4 + R-
In the liquid phase a considerable amount of semi-quantitative informa¬

tion144-149 has accumulated regarding the reactivity of tert-butoxyl radicals,
the peroxide and tert-butyl hypochlorite usually being the radical sources.
Solvent effects have been shown153 to be quite pronounced, certain solvents
(particularly aromatics) appearing to stabilise the transition state for ^-scission
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by 3 or 4 kcal mole-1. Their rate data were obtained using tert-butyl hypo¬
chlorite as the radical source:

(ch3)3co 4 ch3-+ch3coch3

(ch3)3co +rh 4 (ch3)3coh +r

Solvent
Gas phase

k2lkl
E2-E2

(kcal mole- *)
10.8

log
(PZJPZ,)

—4.77
100°c

203 (60°)
40°c

625 (40°)
0°c

1040 (30°)

c2c13f3 4.29 52.8 487 9.65 -5.04
ch3cn 0.68 8.12 81.9 9.54 -5.73
c6h6 2.82 24.7 207 8.66 -4.63
c6h5cn 1.90 16.9 109 8.28 -4.58
c6h5ci 2.65 16.4 91.7 7.21 -3.82
c2c14 4.14 39.0 293 8.72 -4.49
c2h2c12 (trans) 2.26 14.2 98.9 7.69 -4.16
c2h2c12 (ci'j) 1.57 9.12 52.2 7.04 -3.92
ch3cooh 0.65 2.84 12.4 5.80 -3.64

The reaction of te/7-butoxyl radicals with liquid hydrocarbons has received
much attention. Williams, Oberright and Brooks154 have measured kx\k2 at
135°C for a variety of hydrocarbons. The trend in abstraction rates, in order of
increasing rate, is:

primary < secondary < tertiary, relative rates being 1:7:28.
For methoxyl radicals in the gas phase at 250°C the ratio is 1:8:26, so that
the general conclusions that can be drawn are (i) for a particular reaction the
relative rates are virtually independent of the attacking radical (to be expected
because Z>(CH 30-H) ~ Z)((CH3)3CO-H)) and (ii) that the relative rate constants
for abstraction reactions in the gas phase and solution are the same. A table
showing the relative reactivities of different hydrogen atom types is shown below.

Hydrogen atom type Calculated from kjk2 (135°C)
Relative

rates

Benzene Benzene 0.0003 0.03
Primary unactivated tert-Butyl benzene 0.0099 1.0
Primary activated by Mesitylene 0.121 12.2
1° activated by 1-naphthyl 1-methyl naphthalene 0.17 17
1 ° activated by 2-naphthyl 2-methyl naphthalene 0.098 9.8
Secondary unactivated n-hexadecane 0.069 6.9
2° unactivated cyclohexyl cyclohexane 0.20 20
2° activated by </> Ethyl benzene 0.32 32
2° cyclohexyl, activated tert-Butyl benzene

by benzene tetralin 0.75 75

Tertiary unactivated 2.3 dimethyl pentane 0.28 28
3° activated by <f> Isopropyl benzene 0.50 51
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Walling and Jacknow31 have studied the relative rates of hydrogen abstraction
by tert-butoxyl from primary, secondary and tertiary C-H bonds in n-butane
and 2,3-dimethyl butane. The radicals were generated by the chain decomposi¬
tion of tert-butyl hypochlorite in the hydrocarbon as solvent:

(CH3)3C0C1 + X - XCl + (CH3)3CO initiation
hv

or (CH3)3C0C1 -* (CH3)3CO + Cl- initiation

(CH3)3CO + RH - (CH3)3COH + R-

R-+(CH3)3C0C1 -» RCl + (CH3)3CO
At 40°C the velocity constants were in the ratio, prim:sec:tert = 1:8:44. The
activation energy differences were found to be Esec — Epiim = 1400 cal mole-1
and islert — Eptim = 2000 cal mole-1.

Few activation energies have been measured for liquid phase abstraction
reactions. Brook124 has reported the following values

Hydrocarbon
Ez-E,

(kcal mole-')
Ey

(based on E2 = 13)

2,3-dimethyl-butane 7 6

2,5-dimethyl-hexane 8 5
methyl-cyclohexane 7.5 5.5
toluene 11.3 1.7
tetralin 11 2

An extensive investigation155 of the reactivity of derivatives of methane,
ethane and toluene towards hydrogen atom attack by tert-butoxyl radicals at
135°C has been reported and the results indicate that the reactivities are greatly
influenced by conjugation and polar effects.

Wallace and Gritter156 have shown that the reactivities of cyclic ethers and
epoxides towards te/7-butoxyl radicals depend on the ring size, relative reac¬
tivities being in the order: 5 ~ 6 > 4 > 3.

Johnston and Williams149 have shown that the influence of substituents on the

reactivity of substrate molecules is determined by their polar character, abstrac¬
tion being assisted by electron-repelling groups and hindered by electron-
attracting groups. The reactivity of various sulphur-containing com¬
pounds144,145 towards tert-butoxyl radicals generated thermally and photo-
chemically has been studied, the reactivities towards hydrogen atom abstraction
being in the order:

ArNMe2>ArNMe>ArSMe»:ArOMe; thioanisole for example at 40°C
yielding phenyl disulphide, and at 140°C 1-2 bis (phenyl thio) ethane and nuclear
methylated products.
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Ingold15 7 has studied the reactivity of substituted deuterated phenols towards
abstraction, his data indicate a kinetic isotope effect (kH/kD) of 6.4 at 122°C,
terf-butoxyl radicals abstracting hydrogen most easily

An interesting difference in the reactivity of methyl and tert-butoxyl radicals
with benzene is that methyl radicals appear to react by addition, whereas tert-
butoxyl react by abstraction.158

Castro and Rust159 who studied the reaction of terf-butoxyl radicals with
acrolein have shown that they tend to react by addition as well as by abstraction,
the latter reaction being about 18 times faster at 250°C.

E. 1,1 -Dimethyl Benzyloxyl Radicals
The thermal decomposition of 1,1-dimethyl benzyl nitrite has been studied.160

1,1-dimethyl benzyl alcohol and acetophenone were found in the reaction
products, the alcohol yields being increased considerably when the decomposi¬
tion was carried out in cumene. The degree of retention of the dimethyl
benzyloxyl skeleton in the carbon products indicated that the radical had a
marked stability, although the ratio of alcohol to acetophenone decreased
steadily as the temperature increased.

An activation energy for hydrogen abstraction (1) from cumene relative to the
decomposition reaction (2) has been measured by decomposing 1,1-dimethyl-
benzyl peroxide57 at different temperatures in cumene, and E2-E1 is 7.3 kcal
mole-1. If it is assumed that E2 is about 11 kcal mole-1, then E1 « 3.7 kcal
mole - h

C6H5(CH3)2CO +RH ^ C6H5(CH3)2COH + R-

C6H5(CH3)2CO C6H5COCH3+CH3

F. Cyclohexyloxyl Radicals
The thermal decomposition of cyclohexyl and 1-methyl cyclohexyl nitrite

have been studied161 in various solvents. In cumene, the radicals abstract
hydrogen easily and there is almost complete conversion to the alcohol. In inert
solvents, however, there is extensive decomposition but no cyclohexanone was
observed in any reaction.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Since the last major review on alkoxyl radicals1 there has been considerable
progress towards an understanding of the major factors which determine the
patterns of reactivity of alkoxyl radicals and this progress has been based upon
the kinetic information obtained.
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There are many more reactions and alkoxyl radicals which can be studied
using the methods and techniques now available. There are still serious gaps in
our knowledge of the chemistry of alkoxyl radicals, and particularly of such
problems as the pressure-dependence of alkoxyl radical decompositions, the
reactions of complex alkoxyl radicals, new radical sources, the precise measure¬
ment of more rate constants and the need for absolute values of Arrhenius

parameters require attention.
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The gas-phase thermal decompositions of diethyl peroxide and di-isopropyl peroxide have been
studied in the temperature range 134-185°C using a continuous mass-spectrometric sampling technique.
Values of 1016,1±0,7 (sec"1) and 37-3±l-2 (kcal mole-1) and l015-4±°-4 (sec"1) and 37-1 ±0-8 (kcal
mole-1) respectively have been obtained for the Arrhenius parameters of the decomposition reactions:

C2H5OOC2H5 -> 2C2HsO
(CH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2 ->• 2(CH3)2CHO

Using these parameters, revised values of —4-4±Tl and —12-3±2 kcal mole-1 have been derived
for the heats of formation of the ethoxyl and of the isopropoxyl radicals. Values of ca. 1012,5
mole-1 cm3 sec-1 have been estimated for the rate of dimerization of ethoxyl and isopropoxyl radicals.

The decomposition kinetics of a number of dialkyl peroxides have been reported
and much of our knowledge of the behaviour and reactivity of alkoxyl radicals
derives from these studies since the peroxides are " clean " sources of these radicals.
The thermochemistry of alkoxyl radicals is now established,1, 2 values for the heats
of formation of many radicals having been determined by the kinetic method in which
the bond strength D has been identified with the activation energy for the reaction,

ROX->RO+X,

provided there is no activation energy for the combination reaction of X with RO, i.e.
Z)(RO—X) = E = A Hf{ RO) + A Hf(X) - A Hf( ROX).

Dialkyl peroxides are particularly well suited to this method for the determination
of the heat of formation of the alkoxyl radical since RO and X are identical, and the
expression simplifies to

AHf(RO) = i[AHf(ROOR) + E].
Consequently for heats of formation based upon peroxide decomposition studies the
error in the heat of formation is halved and only the activation energy for decomposi¬
tion and the heat of formation of the parent peroxide need be measured.

Values of 35-38 kcal mole-1 have been reported for the activation energies for
decomposition of various dialkyl peroxides. However for diethyl peroxide the three
experimentally obtained values 3-5 are in the range 30-32 kcal mole-1 and because
of these anomalously low values the heat of formation of the ethoxyl radical is
uncertain.

Since a more precise value for the heat of formation of diethyl peroxide has been
measured 6 we have studied the thermal decomposition of diethyl peroxide in the
temperature range 134-168°C, with the aim of obtaining a less ambiguous value for
AHj.CCjHjO), Because of the experimental difficulties involved in the preparation
of di-isopropyl peroxide it has been the least-studied of the lower di-alkyl peroxides
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and its vapour phase decomposition does not appear to have been examined.
Accordingly we have studied the thermal decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide
in the temperature range 148-185°C.

EXPERIMENTAL

MATERIALS

Diethyl peroxide was prepared from diethyl sulphate and 30 % hydrogen peroxide
using the method of Wiley.7 Vigorous stirring was needed to emulsify the two layers.
The crude product was collected and slowly distilled, the fraction boiling between 58-61°C
collected. This fraction was then further purified by preparative gas chromatography using
a 12ft column of 6% polyethylene glycol and 2 % dinonyl phthalate on 40/60 Gas Chromato¬
graphy Z. Di-isopropyl peroxide was prepared from methyl isopropyl sulphonate using a
modification of the method of Pryor et at.8 In the distillation stage the peroxide was
trapped in a series of cold traps. The peroxide was extracted from the crude reaction product
with isopentane. Gas chromatographic analysis showed three other reaction products to
be present, two of which (probably the hydroperoxide and isopropanol) disappeared after
washing the extract with potassium hydroxide and with water. After drying, further purifi¬
cation was carried out by preparative gas chromatography as described above. The identity
of di-isopropyl peroxide was confirmed by infra-red and n.m.r. analysis.

Nitric oxide was obtained from a cylinder (Matheson Chemical Co.) and used without
further purification.

APPARATUS

A conventional gas-storage and -handling vacuum line was connected by a greaseless
Springham valve to a seasoned cylindrical Pyrex cell which was housed in a heavy aluminium
block furnace, the temperature of which was controlled by a Fielden Bikini relay unit to
better than ±0-l°C during the duration of any experiment. Penetrating to the middle of
the reaction cell was a fine capillary Pyrex leak which was coupled directly by a short length
of 1 mm capillary glass tubing (ca. 10 cm long) to the inlet system of an AEI Ltd., MS 10
mass spectrometer, the output of which was read directly on a 10 mV Kent potentiometric
recorder. The leak was made by drawing a 1 mm capillary tube until a leak was obtained,
which gave on calibration a suitable leak-rate for the pressures used in these experiments
(20-40 mm) peroxide. The theory of gas flow through cylindrical tubes predicts that with
such a leak, viscous flow is obtained. This is not dependent upon the molecular weight
of the gas flowing through it and consequently no fractionation of the gas will occur when
passing through such a leak. Hence the composition of the gas in the mass-spectrometer
ionization chamber will reflect that in the reaction cell, and any change in the partial pressure
of the reactant due to decomposition can be followed by analysis of an appropriate change
of output of the mass spectrometer.

For diethyl peroxide we have used the parent peak (m/e = 90) for analysis. Since there
are no decomposition products which have molecular weights greater than 90 the only
contribution to this particular peak will come from the undecomposed peroxide and so, if
the decomposition follows first-order kinetics, a linear relation should be obtained when
log pf° is plotted against time. Using this method the decrease in the intensity of the
parent peak with time was monitored continuously. Observations commenced about 5
min after the peroxide was expanded into the reaction cell. This interval was to ensure
the peroxide had attained the cell temperature. A similar procedure was used for the thermal
decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide, the parent peak (m/e = 118) being monitored
to follow the decrease in peroxide concentration.

Since some of the peroxide is removed from the reaction cell through the leak because
of the pressure drop even though no decomposition may be occurring, a correction has to
be made for this loss of peroxide. This correction was made from the original calibration
of the leak and a leak-out rate constant of 0 089 ±0 001 x 10-4 sec-"1 was obtained. Since
the experimentally determined rate constants at the lowest temperatures are ca. 1 x 10"~4
sec~' the correction, though significant, is small.
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When the diethyl peroxide is decomposed ethoxyl radicals are produced which can
react by hydrogen atom abstraction with the peroxide (reaction (2)). Such a reaction
would probably have an activation energy of ca. 6-8 kcal mole-1 and would consume the
peroxide, so that the apparent rate of thermal decomposition of the peroxide would be
greater than the true rate. To prevent this, nitric oxide was added to the system to remove
the ethoxyl radicals by the reaction (3):

i

C2H5OOC2H5 -v2C2H50

c2h5o+c2h5ooc2h5 ->c2h5oh+ c2h4ooc2h5
3

C2HsO + NO—>C2H5ONO
The result was (i) to reduce the rate of peroxide removal and (ii) the activation energy

for reaction (1) was raised by about 2 kcal mole-1. The manner in which addition of
nitric oxide affected the rate constant for the decomposition of the peroxide is typified by
the following results obtained at 145-9°C, where values of 6-69, 5 02, 5-03 and 5-02 were
obtained for lO4^ (sec-1) for mixtures in which the % nitric oxide composition was 0, 5,
10 and 20 respectively. Clearly above a few percent of nitric oxide added, the rate of de¬
composition of the peroxide remains constant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

thermal decomposition of diethyl peroxide

Our results, obtained in the temperature range 134-168°C, by plotting log (peak
height) against time, at pressures of 20-40 mm diethyl peroxide and 2-5 mm nitric

Fig. 1.—Curve 1 : Arrhenius plot for the decomposition of diethyl peroxide. Curve 2 : Arrhenius
plot for the decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide.

oxide, are shown in fig. 1, curve 1. A good straight line is obtained and our data for
reaction (1) are represented by the equation:

log k1 (sec-1) = (16-1 +0-7) —(37-3+ 1-2/2-303/?T).
Error limits are the 95 % confidence limits.
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In table 1 we have compared these Arrhenius parameters with results obtained
for various dialkyl peroxides. There is no indication that diethyl peroxide has an
anomalously low activation energy for decomposition. Our observation that in the

Table 1.—Results for thermal decomposition of dialkyl peroxides

peroxide log /l(sec-1) f(kcal mole-1) 5-Hog At at 164° ref.

ch3ooch3 15-2 35-3 2-6 12
15-6 36-9 2-1 13

c2h5ooc2h5 161 37-3 2-5 this work
12-0 29-9 2-0 4
14-7 31-5 3-9 5
13-3 31-7 2-5 3

ch,ch2ch2ooch2ch2ch3 15-4 36-5 2-2 14
(ch3)2chooch(ch3)2 15-4 37-1 1-9 this work
(ch3)3cooc(ch3)3 16-4 38-7 2-1 15

absence of nitric oxide the activation energy of 2 kcal mole-1 was less, suggests that
some of the previous results may be low because the removal of peroxide by reaction
with ethoxyl radicals had not been taken into account.

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF DI-ISOPROPYL PEROXIDE

Our results obtained in the temperatue range 148-185°C, at pressures of 15-25 mm
di-isopropyl peroxide and about 10 % added nitric oxide are shown in fig. 1, curve 2.
The influence of the nitric oxide concentration upon the velocity constant for peroxide
decomposition was not studied because of the limited amount of peroxide available.
By analogy with the diethyl peroxide decomposition 10 % of nitric oxide added
should be more than sufficient to inhibit isopropoxyl radical attack on the parent
peroxide.

(CH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2^2(CH3)2CHO.
Our data are represented by

log A:4 (sec-1) = (15-4 + 0-4) — (37-1 +0-8)/2-303i?r.
Error limits at the 95 % confidence level.

HEAT OF FORMATION OF ALKOXYL RADICALS

ETHOXYL RADICAL

Using our value for £j in conjunction with the value 6 for A///(C2EI5OOC2H5)
of — 46-1 kcal mole-1 we calculate a value of —4-4 kcal mole-1 for the heat of forma¬
tion of the ethoxyl radical. The error in the heat of formation of peroxide is less
than +1-0 kcal mole-1 and in the activation energy about ± 1-2 kcal mole-1 (95 %
confidence limits in both cases). The error in our calculated heat of formation of
C2H50 is therefore about ± 1-1 kcal mole-1, i.e., A/Z^CjHjO) = —4-4+1-1
kcal mole-1.

Previous values for the heat of formation of the ethoxyl radical have included
— 6-0, —5-8 and —8-1 kcal mole-1. These latter two results were obtained by the
kinetic method based upon the thermal decomposition of ethyl nitrate and ethyl
nitrite respectively. The decomposition of nitrates and nitrites are complex and
accurate values for the activation energies difficult to obtain. Consequently the
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value based upon the peroxide is to be preferred. In table 2, we show data (based
upon the peroxides) for the heats of formation of methoxyl, ethoxyl, isopropoxly
and tert-butoxyl radicals; A ///(C H 3 O) — A 77/(C 2 H5O) is 7-4 kcal mole-1, which is
close to the difference between the two lowest members of the alkyl family, since
A///(CH3)-A///(C2H5) is 8-3 kcal mole-1.

Table 2.—Heats of formation and rates of auto-combination of the lower alkoxyl

radicals

peroxide

ch3ooch3
c2h5ooc2h5
(ch3)2chooch(ch3)2
(ch3)3cooc(ch3)3

kcal mole-1 kcal mole-1 kcal mole-1 log ArCOmb
AHf(ROOR)

-300
-46-1
-61-8
-81-5

36-1*
37-3
37-1

37-5f

AHf(RO)

+ 3-0
-4-4

-12-3
-22-0

mole-1 cm3 sec-1

12-2
12-8
12-1
12-4

*mean of ref. (12) and (13); f mean of nine values quoted in ref. (2).

1SOPROPOXYL RADICAL

In order to obtain a value by this techique for the heat of formation of the iso-
propoxyl radical we require the heat of formation of di-isopropoxyl peroxide. This
has not been measured; however, a value accurate to about +2 kcal mole-1 may
be estimated using the group energy terms of Franklin 9 in conjunction with the
experimental heats of formation of diethyl and di-tert butyl peroxide. We estimate
a value of -61-8 kcal mole-1 for A//>((CH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2). Since =
37-1 kcal mole-1, then A///((CH3)2CHO) is — 12-3 kcal mole-1. With an estimated
uncertainty of about +2 kcal mole-1 AT/^CH^CHO) has been reported as —15
kcal mole-1, derived using the kinetic method based upon decomposition of the
nitrite.

RATE CONSTANTS FOR THE A UTO-COM B IN A TION OF ALKOXYL RADICALS

Heicklen and Johnston 10 have reported that methoxyl radicals dimerize to yield
dimethyl peroxide but there have been no direct experimental data for the velocity
constants or Arrhenius parameters of dimerization. However, values for the
velocity constants for dimerization can be obtained 11 indirectly from the reverse
reaction (i.e., peroxide decomposition) using the relation Aforviati/Arevetse =

exp (AS/R). For an auto-combination such as 2RO^ROOR, then if the forward
reaction requires no activation energy,

log kf = log ,4r +AS/2-3/?+ 4-8,
where kf is in mole-1 cm-3 sec-1, Ar is in sec-1, AS is the entropy change in cal deg.-1
mole-1 at 1 atm and 25°C and the term 4-8 corrects for the change in the number of
molecules when the radicals combine. For methoxyl radicals 2 reacting by auto-
combination AS is —37 cal deg.-1 mole-1. We may assume that AS is the same for
all peroxide decompositions without appreciable error. Consequently, using the
relation,

log kf = log Ar —37/2-3/? + 4-8
we calculate the rate constants for auto-combination of alkoxyl radicals. These
values are shown in table 2, column 5. The revised value for the Arrhenius para¬
meters for the diethyl peroxide decomposition has put the auto-combination in the
"normal" class from its previously "low" value of 10 11 mole-1 cm3 sec-1.
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Comparison with rate constants for the auto-combination of alkyl radicals (e.g.,
2CH3->C2H6, k= 1013-34 mole-1 cm3 sec-1), indicates that alkoxyl radicals
combine appreciably less readily than do alkyl radicals.

BOND STRENGTH FOR ALCOHOLS I>(RO—H)

Using the revised values for the heats of formation of certain alkoxyl radicals
we find that £)(CH30—H) = 103-1, Z)(C2HsO—H) = 103-8, D(iso-C3H70—H) =
105-3, and £>(tert-BuO—H) = 105 kcal mole-1, so that Z>(RO—H) = 104+1
kcal mole-1, which is slightly stronger than previous work suggests.

We thank the Laporte Chemical Company for their support of this work and the
Salters' Company for the award of a scholarship to C. L.
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The thermal decomposition of the tert-butoxyl radical has been studied in the gas phase in the
range 398-436°K at pressures of 10-60 mm using di-tert-butyl peroxide+nitric oxide mixtures. The
reaction is pressure dependent and the following Arrhenius parameters for the high and low-pressure
limiting rates have been determined by a Hinshelwood-Lindemann treatment log Aoo (sec-1) = 14-7,
jEoo (kcal mole-1) = 22-8, log A0 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 15-7 and E0 (kcal mole-1) = 13-4. The half-
rate pressure at 436°K is 112 mm, and the results have been explained in terms of a model corres¬
ponding to about 23 effective oscillators in the activated state.

The pressure-dependence of the rate constant of a unimolecular reaction is well
known, and for molecules such as cyclopropane the " fall-off " region corresponds to
pressures of a few mm. For the decomposition of a free radical the pressure at which
the rate constant becomes pressure-dependent is likely to be much higher than for
a comparably-sized molecule. This is because the activation energy E needed for
decomposition of a radical is generally appreciably less than that required for a
molecule (e.g., for the isomerization of cyclopropane 1 E = 65 kcal mole-1, whereas
for isomerization of cyclopropyl radicals 2 E ~ 20 kcal mole-1) and unimolecular
reaction rate theory predicts that the pressure region at which the effect of pressure
becomes apparent increases as the critical ratio, E/RT, decreases. Consequently the
" fall-off" region for many radical decompositions might be expected to be in the 0-1-
1 atm pressure range.

For the tert-butoxyl radical, which decomposes readily to yield a methyl radical
and acetone, the enthalpy of decomposition is about 2 kcal mole-1 and reaction (1)

(CH3)3CO->CH3 + CH3COCH3
probably has a low activation energy.

There have been several studies of the decomposition of this radical, most of which
indicate that when treated as a unimolecular process the decomposition reaction has
a low ff-factor when compared with the value predicted by transition-state theory.
Flinshelwood 3 studied the decomposition in the presence of nitric oxide and obtained
values of 109-7 (sec-1) and 13-2 + 2-4 (kcal mole-1) for the Arrhenius parameters.
McMillan 4 generated tert-butoxyl radicals in the presence of methyl radicals and
reported values of 1011-2 (sec-1) and 11 +2 kcal mole-1 for the reaction parameters.
Hershenson and Benson 5 have suggested that these results, in conjunction with the
low value of the critical ratio (~16), indicate a possible pressure-dependence for the
decomposition of the tert-butoxyl radical. Mulcahy and Williams 6 have studied
the kinetics of decomposition of the tert-butoxyl radical and compared it with the
hydrogen atom abstraction from phenol. At 482°K the relative rates of these reactions
were influenced by total pressure and a value of 80 mm for the " half-rate " pressure
was reported. Since their study was made at only one temperature it was considered
desirable to examine reaction (1) over a range of temperatures in order to obtain
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activation energy data and accordingly we have studied the decomposition of the
tert-butoxyl radical, generated by the thermal decomposition of di-tert-butyl peroxide,
at various pressures over the temperature range 398-436°K.

EXPERIMENTAL

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Experiments were carried out in a seasoned cylindrical quartz cell (volume 296 cm3)
which was housed in a heavy aluminium-block furnace, the temperature of which was
controlled to ±0T°C by a Bikini-Fenwall relay unit. The reaction cell was connected to
a conventional high-vacuum line, part of which was enclosed in a Perspex-fronted box which
could be heated to about 70°C. This hot-box contained a mixing bulb and enabled much
higher vapour pressures of di-tert-butyl peroxide to be used in making up mixtures with
nitric oxide. Springham greaseless valves were used on the reaction and analytical system,
except for one removeable trap on which silicone grease was used.

After reaction (peroxide decomposition usually 4-7 %) the condensable products were
trapped in liquid nitrogen. This cold trap was replaced by an isopentane+liquid nitrogen
slush bath (— 160°C) and the nitric oxide pumped off. The remaining products were then
condensed by liquid nitrogen in a trap which could be detached from the main vacuum line.
This trap was then warmed carefully to 0°C and removed from the analytical train. A l-/rl
liquid sample was then withdrawn and injected for gas chromatographic analysis on a 5 in.
column of 11 % polyethylene glycol+6 % di-nonyl phthalate on chromosorb G (which
had been acid-washed and dimethyl chlorosilane treated) maintained at 23°C. The products
analyzed for were tert-butyl nitrite, acetone and the peroxide. Although it has been re¬
ported 7 that tert-butyl nitrite decomposes during chromatographic analysis we found that
at 23°C, with the treated solid support there was no decomposition of the nitrite during the
analytical procedure.

To determine if this method of sampling is satisfactory for relatively volatile compounds
such as acetone and tert-butyl nitrite, standard mixtures of the reaction products were
analyzed (i) using the microsyringe injection method, and (ii) by trapping the products in
a U-tube from which they could be swept directly as gases on to the chromatographic column
by the carrier gas. Within our analytical experimental error (3 %) the results of these two
methods were identical.

MATERIALS

Di-tert-butyl peroxide was distilled several times on the vacuum line, small middle frac¬
tions being retained each time. Because of the presence of a small quantity of acetone as
impurity, corrections (~4 %) were applied to the acetone produced as the result of pyrolysis.
Tert-butyl nitrite was prepared by the reaction of nitrous acid with tert-butyl alcohol.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When di-tert-butyl peroxide (DTBP) is thermally decomposed in the presence of
nitric oxide the following reactions need be considered for the pyrolysis of the tert-
butoxyl (t-BuO) radical:

DTBP-»2t-BuO
3

t-BuO + M->t-BuO* + M
4

t-BuO* + M->t-BuO + M

t-BuO*->CH3 + CH3COCH3
6

t-BuO + NO->t-BuONO.
It is apparent that

fc3(t-BuO)[M] = (t-BuO*)(fc4[M]+ks). (A)
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+ -rb (B)

Since the rates of formation of acetone and t-butyl nitrite are given by the relations:
-^ch3coch3 — ^s(t-BuO*) and 7?t-buono = &6(t-BuO)[NO]

then eqn. (A) becomes
^t-BuoNo

_ 1 k6
^ch3coch3[NO] [M]| k3k5 k

As [M]->oo, then eqn. (B) becomes
^t-BuONO

_ ^6^4 _ ^6 /p.

^CH3COCH3[NO] ^3^5 ^00
As [M]->0, then (B) becomes

^t-BuONO/^ch3coch3[NO] — k6/k0, (D)
where kw and k0 are the limiting high and low pressure rate constants for the de¬
composition of the tert-butoxyl radical.

Combining these relations,

Kt-BuONO =fcfj_+ 1 1 (E)
^ch3coch3[NO] [km k0[M]J

where [M] refers to the activating-deactivating body. We have considered this to be
the peroxide only, i.e., we have assumed that the energy transfer efficiency for nitric
oxide is small compared with that of the peroxide.

Our experimental data are given in table 1. The nitric oxide and DTBP con¬
centrations given are the mean values. The nitric oxide value was assumed to be
NOinltlal — DTBPdecomposed. This relation implies that every tert-butoxyl radical
generated reacts with nitric oxide. As the ratios 7?t-BuONo/-^cH3cocH3 show, this is an
over-estimate (by 5-10 %); however, this is compensated by the multiple addition
of nitric oxide to methyl radicals which are present in relatively low concentrations in
our system.

When the ratio /^-buono/^ch3coch3[NO] is plotted against 1/[peroxide], reasonable
straight lines are obtained. When these data are treated by the method of least
squares, the slopes (= k6/k0) and intercepts (= k6/kx) have values which are given
for each temperature in table 2. When log (k6/k0) and log (k6/kx) are plotted against
1/T", then least-squares analysis of these Arrhenius plots indicate our data to be
represented by the equations :

log (k6/k0) = (—5-17+ 0-81) —(13-4+ T7)/2-303i?7)
and

\og(k6/kx) = (—4-17 + 0-77)-(22-8±l-6)/2-303RT.
To obtain absolute values for the high-pressure and low-pressure parameters it is

necessary to know the Arrhenius parameters for the combination of tert-butoxyl and
nitric oxide. These have not been measured but it is reasonable to consider that
E6 = 0. Consideration of the rates of combination of nitric oxide with methoxyl,
ethoxyl, isopropoxyl and n-butoxyl radicals 7 indicate an average value of 1010"5
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the d-factor. Using these values for A6 and E6, log Am
(sec-1) = 14-7, Ex = 22-8 kcal mole-1, log A0 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 15-7 and
E0 — 13-4 kcal mole-1.

These Arrhenius parameters have been derived using the Hinshelwood-Lindemann
method. However, this treatment ofunimolecular decompositions is an oversimplified
one and fails to take into account the different energy contents of the activated species.
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Over a wider pressure range than is possible in our present system, curvature in the
above type of plots would become apparent. Over the limited pressure range of our
work (ca. factor of 4) this cannot be observed. Because of the limited extent of our
data, an RRK treatment is not warranted.

Table ]1.—Thermal decomposition of DTBP in presence of NO

T°c
mole cm-3

10~6/[dtbp]av
mole-1 cm3
hibuono'
rch,coch3

10 7 RtBuONO/
[dtbp]av 106 [NO] i06av «CH3COCH3[n01

162-9 1-37 1-35 0-73 12-4 0-92
162-9 1-17 1-14 0-85 9-6 0-84
162-9 1-00 0-98 1-00 10-3 1 -06
162-8 0-82 0-81 1-22 9-5 1-17
162-6 0-67 0-66 1-49 9-8 1-48
162-8 0-48 0-46 2-10 10-8 2-34
162-8 0-41 0-40 2-46 8-8 2-21
152-2 1-83 0-80 0-55 7-8 0-98
152-1 1-52 0-66 0-66 7-7 1-16
152-2 1-27 0-55 0-79 7-4 1-34
152-2 110 0-82 0-91 13-7 1-68
152-2 0-44 0-33 2-27 11-0 3-35
143-3 1-67 0-93 0-60 19-8 2-02
143-4 1-15 0-68 0-87 18-0 2-67
143-3 0-80 0-47 1-25 15-7 3-34
143-4 0-66 0-39 1-53 16-9 4-40
143-3 0-54 0-32 1-85 15-9 5-00
143-3 0-47 0-28 2-13 15-5 5-61
134-5 1-57 0-49 0-63 13-3 2-74
134-5 1-30 0-40 0-76 12-1 3-01
134-5 1-09 0-34 0-92 11-5 3-43
134-5 0-91 0-28 1-10 11-3 4-03
134-5 0-75 0-232 1-33 10-4 4-49
134-5 0-61 0-18„ 1-64 10-9 5-93
134-5 0-53 0-165 1-88 9-4 5-68
134-5 0-45 013c, 2-22 9-5 6-84
124-7 1-80 0-64 0-56 24-2 3-80
124-8 1-47 0-52 0-68 22-2 .

4-27
124-8 1-18 0-43 0-85 19-6 4-55
124-8 1-02 0-36 0-98 19-2 5-34
124-8 0-83 0-30 1-21 19-0 6-43
124-8 0-69 0-245 1-45 16-8 6-84
124-8 0-55 0-196 1-82 16-0 8-17

Table 2.—High and low pressure rate constants and half-rate

pressures for the tert-butoxyl radical decomposition

T°C , l0~7kelkaj k6jk p, (mm)(mole-1 cm3 sec !) u * x

398-0 1-97 34-9 48
407-7 1-10 26-1 65
416-5 0-64 23-3 99
425-4 0-30 13-6 123
436-0 0-22 9-08 112
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Our experimental results indicate that there is no anomalously low value for the
decomposition of the tert-butoxyl radical and agree with Hershenson and Benson 5
that the reported low values for the decomposition of the tert-butoxyl radical were
obtained because the possibility of the radical decomposition in the fall-off region
was not considered.

The tert-butoxyl radical decomposes in the high pressure region at about 10 times
the rate of the iso-propoxyl radical; this is in accord with predictions based upon
their respective enthalpies of decomposition. The difference Ex—E0 is related 9
in the Slater theory of unimolecular reactions to the number n of effective oscillators
in the activated species by the expression, Ex—E0 = \{n—\)RT. Although the
Slater theory cannot strictly be applied to the activation energies derived from a
1 /[M] plot it does enable a value to be obtained for the number of effective oscillators
so that a comparison may be made with previous results. In our work, the activation
energy difference (9-5 kcal mole-1) corresponds to about 22 effective oscillators in the
activated radical, compared with 36 internal co-ordinates, not all of which may be
effective.

Slater has also derived a simple relation 9 to express the variation of k/k00 with
temperature, where k is the observed first-order rate constant for the decomposition
of the radical. This relation leads to the expression : A log p = \n log (T2IT1), and
predicts that the same falling-off in rate occurs at higher pressures as the temperature
increases. The " half-rate pressure " pi is that pressure at which the rate constant
for the decomposition of the radical is half of the high pressure rate. In our treat¬
ment this occurs when k5 = fc4[M], so that pi = k5/k4. This ratio is given in table 2,
column 4. If log is plotted against log T a reasonable straight line is obtained from
the slope of which we have calculated that the number of effective oscillators is 19
compared with the value of 22 obtained from activation energy difference.

We have obtained a value of 112 mm for the half-rate pressure at 436°K; this can
be compared with that of ca. 80 mm obtained for the tert-butoxyl radical by Mulcahy
and Williams 6 at 482°K. Phillips et al.,1 have obtained a value of 40 mm for the
half-rate pressure for the isopropoxyl radical at 160°C and O'Neal and Benson 8
101 mm for the acetyl radical at 235°C. These values for pi are considerably larger
than those obtained for the unimolecular decomposition of molecules of similar
complexity.

We thank Dr. J. H. Knox of this University for helpful discussions and Laporte
Chemicals Ltd., for financial aid.
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The thermal decomposition of di-iospropyl peroxide has been studied over the temperature range
121-159°C in the presence of nitric oxide. Kinetic data for the initial fission of the O—O bond have
been established and used to estimate the enthalpy of formation of the isopropoxyl radical, iso-
Propoxyl radicals react readily with nitric oxide by cross-combination to form the nitrite or by
cross-disproportionation to form acetone and nitroxyl. The ratio of the rate constants is independent
of the temperature. The abstraction of hydrogen atoms from the peroxide by methyl radicals
(generated by the selective photolysis of azomethane) has been studied over the temperature range
47-93°C.

Arrhenius parameters have been determined for the following reactions:

A value of —11-3 kcal mole-1 has been deduced for the heat of formation of the ispropoxyl radical.

The chemistry of alkoxyl radicals is now fairly well documented 2 although
there are still notable gaps, particularly for the isopropoxyl radical. This is at least
partly due to the difficulties involved in the preparation of di-isopropyl peroxide,
since this class of compound is usually the cleanest source of alkoxyl radicals for
kinetic studies. When this study was being made, there had been no investigation
of the vapour phase pyrolysis of di-isopropyl peroxide in the presence of nitric oxide,
although the photolysis of such a mixture had been studied by McMillan.3 Recently,
Hughes and Phillips 4 and Ludwig and McMillan 5 have reported data on the dis-
proportionation to combination ratio, A((CH3)2CHO,NO), for the reaction of
isopropoxyl radicals, generated thermally in the presence of nitric oxide. The results
of their studies and the work reported here are in general agreement.

The decomposition of the isopropoxyl radical by carbon-carbon bond fission
yielding acetaldehyde and methyl radicals is well-established. These methyl radicals
may subsequently attack the parent peroxide, although there are no kinetic data
regarding such a reaction. Since knowledge of the Arrhenius parameters for this
reaction is important for the establishment of a mechanism for the decomposition
of di-isopropyl peroxide we have studied the reaction of methyl radicals with the
peroxide in the temperature range 47-93°C, using the selective photolysis of azo¬
methane at ).> 3400 A as the methyl radical source.

The reaction cell, a cylindrical quartz cell (volume 296 cm3), was housed in a heavy
aluminium block furnace, which was fitted with quartz side windows. The temperature
of the furnace was controlled to ±0T°C by a Bikini-Fenwall relay unit. For the photolysis
experiments with azomethane and di-isopropyl peroxide mixtures, the cell was filled by a

£(kcal mole *)
6-6
0

39-2

EXPERIMENTAL

apparatus and procedure
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parallel beam of light from an Hanovia UVS 500 mercury lamp. A Chance Pilkington
OA1 filter was placed in the light path to limit effective radiation to >3400 A at which
wavelengths the peroxide is transparent. Photolyses were carried out at temperatures
below 93°C where thermal decomposition of the azomethane+peroxide mixture was negligible
over the period of reaction.

The reaction cell was attached to the usual type of vacuum line, one part of which was
enclosed in a Perspex-fronted box which could be heated to 70°C and thus enabled higher
pressures of peroxide to be used in making up mixtures with azomethane or nitric oxide.
Greaseless stopcocks were used on the reaction and analytical sections of the vacuum
system.

In the photolytic experiments, after reaction the contents of the cell were trapped at
liquid-nitrogen temperature and the non-condensable fraction was measured in a gas burette.
It was then analyzed using an AEI, Ltd. MS 10 mass spectrometer and shown to comprise
methane and nitrogen. Another fraction was then removed at — 160°C and measured in
a gas burette. Mass spectrometric analysis showed this to comprise mainly ethane with
traces of azomethane and carbon dioxide, the latter being a small impurity in the azomethane.

When mixtures of the peroxide and nitric oxide were thermally decomposed, after
reaction the contents of the cell were trapped at — 160°C and nitric oxide removed by
pumping. The remainder was then expanded into the gas chromatographic sampling
system where a volume-sharing technique was employed to analyze only a small portion
of the reaction products. This enabled better peak resolution to be obtained. The gas
chromatographic column consisted of 5 ft of 13 % dinonyl phthalate and 5 % polyethylene
glycol on celite (60-80 mesh). This was maintained at 30°C, and was used in conjunction
with a flame ionization detector. No decomposition of isopropyl nitrite on the column
was found. Blank runs on peroxide+nitric oxide mixtures showed no decomposition
occurred.

MATERIALS

Di-isopropyl peroxide was prepared from methyl isopropyl sulphonate using a modifica¬
tion of the method of Pryor et al.6 During low-pressure distillation the peroxide was
collected in a series of cold traps. The peroxide was extracted from the crude reaction
product with isopentane. After washing and drying it was purified by preparative gas
chromatography. Despite this treatment there remained small quantities of acetone,
acetaldehyde and isopropanol, and corrections were applied to the yield of such products
in a kinetic run.

Azomethane was prepared by the oxidation of dimethyl hydrazine using yellow mercuric
oxide.7

Nitric oxide was obtained from a Matheson Co. cylinder and was pumped at — 196°C.
It was then distilled on the vacuum line at — 160°C and stored on the vacuum line.

results

PHOTOLYSIS OF AZOMETHANE IN PRESENCE OF DI-ISOPROPYL PEROXIDE

When azomethane (A) was photolyzed at temperatures less than 94°C and
2>3400 A, i.e., where the di-isopropyl peroxide (DiPP) did not thermally nor photo-
chemically decompose, the principal reaction products observed and analyzed for
were nitrogen, methane and ethane. Their formation, shown in table 1, is accounted
for by the following sequence of reactions:

CH3N2CH3->2CH3 + N2

ch3+ch3n2ch3->ch4+ch2n2ch3
2

CH3 + DiPP->CH4 + C6H1302

2CH3->C2H6
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A steady-state treatment gives the expression,

^CIL(2)/-RC2H6[P] =&2/^3>
where [P] refers to the peroxide concentration and /A:ii4(2) denotes the methane
formed by reaction (2), this being obtained by subtracting from the total methane
yield that part arising from reaction (1). This portion was calculated using the
Arrhenius parameters 8 for reaction (1), i.e., log A, (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 11-55
and £j (kcal mole-1) = 8-7, and the amounts of 7?ch4(2) are shown in column (7)
of table 1.

Table 1.—Rates of product formation when azomethane (A) is photolyzed in the
presence of di-isopropyl peroxide (P).

rates of formation R ch/^)/
T(°C) [a] ip]

n2 ch4 c2h6 ch„(2) 42h6
47-9 0-516 0-524 7-43 0-388 5-41 0-278 0-228
47-9 0-412 0-418 5-62 0-290 4-15 0-213 0-250
60-8 0-724 1-467 9-59 1-45 7-04 1-15 0-296
65-9 0-294 0-596 3-85 0-480 2-81 0-388 0-388
73-5 0-444 0-900 6-30 1-13 4-76 0-885 0-450
79-8 0-352 0-713 5-94 1-08 3-27 0-888 0-714
85-8 0-595 0-600 8-81 1-11 4-26 0-642 0-519
92-7 0-214 0-435 2-97 0-695 2-19 0-543 0-845
Rates of formation of products in 1012 mole cm-3 sec-1; [A] and [P], concentrations in

106 mole cm-3.

Using the accepted value 9 of 1013-34 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for the rate constant
for the combination of methyl radicals, our data for reaction (2), when treated by
the method of least-mean-squares, are represented by the equation,

log k2 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) = 10-5 — 6600/2-3032?r.
There are no other values reported, for this reaction. Our Arrhenius parameters
may be compared with data obtained for the reaction of methyl radicals with
isobutane,10 since in both cases the major attack will be on the hydrogen atom attached
to the tertiary carbon :

CH3+HC(CH3)3^CH4+C(CH3)3
Values of 1011-0 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) and 7-6 (kcal mole-1) have been reported 10

for the Arrhenius parameters of reaction (4). At 164°C (where 2-303RT is 2000)
both log k2 and log /c4 have values of 7-1 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) so that the peroxide
and. isobutane are attacked with similar ease by methyl radicals. Other suitable
substrates with which these rate constants for hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl
radicals may be compared are isopropanol and d.i-isopropyl ether. The kinetic
parameters 11 for these molecules indicate a value of 107-4 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) for
both the rate constants for abstraction at 164°C. This is in good agreement with
the results for the peroxide and for isobutane.

THERMAL DECOMPOSITION OF DI-ISOPROPYL PEROXIDE + NITRIC OXIDE

MIXTURES

When di-isopropyl peroxide is thermally decomposed in the presence of nitric
oxide in the temperature range 121-159°C, isopropyl nitrite, acetone, isopropanol
and acetaldehyde were the major reaction products found. Their formation is
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shown in table 2. Nitrous oxide, formald.oxime and nitrosomethane were not
sought although they are known to be formed in small quantities when isopropyl
nitrite is pyrolyzed. The nature and distribution of these products may be accounted
for by the following reactions:

(CH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2^2(CH3)2CHO
6

(CH3)2CHO + NO-»(CH3)2CHONO
7

-*(CH3)2CO + HNO
8

(CH3)2CHO + HNO-^(CH3)2CHOH + NO
9

(CH3)2CHO-KCH3)2CO + H
10

-+CH3CHO + CH3

CH3 + DiPP->CH4 + C6H1302.

isoPropyl nitrite is the major reaction product and is found so abundantly that
clearly combination with nitric oxide is scavenging most of the isopropoxyl radicals.
It is possible however, that although the steady-state concentration of isopropoxyl

Table 2.—Rates of product formation when di-isopropyl peroxide (P) is thermally
decomposed in the presence of nitric oxide

T(°C) t (sec) [PIau (NO) A B c D E IO6A-6/A1(

121-3 3600 0-404 0-312 0-007 0-624 0-104 0-053 0-788 278
121-4 3600 0-330 0-256 0-005 0-463 0-088 0-052 0-608 339
121-5 3600 0-494 0-382 0-014 0-826 0-145 0-057 1-043 362
129-9 1200 0-939 0-827 0-083 5-83 0-780 0-255 6-95 84-9
129-9 1500 0-793 0-698 0-059 4-47 0-576 0-278 5-38 109
129-9 1500 0-664 0-585 0-064 4-34 0-590 0-239 5-23 117
140-2 720 0-825 0-646 0-218 12-74 1-69 0-913 15-56 90-5
140-2 720 0-685 0-536 0-160 10-16 1-50 0-778 12-60 119
140-2 720 0-573 0-449 0-130 7-92 1-22 0-677 9-94 136
148-6 300 0-807 0-307 1-59 34-0 5-04 3-08 43-7 69-9
148-6 300 0-671 0-254 1-37 27-1 4-27 1-80 34-5 77-9
148-6 300 0-562 0-213 1-15 22-8 3-42 1-72 29-1 93-3
148-6 300 0-470 0-179 1-24 19-3 2-83 1-46 24-8 86-9
158-7 180 0-481 0-446 3-12 69-8 8-61 4-02 85-5 50-1
158-7 180 0-329 0-306 2-40 46-2 6-32 2-70 57-6 62-9

Concentration of peroxide and nitric oxide in 106 mole cm-3 ; rates of product formation
in 1011 mole cm-3 sec"1 ; A, B, C, D and E refer to acetaldehyde, isopropyl nitrite, acetone
isopropanol and total products respectively.

radicals is low, because of the ease with which the hydrogen atom attached to the
tertiary carbon atom in the peroxide is removed by a radical some of the isopropanol
will be produced by isopropoxyl radicals abstracting hydrogen from the peroxide, i.e.,

(CH3)2CHO + Dipp" (CH3)2CHOH + 302.
We derive the relation :

^0 1)(ch3)2choh(NO)/R(CH3)2CHONO(P) — knlk6.
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Arden, Phillips and Shaw have estimated 12 a value of 6 x 10l° mole-1 cm3 sec-1
for the velocity constant k6. There are no kinetic data for reaction (11); however,
values for the Arrhenius parameters may be deduced as follows. It has been
suggested 1 that methoxyl radicals and methyl radicals abstract hydrogen atoms from
substrate molecules with similar pre-exponential factors but with activation energies
which differ by 2-3 kcal mole-1, being lower for the alkoxyl radical. It is likely
that methoxyl and isopropoxyl radicals are not very different in their reactivity so
assuming that Ach3/M(ch3)2cho = 1 and £ch3 -£(ch3)2Cho = 2-5 kcal mole-1, we
deduce from the Arrhenius parameters for reaction (2) that log Alt (mole-1 cm3
sec-1) = 10-5 and Elt (kcal mole-1) is 4-1.

Using these parameters for reaction (11), then at the highest temperature and
where [NO]/[P]~l, the ratio A(1 1)(cii3)2choh/A(ch3)2chono is about 0-01. Thus
some of the propanol (~10 %) is apparently formed by hydrogen atom abstraction
from the peroxide, but most is formed by another reaction, probably (8) as suggested
by Levy 13 and by Phillips.14

Acetone is considered to be formed only by reactions involving the cross-
disproportionation of isopropoxyl and nitric oxide. Significant formation by the
auto-disproportionation of isopropoxyl radicals (reaction (12))

2(CH3)2CHO->(CH3)2CO + (CH3)2CHOH
is unlikely for the following reason. The following relation may be derived:

^ch3coch3(7) k7[no]
^ch3coch3(12) k12[(CH3)2CHO]

k-j may be estimated from the value of k6 calculated by Phillips 12 and the ratio
k61k7^6 obtained by McMillan in experiments 3 on the photolysis of di-isopropyl
peroxide and nitric oxid.e mixtures, so that /e7~ 10'° mole-1 cm3 sec-1. No value
has been reported for k12 ; we assume that it is 10'3 mole-1 cm3 sec-1, a value which is
probably high. Using a reasonable value of 2 x 10-1S mole cm-3 for the concentra¬
tion of isopropoxyl radicals the ratio Ach3coch3(7)//?ch3coch3(12) is about 200 so
that acetone formation by reaction (12) is not appreciable.

Acetaldehyde is a small but definite reaction product and is evidence that some
of the isopropoxyl radicals are decomposing by carbon-carbon bond fission before
they can be scavenged by nitric oxide. Acetaldehyde was not found by McMillan 5
or by Phillips,4 probably due to their use of peroxide/nitric oxide ratios different
from those in the present work.

The following relation may be derived :

^(ch3)2chono/^ch3cho(NO) = k6/k10.
Our data when calculated in this way are shown in column 10 of tabic 2. The ratio
k6/kio varies, in general increasing as the concentration of nitric oxide and peroxide
decreases. This variation is not surprising since the decomposition of the iso¬
propoxyl radical is pressure dependent.15 We have attempted to analyze our data
on the basis of a possible pressure-dependence but they were not sufficiently accurate
to obtain useful data. This was largely because of the small yield of acetaldehyde.
This could have been increased by reducing the concentration of nitric oxide but
this would have introduced other complications, e.g., the nitric oxide concentration
would have been rapidly depleted.

Some of the variation in k6/klQ may be due to the reaction

NO + (CH3)2CHO^CH 3NO + CH3CHO
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We are not aware of any previous suggestion regarding this reaction; however,
nitric oxide abstracts hydrogen atoms so readily from the isopropoxyl radical that
a small amount of methyl radical abstraction might also occur.

Some methyl radicals are produced by reaction (10). They may possibly react
with nitric oxide (reaction (14) or by hydrogen atom abstraction from di-isopropyl
peroxide (reaction (2)). No methane was found amongst the reaction products
which suggested that, under our experimental conditions, the abstraction reaction
is umimportant and the dominant fate of methyl radicals is combination with nitric
oxide. This is supported by the following reasoning.

Within the pressure range of our work reaction (14)

CH3 + NO( + M)1->CH3NO( + M)
is in the transition region between second a.nd third order kinetics.16 The ratio
/?cH3No/f?cii4(2) therefore probably lies between the values kiA/k2 and k'l4[M]/k2,
where kl4 and k\ 4 are the second- and third-order rate constants respectively for
reaction (14). Using values of 1012 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1) and 1018 (mole-2 cm6 sec-1)
for k1A and /c'14 respectively 16 under our experimental conditions, Rcw^oj Ra\A(2)
has a value of ~105 so that hydrogen atom abstraction from the peroxide is
insignificant.

DISPROPORTIONATION BETWEEN ISOPROPOXYL RADICALS AND NITRIC

OXIDE

The cross-disproportionation and combination reactions of isopropoxyl radicals
and nitric oxide have been studied by McMillan 3- 5 and by Hughes and Phillips.4
In the latter, more comprehensive, study a value of 0-22 was reported for the ratio,
/r7/k6, which was constant over the temperature range 104-149°C. The results of
our investigation are shown in column 2 of table 3 and indicate that the ratio k7/k6 =

Table 3.—Temperature-dependence of the velocity constant ratio k7/k6 and the
velocity constant k 5 for the decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide

T(°C) k7lk& 105A's (sec-1)

121-5 0-18 1-00
129-9 0-13 3-67
140-2 0-14 9-15
148-6 0-15 26-5
158-7 0-13 84-0

0-15 + 0-03 and is not temperature dependent. Ludwig and McMillan5 have
reported a value of 0-17 for the rate constant ratio. Agreement between these three
sets of data is reasonable although the difference between the results of Phillips and
this work is outside the error limits of both sets ofwork. The corresponding reactions
of methoxyl and ethoxyl radicals have been studied,12 values of 0-5 and 0-3 being
reported for the ratio of rale constants for disproportionation and combination,
kd/kc. Our value of 0-15 for k7/k6 is entirely in keeping with the suggestion 12
that for reactions involving alkoxyl radicals and nitric oxide, (kd/kc)ln is 0-16, where
n is the number of abstractable hydrogen atoms in the alkoxyl radical.

Using the value of 6x 1010(mole-1 cm3 sec-1) calculated for k6 we find that
k7 is 9T x 109 (mole-1 cm3 sec-1). For the disproportionation reaction between
ethoxyl and nitric oxide the corresponding velocity constant has the value of 1 x 1010
(mole-1 cm3 sec-1).
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KINETICS OF DECOMPOSITION OF DI-ISOPROPYL PEROXIDE

The rate of disappearance of the peroxide — R„ is given by
~rp = ^s[p] = 2^(ch3)2cho-

Since all of these isopropoxyl radicals react, when produced in the presence of nitric
oxide, to form isopropyl nitrite, acetone, isopropanol and acetaldehyde, then the
amount of peroxide decomposed is expressed by the relation :

~ Rp = i(^(ch3)2chono + ^(cii3)2co + ^(cii3)2choii + ^ch3cho)
= 1/?

2*vproducts.

When 7?products 's plotted against the average peroxide concentration, straight
lines are obtained. From the slope (= 2/c5) of these plots the velocity constant for
the decomposition of di-isopropyl peroxide can be calculated. Our results for
-^products are given in column 9 of table 2 and when plotted yield the least-square
values of k5 shown in column 3 of table 3. An Arrhenius plot of these results
indicates that k5 is represented by the equation:

log k5 (mole-1 cm3 sec"1) = (16-8+ 1-6)-(39200 +3000)/2-303fl7\
Within the large experimental error our results for the fission of the O—O bond in
di-isopropyl peroxide are in good agreement with literature values. In table 4 we
have summarized data for vaious di-alkyl peroxides.

Table 4.—Arrhenius parameters and velocity constants at 164°C for the thermal

decomposition of di-alkyl peroxides
1

ROOR->2RO
5 +log k\ at

peroxide log A (sec-1) E (kcal mole-1) 164°C ref.

methyl 15-2 35-3 2-6 20

ethyl 16-1 37-3 2-5 19

n-propyl 15-4 36-5 2-2 21

iso-propyl 15-4 37-1 1-9 19
16-8 ±1-6 39-2 ±3-0 2-2 this work
15-1 36-8 1-7 4

tert-butyl 16-4 38-7 2-1 22

Our data for reaction (5) may be used to estimate the heat of formation of the
isopropoxyl radical, if the activation energy for peroxide decomposition is equated
with the O—O bond dissociation energy, since

T>(RO—OR) = 2A/f/(RO) — A///(ROOR).
There is no experimental value for the het of formation of di-isopropyl peroxide;
however, a value of —61-8 kcal mole-1 may be estimated using the group-energy
terms of Franklin 17 and the heats of formation of other peroxides.18 Inserting
this value in the above equation, the heat of formation of the isopropoxyl radical
is — 11-3 kcal mole-1, with an estimated uncertainty of +2 kcal mole-1. Other
values which have been reported 19 are —15 and —12-3 kcal mole-1.

We thank the Laporte Chemical Company for their support of this work.
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The Pressure Dependence of the Decomposition of the Isopropoxyl Radical

by M. J. Yee Quee and .1. C. J. Thyrne
Department of Chemistry, Edinburgh University, Edinburgh, Scotland (Received Janruiry 11, 1968)

The thermal decomposition of the isopropoxyl radical has been studied in the gas phase over the temperature
range 122 155° using the pyrolysis of diisopropyl peroxide as the radical source. The decomposition of the
radical to form acetalde'nyde and a methyl radical is pressure dependent, and the following Arrhenius param¬
eters for the high- and low-pressure limiting rates have been determined using a Hinshelwood-Lindemann
treatment, log — 12.1, = 16.1 kcal mol-1, log d0 = 12.7, and E„ = 6.7 kcal mol-1. The half-rate
pressure at 140° is 75 mm and the results have been explained in terms of a model corresponding to about 24
effective oscillators in the activated state. The isopropoxyl radical has also been shown to decompose in a
pressure-dependent manner to acetone and hydrogen, but in this temperature region this reaction occurs to
less than 1% of the extent of the decomposition of the radical by carbon-carbon bond fission. An activation
energy of about 20 kcal mol-1 has been estimated for this carbon-hydrogen bond fission, reaction.

The pressure dependence of the unimolecular re¬
action rate constant has been observed for many com¬
pounds and the pressure ranges in which the transition
from first- to second-order kinetics occurs have usually
been in the millimeters-or-less region. It is predicted
by the unimolecular reaction rate theory that the
pressure region at which the effect of pressure becomes
apparent increases as the critical ratio E/RT decreases,

The Journal of Physical Chemistry

where E is the activation energy required for decom-
position. Free radicals generally have lower activation
energy requirements than do similar-size molecules
(e.g., the isomerization of cyclopropane1 and of cyclo-
propyl5 radicals requires activation energies of 65 and

(1) H. O. Pritchard, R. G. Sowden, and A. F, Trotman-Dickenson,
Proc. Roy. Soc., A217, 563 (1959).
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20 kcal mol-1, respectively). Consequently, it is to he
expected thai the transition region for many free-radi¬
cal decompositions will be in the 0.1-1-atm range, and
recently several investigations'~® have demonstrated
the pressure dependence of such decompositions.

The isopropoxyl radical is known to decompose
readily to yield a methyl radical and acetaldehyde, the
enthalpy of decomposition7 being about 5 kcal mol-1.
The pressure dependence of this decomposition has been
studied by Phillips and coworkers4 using the pyrolysis
of isopropyl nitrite-nitric oxide mixtures

(CHj)JCHO —>- CH, + CH3CHO
(CHJ)2CHO —> H + CHjCOCHJ

Another possible decomposition pathway for the
radical is to produce a hydrogen atom and acetone.
The enthalpy of this decomposition is 12 kcal mol-1 and
thus is likely to require a higher energy of activation
than the decomposition producing acetaldehyde.
There appears to be no definite evidence in the liter¬
ature for the occurrence of this reaction in the case of
the isopropoxyl radical, although methoxyl radicals are
well known7 8 to decompose in this manner.

With the aim of studying the pressure dependence of
such decomposition reactions using a radical source
other than isopropyl nitrite, we have thermally de¬
composed diisopropyl peroxide at pressures of 9-42 mm
over the temperature range 122-155°.

Experimental Section
The reaction cell was a quartz cylindrical ceil (vol¬

ume, 29G cm3). This was housed in a heavy aluminum
block furnace fitted with quartz windows, the tem¬
perature of ihe furnace was controlled to ±0.1°. The
reaction cell was connected to the usual type of vacuum
line, one part of which was enclosed in a "hotbox,"
which could be heated to 70° and thus enabled higher
pressures of peroxide to be admitted to the cell. Grease-
less stopcocks were used on the reaction and analytical
sections of the vacuum system. After the compounds
were allowed to react, the contents of the cell were
trapped in liquid nitrogen. The noncondensable
fraction was collected and was measured in a gas buret.
It was then analyzed using an AEI MS 10 mass spec¬
trometer and was shown to be comprised of hydrogen,
carbon monoxide, and methane. The other products,
ethane, acetaldehyde, methyl isopropyl ether, acetone,
isopropyl alcohol, isopropylene oxide, and the unreacted
diisopropyl peroxide were analyzed gas chromatographi-
cally using a single-stage column at 35°, which was
comprised of 5 ft of 13% dinonyl phthalate and 5%
polyethylene glycol and 2 ft of 13% dinonyl phthalate
on celite. The amount of methyl isopropyl ether
formed was so small that it could not be measured with
accuracy.

Materials. Diisopropyl peroxide was prepared from
methyl isopropyl sulfonate using a modification of the

method of Pryor, et al.* The peroxide was distilled on
a vacuum line and was collected in a series of cold traps.
It was extracted from the crude reaction product with
isopentane. After it was washed and dried, it was

purified by preparative gas chromatography. It was

normally stored in a blackened bulb at liquid nitrogen
temperature.

Results and Discussion

In some earlier work,10 we thermally decomposed
diisopropyl peroxide in the presence of nitric oxide,
using the formation of isopropyl nitrite to monitor the
concentration of isopropoxyl radicals. However, be¬
cause of the small yields of acetaldehyde formed in that
investigation, the experimental data, were not suffi¬
ciently accurate to enable the pressure dependence of
the decomposition of the isopropoxyl radical to be
studied, although it was demonstrated qualitatively.
The yield of acetaldehyde could have been increased by
using smaller concentrations of nitric oxide, but this
would have meant that the nitric oxide became rapidly
depleted. Consequently, in this work the pressure
dependence of the isopropoxyl radical decomposition
has been investigated by means of the pyrolysis of
diisopropyl peroxide using the formation of isopropyl
alcohol as the concentration index of the isopropoxyl
radicals.

(a) The Thermodynamic Stability of the Radicals De¬
rived from Diisopropyl Peroxide. Before an adequate
discussion may be made of the reactions involved in the
peroxide decomposition, it is necessary to consider the
fate of radicals produced from the parent peroxide.
When a free radical, R, abstracts a hydrogen atom from
the peroxide, it may react either with the hydrogen
atom attached to the tertiary carbon atom (reaction A)
or with the hydrogen attached to the primary carbon
atom (reaction C). It is well astablished that tertiary
carbon atoms are the more readily attacked and in the
case of the peroxide the resulting radical will be 2-
(isopropylperoxy)isopropyl (Rj). This radical may
subsequently decompose (reaction B), yielding acetone
and an isoprcpoxyl radical

(2) G. Git' g and J. C. .1 Thy one. Tram. Faraday Soc., 62, 3338
(1906).

(3) M. F. R. Mulcahy and D. J. Williams. Ami. J. Chem., 17, 1291
(1904).
(4 D. L. Cox, R. A. Liverinore, and L Phillips, J. Chem. Soc., 3,
245 (1966).
(5) E. O'Neal and 8. W. Benson, J. Chem. Phyt., 36, 2196 (1962).
(6) M. J. Yee Que® and J. C. J. Thynne, Tram. Faraday Soc., 63,
2970 (1967).
(7) P. Gray, R. Shaw, and J. C. J. Thynne, Progr. Reaction Kimiict,
4, 63 (1967).
(8) P. Gray and A. Williams, Chem. Rev., 59, 239 (1969).
(9) W. A. IVyor, D. M. Huston, T. R. Fiske, T. L. Pickering, and
E. Cluffarin, J. Anier. Chem. Soc., 86, 4237 (1964).
(10) (a) M. J. Yee Quee and J. C. J. Thynne, Tram. Faraday Soc.,
64, 1296 (1968); (b) M. J. Yee Quee, Ph.D. Thesis, University of
Edinburgh, 1907, pp 232-236.
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R + (CH3)2CHOOCH(CH3)2 —*-

RH 4 (CH,),CHOOC(CH,), (R,) (A)

(CH,),CHOOC(CH,)2 —*■

CHsCOCH, 4 (CH,),CHO (B)

R 4 (CH,)2CHOOCH(CH3)2 —*-

RH + CH3CH(CH2)OOCH(CH,)2 (R2) (C)

CHsCH(CH2)OOCH(CH3)2 —►

CH,CH(0)CH2 4- (CH,),CHO (D)
When the primary carbon atom is attacked, the

resulting radical, 2-(isopropylperoxy)-n-propyl (R,)
may decompose (reaction D), yielding propylene oxide
and isopropoxvl. There are no thermochemical data
available for the radicals R2 and R2; however, values
for their enthalpies of decomposition may be inferred as
follows.

It is likely that the strength of the a-hydrogen-carbon
bond, Z>(H-Ri), in the peroxide will be very similar to
that of the tertiary carbon-hvdrogen bond in i.sobu-
tane, i.e., 90 kcal mol-1. This suggestion is supported
by the similarity10 of the velocity constants for the
hydrogen atom abstraction by methyl radicals from
isobutane and diisopropyl peroxide, since they are
identical at about 160°. From the relation

£>(H-Rj) = A//,(H) 4 A//,(Ri) - A//,(H-Ri)

and using the estimated value" of —61.8 kcal mol-1
for the heat of formation of diisopropyl peroxide, we
find that A//f(R2) is about —24 kcal mol-1.

If we denote the 0-0 bond strengths in R2 and lt2
by Di(0-0) and D2(0-0), then

Z)j(O-O) = AH,(CH3C0CHs) 4

A//r[(CHs)2CHO ] - A//,(R.I)

Using values of —45 and —12 kcal mol-1 for the
heats of formation of acetone" and isopropoxyl,11
respectively, we calculate that D,(0-0) = —33 kcal
mol-1, so that the radical R2 is clearly thermodyn&m-
ically unstable and may be considered to decompose
quantitatively to acetone and isopropoxyl.

By a similar argument, assuming that Z)(H-R2) ~

96 kcal mol-1, we can derive a value of —18 kcal mol-1
for A//i(R2). Using the value of —22 kcal mol-1 for
the heat of formation of isopropylene oxide, quoted in
ref 8, we find that D2(0-0) is —16 kcal mol-1, so that
radical R2 is also unstable and probably undergoes
quantitative decomposition.

(b) Thermal Decomposition of Diisopropyl Peroxide.
Diisopropyl peroxide (DiPP) was pvrolyzed at pres¬
sures of 9-42 mm over the temperature range 122-155°.
The main products were acetaldehyde, acetone, iso-
propyl alcohol, ethane, and methane, together with
smaller amounts of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and
isopropyiene oxide and trace quantities of methyl

isopropyl ether. A typical set of analytical result
obtained from a reaction carried out at 130.4° using
peroxide concentration of 1.351 X 10-8 mol cm"

yielded the following rates of formation of product
(X10" mol cm-3 sec-1): H2, 0.49S; CO, 5.72; CH.
17.0; C2H,, 29.0; CH3CHO, 74.8; CH,CH(0)CH
0.6SS; CH3COCH3, 32.4; and (CH3)2CHOH, 21A
(Our analytical results are reported fully in ref 10b am

copies of the data are obtainable from one of the au

thors, J. C. J. T.)
The reaction products may be accounted for by th

following scheme of reactions which includes a Hin
shelvvood-Lindemann mechanism for the decompositioi
of the isopropoxyl radical

(CH3)2CI-IOOCH(CH3)2 —> 2(CHj)2CHO (1

(CH3)2CHO 4 M •—> (CH3)2CHO* 4 M (2

(CH3),CHO* + M —>- (CH3)2CHO + M (3

(CH3)2CHO* —* CHS 4- CHsCHO (4

(CHj)2CHO -f DiPP —>

(CH,)2CHOH 4- (CH,),COOCH(CH,), (5;

(CH,)2COOCH(CH3)2 —

(CII3)2CO 4- (CIi3)2CHO (6
CH3 4- DiPP —*■

CH, 4 (CHs)2COOCH(CH»)2 (7.

2CH3 —>■ C2H„ " (8;

(CH3)2CHO 4 CHsCHO —

(CHs)2CHOH + CHsCO (9;

CIIjCO —>- CH, 4 CO (10;

CHs 4 CHsCHO —> CH, 4 CIRCO (lb

(CHs)sCHO —CHsCOCH, 4 H (12;

H 4 DiPP —11, 4 (CH3)2COOCH(CH,)2 (13;

(CH,)jCHO 4 DiPP —*■

(CH,),CHOH 4 CHsCH(CH2)OOCH(CH3)2 (14]

CH3CH(CH2)OOCH(CHs), —>

(CH,)2CHO 4 CHsCH(0)CH2 (15)

CHs 4 DiPP —*-

CH, 4- CHsCH(CH2)OOCH(CH3)2 (16)

H 4 DiPP —^

H2 4 CH3CH(CHPOOCH(CHs)2 (17)

{{) Isopropylene Oxide The observation that this
is a react:on product is not inconsistent with the occur¬
rence of reaction 15 and the validity of our thermody-

(11) C. Leggett and J. C. J. Thymic, Trans. Faraday Soc., 63, 2504
(1907).
(12) C. G. Moore, /. Chcm. Soc., 234 (1951).
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namic prediction of the instability of the radical R2.
R2 and, therefore, >pjdene oxide may he produced by
reactions 14, 10, . 17. We consider, mainly on the
basis of the difference in activation energy requirements
for hydrogen atom abstraction from a primary and
tertiary carbon atom, that reactions 10 and 17 are not
appreciable sources of the oxide. Alkoxyl radicals,
which appear to have lower activation energy require¬
ments for abstraction from similar substrates,7 are more

likely to be able to react at both sites within this tem¬
perature range. We therefore consider that reaction
14 is principally responsible for isopropylene oxide
formation and have accordingly used the relation
Roxui* = f?<cH.),CHon(14) in our calculations on the
consumption of isopropoxyl radicals, where 72(ch,),choh-
(14) is the isopropyl alcohol formed by reaction 14.
It- should be noted, however, that even if this assump¬
tion somewhat overemphasizes the role of reaction 14,
Roxlde is so small relative to ^(ctioiChoh that even to
ignore it-- mutation would have little effect on the over¬
all calculations.

(ii) Methyl Isopropyl Ether. McMillan has re¬
ported" from a study of the photolysis of diisopropyl
peroxide at 77° that for the cross-combination and
disproportionation of methyl and isopropoxyl radicals,
the ratio of velocity constants kxt/kw is 3.4

(CH,)2CHO + CH, —^ (CH,),CHOCH, (18)

(CH,),CHO + CHa —* CIR + CHjCOCHJ (19)

We found only Trace quantities of methyl isopropyl
ether and therefore conclude that reaction 19 does not
contribute significantly to the methane and acetone
formed in this reacting system.

(in) Carbon Monoxide and Methane. Acetalde-
hyde, which is the major reaction product, is well known
to react rapidly with free radicals14-16 by losing the
aldehydic hydrogen atom, so that in this system some
is, ipropyl alcohol and methane formation car- occur by
reactions 9 and 11. The resulting acetyl radical is
known to decarbonylate readily (reaction 10), so that
at temperatures above about 120° decomposition is
almost quantitative.

We consider that the only sources of methane for¬
mation are the result of methyl radical abstraction
from the peroxide and from acetaldehyde. The amount
formed by reaction with the peroxide, Iich,(P), may be
calculated from the relation

*CH.(P)
^ r>'/i rpiC,H,U Ji

3.So
6600

2.30372 T

established front a study10 of the selective photolysis of
azomethane in the presence of diisopropyl peroxide.
[Pj»v refers to the mean concentration of the peroxide.
Since /2CH,(total) « 72ch,(P) + 72ch«(H)» then we can
calculate the amount of methane formed by hydrogen
atom abstraction from the acetaldehyde. This is also

equal to the amount of carbon monoxide produced by
subsequent decomposition of the acetyl radical formed
in reaction 11. If we assume that all of the acetyl
radicals formed decompose to yield carbon monoxide,
then the difference between /2co(total) and 72Co(ll)
(=7?ch,(11)) will reflect the isopropyl alcohol formed
by reaction 9, /2(ch,>,choh(9).

(iv) Acetone and Isopropyl Alcohol. A possible
source of isopropyl alcohol and acetone not considered
in the above mechanism is the autodisproportionation
of isopropoxyl radicals

2(CHj)2CHO —(CH,),CHOH -r (CH3)2CO (20)

Because of the ease of decomposition of the isopropoxyl
radical, the steady-state concentration of methyl radi¬
cals will be higher than that of isopropoxyl radicals.
In spite of this, we have concluded in section ii that
there is no significant cross-disproportionation of
methyl and isopropoxyl radicals (reaction 19). It is
probable that the velocity constants for reaction 19
and 20 are not very different, i.e., about 10 1 n.ok1 crnJ
sec-1. The experimental observation ,1, . ,nly trace
quantities of methyl isopropyl ether (<0ii2 X 10~"
mol cm**' see**1) were formed suggests that the sta¬
tionary concentration of isopropoxyl radicals is roughly
lO""11, mol cm"1. The contribution of reaction 20 to

the acetone and isopropyl alcohol formation may
therefore be estimated to be ~0.01 and «0.01%,
respectively, and so may be neglected. The main
sources of acetone are therefore considered to be the

decomposition of the isopropylperoxypropyl radicals
formed by reactions 5 and 6 and also the possible
decomposition of the isopropoxyl radical by reaction 12.
Decomposition by carbon-hydrogen bond fission of
alkoxyl radicals, although thermodynamically feasible,
appears not to be well substantiated,7 except in the case
of methoxyl (where no other reasonable decomposition
path is available) and possibly also in the case of
ethoxyl. In the case of the isopropoxyl radical, the
enthalpy of decomposition by reaction 12 is 12 kcal
mol*"1. The observation that hydrogen is found as a
react-on product in - nail but definite amounts is good
evidence that carbon-hydrogen bond fission in the case
of the isopropoxyl radical is a definite reaction pathway.
We have considered that the predominant fate of the
hydrogen atom produced in reaction 12 is to react by
hydrogen atom abstraction with the peroxide to form
molecular hydrogen (reaction 13), so that since the
radical Rt decomposes to form acetone, then for every
molecule of hydrogen produced two molecules of acetone
are also formed. Some of the molecular hydrogen may
also be formed by the reactions

(13) G. R. McMillan, J. imer. Chetn. Sac , 83, 3013 (1961).
(14) R. N. Birred and A. F. Trotman-Dickenaon, J. CKem. Soc.. 4218
(1960).
(16) J. A. Kerr and J. G. Calvert, J. Phyt. C/tem., M. lfct'2 ,966,,

Voitima 7t, A'amder & Jt&t
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H + (CHS)2CHO •

H + CHjCHO

Hj + CHjCOCHa (21)
IT + CII3CO (22)

In view of tlio fact that the disproportionation re¬
action (19) is not significant, it is probable that re¬
action 21 is not a significant source of hydrogen and will
in any case not disturb the over-all acetone balance.
In section vi we have d< ■ mass-balance relation
for methyl radicals and aoetakichyde which is in agree¬
ment with our experimental data within 1-2%. Any
consumption of acetaldehyde by reaction 22 would
disturb this mass balance and we consider that reaction
22 may be neglected. We may, therefore, conclude
that, 011 a material balance basis, the following relation
holds

AYhicochi = Ren,(7) 4- /?(ciii),oioh(5) + 27?h,

or in terms of total yields of products

AchiCoch. —

(AcH, R(CH,)eCHOH + 2RH,) — \RCO R„

Our analytical results indicate that in most cases the
acetone balance is about 95% or better. Although
here appears to be a small deficiency of acetone, this

may well be due to a slight but systematic error in the
estimation of products. It is, however, within our

analytical experimental error.
(v) Acetaldehyde. This is the most abundant re¬

action product and arises from the carbon-carbon bond
fission of the isopropoxvl radical. The decomposition
of the radical can be treated by a simple Hinshelwood-
Lindemann scheme as follows. The steady-state
treatment gives

Acch.x-ho. - *,[(CH,),CHOJJlf -

fc,[(CH,)tCHO*]J/ - Aq[(CH3)*CHO*]
where

= 0

[(0113)20110'

Since i?cH«cHo(4)

M/[(CH»),CHOJ
k;M -T hi

h<{(CH,)2CHO* and

7?(Ch,)iChoh(5) = a5[(OH3)2CHO](P), then the follow¬
ing relation may be derived

r (ch,),choh(51
7?ctiiCno(4) [P]»-,

h[(k3/hk<) + (l/M/)] (I)

where,c'hoh(o) = A(chi):Choh — rorne — Rco +
7?ch»(11) and Ach,cho(4) = Rqh,c.ho + Rco. [Pjav
is the mean concentratii n of peroxide and M is taken
to be [P] [1 + (x/2) j, where x is the fraction of per¬
oxide decomposed. Our experimental results calcu¬
lated in the form suggested by eq I are given in Table
I and are plotted in Figure 1. Values for the slopes
h/kt (—ki/ko) and the intercepts k-J(kiki/k-j) ( = kt/k„)
which are shown in columns 2 and 3 of Table II were

obtained by a least-squares analysis of the data in

0123

10~*/M mol-1 omt

Figaro 1. Hinshelwocx]- l.indemann plots of /?i(cn,>,CHon(5)/
Fcn,CHo[P).v vs. l/M. The numbers on the left-hand side
of the curves refer to the units they have beei displaced
vertically for ease of presentation. The numbers on the
right-hand side refet to the temperature at which the results
were obtained.

Table I. A11 Arrhenius plot of these results yields the
following results

log (fe/U - (—1.6 ± 0.5)
(12,000 ± 1000)

2.303RT

and

log (h/h) = (-2.2 ± 0.5) - '-°-°lB ;
2.303RT

The error limits represent the standard deviations of
the least-mean-squares treatment of the data.

There are no reported values for the Arrhenius
parameters for reaction 5. We can estimate values,
however, using the parameter.--es'T,.: ;hed!0 for reac¬
tion 7, i.e., log -4(7) = 10.5 and ,V(7) = 6.6 kcal mol-1.
It has been suggested7 that methoxvl and methyl
radicals abs'ract hydrogen atoms from the same sub¬
strate with similar prcexponential factors but with
activation energies which differ by 2-3 kcal mol-1.
Since it. is likely that methoxvl and i opropoxyl radicals
are rather similar in their reactiviti >s, then if we assume

that ACk,(7) ^A(ch,),cho(5) and 27(7) — E(5) = 2.5
kcal mol-1, then we find that log A(4) = 10.5 and
A'(5) = 4.1 kcal mo!":. Substituting these values in
the above equatioi.s, we find that log = 12.1 and

= 15.1 kcal mol'-1, log A0 = 12.7, and E0 = 6.7
kcal mol-' Phillips and coworkers4 have reported
values of 11.8 and 17.2 k-a! mol" for log A„ and for

respectively, and lb I and 8.3 kcal mol-1 for log
Ao and for Ea, respectively. Agreement is very good,
particularly in view of the fact that we have estimated
parameters for reaction 5. In Table III we summarize

The Journal of Physical Chemistry
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Table I: IIinshelwood-Lmdemann Decomposition Data for the Isopropoxyl Radical"

—Ratt, of fottuation of product . io-> X
Run A(CBJ,IC1IOH(6)/ 10'RH,/
no. [P).v M Hi CHiCHOU) (CH.)iCHOH(6) RcBiCno(4) [P]»» RcbichoW

1 1.134 1.204 0.192 21.7 5 48 2.23 8.9
2 0.773 0.S21 0.129 15.3 3.00 2.54 8.5
3 0.634 0.074 0.085 11.7 2.38 3.20 7.3
4 0.504 0.536 0.072 10.2 1.82 3.53 7.0
5 0.413 0.439 0.072 7.65 1.38 4 36 9.4
6 1.317 1.385 0.498 80.5 18.8 1.77 6.2
7 1.062 1.116 0.295 68.4 13.7 1.89 4.3
8 0.099 0.735 0.244 40.1 6.64 2.37 6.1
9 0.569 0.599 0.180 29.6 5.60 3.32 0.1

10 0.450 0.474 0.166 24.1 3.71 3.41 6.9
11 0.354 0.372 0.200 18.9 3.00 4.57 10.6
12 1 229 1.331 1.59 275 44.4 1.31 5.8
13 1 005 1 089 224 36.0 1.60
14 0.567 0.615 0.840 94 2 14.6 2.57 8.9
15 0.483 0.523 0.665 86.3 12.1 2.90 7.7
16 0.400 0.434 0.452 78.1 10.1 3.23 5.8
17 1.000 1.094 4.46 577 79.8 1.38 7.7
18 0.S10 0.886 4.18 392 56.9 1.81 10.7
19 0.089 0.753 1.93 295 44.3 2.20 6.7
20 0.571 0.025 1.38 244 34.3 2.49 5.7
21 0 439 0.481 1.11 209 25.7 2.83 5.3
22 0.376 0.412 0.93 168 21.6 3.46 5 6
23 0.342 0.374 0.74 14.6 18.8 3.81 5.1
24 0.285 0.311 0.72 128 15.8 4.41 5.7
25 1 .463 1.602 6.68 1146 174 1.05 6 8
26 0.861 0.943 4.46 671 90.2 1.58 6.7
27 0.578 0.632 3.43 608 72.4 2.08 5.8
28 0.467 0.511 3.10 488 60.1 2.68 6.4

The units are: rates of product formation, 10" mol cm-' sec-1; [P]»v, 10' mole cm-'; M, 10* mol cm-'.

Table 51: Rate-Constant Ratios and Half-Rate Pressures for
the Decomposition of tiie Isopropoxyl Radical

Temp, p,/b
°K raof-1 cm1 kt/kc mm 10'Wi«

395.2 0.90 0.148 41 8.2

403.6 0.72 0.138 48 6.7
413.1 0.44 0.126 75 7.1

422.6 0.37 0.126 91 6 6

428.7 0.30 0.119 103 6.2

kinetic data reported for the high- and low-pressure
limiting rates of decomposition of several radicals.

It must be emphasized that this treatment, based
upon the Hinshehvood-Lindemann theory, is an over¬

simplified one which fails to take into account the
different energy contents of the activated species.
Over a wider pressure range than was possible for our
system, plots of eq I would exhibit a curvature which
was not observable over the limited pressure range of
this work. While the Arrhenius parameters must be
viewed with some reservations, the A factors are not
inconsistent with transition-state theory which pre¬
dicts values of ^-RO13 sec-1, nor are the activation
energies inconsistent with the results predicted from

thermochemistry. Also, as O'Neal and Benson' have
pointed out, if the values for k„ and fco are calculated
from data obtained in similar regions of the falloff
curve, then the results will be self-consistent even if the
absolute values are rather low. We have plotted log
k.xpti as. log M, where k,xpU is the observed first-order
rate constant for reaction 4. These plots all have simi¬
lar slopes, e.g., 0.73 at i22° and 0.80 at 149°, and. so
refer to the same region of the falioff curve.

In the Slater theory of unimolecular reactions," the
activation energy difference, E„ — £'0, is related to the
number of effective oscillators, n, by the equation 2?„ —

Eo = 1/i(n-l)RT. Although the Slater theory cannot
be strictly applied to the activation energies obtained
from a l/M plot, we may use the equation to obtain a

rough value for n so that comparison with other work
may be made. Our activation energy difference, 9.4
kcal mol-1, corresponds to about 24 effective oscillators.
Phillips4 has reported a value of 20 for n. The total
number of vibrational modes in the isopropoxyl radical
is 27, not all of which may be considered effective.

Slater theory also predicts" that the pressure, p, at
any given value of the ratio k/k„, where k is the

(16) A. F. Trofcman-Dickenson, "Gas Kinetics," Butterworth and
Co. Ltd., London, 1965, pp 56, 62.

Volume 7£, Number 8 Auq\hM 1068
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Table III: Arrhenius Parameters and Half-Rate Pressures for the Decomposition of Free Radicals"

P!/». mm
Reaction Log Log A, IS, (temp, °C) Ref

(CITi)jCIIO — CH, + CH.CIIO 12.1 16.1 12.7 6.7 103 (155) This work

(CH,)„CHO — CII, + CII.CHO 11.8 17.2 13.1 8.3 40(160) 4

(CH,),CO — CH, + CH.COCH, 80(209) 3

(CH,),CO — CH, + CH.COCH, 14.7 22.8 15.7 13.4 112(163) 6

CH,CO — CH. -f CO 10.3 15.0 14.5 12 0 101(235) 5

C,H,CO — C,HS + CO 13.3 14.7 15.6 10.5 310(42) 6

* The unite are: Em kcal mol-1; £?«, kcal mol Asec At, mol 1 cm' sec-1. Pi/, (in mm) is at the temperature in parentheses.
' J. A. Kerr and A. C. Lloyd, Trans. Faraday Soc., 63, 2480 (1967).

observed first-order rate constant for decomposition,
will increase with temperature according to the relation
A log p = (n/2) log (Tt/Ti). The "half-rate pres¬

sure," pi/„ is that pressure at which the rate constant
for the decomposition of the radical is half of the high-
pressure rate. In our treatment this occurs when M —

ki/kz, i.e., the ratio of the slope to the intercept in eq I
Our values for this ratio, i.e., pVl are shown in column
4 of Table II. As predicted by theory, increasing the
temperature has the effect of shifting the pressure-

dependent region to higher pressures for a particular
system. When log p,/, is plotted vs. log T, a straight
line is obtained, from the slope of which a value of 24 is
calculated for the number of effective oscillators. The
half-rate pressures determined in this work (40-100
mm) are rather higher than those reported by Phillips,4
who finds that at 160° is about 39 mm. However,
this difference might be due to the greater activating-
deactivating efficiency of isopropyl nitrite (the radical
source used by Phillips) compared with diisopropyl
peroxide. It would have been desirable to study the
effect of added gases upon the rate constant, but short¬
age of the diffieuit-to-prepare peroxide precluded such a

study. Other values which have been reported for the
half-rate pressures are given in Table III, these values
are appreciably greater than those obtained for the uni •

molecular decomposition of molecules of similar struc¬
ture.

(in) Methyl Radical Balance. Since for every iso-
propoxyl radical that decomposes via reaction 4 a
methyl radical and acetaldehyde are produced, then
Hch,cho =» A'ch,. Some of the acetaldehyde is at¬
tacked (reactions 9 and 11) which forms acetyl radicals,
which in turn decompose to produce carbon monoxide
and methyl radicals. The equation for methyl radical
balance is, therefore

ffcHiOno + 2/tco ■= Rciu + 272c,h,

Our experimental data show that this relation holds
to within 1 or 2% in most cases, which supports the
assumption that acetyl radicals decompose quantita¬
tively above 120°.

(m) Hydrogen Formation. The formation of hy¬

drogen is explicable only in terms of the decomposition
of the isopropoxyl radical by a carbon-hydrogen bond
fission. In order to take into account the possible pres¬
sure dependence of this decomposition, a simple Hin-
shelwood-Lindernann scheme was used which com¬

prised reactions 2, 3, and

(CH3)2CHO* —H + CHjCOCH, (23)
We considered that all of the hydrogen atoms formed

reacted with the peroxide, i.e., Rn — ^[(CH^CHO*!
— /fm We may, therefore, write the equation

- h((kt/kzkn) + {h/hhzM)} (II)
All; It j,V

When our data were treated according to eq II, a defi¬
nite pressure dependence was observed, but the scatter
was too large to obtain meaningful Arrhenius parame¬
ters. The fact that acetaldehyde is formed in much
larger quantities than hydrogen clearly indicates that
carbon-carbon bond fission is the more favored decom¬

position pathway. This is in kee-ping with therrno-
chemical predictions, since the enthalpy difference A IF
(24) — AH(25) is about —7 kcal mo]-1.

(CH,).,CHO —> CH, + CH,CHO
(A//(24) = 5 kcal mol-1) (24)

(CH3)2CHO —> H + CHsCOCH,
(A//(25) - 12 kcal mol-1) (25)

The ratio of the over-all rate constants, kn/ku, is
equal to 72k1/(/2chicho + Rco-) These values are
shown in column 8 of Table I and they arc not notice¬
ably dependent upon the peroxide concentration. The
average values at each temperature are given in the
last column of Table II and may be seen to vary some¬
what with temperature. An Arrhenius plot of these
results is not particularly meaningful, partly becaupe
the small amount of hydrogen formed makes the values
rather scattered and also because it is likely that reac¬
tions 24 and 25 are in different parts of the pressure-de¬
pendent region, since it is apparent that E['2i) is not
equal to E(25). However, we can make an approxi-
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mate estimate for E (25) as follows. If we assume that
.4(24) ~ A (25) then, since ku/kn is 7.1 X 10~J at 139.8°
we can calculate that E(2b) — E(24) = 4 kcal mol-1,
and so E(25) = ~20 kcal mol-1. This is in accord with
the calculated enthalpies of decomposition. The activa¬
tion energy required for decomposition by carbon-hy¬
drogen bond fission of the methoxyl radical has been

variously estimated7 as being in the range 20-45 kcal
mol-1 and ~30 kcal mol-1. The observation that
molecular hydrogen is formed in our system at tempera¬
tures as low as 121° suggests that these estimated values
are probably rather high.

Acknowledgment. We thank the Laporte Chemical
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The unimolecular decomposition of alkoxyl radicals is

Y/ell established and data have been reported for the

decomposition of secondary and tertiary radicals *,2,3. In

the case of primary alkoxyl radical?, the situation is less

satisfactory. Although it is apparent that they are more

stable towards decomposition, the few kinetic data available

are in disagreement, for example,values of 13 and 21 kcal.
mole""1 have been suggested u,3 for the activation energy

required for decomposition by carbon-carbon fission.

In an attempt to clarify this situation, we have

examined the thermal decomposition of the ethoxyl radical in

the temperature range 1l4.9-176°C using diethyl peroxide

as the radical source.

AXr-.,liIi.AKTAL

Diethyl peroxide was prepared from diethyl sulphate and

30A hydrogen peroxide using the method of Wiley 6. It was

purified by preparative gas chromatography.

The apparatus used and technique employed have been

described pre . ^ly 3. Since the radical? produced in the

decomposition were to be scavenged by reaction with a



suitable hydrogen donor,preliminary experiments were

performed with several potential donors. Hydrogen chloride,

hydrogen sulphide and methyl mexcaptan all appeared to

sensitise the decomposition of the peroxide at temperatures

well below its normal range for thermal decompositionsS

and so could not be used, Byclohexene did not induce

peroxide decomposition and so was chosen as the substrate.

Kl-dJUL'.-'S & DIdCUdolOl'3

Ethoxyl radicals are produced by the thermal

decomposition of diethyl peroxide. These radicals may

react subsequently by carbon-carbon or carbon-hydrogen bond

ftfission, by anto-disproportionation or by hydrogen atom

abstraction,

C2H500CpH5 > 2 C 2H jO
I

C2H5O * CH3 + CH20
3

» h ■+ Ch3cho
3

2 C2H30 » C2H30H + CH3GHO
h

C2H30 + HH > C2H30ft + R

(a) C-C bond fission
ect

Rate da. f. r reaction (1) can be evaluatrorr by

measurement of the methyl radicals produced. These radicals

may react as follows:



5
CH3 + G2H50 » GH3OO2H3

2 CH3 -L* C2H6
7

CH5 + RH » CH4 + R

If the hydrogen donor RH loses hydrogen so readily

that XczHs or HCH30C2H5' <where Ex 13 «•» rate of
formation of X), then v/e can calculate the methyl radical

yield by direct measurement of the methane yield, i.e.

KCIi3( j ) ~ KGH^(7). Under such conditions the following
relation obtains;

kC 2H5OH = ki+ + RGHi+
— — [A]

RCHjRH] k, kt 2 [RH]
In the presence of cyclohexene ethane and ether yields

on peroxide - Cyblohexen.fr iw'xtyres
a.re negligible.and 00 Experiments^were performed in the range

11+9—1 7G°G• Our data are shown in Table 1, and,when plotted
in the form suggested by [A],yield least-square values for

the slopes (kj/k^2) and intercepts (kj/k,) shown in columns
2 and 3 of Table 2.

( Ta,b|es 1 <Uv/L 2 Tifrftir ht/t )
The temperature-dependences of these rate ratios are

expressed by the equations:

log k^/kj2 (mole""1 cm3 sec) = (-11.3 ± 1.7) - (-hl4-100±3U00)
2.303 RT

and log k^



and log (mole-1 cm3) = (0.2 1 3.0) — (-12700 - 6000)
2.303 RT

The error limits represent the standard devi/ations of

a least-mean-squares computer treatment and, in the case of

the intercepts plot, are quite large. This may "be due to

some contribution to ethanol formation by abstraction from

the peroxide although the absence of curvature in the plots

of [a] and the greatly enhanced ethanol yield in the

peroxide-cyclohexene mixtures compared with peroxide alone

suggests that such a contribution is small.

The Arrhenius parameters for reaction (1) may, in

principle, be obtained from either of the above two

equations if data for reactions (3) and (h are known. No

values are available for either reaction but several values

1 3 1 17
of ~ 10 '3 mole" cm sec"* have been estimated *' for the

rate constant for the auto-disproportionation of methoxyl

radicals.

2 CH30 > CH30H + CH20

—1 3 —1 ^ 3
Assuming therefore that A3(111010 cm sec ) = 10

and E3 (kcal. mole"1) = 0, then log Aj (sec""1) = 12.15 - 0.85
and E1 (kcal. mole""1) = 22.1 i 1,7. This activation energy

-1
may be compared with values of 21 and 13 kcal, mole

5
obtained from studies of the photolyses of ethyl nitrate

and ethyl propiuiate^ respectively.



:>•

In Table 3 we have compared our data for the

decomposition of ethoxyl radicals with data reported for

secondary and tertiary alkoxyl radicals* The results for

these latter radicals were analysed using a

rinshelwood-Lindeaann mechanism and their decomposition

shown to b ressure-ae.endent. Such a treatment for the

ethoxyl r idical is not fe sible because there are two

sources of ethancl (re ctions 3 and k) which leads to a

somewhat intractable rate expression. e do not consider

that this inv lidate. a comparison since toe higher

activation energy for the decomposition of the etnoxyl

radical would suggest that pressure-dependence will occur

in a lower pressure region t: an for the other r idiclas and

hence is unli.-.ely to be apparent within the pressure range

of this work (30-6h mms Hg)• In order to test thi3 several

experiments were preformeu in which t. e total pressure was

v tried by the addition of carbon dioxide. It was observed

that the rate ratios were unaffected witair; experimental

error ( < j ,).

Table 3 near here

Comparison of the data for the decomposition of the

radicals indicates that the ease of methyl radical

elimination Is in the order tert-butoxyl iso-propoxyl

ethoxyl, the latter radical being much more stable towards

decomposition. The activation energies decrease as

fission becomes easier, although in view of the error limits



6.

the

involved and some problems in^evaluation of and kc
calculated from data obtained in simil regions of the

O

fall-off curve , the differences may not be significant.

The overall pattern of decomposition is in accord with

predictions based in thermochemical evidence and in

column 2 of Table 3 we show the calculated enthalpies of
i

decomposition.

(b) C-H bend fission

Decomposition of the ethoxyl radical by (2) may lead

to the formation of molecular hydrogen by the reactions:

e

H + rh —> Ha + r

H + C2H50 —% Ha + CH3CHO
few

If we assume that ten hydrogen atoms react in other

ways then the ratio R^ /R^ may be used to give a guide
to the occurrence of reaction# (2)» since it will be

approximately equal to k±/k2. Hydrogen is a minor reaction

product and so the ratio is subject to appreciable fluctuations,

ifciawevey In Table 1 we show this ratio R^ /R^ and inL "55

column kt Table 2 the average value at each temperature.

Part of these fluctuation may 1 e the result of other

contributions to hydrogen formation but an analysis along

the lines of equation [a] is unwarranted by the quality of

our data. Our results show that 6-6 fission is faster

than C-H fission by an order of magnitude. Wijnen* has



7.

also suggested that kt^ k8. The results of Qray however
Indicate that, in the photolysis of ethyl nitrate5, about

53$ and U7% of the ethoxyl radicals decompose by reactions

(1) and (2) respectively. This second figure is much

'higher than our data would suggest and might be explained

by the more random decomposition of photolytically -produced

ethoxyl radicals since McMillan® has demonstrated the

occurrence 01 ich behaviour in systems producing alkoxyl

radicals.
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Table 1

Product ratios obt» ined b.v the pyrolysls of diethyl peroxide

(p) - cyclohexene (C) mixtures

CP]/ lO-aRC0H8OH 10®RCH* R^.j
T(°C) [C] 10® [c] W0j [c]

CH4

(mole cm""3) (mole-1 cm 3) (sec"*1) V

149.3 0.39 1.36 11.7 1.58 4.43

149.3 0.70 0.96 13.5 1.89 4.79

149.3 0.50 1.06 13.9 2.19 4.59
149.3 1.45 0.47 18.3 3.81 5.76
149.3 0.24 2.18 8.60 0.81 4.00

149.3 0.36 1.78 10.6 0.97 4.03

154.8 0.37 1.25 7.15 2.89 5.42

154.9 0.64 0.94 11.0 4.43 6.25
154.9 0.81 0.81 12.5 6.18 6.00

154.9 0.60 1.10 11.1 4.65 6.57
154.9 0.95 0.65 15.8 8.04 12.14

160.8 0.27 1.36 5.85 4.06 7.83
160.8 0.44 0.92 7.70 7.19 7.44

160.7 0.94 0.44 17.5 18.7 9.25

160.8 0.25 1.47 5.90 3.64 8.23

160.6 0.37 1.08 8.01 6.38 9.54

160.7 0.60 O.69 9.83 13.8 12.2

160.7 0.65 0.57 9.99 11.5 8.43

167.1 0.31 0.99 6.06 6.44 9.41

167.1 0.25 1.36 5.32 6.33 8.61

167.1 0.76 0.50 11.0 25.8 10.5

167.1 0.52 0.70 7.74 17.8 8.62

167.1 0.42 0.95 7.75 10.8 8.36

167.1 0.63 0.61 10.3 19.2 8.75

175.3 0.39 0.88 7.12 23.2 8.46



175.6 0.25 1.57 U. 56 13.1 7.93

175.5 0.37 1.13 6.36 19.8 8.07

175.5 0.69 0.62 9.30 Uk*5 9.31

175.5 0.26 1.80 U.03 13.5 8.19

175.5 0.58 0.71 7.77 36.5 8.75

175.5 0.32 1.56 3.31 17.0 8.33



3

Hate constant ratloa obtained lay the decomposition .of diethyl

peroxide in t, e., prepense, of c,/cl Qhexene

T(°C) kaA? (fflole-1 cm3sec) k^/kj (mole~4cffla) jCj /k.

149.3 (3.02 i 0.28}x 10i4 (7.10 - 0.60) MO" 4.6

134.9 (1.56 - >.16)x 1041 (3.32 - 1.01) x iofc 7.3

160.8 (0.67 - 0.11)x 1044 (2.96 - 0.67) * <° 9.0

167.1 (0.27 - 0.05)x 1041 (4.16 * 0.82) x iofa 9.0

175.5 (0.16 - 0.03)x 1041 (2.15 - o.9l) x 8.4
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Arrheniusparameters(lop;AandE).enthalpiesofdecomposition(All)and velocityconstantsforthedecompositionofalkox.vlradicals Reaction

ah (kcal.mole-1)
logA (sec-1)

e (kcal.mole"1)
logk(16i|.C) (sec"1)

ref

ch3ch80->cha+chgo

10

12.15

22.1

1.1

thiswork

(ch3)scho->ch3+ch3cho
9

11.8

17.2

3.2

2

(ch3)3co->ch3+ch3coch3
2

11.2

12.0

5.2

7
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ABSTRACT

The rate constants for the hydrogen-transfer ion-molecule reactions
[а] CH3OH+ + CH3OH -» CH3OH2+ + CHsO (or CH2OH)
[б] CH2OH+ + CH3OH -> CH3OH2+ + CH20
have been measured at thermal ion energies and found to be 12 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 and
8.0 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 respectively. The rate coefficients at higher ion energies (3.7 eV
ion exit energy) show little change from these values. Reactions [a] and [f>] have also been
studied using CD3OH and it is found that in reaction [a] the hydroxyl hydrogen is transferred
2.5 times more readily at low ion energies and 1.8 times more readily at high ion energies than
a methyl hydrogen. This rather small specificity would appear to preclude formation of a
"locked-in" collision complex even at low ion energies.

INTRODUCTION

Although the ion-molecule reaction producing CH3OH2+ in the high-pressure mass

spectrum of methyl alcohol originally was assumed (1, 2) to be
[1] CH3OH+ + CH3OH -► CH3OH2+ + CH2OH (or CH30),

Moran and Hamill (3) have shown that the apparent cross section decreases with decreas¬
ing electron energy, near the threshold, indicating reactions involving ions with appearance

potentials higher than that of CH3OH+. Lindholm and Wilmenius (4, 5), using mass

spectrometric selection of the reactant ions, observed both reaction [1] and reaction [2]
[2] CH2OH+ + CH3OH CH3OH2+ + CH20

in methyl alcohol. More recently, Ryan et al. (6) have re-investigated the reactions in
methyl alcohol and methyl-d3 alcohol using conventional mass spectrometric techniques
and have reported cross sections for both reactions [1] and [2],

Our interest in the methyl alcohol system arose from the fact that the reactant species
contain non-equivalent hydrogens and as a result one might expect to observe selectivity
in the transfer reactions. In particular, the CH3OH+ ion is formed by removal of a

non-bonding oxygen electron and ion-dipole interaction of this species with the polar
CH3OH molecule might be expected to lead to a collision complex (Structure I) in which
the two hydroxyl groups are adjacent. Such a "locked-in" complex, if formed, would be

H
I

ch3—o+----o—CH3
I

H

I

more probable at low ion energies, since as the ion energy increases a random orientation
in the collision complex would be anticipated. In such a "locked-in" complex one would
anticipate predominately hydroxyl-hydrogen transfer, whereas a random orientation of

1Visiting Scientist. Permanent Address: Department of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh,
Scotland.
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the complex (at higher ion energies) or a stripping mechanism would probably result in a
much less specific hydrogen transfer. Thus one might anticipate predominate hydroxvl-
hydrogen transfer at low (or thermal) ion energies with this specificitiy decreasing to
essentially a random selection of hydrogens as the ion energy increases. This argument
presupposes that no other factors such as bond dissociation energies determine the detailed
course of the reaction.

The hydrogen transferred in reaction [1] can be determined by suitable deuterium
labelling and some experiments along these lines have been carried out. Using a preselected
beam of CD3OFR impinging on CD3OH, Lindholm and Wilmenius (5) found /cd3oh2+/
-fcD30HD+ = 0.66 at a reactant ion energy of 5 eV. Ryan et al. (6) report that reaction [1]
in CD3OH leads to /cd30h2+/^cd3ohd+ = 0.92. This ratio represents a mean value for
reaction of ions with energies ranging from zero to the final exit energy of 2.3 eV. Although
the latter workers reported that no variation of the ratio with ion exit energy could be
observed, a more detailed investigation, particularly at low ion energies, appeared desir¬
able. We therefore have undertaken a detailed study of the ion-molecule reactions in
CH3OH and CD3OH at thermal ion energies and over a range of repeller voltages corre¬

sponding to a range of final ion energies. The reactions were studied at thermal energies
using the pulsing techniques previously described (7, 8), while for ions accelerated by the
repeller field the ratio plot technique (9) was used to estimate the contributions of the
various reactions occurring.

EXPERIMENTAL

The mass spectrometer used was an A.E.I. MS-2 instrument modified as previously described (7). The
techniques for determining kinetic data for reactions of thermal energy ions have been adequately described
(7, 8) as has the use of the ratio plot technique (9) for the study of concurrent reactions under conditions of
constant ion acceleration.

The methyl alcohol used was a reagent grade sample. The methyl-rf3 alcohol was obtained from Merck
Sharp and Dohme, Montreal, and had an isotopic purity of <~99% as determined by low-energy analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the two concurrent reactions, [1] and [2], studied under conditions of constant ion
acceleration, the total secondary ion current, /Ch30h2+> is given by eq. [3] where Qx is the
macroscopic cross section for reaction [X], d is the distance of reactant ion travel in the
ion source, and the square brackets denote concentrations in units molecule cm-3. In
formulating eq. [3] we have neglected the small differences (9) in collection efficiencies.

[3] -^CH30H2+ — <2id[CH30H]/CH3oH+ + <22d[CH3OH] JCH2OH+
Division of eq. [3] by JCh3oh+ yields eq. [4]

[4] fCH3°H2+ = <2id[CH3OH] + Q2d[CH30H]fOH2°H+^CH3OH+ -ICH30H +

which predicts that a plot of /Ch30h2+//ch3oh+ versus /Ch2oh+//ch8oh+ should yield a

straight line with the relevant cross sections being obtainable from the slope and intercept.
Division of eq. [3] by Jch2oh+ leads to an analogous equation, and in practice the experi¬
mental data were analyzed by both equations.

Figure 1 shows typical results obtained for CH3OH at 10.5 V cm-1 repeller (3.7 eV ion
exit energy) plotted in the manner indicated by eq. [4], The ion current ratios were
varied by changing the ionizing electron energy and all measurements were made at
energies where only CH2OH+ and CH30H+ were significant primary ions. The non-zero
intercept and slope clearly show the occurrence of both reactions [1] and [2]. The CH3OH2+
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ion current at m/e = 33 has not been corrected for 13CH3OH+ with the result that the
intercept of Fig. 1 actually gives 0.011 + (^[CHjOH]. Table I summarizes the experi¬
mental cross sections obtained by least squares analysis and the rate constants calculated
by the relation (10)

[5] k = &,
T

where r is the primary ion residence time.

Fig. 1. Ratio plot for CH3OH.
Fig. 2. Ratio plots for CD3OH.

TABLE I

Cross sections and derived rate constants at 3.7 eV ion energy

Reaction

Q
(cm2 molecule 1

X 10'°)

k
(era3 molecule 1

s-1 X 1010)

[1] CH30H++CH30H-^CH30H2+-|-CH30 (CH2OH) 62.3 14.6
|2| CH20H++CH30H-^CH30H2+CH20 34.9 8.35
16| CD30H++CD30H-^CD3OH2++CD30 28.2±0.6 6.30
(7| CD30H++CD30H-^CD30HD++CD20H 36.9±0.2 8.25
|8| CD20H++CD30H-»CD3OH2++CD20 29.3 ±0.7 6.68
l»J CD20H++CD30H-^CD30HD+-FCD0H 2.0±0.3 0.45

In CD3OH both CD3OH2+ and CD3OHD+ are observed as the products of ion-molecule
reactions. Since the ion corresponding to CH2OH+ is predominately (>95%) CD2OH+
in the labelled alcohol, only the following four reactions need be considered at low electron
energies.

[6] CH3OH+ + CD3OH -> CH3OH2+ + CD3O

[7] CD3OH+ + CD3OH -> CD3OHD+ + CD2OH

[8] CD2OH+ + CD3OH -> CDsOH2+ + CD20

[9] CD2OH+ + CD3OH -> CD3OHD+ + CDOH
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A treatment similar to the above leads to the following ratio equations for IcDj0h,+ and
^CD3 0HD + -

[10] Zcmomi = (2^[CD3OH] + Q8^[CD3OH] (CD2°H+
-<CD30H + ■'CD3OH +

[11] J°D30HD+ = <27d[CD3OH] + <2g<f[CD3OH] ^CP2°H+
4CD30H+ TCD3OH +

Figure 2 shows typical results obtained for the CD3OH system plotted in the manner of
eqs. [10] and [11]. The cross sections obtained by least squares analysis are summarized
in Table I, where the limits of error represent the mean deviation of three separate
runs. The results show that the CD2OH+ ion transfers predominately the hydroxyl
hydrogen, in agreement with earlier conclusions (5).

The results for the labelled and unlabelled alcohols are internally consistent and any
small differences should not be attributed to isotopic effects since the results were obtained
some months apart and experimental conditions may have changed slightly. The present
value for ki is considerably lower than the value of 24.5 X 1010 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 reported
by Ryan et al. (6) although our ratio &6/&7 = 0.767 is in reasonable agreement with their
value of 0.92. The reasons for the discrepancies in the rate coefficients are not apparent.
For reaction [2] our rate constant of 8.3s X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 is in reasonable agree-
mentwith Ryan et al. 's value of 6.8 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

The rate coefficients for the reactions of thermal energy ions were obtained by the puls¬
ing techniques described previously (7, 8), where reaction time is the experimental variable.
For the unlabelled alcohol the total secondary ion current observed after a time delay, t,
between the ionizing and ion withdrawal pulses can be expressed as follows (for a small
extent of reaction)

[12] 7CH30H2+ — (&I[CH3OH]/CH3oh+ + £2[CH3OH]ICH2oh+)* + C
where k\ and ki are the thermal rate constants for reactions [1] and [2] and C is a constant
reflecting the CH3OH2+ formed during the ionizing and withdrawal pulses. Rearrange¬
ment of eq. [12] gives

[13] = Ul[CH3OH] + &2[CH3OH] Icmou+\ + C'
1CHiOH+ \ TCH3OH + /

which predicts that the slopes of the experimental 7ch3oh2+/7ch30h+ versus t plots should
be a linear function of the reactant ion current ratio /ch2oh+/7ch3oh+ at constant ion
source concentration. Figure 3 shows typical results obtained for CH3OFI and shows
the increase in slope with increasing primary ion current ratio. This ratio was varied by
changing the ionizing electron energy and was independent of delay time over the time
range covered. The experimental slopes are shown in Fig. 4 plotted against the ratio
7ch2oh+/-7ch30h+- Although the scatter is rather large a satisfactory least squares line can
be drawn. Two such determinations yielded the values of &i(thermal) and &«(thermal)
tabulated in Table II.

For the CD3OH2+ and CD3OFID+ ions formed in CD3OH, eqs. [14] and [15] can be
written expressing the time dependence of the ion current ratios.

[1.4] = (&6[CD3OH] + &8[CD3OH] ^CD20H+)f + B
4CD30H+ X 4CD30H +/

[15] JpD3°HD+ = U7[CD3OH] + £9[CD3OH] ^CD;0H f) / + B'
4CD30H+ \ fcD3OH + /
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4. Analysis of delay time plots for CH3OH.

TABLE II

Rate constants at thermal ion energies

£ (thermal) £(10.5 F/cm)
(cm3 molecule-1 (cm3 molecule-1

Reaction s-1 X 1010) s-1 X 1010)

[11 CH3OH++CH3OH—KlHsOHA+CHsO (CH2OH) 13.4.,, 10.9S 14.6
[2| ch2oh++ch3oh-^ch3oh2++ch2o 8.56, 7.37 8.3S
16] CD30H++CD30H-4CD30H2++ CD30 4.78, 5.16 6.30
17] CD3OH++CD3OH—>CD3OHD++CD2OH 6.0,, 5.9! 8.25
181 cd2oh++cd3oh-^cd3oh2++cd2o 7.O9, 7.29 6.6s
[9] CD2OH++CDsOH-4CD3OHD+ + CDOH 0.01, 0.3 0.45

Typical results for CD3OH2+ plotted in the form of eq. [14] are shown in Fig. 5 where the
increase in slope with increasing 7cd2oh+/-^cd3oh + is clearly evident. The slopes of such
plots are shown in Fig. 6 plotted against the /cd2oh+/^cd3oh+ ratio. Also shown in Fig. 6
are the slopes of the experimental plots of eq. [15] as a function of the primary ion current
ratio. The relevant rate constants obtained by least squares analyses of two sets of runs are
summarized in Table II.

Again the results for the labelled and unlabelled alcohols are in reasonable agreement
with each other. The thermal rate constants are compared in Table II with the rate
constants derived from the data at 10.5 V/cm. On the whole the thermal rate constants
are slightly lower than the 10.5 V/cm data. This result is in agreement with the results
obtained previously (8) for the hydrogen transfer reactions in methane, CH3CN,
CH3OCH3, and some deuteriated equivalents.

The two sets of thermal data give k^/hi = 0.79 and 0.87 while the average results at
3.7 eV ion exit energy = 0.67. Although these data suggest little change in the
hydrogen selectivity with ion energy, a more extensive study of reactions [6], [7], and [8]
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T

Fig. 5. /cd3oh2+/7cd30h+ versus delay time for CD3OH. The successive plots are displaced upwards for
clarity, and the numbers give the 7cd2oh+//cd3oh+ ratio.

Fig. 6. Analyses of delay time plots for CD3OH.

was undertaken by the ratio plot technique over a range of repeller voltages from 4 V to
36 V. The cross sections obtained are summarized in Table III. As can be seen by the last
column the ratio Qt,/Qi (and hence ke/k^ decreases from ~0.83 at the lowest ion exit
energy to 0.59 at 13.3 V ion exit energy. Neglecting any isotopic effects and allowing
for the 3:1 ratio of methyl to hydroxyl hydrogens, these results show that a hydroxyl
hydrogen is transferred 2.5 times more readily at thermal and low ion energies and 1.8
times more readily at the highest ion exit energies than a methyl hydrogen. Although
these results show a preference for hydroxyl-hydrogen transfer and also the expected
trend with ion energy neither the magnitude of the rate constant ratio nor its energy

dependence appear to be sufficiently large to support the suggestion of a "locked-in"
collision complex. The factors which determine the hydrogen transferred would thus appear
to other than the primary interaction forces. In this regard we might point out that
reaction [2] (and the equivalent reactions [8] and [9]) involves exclusively the hydroxylic

TABLE III

Cross sections for reactions in CD3OH as a function of ion exit energy

Q (cm2 molecule-1 X 1016)
Ion exit energy

(eV) Q« Q7 Q s <2«/<2r

1.47 46.7 56.0 83.5 0.83
2.03 45.5 54.3 47.2 0.84
2.58 31.6 40.5 35.0 0.78
3.69 28.2 36.9 29.3 0.76
4.43 20.6 28.5 25.0 0.72
5.15 21.4 29.6 22.9 0.72
6.26 13.2 20.4 20.4 0.64
7.36 13.6 23.7 16.3 0.57
9.21 12.6 17.7 8.2s 0.71

11.1 6.7 11.4 9.75 0.59
13.3 6.3 10.S 7.95 0.59
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hydrogen and this is undoubtedly due to the greater stability of the H2C=0 neutral
compared to HC—OH. Further we have found (Thynne and Harrison. To be published)
that the reaction analogous to reaction [1] in CH3SI1 proceeds predominately by transfer of
the mercaptyl hydrogen over the whole range of ion energies studied and in this case we
would suggest that the specificity arises primarily from bond strength effects.
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ABSTRACT

The ion-molecule reactions occurring in CH^SH and
CD^SH have been identified and rate constants measured for
ions of 3.I4. eV ion exit energy. The reaction CD^SH+ +
CD^SH involves predominantly transfer of the mercaptyl
hydrogen.
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Recant studies (1-5) of the ion-molecule reactions of

methyl alcohol have shown that both the molecule ion, CH^OH+,
and the fragment ion, CH20H+, react rapidly with neutral

CH^OH to produce the protonated molecule CH^OH^. Using
CD^OH it has been shown (I-I4.) that in the reaction of the
molecule ion the hydroxyl hydrogen is transferred approximately

2.5 times more readily than the methyl hydrogen, while in the

reaction of CH20H+ only the hydroxylic hydrogen is transferred.
The present work reports a study of the related methyl me reap tan

system to determine the reactions occurring and to determine

the specificity of the hydrogens transferred.

EXPERIMENTAL

The reactions occurring, both in CH^SH and CD^SH, were
identified from ratio plots (6) over a range of electron

energies where only the molecule ion and fragment ion(s) formed

by loss of a hydrogen (or deuterium) were significant primary

ions. This work was carried out on the modified MS-2

instrument (7) at a source concentration of approximately 10"*"^
molecules cm and a constant repeller voltage corresponding

to 3.4 eV ion exit energy.

Accurate rate constants for the reactions occurring were

obtained from pressure plots. The mass spectrometer and the

techniques employed have been described recently (5). All runs

were carried out at 3.1}. eV ion exit energy. The CH^SH was
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obtained from Matheson Go. while the CD^SH (1.9$ CD^HSH)
was obtained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme. Neither sample

showed any detectable impurities.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ion Molecule Reactions in CH-,SH

Ratio plots at low energy showed the two reactions

(1) CH3SH* + CH3SH —> CH3SH2+ + CSH3
(2) CSH3+ + CH3SH —» CH3SH2+ + GH2S

to be occurring with the relative rates = 1.1^ + 0.3«

No other products were detected. The ion written as CSH3+
is a mixture of the two structures CH3S+ and CH2SH+.

A typical pressure plot at 10 eV nominal electron energy

and 3.J1 eV ion exit energy is shown in Pig. 1. Prom the

semi-logarithmic plots of the normalized primary ion intensities

versus pressure we obtained as the average of four runs

k^ = 11.9 +. 0.6 x lO-"1"^ cm-^ moleculesec-"'' and
k2 = lO.ij-i 0.3 x 10-10 cnr* molecule"''" sec-'".

Several pressure plots also were carried out at higher

electron energies where CHS+ was present as a primary ion. This

ion was found to be reactive having a disappearance rate constant

of 7 x 10-'"<' cm^ molecule-'" sec-'". Although the products of the

reaction were not positively identified there was some evidence

that it reacted in part by charge transfer to produce CH3SH+.
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Ion Molecule Reactions in CD^SH
3—

The mass spectrum of CD^SH shows both CD^S+ and CD2SH+ as
fragment ions, the appearance potentials of the two ions being

practically the same (8). Consequently it was not possible

to work under conditions where only one fragment ion was present.

Using the modified MS-2 instrument at electron energies

below the onset of fragment ion formation predominant formation

of CD^SHg was noted, the ratio CD^S^ /CD^SHD being approximately
15+5* At higher electron energies both CD^S+ and CD2SH+ were
significant reactive primary ions. CD^S can yield only CD^SHD

+ +
while the results showed that CDgSH produced only CD^SHg •

Figure 2 shows a typical pressure plot for CD^SH at 10 eV
nominal electron energy and 3^ ®V ion exit energy. From four

■a

such runs we determined the following rate constants (units: cm

molecule"^" sec~^.)
cd,shp+ + cd.s lnJ J

k3 = 12.1+0.3 x 10~xu
CD3SHD+ + CD2SH

CD3SH2+ + CD2S k^ = 8.0+0.6 x 10~10
+ -in

cd3shd + cd2s k^ = 10.0+0.J+ x 10 xu
Pressure plots also were carried out at low electron

energies where only CD3SH+ was present as a primary ion to
determine the isotopic distribution of products from reaction (3).

Figure 3 shows a typical plot extending to J+Op pressure. The

initial yields show that 92$ of the reaction yields CD3SH2 and

(3) cd3SH+ + CD3SH

(4) CD2SH+ + CD3SH
(5) CD3S+ + CD3SH



8/6 CDySED+. In addition the CD^SHD+ yield goes through a
maximum and decreases with further increase in pressure. This

is presumably due to the proton transfer reaction (6).

(6) CD33HD+ + CD3SH —* CD3SH2+ + CD3SD
similar to that observed in the CD3OH system (3,1+.) - A small
yield of the disolvated proton was observed at high pressures.

The above results indicate that in reaction (3) the

mercaptyl hydrogen is transferred approximately 33 times more

readily than the methyl hydrogen (allowing for the 3:1 ratio

of available hydrogens). This is to be compared with the

corresponding factor of 2.3 for the methyl alcohol system.

A similar high reactivity of the mercaptyl hydrogen is also

observed in hydrogen abstraction reactions by methyl radicals,

where with CH3SH abstraction of the raercaptyl hydrogen occurs
much more rapidly than abstraction of a methyl hydrogen (9)»

while with methyl alcohol abstraction of the methyl hydrogen

is the faster reaction (10).

The authors are indebted to the National Research Council

of Canada for financial support.
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The following ion-molecules reactions have been found to occur in DCOOH for ions produced by
bombardment with electrons of 10-15 eV energy (all rate constants in cm3 molecule-1 units).

[o] dco2h+ + dco2h -> dco2hd+ + c02h k = 1.0 x 10-9
[b] DC02H+ + DC02H -> DC02H2+ + DC02 k = 0.59 x 10"9

[c] dco2+ + dco2h^dco2hd++ c02 k = 1.72 x 10"9

[d] C02H+ + DC02H ^ DC02H2+ + C02 k = 1.93xl0-9

[e] DCO+ + DC02H -> DC02HD+ + CO k= 1.32xl0"9

In methyl formate the following reactions have been identified and rate constants measured for ions
formed by bombardment with electrons of 10-15 eV energy.

[/] HC02CH3+ + HC02CH3 ->HC02CH3H+ + ? k = 1.57 x 10"9

[>] ch3oh+ + hc02ch3 ^hc02ch3h+ + ? k = 2.54 x 10"9
[h] ch2oh+ + hc02ch3 ^ hc02ch3h+ + ch20 k = 2.0 x 10-9

Experiments using DC02CH3 show that reaction [/] involves transfer of the methyl hydrogen at a
rate 1.5 times that of the formyl hydrogen while reaction [g] involves transfer from only the methyl
position of CH3OH + . The rate constants for all reactions are considerably higher than predicted on
the basis of ion - induced dipole interactions only but are in good agreement with values calculated
by including ion-dipole interactions.
Canadian Journal of Chemistry, 46, 2141 (1968)

Introduction

Although Munson (1) has shown recently that
the gaseous ion-molecule reactions of oxygen¬
ated molecules lead predominately to solvated
protons, little information is available on the
details of the reactions occurring and their rates.
Indeed, with the exception of the extensive (2-5)
studies of methyl alcohol and some partial
studies (5, 6) of dimethyl ether no exhaustive
examination of the rates of ion-molecule reac¬

tions in oxygenated molecules has been under¬
taken. The present work reports a detailed study
of the ionic reactions in formic-*/ acid, methyl
formate, and methyl formate-*/. The use of
isotopic labelling has permitted evaluation of the
relative importance of reactions involving hy¬
drogens in the different functional positions of
the molecule and/or ion.

'This work was supported in part by the Defence
Research Board of Canada, Grant No. 9530-58, and in
part by the National Research Council of Canada.

2Permanent address: Department of Chemistry, Uni¬
versity of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Experimental
Preliminary studies were carried out using the modified

MS-2 instrument (7) to elucidate the reactions occurring.
The pressure studies and the ratio plot studies reported
below were carried out using the medium pressure
instrument recently described (5). The pertinent operating
conditions were a source temperature of approximately
100 °C, a primary ion travel distance of 0.54 cm, and a
constant repeller field corresponding to 2.4 eV ion exit
energy. The electron beam was pulsed and primary ion
residence times were measured by the deflection technique
previously described (5). The source pressures were mea¬
sured directly with an MKS Baratron micromanometer.

The methyl formate used was a commercial sample of
high purity while the methyl formate-*? and formic-4 acid
were obtained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme of
Canada. Low energy analysis showed the isotopic purity
of the methyl formate-*? to be ~ 99.5 % and that of the
formic-*? acid to be ~ 98 %.

Results and Discussion

Formic-d Acid (DCOOH)
Figure 1 shows a typical pressure plot obtained

for formic-*/ acid at 12 eV nominal electron

energy and 2.4 eV ion exit energy. At the
reduced electron energy only the DCOH ,dco2+,
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Fig. 1. Fractional ion intensities versus pressure,
DCOOH.

and C02H+ ions are significant fragment ions.3
All fragment ions in addition to the parent ion
are reactive, the only detectable products being
DC02H2+ and DC02HD + . These results are in
agreement with Munson (1) who reported that in
HC02H all ions reacted to give the protonated
species. The rate constants for the individual
reactions [1] to [4] were obtained from the
slopes of the appropriate log //£ versus [M]
plots, where //£ is the normalized ion current
(fraction of total ionization) and [M] is the
molecular concentration (molecules cm-3) in the
ion source. The rate constants (units: cm3
molecule-1 s"1) are the average of four separate
determinations.

yDCO,HD+ + COOH
[1] DCO,H+ + DCO,H(

mx:o2h2+ + dco2

Km=1.59 ± 0.1 X 10-9
[2] dc02+ 4- dc02h -* dc02hd+ + c02

k = 1.72 ± 0.1 X 10"9
[3] co2h+ + dco2h -> dco2h2+ + co2

k = 1.93 ± 0.1 X 10"9

3The appearance potentials of the DC02+ and C02H +
ions were found to be 12.4 ± 0.1 and 12.8 ± 0.1 eV,
respectively, leading to A//f(DC02+) = 143 kcal/mole
and A//r(C02H+) = 153 kcal/mole.

[4] dco+ + dc02h dc02hd+ + co
k = 1.32 ± 0.1 X 10"9

Reaction [1] may lead to either the DC02H2 +
or DC02HD+ ions. To establish the relative
importance of the two reactions we need note
that reactions [2] to [4] involve no ambiguity in
the products, since each can lead only to a
specific product. The contribution of each of
these reactions was subtracted from the overall
yield of the DC02HD+ and DC02H2+ ions.
The resultant yields are plotted in Fig. 2 as a
function of the DC02H+ reacted. Each plot is
linear in the initial region, the slope giving the
fractional yield of the secondary ion from reac¬
tion [1]. Four determinations gave the average
yields 63 ± 1 % DC02H2+ and 37+1%
DC02HD + , indicating a preference for transfer
of the hydroxy! hydrogen over the formyl hy¬
drogen. It is also noted both from Fig. 1 and Fig.
2 that at higher conversions the yield of DC02-
HD+ decreases while that of DC02H2+ in¬
creases. This is presumably due to the rapid
proton transfer reaction
[5] dc02hd+ + dc02h -» dcood + dc02h2 + .

The net effect of this reaction is to convert the

DC02HD+ ion to the DC02H2+ ion. (The
equivalent reaction [5] involving D+ transfer
leads to the same ionic species as the reactant and
is therefore not detectable.) A similar reaction is
considered (4) to be responsible for the decrease
in the yield of CD3OHD+ in CD3OH at high
pressures.

Methyl Formate and Methyl Formate-d
Figure 3 shows a typical pressure plot obtained

at 2.4 eV ion exit energy and 10 eV nominal

Fig. 2. Yield of DC02HD+ and DC02H2+ as a
function of DCOOH + reacted.
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electron energy for the methyl formate system.
The molecule ion, HC02CH3 + , and the frag¬
ment ion CH3OH+ intensities decrease rapidly
with pressures while that for the CH2OH+ ion
shows initially a slight increase followed by a
decrease, indicating that an ion of m/e 31 is
formed in the initial reactions in minor yield.
The major product is the protonated species
HC02CH3H+ with CH3OH2+ being formed to
a minor extent and reacting further. The reaction
forming CH3OH2+ was not positively identified
but presumably involves hydrogen abstraction
from the neutral molecule by CH3OH + . From
the semi-logarithmic plots the following rate
constants for disappearance of the primary ions
were determined, each value being the average of
three determinations.

[6] hco2ch3+ + hco2ch3 -> hco2ch3h+ + ?
k — 1.57 + 0.1 X 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1

[7] ch3oh+ + hco2ch3 -> hco2ch3h+ + ?
k = 2.54 ±0.1 x 10~9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1

[8] ch2oh+ + hco2ch3 -> hco2ch3h+ + ch2o
k — 2.0 ± 0.2 x 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1
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Fig. 3. Fractional ion intensities versus pressure,
hco2ch3.

Fig. 4. Fractional ion intensities versus pressure,
dco2ch3.

Due to the formation of CH2OH+ to a minor
extent the initial regions of the semi-log plot were
not linear and the rate constant was calculated
from the linear region at higher pressures. The
protonated species reacts further to form the
disolvated proton (HC02CH3)2H+ (see Fig. 3)
and it was confirmed that the fractional abun¬
dance of this ion depended on the third power of
the source pressure, as expected since the product
requires collisional stabilization.

Reaction [6] may involve transfer of either the
methyl hydrogen or the formyl hydrogen (either
as a proton or neutral species) while reaction [7]
may involve transfer (as a proton) of either the
hydroxy! or methyl hydrogen. By analogy with
the reaction of CFI2OH+ with methanol (3) one
would expect reaction [8] to involve transfer of
only the hydrogen (i.e. proton) bound to oxygen.
To determine the relative importance of the
reactions involving transfer of the differing
hydrogens the ion-molecule reactions were stud¬
ied in DC02CH3. Figure 4 shows a typical plot
of the ionic intensities (% total ionization) as a
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function of pressure for the ions present at
approximately 10 eV nominal electron energy.
At this electron energy the only significant
primary ions are DC02CH3 + , CH3OD + , and
CH,OD + . As expected both the DC02CH3H +
and DC02CH3D+ ions (and similar disolvated
ions) are found as products, while the CH3OH2 +
ions of the unlabelled system appears as both
CH3ODH+ and CH3OD2 + . There is definite
evidence for formation of an ion at m/e 31 in
minor yield and also at m/e 32 since the shape of
the CH2OD+ curve is abnormal in the initial
region. The overall rate constants for disappear¬
ance of the primary ions were found to be as
follows (average of three runs).
[9] DC02CH3 + + DC02CH3 ->■ products

k = 1.65 ± 0.1 X 10"
[10] ch3od+ + dco2ch3

k = 2.4j ± 0.1 X 10-9
[11] ch2od+ + dco2ch3

■ products

products

of reactants to products occurs. It can be shown
that for the two concurrent reactions [9] and [10]
the product ion intensity is given by

[12] J,DC02CH3H + (e -£9 [M] 19

X /,dco2ch3 j klOa io[M] do

- 1)

1)/,CH1OD+1

where 7X+ is the measured current for ionic
species X+,k9a and k10a are the rate constants for
reactions [9a] and [10a] respectively, and kg and
k10 are the total disappearance rate constants for
DC02CH3+ and CH3OD+ respectively, where
t9 and t10 are the ion source residence times for
the two ions and [M] is the concentration of
neutral species. Equation [12] may be divided by
either /dco2ch3 + or A;h3od+ to give two compli¬
mentary ratio plot eqs. [13] and [14] similar to
those derived for the case of low conversion.

k = 1.9 ± 0.2 X 10 9 cm molecule 1 s

As for the similar ion in HC02CH3 the logarith¬
mic plot for CH2OD+ was not linear in the initial
regions and the rate constant was evaluated from
the linear portion at higher pressures. The total
disappearance rate constants are in good agree¬
ment with those found for the similar reactions
in the undeuterated system.

It was not possible with the present instrumen¬
tation to work under conditions where only the
DC02CH3+ ion was present as a primary ion.
Consequently the relative contributions of D
versus H transfer in reactions [9] and [10] were
determined from ratio plots at constant pressure.
It has been observed (3) that the CD2OH+ ion
reacts with CD3OH to transfer only H + . A
similar specificity would be expected in the
present case and would result in reaction [11]
producing only DC02CH3D+ as a product. Con¬
sequently we may conclude that DC02CH3H +
is produced in significant amounts only by the
following reactions.
[9a] DC02CH3+ + DC02CH3 -» DC02CH3H +

+ dco2ch2

[10a] CH3OD+ + DC02CH3 ^ DC02CH3H +
+ CH2OD

For the higher pressures used in the medium
pressure instrument the usual ratio plot equations
(8) must be modified since significant conversion

[13]

[14]

JDC02CH3H4
_ ^ (e-*»[M]'» _ i)2dcc>2ch3+ kg

klOg / —fcioTMl (io+ (e - 1)
I,CH3OD +

dco2ch3+

/]dc02ch3h+

TCH.3OD +

X

^9a £9[M](9

kg

+-fpC02CH3+ | klQg 10[M](10
7nha< (e - 1)

Equations [13] and [14] predict straight lines
when the appropriate ion current ratios are
plotted, the slope of one plot being equal to the
intercept of the other. Typical results are shown
in Fig. 5 for a constant ion source concentration
[M] = 7.04 X 1013 molecules cm 3. The primary
ion current ratios were varied by changing the
electron energy in the range 10 to 15 V nominal.
Satisfactory straight lines are obtained, the
slopes and intercepts of the complementary plots
being in good agreement. Since kg,k10, tg, tl0, and
[M] are all known, k9a andk10a may be evaluated.
Three separate determinations led to k9a = 0.84
+ 0.06 X 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 and k10a —

2Ag + 0.1 X 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. Since
kl0a is, within experimental error, equal to the
total rate constant for disappearance of CH3-
OD + , k10, one must conclude that reaction [10]
involves transfer of H+ only, i.e. the rate of the
competing reaction [106] is negligibly small.
[106] ch3od+ + dco2ch3

-> dco2ch3d+ + ch3o
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Fig. 5. Ratio plot for formation of DC02CH3H + .

Consequently we may assume that only the
two reactions [9b\ and [11] contribute signifi¬
cantly to formation of DC02CH3D + .

[96] dc02ch3+ + dc02ch3
-> dco2ch3d+ + co2ch3

[11] ch,od+ + dcooch3
-*■ dco2ch3d+ + ch2o

The ratio plot equations for these two concurrent
reactions (assuming reaction of CH2OD+ leads
only to DC02CH3D+) may be written as
follows.

fpCOiCHiD*
_ ^94

-^dc02ch3+ kg

_|_ ^-*11 [M] In _ ^ -fcH2QD +^dc02ch3 +

|qg] -^dc02ch3d+ _ ^94-^CH2OD+ k$

y -fdc02ch3+ _|_ ^-tllfm] (h _fch«od +

A typical plot of the data obtained at a constant
molecular concentration of 7.38 X 1013 mole¬
cules cm-3 is shown in Fig. 6. Satisfactory
straight lines are obtained, the slopes and inter¬

cepts of the complementary plots being in good
agreement. The average of three separate runs
gave kn = 1.86 + 0.1 X 10"9 cm3 molecule-1
s-1 and k9b — 0.56 + 0.06 X 10"9 cm3 mole¬
cule-1 s-1. The value of kn determined from the
ratio plot is in good agreement with the value
of 1.9 + 0.2 X 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 deter¬
mined from the pressure plots. The sum k9a + kgb
= 1.4 + 0.12 X 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 is in
reasonable agreement with fc9(total) = 1.65 ±
0.1 X 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 determined from
the pressure plots.

In summary the ratio plots show that
CH3OD+ transfers exclusively an H+ to the
formate while the reaction of DCOOCH3+ with
DCOOCHj involves both H transfer and D
transfer in the ratio 1.5:1. The results for
reaction [10] are in contrast to the methanol
self-reaction where transfer of both the methyl
and hydroxyl hydrogen occur; however, the
self-reaction may involve both atom abstraction
and hydron transfer reactions, whereas in the
present case the reaction of CH3OD+ involves
hydron transfer only. The results obtained indi¬
cate that the ion transfer and hydrogen transfer

IDC02CHt/ICH20D+
Fig. 6. Ratio plot for formation of DC02CH3D + .
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TABLE I

Comparison of experimental and calculated rate constants (2.4 eV ion exit energy)

Wealed.)
(x 109 cm3 molecule-1 s-1)

&(expt.) Ion - induced Ion - dipole
Reaction (x 109 cm3 molecule-1 s-1) dipole included

dco,h + + dco2h 1.59 0.86 1.63
dco2+ + dco2h 1.72 0.86 1.64
co2h+ + dco,h 1.93 0.87 1.64
dco + + dco2h 1.32 0.97 1.79
hco2ch3+ + hco2ch3 1 ■ 57 0.97 1.77
ch3oh+ + hco2ch3 2.5* 1.16 2.05
ch2oh+ + hco2ch3 2.0 1.17 2.07

reactions involving methanol will show consider¬
able difference in the selectivity of the hydrogens
involved. The reaction involving the parent ion
in the methyl formate-dclearly can occur by both
the ion transfer and atom transfer mechanism,
with the result that no information can be
obtained as to the specificity in the separate
types of reactions.

Comparison with Theory
Table I compares the experimental rate

constants for the formic-t/ acid and methyl
formate systems with rate constants calculated
from the simple collision theory considering ion-
induced dipole interactions only (9) and includ¬
ing ion-dipole interactions (5). The experimental
rate constants are approximately a factor of two
greater than those calculated on the basis of the
induced dipole interaction only, indicating that
ion - permanent dipole interactions are impor¬
tant. Indeed the rate constants calculated from
the simple theory including dipole terms are in
good agreement with the experimental at least in

this energy range. However, as pointed out
previously (5) such agreement does not extend to
thermal ion energies.
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The formation of H30+ in the high-pressure mass spectrum of H20 and, similarly, the formation
of D30+ in D20 are the result of the ion molecule reactions,

H2O+ + H2O->H3O++0H (1)
OH++H20 ^H30++O (2)

D20++D20 ^D30++OD (3)
0D++D20->D30++0. (4)

The thermal rate constants, measured directly by a pulsing technique, are k\ = 4-93 x 10-10,
kz = 4-72x 10-10, kz = 3-66 x 10-10 and £4 = 2-2sX 10-10, all in cm3 molecule-1 sec-1.

In conventional mass spectrometric studies of gas-phase ion-molecule reactions
the reactant ions undergo continuous acceleration by the electric field required to
withdraw the ions from the ionization chamber. As a result the experimental
cross-sections represent a weighted average for reactions of ions with energies
ranging from zero to the final exit energy. To obtain data for reactions of ions
at thermal energies thus requires a knowledge of the dependence of the cross-section
on ion energy.

The dependence of the cross-section on ion velocity or field strength, E, is not
clearly established. Experimentally Stevenson and colleagues E 2 have found an E~^
dependence for a number of simple systems, while Field et aid-5 obtained an E~l
dependence for both simple and more complex reactions. Hamill and co-workers 6
have found the energy dependence to vary with ion energy while Giese and Maier 2
report the energy dependence to vary from reaction to reaction. Gioumousis and
Stevenson 2 predicted theoretically an E~* dependence for ion-induced dipole inter¬
actions while no simple predictions appear possible where ion-permanent dipole
interactions may be significant.

That the experimental studies lead to conflicting results may be due in part
to experimental problems, such as space charge and discrimination effects, partic¬
ularly at low field strengths. Some indication of this is provided by the work of
Ryan and Futrell8 who showed that the field strength dependence of the cross-
section for the reaction C2H3" + C2H4 ^-C2Hf+ +C2H2 changes with ionizing electron
current at low repeller fields.

In view of these differences, several groups8 U have undertaken direct measure¬
ment of the thermal rates of ion-molecule reactions using a pulsing technique. In
this technique a short pulse of electrons is admitted to a field-free ion source to pro¬
duce the reactant ions by electron impact. At a later, known and variable time, a
pulsed voltage is applied to withdraw the reactant and product ions for mass analysis.

* Guest worker; permanent address: Department of Chemistry, The University, Edinburgh.
2468 1
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In the intervening time the ions react under thermal conditions and from the vari¬
ation of ionic abundances with reaction time the thermal rate coefficients can be
evaluated.

The present paper reports the application of this pulsing technique to the deter¬
mination of the thermal rate constants for the reactions forming K30+ in H20
and D30+ in D2C>. The formation of H30+ by bimolecular processes in the high-
pressure mass spectrum of water has been recognized for some time 12-15 and has
been attributed, on the basis of appearance potential measurements 14- 13 to the
reaction

H20+ + H20->H30+ + 0H. (1)
On this basis, Lampe et al.15 have reported cross-sections for the reactions both in
H20 and D20 while Tal'roze and Frankevich 9 have measured the thermal rate
constant by the pulsing technique outlined above.

Appearance potential measurements, owing to their limited sensitivity, provide
information only on the reactant ion of lowest appearance potential. 16 Concurrent
reactions, thermochemically permitted but involving reactant ions of higher appear¬
ance potential, frequently remain undetected. For the present system, using the
thermochemical data : A///(H30 ) = 157 kcal/mole,17 A///(Ff20+) = 233 kcal/mole,18
A///OH+) = 310 kcal/moleA9 AHf(H20) = -58 kcal/mole,29 A///OH) = 6 kcal/
mole 19 and A7//(0) = 60 kcal/mole,21 reaction (1) is 12 kcal/mole exothermic but,
in addition, reaction (2)

0H+ + H20->H30+ + 0 (2)
is 35 kcal/mole exothermic and therefore might occur. In the following, evidence
is presented for the occurrence of both reactions (1) and (2) and their counterparts
in D20. The cross-sections for the individual reactions at 10-5 V/cm field strength
are established as well as the rate constants for the reactions at thermal ion energies.

EXPERIMENTAL

The apparatus and the experimental techniques for determining the thermal rate con¬
stant have been described previously.11- 22 The cross-sections for the individual reactions
at 10-5 V/cm repeller field (3-7 eV ion exit energy) were established by the ratio-plot tech¬
nique.16

The H20 used was distilled and degassed before admission to the mass spectrometer
inlet system. The D20 was obtained from Merck, Sharp and Dohme, Montreal and had
an isotopic purity of 99 %. It was necessary to condition the mass spectrometer by re¬
peated admissions of D20 samples. This was continued until the mass spectrum showed
no detectable H20+ or HDO+ peaks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the variation of /d,o-//d2o+ as a function of the nominal electron
energy at 10-5 V/cm repeller field and a D20 concentration of 4-45 x 1013 molecules/
cm3. Below approximately 14 eV, 7d3o+//d2o+ is constant within experimental error.
As the electron energy is increased above 14 eV the ratio increases and this increase
can be correlated with the production of OD+ in the primary ion spectrum. We
therefore conclude that D30+ is formed by both reactions (3) and (4),

D20+ + D20 -^D30+ + OD (3)
0D+ + D20^D30+ + 0. (4)

For reactions (3) and (4) the total secondary ion current /D,0+ is given by
^D3o+ = Q 3 [D20]d/DaO++e4[D2O]d/oD+> (5)
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where Qx is the cross-section for reaction (a), d is the distance of primary ion travel,
and the square brackets refer to concentration in molecule/cm3, in formulating
this and further equations we neglect the small differences in collection efficiencies.16
Rearrangement of the above equation yields eqn. (6),

^d3o+/^d2o+ = 6s[D20]rf + Q4[D20]d/OD+//D2o+> • (6)

2-4 —
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2*0 —

— _JL_L ! L_ L J_ L
10 <1 18 £2 26 30 34 38

nominal electron energy (eV)
Fig. 1/d30+/^d20h as a function of electron energy.

i i i i L
0 1 S 12 16 20 24

fOD+/ffi>20+X 102
Fig. 2.—Ratio plot, DoO system.

2 3 4 5

/0H+/fH20+X 102
Fig. 3.—Ratio plot, H2O system.
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which predicts that the ratio 7d3o+/7d2o+ should be a linear function of 7od+/7d2o+
in the region above 14 eV in fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows such a plot. A satisfactory straight
line is obtained and the intercept by least-squares analysis (2-075x 10~2) is in good
agreement with the lower plateau region of fig. 1. The results of this analysis pro¬
vide further evidence that reaction (4) does occur. The alternative explanation
that the increase in fig. 1 results from formation of an excited D20+ ion, (D20*+),
which reacts with an enhanced cross-section would not lead to the straight line of
fig. 2 unless, fortuitously, D20*+ had the same onset potential and electron energy
dependence as OD+.

Identical results were obtained for the H2O system, a typical ratio plot being
shown in fig. 3. From the slopes and intercepts of such plots the relevant cross-
sections may be obtained using eqn. (6). The cross-sections thus obtained are
summarized in table 1 where the limits of error represent the mean deviation of
repeat determinations. The rate constants k (10-5 V/cm) have been calculated
from the cross-sections using the relation,

k = (eEdl2Ml)Q = Qdlx, (7)
where e is the electronic charge, E the field strength, d the reactant-ion path-length
and Mi is the mass of the reactant ion and t is the primary ion residence time.

The cross-sections given in table 1 which were obtained by electron energy vari¬
ation, are in satisfactory agreement with cross-sections obtained at 50 eV by the
conventional method of pressure variation. From the variation of 7Hi0i/7H2o and
^d3o+/^d2o+ with the concentration of H20 and D20 respectively, the apparent
cross sections Q\ (app) = 21-53 x 10~16 and Qi (app) = 10-3 x 10-16 cm2/molecule
were obtained. These apparent cross-sections are related to the individual cross-
sections in table 1 as follows :

2i(aPP) = 81 + 821OH+/1H2O+> (®)
2s(app) = q3 + 241od+/1d:>o+- (9)

Using the ratios 7OH+7H2o+ = 0-205 and 7od+/7d2o+ = 0-193 measured at 50 eV the
cross-sections in table 1 give computed values Q\ (app) = 22-9 x 10~16 and O3 (app) =
13-4 x 10~16 in reasonable agreement with the directly measured values.

Table 1.—Kinetic data for ion-molecule reactions in H20 and D20
reaction Qx 1016 k (10-5 V/cm)X1010 k (thermal)X1010

(cm2 molecule-1) (cm3 molecule-1 sec-1) (cm3 molecule-1 sec-1)

(1) H2O++H2O-+H3O++OH 19-25 ±0-1 6O4 4-93
(2) OH++ H20->H30+-t- O 18-30±0-6 5-9i 4-72
(3) D20++D20-+D30++0D 11-8 ±0-1 3-54 3-66
(4) OD++D2O-+D3O++O 8-4 ±0-6 2-64 2-25

THERMAL RATE CONSTANTS

For the two concurrent reactions (1) and (2) studied by the pulsing technique
the total secondary ion current 7H3o+ observed after a time delay t between the
ionizing and withdrawing pulses can be expressed as the sum of independent con¬
tributions :

1h3o+ = [fci[h20]7h2o++ /c2[h20]7oh+]f-(-c, (10)
where kx is the thermal rate constant for reaction (x) and C is a constant reflecting
the H30+ which is formed by ion-molecule reaction during the ionizing and with¬
drawal periods. In formulating eqn. (10) we have assumed that the extent of re¬
action is small. Rearrangement of eqn. (10) yields

1h3o+/1h2o+ = [^i[h20] + /c2[h20]7oh+/7h20+]t + c', (11)
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Fig. 4.—/h3o+//h20+ against delay time. Curves have been displaced successively one unit
upwards for clarity.

/oh+//h2o+

Fig. 5.—Analysis of delay time plots. H2O,
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which predicts that /h3o+/4i2o+ should be a linear function of t and that the slopes
of such plots should be a linear function of /otWAuo- for constant ion source
concentration.

Fig. 6.—/d30-/7d20+ against delay time. Curves have been displaced on vertical scale for clarity.

Fig. 7.—Analysis of delay time plots, DjO.

78
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Typical /h3o+/^h2o+ against delay time plots are shown in fig. 4. The upward
curvature after approximately 0-8 /rsec is undoubtedly a discrimination effect due
to the higher thermal velocity of the lower mass ion 11 and we have neglected these
points in drawing the straight lines. The slopes of such plots are shown in fig. 5
as a function of /oh+/4i2o+- A satisfactory straight line results which leads, by
least-squares analysis, to the thermal rate constants k\ and A:2 summarized in table 1.

A similar analysis can be carried out for the D2O system leading to the equation,

^d3O+/^D2O +
= [/c3[D20] + /<4[D20]/OD+//D20+]t + C". (12)

Typical plots of /d3o+/^d2o+ against t are shown in fig. 6 with the slopes of these
straight lines being plotted against the ratio Iod+/Id2o+ in fig. 7. The resultant
thermal rate constants are summarized in table 1.

The thermal rate constants are slightly lower than those obtained from the 10-5
V/cm data as has been found 22 for several hydrogen-transfer ion-molecule reactions.
Tal'roze and Frankevich 9 using similar pulsing techniques have reported a value
k\ (thermal) = 8-5 x 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1. Although the electron energy
used is not explicitly stated, this probably represents a composite rate constant
for reactions (1) and (2). From our thermal rate constants and the ratio /oh>//h2o =
0-205 at 50 eV, we calculate k\ (thermal)app = 5-92 x I0-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 at
50 eV in reasonable agreement with the value reported by Tal'roze and Frankevich.
The rate constant /c3 (thermal) = 3-66 x 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 is much lower
than the previous estimate of 22-9 x 10-10 obtained by Lampe et al.15 by extrapola¬
tion from higher ion energies and illustrates the errors involved in such extrapolations.
No determinations of the kinetic data for reactions (2) and (4) have been made
previously. Comparison of the data for H20 and D20 indicates rather large isotope
effects ks/k-D, being 1-4-1-7 for reaction of the parent ion and 2-1-2-3 for reactions
of the hydroxyl ion. Isotope effects in the range 1-2-1-5 have been observed22
for similar hydrogen-transfer reactions in HD, the deuterated methanes and methyi-a'3
methyl ether.

RADIATION CHEMISTRY OF WATER

The overall chemical changes occurring in the radiolysis of water have been
explained 23 25 on the basis of the free radical reactions of H and OH. These
radicals are assumed to arise both directly from decomposition of excited molecules
and by ionization of H20 followed by reaction (1) and charge neutralization either
by reaction (13) 24 or by reaction (14) 25:

H30+ + e^-2H + 0H (13)
H30+ + e ->H + H20. (14)

The latter reaction has been suggested 26 as the predominate recombination reaction
in the liquid phase.

Although OH+ accounts for approximately 18 % of the total ionization, the
reactions of this ion have not been considered in detail. Baxendale and Gilbert 26
have suggested the charge transfer (or H atom abstraction) reaction,

0H+ + H20->H20+-l-0H, (15)
while Magat26 has proposed reaction (2). The present work definitely shows
that reaction (2) occurs and with a rate constant equal to that of reaction (1).
Hence this reaction must be considered in any complete mechanism. The present
work provides 110 information pertaining to reaction (15).

One implication of reaction (2) is that relatively large concentrations of oxygen
atoms may be formed in the radiolysis of water. Since the reaction is only 35 kcal/
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mole exothermic they will most likely be formed in their ground electronic state.
The subsequent reactions of the oxygen atoms have not been considered. In the
absence of additives they probably react to form OH

0 + H20^20H, (16)
although this route may be changed in mixtures. Although quantitative data on
the reactions of oxygen atome are not abundant,27 they react rather rapidly with
organic molecules, particularly olefins 28 and aldehydes.29 Consequently some of
the reactions occurring during the radiolysis of water + organic mixtures may be
interpretable on the basis of oxygen atom reactions.

The authors are indebted to the National Research Council of Canada for
financial support through a grant to A. G. H. J. C. J. T. wishes to thank the
Ramsay Memorial Fellowships Trust for financial aid.
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The formation of the NH/J" ion in the high-pressure mass spectrum of ammonia is the result of

the two reactions:
1

NHJ + NH3 ->NH^ +NH2
2

and NHj + NH3 +NH.
Their rate constants have been measured at zero field strength using pulsed techniques and at a
constant repeller voltage of 10-5 V/cm field strength. Values obtained for k\ and &2 (in molecule-1
cm3 sec-1) are 7-7 x 10-10 and 5-1 x 10-10 respectively at 10-5 V/cm, and 5-2 x 10-10 and 8-4 x 10-10
respectively at thermal energies.

For hydrazine the ion N2HJ is the result of at least two reactions, viz.,
9

N2H^ +N2H4 ->N2H£ +N2H3
10

and N2HJ +N2ttt -N2H5+ 4- N2H2.
The rate constants for these reactions are kg = 5-5 xlO-10 and k\o = 3-8 xlO-10 at 10-5 V/cm,
and kg = l'4x 10-10 and k\g = 10x 10-10 at thermal energies.

When a secondary ion in the high-pressure mass spectrum is the result of more
than one concurrent ion-molecule reaction the problem of evaluating the con¬
tribution of the individual reactions has to be solved. We have developed a ratio-
plot technique 1 ■2 to evaluate the respective contributions when two primary ions
lead to the formation of a particular secondary ion; also a pulsing technique 3- 4
has been described for the measurement of the rate constant of these ion-molecule
reactions at thermal ion energies.

The formation of the H30+ ion in the mass spectrum of water has been at¬
tributed, from the similarity of the appearance potentials of the H20+ and H30+
ions, to the reaction:

h2o++h2o->h3o+ + oh.
However, the following reaction also contributes significantly 5 to the formation of
the protonated molecular ion,

oh++h2o^h3o+ + o,
and rate constants for both reactions have been determined.

From the similarity of the appearance potentials of NH3 and NH j, Lampe and
Field 6 have attributed the formation of NHJ in ammonia to the reaction:

i

NH3 +NH3->NH4 +NH2.
* part 3, ref. (5).
t present address : Department of Chemistry, The University, Edinburgh.
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Tal'roze and Frankevich 7 have also reported the formation of the NHJ ion by
this reaction. Dorfman and Noble 8 have studied the ion-molecule reactions in
ammonia and have calculated that &i~5 x 10-10 molecules-1 cm8 sec-1, and Volpi
et al.9 have made a similar study. Using the method of material balance they suggest
that about 95 % of the NHJ ions were formed by reaction (1). By studying the
variation of the NHJ ion current with pressure at low electron energies they estim¬
ated that Aq~13 x 10-10 molecules-1 cm3 sec-1.

One of the necessary requirements for an ion-molecule reaction to occur is that
it must be exothermic or thermoneutral. The NHJ ion is formed to an appreciable
extent as a primary ion in the spectrum of ammonia. Using known thermochemical
data, reaction (2) is calculated to be nearly 30 kcal mole-1 exothermic and might
be expected to contribute towards the formation of the NHJ ion in a reaction com¬
parable to the formation of H30+ ion by the proton transfer of OH+ observed in
the water system, i.e.,

2

nhj +nh3-+nh4 +nhj
Volpi et al,9 have suggested that about 5 % of the NHJ ions in ammonia might

be formed by reaction (2) and/or reaction (3):
3

nh++nh3->nhj+n.
Because of interest in the radiation chemistry of ammonia it seemed valuable to

determine the reactions leading to the formation of the NHJ ion and also to obtain
information regarding the dependence of the rate constants on ion energies; ac¬
cordingly, ion-molecule reactions in ammonia have been studied at both thermal
ion energies and at 10-5 V/cm field strength.

Dibeler et al.10 have made electron impact studies of various hydrazines. They
report the formation of the N2HJ ion in the mass spectrum of hydrazine and in¬
dicate that it is formed by a pressure-dependent reaction. No detailed study has
been made regarding the formation of this secondary ion. Accordingly, and because
such a study would be complementary to the ion-molecule study of ammonia, we
have examined the possible reactions leading to the formation of the N2HJ ion
using both pulsed techniques and the ratio plot method.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental work was performed using an A.E.I. Ltd., MS 2 mass spectrometer
modified as described previously.3 The cross-sections and rate constants for the indi¬
vidual reactions were measured under conditions of constant ion acceleration using the
ratio plot technique.1' 2 Rate constants for thermal energy ions were measured using the
pulsing technique.3- 4

ammonia was obtained from a cylinder (Matheson Co.). The sample was distilled in
a vacuum line several times at —98°C (acetone+liquid nitrogen slush bath) until no mass
peak attributable to the presence of water was observed in the mass spectrum of the
ammonia.

hydrazine.—95 % anhydrous hydrazine was dried and distilled several times from
barium oxide, narrow middle fractions being retained each time. It was degassed before
use.

The pressure of the sample in the inlet reservoir was measured using an Atlas-Werke
type MC Torrmeter calibrated against a dibutyl-phthalate manometer.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ion molecule reactions in ammonia

If the NHJ ion is formed by reaction (1) alone and with a cross-section which
is independent of the excitation state of the reactant NH J, then it would be expected
that the ratio 7nh+//nh+ would be independent of electron energy at constant am¬
monia concentration. In fig. 1 is plotted the ratio 7nh+//nh+ as a function of the
nominal electron energy for a source concentration of [NH3] = 4-10 x 1013 mole¬
cules cm-3 and at a constant repeller field strength of 10-5 V/cm. Below about
11 V nominal electron energy only the NHJ ion is present as a primary ion and the
ratio 7nh+/7nh+ is constant within experimental error. Fig. 1 shows, however,
that as the electron is increased above 11 V the ratio increases from 3-7 x 10~2 to
about 5xl0~2. This increase parallels closely the formation of the NH£ ion as
a primary ion (curve 2) and suggests that reaction (2) is also contributing to the
formation of the NHJ ion.

nominal electron energy, V
Fig. 1.—Curve 1, 7nh^/INH3 as a function of nominal electron energy (eV); curve 2, /nh! as a

function of nominal electron energy.

If both reaction (1) and (2) occur, then the total secondary ion current, 7nhj,
is given by

^nh4+ = 0-38 x 10 27nh+ + 6i[NH3]d7NH+ + Q2[NH3]d7NH^ • • • (A)
where Qx is the cross-section for reaction (X), d is the distance of primary ion travel;
[NH3] refers to the concentration of ammonia in the ion source in molecules cm-3
units, and the first term is an isotope correction because of the contribution of N15H3
to the total ion current at m/e =18.

Rearrangement of eqn. (1) leads to the expression :
38 x 10 +2i[NH3]d) + Q2[NH3]d7NH+/7NH+ . . . (B)

This equation predicts that the ratio 7nh+/7nh+ should be a linear function of
7nh+/7nh+- In fig- 2, curve 1, our data are plotted in the form suggested by eqn.
(B). A good straight line is obtained, the non-zero slope and intercept providing
good evidence for the occurrence of both reactions (1) and (2).
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The alternative explanation for the increase in the ratio observed in fig. 1 would
require that above 11 eV an appreciable amount of NHJ is formed in an excited
state which reacts with a considerably higher cross-section than does the ground-
state NHJ. There appears to be no conclusive evidence adduced to show that
increased excitation of the reactant ion enhances the cross-section of a reaction
which is exothermic for the ground-state ion. In addition, such an explanation
would require, in order to explain the results of fig. 2, that the onset potential and

nominal electron energy, V

7-0 7-5 8-0 8-5 9-0 9-5 lO-O
1 " 1 1 1 i i

3-7- —6 B o o-o o o "
3'5t- ic-

/nhITNHJ
Fig. 2.—Curve 1, ratio plot for ammonia, /nhiTnhJ against /nhJTnh;; I curve 2, /nhjTnhi

against electron energy (eV); abscissa for curve 2 given on the upper scale.

ionization efficiency curve for this excited state parallel closely that of NHJ. We
consider that our results are most reasonably explained by assuming that the NHJ
ion is formed by both reactions (1) and (2) and our experimental data have been
analyzed on this basis.

From ratio plots such as shown in fig. 2, curve 1, we have obtained the cross-
sections Q for the individual reactions (1) and (2). Our data are presented in
table 1 together with results reported 3 for comparable reactions in the H2O and
D20 systems. The limits of error represent the deviation of four or more repeat
determinations. In fig. 2, curve 2 is also shown a plot of Iyhj/Tnh+ as a function
of nominal electron energy, for energies below the appearance potential of NHJ,
i.e., where reaction (2) cannot contribute to the NHJ formation. The ratio /nhj/
/.\h+ remains essentially constant over the electron energy range and the average
value of this ratio gives a cross-section for reaction (1). The mean of three such
determinations gave Q\ = 24-4 + 0-5 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2, in excellent agreement
with the value of 24-7+ IT x 10-16 obtained using the ratio plot method.

The rate constants 7:(10-5V/cm) have been calculated from the cross-sections
by the relation

k = (eEd/lM^Q = Qd/x, (5)
where e is the electronic charge, E the field strength, d the reactant ion path length,
Mi the mass of the reactant ion and x the mean residence time of the primary ion.
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Table 1.—Cross-sections Q and rate constants k for ion-molecule reactions

reaction gx low /c(10-5 V/cm)x lO'o /c(thermal)x 1010 /c(thermal)
A:(10-5 V/cm)

NHJ + NH3->NHj; + NH2 24-7±l-l 7-66 5-24 0-68

NHJ + NH3-»NH+ + NH 16-0 ±0-3 5-l2 3-4j 0-67

NH^" + NH3->NH + NH2 — — —

n2h++n2h4^n2h++n2h3 24-4 ±1-5 5-52 l-3g 0-25
n2h++N2H4->N2H++N2H2 16-7 ±0-9 3-83 l-02 0-27

H2O++ H2O-+H3O++ oh 19-3 60 4.9 0-82

6h++h2o-*h3o++o 18-3 5-9 4-7 0-86
d2o++d2o->d3o++od 11-8 3-5 3-7 1-06
od++d2o^d3o++o 8-4 2-6 2-3 0-85
CH+ + CH4-> CH+ + CH3 21-8 7-58 6T2 0-81

cd^+cd4-^cd^+cd3 15-6 6-35 4-7j 0-74

Units of Q, molecules-1 cm2; units of k, molecules-1 cm3 sec- 1; data for H20 and D20
from ref. (5), and for CH4 and CD4 ref. (4).

MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL RATE CONSTANTS

For the two concurrent reactions (1) and (2) studied by the pulsing technique,3- 4
the total secondary ion current 7nh+ observed after a time delay t between the ion¬
izing and withdrawing pulses can be expressed as the sum of the independent con¬
tributions :

W =(fe1[NH3]7NH,+/c2[NH3]/NH.)t + C, (C)
where k\ and k2 are the respective thermal rate constants and C is a constant re¬
flecting the NH4 formed during the ionizing and withdrawal pulses. Eqn. (C) is
only applicable where the extent of reaction is small. Rearrangement of eqn. (C)
leads to

■'nh^/^NH^ = (fe1[NH3] + fc2[NH3]7NH+/7NH^)t + C'. (D)
Eqn. (D) predicts that the slopes of the 7nhj/7nh+ against t plots should be a linear
function of 7nhj/7nh+ for constant ion source conditions.

Fig. 3 shows typical plots of 7nh+/7nh+ as a function of the delay time t for
various electron energies (i.e., various ratios of 7nh+/7nh+). Over the time range
examined this latter ratio changed by only a few %. The slopes of these delay
time plots are then plotted against the average 7nh+/7nh+ ratio (fig. 4). As pre¬
dicted by eqn. (D) a straight line is obtained. Least-squares analysis of these
results yield the thermal rate constants k\ and k2 shown in table 1.

The thermal rate of constants are about 67 % of the rate constants measured at
a field strength of 10-5 V/cm. Previous work on other ion-molecule systems shown
in table 1 have indicated, with a few exceptions, the ratio k(thermal)//c(10-5 V/cm)
to be in the range 0-7-1-0. Our value for the rate constant k\ is appreciably lower
than the value of 13 x 10-1° molecules-1 cm-3 sec-1 reported by Volpi et al.,9 but is
in good agreement with the estimate of ca. 5 x 10-10 made by Dorfman and Noble.8
Consideration of our constants k\ and k2 leads to the conclusion that, at 50 eV,
only 70-75 % of the total NHJ ion current is formed by reaction (1) compared to
the estimate of ~95 % made by Volpi.9 These workers also concluded that the
major reaction of the NHJ ion was by reaction (6):

6

NH2 + NH3->NH3 +NH2.
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O 0-2 0-4 0-6 O-B IO 1-2 1-4 1-6

delay time (jxsec)

Fig. 3.—/nhj//nh5 against delay time I. Curves have been displaced successively upwards for
ease of presentation. Numbers on the delay curves refer to the electron energy at which they were

measured.

O C-l 0-2 0-3 D-' "'-5 0*4 0*7 O'B

/nhi/'NHI
Fig. 4.—Delay-curve slopes against /nhJ/^nh5-
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Our results obtained in the pulsing work also provide evidence in support of
this reaction mode. If reaction (1), (2) and (6) occur then we can write the following
expressions to account for the rate of disappearance of NH3 and NH2 :

— d[NH3 ]/dt = /c1[NH3+][NH3]-/c6[NH2+][NH3], (7)
and

— d[NH2+]/dt = fc2[NH2 ][NH3] + /c6[NH2 ][NH3], (8)
Assuming that [NHJ] and [NH2] are proportional to the measured ion currents,

eqn. (7) predicts that the rate of decrease of 7nh+ should be less than can be accounted
for by reaction (1) alone, while eqn. (8) predicts that the rate of decrease of 7*rhj
should be greater than that expected on the basis of reaction (2).

O o'-2 CM O-b 0*8 to
delay time (jisec)

Fig. 5.—Curves 1 and 2, decrease in /nh+/S/x+ as a function of delay time, curve 1 measured at
14 eV; curve 2, measured at 30 eV; curve 3, decrease in 7nhj/£/x+ as a function of delay time,
measured at 30 eV ; curve 4, decrease in the total ion current S7,/S7o.i with time, measured at 30 eV.

Fig. 5 shows the decrease in /nhj as a function of reaction time t at 14 eV (where
the /jstHj was negligible) and also the decrease of 7nh+ and 7nh+ with time at 30 eV,
where the ratio 7nhj/7nh+ is 0-5. Similar plots (not shown) have been made at
the other electron energies for which results in the pulsing mode were obtained.
In all cases the ion currents have been normalized by expressing them as a fraction
of the total ion current. The 14 eV data for the NH3 ion lead to an apparent
rate constant for the rate of disappearance of the NH3 ion of 5-l<5 x 10-10 molecules-1
cm3 sec-1 in excellent agreement with the value of 5-24 x 10-10 molecules-1 cm3 sec-1
obtained directly by observation of the formation of the NHJ ion. However,
the 30 eV data for the NHJ ion lead to a rate constant for the disappearance of
7nh+ of l-2j x 10-10 molecules-1 cm3 sec-1, suggesting the formation of the NH3
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ion at these energies by some other reaction such as (6). In agreement with this
is the observation that our results at 30 eV for the NHJ ion lead to an apparent
overall rate constant for the disappearance of NH2 of 1 l-9e x 10-10 molecules-1 cm3
sec-1 which is considerably larger than the value of 3-4i x 10-10 for kz calculated
above on the basis of the rate of formation of the NH4 ion. Both the results for
NH2 and NHJ are consistent with an estimated rate constant of /f6«8xl0-10
molecules-1 cm3 sec-1. Analysis of all of the data in the energy range where /nh+
was significant leads to similar conclusions.

While the results discussed above are consistent with the occurrence of reaction
(6) and the rate constant we obtain is reasonable, we do not consider that the
results are conclusive. It is evident from fig. 5 that the overall decreases in the ion
currents at 30 eV are small and the points scattered and these results may be artifacts.
In fig. 5 at 30 eV the total ion current E/+ decreases by approximately 22 % over
the total range of delay time studied. This decrease is undoubtedly due to the
diffusion of the ions from the sampling region during the time interval between
the ionizing and withdrawal pulses. Since the NHJ ion has a slightly higher thermal
velocity than the NH3 ion, some preferential loss of this ion might be expected.
Such a discrimination effect could be responsible for the apparent enhanced loss
of NHJ and decreased loss of NHj. However, if we confine our attention to
short reaction times (up to 0-6 /isec) where the total decrease in ion current is con¬

siderably less, and hence the discrimination effects reduced, the qualitative con¬
clusions reached above are not substantially altered. Thus, we conclude that
reaction (6) does occur but the rate constant must be considered as a crude estimate.

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN HYDRAZINE

The formation of the N2H5 ion as a result of ion-molecule reactions in hydrazine
is known.10 We have examined two reactions (9) and (10) as possible ones leading
to the formation of this ion :

n2h:+n2h4-n2h5++n2h3
10

n2h3++n2h4-*n2h5++n2h2.
At low electron energies, the ratio /n2hj//n2hj was constant and greater than

the value expected on the basis of the N15 contribution. At higher electron energies
and corresponding with the production of the N2HJ ion, the ratio /n2h+//n2h+
increased considerably suggesting that reaction (10) was contributing to a significant
extent in the formation of N2HJ. If both reaction (9) and (10) do occur then the
total secondary ion current /n2hj is given by

^n2h5+ = 0'76x 10 2/N2h, +e9[N2H4]rf/N2H4+ +ei0[N2H4]r//N2H„
where the first term accounts for the N15 isotope contribution. Rearrangement of
this equation yields

7n2H^/7N2H4+ = (0*76 x 10 + Q9[N2H4]r?) + 2i0[N2H4]i//N2H^//N:!H + .

A typical ratio plot as suggested by this equation for our data is shown in fig. 6
(curve 1). The non-zero intercept and slope are good evidence for the occurrence
of reactions (9) and (10). Cross-sections for these reactions have been obtained
and rate constants, /r(10-5 V/cm), calculated from them using eqn. (5). Our results
are given in table 1, the limits of error represent the deviation of five repeat deter¬
minations.
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In fig. 6, curve 2, is also shown a plot of the ratio 7n2hj//n2hj against electron
energy, for energies below the appearance potential of N2HJ, i.e., where reaction
(10) cannot contribute. The ratio 7n2h+/7n2hj remains constant, within experi¬
mental error, over the electron energy range. The average value of this ratio can
be used to calculate the cross-section for reaction (9). The average of three such
low electron energy determinations gave Qg = 24-5 + 0-3 x 10-16 molecule"1 cm2,
in excellent agreement with the value of 24-4+ 1-5 x 10-16 obtained for Qg by the
ratio plot method. Experiments to determine the thermal rate constants by the
pulsing technique were only partially successful since the increase in the In2h+ ion
current with delay time was small.

nominal electron energy, V
5*5 6-0 6-5 7-0

TL>h;7N2HJ
Fig. 6.—Curve 1, ratio plot for hydrazine, /N2HfTN2m against /N2Ht/7N2HJ i curve 2, /N2Hf/7N2HJ

against nominal electron energy (eV); abscissa for curve 2 on the upper scale.

The primary and secondary ion currents and the delay time are related by the
expression:

— (fc9[N2H4] + fc10[N2H4]/N2H+/7N2H^)f-f- C.
Our results for the delay time curves at various electron energies are shown in fig. 7.
The range of primary ion current ratios 7n2hj/7n2h+ which could be covered was
limited by the small observed increases in the small 7n2hj ion current. The slopes
of the straight line plots (= /:9[N2H4] + A'io[N2H4]/n,hj/7N2hj) are plotted in fig. 8
against the 7n2h5/7n2hj ratio. A reasonable straight line is obtained, the slope and inter¬
cept of which lead to the thermal rate constants for reactions (9) and (10) shown in
table 1.

Although the error involved in determining the slope and intercept in fig. 8 is
appreciable, the thermal rate constants are much lower than the rate constants
measured at 10-5 V/cm. Even if all of the increase in the 7n2hs/7n2hj ratio against
delay time plot at the highest 7n2hj/7n2h+ ratio (0-35) is attributed to reaction (9)
it leads to a value of only 1-76x10~10 for kg (molecules-1 cm3 sec-1), still much
lower than the value of 5-52x 10~10 obtained at the constant repeller field of 10-5
V/cm. The reason for the low thermal rate data is not apparent. For both
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reactions (9) and (10), fc(thermal)/A:(10-5 V/cm) is 0-26; a similar low ratio has been
observed 4 for the hydrogen transfer reactions in hydrogen (and deuterated equi¬
valents) and for the reactions producing the COD+ ion in CO—CD4 mixtures.

O 0-2 0-4 0-6 0-8 l-O 1-2 l'4

delay time ((xsec)

Fig. 7.—/n2Hs/^N2HJ against delay time 1. Curves have been displaced successively upwards for
ease of presentation. Numbers on the delay curves refer to the electron energy at which they were

measured.

;3 0-7
O

13 o-6
"D

4) 0*5
a
o

Fig. 8.—Delay-curve slopes against /N2Hi;/hs,H~-
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The formation of h3S+ in the high-pressure mass spectrum of hydrogen sulphide has been shown

to be due to the two concurrent ion-molecule reactions :

1

h2s++h2s->h3s++sh
2

hs++h2s -*h3s++s.
The cross-sections and rate constants for these reactions have been measured at a field strength

of 10-5 V cm-1 (corresponding to an ion exit energy of 3-7 eV) when values of 2-1 X 10-10 and 2-6x
10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 were obtained for k\ and k2 respectively. Using a pulsing technique
the rate constants for thermal energy ions were measured and values of 2-8 x 10-10 and 3-6 x 10-10
obtained for k\ and kz- These have been compared with values calculated from the simple ion-
induced dipole model.

Recent work on ion-molecule reactions in water 1 and in ammonia 2 has shown
that the formation of the H30+ and NHJ ions in these systems is not due to simple
reactions involving only the parent molecular ions, i.e.,

H20+ + H20->H30 + + OH,
NH3 +nh3->nh£ +nh2,

but at higher electron energies the product ions are formed by proton transfer re¬
actions involving the OH+ and NHJ ions, i.e.,

oh++H2O^H3O+ + O
NH2 +NH3->-NH4 +NH.

The presence of the H3S4" ion in the high-pressure mass spectrum of hydrogen
sulphide has been attributed 3 to the reaction

h2s++h2s-*h3s++sh.
In view of the role of OH+ and NHJ in the formation of the secondary ion in

water and ammonia it seemed of interest to study the possibility of the HS+ ion
similarly reacting by a proton-transfer process with hydrogen sulphide to form the
protonated ion H3S+.

In studies of ion-molecule reactions by the conventional internal ionization tech¬
nique the reactant ions undergo continuous acceleration by the electric field needed
to withdraw the ions for analysis. Hence the cross-sections (and rate constants)
measured under these conditions represent a weighted average for ions having
energies from zero to the final ion exit energy which is determined by the repeller

* part 4, see ref. (2).
t present address : Department of Chemistry, The University, Edinburgh.
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field strength and the distance which the ion travels. The dependence of the rate
constant for the ion-molecule reaction upon the ion velocity or field strength has been
discussed and various studies have yielded results in disagreement, especially at
low field strengths.4 7 The reaction of ions under thermal conditions (i.e., zero-
field strength) can be studied using the pulsed mode of operation of the internal
ionization method. In this technique 8> 9 a short pulse of electrons is passed
through the ion source (which is at zero field) and in the normal manner produces
primary ions by electron impact with the molecules in the source. A known and
variable time later a voltage pulse is applied to the repeller plate to expel the ions
from the ion source for analysis. In the interval between the ionizing pulse and the
withdrawal pulse the ions react with the molecules under virtually thermal con¬
ditions and consequently reaction rates may be determined. Accordingly we have
studied ion-molecule reactions in hydrogen sulphide (a) in the presence of an
applied field of 10-5 V/cm, and (b) at zero-field strength using the pulsing technique.

EXPERIMENTAL

The modified AEI Ltd., MS 2 mass spectrometer described previously 9 was used.
The cross-sections and rate constants for the individual reactions were measured at 10-5 V
cm-1 repeller field strength (corresponding to an ion-exit energy of 3-7 eV) using the ratio
plot method.10"12 The electron beam was pulsed (pulse duration 0-1-1-0 /(sec with a repeti¬
tion rate of about 2x 105 pulses sec-1) with a constant repeller field, so that space-charge
effects are minimized. Thermal constants were measured using the pulsed source technique.9

Hydrogen sulphide was obtained from a cylinder (Matheson Co.) and used without
further purification. The pressure of the gas in the inlet reservoir was measured using an
Atlas-Wecke type MC Torrmeter calibrated against a dibutyl-phthalate manometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The H3S+ ion is formed by a bimolecular process in the high pressure mass
spectrum of hydrogen sulphide. Because of the similarity of the appearance
potentials of H2S+ and H3S+ (10-50 and 10-6 eV, respectively) the ion-molecule
reaction leading to the formation of the H3S4" ion is said to be 3

HzS+THzS^HsS+TSH.
This method of correlation of appearance potentials to identify the reactant ion
is only valid when the secondary ion is produced by a reaction involving only one
primary ion. In the mass spectrum of hydrogen sulphide the HS+ ion is a significant
primary ion and its appearance potential13 is appreciably higher (14-4 eV) than
that of h2s"1",

hs++h2s2-*h3s++s.
One criterion for the occurrence of an ion-molecule reaction is that it is exothermic

or thermoneutral. Field and Franklin 14- 13 have reported values of 236 and <187
kcal mole-1 for the heats of formation of H2S+ and H3S+ respectively. Palmer
and Lossing 13 have measured A7//(HS+) as <276 kcal mole-1. Using these values
in conjunction with A///(H2S) = —4-8 kcal mole-1, A//^(HS) = 32 kcal mole-1 and
AHf(S) = 66 kcal mole-1 we find that reactions (1) and (2) are exothermic by 12
and 18 kcal mole-1 respectively, and on the basis of their thermochemistry are both
capable of contributing towards the formation of the H3S+ ion at energies above
the appearance potential of HS+.
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DETERMINATION OF CROSS-SECTIONS AND RATE CONSTANTS

RATIO PLOT METHOD

In fig. 1, curve I, is shown the 7h3s+/h2s+ ratio as a function of the nominal
electron energy at a constant repeller voltage of 10-5 V cm-1 and a hydrogen sulphide
source concentration of 4-46 xlO13 molecules cm-3. From the appearance of the
H3S+ ion at 5-7 eV nominal electron energy to 9 eV the ratio is, within experimental
error, constant. At this energy the ratio begins to increase; this increase can be
correlated with the formation of the HS+ ion, also shown in fig. 1 (curve 2) and
shows that the HS+ ion is contributing significantly to the formation of the H3S+
ion.

nominal electron energy (V)
Fig. 1.—Curve 1, /h3S+/7h2S+ against nominal electron energy (V); curve 2,/hs+ against nominal

electron energy. Ordinate for curve 2 given on r.h.s.

For the two concurrent reactions (1) and (2) studied under conditions of con¬
stant ion acceleration, the total secondary ion current /H3s ► is given by eqn. (3),

Acs* =/H2s+e1[H2S]d + /HS + e2[H2S]d + 4-19xl0-2/HS++0-74xl0-2/H2S+. (3)
where Qx is the macroscopic cross-section for reaction X, d is the distance the re-
actant ion travels in the ion source and [H2S] refers to the source concentration
in molecule cm-3. In formulating eqn. (3) the small differences in collection
efficiencies have been neglected, and the last two items are isotopic corrections be¬
cause of the contributions of the HS34 and H2S33 ions towards the total ion current
at mte = 35.

Division of eqn. (3) by /H2S+ yields the following equation:
'ms+AW = (0-74x 10-2+e1[H2S]d) + (/HS+//H2s+)(4-19x 10-2+S2[H2S]d) (4)
which predicts that a plot of /Hjs+//h2s+ against 7Hs+/^h2s+ should yield a straight line
with the cross-sections Q2 and Q\ being obtainable from the slope and the intercept
respectively.

Fig. 2, curve 1, shows a typical result obtained for hydrogen sulphide at 10-5 V
cm-1 repeller voltage (corresponding to 3-7 eV ion exit energy), plotted in terms of
eqn. (4). The ion current ratios were varied by changing the energy of the ionizing
electrons. The good straight line and the non-zero intercept and slope (after correc¬
tion for the isotopic contributions) shows that reactions (1) and (2) are occurring.
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Our results yield values of 9-1+0-3 x 10-16 for Q\ and ll-4 + 0-5x 10-16 for Qz,
both in molecule-1 cm2. The limits of error represent the mean deviation of a number
of runs and the experimental cross-sections were obtained by a least-squares analysis
of the data. The rate constants have been calculated from the relation k = Qd/x,
where t is the residence time of the primary ion. Values of 2-08 + 0-07 x 10-10
and 2-64+0-11 x 10-10 have been obtained for k\ and k2 respectively (both in mole¬
cule-1 cm3 sec-1).

nominal electron energy (.V)
5 6 7 6 9

Fig. 2.—Curve 1, /h3s+/7h2s+ against /hStVh2s4 ; curve 2, h-os /h-hs4 against nominal electron
energy (V). Abscissa for curve 2 given on upper scale.

In fig. 2, curve 2 (different x-axis), is also shown a plot of of /h3s+/^h2s+ at electron
energies below the appearance potential of HS+. The independence of this ratio
with changing electron energy indicates that in this region only reaction (1) is con¬
tributing to the formation of the H3S+. The values of Q\ and k\ obtained from
several runs of the type in curve 2 are Q\ = 9-0 + 0-2 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 and
ki = 2-06 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 and are in good agreement with values of
9-1 x 10-16 and 2-08 x 10-10 found for Q\ and k\ by the ratio plot method above
using a wide range of electron energies.

Our data indicate that proton-transfer (reaction (2)) is favoured over hydrogen
transfer (reaction (1)) by a factor of about 1-3 and, if the number of available hydrogen
atoms, i.e., two, is taken into account, then the ratio is appreciably in favour of
reaction (2).

PRESSURE VARIATION METHOD

Lampe et aid have reported a value of 3 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 for ki by
measuring the /H3s+//h2s+ ratio as a function of pressure at 50 eV. Our work,
using the ratio plot technique, has shown that the formation of the H3S+ ion at
50 eV is not a simple reaction and consequently the value obtained by the pressure
plot method reflects a composite rate constant for reactions (1) and (2). For com¬
parison we have made a similar plot of the 7h3s+/^h2s+ ratio versus source pressure
for hydrogen sulphide at 50 eV, and our results are shown in fig. 3. Using the
relations, 7hs>7Ai2s' = 5[H2S]<7, and k = Qd/x, where Q and k are the quantities
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referring to the apparent reaction (1), we find that Q = 13-3 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2
and k = 3-04 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1. Our value for k is in good agreement
with the value of 3-0 x 10-10 obtained by the pressure-plot study of Lampe et al.3

H2S reservoir pressure, mm Hg
Fig. 3.—/h3s+/^H2S+ against H2S inlet reservoir pressure (mm Hg).

We can make a direct comparison of Q and k with the values of Q and k we have
established above by the ratio plot method for reactions (1) and (2). The following
relationships exist between Q, Q\ and Oi and between k, k\ and k2:

Q = Qi+(kHS+Q2/Iii sj) a:Qd k — k1+(Im+k2IIn2s+)-
The ratio /h3s+/^h2s+ measured at 50 eV has a value of 0-33. Using this in conjunction
with the cross-sections and rate constants given in table 1 for reactions (1) and (2),

Table 1.—Cross-sections o and rate constants k for ion-molecule reactions

^-thermal ♦

ref.reaction Q A"l0-5 V/cm ^thermal ^-lO-S V/cm ^theory

H2S++H2S-»H3S++HS 9-1 ±0-3 2-1 2-8 1-33 10 4 this Wi

hs++h2s->-h3s++s ll-4±0-5 2-6 3-6 1-36 10-5 99

t h2s++h2s->h3s++hs 13-3 30 — — 10-4 99

t h2s++h2->h3s++hs 30 30 — — 10-4 3

H2O++ H2O->H3O++ oh 19-3 60 4.9 0-82 12-2 1

oh++h2o->h3o++o 18-3 5-9 4-7 0-86 12-4 1

D2O3"-)- D2O—>D3O++ OH 11-8 3-5 3-7 106 — 1

od++d2o->d3o++o 8-4 2-6 2-3 0-85 — 1

nh3+ + nh3->nh^+nh2 24-7 7-7 5-2 0-68 10-6 2

NH++ NH3->NH^ + NH 160 5-1 3-4 0-67 10-8 2

CH^" + CH4—>CHj +CH3 2T8 7-6 6-1 0-80 13-4 18

CD^ + CD4->CD5+ + CD3 15-6 6-4 4-7 0-73 11-9 18

units of Q : lO^x molecule-1 cm2; units of k : 1010x molecule-1 cm3 sec h
* calculated on the basis of ion-induced dipole interactions only,
t results based on pressure plot at 50 V electron energy.
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we find that Q = 12-9 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 and k = 2-95 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3
sec-1, which are in excellent agreement with our directly measured values mentioned
above.

pulsed (i.e., zero-field) method
The cross-sections and rate constants reported above have been measured at

a constant field strength and 10-5 V cm-1 and the ions which react have a range of
energies from zero to 3-7 eV. Consequently the rate constants are not those corres¬
ponding to the rates for thermal energy ions for reactions (1) and (2). These could
be obtained if the dependence of the cross-section on the ion velocity was known.
This information is not easily obtainable because a study of the variation of Q with
ion exit energy coupled with extrapolation of Q to zero-field has dubious validity.
This has been attributed 16 to space-charge and mass discrimination effects at low
repeller voltages. The thermal (or zero-field) rates can be measured directly by the
pulsing technique, since in the time interval or delay time (0-1-1-6 jusec) between
the ionizing pulse and the ion-withdrawal pulse, the ions react with molecules under
field-free conditions and from the variation of the product to reactant ion ratios
with the delay time their rate of reaction under thermal conditions can be obtained.

For two concurrent reactions (1) and (2), the secondary ion current 7H3s+ ob¬
served after a time interval t between the pulses can be expressed (neglecting small
differences in collection efficiencies) as the sum of the two independent contributions :

^h3S + — (ki[H2S]iH2s+ + + C, (5)
where C is a constant representing the H3S1" formed by the ion-molecule reactions
occurring during the ionizing and withdrawal pulses. Rearrangement of this
equation gives

^H3S+/^H2S+ = {'ci[H2S]+(k2[H2S]7HS+/7H2S+)}f + C1. (6)
This expression predicts a linear relationship between /h3s7^h2s+ and reaction time
at constant electron energy when the source pressure is constant, provided the
extent of reaction is small. The /h3s+/^h2s+ ratio was varied by changing the ionizing
energy and, over the range of the delay times used, remained constant for constant
electron energy.

In fig. 4 are plotted our delay curve data in terms of eqn. (6) for a range of un¬
corrected electron energies (10-0-14-7 eV) where 7HS+/7H.,S+ is zero or very near to
zero. The slopes of these delay-time curves are given in table 2, and are plotted

Table 2.—Delay curve data: [slope = &i+(7Hs+£2)/7h2s+]
electron energy (eV) 100 10-3 10-5 10-7 10-9 11-2 11-4 11-7

slope x 10-4 1-20 1-23 1-18 1-17 1-30 1-27 1-25 1-27

7hs+/7h2s+ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
electron energy 12-0 12-1 12-3 12-8 13-0 13-3 13-5 13-7

slope x 10-4 1-24 1-25 1-22 1-26 1-22 1-24 1-22 1-26

7hs+/7h2s+ 0 0 0 0-003 0-003 0-007 0-010 0-016
electron energy 14-0 14-2 14-5 14-7 15-0 190 20-0 22-0

slope x 10-4 1-24 1-30 1-31 1-27 1-32 1-57 1-54 1-64

7hs+/7h2s+ 0025 0030 0-047 0-048 0-058 0-223 0-243 0-270
electron energy 25 28 30 32 38 46 47-5 48

slope x 10-4 1-62 1-79 1-78 1-81 1-83 1-87 1-68 1-92

7hs+/7h2s+ 0-300 0-335 0-309 0-330 0-365 0-340 0-334 0-341

all electron energies are uncorrected.
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+
Z1

Fig. 4.—/h3s+/^H2S+ against delay time t at low
electron energies. Numbers on delay-curves refer "+-
to nominal electron energy at which they were ob- £

tained. ^
S
T—I

' ■' » L 1 1 1 1 —J »—

O 0-2 CM 0-6 0-8 l-O 1-2 1-4 1-6 1-8 2'0

delay time t ([isee)

delay time t (usee)
Fig. 5.—/H3s+/fH2s+ against delay time t. Numbers on delay-curves refer to the nominal electron

energy at which they were obtained.
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in fig. 6, curve 1. A good straight line is obtained with zero gradient, the intercept
of which gives a value for the thermal rate constant, k\ — 2-76 x 10-10 molecule-1
cm3 sec-1. At these low electron energies there is no contribution to the secondary
ion formation by reaction (2).

In fig. 5 are plotted our delay curve data corresponding to eqn. (6) for a wide range
of ion energies (19-48 eV). The slopes of these curves are given in table 2 and are

nominal electron energy (V)
IO II i2 13 14

l-O -

1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 —

O 0-05 OIO OI5 0-20 0-25 0*30 035 0-40 0*45

Ihs+IIH2S+
Fig. 6.—Curve 1, delay-curve slopes (fig. 4) against nominal electron energy; curve 2, delay-curve

slopes (fig. 5) against /HS+Ahms4 • Abscissa for curve 1 given on upper scale.

plotted as a function of /hs+/^h2s+ 111 fig- 6, curve 2, when a reasonable straight line
is obtained, the gradient of which corresponds to k2 and the intercept to k\. Least-
squares analysis of the data yield k\ = 2-76 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 and
kz — 3-59 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1. The value for k\ obtained by this plotting
method is in complete agreement with the value of k\ obtained by the pulsed-study
at low electron energies.

ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF k\ AND k2
For ion-molecule reactions in which the interaction can be attributed to ion-

induced dipole forces, Gioumousis and Stevenson 17 have shown that the rate
constant should be independent of ion energy so that the rate constants measured
at 10-5 V cm-1 and under zero-field conditions should be the same. From table 1
(column 5) for hydrogen sulphide and several other comparable substrates the
ratio Arthermai//t 10-5 v/cm 1S n°t unity. For reactions (1) and (2) the ratio is about
1-3, i.e., the rate constant is greater for the thermal energy ion. This is the reverse
of the behaviour observed in the water system 1 where the ratio is 0-82 for the
reaction

H20+ + H20^H30+ + OH.

Considering the errors involved in such work, these ratios are not significantly
different from unity, which suggests that most of these reactions are in approximate
agreement with the ion-induced dipole model in this energy range. In column 6
of table 1 we have calculated rate constants for the reactions on the basis of the
ion-induced dipole model using the relation k = 27re(a/Ju)i where e is the electronic
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charge, a is the polarizability of the neutral species and p is the reduced mass of the
colliding pair.

The experimentally measured values for the rate constants are much lower than
the values calculated from the ion-induced dipole model; this difference may
reflect the possibility that other reaction channels such as charge exchange are
available to the collision complex. Also, such calculations do not include any
consideration of ion-permanent dipole interactions. In this respect the dipole
moment of hydrogen sulphide (0-93D) is much less than those of water (1-84D)
or of ammonia (1-44D) and the rate constants for the hydrogen sulphide system
are appreciably less than those for water or ammonia though the correlation may
be fortuitous.

Although the ratio kthermai/^io-s v/cm f°r reactions (1) and (2) is somewhat
energy dependent, the ratio ki/fc2 is not, having values of 0-77 under zero-field con¬
ditions, and 0-79 at 10-5 V cm-1. Similar conclusions may be drawn from the
data on the water and ammonia systems.

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS INVOLVING H2S
Mixtures of argon+ H2S, carbon monoxide + H2S and carbon dioxide-1-H2S

were studied with the aim of investigating the thermochemically-possible reactions :

A+ +H2S->AH+ +SH, AHca. -13 kcal/mole-1
CO++H2S->HCO++SH, AHca. -55 kcal/mole-1
C0j+H2S->HC02+ + SH, AHca. -29 kcal/mole-1

No evidence was found to indicate the formation of any of these secondary ions
and it is concluded that, under our experimental conditions, the rate constants
for the above reactions are zero or close to zero.
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J. C. J. T. thanks the Ramsay Memorial Trust for support.
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The concurrent ion-molecule reactions in mixtures of HC1 and HCN with D2 and CD4
have been studied by the ratio plot method. The following reactions have been detected in
mixtures with HCN and their cross sections determined at 10.5 V cm-1 repeller field strength.

HCN+ + D2 -» HCND+ + D
D2+ + HCN -» HCND+ + D

HCN+ + CD4 -► HCND+ + CD3
HCN+ + CD4 -> CD4H+ + CN

In mixtures of D2 and CD4 with HC1 the following reactions have been detected and cross
sections determined.

D2+ + HC1 -» D2H+ + CI
D2+ + HC1 -> HC1D+ + D
HC1+ + D2 -» HC1D+ + D

HC1+ + CD4 -» CD4H+ + CI
HC1+ + CD4 -> HC1D+ + CD3

Rate constants for the self-reactions in HCN and HC1 have been measured both at 10.5 V cm-1
repeller field and at thermal ion energies.
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INTRODUCTION

A ratio plot technique (1-3) which per¬
mits the evaluation of the relative contri¬
butions of concurrent ion-molecule reac¬

tions producing the same ion has been
applied recently (3, 4) to the study of the
reactions occurring in X-D2 and X-CD4
mixtures. In all cases examined it was

shown that XD+ was formed both by
deuterium atom abstraction by X+ and by
deuteron transfer from D2+ or CD4+. As
an extension of these studies the reactions
in X-D2 and X-CD4 mixtures have been
studied forX = I ICN and HC1. In addition
the reactions forming the protonated mole¬
cule in pure HCN and HC1 have been
studied and rate constants obtained both
at 10.5 V cm-1 repeller field (3.7 eV ion
exit energy) and at thermal ion energies.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental work was done with an AEI
MS-2 mass spectrometer modified as described pre¬
viously (5). The cross sections for the individual

'For Part II, see ref. 4.
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reactions were determined at 10.5 V cm-1 repeller
field strength (3.7 eV ion exit energy) using the ratio
plot technique outlined in detail recently (3). The
cross sections were converted to rate constants by
the relation

[1] k = Qd/r,
where d is the distance of primary ion travel in the
ion source and r is the mean ion residence time. These
cross sections and rate constants therefore are

phenomenological or average values for reactions
of ions with energies ranging from zero to the final
ion exit energy. Rate constants for reaction of
thermal energy ions were obtained by the pulsing
techniques described previously (5, 6).

Hydrogen cyanide was prepared from potassium
cyanide and phosphoric acid. It was fractionally
distilled several times from low temperature on the
vacuum line and degassed until the peak at m/e = 28
corresponded only to 13C and 16N abundances. Hy¬
drogen chloride and deuterium gases were obtained
from Matheson Company and the methane-d4 (iso-
topic purity > 99%) was obtained from Merck,
Sharp and Dohme, Montreal.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Reaction in Pure HCN
Reaction [2] has been reported previously

by Martin and Melton (7), Moran and
Hamill (8), and Inoue and Cottin (9).
[2] HCN+ + HCN -> H2CN+ + CN
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Since HCN+ is the only hydrogen-contain¬
ing primary ion no further reactions form¬
ing H2CN+ are to be expected. In agreement
with this the ratio 7h2cn+//hcn+ at 10.5 V
cm-1 repeller field was found to be inde¬
pendent of electron energy from the thresh¬
old to 20 V electron energy; in particular,
there was no evidence for an anomalous
M + 1 peak near the threshold as has been
reported for CH3CN (10). Several separate
determinations at [HCN] = 1.5 X 1013
molecules cm-3 led to the average cross
sections and rate constants summarized in
Table I.

TABLE I

lon-molecule reactions in mixtures with HCN

(1(10.5 V/cm) &(10.5 ^(thermal)
X1016 V/cm) X1010 X1010
(cm2 (cm3 mole- (cm3 mole-

Reaction molecule-1) cule-1 s-1) cule-1 s-1)

HCN++HCN—►
H2CN++CN 22.8±1.1

HCN++D2-+
HCND+ + D 18.3±1.4

D2+ +HCN-^
HCND+ + D 47.7±1.1

HCN++CD4->
HCND++CD3 61. 0±3.0

HCN++CD4-*
CD4H++CN 0.8

CD4++HCN->
HCND+ + CD3 <2

5.6±0.3 6.0±0.2

4.5±3.4

30.5±0.6

15.0±0.7 11,4±0.3

0.2

<0.4

Reaction [2] was also studied at thermal
ion energies by the pulsing technique. Typi¬
cal plots of /H2cN+/TtcN+ as a function of
delay time are shown in Fig. 1 for a number
of electron energies. These results yielded
&2(thermal) = 6.0 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1
s-1, independent of electron energy over
the range 15 to 50 eV.

The ratio &(thermal)/&(10.5 V/cm) =
1.07. Previous work (6) on similar hydrogen-
transfer reactions has indicated with few
exceptions a rate constant ratio of approxi¬
mately unity. The present value of k2 is
considerably lower than the value of
3.5 X 10-9 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 reported by
Martin and Melton (7), but in better
agreement with the value of 1.2 X 10-9
cm3 molecule-1 s-1 reported by Inoue and
Cottin (9).

DELAY TIME <ys)
Fig. 1. Plot of /h2cn+/7hcn+ versus delay time.

Curves have been displaced on ordinate scale for
clarity. Numbers on curves give nominal electron
energy.

Reactions in HCN-D2 Mixtures
The following four reactions involving

neutral atom or hydron3 transfer can be
postulated for HCN-D2 mixtures.

[3] HCN+ + D2 -4 D2H+ + CN

[4] D2+ + HCN -> D2H+ + CN

[5] HCN+ + D2 -► HCND+ + D

[6] D2+ + HCN HCND+ + D

A/7t(H3+) has been estimated (11) to be
in the range 286-304 kcal mole-1; more
recently Joshi (12) has suggested a value
of 289 kcal mole-1. From the lowest esti¬
mate and other standard thermochemical
data (13, 14), reaction [3] is calculated to
be definitely endothermic and reaction [4]
possibly exothermic. No D2H+ was de¬
tected, indicating that neither reaction
occurs.

From the estimate A/7,(H2CN+) = 165
kcal mole-1 (8), both reactions [5] and [6]

3We have adopted the suggestion by Abramson
and Futrell (21) that hydron be used as a generic
term for the isotopic hydrogen nucleus (i.e. H+,
D+, T+).
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are exothermic. Reaction [5] has been re¬

ported previously (7) as the source of
HDCN+. For the two concurrent reactions
[5] and [6] the ratio plot method leads to
the relation

['] -fHCND + /^HCN+ = Qbd[Y)^\
+ <2e<i[HCN](/D2+//HCN+),

where Qx is the cross section for reaction [x],
d is the distance of primary ion travel, and
the square brackets denote concentrations
in molecule cm-3 units. The experimental
data for a HCN-D2 mixture in the electron
energy range 10 to 16 eV are plotted in the
form of eq. [7] in Fig. 2. A good straight
line is observed, the non-zero slope and
intercept providing evidence that both re¬
actions [5] and [6] occur. Several repeat
determinations gave the average kinetic
data reported in Table 1.

As mentioned before, Martin and Melton
(7) have identified only reaction [5] from
appearance potential measurements and
have reported an apparent = 20 X 10-10
cm3 molecule-1 s-1. As shown by the data in
Fig. 2, /hcnd+/-^hcn+ is not independent of
electron energy, varying from 1.24 X 10-3
at 10 eV (/D2+//hcn+ = 0.0028) to 1.66
X 10-3 at 16 eV (JD2+//Hcn+ = 0.12).
Above 16 eV there was little change in
either ratio. These rather small changes
possibly would not be detected by examina¬
tion of ionization efficiency curves. The
present results yield &5 = 4.5 X 10-10 cm3
molecule-1 s-1 and ke = 30.5 X 10-10 cm3
molecule-1 s-1. If the maximum observed
ratio 7hcnd+/-^hcn+ ~ 1-66 X 10 2 is attri¬
buted to reaction [5], only an apparent
k-0 = 6.9 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 is
obtained.

Reactions in HCN-CD4 Mixtures
The following four reactions were con¬

sidered.

(8), all reactions were found to be thermo-
chemically permitted.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

HCN+ + CD4

CD4+ + HCN

HCN+ + CD4

CD4+ + HCN

CD4H+ + CN

CD4H+ + CN

HCND+ + CD3

HCND+ + CDs

ID, /Ihcn+

From the minimum estimated value of
AiJf(CFl5+) = 218 kcal mole-1 (11) and the
estimate A/f^FFCM"1-) = 165 kcal mole-1

Fig. 2. Plot of /hcnd+/7hcn+ versus /d2+//hcn+
for HCN-D2 mixture. [HCN] = 2.7 X 1013 mole¬
cule cm-3, [D2] = 2.2 X 1013 molecules cm-3.

Fig. 3. Plot of Jhcnd+//hcn+ versus /cd4+/1hcn+
for HCN-CD4 mixture. [HCN] = 3.0 X 1013 mole¬
cules cm-3, [CD4] = 2.0 X 1013 molecules cm"3.

The spectrum of CD4-HCN mixtures
showed formation of CD4F1+ in low abun¬
dance. The ratio /cd4h+/^hon+ was found to
be independent of electron energy and
yielded (Table I) Q% = 0.8 X 10-16 cm2
molecule-1 and ks = 0.2 X 10-10 cm3 mole¬
cule-1 s-1. A smaller contribution from
reaction [9] probably would not have been
detectable.

The high-pressure mass spectrum also
showed formation of HCND+, the product
of reactions [10] and [11]. The ratio plot
method yields the relation

[12] 7hcno+ /7hcn+ — <2io[CD4]ef
+ Qi1[HCN]d(W/-W).

Data obtained at 10.5 V cm-1 repeller
field and between 10 and 50 V electron
energy are plotted in the form of eq. [12]
in Fig. 3. Because of the close similarity
of the appearance potentials of HCN+ and
CD4+ (13.9 and 13.1 eV respectively (13)),
the ratio Icd4+/^hcn+ could be varied only
between 0.46 and 0.73. Therefore the cross
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sections obtained must be considered to
have large errors. The straight line of Fig. 3
yields an intercept of ~ 3.7 X 10-2 and a
slope of approximately 1.5 X 10-3, indi¬
cating that the major reaction forming
HCND+ is reaction [10] with a minor con¬
tribution from reaction [11]. It is possible
that the small slope may be an instrumental
artifact. Several repeat runs give results in
reasonable agreement, yielding <2io = 61
X 10-16 cm2 molecule-1 (kw = 15 X 10-10
cm3 molecule-1 s-1) and Qn < 2 X 10-16
cm2 molecule-1 (&n < 0.4 X 10-10 cm3
molecule-1 s-1). The results show that the
major reaction is reaction [10] rather than
reaction [11] as assumed by Moran and
Hamill (8).

DELAY TIME ((is)

Fig. 4. 1hcnd+/7hcn+ versus delay time for HCN-
CD4 mixture. Numbers on curves give nominal
electron energy.

Since reaction [11] makes at most only a
minor contribution to the HCND+ ion
current, reaction [10] was studied under zero
field conditions using the pulsing technique
by neglecting any contribution from re¬
action [11]. Typical plots of /hcnd+/Thcn+
versus delay time are shown in Fig. 4 for
various electron energies. The slopes of the
plots (= &10[M]) were found to be inde¬
pendent of electron energy and hence

independent of /cd4+/FHcn+ over the range
examined. The results yielded &i0(thermal)
= 11.4 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 and the
ratio £(thermal)/&(10.5 V/cm) =0.76.

Reaction in Pure HCl4
The reaction

[13] HC1+ + HCl -» H2C1+ + CI

has been reported previously (15, 16). No
concurrent reactions forming H 2C1+ are to
be expected. At 10.5 V cm-1 repeller field
the ratio /h2ci+/^iici+ was found to be
independent of electron energy between 10
and 16 eV and yielded Q13 = 7.2 X 10-16
cm2 molecule-1 and &i3(10.5 V/cm) = 1.5
X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1 (Table II).

TABLE II

Ion-molecule reactions in mixtures with HCl

<3(10.5 £(10.5 ^(thermal)
V/cm) V/cm) X1010
X1016 X1010 (cm3
(cm2 (cm3 mole- molecule-1

Reaction molecule"_1) cule-1 s-1) s-1)

hc1+ + hc1 ->
h2c1++c1 7.0±0. 2 1.5±0.4 0.7±0.2

d2++hci ->
d2h++c1 39.9 25.5

d2++hci —
hc1d++d 117.4 75.2

hc1+ + d2 -♦
hc1d++d 72.7 15.1

HC1++CD4 ->
CD4H++C1 23.3 4.8

HC1++CD4 -»
HC1D++CD3 115.2 23.9

The pulsing technique applied to reaction
[13] yielded the plots shown in Fig. 5 for
various electron energies. As expected the
slopes of such plots were independent of
electron energy. The average ^(thermal)
was found to be 0.7 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1
s-1. The rate constant found for reaction
[13] in the present work is somewhat lower
than the value of 4.4 X 10-10 cm3 molecule-1
s-1 found earlier (16).

4In all cases where ions containing chlorine are
involved experimental measurements were made
using the 37C1 isotope. For simplicity the isotopic
form will not be indicated in the text or the equa¬
tions.
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DELAY TIME (fjs)

Fig. 5. 7h2ci+/7hci+ versus delay time. Curves
displaced successively upwards for clarity. Numbers
give nominal electron energy.

Reactions in HCl-Di Mixtures
Possible reactions involving atom or

hydron transfer are listed as reactions [14]—
[17].

[14] HC1+ + D2 -> D2H+ + CI

[15] D2+ + HC1 -> D2H+ + CI

[16] HC1+ + D2 -► HC1D+ + D

[17] D2+ + HC1 -» HC1D+ + D

The heat of formation of HDC1+ is not

clearly established, however; the occurrence
of reaction [13] establishes AF7((H2C1+)
< 225 kcal mole-1. From this upper limit
both reactions [16] and [17] are found to
be exothermic. Similar calculations indicate
that reaction [14] is strongly endothermic
and would not be expected to occur.

The ion D2H+ was detected as a secon¬

dary ion in FIC1-D2 mixtures. /D2h+/1d2+
was independent of electron energy in the
range where /hci+/1d2+ was changing, con¬
firming the occurrence of reaction [15] and
the nonoccurrence of reaction [14]. The
data yielded <2is = 39.9 X 10-16 cm2 mole¬
cule-1 and &i5(10.5 V/cm) = 25.5 X 10-10
cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

In addition, the ion HC1D+ was observed
in D2-FICI mixtures. For both reactions
[16] and [17] occurring, the ratio plot is
of the form

[18] /hcid+/^HCI+ — QI«[D2]</
+ QIT[HCMJDI+/W).

Data obtained at 10.5 V cm-1 repeller
field are plotted in this form in Fig. 6. The
non-zero slope and intercept provide evi¬
dence for the occurrence of both reactions.
The cross sections and derived rate con¬

stants are summarized in Table II. For
both the FICI-D2 and HCI-CD4 mixtures
repeat determinations were not carried
out, since some difficulty was encountered
in keeping the electron current constant
in the presence of HC1 for the length of
time necessary to measure all the ion
currents. Therefore the results constitute
primarily an elucidation of the reactions
occurring with the kinetic data indicating
the order of magnitude of the reaction
rate.

Reactions in HCl-CDi Mixtures
The formation of CD4H+ and HC1D+

have been observed previously (16), al¬
though the reactant ions have not been
clearly identified. The following reactions
are probably all exothermic.

[19] HC1+ + CD4 -» CD4H+ + CI

[20] CD4+ + HC1 -4 CD4H+ + CI

[21] HC1+ + CD4 -> HC1D+ + CD3

[22] CD4+ + HC1 -> HC1D+ + CDs

For reactions [19] and [20] leading to
CD4H+, the experimental data were plotted
in the form of eq. [23].

[23] -^CD4H +/W = <22o[HCl]d
+ <2l9[CD4]lf(/HCl+/-IcD4 + )

Because of the similarity of the appearance
potentials of CD4+ and HC1+ (13.2 and
12.9 eV respectively (13)) we have been
able to vary the ratio /hci+/^cd4+ only
from 0.63 to 0.85 so that the data are sub¬
ject to large uncertainties. Figure 7 shows
the plot of eq. [23]. The non-zero slope
shows that reaction [19] does occur. The
straight line of Fig. 7 when extrapolated
to /hci+/cd4+ = 0 yielded an intercept
which was zero within experimental error,
indicating that reaction [20] does not
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occur. The data can also be plotted in the
form

[24] ICD4H+/7HC1+ — £>19[CD4]d
+ Q8o[HCl]d(/CDl+//HciO.

The plot of eq. [24] yielded a straight line
of zero slope and an intercept in agreement
with the slope of Fig. 7. The cross section
and the rate constant obtained for reaction
[19] are recorded in Table II. The reaction
identification in this case is opposite to
that assumed by Field and Lampe (16).

Figure 8 shows our data plotted in the
manner indicated by eq. [25]. The zero
slope indicates that reaction [22] does not
occur with a significant cross section and
that the formation of HC1D+ is due to
reaction [21] only. The kinetic data are

given in Table II. The reaction assignment
in this case is the same as that made by
Field and Lampe (16), although our rate
constant &2i(10.o V/cm) = 23.9 X 10-10
cm3 molecule-1 s-1 is considerably larger
than their reported value of 10.2 X 10-10
cm3 molecule-1 s-1.

0-1 0-2

Idz+ / Ihci+

Ihci+/Icd1

Fig. 6. /hcid+/-7hci+ versus/d2+//hci+ for HC1—D2
mixture. [HC1] = 2.2 X 1013 molecules cm-3, [D2]

- 2.4 X 1013 molecules cm-3.
Fig. 7. /cd4h+/7cd4+ versus 7hci+/-7cd4+ for HC1—

CD4 mixture. [HCI] = 2.4 X 1013 molecules cm-3,
[CD4J = 2.3 X 1013 molecules cm-3.

Fig. 8. /hcid+//hci+ versus /cd4+//hci+ for HC1-
CD4 mixture. Concentrations as for Fig. 7.

The possible formation of HC1D+ by the
concurrent reactions [21] and [22] yields
the ratio plot equation

[25] Fhcid+/-IHCI+ = (?2i[CD,|]d
+ <222[HCl]d(/CD4+//HC1+).

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH
THEORY

Table III compares the average rate
constants obtained for ions with 3.7 eV
exit energy with rate constants calculated
from theory. The rate constants given in
column 3 consider ion-induced dipole inter¬
actions only and have been calculated from
the relation (17)

[26] k = 2ire(a/n)m,

where e is the electronic charge, a is the
polarizability of the neutral species, and /r
is the reduced mass of the colliding pair.
For reactions involving HCN or HC1 as
the neutral species the ion-dipole inter¬
action might be expected to be significant
and accordingly calculations have been
made from the relation (18)

[27] k{Ee) = 2ive(ct/ji)1/2
+ «WM(M,/2£e)1/2 hi EJEU

where jtD is the dipole moment of the
neutral, is the mass of the ion and Ee
and E{ are the final and initial ion energies.
As can be seen from the final column of
Table III inclusion of the ion-dipole inter¬
action term increased the calculated rate
constants markedly, particularly for HCN
which has a large dipole moment.

Several points should be noted. First the
experimental rate constants for the self-
reactions in FIC1 and HCN are considerably
lower than predicted by the ion-induced
dipole model and much lower than pre¬
dicted when the ion-permanent dipole inter¬
action is included. The low experimental
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TABLE III

Comparison of experimental and calculated average
rate constants for 3.7 eV ion exit energy (all rate

constants have units cm3 molecule-1 s-1)

Reactants
&(exptl.)

x1010

&(calcd.)
x1010

(ion-induced
dipole)

&(calcd.)
x1010

(including
ion-dipole

term)

hcn++hcn 5.6 9.8 22.6
hc1+ + hc1 1.5 8.5 17.5

hcn++d2 4.5 10.7 —

d2++hcn 30.5 19.3 55.7
hc1+ + d, 15.1 10.8 —

d2+ + hc1 100.0 19.1 28.9
hcn++cd4 15.0 10.6 —

cd4++hcn 0.4 10.8 35.5
hci++cd4 28.7 10.0 —

values probably reflect competing reaction
channels, such as charge exchange, for
decomposition of the collision complex. On
the other hand the reactions of both HCN+
and HC1+ with CD4 give rate constants
considerably higher than predicted by
theory. The reasons for this are not clear.
The present results indicate that the com¬

plimentary reactions involving CD4+ as
the reactant ion do not occur with a signi¬
ficant cross section.

Finally it might be noted that the appar¬
ent high rate constants for reactions in¬
volving D2+ may be due in part to a Horn-
beck-Molnar type of reaction.
[28] D2* + X -> XD+ + D + e

Such a reaction has been reported (19, 20)
to be responsible in part for formation of
I)3+ in the analogous deuterium system
(X = D2). Such an explanation in the
present case would require that the D2*
concentration be proportional to the D2+
concentration to give the linear ratio plots
observed.
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The concurrent ion-molecule reactions in mixtures of ammonia and water with deuterium and

methane have been studied using the ratio plot method. The following reactions have been detected
in mixtures with ammonia and their cross-sections and rate constants determined at 10-5 V cm-1
repeller field strength:

NHj+NH^NH^+NIU; NHj -fD2 ->NH3D++D; D|+NH3 MNH3D++D;
Dj +NH3 ->D2H++NH2 ; CDJ+NH3->CD4H++NH2; CDj + CD4->CD| +CD3.

In mixtures of deuterium and methane with water the following reactions have been studied and cross-
sections and rate constants determined :

H20++D2^H20D++D; Dj+H2O^H2OD++D; D5+D2->D$+D.
H20+ + CH4->H30++CH3 ; CH J +H20 h-H30++CH3.

These results have been compared with those reported for other mixtures and with the theoretical
results calculated on the basis of the ion-induced dipole model.

Secondary ions formed as a result of ion-molecule reactions occurring in the ion-
source of a mass spectrometer have frequently been correlated with a particular
reactant ion on the basis of the similarity of their appearance potentials. This method
is satisfactory only where the secondary ion is the result of one reaction. If two
concurrent ion-molecule reactions can lead to the same product ion this method leads
to error in determining the reaction parameters. A ratio-plot technique 1-3 has been
developed to evaluate the individual contributions when two primary ions lead to the
formation of a particular secondary ion. This method has been applied 3-5 to studies
of ion-molecule reactions occurring in X + D2 and X + CD4 mixtures. It has been
shown that the formation of the XD+ ion results from both deuteron transfer from
D2 (or CD4) to X and from deuterium atom abstraction by X+ from D2 or CD4.
The present work reports an extension of these studies to include the binary mixtures
of ammonia and water with deuterium and methane.

EXPERIMENTAL

procedure

The experimental work was performed using an A.E.I. Ltd., MS-2 spectrometer modified
as described previously.6 The cross-sections for the individual reactions were determined at a
constant repeller field strength of 10-5 V cm-1 (corresponding to 3-7 eV ion exit energy)
using the ratio-plot technique. Rate constants for the reaction of thermal energy ions were
obtained using the pulsing technique.6'7

Experiments 8 have shown that, using the MS-2, the relation between source pressure and
sample inlet pressure cannot be accurately established from total ionization measurements.
Therefore we have established this correlation for each mixture from measurements of the

* permanent address : Chemistry Department, The University, Edinburgh.
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rate ofa known reaction. For the NH3 + D2 mixture the correlation was based on the forma¬
tion of NH| by the self-reaction in NH3 while for NH3 + CD4 mixtures it was based on the
formation of CD ;f by the reaction of CD4 withCD4. For the H20+D2 mixtures the correla¬
tion was established from the H20++H20 reaction. Such measurements were not possible
for the H20+CH4 mixture; however, since this mixture was run immediately after the
D2+H20 mixture it was assumed that the same correlation held. The rate constants used
for the self-reactions are those recently reported. 8

materials

The ammonia gas was obtained from a cylinder (Matheson Co.,) and the sample distilled
in a vacuum line several times at — 98°C until no peak attributable to the presence of water
was observed in the mass spectrum of the ammonia. The water used was distilled and
degassed before making up mixtures. The deuterium and methane were gases obtained from
Matheson Company cylinders and the methane-d4 (isotopic purity > 99 %) was obtained from
Merck, Sharp and Dohme.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN NH3 + D2 MIXTURES

In addition to the expected NH4 ion, the D2H+ and NH3D+ ions were detected in
the high-pressure mass spectra of the NH3 — D2 mixtures studied. The following
reactions involving neutral atom or hydron * transfer can be postulated to explain
their formation:

1

nh3++nh3->nh; +nh2
2

nh3++d2-^d2h++nh2
3

nh3++d2->nh3d++d
4

d2 +nh3->d2h+ +nh2
5

d^+nh3->nh;J-d+d
If we assume the following thermochemical data (all in kcal mole-1), A/7/(NH3D+)

= Atf/NHif) = 180, Atf/NHJ) = 232, AHf(D$) = 356, Atf/(D2H+) = 289,
A///(NH3) =—11 and A///(NH2) = 32; all reactions, with the exception of (2) are
exothermic; consequently only reaction (2) is probably eliminated on thermochemical
grounds.

FORMATION OF NH3D+ ION

If the two reactions (3) and (5) occur the total secondary ion current 7nh3d + is given
by the equation:

■^nh3D+ = 23^(D2)/nh4 +Q5d(NH3)/D4.
where Qx is the macroscopic cross-section for reaction X, d is the distance the reactant
ion travels in the ion-source, and A refers to the source concentration of A in molecule
cm-3.

Rearrangement of this equation leads to the expression ;

Jnh3D+/^NH3+ = Q3d(D2) + Q5d(NH3 )^D2+/^nh3+ • (A)
* We have adopted the suggestion by Adamson and Futrell 9 that hydron be used as the generic

term for the isotopic hydrogen nucleus (i.e., H+, D+ and T+).
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This equation predicts that the ratio /nh3d + //nh+ should be a linear function of the
ratio /D+//NHt, with the cross-sections Q3 and Qs being obtainable from the intercept
and slope respectively.

Fig. 1, curve 1, shows a typical result obtained for a mixture comprising 55-9%
NH3 and 44-1 % D2, at a constant repeller voltage of 10-5 V cm"1 (corresponding to
an ion-exit energy of 3-7 eV) plotted in terms of eqn. (A). The ion-current ratios were

(NH3)

E (volts)
•^NHJ/Tdj

Fig. 1.—Result for NH3 + D2 mixture
l-20x 10'3 molecules cm-3 ; (D2) = 0-94 x 1013 molecules cm-

curve 1 : plot of 'NHjDb'NHj against /djTnhJ ; curve 2 : plot of /luh + TdI, against nominal
electron energy (E); curve 3 : /d2h + //d2 against /nh(//d(-

Axes for curve 1 on upper scales; ordinate for curve 3 displaced upwards by 0-1 units; note
different abscissa scales for curves 2 and 3.

varied by changing the energy of the ionizing electrons. The good straight line with
non-zero intercept and slope shows that both reactions (3) and (5) are contributing
towards NH3D+ formation, although both reactions are slow. Our results yield
values of2-7±0-3 x 10-16 for Q3 and 5-0 + 0-2 x 10~16for Q5, both values in molecule-1
cm2 units. The limits of error represent the mean-deviation of three determinations.

The rate constants at 10-5 V/cm, &(10-5 V/cm), may be calculated from the cross-
sections by the relation:

-(!T«-t-
where e is the electronic charge, E the field strength, d the reactant ion path length, Mt
the mass of the reactant ion and r the mean residence time of the primary ion. The
cross-sections yield values of 0-76 x 10-1° and 3-18 x 10-10 for k3 and k5 respectively.
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FORMATION OF D2H+ ION

Since reaction (2) is appreciably endothermic (ca. 100 kcal mole-1) it is likely that
the D2H+ ion observed will be formed by reaction (4) alone. In fig. 1, curves 2 and 3,
we have plotted the ratio /d2h + //d+ as a function of electron energy and as a function
of the ratio /nh+/^d+- The ratio is independent of both the electron energy and the
primary ion ratio, thereby confirming that only reaction (4) contributes to the formation
of the D2H+ ion.

Since /d2h+//d+ = 247(NH3), then we can calculate Q4. Our data yield the values

Table 1.—Ion-molecule reactions in mixtures with NH3 and H20

ex 1016 k x lOio
moecule-1 cm2 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1

NHJ + D2->NH3D++ D 2-7+0-3 0-7s
d2 +nh3->nh3d+d 5-0+0-6 3-ls
d2+ +nh3^d2h++nh2 27-6+0-8 17-7

CD^ +NH3-^CD4H++NH2 5-4+0-3 1-5 (1-2*)
h2o++d2->h2od++d 13-6+0-3 4-1

+ H20->H20D++D 84-0+0-6 53-7

DJ + D2—*-D3 + D 35-3 21-5
h2o++ch4->h3o++ch3 83-4+2-2 25-2

ch^+h2o->h3o++ch3 18-2+0-1 5-7

* value for thermal rate constant, obtained by pulsing method.

of 27-6 + 0-8 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 for the cross-section g4 and 17-7 x 10-1°
molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 for the rate constant k4 shown in table 1.

The ion-molecule reactions in NH3 + D2 mixtures have been studied previously by
Giardini-Guidoni and Volpi 10 who failed to detect any NH3D+ and therefore con¬
cluded that reaction (3) had a rate constant less than 0-1 x 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1.
In contrast, we had little difficulty in observing NH3D+ although we agree that the
rate of formation is low. Giardini-Guidoni and Volpi did observe reaction (4) but
report a rate constant (~0-3 x 10-1° cm3 molecule-1 sec-1) which is much lower than
that found in the present work.

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN NH3 + CD4 MIXTURES

A complete study of the ion-molecule reactions in this system could not be made,
particularly with regard, to the NH3D+ ion, because of interference by small isotopic
impurities in the CD4 and the C13 isotopic contribution of CD3 ions.

FORMATION OF THE CD4H+ ION

The CD4H+ ion was identified as a secondary ion in CD4 + NH3 mixtures compris¬
ing 47-9% NH3 and 52-1 % CD4. This ion may be formed by the reactions:

6

CD4 + NH3^CD4H+ +NH2
7

nh3++cd4->cd4h++nh2
Reactions (7) is endothermic by ca. 40 kcal mole-1 and can be disregarded as a
source of the CD4H+ ion. Consequently

W+/W = (1-05 x 10-2) + 26d(NH3),
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where the first term is a correction for the isotope contribution. In fig. 2, curves 2 and
3, we have plotted a typical set of data against electron energy and also against
/NH+ /^cd+ • Both plots are independent of the abscissa values which further indicate
that there are no other reactions contributing to CD4H+ formation. Our data yield

E (volts)

curve

E (volts)
TNHJ/JCDJ

Fig. 2.—-Ratio plots for NH3 + CD4 mixture
(NH3) = 0-655 x 1013 molecules cm-3 ; (CD4) = 0-71 x 1013 molecules cm-3;

1: 7cd4h + /7cd4 against nominal electron energy (E); curve 2: /cd4h + //cd4 against
■hsH^/fcDj! curve 3 : slopes of delay curves against electron energy; axes for curve 3 on upper scales.

Ordinate for curve 2 displaced downwards by 0-1 units.

values of 5-4 + 0-3 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 for Q6 and 1-5 xlO-10 molecule-1 cm3
sec-1 for k6.

8

CD+ + CD4-^CD5+ + CD3
The present results lead to lc6lks = 0-14 which is in satisfactory agreement with the
ratio 0-0S8 reported by Lampe and Field.11

PULSED (OR ZERO-FIELD) METHOD

The cross-sections and rate constants given above have been measured at a con¬
stant field strength of 10-5 V cm-1 and the ions which react have a range of energies
from zero to 3-7 eV. We have also measured the thermal (or zero-field.) rate for
reaction (6) directly using the pulsed-beam technique,6- 7 since in the time interval or
delay-time (0-1-1-0 //sec) between the ionizing pulse and the ion-withdrawal pulse the
ions react with molecules under essentially field-free conditions. Hence, from the
variation of the product to reactant ion ratios with the delay time, the rate of reaction
under thermal conditions can be evaluated.

For reaction (6), the secondary ion current 7cd4h+ observed after a time interval t
between the pulses can be expressed (neglecting small differences in collection effi¬
ciencies) by the relation:

^cd4H+ -^6(NH3)ICD^t + C,
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where C is a constant representing the CD4H+ formed by the ion-molecule reactions
occurring during the ionising and withdrawal pulses.

Rearranging this expression we obtain :

■^cd4H+/^CD4+ = &6(NH3)I + C1
This relation predicts a linear relationship between/cD„H+ /Icd; and reaction time when
the source pressure is constant and also that the ratio should be independent of
electron energy.

On plotting the ion current rates as a function of delay-time straight lines are
obtained. The slopes of these delay-time curves are plotted against the electron
energy at which they are measured in fig. 2, curve 3. A good straight line is obtained
which is independent of electron energy. The intercept yields a value for the thermal
rate constant k6 of 1-2 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1. The value measured under
constant repeller field conditions was T5 x 10-1° so that the thermal rate constant is
about 90% of the rate constant measured at 10-5 V/cm. Previous work on other ion-
molecule systems has indicated,12 that, with a few exceptions, the rates k(thermal)/A:
(10-5 V/cm) to be in the range 0-7-1-0, e.g., for reaction (8) the ratio is 0-74.

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN H20 + D2 MIXTURES
When a mixture comprising 53-2% H20 and 46-8% D2 was studied, secondary

ions observed were D% H30+ and H2OD+. Their formation can be explained by the
following set of reactions :

9

h2o++d2->h2od++d
10

h2o++d2^d2h+ + oh
11

d2 +h2o->h2od++d
12

D|+H2O^D2H+ + OH
13

D2 —H Oj2—*f^3~ TD
14

HzO+ +H2O^H30+ + OH
No evidence was found for the formation of the D2H+ ion even though reaction (12)
may be exothermic (reaction (10) is definitely endothermic).

FORMATION OF THE DJ ION
In fig. 3, curve 1 we have plotted the ratio as a function of the electron

energy. The ratio is independent of the electron energy and our data are represented
by <2,3 = 35-3 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 and k13 = 22-5 x 10-10 molecule"1 cm3 sec-1.

FORMATION OF THE H2OD+ ION

Assuming A77/(H2OD+) = A/7/(H30+) = 157 kcal mole-1, then reaction (9)
and reaction (11) are 24 and 89 kcal mole-1 exothermic respectively. If both of these
reactions are contributing towards the secondary ion formation then

Jh2od+ = 89^(D2)/H2O+ +fiud(H20)/D + .

rearranging this expression,

JrH20D+/^H20+ = e9d(D2) + eild(H20)7D2+//H20+. (C)
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We have plotted our data in the form suggested by this equation in fig. 3, curve 2.
The non-zero intercept and slope indicate the occurrence of both reactions (9) and (11).
Our data yield values of 13-6 + 0-3 x 10-16 for Qg and 84-0 + 0-6 x 10-16 for Qx x both
in cm2 molecule-1 units. The rate constants calculated from these cross-sections are

kg = 4-1 x 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1 and klx = 53-7 x 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 sec-1.
IcH'JktiO*

E (volts)
7D^/TH2O+

Fig. 3.—Plots for H20+D2 and H20 + CH4 mixtures
curve 1 : /d+d) against nominal electron energy (E);
curve 2 : /h2od + //h2o+ against /Dj'tn2o+ for H2(J + D2 mixtures.

(H20) = l-16x 1013 molecules cm-3; (D2) = 0-97x 1013 molecules cm-3,
curve 3 : Ih3o + /Ih2o+ against /ch1/7h2o+ for H20 + CH4 mixture ;

(H20) = 1-708 x 1013 molecules cm_3; (CH4) = 1-778 x 1013 molecules cm-3.

The D2OH+ ion has been observed previously by Lampe et a/.13 in D20 + H2
mixtures and ascribed, from appearance potential measurements, to the isotopic
variant of reaction (9). The present results confirm that this reaction occurs and shows
that, in addition, reaction (11) contributes to the formation of the protonated water
ion. The rate constant kg — 0-6 x 10-9 reported by Lampe et al. is actually a com¬
posite for reactions (9) and (11). However, since the intensity of D J is usually small
compared with H20+ the composite rate constant will not be greatly larger than kg.
The present value for kg is in satisfactory agreement with the earlier value.

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN H20 + CH4 MIXTURES
Because of the mass spectral overlap of the OH+ and CH J ions, the only secondary

ion studied in this mixture wa.s H30+. This ion may be formed by the following
reactions:

15

H20+ +H20^H30+ + OH
16

h2o++ch4->h3o++ch3
17

ch4 +h2o->h3o++ch3
18

oh++h2o->h3o+ + o
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Reaction (18) can contribute significantly towards H30+ formation.14 We have
studied this system at relatively low electron energies where the formation of the OH+
ion is not large compared with the H20+ ion and have accordingly neglected the
contribution of reaction (18). The total secondary ion current 7h3o + may therefore be
written:

^H3O+ = 6i5^(H20)/H20+ +2i6d(CH4)/H20+ +2i7d(H20)fCH + .

On rearranging this equation:

^H3O+/-^HjO+ — 6i5^(H20) + Q16d(CH4)+Q17d(H20)/CH4././H20+. (D)

This equation predicts a straight line relationship between /h3o + //h2o+ and
fcH4/7H2o + . We have plotted a typical set of data in fig. 3, curve 3 ; a good straight
line is obtained. From the slope of the line we calculate the cross-section for reaction
(17). A value of 18-2 + 0-1 x 10-6 molecule-1 cm2 is obtained which corresponds to a
rate constant k17 of 5-7 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1. The intercept gives a value for
a composite cross-section since it has contributions from both reaction (15) and (16).
Reaction (15) has been previously studied 8' 13 and a value of k15 = 19-6 x 10-10 cm3
molecule-1 sec-1 obtained corresponding to Q1S = 38-0 x 1016 cm2 molecule-1.
Using this value we calculate from the intercept the cross-section for reaction (16) and
our data are represented by Q16 = 83-4 + 2-2 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 and k16 =
25-2 x lO-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1.

Lampe et al.13 have studied the formation of FI30+ in H20 + CH4 mixtures but
were unable to determine whether the CH J or the H20+was the reactant ion, since the
ionization potentials of the two molecules are similar. Assuming that only reaction
(16) occurred they calculated a rate constant of k16 = 2-5 x 10-9 cm3 molecule-1
sec-1. The present work shows that both reactions (16) and (17) lead to formation of
H30+ with reaction (16) being the most significant.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THEORY

In table 2 we have compared the experimental rate constants for X + D2 mixtures
with theoretical estimates of the rate constants. For reactions where the neutral
species has no dipole moment, only ion-induced dipole interactions 15 have been

Table 2.—comparison of theory with experiment for x+D2 mixtures

expt.* theory *
x «X+ + d2) &(D2 +X) A:(X++d2) «D2+X)

nh3 2-7 32-6 11-7 34-9

h2o 13-6 84-0 11-8 28-5
hcn (ref. (5)) 4-5 30-5 10-7 46-4
hc1 (ref. (5)) 15-1 100-0 10-8 28-9
co (ref. (16)) 15-0 110-0 11-0 17-0
Ar (ref. (16)) 12-0 105-0 11-0 16-0

C02 (ref. (16)) 6-2 700 110 20-0

* All rate constants x lO10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 and refer to 3-7 eV ion exit energy and 373°K.

considered in the calculations. For reactions involving a polar neutral reactant
(NH3, H20, HCN, HC1), the maximum possible contribution from ion-dipole
interaction has been included (see eqn. (XII), ref. (8)). This calculation essentially
assumes that the molecular dipole lines up with the incoming positive charge.
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For the X+ + D2 reaction, comparison of column 2 with column 4 shows that for
most systems the calculated and experimental rate constants are in reasonable agree¬
ment. However, for the DJ+X reaction (with the exception of X = NH3) the
experimental rate constants are much higher than predicted by theory. As sug¬
gested 5' 16 this may indicate that a significant fraction of the product ions which we
have attributed to this reaction arise instead from reaction of an excited neutral D2
species, i.e., D* + X->XD+ + D. Similar comparisons of experiment and theory for
the ammonia and wa.ter mixtures with methane are not justified since a complete study
of the ionic reactions was not possible owing to overlap of the mass spectra of the two
components.

The authors are indebted to the National Research Council of Canada for financial
support of this work. J. C. J. T. thanks the Ramsay Memorial Fellowship Trust for
financial aid.
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The concurrent ion-molecule reactions in mixtures of CH3C1 with D2 and CD4 have been studied
by the ratio plot method. The following reactions have been detected and the cross-sections measured
at 10-5 V cm-1 repeller field strength.

ch3ci++ch3ci ^CH4CI++CH2CI
CH2C1++CH 3C1 ->CH4C1+ + CHC1

cd;+ch3ci ->cd4h++ch2ci
ch3ci++cd4 ->ch3cid++cd3
cd;+ch3ci ->ch3cid++cd3

d2 + ch3ci ->d2h++ch2ci
d^+ch3ci ^ch3cid++d

Rate constants for the self-reactions in methyl chloride have been measured both at 10-5 V cm-1
repeller field and at thermal ion energies. These results have been compared with those reported
for other mixtures and with the theoretical results calculated on the basis of the ion-induced dipole
model.

If more than one concurrent ion-molecule reaction occurs in the ion source of a

mass spectrometer leading to the formation of the same product ion, the problem of
evaluating the individual contributions has to be solved. A ratio-plot technique 1-3
has been applied to determine the respective contributions when two primary ions
lead to the formation of a particular secondary ion. Studies 3-5 of ion-molecule
reactions occurring in X + D2 and X + CD4 mixtures have shown that the XD+
ion is formed both by deuterium atom abstraction by X+ from D, or CD4 and
also by deuteron transfer to the molecule X from D2 or CD4, the latter reaction
proceeding at the greater rate. As an extension of this work ion + molecule reactions
occurring in CH3C1+D2 and CH3C1 + CD4 mixtures have been investigated. In
addition, the reactions leading to the formation of the protonated molecule in methyl
chloride have been studied and rate constants evaluated under conditions of constant

repeller field strength and also at zero-field strength using the pulsed beam technique.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental work was carried out using an AEI Ltd. MS-2 mass spectrometer
modified as described previously.6 The cross-sections for the individual reactions were
determined at a constant repeller field strength of 10-5 V cm-1 (corresponding to a 3-7 eV
ion exit energy) using the ratio-plot technique.3 Rate constants for the reactions of thermal
energy ions were measured using the pulsing method.6' 7

Using the MS-2, the relation between the ion source pressure and the sample inlet system
cannot be determined 8 accurately using total ionization current measurements. Therefore
this correlation has been established from measurements of the rate constant of a known
reaction. In the work reported here the formation of the CD3 ion by the reaction of the
CD X ion with CD4 has been used.

*Dept. of Chemistry, University of Toronto, Canada,
f Dept. of Chemistry, Edinburgh University, Scotland.
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materials.—Methyl chloride was obtained from a cylinder and the sample purified by
bulb-to-bulb distillation at low temperature on a vacuum line. The deuterium was obtained
from a Matheson Company cylinder and the methane-d4(isotopicpurity>99 %) from Merck,
Sharp and Dohme.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN CH3C1
CONSTANT REPELLER FIELD METHOD

The principal secondary ion observed in the high-pressure mass spectrum of
methyl chloride is CH3C1H+. There was no evidence for the formation of the
CH3CI2 ion. The main primary ions under the conditions of our study were
CH3C1+ and CH2C1+. Because of the presence of the 35 and 37 isotopes of chloride
there are several reactions which may lead to the formation of the secondary ions :

CH335C1+ + CH335C1^CH335C1H+ + CH235C1

CH335C1+ + CH337C1->CH335C1H+ + CH237C1

CH337C1+ + CH335C1^CH33SC1H+-|-CH237C1

CH335C1+ + CH335C1->CH335C1H+ + CH235C1

CH235C1+ + CH335C1->CH335C1H+ + CH35C1

CH237C1+ + CH335C1^CH335C1H+ + CH37C1.
We can assume that there is no considerable difference in the cross-sections of

similar reactions involving the 35 and 37 chloride isotopes, i.e., Ql = Q2; Q3 = Q4;
and Qs = Q6 ; also /37ci = 0-326 I3Sci.

The formation of the secondary ion, /ch335cui+> is expressed by the equation:
7CH335cih+ = (0-011 +(2i + 24)rf[CU3Cl])/cH335Ci+ +

(0-326+e5r/[CH3Cl])/CH235ci+, (A)
where Qx is the macroscopic cross-section for reaction (X), d is the distance the
reactant ion travels in the ion source : the first term in each of the brackets is a correc¬

tion for the isotope contribution and [CH3C1] refers to the concentration of the ion
source of methyl chloride, i.e., including the 35 and 37 isotopes of chlorine. Re¬
arrangement of this expression yields :

•^ch335cih+/7ch335ci+ = (0-011+(01 + g4MCH3C® +
(0-326 + 25^[CH3C1])/CH235ci+//CHj3sci +.

In fig. 1, curve 1 we have plotted our data according to this expression. A good
straight line is obtained from the slope and intercept of which we calculated Os
and ((2i + (?4) as 27-3 + 5-5 x 10-16 and 104-0 + 3-5 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 respec¬
tively. The error limits represent the deviation from the mean value of three repeat
determinations.

The rate constants at 10-5 V cm-1, i.e., A:( 10-5 V cm-1), may be calculated from
the cross-sections by the relation :

k = Q(eEd/2Mi)* = Qd/x (B)
where e is the electronic charge, E the field strength, d the reactant ion path length,
Mt the mass of the reactant ion and t the mean residence time of the primary ion in
the ion source.
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Using this expression, values of 5-0 x 10-1° molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 and 18-8 x 10-10
molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 were calculated for the rate constants k5 and (ki+k4) respec¬
tively. We are not able to evaluate the individual contributions of the hydrogen
atom abstraction and. proton transfer reactions, although 9 the rate constants of
reactions known to involve the transfer of a proton are usually an order of magnitude
larger than those involving the transfer of a hydrogen atom.

10/ch235ci+//ch335ci+

/cd4^//ch337ci+ /ch337ci+//cdJ
Fig. 1.—Ratio plots,

curve 1.—Plot of /ch335cih+//ch333ci+ against /ch235ci+/ch335ci+
curve 2.—Plot of /Icd^ against /cfi3ci + //cof
curve 3.—Plot of /cH337cid+//ch337ci+ against /cdJ/ch337ci +

Axes for curve 1 are on R.H. ordinate and upper abscissa. Upper scale on abscissa refers to curve
2 and lower scale to curve 3.

pulsed (i.e., zero-field) method

The cross-sections and rate constants quoted above have been measured at a
constant repeller field strength of 10-5 V cm-1 and the ions which react have a range
of energies from zero to 3-7 eV. In order to obtain data for reactions of ions at
thermal energies, a pulsing technique has been employed.6,7' 10, 11 In this technique
a short pulse of electrons is admitted to a field-free ion source to produce the reactant
ions by electron impact. At a later, known and variable (OT-l-O^usec) time, a
pulsed voltage is applied to withdraw the reactant and product ions for mass analysis.
In the time interval (or delay-time) the ions react with molecules under field-free
conditions and. from the variation in the ratio of secondary to primary ion current
with delay time the thermal rate coefficients may be determined.

For the formation of the CH335C1H+ ion, the ion current observed after a time
interval t, between the ionizing and withdrawal pulses can be expressed (neglecting
small differences in collection efficiencies) by the relation:

•fcH333ciH+ == {(&i +k4)[CH3Cl]/cH333ci+ +k5[CH335Cl]/cH235ci+ }t+ C,
where C is a constant representing the CH335C1H+ formed by the ion-molecule
reactions occurring during the pulses.
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Rearranging this relation,

•^ch335cih+/^ch335ci+ = {(&! + k4)[CH3Cl] + (k5[CH3Cl]./cH235ci+/A:H335ci+)}? + C'.
This expression predicts that /ch333cih+/7ch333ci+ should be a linear function of th?

delay time and the slopes of such plots should be linear functions of /ch235cih + /7ch335ci +
for constant ion source concentrations. Typical /ch333cih + /^ch335ci+ against delay
time plots are shown in fig. 2. The different curves were obtained by varying the
energy of the ionizing electrons. The slopes of such curves are shown in fig. 3 as a
function of /ch235ci+/^ch333ci+- A satisfactory straight line is obtained which
eads, after least-squares analysis, to the following thermal rate constants (kt + k4) =
26-5 x 10-10 (molecule-1 cm3 sec-1) and k5 = 6-9 x 10-10 (molecule-1 cm3 sec-1).

These values may be compared with values 18-8 x 10-10 and 5-0 x 10-1° obtained
under conditions of constant repeller field strength. The ratio (kl +k4.)/k5 is 3-8
and. 3-7 under the non-zero field and zero-field conditions respectively, so that clearly
both reactions have a similar dependence of rate constant upon field strength. The
ratio of ftthermal/&10.5 v cm_i is 1-4 in both cases. Previous work on other ion-
molecule systems has indicated 12 that the ratio kthermal/k10.5 v cm-1 is usually in
the range 0-7-1-0.

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN CD4 + CH3C1 MIXTURES

In addition to the expected CDJ ion (formed by the self-reaction in CD4) other
ions found in the high-pressure mass spectrum of CD4 + CH3C1 mixtures were
CD4H+, CH3C1H+ and CH3C1D+. Because of uncertainties involve in the deter¬
mination of the exact source concentration, the formation of the CDJ ion was
chosen as the reference reaction since the rate constant for reaction (7) is well-
established,8 k7 = 4-0 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1:

7

CD4 + CD4 -»CD^ + CD3.

FORMATION OF CD4H+ ION

ch3ci++cd4-1cd4h+ +ch2ci

ch3ci+cd4 -^cd4h++CH2C1.
If reactions (8) and (9) contribute towards the formation of the secondary ion,
CD4H+, then the total secondary ion current, /cd4h+, is given by the equation:

^CD4H+ = e8Wi*4CD4]+e9/cD: 4CH3CI]+0-011 /cd4+
where the last term is a correction for the isotope contribution. Rearrangement
of this equation leads to

A:d4Hj-/7CD7 = (e8d[CD4]/CH3cl+ //cd4+) + (e9^[CH3Cl] + 0-011). (C)
Fig. 1, curve 2 shows a typical result obtained for a mixture comprising 46-7 %

CD4 and 53-3 % CH3C1 at a constant repeller voltage of 10-5 V cm-1 (corresponding
to an ion-exit energy of 3-7 eV) plotted in terms of expression (C). The ion-current
ratios were varied by changing the energy of the ionizing electrons. A reasonable
straight line with zero slope is obtained indicating that only reaction (9) is contributing
towards the formation of the CD4H+ ion. Our results yield values of 4-4 + 0-9 x 10-16
molecule-1 cm2 for Q9, the limits of error representing the mean-deviation of three
determinations. Using expression (B) a value of l-3 + 0-2x 10-1° can be calculated
for k9 (in molecule-1 cm3 sec-1).
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Also from thermochcmical considerations, reaction (8) is unlikely assuming the
following data (all in kcal mole~')> AHf (CD4) = —18, AHf (CD4H+) = 226,
AHf (CH3C1+) = 241 and AHf (CH2C1) = 29. Reaction (8) is about 32 kcal mole-1
cndothermic and may therefore be eliminated, on thermochemical grounds, a con¬
clusion which is in accord with our experimental observations.

Fig. 2.—/cH335ciH + //cn335cit against delay time t. Curves have been displaced upwards for ease
of presentation. Numbers on the delay curves refer to the nominal electron energy at which they

were measured.

/CH233C1+//CH335CI +

Fig. 3.—Delay-curve slopes against /cH235ci + //cH335ci+-
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FORMATION OF CH337C1D+ ION

Because of the overlap of peaks due to the presence of the 35 and 37 isotopes
of chlorine we have chosen whenever feasible to measure the ion containing 37C1.
There are two possible ion-molecule reactions leading to the formation of the
CH337C1D+ ion, viz.,

10

ch337ci++cd4->ch337cid++cd3
11

ch337ci+cd4+ ->ch337cid++cd3.
We may deduce the expression :

^ch337cid+M:h337ci + = 2io<^[CD4] + (/cd+//ch337c1+)Q11(7[CH337C1]. (D)
In fig. 1, curve 3 we have plotted a typical set of data in the form suggested by

this expression. A good straight line is obtained, and the non-zero slope and intercept
shows that both reaction (10) and (11) occur. Our results yield values of 28-0+ IT x
10-16 for <2io and. 84-7 +3-0x 10-16 for Qlt (both in molecule-1 cm2). Calculation
of the rate constant using expression (B) yield values of 5-06 x 10-10 and 24-2 x 10-1°
for k10 and klx (in molecule-1 cm3 sec-1).

Table 1.—Ion-molecule reactions in mixtures of CH3C1 with CD4 and D2
reaction Gx I0>6 fcx 1010

molecule-1 cm2 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1

CH3C1++CH3C1->CH4C1++CH2C1 104-0 ±3-5 18-8(26-5*)
CH2C1++CH3C1->CH4C1+-|-CHC1 27-3 ±5-5 50 (6-9*)

CD^+CH3C1->CD4H++CH2C1 4-4 ±0-9 1-3
CH3C1++CD4->CH3C1D++CD3 28-0 + 1-1 5-1
CD + + CH3C1->CH3C1D++CD3 84-7 ±3-0 24-2

D^ + CH3C1->D2H++CH2C1 23-8 15-2
D+ + CH3C1-»CH3C1D++D 49-4 31-6

* value for the thermal rate constant, obtained by the pulsed beam technique.

FORMATION OF CH337C1H+ ION
This ion is formed, by ion-molecule reactions occurring in methyl chloride alone

and reactions (1) to (6) are responsible for its formation. Plotting our data in the
form suggested by expression (A), we obtained the following values for the reaction
cross-sections, Q5 = 28-0± 1-0 x 10-16 and (gi + Q4) = 107-6+1-5 x 10-16 mole¬
cule-1 cm2. Calculation of the rate constants using expression (B) yield values of
5-1 x 10-10 and 19-5 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 for the rate constants of reactions
(5) and (1+4) respectively. These values are in good agreement with our values
reported when ion-molecule reactions in methyl chloride alone were studied.

ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS IN D2 + CH3C1
The secondary ions observed in the high-pressure mass-spectrum of D2 + CH3C1

mixtures were CH337C1H, CH337C1D+ and D2H+, the latter ion being formed to
only a small extent. Because of this restriction an extended study over a range of
electron energy could not be carried out, so measurement were made only at 40 eV.

FORMATION OF D2H+ ION
This ion may be formed by reactions (12) and (13):

12

CH3C1 + D2+-*D2H++CH2C1
13

ch3ci++d2-+d2h++ch2ci.
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Reaction (13) may be eliminated on thermochemical grounds since, if A///(D2H+)
is 289 kcal mole-1, it is about 70 kcal mole-1 endothermic whereas reaction (12) is
about 20 kcal mole-1 exothermic. Since 7D2h + //d) = 2i2[CH3Cl]t/ we can calculate
Q12 = 23-8 x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 and k12 = 15-2 x 10-1° molecule-1 cm3 sec-1.

FORMATION OF CH337C1D+ ION

There are two reactions which may contribute towards the formation of this ion,
viz.,

14

CH337C1+ + D2->CH337C1D + + D
15

CH337C1 + D^-4.CH337C1D+ + D.
Reaction (15) is appreciably more thermochemically favoured than is reaction (14).
Accordingly, since we could not apply the ratio plot technique to this system, we
have assumed that reaction (15) is the principal contributor to the CH337C1D+ ion
formation, and our data indicate that Qls is 49-4x 10-16 molecule-1 cm2 and k15
is 31-6 x 10-10 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THEORY

The rate constant for an ion-molecule reactions may be calculated on the basis
of ion-induced dipole interaction 13 only from the relation :

k = 2ne (a/TO*,
where e is the electronic charge, a is the polarizability of the neutral species and ft is
the reduced mass of the colliding pair. In table 2 we have compared the experi¬
mentally-measured rate constants for CH3C1 + CD4 mixtures with values reported

Table 2.—Comparison of experimental and theoretical rate constants for X+CD4
mixtures

reaction expt. theor. ref.

CD++CH3C1->CD4H+
CD^ + CH3C1->CH3C1D+

' '3 \ 25.7
24-21 0 13-2 this work

CH3CI++ CD4-4CH3C1D+ 5-1 9-8 this work

cd4|-+hcn->hcnd+ <0-4 10-8 5
hcn++cd4->hcnd+ 150 10-6 5

hci++cd4->-hcid+
hci++cd4->cd4h+

23'9\ 28.7
4-8)

100 5

CD^+ CO-4COD+ 8-7 9-5 14
CO++CD4-*COD+ 9-3 110 14

CD^+C02-4C02D+ 110 100 14

coj+cd4->co2d+ 120 9.9 14

CD4I-+N3-4N2D+ 1-2 90 14

N++CD4-*N2D+ 2-3 110 14

All rate constants x 1010 molecule-1 cm3 sec-1 and refer to 3-7 eV ion exit energy.

for mixtures of various polar and non-polar molecules with CD4. In column 3
the rate constants for these mixtures are compared with those calculated using the
ion-induced model. For the reaction of CD + ions with methyl chloride the measured
rate is appreciably larger than the predicted value. This is probably because we
have neglected any contributions due to ion-permanent dipole interactions which
might be expected to be significant in such a reaction. A similar difference between
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the observed and calculated rate constants may be observed 5 for mixtures involving
HCN or HC1. Agreement between theory and experiment is much better for mixtures
with non-polar molecules than for polar molecules which supports the idea that
ion-permanent dipole interactions lead to an increased rate constant.

The CD4 ion reacts with methyl chloride much faster by deuteron transfer than
by hydrogen atom transfer. This is in accord with the observations 5 on mixtures
involving HCN or HC1.

Table 3.—Comparison of experimental and theoretical rate constants for X+D2
mixtures

reaction expt. theor. ref.

d+ + ch3c1-»d2h+
d2+ + CH3CI—>ch3c1d+

15-21

31-6J 46 260 this work

+ hcn—>hcnd+ 30-5 19-3 5

hcn++d2->hcnd+ 4-5 10-7 5

dj+hci->d2h+ £2} >«» 28-9
5

d++hc1-*hc1d+ 5

hc1++d2->hc1d; 151 10-8 5
d+ +ch3cn->ch3cnd+ 15 — 14

CH3CN++ d2->ch3cnd+ 2-3 11-0 14
+ A—>AD+ 105 16 14

A+-|-D2->■AD+ 12 11 14

d^ + co—>cod+ 111 17 14

co++d2->cod+ 15 11 14

d^+co2->co2d+ 70 20 14
co++d2-*co2d+ 6-2 11 14

All rate constants x 1010 molecule"-1 cm3 sec-1 and refer to 3-7 eV exit energy.

In table 3 we have compared our measured rate constants for CH 3C1 + D2 mixtures
with the rate constants predicted using the ion-induced dipole model. Also included
are data reported for other systems involving polar and non-polar molecules. Agree¬
ment between experiment and theory is not good, in general the experimental values
being larger. The rate constants for reaction involving D2 are high, particularly
when compared with the reactions involving D2, and the values for reactions involving
non-polar molecules are appreciably larger than for reactions involving polar mole¬
cules, e.g., Df+CO, k — 111 x 10~10 and for DJ+CH3C1, k = 31-6 x 10"10.
We have no explanation for this difference although the high rate constants for such
reactions involving Dj" may be 5> 14 in part due to a Hornbeck-Molnar type of
reaction

D* + X->XD + + D + e.

As with mixtures with CD4, reactions involving deuteron transfer proceed faster
than reactions in which a hydrogen atom is abstracted from the substrate.

The authors are indebted to the National Research Council of Canada for financial
support of this research.
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Pulsed source techniques have been used to study thermal energy
ion-molecule reactions. For most of the proton and H atom
transfer reactions studied kfthermal)/k(10.5 volts/cm.) is
approximately unity in apparent agreement with predictions
from the simple ion-induced dipole model. However, the rate
constants calculated on this basis are considerably higher than
the experimental rate constants indicating reaction channels
other than the atom transfer process. Thus, in some cases at
least, the relationship of k(thermal) to k(10.5 volts/cm.) may
be determined by the variation of the relative importance of the
atom transfer process with ion energy rather than by the inter¬
action potential between the ion and the neutral. For most of
the condensation ion-molecule reactions studied k (thermal) is
considerably greater than k(10.5 volts /cm.).

Tn mass spectrometric studies of ion-molecule reactions by conventional
internal ionization techniques the reactant ions undergo continuous

acceleration by the electric field required to withdraw the ions for mass

analysis. Consequently, the experimental cross-sections represent an

appropriately weighted average for ions with energies ranging from zero to
the final exit energy as determined by the electric field strength, E, and
the distance of ion travel. Extensive investigations of the dependence of
the cross-section on the ion velocity or field strength have been carried
out, but frequently they have yielded disagreeing results, particularly at
low field strengths. Stevenson and colleagues (11, 38) have found an
E~1/2 dependence for a number of simple systems in agreement with
predictions (11) from the ion-induced dipole model. On the other hand,
Field et al. (6, 8) have found an E~1 dependence while Hamill and co¬
workers (29) have found the energy dependence varies with the final ion
exit energy. In part these discrepancies may be caused by instrumental

150
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problems such as electronic space charge and discrimination effects which
can be expected to become serious at low field strengths. Some evidence
supporting this has been presented recently by Ryan and Futrell (31).

More direct observations of the kinetic energy dependence of cross-
sections should be possible using external ionization techniques where the
reactant ion can be chosen by initial mass analysis and, in principle, its
energy more readily controlled. Several studies using external ionization
techniques, both with (2, 10, 45) and without (20, 21, 27, 41) preliminary
mass selection of the reactant ion, have been reported. However, ap¬
parently with these techniques it is not possible to obtain well-defined
primary ion beams at energies below 0.5-1 e.v. a region of critical im¬
portance both experimentally and theoretically.

Because of these limitations to both the conventional internal ioniza¬
tion and external ionization techniques it has been impossible to obtain
accurate kinetic data for the reactions of thermal energy ions. Such
thermal energy data are desirable for applications in such areas as radia¬
tion chemistry, discharge and combustion phenomena, and upper atmos¬
phere research.

In 1960 Tal'roze and Frankevich (39) first described a pulsed mode
of operation of an internal ionization source which permits the study
of ion-molecule reactions at energies approaching thermal energies. In
this technique a short pulse of electrons is admitted to a field-free ion
source to produce the reactant ions by electron impact. A known and
variable time later, a second voltage pulse is applied to withdraw the
ions from the ion source for mass analysis. In the interval between the
two pulses the ions react under essentially thermal conditions, and from
variation of the relevant ion currents with the reaction time the thermal
rate constants can be estimated.

In the past few years this pulsing technique has been used by several
groups, utilizing both magnetic deflection (16, 31, 37) and time-of-flight
(12, 13) instruments, to study ion-molecule reactions at thermal energies.
Here we review the results obtained and discuss the applications and
limitations of the method, based on our observations and experiences
over the past three years.

Design and Operation of Pulsed Source

The construction and operating characteristics of pulsed ion sources
used in conjunction with a magnetic deflection instrument have been
described previously (16, 31, 37, 39); only a brief description need be
given here. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the source used in
our laboratory in a 6-inch radius 90° sector-field instrument. The source
is basically of the Nier design, modified by adding an electron beam
control plate (plate 2) and by increasing the dimensions of the ionization
chamber to reduce ion loss at the walls.

In operation the electron beam is initially arrested by applying
a small bias negative with respect to the filament to plate 2. The pulsed
electron beam is then provided by applying a positive pulse to this plate.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of ion source: (1)
filament; (2) electron beam control plate; (3) repeller;
{■4) trap; (5) cage; (6) withdrawal plate; (7) focus;
{8, 10) beam-defining plates; (9) beam centering plate

To prevent withdrawal of the ions thus produced by penetration of the
main accelerating field, either a small positive bias is applied to plate 6 or

alternatively {31) the exit slit from the ionization chamber is covered by
a transparent wire mesh. The ions are withdrawn from the ionization
chamber by a voltage pulse of proper sign applied either to the repeller
plate (plate 3) or to the ion withdrawal plate (plate 6).

The pulsed circuitry of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer is ideally
suited for this type of operation, and both Hand and von Weyssenhoff
{12, 13) and Lampe and Hess {25) have reported experiments using such
an instrument with variable delay between the ionizing and withdrawal
pulses to study secondary processes.

In our experience the most satisfactory criterion for judging the
operation of the pulsed source is the shape of the ion decay curves—i.e.,
the rate at which the ions are lost from the region sampled by the ion
withdrawal pulse. This topic is discussed in detail in the next section.
Typically with our source a bias of 3-5 volts on plate 2 is sufficient to
arrest the electron beam while a positive pulse of 5-10 volts amplitude
and 0.1-1 /isec. duration is applied to produce the pulse of electrons.
The maximum repetition rate is about 2 X 105 pulses sec.-1, and in
practice the pulse duration is determined by the sensitivity of the detec¬
tion system. Higher settings of the bias potential and the pulse ampli¬
tude frequently resulted in anomalous features in the ion decay curves,
and these settings are adjusted to give the best decay curves. To ensure
removal of all ions during the withdrawal period, a pulse of at least 1 /^sec.
duration is applied to the repeller plate. We found that the recorded ion
current depends on both the duration and amplitude of these pulses, and
in practice they are adjusted to give maximum ion current. These set-
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tings as well as the focus plate voltages are mass dependent and are thus
readjusted for each mass.

Ion Decay Curves arid Discrimination Effects

The usefulness of the pulsed ion source in studying ionic reactions
with time as the experimental variable is determined by the rate at which
the ions are lost from the volume sampled when the withdrawal pulse is
applied. Ions are lost from this volume owing to their thermal kinetic
energy (plus any kinetic energy involved in the process of formation)
and under the influence of fields arising from surface potentials, space

charge, and field penetration. All of these effects will lead to a more
rapid loss of the lighter mass ion and hence will lead to discrimination
effects which may obscure the changes anticipated from the reaction
under study.

The problem of ion loss can be understood more clearly by referring
to Figure 2. The ions are formed initially in a volume defined by the
dimensions of the electron beam, which intersects symmetrically the
volume sampled by the withdrawal pulse. In our source the dimensions
of the electron beam are approximately x — 0.05 cm., y — 0.30 cm., z
= 1.80 cm., while for the sampling volume a = 0.95 cm., (3 = 0.15 cm.
7 = 1.0 cm. Thus, ion loss will occur across the plane at —a/2 and
by deficit in flow across the planes at ±0/2 and ± y/2. The mathe¬
matical formulation of the problem has been presented previously (37).
Figure 3a shows a calculated decay curve for m/e = 40(Ar+) compared
with two experimental curves. Curve A was obtained by pulsing the
repeller plate only while curve B was obtained by pulsing the withdrawal
plate (plate 6) 50 volts negative simultaneously with the repeller pulse.
In both cases the experimental curves fall off more rapidly than the
theoretical curve although the shapes are the same. These results sug-
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gest that stray fields may be influencing the rate of ion loss although this
more rapid decay may be caused partly by other instrumental factors.
With increasing delay time the fraction of the ions in the central region of
the sampling volume will tend to decrease while the fraction in peripheral
regions will tend to increase. Applying the repeller pulse will push these
peripheral ions out with a greater angle of divergence from the x axis,
and these ions will be less efficiently focussed by the ion gun. The effect
of the withdrawal plate pulse is probably to increase the focussing ef¬
ficiency of the ion gun. Similar results were obtained using a U-shaped
repeller in place of the normal flat repeller.

Typical decay curves for various ionic masses are shown in Figure
3b, where the effect of differing thermal velocity is clearly evident. Neg¬
lect of such decay characteristics can lead to serious discrimination
effects. Note that all the experimental curves have the sigmoid shape

L I J I I I I
012345678

DELAY TIME ( p sec.)

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of experimental and calculated
decay curves; m/e = 40. (b) Experimental decay curves

for various masses

CALCULATED
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predicted by theory and that the total ion loss in the first part of the
delay period is small. Therefore, we have restricted our observations
to this time range and, further, have required that the decay curves have
this characteristic shape before considering the results reliable.

In addition to the effects discussed above, two further possible
sources of discrimination peculiar to ion-molecule reactions must be
considered. First, although it is known that most primary ions are
formed without kinetic energy, ouch may not be the case for ions pro
duced by ion molecule reactions. Secondary ions formed in exothermic
ion molecule reactions could retain a conoidcrablc fraction of the exo

thermicity as kinetic energy and diffuse from the sampling region at a
rate considerably greater than predicted from the ambient temperature.
The limited evidence to date (40) indicates that the kinetic energy of the
product ions is small, but thio may not be true for all types of reactions.

Second, the primary and secondary ions arc not formed in the came
region and this may lead to different collection efficiencies. In the ex¬
treme, primary ions initially formed in the sampling region may diffuse
out of the sampling region during the delay period (32, 39). If these ions
react after leaving the sampling region, the product ion may re enter the
sampling region (assuming the formation process imparts no proforontial
direction of travel), thus leading to anomalously high secondary ion con
centrations. This effect will be serious only if an appreciable fraction
of the rcactant ions is loot from the sampling region during the delay pe
riod.

Identification of Readmit and Product Ions

The variation of ion intensities with reaction time should prove to bo
a useful approach in identifying rcactant and product ions in ion moloculo
reactions. The approach has been used little, primarily because most
studies have been carried out at relatively low source concentrations
where the extent of reaction (and therefore the changes in rclativo in
tensities) is small. Some indication of the potential usefulness is shown
by ion-molecule reactions in dimethyl ether (15). Figure 4 shows the
variation of 747 ((CH3)2OH)+, 74r, ((CH3)20)+, and 7«(CH3OCH2) + asa
function of the delay time at an electron energy where only (CH3)20 +
and CH3OCH»+ are significant primary ions. The results are expressed
as a percentage of the total ionization to allow for ion decay. The increase
in 111/21 clearly shows its secondary character while the decrease in
/tn/27 shows that (CH3)20+ is a reactive ion. The constancy of f45/2,
indicates that CH3OCH2+ is nonreactive under these conditions.

Similar studies have been carried out (43) on the ammonia system
in an attempt to detect the reaction:

NH,+ + NHj -*■ NH3+ + NH2 (1)

The intensity changes observed, while consistent with tho occurrence of
Reaction 1, were small enough to have originated from discrimination
effects. A new instrument is being constructed in our laboratory which
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Figure 4. Ion intensities as a function of delay time,
CHiOCHz

should permit operation at considerably higher pressures, thus making
the changes caused by chemical reaction much greater compared with ion
decay.

Charge Transfer Reactions

It is particularly difficult to study charge transfer reactions by the
usual intornal ionization method since the secondary ions produced will
always coincide with ions produced in primary ionization processes.
Indood thoco primary ions frequently constitute the major fraction of the
total ion current, and the small intensity changes originating from charge
transfer reactions arc difficult to detect. For example, Field and Frank¬
lin (5) were unable to detect any charge transfer between Xc+ and CII4
by the internal ionization method although such reactions have been
observed using other techniques (3, 9, 22).
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The pulsing mode of operation of the internal ionization source
ohould afford decided advantages for studying charge trancfor reactions
and should permit one to evaluate the rates at thermal energies. For the
charge transfer reaction A + + B -> B + +A, one should be able to observe
increases in the ratio B+/A+ with increasing reaction time. However B
and A will often differ considerably in mass, and discrimination offocts
may be much greater than changes owing to charge transfer.

In the only study to date of such reactions by the pulsing method
Karaehovtsov ct al. (24) have utilized this mass discrimination effect to
advantage in studying the reactions of the rare gas ions Ar +, Kr +, Xe +
with CH4, C2H4, and C2Hr,. They deliberately used a long delay (14-20
,usec.) between the ionizing and withdrawal pulses. During this delay
period, the lighter mass (and thus higher velocity) hydrocarbon ions
formed in the initial impact process are lost preferentially from the sam¬

pling region. Hydrocarbon ions formed by charge transfer from the
heavier rare gas ions, especially those formed during the latter stages of
the delay period, will not be lost, and the hydrocarbon spectrum obtained
when the withdrawal pulse is applied shows a considerable enrichment in
secondary hydrocarbon ions compared with primary ions. From the
variation of this spectrum with rare gas pressure the relative rates of
formation of the hydrocarbon fragments were estimated. Table I com¬
pares the charge transfer spectrum obtained in this way for Ar+ + CII4
with spectra obtained by other techniques. The agreement is quite
good.

By adding small amounts of H2 to the gas mixture and observing
tho rate of formation of ArH +, they also estimated the following overall
rate constants for charge transfer at thermal ion energies.

Ar+ + CH4 k = 7.5 X 10-9cc. molecule-1 sec.-1

Ar+ + C2H4 k = 3.9 X 10-9

Ar + + C2H6 k = 6.3 X 10-9

These rate constants were measured relative to the rate constant for the
reaction:

Ar+ + H2 —>- ArH1 + H (2)

which was taken to have a rate constant of 1.68 X 10-9 cc. molecule-1
sec. -l (38). Note however, that the rate constant for reaction 2 was not

Table I. Ionic Abundances from Charge Transfer of Ar +with CH4
Ar+ Energy Relative Abundance

e.v. CHi + CH, + CH,+ Reference
Thermal 100 21 24

0-0.2 19 ' 100 19 28
0-2.5 100 24 7

25 1 ' 100 24 9
25 2.3 100 24 3
75 2 100 32.8 23

500 4 100 23 26
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measured at thermal energies and further neglects the contribution of the
concurrent reaction:

Hl>+ + Ar -*■ ArH+ + H (3)

which has been shown to occur (35). The overall rate constant for the
Ar -CH-, system is appreciably higher than earlier values of 1.1 X 10 ~9
(7) and 1.9 X 10 ~9 cc. molecule sec._1 (28) obtained using conventional
internal ionization techniques.

Proton and Hydrogen Atom Transfer Reactions

Reactions involving a transfer of a proton or a hydrogen atom are
an oxtremely common typo of ion molecule reaction and arc particularly
suited for study by the pulsed source technique. The secondary ion will
usually occur at an m/c ratio where it i:; not obscured by abundant pri¬
mary ions, and tho product and reactant ions frequently will differ only
slightly in mass, thus minimizing discrimination effects.

For the general ion-molecule reaction:

P+ + M -> S+ + N (4)

studied with reaction time as the experimental variable and assuming the
neutral concentration [M ] to be constant, the integrated rate expression
becomes

111 (ll^) =k[M]t (5)
where [P +]0 and |P +], represent the concentration of P _t at time zero and
time t. Writing for [P+]o

lP+]o = [P+]« 4- [S+], (6)

yields

ln(l + =k[M]t (7)
which for [S + ]/ [P +] < < 1 can be approximated by:

lS+](/[P+]( = A[M]t (8)
In the pulsed system, reaction will take place not only during the delay
period but also during the time when the ionizing and withdrawing pulses
are being applied. For constant pulse durations and amplitudes the
secondary ions produced during these periods can be represented by a
constant term added to Equations 7 and 8. Assuming further that the
collection efficiencies are the same for both primary and secondary ions,
this loads to following oquations in terms of the measurable ion currents

In ^1 + = &[M]f + C (9)
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^ = k [M] t + C1 (10)Ip+

where C and C1 are constants reflecting the reaction occurring during the
ionizing and withdrawal pulses, and t represents the delay time between
the ionizing and withdrawal pulses. Figure 5 shows the experimental
results for several reactions plotted in the form of Equation 10. In all
cases satisfactory straight lines are found which agree with predictions.
The positive intercepts represent the contributions owing to reactions
during the ionizing and withdrawal pulses plus, in some cases, isotope
contributions at the m/e ratio of the secondary ion. In several cases an

upward curvature is discernible at longer delay times, and this is un¬

doubtedly caused by mass discrimination effects.

04 08 1-2. 1-6 20 2-4

DELAY TIME ((j sec.)

Figure 5. Typical Is +//p + vs. delay time plots

In several systems studied the secondary ion is formed by more than
one ion-molecule reaction. For example, we have found (43) that the
NH4 + ion is formed in the ammonia system by the concurrent reactions:

NH3+ + NH3 -> NH4+ + NH2 (11)

NH.:+ + NH3 NH4+ + NH (12)
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For the two concurrent reactions with low percent reaction the total
secondary ion current /nil* after delay time t can be expressed as the sum
of two independent contributions:

/nh<+ — [&ii/nhs+[NH3] + &12/NH2+[NH3]]£ + D

Rearrangement leads to:

-fN H4+
AU[NH,] + £12[NH3]

[ NnjT_
t + D1

(13)

(14)

Figure 6. hmt +//nhs + vs. delay time. Figures give
+ ratio.

Equation (14) predicts that for constant I^+/I^+ the plots of /nh4+/
/xh3+ vs. delay time should be linear and with slopes proportional to

Figure 6 shows typical plots of Isn,.+/1sn:,+ vs. delay time
t while Figure 7 shows the slopes of such delay time plots as a function of
the ratio /nh2+/7nhs+, this ratio being changed by variation of the elec¬
tron energy. A good straight line results in agreement with predictions.

Using either of the above approaches we have measured the thermal
rate constants for some 40 hydrogen atom and proton transfer reactions.
The results are tabulated in Table II where the thermal rate constants
are compared with the rate constants obtained at 10.5 volt cm. -1 (3.7
e.v. exit energy) either by the usual method of pressure variation or for
concurrent reactions by the ratio-plot technique outlined in previous
publications (14, 17, 36). The ion source temperature during these
measurements was about 310°K. Table II also includes the thermal rate
constants measured by others (12, 13, 33, 39) using similar pulsing tech¬
niques.
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Figure 7. Analysis of delay time plots, Nth

Table II. Proton and H Atom Transfer Ion-Molecule Reactions

Rate Constant X 10w
cc. molecule_1 sec.-1 k (thermal)

10.5 k(10.5
Reaction Thermal volts/cm. volts/cm.) Reference

h2+ + h, — h3 + + h 5.9 13.3 0.44 15
hd+ + hd -> h,d + + d 3.8 8.4 0.45 15
hd+ + hd — hd.+ + h 2.9 6.9 0.42 15
D2+ -f~ D2 —*■ D3 + + D 5.8 15.0 0.38 15
nh2+ + nhj — nh4 + + nh 3.4 5.1 0.67 44
nh,+ + nh, -> nh,+ + nh, 5.2 7.7 0.68 44
oh + + hao — h30 + + o 4.72 5.9, 0.86 43
h2o + + h2o -» h3o + + oh 4.9s 6.04 0.82 43

8.5* 39
od+ + d20 — d30 + + 0 2.2s 2.64 0.85 43
d,0+ + d o -* d30+ + od 3.6o 3.54 1.06 43
n2h3+ + n,h4 n2h5+ + n2h2 1.0s 3.8s 0.27 44
n2h4+ + n..h4 n2h6+ + n2h3 1.3, 5.5, 0.25 44
hs+ + h2s — h3s+ + s 3.6 2.6 1.3s 18
h,s+ + h2s — h3s+ + hs 2.8 2.1 1.3s 18
ch4+ + ch4 -> ch6+ + ch, 6.1s 7.5s 0.81 15

9.6 10.7 0.90 33
11.0 39
11.6 12

ch3d + + ch3d -*■ ch4d + + 4.4, 5.8e 0.76 15
ch>d

ch,d+ + ch3d — ch3d,+ + 1.30 1.7s 0.75 15
ch,

ch,d2+ + ch.d, -* ch3d2+ + 2.7„ 4.1s 0.65 15
chd,

ch.d2+ + ch,d, — ch.d,+ + 2.1s 3.3s 0.65 15
ch,d

chd,+ + chd, — ch,d3+ + 1.6, 2.3„ 0.71 15
cd,

chd.+ + chd3 - chd4+ + 3.3s 4.90 0.69 15
chd.

CD4+ + CD, — CDs + cd, 4.7, 6.3s 0.74 15
cd4+ + co -> cdo+ + cd3 1.9s 5.22 0.38 15
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Table II. Continued

Rate Constant X 10l°
cc. molecule 1 sec. 1 k (thermal)

10.5 k (10.5
Reaction Thermal volts/cm. volts/cm.) Referei

CO+ + D-. CDO+ + D 7.16b 13
CO+ + CD4 CDO+ + CD3 2.67 5.5, 0.48 15
COH3+ + C2H4 — C2H5 + + CoHo 3.58 3.6o 1.0 30
ch3oh+ + ch3oh —

ch3oh0+ + ? 12.2 14.6 0.84 42
CHoOH+ + CHaOH ->

ch3oh0+ + CHoO 9.0 8.35 1.1 42
CD3OH+ + cd3oh

cd3oh,+ + cd3o 4.9, 6. 3„ 0.79 42
cd3oh+ + cd3oh —

cd3ohd + + CD>OH 5.9.j 8.26 0.73 42
CDoOH + + cd3oh —

cd3oh0+ + CD=0 "7.1,3 6. 6S 1.0, 42
CDoOH + + cd3oh —

cd3ohd+ + CDOH <0.3 0.45 42
(CH.,),0+ + (CH3)sO —

(CHj)2OH+ + ch3och0 9.4S 8.24 l.l. 15
CH3OCD3+ + ch3ocd3 —

CH30CD3H+ + CH.OCD3 5 .36 4.76 l.ls 15
CH3ocd3+ + ch3ocd3 —

CH30CD3D + + CH30CDO 4.3,, 4.1, 1.0, 15
CH3CHO+ + ch3cho

ch3choh+ + ? 12.3 11.2 l.lo 1
CHO+ + ch3cho

ch3choh+ + CO 8.3 13.6 0.61 1
CD4+ + ch3cho ->

CH3CHOD+ + CDs 4.7 9.0 0.52 1
CH3CN + + CH3CN ->

CH,CNH+ + CH2CN 18.7 21.5 0.87 15
ch3ci+ + ch3ci ch3cih+ +

CH2C1 7.30 5.1, 1.4, 19
CH,C1+ + ch3ci ch3cih+ +

CHC1 1.97 1.3, 1.4, 19
a Measured value neglecting contribution of reaction OH + + H2O — HsO+ 4- O.
t> Measured value neglecting contribution of reaction D2+ + CO •

As Table II shows, four separate measurements of the thermal rate
constants for the reaction:

CH4+ + CH4 -*■ CH5+ + CH3 (15)

have been made, yielding rate constants between 6.1 X 10 -1° and 11.6
X 10_1° cc. molecule-1 sec.-I This spread is probably a reasonably true
representation of the absolute accuracy of the technique at the present
time. One of the major sources of error is undoubtedly the estimation of
the source concentration of neutral molecules. Relative values obtained
in ono laboratory should bo somewhat more accurate.

For ion-molecule reactions where the interaction can be attributed
to ion inducod dipole forces it has been shown (11) that the rate constant
should be independent of ion energy—i.e., the thermal and 10.5 volt cm.
rate constants should be the same. The third column in Table II shows
that for most of the reactions studied the ratio k (thermal) /k (10.5 volts/
cm.) is in the range 0.7-1.1. Considering the errors involved this is not
significantly different from unity, indicating that most of the reactions
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agroo approximately with the ion induced dipolo model in this energy
range. This appears to include a number of reactions where one might
expect ion-permanent dipole interactions to be significant. A few note¬
worthy cases where the ratio of rate constants is not unity are the EL,
HD, D2, CO- CD.,, and N2H4 systems where k('thermal)/k(lQ.5 volts/cm.)
<0.5 and the II2S and CII3C1 systems where the ratio is greater than 1.3.
Thoso ratios would appear to be significantly different from unity although
the explanation is not apparent at the present time.

In Tablo III wo compare for several reactions tho oxporimontal rato
constants with rate constants calculated on the basic of ion induced dipole
interactions only from the relation (4):

k = 2we(a/fj.)1/2 (16)

whore c is the electronic charge, a is the polari;',ability of tho neutral
species, and fx is the reduced mass of the colliding pair. For the self-
reactions in CH3CN, (CELLO, and CELOH the experimental rate con¬
stants are equal to or greater than the calculated values. This is probably
caused by tho fact that we have neglected ion permanent dipole interac
tions which might be expected to be important for these cases.

Table III. Comparison of Experimental and Theoretical Rate
Constants

Rate Constant X 10w cc. molecule 1 sec. 1
Reactants Thermal 10.5 volts/cm. Theory"

H2 + + H2 5.9 13.3 20.8
D2 + + D2 5.8 15.0 14.5
NH,+ + NH, 5.2 7.7 10.6
NEE + + NEE 3.4 5.1 10.8
EEO + + HoO 4.93 6.O4 12.2
OH+ + H,0 4.72 5.9, 12.4
H,S+ + H2S 2.8 2.1 10.4
HS+ + EES 3.6 2.6 10.5
CH4+ + CH4 6.12 7.58 13.4
CD4+ + CD, 4.7, 6.35 11.9
CD4+ + CO 1.96 5.22 9.5
CO+ + CD4 2.6, 5.57 11.0
CHsOH+ + CEEOH 12.2 14.6 10.6
CH-OH+ + CEEOH 9.0 8.35 10.7
CH3CN+ + CH,CN 18.7 21.5 11.0
(CH3)sO+ (CH3)sO 9.4, 8.2,, 11.2
CH3CI+ + CH3C1 7. 3o 5.I7 10.1

a Calculated on basis of ion-induced dipole interactions only.

For the remaining systems ion permanent dipolo interactions should
be negligible. In these systems the experimental rate constants are

considerably lower than the calculated values, and this undoubtedly
reflects the fact that other reaction channels are available to the collision

complex. It might bo noted that many of the reactions are of the type:

XH+ + XH -»• XEL+ + X (17)

where the alternative charge exchange reaction is a roconanco process;
indeed, Hcnglein and Muceini (21) have observed charge transfer in addi
tion to Reaction 17 for many of the systems included in Table III.
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Since it thus appoaro that reactions other than the atom transfer
process arc occurring, one must consider the possibility that the low
^(thermal)/k(10.5 volts/cm.) ratios may result from a variation of the
relative importance of the atom transfer reaction channel with ion energy.
Similarly, in some of the cases where & (thermal) = &(10.5 volts/cm.)
the relative importance of the atom transfer process may also change with
ion energy. Thus the value of & (thermal) /k (10.5 volts/cm.) does not
necessarily provide conclusive evidence for the interaction potential
between the ion and the neutral molecules.

Condensation Ion-Molecule Reactions

Condensation reactions arc somewhat more difficult to study by the
pulsing technique since the secondary ion usually has a considerably
higher mass than the primary ion. However, by restricting the total
reaction time to 1 ^sec. or less, we have found it possible to study this
type of reaction under thermal conditions. Preliminary results are pre¬
sented in Table IV. Many of the product ions in these systems can be
formod in more than one reaction, and the details of reaction idontifica
tion will be presented elsewhere.

Table IV. Ion-Molecule Reactions in Hydrocarbons
Rate Constant X 1010
cc. molecule'—1 sec._1 k {thermal)

10.5 k (10.5
Reaction Thermal volts/cm. volts/cm.) Reference

chu + ch4 — c»h5+ +
h2 8.6 6.0 1.4„ 34

cdJ+ + cd4 — c2d5+ + do 6.1 4.6 1.3s 34
c,ho+ + ch„ c3h5+ + h I.64 0.91c 1.79 30
CoH2 + + C2H2 -* C4H3 + + H 5.2c 5.0o 1.05 30
CoH2+ + CoH, — C4H,+ +

h2 2.2c I.87 1.20 30
C3H,+ + C3H4 (allene)

c4h3+ + c2h3 5. 4S 3.2c 1.70 30
C3H4+ + C3H4 (allene) -*■

CcH,+ + H 3.7a 1.4s 2.52 30
C3H4+ + C3H4 (propyne) -»•

c3h5+ + c3h3 2.0 2.2 0.91 30
c3d4+ + c3d4 (propyne) -»

c6d7+ + d 4.73 3.2c 1.44 30

For most of the reactions investigated the ratio k (thermal)/&(10.5
volts/cm.) is considerably above unity. One exception listed in Table IV
is the reaction:

C3H4+ + C3H4 — C3H5+ + C,H, (18)

whore the ratio is 0.91 i.e./ in the same range as found for the simple
hydrogen transfer reactions (Table II). Using mixtures of C3H4 and
CjD, wo have found no ovidence for isotopic mixing in tho product ion,
thus indicating that an intimate collision complex is not formed. By
contrast, reactions of C3H4 + + C3H4 producing C5 and C6 ions occur with
essentially complete scrambling of the hydrogen atomG.
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The results in Table IV suggest that the condensation reactions
cannot be described adequately by the ion-induced dipole model. In
this regard the results agree with conventional studies which have fre¬
quently found a higher power inverse dependence of the cross-section on
the field strength E for condensation reactions than for hydrogen transfer
reactions.

Conclusions

The pulsed source method, despite several limitations, appears to be a

very useful technique for studying ion-molecule reactions at thermal
energies. Although the studies to have date been limited primarily to
simple hydrogen transfer reactions, the technique should also prove
useful for studying charge transfer and hydride ion transfer reactions at
thermal energies.

In conclusion we would note the modified pulsing technique recently
developed by Futrell and colleagues (32, 33) for studying ion-molecule
reactions at low ion energies. This approach, which is an outgrowth of
the pulsing techniques described here, represents a potentially powerful
tool for studying ion-molecule reactions not only at thermal energies but
also over a range of ion energies not easily accessible by conventional
techniques.
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(1) Introduction

The formation of negative ions in the gas phase has been

anov>n since the earl,, days of mass spectrometry when a number

of ions such as H~, Q~ and ©2" were identified by J.J. Thomson
with his mass spectrograph! It might therefore be anticipated

that the research carried out on negative ions would be com¬

parable with the extensive investigations made of positive ions

and that ior both ions the principal features determining their

formation and reactivity would be well understood. This is

clearly not the case, ior example, in a bibliography on mass

spectrometry covering the period January 1961 to December 19b2,

out oi a total oi nearly nine hundred papers fewer than twenty

were concerned with negative ions.

In general it is toe physicist who has been interested in

tne lormation oi negative ions, studying such processes as the

attachment oi low energy electrons to atoms and molecules or

the detachment oi electrons irom negative ions. In this res-
3

pect much attention has been paid to the oxygen molecule, partly

because oi the signiiicance of ouch processes in the ionosphere.

The chemist has meanwhile been operating in the ver,, profitable

area oi positive ions with ion-molecule reaction, appearance

potentials, rearrangements and metastable ion studies receiving

great attention. At least part ol the reason for this relative

lack of interest of the chemist in negative ions is in the
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experiinentui difiiculties associated with the formation and

detection of these ions since the„ are formed much leas
4

abundantly than are positive ions. In methane, tor example,

the most abundant positive and negative ions axe CH^+ and C~,
and when the ionising electrons have an energy of 90eV the

ratio of the ion intensities, CH^/CT, is about 10^. Also
negative ions are frequently formed with excess kinetic energy,

a fact which reduces their collection efficiency in the mass

spectrometer.

Nevertheless it is clear that the study of negative ions

will become of increasing interest nd value to the chemist for
s

already their observation in fia.no_ iaa suggested that they may

play an important part in combustion processes. And in the

onemical analysis of organic compounds the use of negative ion

mass spectra often offers [vantages over that of positive ion
o/ten

spectra for the former frequently simpler and more easily

interpreted. This is partly because correlation of the mass

spectrum with molecular structure is frequently made difficult

in positive ion studies by rearrangement reactions v»hich produce

ions complicating the overall mass spectrum. In the negative

ion mass spectrum there is little indication that, in the

initial ionization process, hydrogen migration occurs signific¬

antly and consequently the possibilities offered by negative

ion studies for linking mass spectra and structure are considerable.
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The attachment of low energy electrons to some large

organic molecules sucn as CigH-jyOH has received a little atten-
6

tion. It seems clear that, in such cases, the large negative

molecular ion formed does not undergo extensive decomposition

and the method suggests itself as being very useful in the
7

analysis of such molecules. Recently Page and his colleagues

have obtained valuable data regarding the electron affinities

of atoms, free radicals and molecules using the magnetron method.

Another illustration of the value of negative ions is in

the chemical analysis of electronegative compounds and is
s

provided by the work of Melton for a system comprising formic

acid HGOOH and formic^acid D GGOH. Here the negative ion
mass spectra consist of only three components, two of which

(0 and OH ) are common, the third being HG00~ and D000~. Hence

a qualitative analysis of a mixture of these acids can be made

by comparing directly the ion currents due to HGOO" and DC00~.
If the positive ion mass spectrum had been obtained the inten¬

sities of twenty eight positive ions would need to be measured

to analyse the mixture.

(2) Stability of negative ions

In a neutral atom or positive ion the valence electron moves

in an attractive coulombic field modified by the charge distribution

oi the other electrons at small radii. However, in negative ions
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there is an extra electron and the force exerted on this elec¬

tron by the parent neutral is different in character being non-

coulombic and of short range. To illustrate this point, the

approximate calculations on the hydrogen atom, performed by
9

Massey, are reproduced here.

Neglecting polarisation effects, the probability that, the

atomic electron of hydrogen is found at a distance between r
p p

and r + dr from the nucleus is 4 li" r~ dr where (J is the

wave function of the ground state of the hydrogen atom. The

potential energy, vCr^), due to the atomic electron at a point
r-j_ from the nucleus is given by:-

'(r.) 4-TT e*

r oo
r
t//dr -+ ^lridr

'r,

where e is the electronic charge. The first term on the

right hand side arises from the charge within the radius r-j_
and the second term from the remainder outside of r^. The
wave function ^ is given by:-

/ 3 ~*"/Ao
^ = (TT Ao) e*f>

Here ao is written for h /4-ti/u.t where h is Planck's constant
and ytv is the reduced mass of the electron-proton system.

Integration of this expression and inclusion of the term,
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6 /
/y* , which arises from the interaction of the extra electron

with the hydrogen nucleus, results in the total potential energy

at rj_ becoming V(r^) where:-

Vfc) = -® «l> (7T+rJ
This gives a field of force decreasing exponentially with dis¬

tance and not as the inverse square of the distance as does the

coulombic field. Including the efiects of polarisation majfly

alter this force to one falling off as the inverse fifth power

of the distance but this is still decidedly short range.

Now such short-range forces differ from coulombic forces

in their properties and, in particular, they give rise to only

a finite number of stationary energy states. This result, in

conjunction with the Pauli Principle, makes it possible to

understand the behaviour of different atoms to electron attach¬

ment. For example in the hydrogen atom with one electron, no

states are forbidden to the extra electron by the Pauli Principle

and a stable negative ion can be formed if the effective attrac¬

tive field is strong enough. In helium, since the one-quantum

state is already filled, an extra electron can attach only in

a two quantum state. However, since the effective attractive

field is unlikely to be sufficiently strong to give rise to two

stationary states, helium is not expected to form a stable

negative ion.
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It will be roughly true that an atom will form a negative

ion if the addition of an extra electron to the neutral results

in a closed valence shell. Thus negative ions will be formed

by the halogens and also the filling of the ns^ sub-shells of

the alkali metals will result in stable configurations.

Similarly the rare gases and the elements in Group II of the

Periodic Table are not expected to form negative ions.

(3) ..lectron-molecule attachment processes

'When an electron interacts with a molecule, one of several

processes may occur depending on the energy of the electron and

the nature of the molecule. Of these, the .processes which

lead to the formation of negative ions are conventionally

classified as follows:-

i) dissociative resonance capture; for a diatomic molecule

XY the reaction is:-

XY + e * X + Y"

ii) resonance capture:-

XY + e * XY"

iii) ion-pair production:-

XY + e" —* X+ + Y~ + e"~

an elementary and qualitative picture of these mechanisms

can be obtained by considering transitions between the potential



energy carves representing the ground state of the molecule XX

and the molecular ion XX . For a diatomic molecule, in a

stable state, the potential energy must be a minimum at the

equilibrium separation oi the nuclei. When the atoms approach

one another, the potential energy rapidly increases due to the

repulsion of the charged nuclei and when the atoms separate, the

potential energy increases due to the work done against the

eleotronic binding within the molecule, although as the distance

between the atoms increases, this potential energy tends to a

limiting value representing dissociation of the molecule.

In conjunction with these potential energy curves, the

Frunck-Condon Principle is used. This states that in an elec¬

tronic transition, because of the large ratio of nuclear to

electronic mass, the time taken for the transition is negligible

when compared to the nuclear vibration period and hence the

nuclear separation does not change signiiicantly i.e. in the

potential energy diagrams, the transition may be represented

by a vertical "line. In Figure 1, the shaded region is known

as the iranck-Condon region and the moat probable transition

oocurs from the centre of the region requiring an energy S.

Figure 1

XX represents the molecular negative ion which, in this

case, is iormed in an unstable excited state shown by the upper
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repulsive curve. She ion has an energy greater than at

infinite nuclear separation and so breaks up into a radical X

and a negative ion Y~. electron capture occurs in the limited

range of electron energies Ha to Sb and the resulting radical

and negative ion possess kinetic energy totalling between ,

and £& and distributed between them, according to the Principle

of Conservation of Momentum, as:-

where K.iS. represents Kinetic energy and M(X) and M(Y ) are the

masses of X ana Y~ respectively.

The appearance potential (i~) of the negative ion Y~, i.e.

the energy at which the ion first appears in the mass spectrum,

is given by the relation:-

where D(X-Y) is the dissociation energy of XY, 8(Y) the electron

affinity of atom Y and £w is the total kinetic and electronic

excitation energies of the species X and Y .

This is an example of a dissociative resonance capture

process, and in practice usually occurs in the 0-10 e.V. energy

range.

A(Y~) - D(X-Y) +■ £(Y) + IW

Figure 2

In Figure 2, some of the possible states of the ion XY"
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have an ensr^- leas than at infinite nuclear separation.

Dissociation occurs only if the electron energy is greater

than 8, and the Kinetic energy to be shared between the two

species is in the range zero to

If the electron is captured and the resulting transition

has an energy between ab and ,, then a vibrationally excited

negative ion (XI )* is formed. This excited ion may release

the captured electron and return to its neutral state by the

reverse process or it may be stabilised as XX ~ by losing its

excess energy as radiation or in collision with a third body.

The appearance potential A(XX~) of the ion XX is given

by: -

A(XX~) = £(XX) + Iw
where £(XX) is the electron affinity of XX and El is the

excitation energy of XX.

Negative ions formed by this resonance capture process

usually appear at very low energies (~0 e.V.).

The third mechanism of negative ion iormatiou is by ion-

pair production and is illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3

The molecule Xi after suffering electron impact makes

an electronic transition into a state which dissociates to give
«■»

a positive and a negative ion (X and X ) either of which may
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be in the ground state or in an excited state. In this o&se,

the electron is not captured but merely acts as a source of

energy and this mechanism can occur over a wide range of

electron energies. The kinetic energy to be shared lies in

the range to E2 and the abearance potential A(Y~") of the
ion is such that:-

A(T~) = A(x+) * D(X-X) + I(X) ♦ £(T) ♦ £*
wnere I(X) is the ionisation potential of the atom X.

Owing to the participation of the I(X) term, the appearance

potential of this process usually occurs in the 10-15 e.V.

energy range.

So far only diatomic molecules have been considered but

it can be seen that the discussion pi'esented above is applicable,
at least approximately, to poly^atomic molecules in which only

one bond is broken by the electron impact.

It may also be noted at this point that,although in atomic

negative ions the force exerted on the extra electron by the

parent neutral is short range and gives rise to only a finite
number of stationary energy states, and so matces it improbable

that any excited electronic states exist, this is not necessarily

the case for molecules. There may be a number of electronic

excited states for the molecular ion which do not autoionise

rapidly and each of these states has the same assembly of vibra¬

tional and rotational levels found in the neutral molecule.
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(4) Problems associated with electron impact studies

In principle, mass spectrometry offers an ideal wa^ of

studying negative ions since all of the ions formed in a par¬

ticular system may be separated and each ionic species

identified. In addition the species may be examined over a

wide range of energies of the ionising electrons, this point

being of especial importance since, as shown in section 3.

different mechanisms for negative ion formation occur in

different electron energy regions.

(i) The Filament

In mass spectrometric work, a heated tungsten filament is

frequently used to produce electrons. However many of the

compounds which most readily form negative ions, for example

the halogens, carbon tetrachloride, hexailuorobenzene are very

reactive and quickly corrode the heated tungsten filament.

This has a marked and deleterious effect on the lifetime of

the filament and on the energy spread of the emitted electrons.

We have been using a 0.005 inch tungsten filament, the

operating current usually being about 2.8 amps. When we study

negative ion formation in carbon tetrachloride, using a source
£

pressure of about 10"* torr, we find that the average filament

has a lifetime of about eight hours and the time when satis¬

factory emission is obtained is appreciably shorter than this.
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As an indication of the effect on the filament of such substances,

in Figures (4') to (8) we show the formation of the 01 ion in

OCI4. This was measured over a small energy range (0-1.2 e.V.)
and the time interval between the first and last Figure was

about eight hours. Initially, see Figure (4), quite a narrow

peak indicating a process with a sharp energy dependence is

observed at about zero electron energy (the energy scale in the
be. i'n^

diagrams is uncorrected) with a small second peak^formed about
0.44- e.V. higher. It is likely that the first peak is a

result of the dissociative capture process:-

CC14 + e * Cl~ + C013
and that the second peak is due to the decomposition of an

excited state of the CCl4~ ion. The width of the first peak
at half peak height is about 0.14 e.V. which is a reflection of

the energy spread of the electrons emitted from a new filament,

iguite Huickly however (Figures 5 to 8) the emission from the

filament is affected by the presence of carbon tetrachloride,

the decrease in height and the broadening of the dissociative

capture peak indicating that the energy spread of the electrons

has increased. In addition, the second peak increases in size,

and as the time in which the carbon tetrachloride is in the

presence of the filament increases, so the effects become more

marked and the filament becomes unusable. At higher ion-source

px^essures these degenerative effects become asase apparent more
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quickly.

The electron energy 3cale in Figures (4) to (8) has not

been calibrated, however it is likely that the maximum oi the

first Cl~ peak in Figure (4) occurs near to zero electron volts.

Ii this is so then the onset of the second peak occurs at

0.29 e.V. and reaches a maximum value at 0.44 e.V. This

separation of 0.44 e.V. between the Gl~ peaks may be compared
10

with values of 0.6 e.V. obtained by Buchel'nikova, 0.7 e.V. by
" 12,

Fox and Curran and 1.0 e.V. obtained by Hickam and Berg.
U,l+, IS

Several investigators have observed a single broad band rather

than two peaks - this possibly reflects the energy spread of

their ionising electrons and the condition of the filament

when the measurements were made.

The ratio of the heights of the first and second Cl~ peaks
it

is about 7.5. Fox and Curran reported a ratio of 9.6. Other
•o

values observed have been 1.0 b,> Buchel'nikova, and 0.9 by
ife IZ

Marriott, Thcrburn and Craggs. Hicham and Berg obtained a

value oi 2.0 at room temperature and found that the ratio varied

considerably with the temperature of the ion source.

Figures 4 to 8

The use of rhenium or thoriated iridium filaments might

lead to an improvement in filament lifetime, since the latter

particularly has been used in connection with studies of the
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ionisation of halogenated compounds. However the work of
II

Fox oxi oarbun tetrachloride has indicated that neither of these

materials show any considerable improvement over tungsten.

However, because oi the lower operating temperature required

for emission, the use of thoriated iridium does offer the

advantage of producing electrons of a narrower energy spread.

(ii) Regulation of the ionising-electron beam current

When examining ionisation processes, as well as having

accurate knowledge and control of the ionising electrons (3ee

section 4 (iii)), it is necessary that a constant number of

electrons be maintained in the beam or corrections be made for

any variations. The number of electrons in the beam is indi¬

cated by the electron trap current. In Figure 9 we show the

variation in trap current with electron energy obtained using

the Bendix Model 3015 Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer. It is

clear that there is no range of energy over which the trap

current is constant. This may be due to focussing problems

in the ionising region.

Figure 9

It is necessary therefore either to have some method for

regulating the trap current or knowledge of the variation of the

ion current with the trap current. In the 3015 Model, trap

current regulation may be achieved either automatically, through
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a feedback control which alters the filament temperature, or

manually by altering the potential of the control grid in the

electron gun. In both the positive and negative ionisation

modes, when the instrument is operated at electron energies of

greater than about seven or eight electron volts, the trap

current is large enough to be controlled automatically. Below

these energies, the trap current is too small to be seen on the

microammeter of the instrument and this precludes automatic

control. When working at low electron energies, we replace the

microammeter by a Vibron electrometer Model 33 and emission

control is exercised manually or alternatively the trap current

is allowed to vary freely.

Experimentally, it is much more convenient to have the trap

current controlled automatically where possible. Both methods

of control (automatic and manual) have the disadvantage of

altering the energy distribution of the ionising electrons but

of the two methods, automatic control, which alters the filament

temperature, seems to give the more consistent results which

suggests that it has the lesser effect on the electron energy

distribution.

At low electron energies, where automatic control is not

possible, the choice is between manual control and free variation

of the trap current followed by the appropriate correction of the

measured ion current. In the formation of negative io>is, the
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shape and width of the capture peaks which are observed at low

electron energies are often almost entirely determined by the

energy distribution of the ionising electrons. Changing the

energy distribution by manually altering the potential on the

control grid can therefore lead to spurious results being

obtained.

free variation of the trap current followed by correction

of the measured ion current is another alternative. In

figure 10 we show a typical plot of ion current as a function

of trap current at three different electron energies. This

particular plot was made using a negative ion in the mass

spectrum of methanol. The energies shown are high (50 e.V.

and higher) but the behaviour is substantially the same as that

observed at low energies.

Figure 10

At each electron energy, the ion current is a linear

function of the trap current although in all cases a fall-off

from linearity is observed at higher trap currents. The posi¬

tion of the fall-off region is somewhat dependent upon the

electron energy. However if care is taken to ensure that

measurements of the ion current are made in the linear region

of the plot, correction for the variation in trap current can

easily be carried out.

This method has the disadvantage, however, of increasing
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the uncertainty associated with each experimental arrrfe-. point

in the ionisation efficiency curve since it involves measure¬

ment of' two variables i.e. electron current and ion current.

It also increases the labour involved in handling any data.

Furthermore, we find, especially at low electron energies

( <7-8 e.V.), that the trap current tends to increase with time

by as much as 100fe in the period usually allowed for measuring

the ion current at a particular electron energy i.e. about two

minutes.

(iff) hnergy spread of the electron beam.

If useful appearance potential data dise. to be obtained by

the method of electron impact and any fine structure 1m to be

seen in ionisation efficiency curves, it is necessary that the

energy of the ionising electron beam be homogeneous. Any width

in the energy distribution of the beam may cause the point of

appearance of an ion to be uncertain and fine structure to

remain unresolved. In mass spectrometer studies, the source

of the ionising electrons generally is a heated filament and

the emitted electrons consequently have appreciable thermal

energies with a spread of 1-2 e.V. Clearly, some method is

required to select a narrow band of the energy distribution

before impact.

Of the various attempts to achieve this, one of the most

successful is that devised by Clarke. His 127° electrostatic
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velocity selector has produced electron beams of only 0.2 e.V.

energy width and this has resolved fine structure in the

ionisation efficiency curve of the ion N2+ from N2. Improve-
18,19

ments have been made by Marmet and Kerwin reducing the energy

spread to 0.04 e.V. and increasing the beam intensity, a factor

which also is of great practical importance.

Perhaps the most widely applied method is that due to Fox
2°

et al. called the retarding potential difference method (B.P.D.).

In the Fox modification of the conventional electron gun, an

extra electrode or grid is introduced between the filament and

the ionising chamber (Figure II).

Figure 11

The Fox, or retarding electrode, 3, is biased slightly

negative with respect to the filament by an amount Vr. This

removes from the beam the component of energy less than Vr and

results in a sharp low energy cut-off in the beam. By in¬

creasing the negative potential of this electrode by a small

amount, AVr, a further energy slice la removed. The resulting

change in ion current, Ai, which occurs when AVr is applied,

is then due to a band of electrons homogeneous to within /\Vr.

The accelerating potential applied to the beam, V, is the

potential difference between electrode 3 at its most negative

i.e. where AVr is applied,and the ionisation chamber.
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Repeating the process at different values of Y allows an

ionisation efficiency curve to be constructed by plotting /\ i

as a function of Y.

Blectrode3 2 and 4 can also be included (called the five-

electrode method) and held at a potential close to that of the

retarding electrode. These create an equipotential region

around electrode 3 and provide a sharper energy cut-off.

The system is also pulsed; electrode 1 being biased

positive with respect to the filament in the first part of the

operation cycle allowing electrons to pa3s into the ionisation

chamber. At the same time, the ion draw-out voltages are off.

Any broadening of the electron energy distribution due to the

presence of an unknown electric field in the ionisation chamber

is thus reduced. In the second part of the cycle, electrode 1

is biased negative with respect to the filament, cutting off the

electron beam, and the ion draw-out voltages are switched on.
i\

Melton and Hamill have given details of the modifications

required in converting the Bendix Model 12-107 source for use

in the H.P.D. mode. Using this source they have observed fine

structure in the ionisation efficiency curves of some positive

ions including , CpH^+, ^rom ethane and Kr+ and A .
-f 4"

They have also examined Xe , CB4 , CD4 and parent and parent-
minus-one-hydrogen ions from G2H5, C3H8 and C4H]_q.

Some of the negative ions which have been studied by the
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retarding potential difference method are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 near here

The Bendix .Model 3015 Time of Flight Llasa Spectrometer,

which was used in the experimental work described in this review,

is equipped with a Fox-type source consisting of five electrodes.

This enables the three-electrode or five-electrode method to be

used. The five-electrode method has been tried in conjunction

with SF^ in order to examine the resulting spread in the energy

of the ionising electrons. SF^ forms a negative ion, SFg",
with great facility at low energies by a resonance capture

process, and it is generally accepted that this occurs over a

ver^ narrow energy range compared with usual electron energy

distributions. The measured width of the capture peak is then

almost entirely due to the energy distribution being used, the

measured shape of the capture peak being the electron distribu¬

tion reversed on the energy scale since clearly the higher

energy electrons in the distribution reach the critical energy

for capture before those of a lower energy.

Figure 12

Figure 12 shows a measured capture peak obtained by biasing

electrode 3 by -0.2 volts with respect to the filament,electrodes
2 and 4 by -0.2 volts and chopping electrode 3 a further -0.2
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volts. 'Negative' voltages were obtained by introducing a

three volt dry cell into the electron energy circuit. The

figure shows a smooth energy distribution with a width of about

0,3 e.V. at half peak height. However, the shape of the dis¬

tribution is not ideal for experimental use since it contains a

considerable high energy tail shown by the long low-energy onset

of the capture peak. V.ith the present instrument, this tail has

not yet been successfully eliminated.

One of practical difficulties of the R.P.D. method is that

it involves measuring the difference between two ion currents,

this difference depending on the size of the chop voltage, AVr»

applied to the retarding grid. The smaller tne chop voltage,

the more homogeneous the 'slice' of electrons selected but in

order to obtain a measurable Ai, especially with low intensity-

negative ions, it has been found that a chop voltage of ~ -0.2

volts is close to the smallest value that is practicable.
4s

The R.P.D. method has been criticised by Marinet from

arguements based on tne experimental work of Hartwig and Ulmer.

Marmet has pointed out that once past the retarding electrode,

the sharp energy cut-off is not maintained but the beam relaxes

back to a symmetrical distribution. From this he has shown

that, from the R.P.D. method, 'ionisation efficiency curves'

in fact be compounded of the true ionisation efficiency

pattern plus some unknown fraction of its derivative. However
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tne tact that in several cases, breaks found in positive ion

ionisation efficiency curves coincide with known excited

electronic levels of the ion cannot be disregarded.

What does seem likely is that the electron beam does not

maintain its sharp energy cut-off caused by the retarding

electrode but that a x-elaxation process results in a new dis¬

tribution. Consequently the difference in ion currents

measured by R.P.D. is not due to an almost monoenergetic

electron slice but to the difference between two slightly

displaced energy distributions of unequal intensity.
47

This idea is supported by the recent work o± Winters et al.

who have produced a third method, called the energy distribution

difference (E.D.D.) method, of removing the effect of a broad

energy spread. They have treated the problem in the following

way:- if the electron energy distribution normally produced is

Maxwellian or at least contains an exponentially decreasing

high-energy tail, the effective width of this distribution may

be reduced, by subtracting from it, a fixed fraction of the

distx'ibution at a slightly higher accelerating energy. Thus

if the electrons possess a distribution of kinetic energy, U,

such thut the probability Ox finding an electron in t'nc range

U to U + dU in unit time is f(C) and the.y are accelerated

by a potential V, then the total electron energy , £ , is given

by:-
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E = U + V

and f(U) = £(E - V).

At a slightly higher accelerating potential V*, the distri¬

bution is described by f(E - V'). Multiplying the second

distribution by some factor, b, and subtracting tnis from

the first distribution gives a new, narrower distribution

Af(E - V) such that

A f(E - V) » f(E - V) - bf(E - V').
The constant, b, is chosen to eliminate most of the high

energy tail and to make the new distribution as narrow as pos¬

sible. for example, with a filament temperature of 1730°K,
the resultant Kaxwellion distribution has a width at half-height

of about 0.5 e.V. By using V* - V = 0.1 e.Y. and b = 0.&3>

the v»idth at half-height of the difference distribution is only

0.14 e.V.

electron
The ion current, i(V), is measured at small seeslsri ting

energy increments of AV and tne ionisation efficiency curve

constructed by plotting [i(V) - bi(V +AV)] as a function of V.

This method has resolved fine structure in the ionisation
+ + + + +

efficiency curves of the ions A , Xr , Xe , Ng and O2 • It
has not been applied to any negative ion studies to date.

4-8

finally, analytical methods have been used to remove the

effect of the electron energy distribution from ionisation

efficiency data. These techniques involve smoothing of
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experimental data and deconvolution using iterative processes

or Fourier methods. However, this requires some knowledge

of' the form of the electron distribution and this knowledge

is not always readily available.

(5F) Negative ion lifetimes

As we have already seen, certain molecules form parent

negative ion3 at low energies by a resonance capture process.

Such ions may, in the absence of radiative or collision

stabilisation, re-emit the captured electron and return to the

neutral state. However, if the average time between capture

and such autodetachnient is large enough, i.e. about lOyw-sec.,
the charged species may be observable mass spectrometrically.

+9 -

^delson et al. have shown that the ion SFC from SF, ,
o o

formed at low electron energ.iea, exhibits such behaviour and

that the single SIV~ ion peak normally observed in the negative

ion mass spectrum consists of two components, one being the ion

itself and the other being the neutral SFg formed as a result•* o

of autodetachment. Using a time-of-flight mass spectrometer,

they have separated the two species by applying a retarding

potential to the ion beam just before it reaches the ion

detector. This has the effect of slowing down the ions,

causing them to appear at a higher mass number while the

neutrals are unaffected and appear at the same mass number as

before.
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By measuring the intensities oi the ion, N, and of the

ion plus neutral, No, and b„ assuming an exponential decay

law, they have calculated an autodetachment life-time £.

Here, ^ is given by the relation:-

N = No exj^/Z
where t is the drift time oi the beam before separation of

the ions and neutrals. In their experiments t was about

18.5 jUsec. for GFb production from SFg, Z> was found to be
about 10 jxsec.

This is a long time when compared with the vibration

period of the molecule and it has been suggested that the ion

is formed in an excited state in such a way that the energy

is distributed over the many internal degrees of freedom of

the ion. The lifetime, T>, is then a measure of the time taken

for this energy to be concentrated in a particular mode leading

to autodetachment.
49 So

Following „.delson et al. , Compton et al. , have re-examined

the lifetime oi the parent negative ion from SFg and have
extended the measurements to the parent ions G^H^N02~and
(GHjGOjg"- h modified Bendix Model 14-206 Mass Spectrometer
(see Figure 13) was used to separate the ions and neutrals by

applying a •flat-topped' retarding potential by means of the

time-of-flight adjust control at about 170 cm. from the ion

source. Single pulse counting techniques, ensured equal
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detector sensitivity to both the negative ions and the neutrals

and at the same time allowed low flight - tube pressures

(~10 7 torr) to be used, thus minimising detachment and charge

transfer as a result of intermolecular collisions. electron

detachment due to collision with grids in the flight path and

spontaneous or collision-induced dissociations of the parent

ion were found to be negligiole.

Figure 13

The results obtained for six different ion energies from

2000 to 4000 e.V. are given in Table 2.

Table 2

Approximate mean values for the autodetachment lifetimes

of OFg , and (CHyJO^ are given as 25, 40 and 11.5
So

usee, respectively. The authors speculate that the difference

found in their measured lifetime of SF<-~ and that of Edelson
o

4-9

et al. may be due to different focussing properties or source

conditions in the two cases.

Clearly time-of-flight mass spectrometry offers a very

powerful method ior tne determination of the lifetimes of short¬

lived species and it is likely that this will prove a fruitful

line of investigation.
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(6 ) Negative ion-molecule reactions

The existence of negative ion-molecule reactions, i.e.

the chemical reactions of negative ions in "binary collisions

with neutral species, aas been known for some time but, in

keeping with the v,hole field of negative ion studies, the

amount of research devoted to the subject has been much more

limited than the corresponding interest in positive ion-molecule
51

reactions,
52

In a review in 1963, Melton reported that only about

tnirty such reactions had been examined and few have been added

to the list since then. Reactions not included by Melton or

studied since that review are presented in Table 3.

Table 3 near here

Experimentally the secondary product ions of such reac¬

tions ma,/ be identified by their pressure-dependence, since

their intensity will depend upon the second power of the ion

source pressure, whereas the primary ion is linearly dependent

upon the source pressure.

Positive ion-molecule reactions are known to pla,, an

important part in the radiation chemistry of many systems.

The possible importance of negative ion-molecule reactions in

such systems is not ^et known although they might be expected

to be significant, particularly for those systems containing

atoms or molecules of high electron affiiAity.
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7
(sM) Negative ions produced by slow secondary electrons

Recently a new type of secondary negative ion has been

found whose immediate precursor is not a primary negative ion

but a slow secondary electron produced as the result of the
57

collision of a fast electron with a neutral atom or molecule.

The intensities of such secondary negative ions show a squared

dependence upon the total gas pressure in the ion source but

the ioni3ation efficiency curves of the secondary negative

ion cannot be related to the curves for any primary ions in

the system. Two molecules which have high electron capture

cross-sections at low energies over a narrow energy band are

SF^ and CH^I which form negative ions by the following processes:-

3F6 + e »SF6~
3Fd + e >SF5" + F
CH^I + e + OH 3

and these molecules have been used to demonstrate this effect.

Figures 14 and 15 show the ion currents for SF^ from SF^
and I from CH-jI when these gases are ionised in a mass spectro¬
meter in the presence of sulphur dioxide - the dotted line

S7

indicating the ion current observed for the pure gases and full

line that in the gas mixture. It can be seen that certain

Figures 14 and 15

peaks appear when the mixtures eire ionised which do not appear
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in the pure gases. These peaks are due to secondary ion

formation and the process can be explained as follows:- an

electron of initial kinetic energy .1 interacts with a sulphur

dioxide molecule, excites this molecule and emerges from the

collision with u. reduced kinetic energy a*. If this kinetic
correct

energy, E'f is in the pr.jp.sr range, the electron may be

captured by the GF^ or CH^I molecule to form a negative ion.
In SF^/G02 S&s mixtures the process is: -

G02 + ^ d02* + e#'
e S' + GF^ > GF^

and in CH.l/GOg
GO2 + e j >• sOg* + s&

•E* + CH3I —> I~ + GH3
where tie asterisk indicates an excited molecule.

Gases which show tnis efiect e.g. GFg and OH^I have been
called 'indicator' gases and besides showing the occurrence of

molecular excitation in the second component gas, they can also

be used to demonstrate excitation of any positive ions produced

and second or subsequent ionisation levels.
4-+

It has also been suggested by Pignataro/ et al, that since

the capture peaks from certain metal carbonyla show a sharp

energy dependence at energies higher than those for SFg and

OH^I, these carbonyls may be used as indicator gases for
secondary electrons of higher kinetic energy.
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Application of the Quasi-Equilibrium theory of mass

spectra to negative ions.

The need for a theoretical explanation of the general

features observed in mass spectra e.g. the occurrence of

fragment ions formed from parent ions by bond dissociation

and rearrangement, multiple charged ions, metastable ions,

the shapes of ionisation efficiency curves of both parent and

fragment ions and temperature and isotope effects has resulted

in the formulation of the Quasi-Sqttilibrium Theory of mass

spectra. This theory has been widely applied to positive

ion studies (see for example Kef.S8 ) and has proved to be of

some value in the qualitative understanding of these phenomena

but has only recently been applied to negative ion mass spectra.
59, bO

In the original formulation of the Quasi-Equilibrium Theory,

two principal assumptions were made, namely that mass spectra

are the result of series of competing, consecutive unimolecular

decomposition reactions of excited parent ions and that the

rates of each of these reactions can be calculated using

aosolute reaction rate theory. Absolute reaction rate theory

is based on the assumption that reaction rate depends on the

concentration and nature of an activated complex in equilibrium

with the reactant species. Prom these assumptions it can be

shown that the general expression for the average reaction rate



t p*<a/p(£>£=o J

where E is the total internal energy of the system, E'
encg^ "

the activation^of the reaction and is Planck's constant.
The function p(E) represents the density of energy states
of the reactant ion and p*(£) the density of states for the
activated complex obtained by including all internal degrees

of freedom except translation along the reaction co-ordinate.

Because of the lack of experimental knowledge of these density

of energy states functions, physical models have been used

representing the internal degrees of freedom of the ion as

a set of harmonic oscillations or as a set of harmonic oscil¬

lations plus a set of internal rotors.

The first application of this theory to negative ion
61

mass spectra has been made by '.-.inters and Xiser using the

negative ions produced by the electron bombardment of nickel

tetracarbonyl, iron pentacarbony1 and the hexacarbonyIs of
g

cnromium, molybdenum and taxijsten. Using a dendix Model 12-100
Time-of-flight Mass Spectrometer, they have measured the

relative abundances of the negative ions produced as a result

of ion-pair processes at 70 e.V. and the energy of the
dissociative capture maxima for each ion. The Model 12-100
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has no electrical output and spectra and capture maxima were

examined by photographing the oscilloscope display. Relative

abundancies of the negative ions found at 70 e.V. are given

in Table 4. No parent negative ions were found or any ions

Table 4 near here

formed by rupture of the CO bond.

The energy of the dissociative capture maxima are given

in Table 5.

Table 5 near here

It can be seen that as each CO group is removed there is

a stepwise increase in the energy of the capture maximum.

The occurrence of similar negative ions in the mass spectrum

at 70 e.V. and in the dissociative capture energy range sug¬

gests that the decomposition scheme of the negative ions at

70 e.V. involves successive removal of CO groups. Winters
il

and Kiser have proposed the following decomposition mechanism:-

M(C0)x + e —» MCCO)"^* C0+ + e
I

M(C°)X 2+ CO
I

M(C0) ,+ CO
Az
I

M" + CO
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i.e. the formation of a 'pseudo-parent' M(CO)~ , since noX ■* -L

parent negative ions were observed, and che subsequent

elimination of GO groups by consecutive unimolecular reactions.

On the basis of this reaction mechanism, they have applied

the quasi-Equilibrium Theory to predict the negative ion mass

spectra expected as a result of ionisation by electrons of

70 e.V. energy. The rate expression used was that of Vestal
<oZ

et al. and activation energies for each reaction were taken

as the energy difference between the dissociative capture

maxima.

Table 6 near here

The results obtained by using the Theory are shown in

Table 6.

Comparison of Table 4 and Table 6 shows the theoretically

predicted relative abundances of the various negative ions

agree very well with those found experimentally with the

exception of the ions from nickel tetracarbony1. This indi¬

cates that the decomposition mechanism used in the calculations

is a reasonable one. To date, no further applications of the

Quasi-Equilibrium Theory to negative ion mass spectra has been

made so that it is not yet possible to judge how successful

it will be in dealing with such phenomena in other cases.
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(9) Negative ion mass spectra

The relative proportions of the different ions produced

when a molecule is bombarded with ionising electrons is usually

referred to as the mass spectrum of the molecule. When the

energy of the electrons is greater than about 30-40 e.V. the

relative abundances of the ions produced are generally inde¬

pendent of the energy and the positive ion ma3S spectra of

many compounds have been obtained under such conditions.

Negative ions cannot be similarly tabulated because of the

different modes of formation of these ions. (At energies of

~ ( 2 e.V. they are formed primarily by electron capture, at
~ 2-10 e.V. by dissociative resonance capture and at ~ TO e.V.

by ion pair formation). Consequently the ions observed and

their relative abundances are markedly dependent upon the

electron energy. In addition at high source pressures all

three modes of formation may take place concurrently due to

secondary processes and ion abundances may exhibit different

pressure dependences. However at 70 e.V. and source pressures
-5

of about 10 n,m5 Hg the predominant mode of formation is by

ion-pair formation and in the following discussion (except where

stated) we shall consider negative ions formed in a variety of

halogenated compound under these source conditions using a

Bendix TOFMS, model 3015. Previous models of the Bendix TOFMS

e.g. 12-107 and 14-107 also enable rapid switching from the
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positive to the negative ionisation mode but on such instruments

the analog output system handles positive ions only, negative

ions having to be studied on the osoilloscoxje output. On the

3015 model recording of negative ions by means of the analog

output system is made possible by floating the electron multiplier

detector and the analog electrometers, the ion source being

operated at ground potential. Spectra were recorded using a

1 mV Kent potentiometric recorder. The same source pressure

has been used for all compounds in order to reduce the dif¬

ferences in ionic species and their relative abundances due to

possible ion-molecule reactions.

We have made no attempt to measure the appearance potentials

of the ions observed or to evaluate the different possible

processes leading to the formation of particular ions. The aim

of this investigation was to study a variety of organic compounds

in order to observe the general features or characteristics which

determine the patterns of negative ion formation.

We have suggested, for each compound studied, on the basis

of their positive and negative ion mass spectra, possible

reactions involving ion-pair formation to account for the

particular ions observed. These reactions are not exhaustive

and in many cases are inadequate to explain ion formation.

In addition the reaction energetics cannot be evaluated. Also

since the end product is often a free electron, the energy of
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which may vary considerably, some of the slower secondary

electrons ma^ well experience a capture process leading to

the formation of other ions. We have worked at relatively

low source pressures in order to minimise the contributions

of such secondary reactions.

In the Tables we have expressed intensities of the negative

ions observed relative to the abundance of the most extensively

formed ion (usually CI or J1 ), and in the Figures we have

plotted the logarithm of the relative ion currents versus the

mass number of the ion. For ions with a relative ion intensity
Unity

of ninety we have indicated a small positive value (instead

of zero) on the diagrams so that all contributing ions may be

seen.

Hexafluoroethane, C2F6

In Figure (16) and tabulated below we show the relative

abundances of the negative ions found in mass spectrum of

hexaf luoroethane. Formation of the F~ and OF3"" ions have
15 —

been reported previously. It is rather surprising that the

C2F5 ion should be entirely absent from the mass spectrum since,
in view of its stable electronic structure, it might have been

expected to have been formed extensively. In the positive

ion mass spectrum C^F^* is a fairly abundant ion, being formed
to about 4I5S of the extent of the major ion, CF^*, There is
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no evidence in the negative ion spectrum for ions of the type

g2f3~ or for any fragment ion containing two carbon atoms

except for a small C2F~ ion. This is in sharp distinction
4,63

with data reported for ethane where the C2"" and C2H~ ions are

the principal carbon-containing ions.

C2F6 F~ CF~ F2~ C2F" CF2~ GF3"

Relative Ion
Currents 1000 16 5 2 1 12

It i3 to be expected on the basis of their electronic

structure that the F"~ and GF3~ ions will be formed extensively.
In ethane although the H~ ion is abundant the CH3"" ion is not

observed, however the CF3 radical almost certainly will have a
much larger electron affinity than does the methyl radical.

Possible ion-pair formation processes which correlate the

ions observed in both the positive and negative mass spectra

are:

G2Fg + e —> F~ + G2F5++ e

—»CF~ + (GF2 + 3F) + e

>CF~ + (CF3 + 2F)+ + e

—4 F2~ + CF2+ + CF2 + e

—» F2 ■+• G2F4 + e

—> G2F~ + F+ + 4F + e

> GF2" + (GF3 + F)* + e
> CF2~ + (CF2 + 2F)+ + e

—» GF3~ + GF3+ + e
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We have bracketed certain species in some of the

equations to indicate that either of the species may carry

the positive charge.

The small extent of formation of the CF?" ion is initially

rather unexpected but less so when it is remembered that in the

positive ion spectrum of GF4 the isoelectronic species CF^+
is virtually absent. In GF4 the ionic species and order of
formation are CFj+ > GFo+ > 0F+, comparable species in hexa-
fluoroethane are GF and G , the former is found quite abund¬

antly but we have no evidence for the formation of C~. It

appears that negative ionic species leading to an odd number

of outer electrons are formed to only very minor extents.

Figure 16 near here

Fluoroform, GF3H

Our data for fluoroiorm are shown in Figure 17 and in the

table below. Only the formation of the F~ ion has been reported

previously. The most extensively formed ions are F~ and CF3"*
and the mass spectrum shows many similar features to that of

hexafluoroethane, notably the appreciable formation of the CF~

and Fp~ ions with only a low-intensity peak due to OF^T In
addition H~ and CH~" are formed although neither of the ions

are produced as abundantly as the analogous fluorine fragments.

The G ion is also observed unlike in hexafluorethane.
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cf3h h c gh" f~ cf~ f2" cf2~ cf3~

Relative Ion 2 2 1 1000 6 10 1 85
Currents

In the positive ion mass spectrum of fluoroform the most

abundant ions are CF3+ and CF2H+, the latter being about 90$
of the former. In the negative ion mass spectrum no fragments

containing hydrogen and fluorine are observed although an ion

such as GF2H~ would have a stable electronic structure and, by
analogy with CF3~, might have been expected to have been formed
extensively.

Possible reactions leading the observed ions are:

CF3H + e —» H* + cf3+ + e

—> C~ + (HF + 2F)+ + e

) GH~ + F+ + 2F + e

> OF*" + (HF + F)+ + e

> F2~ + CHF+ + e
> CF2" + HF+ + e

> CF3" + H+ + e

Figure 17 near here

Carbon tetrachloride, CCI4

Negative ion formation in carbon tetrachloride has been
10- '5

studied by several workers. The ions we have observed are
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C , CI , GC1 , CI2 , CC3-2 and CCI3" and these are tabulated
G urran "

below. Fox and lunan report that the Cl2~ and CCI3" ions are
about 450 times less abundant than the Cl~ ion, this is in

reasonable agreement with our measurements that Cl~ : 01?~ :

GG1^~ = 500 : 10 : 1. We have observed CG1~ to be an abun¬
dantly formed ion; there appears to be no previous reference

to the formation of this ion in carbon tetrachloride, and the

ion appears to be formed much more extensively than is the CF"
ion from fluorocarbons.

Of particular interest is the extensive formation of both

the G and CCI2 ions, since the results reported above for
Wou Id.

hexafiuoroethane and fluoroform^indicate these, by analogy with

CF2 » to be of minor importance. If appears that, for chlori¬
nated hydrocarbons, the fragment ions are formed more abundantly

and also that ions with odd-electron structures are formed more

readily than in the case of fluorinated compounds. This may

reflect the greater electron affinity of chlorine compared with

fluorine.

CC14 C~ CI" CGI" Cl2~ CC12" CCI3"
Relative Ion 2 1000 22 20 6 2
Currents

In the positive ion spectra of carbon tetrachloride the
"f* *4" 4*

principal ions reported are CI , CC1 , CC12 and CCI3 . No
molecular ion is observed.
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CC14 + e —> Cl~ + CC13+ + e
—> CC1" + (3C1)+ + e

—> 012""+ cci2++ e

—>GG12~+ (2C1)+ + e

—> CC13"* + Cl+ + e

Figure 18 near here

Chloroform, CHClj

The principal ions observed in the negative ion mass

spectrum of chloroform at 30 e.V. are C~, CH~, ClT, GGl", GI2
and CCI2 • These are tabulated below. Ions previously

<•4-

reported were CI" and HCI2"". We found no evidence for RCI2""
iorrJLormati0n and have concluded that the ion was wrongly

identified being confused with Cl2~. We confirmed that the

ion was Cl2"~ by adding fluoroform to the system, using the
ion CF3 as a mass-marker at (m/e) =69. In Figure 20 we
show the negative ion mass spectrum in the region 69 to 75

a.m.u. When fluoroform is added sosat it is clear that HC12"~
is not a significant contributing ion, whereas Cl2~ is.

CHGtj G" CH~ Cl~ OOl" 012" GG12~

Relative Ion 1
Currents

6 1000 461
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It is somewhat surprising that the ion CG1^~ is absent
from the spectrum although it was formed appreciably in carbon

tetrachloride. Both C*~ and CH~ are formed more abundantly

than they were in fluoroform but, as with fluoroform, no ion

is observed which contains carbon, hydrogen and the halogen.

In the positive ion mass spectrum of chloroform Gl+,
GCl , and GGI2 are the predominant ions, the CCI3 ion is
formed to only a minor extent whereas in carbon tetrachloride

it is the most abundant ion. In this sense the positive and

negative ion mass spectra of chloroform exhibit a most inter¬

esting similarity in that although the GGl-j+ and CCI3 ions
are possible and are found abundantly in the fully halogenated

compound the ion with one less chlorine atom is the one formed

in the case of chloroform.

The ions formed may be attributed to the following

reactions:

CHCI3 + e > C" + (HG1 + 2C1) + + e

GCl" + (HC1 + Cl)+ + e

Figure 19 and Figure 20 near here
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Methylene dichloride, CH2CI2

The negative ions found at 30 e.Y. in the mass spectrum

oi methylene dichloride were C~ , OH-", CH2~, Cl", CC1~ and Cl2~
and are tabulated below. The relative intensities of the

G and OH ion3 were about 1 : 6, the same ratio as observed

in the case of chloroform. The identity of Cl2"" (as distinct
from HGI2"") was confirmed by tne addition of fluoroform as a
mass marker. No fragment ion was observed which contained

carbon, hydrogen and the halogen which is in accord with the

results reported above for fluoroform. The ion GGI2" was

absent from the spectrum, this is somewhat surprising since it

was found in the spectrum of cnloroform. It appears that as

the proportion of chlorine in the molecule decreases so the

molecule shows less of a tendency to form large halogenated

ions.

GH2C12 0" 0H~ CH2~ Gl" GGl" Cl2"

Relative Ion 162 1000 2 21
Currents

In the positive ion mass spectrum CHC^1" and GH2G1+ are
the major ions, these correspond electronically to the quite

abundant CGI ion found in this work.

CH2C12 + e —> G~ + (2HC1)+ + e
—>• CH~ + (Gl +HC1)+ + e
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CH2~+ (201)+ + e

01" + CH201+ + e
CGI" + (CI + HC1) + + e

Cl2 + GHp"1 + 6

Figure 21 near here

Methyl chloride, CH3CI
In Figure (22.) and in the table below we show the relative

abundances of the ions found in the negative ion mass spectrum

of methyl chloride using 30 e.V. ionising electrons. The CH3
ion was not observed, however the ions, CHC1~* and CH2C1~ were
found in appreciable yields. This is in strong distinction

with the results reported above for methylene chloride and

chloroform where no ions containing carbon, hydrogen and

chlorine together were observed. The H~ ion is als.o produced

though our value for the relative intensity of the ion must

be treated with some reserve in view of the possible mass

discrimination towards such a light ion.

CH3CI H" C~ CH~ GH2~ 01" CCI35 CHCI35
cci37~ chgi37

+GH2CI35 *

Relative Ion 2144 1000
Currents

1 2 3 1

cont. CH3CI

Relative Ion
Currents

1
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In the positive ion mass spectrum OH-^*, 0^01* and
OH-jGl+ are the principal ions together with a low intensity
Cl+ ion. The following reactions may be involved in the

formation of negative ions:

CH3CI + e > H" + GH2C1+ + e
—> 0" + (HC1 + 2H)+ + e

—> CH~ + (HCl + H)+ + e

—> CH?~ + HG1+ + e

—> 01" + CH3+ + e
—> GC1" + (3H)+ + e

—> OHGl" + (2H)+ + e

—> GH201" + H+ + e

figure 22 near here

Methyl iodide, CH3I
'jjfre negative ions produced at 30 e.V. in the mass spectrum

of methyl iodide are H~, C~, 0H~, 0H2~, OH3"* and I~ and these
are tabulated below. No ions such as CHI or CH2I were

observed and, from the low intensity of the fragment ions,

it appears that methyl iodide shows less tendency to form

negative ions than does methyl chloride. This is not un¬

expected since the electron affinity of iodine is some 12 kcal
-1

mole less than that of chlorine. An interesting difference
from

also is the formation of the OH3 ion which is absent the
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spectrum of methy 1 chloride.

CH3I H" C~ CH~ GH2~ CH3~ I"

Relative Ion 4 7 26 13 4 1000
Currents

In the positive ion mass spectrum ions such as CHI+ and

CH2I* are produced quite abundantly.

CH3I + e » H~ + CH2I+ + e

> C~ + (HI + 2H) + + e

> GH~ + (HI + H)+ + e

>GH2~ + HI+ + e

>GH3- + I
+

e

»I~ + GH3+ + e

Figure 23 near here

Symm-Tetrachloro,ethane, CHC12-0HC12

In figure 24 and tabulated below we report the data

measured at 30 e.V. obtained for negative ion formation in

symmetrical-tetrachloroethane. There is extensive negative

ion production and the most obvious feature of the spectrum is

that the molecule does not split symmetrically since the CHC^-
ion is absent from the spectrum and the ion CCI2 is one of the
less intense ions produced. The molecule when it fragments

shows a marked tendency for the two carbon atoms to remain
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together, the ions C2~, C2H~, C2C1~ and C2C1^" all being
formed quite abundantly. An unusual ion found is the HC12""
which was not found in the corresponding sx^ectra of chloroform

or methylene dichlopide. In certain respects fragmentation

resembles that reported for ethane in that 0", CH", C2~*a™i C2H"
produced

^and the ratio C2 /CH~ is about 5.
The positive ion mass spectrum of symmetrical-tetrachloro-

ethane indicates that the CHCl2+ ion, corresponding to a

symmetrical split, is the major ion and also that there is a

strong tendency for two-carbon fragment ion3 to be formed.

GHC12-CH012 If C" CH" C2~ G2H~ 01" CGI" G2Gl" Cl?" HC12" GGl^CaGlJ

Relative Ion 1 1 1 3 3 1000 2 3 49 o 1 23
Currents

Some of the possible reactions leading to negative ion

formation under our experimental conditions may be:

CHC12-CHC12 + e » H~ + G2HClg + e

> 0" + (GHG12 + HG1 + Cl)+ + e

> GH" + (GHClp + 012)+ + e

> C2~ + (HC12 + HC12)+ + $
> C2H" + (Gl2 + HC12)+ + e

> CI" + (GHG12 + CHC1)+ + e

> GC1" + (GHG1 + CHG12)+ + e

> C2Gl" + (HCl + Cl2)+ + e
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—> Cl-2 + (G2H2GI2) + e

—) HG12" + G2HG12+ + e

—> GG12" + CH2Cl2+ + e

_> G2GI3" + (HC1 + H)+ + e

Figure 24 near here

Unsymm-tetraohloroethane, GCI3-CH2GI

The negative ion mass spectrum of unsymmetrical-tetra-

chloroethane is, somewhat surprisingly, much simpler than that

of the symmetrical compound, only eight ionic species being

observed compared with twelve in the case of GHC^-CHC^» and
in general they are of lower intensity. No fragment ion con¬

taining two carbon atoms together with a halogen atom is

observed although the G~, CH"", GHp~", G2"* and G2H~ ions are

observed, the latter two ions being easily the most abundant.

The GG1 ion is formed but there is no evidence for the forma¬

tion of ions such as GCI3 , GCI2 or HCI2 . The ion C2CI3
is not iound, this is considerably different from the symmetric

compound where it was formed extensively. The absence of the

ions GCI3 , <.~nd GH2GI together with the G2"type fragments
suggests that there is little symmetrical splitting. It is

difficult to see why ions such as C2GI and GGI2 are not
jcoSSi bly

formed in the case of the unsymmetrical molecule, x their

absence reflects the greater tendency of symmetrical molecules
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to form large negative fragment ions.

CCI3-CH2CI C" OH" CH2~ C2~ O2H~ Ol" 001" Cl2"

Relative Ion 1 1 1 13 8 1000 7 10
Currents

In the positive ion mass spectrum the major ions are

fragment ions containing two carbon atoms, such as C20l3+,
C2HCl2+, C201+ and CgH* together with a large CCl^ ion which
indicates some carbon-carbon bond fission.

CCI3OH2CI + e —» 0" + (CCI3 + H201)+ + e
—> OH" + (CCI3 + HC1)+ + e
—> 0H2" + ( COI3 + Cl) + + e

—> C2" + ( HC1 + 201)* + e

—> C2fi~ + (HC1 + 301)+ + e

—> Cl" + (CH2 + CCI3)+ + e

—> 01" + (CC12 + CH201)+ + e

—> 001" + (201 + GH2G1)+ + e

—> 001" + (OOI3 + 2H)+ + e
—> Cl2" + (001 + 0H2G1)+ + e

—> Cl2" + (CC12 + CH2)+ + e

Figure 25 near here

Tetrachloroethplene, CC12 = 0012

In Figure 26 we show the negative ion mass spectrum of
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tetrachloroethylene measured at 30 e.V. It is apparent that

the molecule is an abundant source of negative ions and, rather

unusually, shows a large molecular ion, the only example of

parent ion formation (with the exception of hexafluoroacetone
■this

which is discussed below) found in this study,twtd is presumably

because the molecule-ion is stabilised with respect to decom¬

position by virtue of its symmetry and the strong carbon-carbon

bonding. No CCl2~ ion is observed in the spectrum suggesting
* -

that there is little symmetrical bond fission, this is supported

by the prevalence of quite intense two carbon atom-containing

fragment ions such as Op", C2CI" &*id CpO^". Presumably this
is attributable to the presence of the double bond and suggests

that interesting fragment ions ma,> be observed for molecules

containing conjugated olefinic linkages. The intensity of

the O2 and C2C1~ ions is very much greater than observed in
the case of symmetrical-tetraohloroethane.

CClfCClg 0" C2" CI" GG1" C2C1~ Qlz~ C2C14"

Relative Ion 1 25 1000 3 22 9 8
Currents

Comparison of negative ion formation of this molecule

with that in etnane, ethylene and acetylene is interesting.

In each of the latter three oases C2 and C2H ions are iormed
but the intensity of these fragments increase as the bonding

between the carbon atoms gets stronger.
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CC12 = 0C12 + e —» 0" + (201 + cci2)+ + e
—> C2" + (4C1)+ + e

> CI" + (GCl + C012)+ + e

—> 001" + (C012+ Cl)+ + e

—» C2C1~ + (3C1)+ + e

—> ci2~+ (c + coi2)+ + e
> Cl2~+ (2CC1)+ + e

—* c2d4-

Figure 26 near here

Hexafluoroacetone, OF3GOCF3
The negative ion mass spectrum of' hexafluoroacetone

consists of the following ions: 0 , F , OF , F2 , 02F ,

0F2~, OF3"" and OF3COOF3~ and these are tabulated below. The
pax-ent ion is formed quite abundantly presumably reflecting

the large electron affinities of oxygen and fluorine together

with the multiple bonding in the carbonyl group. There is a

two-carbon atom ion, C2F , but no lai'ger fragment ion probably
because of their low electron affinity. In this respect it

is similar to hexaxluoroethane where a low-intensity C2F~* ion
was the largest two-carbon atom fragmentation ion. The

actual intensity of the 0~ ion is doubtful because of the

background contribution to this ion.
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cjf3cocjf3 0" F~ Gi" Fjf C2F~ GF2" GF3~ cf3coof3"
Relative Ion 530 1000 6 6 6 3 38 31
Currenta

In the positive ion mass spectrum of hexafluoroacetone,

CF3+is the most abundant ion, other ions being formed including

GFjGO* and a small molecular ion. By analogy the ion CF3C0~
might be found but we did not observe its formation.

cf3cocf3 + e —> 0" + (C3F6)+ + e

-—> F" + (CF2 + CF3C0)+ + e
> OF" + (CF3C0 + 2F)+ + e
> F2" + (OF + CF3c0)+ + e
> C2F" + (00F5)+ + e

>CF2~ + (CF3C0 + F)+ + e
> CF3+ + CF3C0+ + e

—» gf3cocf3~

Figure 27 near here

Sulphur hexailuoride, SF5

It has been shown previously that the formation of the

SF5"* ion at low electron energies can be used to indicate the
spread of the energy of the ionising electron beam and also as

a marker or calibrant for the energy scale. In Figure 28 we

indicate the negative ions found in the mass spectrum of sul¬

phur hexafluoride at 70 e.V. ana these are also tabulated below.

It is apparent that although SF^"" and F~ are the most abundant
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species at this energy several other ions, including SF~ and

SF2~" are observed, these letter two ions have not been
observed by other workers.

sf6 F~ s" f2~ sf" sf2" sf3~ sf4" sf5~ sf6~

Relative Ion 160 1 1 6 1 1 1 14 1000
Currents

On the b^sis of their electx-onic structure it is to be

expected that the 3F and SF^ ions will be formed abundantly
however

and this is experimentally verified,,( it is rather surprising

that the SFj" ion is of such low intensity.
The positive ion mass spectrum of sulphur hexafluoride

65

has been measured by Dibeler and Mohier who report that the

most abundant ions at 70 e.V. are,in decreasing order of

formation, 3F5+, SF3+, SF+, 3F4+, 5+ and SF2+. No parent
ion was observed. In addition several doubly-charged ions,

e.g. SF4++ were found.
Possible reactions leading to ion-pair formation are

°-F6 + e —» SF5~ + F+ + eu.

SF4" + F+ + F + e

3F3~ + F+ + 2F + e

SF2~ + F+ + 3F + e

SF" + F+ + 4F + e

3~ + F+ + 5F + e

— +

F2 + 3F4 + e

F~ + SF5+ + e
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Figure 28 near here

The results reported above enable correlations to be made
also

between the molecules studied and^some general patterns of
negative ion formation to be deduced. In all cases where a

halogen atom is present in the molecule this is the most

abundantly formed negative ion. Somewhat surprisingly forma-

tion of the halogen molecule negative ion is^ quite extensive,
particularly in the case of chlorine and this probaoly reflects

the greater electron affinity of chlorine.

(a) CF3H and OCI3II

Below we have compared the negative ions formed in

chioroiorm and iluoroform giving the most abundant ion in

each spectrum the same intensity.

Ion C~ CH~ X" GX" X2~ CX?" GX3"

CF3H 2 I 1000 6 10 1 85
CCI3H 1 6 1000 461

The general pattern of negative ion formation in these

two compounds is similar with the notable exception of the

0X3" ion which is not formed in the case of chioroiorm. The
CX~ ion is formed more abundantly when X = F and the GX2 is

formed to onl,y a small extent. No ion such ns CHX" i3 formed
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for either compound suggesting th t such a 3pecies has a low

electron affinity.

(b) CH3CI and CH3I
The main difference "between these molecules is that the

iodide forms no ions of the type GX"*f GHX~ and CH2XT", however
more of the carbon-hydrogen ions appear to be formed in the

case of the iodide, presumably because of the easy elimination

of hydrogen iodide by reactions such as

CH3I + e —» GH~ + (H + HI)+ + e

Another interesting difference is the observation that

the CH3" ion is formed in the case of the iodide only.

Ion h~ c" gh~ ch2"
•

ch3- x~ cx~ ghx" gh2x~

OH3CI 2 1 4 4 — 1000 12 3

ch3i 4 7 26 13 4 1000 - -
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(c) CC14, CCI3H, C012H2 and CCIH3

Ion II" G" GH" ch2" Gl" CGI" CHOI" gh201" CI2" CC12~ CCI3"

cci4 - 2 - - 1000 22 - - 20 6 2

CCI3H - 1 6 1000 4 - - 6 1 -

gci2h2 - 1 6 2 1000 2 - - 21 - -

CC1H3 2 1 4 4 1000 1 4 2 - - -

A most interesting trend exhibited by this series of

molecules is that the largest observed chlorine-containing ion

contains one chlorine atom less than the maximum possible

number. For example, although the 0013" ion is a possible
product ion from chloroform the largest observed ion is CC12~*
Similarly in methylene chloride where the CCl^" might be
expected the largest ion formed is CC1"" and in methyl chloride

the CGI ion i3 of very low intensity. It appears that

decrease in the halogen content of the molecule is accompanied

by a decreasing tendency to form large fragment ions.

In general ions of the type CIiCl~ are not formed and ions

such as CH~ are, not surprisingly, produced to a lesser extent

than tneir chlorinated counterparts.
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(d) CHC12-CHC12, CH2OUCCI3 and CC12 = C012
The most notable feature common to this group of molecules

is a tendency not to fragment symmetrically by carbon-carbon

bond fission but for the two carbon atoms to be present in the

fragment ions. The absence of the CG12"~ ion in two cases and
its minor formation in the third suggests that it is not a very

staole negative ion. This is confirmed by its low intensity

of formation from compounds such as those discussed in (a).

The formation of the molecular ion in this series is peculiar

to tetrachloroetnylene.

Ion 0~ CH~ CH?~ C2~ 02H~ Gl" GCl" C2Cl" Cl2~ HC12~ 0C12"C2°^G2GM

CHC12-CHC12 11-3 3 1000 23 49 6 1 23 -

GGljGH^Gl 1 1 1 13 8 1000 7 10 - - r

GG12^CG12 1 - - 25 1000 3 22 9 - - 8

Prom this rather limited investigation it appears that,

for the halogenated molecules studied, negative ion formation is

more extensive in compounds containing chlorine atoms than in

those containing fluorine or iodine and that fragmentation tends

to favour the formation of ions containing an odd number of

halogen atoms and not to produce 'mixed' ions such as GHX .

The generation of negative iori3 is clearly influenced by
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the siae, symmetry and bonding of the molecule being bombarded

by electrons. In general, large, symmetrical multiple-bonded

molecules appear to undergo less fragmentation and consequeatly

form larger negative ions, sometimes including the parent ion,

than molecules without these characteristics.

The value of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer in

studying the attachment of electrons to molecules over a wide
its f>ot£nti'ali'tiCS in

range of electron energy and^the evaluation of the appearance

potentials and the lifetimes of the negative ions formed is

clear. The application of the technique to the rather neglected

field of negative ion-molecule reactions, taking advantage of

the field-free operating conditions of the ion source, is

another obvious area in which useful results may accrue. In

addition information regaining the kinetic energy of negative

ions and also tor inelastic electron-molecule interactions

other than attachment should be readily obtainable.



Table 1. Negative ions studied bj the R.P.D. method.

Molecule Ions studied reference

H2 H" (23)
Cl2 CI" (24)
3r2 Br" (24)
I2 I" |24)(25)(26)
HF F" (28)

HC1 CI" (28) (29)

HBr Br" (28)

HI I" (28)

NO 0" (30)

03 02", 0" (31)
S02 SO", 0" (32)
C02 0" (32)
CS2 CS~, S", C" (32)
H2S HS", S" (32)
N02 0" (33)
N20 0" (34)
PC13 PC12", 01" (35) (36)
SbCl3 CI" (37)
NH3 NH2~ (32)
CCI4 CI (38)
CC13P CC13 , 01 , F (39)



Table 1 (cont.)

Molecule Ions studied Reference

POC13 P012", Gl" (35) (36)

PC15 01" (36)

SP6 SF6~ (40)

SIPg, SF5" (41)

F~ (42)

sf6" (43)

W(CO)6 W(GO)5", W(CO)4", (44)

W(CO)3", W(00)?-
Cr(CO)6 Or(CO)5", Cr(CO)47 (44)

Cr(CO)3", Cr(CO)2~,
0r(C0)~f Gr~

Mo(CO)6 Mo(C0)5~, Mo(C0)4~, (44)

Mo(00)3", Mo(00)2"
Pe(CO)5 Fe(CO)4", Fe(G0)3", (44)

- Fe(C0)2", Fe(GO)"
G7F14 °7F14 (43)



Table 2. Lifetimes of temporary negative ions for

various ion energies.

Lifetime ( m. sec. )
Ion Energy
(e.V. ) ' ' ' **""

c6h5no2~ sf6~ (ch3go)2""

2000 31 24 11.8

2500 38 28 11.45

2750 38 26

3000 38 27

3500 43 24

4000 42 24



Table 3. Some reactions of negative ions with neutral

molecules.

system Reaction Reference

H20 HpO + H~ > OH" + H2 (« )
H20 + 0"—> OH"" + OH (53 )

/~

N02 0" + H02 —>N02~+ 0 (54)

CS2/S02 GS~ + SO2 —>^02" + OS (55)
mixture

NH3/SO2 NII2*" + C02 —» S02~ + NH2 (ss)
mixture

NH3/GS2 NH2~ + GS2 >GS2~ + NH2 (55)
mixture

N2O 0" + N2O --» N0~ + NO ( )

0"~ + HpO --» o2 + n2 (5t )

0" + N20 --4 N02" + N (st>)



Table4.Relativeabundancesofthenegativeionsinthemass spectrumofvariousmetalcarbonylsat70e.V.
IonNi(C0)4Fe(00)5Cr(C0)6Mo(CO)6V*(C0)6 M(oa)5

100

100

100

M(00)~

100

30

65

90

M(C0)~

100

45

30

55

55

M(G0)~

8

30

10

5

M(C0)"

3

5

5



Table5,
Energyofthedissociativecapturemaxima(e.V.)

Ion

Ni(GO)4

Fe(C0)5

Cr(C0)6

Mo(C0)6

w(00)(

m(CO)~
5

2.4

2.2

1.8

M(C0)7
4

2.0

3.7

3.0

2.6

m(GO)~

2.0

3.0

4.8

4.1

3.6

m(go)~

2.6

4.0

8,1

7.5

7.5

m(oo)~

4.5

7.9

8.2

9.8

10.8

m~

5.3

8.5

8.3

10.9



Table6.
Calculatedrelativeabundancesofthenegativeions inthemassspectrumofvariousmetalcarbonylsat 70e.V.

IonNi(C0)4Fe(C0)5Cr(C0)6Mo(C0)$W(C0)6 M(C0)5100100100 M(C0)4100376888 M(C0)37340365969 M(C0)21003228 M(C0)~712 M~1
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LEGEND

Potential energy curves illustrating the formation

of a negative ion from a diatomic molecule by

dissociative resonance capture.

Potential energy curves illustrating the formation

of a negative ion from a diatomic molecule by

resonance capture.

Potential energy curves illustrating the formation

of a negative ion from a diatomic molecule by ion-

pair production.

Ion current due to the Cl~ ion from carbon tetra¬

chloride as a function of the electron accelerating

voltage.

Ion current due to the Cl~ ion from carbon tetra¬

chloride as a function of the electron accelerating

voltage.

Ion current due to the Cl~ ion from carbon tetra¬

chloride as a function of the electron accelerating

voltage.

Ion current due to the CI ion from carbon tetra¬

chloride as a function of the electron accelerating

voltage.



Figure 8. Ion current due to the Cl~ ion from carbon tetra¬

chloride as a function of the electron accelerating

voltage.

Figure 9. Electron trap current as a function of electron

accelerating voltage in the Bendix Model 3015 Mass

Spectrometer.

Figure 10. Ion current as a function of electron trap current

at different electron accelerating voltages.

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the arrangement of electrodes

in the Fox-type electron gun.
#

Figure 12. Ion current due to the SFg" ion from sulphur
hexafluoride as a function of the electron accelera¬

ting voltage obtained using the R.P.D. method.

Figure 13. Schematic diagram of the apparatus used in

measuring negative ion lifetimes.

Figure 14. Ion current due to the I ion from methyl iodide

a3 a fuxiction of the electron accelerating voltage

in pure methyl iodide (dotted line) and in a

methyl iodide-sulphur dioxide mixture (full line).



Figure 15. Ion current due to the SFg~ ion from sulphur

hexafluoride as a function of the electron

accelerating voltage in pure sulphur hexafluoride

(dotted line) and in a sulphur hexafluoride-sulphur

dioxide mixture (full line).

Figure 16. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by hexafluoroethane.

Figure 17. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by fluoroform.

Figure 18. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by carbon tetrachloride.

Figure 19. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by chloroform.

Figure 20. Negative ion mass spectrum of chloroform in the

60-80 a.m.u. region. CF^peak due to added
fluoroform.

Figure 21. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

bj methylene chloride.

Figure 22. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by methyl chloride.



Figure 23. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by methyl iodide.

Figure 24. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by symmetrical-tetrachloroethane.

Figure 25. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by unsymmetrical-tetrachloroethane.

Figure 26. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by tetrachloroethylene.

Figure 27. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by hexafluoroacetone.

Figure 28. Relative intensities of the negative ions formed

by sulphur hexailuoride.
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A mass-spectrometric investigation has been made of negative-ion formation in twelve different
halogenated molecules under conditions where ion-pair formation is the major ionization process.
The relative abundances are reported for the ions formed and some general patterns for negative-ion
formation have been deduced.

When molecules are bombarded with electrons in the ion source of a mass spectro¬
meter both positive and negative ions may be formed, the latter often several orders
of magnitude less abundantly. If the energy of the ionizing electrons is greater
than about 30 eV the relative abundances of the positive ions produced are generally
independent of electron energy and positive-ion mass spectral data for many molecules
are available.1"3 However, few data have been reported 4 regarding the identity
and distribution of the negative-ion species produced when molecules of chemical
interest undergo electron bombardment.

For negative ions there are three mechanisms by which ion formation may occur,
viz., at low electron energies (~ <2 eV) by electron capture,

XY + e->XY-;
at intermediate energies (~2-10eV) by a dissociative resonance process,

XY+e->X+Y";
and at higher electron energies by ion-pair formation,

XY + e-»X+ + Y- + e.

Hence the ions observed and their abundance are markedly energy-dependent,
and at high ion-source pressures all three formation processes may occur concurrently
because of secondary reactions. However, at energies above about 30 eV and with
ion source pressures of 10-5 mm Hg, the predominant mode of negative-ion formation
is by ion-pair formation.

In view of the lack of information on negative ion mass spectra we have examined
a variety of halogenated molecules and identified the ion species formed and their
relative abundances with a view to evaluating the general features which determine
the patterns of negative-ion formation. No attempt has been made to measure the
appearance potentials of the ions observed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Mass spectra were measured using a Bendix time-of-flight mass spectrometer, model
3015. Spectra were recorded using a Kent 1 mV potentiometric recorder. The same ion-
source pressure (10—5 mm Hg) was used for all compounds in order to reduce the differences
in the relative abundances of the ionic species due to possible ion-molecule reactions, and
also to minimize the contributions of processes involving capture of the slower secondary
electrons produced in the ion-pair formation step. All spectra were measured with ionizing
electrons of energy 70 eV unless otherwise specified.

2112
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results

We have tabulated our results for the intensities of the negative-ion species
observed relative to the intensity of the most extensively formed ion (usually Cl~
or F").

CHC12—
CHC12

relative ion
currents

(tf) SYMMETRICAL TETRACHLOROETHANE, (30 eV)

H- C" CH- Cj C2H- CI" CC1- C2C1~ Clj

0-7 0-3 0-5 3-2 40 1000 1-2 2-5 38-5

HClj CClj C2ClJ

3-8 0-3 13-5

(b) UNSYMMETRICAL TETRACHLOROETHANE

CC13—CH2C1 Cl-
relative ion currents 1-6

CC12=CC12 C-
relative ion currents 1-5

CH"
1-6

CHj
10

cj
17-0

c2h-
10-1

Cl-
1000

CC1-
5-7

(c) TETRACHLOROETHYLENE (30 eV)

Cj CI- CC1- C2C1-

c2f6
relative ion currents

cf3h h-
relative ion currents 1 -5

CCU
relative ion currents

CHC13
relation ion currents

CH2C12
relative ion currents

33 0 1000 1 1

(d) HEXAFLUOROETHANE

F- CF- FJ
1000 16 5

(e) FLUOROFORM

CH- F-

21-3

c2f-

C-
2-4

CF"
6-2

c-
2-5

c-
1-5

0-8 1000

(/) CARBON TETRACHLORIDE

CI- CC1- Cl2
1000 200

(g) CHLOROFORM

CH- Cl"
7-1 1000

13-0

CC1-
3-3

(h) METHYLENE DICHLORIDE

ch- chj cl-
6 2 1000

CIJ
7-5

CFj
1

FJ
100 0-8

cclj
40

Clj
4-3

cci-
2

Clj
6-7

C2Cl4
3-5

cfj
12

cfj
85-4

CClj
2-0

CClj
10

Clj
21

CH3C1 H-
relative ion currents 2-6

(0 METHYL CHLORIDE (30 eY)
c-
1-3

ch3i h-
relative ion currents 4-2

ch-
4-6

chj
5-3

ci-
1000

cci-
0-7

chc1-
40

(J) METHYL IODIDE

C- CH-
7-3 26-4

CHJ
12-6

chj
3-7

CH2C1-
20

I-
1000

CF3COCF3 O-
relative ion currents 530

(k) HEXAFLUOROACETONE

F" CF- FJ C2F-
1000 6-6

FJ
6-6 6-6

CFJ
3-3

CFJ
38

c3f6o-
31

sf6 f-
relative ion currents 160

(/) SULPHUR HEXAFLUORIDE

s"
3 0 10

SF-
5-6

sfj
0-4

SF3-
0-2

sfj
0-2

sf: sf6-
13-6 1000

67
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DISCUSSION

CHC12—CHC12, CH2C1—CC13 AND CC12=CC12
Extensive negative-ion formation occurs for all three compounds. A notable

feature is the formation of a molecular ion by tetrachloroethylene, formed presumably
because the ion is stabilized with respect to decomposition by virtue of its symmetry
and the strong carbon-carbon bonding. The tendency of the three molecules not
to fragment symmetrically by carbon-carbon bond fission but for the two carbon
atoms to be present in the fragment ions is noted. In ethane, ethylene and acetylene,
the ions Cj and C2H~ are formed and the intensity of these fragments increases as
the bonding between the carbon atoms becomes stronger. This is similar to the
behaviour observed for CHC12—CHC12 and CC12=CC12. The HC12 ion is observed
with the symmetrical tetrachloroethane; this is unexpected since it is not formed
with the structurally similar chloroform or methylene chloride. The CC12 ion is
absent, or only formed to a minor extent which suggests that CC12 has a low electron
affinity. With the unsymmetrical compound, no fragment ion containing two carbon
atoms in conjunction with a halogen atom is observed although such ions are abund¬
ant with the other two compounds, and the symmetrical compounds show an
appreciably greater tendency to form larger fragment ions. No ion is formed
containing carbon, hydrogen and halogen atoms ; this is unexpected since the election
affinities of CH3 and. CC13 are similar.

CC14, CC13H AND CC12H2

Negative-ion formation in carbon tetrachloride has been studied, by several
workers.5"7 Reese et al.s have reported that the Cl2 and CC1J ions are formed
45 and 450 times less respectively than the CI- ion, in good accord with our results
where the respective ratios are 75 and 500. We have observed CC1~ to be formed
extensively; there appears to be no previous reference to the formation of this ion
in carbon tetrachloride and the ion appears to be formed more readily than is the
comparable CF~ ion from fiuorocarbons.

Of interest is the formation of the CC12 ion since our results for hexafluoroethane
and fluoroform would suggest that, by analogy with CFj, this ion should be produced
to only a minor extent. It appears that the greater stability of Cl~ compared with
F~ also extends to ions containing these species although the work of Page el al.8
has suggested that substitution in an acceptor has little effect on the electron affinity.
For chlorinated hydrocarbons, the fragment ions are formed more abundantly and
also ions with odd-electron structures are formed more rea.dily than with the fluorinated
compounds.

Ions previously reported 9 for chloroform were Cl~ a.nd. HQJ. We found no
evidence for HClJ ion formation and conclude the ion was incorrectly identified
and was confused with CIJ. We have conrmed the identity of the ion observed
by adding fluoroform to the system and. using the CFj ion formed as a mass-marker
at fm/e) = 69. Under these conditions, the ion corresponds to Cl2 and not HC12.

The ratio of CfU/C~ in methylene dichloride is approximately the same as
observed for chloroform and the identity of the Cl2 ion (a.s distinct from HC1 J)
was confirmed by the addition of fluoroform as the mass marker. No fragment ion
which contained carbon, hydrogen and halogen has been observed and the ion CC12
is absent, whereas it is formed in the spectrum of chloroform and carbon tetrachloride.

A trend exhibited by this series of compounds is that the largest observed chlorine-
containing ion contains one chlorine atom less than the maximum possible number,
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i.e., CC14 yields CC13, CC13H, CClJ and. CC12H2 gives CC1~. It appears that as
the proportion of halogen in the molecule decreases so the molecule shows a decreasing
tendency to form a large halogenated ion. Ions of the type CHC1~ are not formed
and ions such as CH~ are produced to a lesser extent than their chlorinated counter¬
parts although the electron affinities of CC13 and CH3 appear to be similar.8

CH3C1 AND CH3I
No mixed ions containing carbon, hydrogen, and halogen, nor ions containing

carbon and halogen, are observed for the iodide in. sharp distinction with the observa¬
tions for methyl chloride. From the low intensity of the ion currents measured,
methyl iodide shows less tendency to form negative ions than does methyl chloride,
although this may be expected since the electron affinity of iodine is some 12kcal
mole"-1 less than that for chlorine.

The iodide fairly readily forms ions such as CH~, CHj and CHj, whereas with
methyl chloride such ions are produced much less abundantly relative to the major
ion, a.nd the CH3 ion. appears not to be formed when methyl chloride is examined.
This behaviour is in marked contrast with our results for methylene chloride, chloro¬
form and fluoroform where no ion containing carbon, hydrogen and halogen together
were observed. The H~ ion is also produced though our values for the relative
intensity of this ion must be treated with some reserve in view of the possible mass
discrimination towards such a light ion.

CF3H AND C2F6

The formation of the F~ and the CFj ions have been reported previously for
hexafluoroethane.5 The absence of the C2Fj ion from the spectrum is unexpected
since, in view of its stable electronic structure, it might have been formed extensively.
In the positive-ion. mass spectrum, C2FJ is an abundant ion, being formed to about
41 % of the major ion CF3. In the negative-ion spectrum there is no evidence for
the formation of ions of the type C2FJ or for any fragment ion containing two carbon
atoms except for a small C2F~ ion. This is in marked distinction with results reported
for ethane 10, 11 where the Cj and C2H~ are the principal carbon-containing ions.

Only the formation of the F- ion has been reported previously for fluoroform.5
The most extensively formed ions are F~ and. CF3 and the negative mass spectrum
shows many similar features to that of hexafluoroethane, notably the appreciable
formation of the CF~ and F2 ions and only a low intensity ion due to CF2 • In
addition, H~ and CH~ are formed but not as abundantly as the analogous fluorine
fragments.

The CF3 ion is formed much more extensively (relative to F~) in fluoroform than
in. hexafluoroethane; this probably reflects the greater tendency for the ion-pair
reaction

CF3H + e->CFj" +H+ +e,
to occur than the ion-pair reaction

CF3CF3 + e->CF3 + CFj + e.

In the positive-ion mass spectrum of fluoroform the major ions are CF3 and CF2H+,
the latter being about 90 % of the former. In the negative ion spectrum no fragment
ions containing both hydrogen a.nd fluorine are observed although an ion such as
CF2H~ has a stable electronic structure and, by analogy with CF3, might have been
expected to have been formed extensively. Possibly it is formed but decomposes
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by hydrogen fluoride elimination, i.e.,
cf2h--*cf-+hf

since CF~ is formed appreciably.
Comparison of the negative ion spectra of chloroform and fluoroform shows that

the CH~ ion is much more abundant with the former. The most notable difference,
however, is in the trihalogenomethyl ion for there is large CF3 ion formation whereas
the CCI3 ion is not observed with the chloride.

HEXAFLUOROACETONE CF3COCF3
The negative-ion mass spectrum of hexafluoroacetone consists of the ions O-,

F~, CF~, FT, C2F~, CF2 , CF3 and CF3COCF3. The parent ion is formed abund¬
antly; also another molecular ion was observed with a molecule containing a double
bond, viz., tetrachloroethylene.

Apart from the parent ion the largest two-carbon fragment ion is C2F~, and in
this respect it is similar to the spectrum of hexafluoroethane where C2F~ is the
largest two-ca.rbon fragment observed. Also, the ratios CFf /CF2 and CF3 /C2F-
are close to those observed with hexafluoroethane. The actual intensity of the O-
ion is doubtful because of the background contribution to this ion. In the positive-
ion spectrum, CF3 is the most extensively formed, species, other ions being formed
include CF3CO+ and a molecular ion of low intensity. We found, no evidence for
the formation of an ion such as CF3CO~.

SULPHUR HEXAFLUORIDE, sf6

Negative-ion formation in sulphur hexafluoride has been studied, by several
workers,7, 12, 13 particularly at low electron energies where formation of the SFg
ion by an electron capture process has been used to indicate the energy spread of the
ionizing electrons and also as a calibrant for the electron-energy scale. From our
data, although SFg and F~ are the most abundantly formed ions seven other
ionic species, including SF~ and SF2, are observed. These latter two ions appear
not to have been reported previously.

On the basis of their electronic structure it is to be expected that the ions SF~
and SFj will be formed abundantly; however, it is surprising that the ion SFj is
of such a low intensity. Also, the parent ion is formed much more extensively than
the F~ ion, the only case in which the halogen ion is not the most abundant.

CONCLUSIONS

Although only a limited range of molecules have been examined, some general
patterns of negative ion formation may be deduced. Our results suggest that, for the
halogen-containing molecules examined, negative-ion formation is more extensive
in chlorine-containing compounds than in those containing fluorine or iodine and
that fragmentation tends to favour the formation of ions containing an odd number
of halogen atoms and not to produce " mixed " ions such as CHX-. Another
feature is the ability of all the halogenated molecules to form the ion XJ and compari¬
son of the results for chloroform and fluoroform indicate that the ion is formed more

readily when X is fluorine than when X is chlorine. Comparison of Cl2 formation
with methylene dichloride and symmetrical-tetrachloroethane indicates that both
molecules (which contain the unit-CHCl2) readily form this ion.

Production of negative ions is clearly influenced by the size, symmetry and bonding
of the molecule being bombarded with electrons; in general, large, symmetrical
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molecules containing multiple linkages tending to undergo less fragmentation and
consequently to form larger negative ions, sometimes including the molecular ion.

We thank the Science Research Council for a grant in aid of this work and Miss
K. J. Caldwell for help with some of the experimental work.
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IONISATION AND DISSOCIATION OF HEXAFLUOROETHANE, AND
OF 1,1,1,-TRIFLUOROETHANE AND FLUOROFORM, BY ELECTRON
IMPACT

K. A. G. MACNE1L AND J. C. J. THYNNE

Chemistry Department, University Edinburgh (Scotland)

(Received May 30th, 1968; in revised form, August 12th, 1968)

As the results of electron bombardment molecules may form positive and
negative ions. There are three processes by which the latter are formed, namely:

(/) resonance capture, which occurs with low-energy electrons and is usually
apparent in the 0-2 eV region,

AB + e -> AB~

(//) dissociative capture, the relevant electron energy range being ~ 2-10 eV,
AB + e -* A~ + B

(7/7) ion-pair formation which usually occurs with electrons of energies
> 10 eV,

AB + e -> A ~ + B + + e

As a continuation of our studies of negative ion formation as a result of
electron impact on halogenated molecules1 we have examined the formation of
negative ions by hexafluoroethane, fluoroform and 1,1,1-trifluoroethane. Hexa-
fluoroethane has been investigated previously2, F~ and CF3~ ions being observed
and their formation as a function of the electron energy studied. A preliminary
examination of this molecule showed that C2F5~ ions were formed; these have
not been observed previously and accordingly we have re-examined ion forma¬
tion by C2F6.

In addition the related compounds fluoroform and 1,1,1-trifluoroethane
were studied, although the fact that negative ions were formed to only a minor
extent by these molecules restricted the investigation to fluoride ion formation
only.

EXPERIMENTAL

The mass spectra were obtained using a Bendix time-of-flight mass spectrom¬
eter, model 3015. The electron energy was measured using a Solatron digital

46 — MASSPEC 1st proof 1



voltmeter, model LM1619 and the spectra recorded on a Hewlett-Packard X-Y
recorder, model 7035 AM or on a 1 mV Kent potentiometric recorder.

Except when a study of the pressure-dependence of ion formation was made,
the ion-source pressure was normally maintained below 5x 10~6 mm Hg so as to
minimise the possibility of ion formation by ion-molecule reactions or secondary
electron capture. The electron current was held constant automatically over the
energy range studied.

The ionisation curves were usually measured three to five times; the features
of the spectra were reproducible with only small variations attributable to experi¬
mental error. The appearance potentials for the resonance processes were repro¬
ducible to bettei than ± 0.2 eV, the differences in thresholds usually being subject
to much smaller variations than this.

The energy scale for the hexafluoroethane investigation was calibrated
using the appearance potential of the S~ ion from CS2 as the reference, the maxi¬
mum value of the resonance peak at 6.4 eV being taken as the critical value3'4.
The formation of the O" ion from CO, peak maximum at 10.1 eV, was used to
calibrate the energy scale in the case of our study of ion formation by fluoroform
and trifluoroethane.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Negative ion formation as a result of electron impact was observed in all
three molecules but was considerably greater in the case of hexafluoroethane.

(a) Hexafluoroethane

Ion formation occurred over a wide energy range and at 70 eV the following
ions were observed (their abundances relative to the fluoride ion are given in
parentheses): F"(1000), CF~(16), F2"(5), C2F~(2), CF2"(1), CF3~(12) and
C2F5-(0.1). The ions CF~ and C2F5~ have not been observed previously al¬
though C2F5~ is present in the mass spectrum of perfluoropropane5. We have
examined the energy dependence of the formation of the ions, F~, CF~, CF3~
and C2F5~.

(i) F~ ion

In Figs. 1 and 2 we show fluoride ion intensity as a function of the energy of
the ionising electrons. For convenience of presentation we have not included our
data from 25 to 70 eV, but the probability of ion formation increased in a manner
similar to that for positive ion formation and no other ionisation process, as shown
by a break in the ionisation efficiency curve, was observed above 25 eV. It is appar-
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ent that fluoride ion formation is a complex function of the electron energy and
several ion-producing processes are occurring. The considerably greater ion inten¬
sity observed at low-electron energies indicates that dissociative resonance pro¬
cesses occur to a more significant extent than do ion-pair reactions.

A weak fluoride ion beam is observed at zero electron energy. This implies
that the bond strength Z)(F-C2F5) is less than the electron affinity of fluorine. This
is most improbable and the observation is attributable to the energy spread of the
ionising electrons, since an inhomogeneous electron beam from a heated tungsten
filament was used. Accordingly we consider that the appearance potential for the
fluoride ion is at 1.7 eV, the small peak having a maximum value at 2.10 eV.

A second dissociative process of much larger cross-section has an onset at
2.25 eV. The peak is very large and broad reaching a maximum value at 3.80 eV.
The width of the peak, 1.8 eV at half-peak-height, suggests that the mechanism
involves formation of the fragments with considerable excess energy.

Our data for the second peak are in good agreement with those of Bibby
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and Carter5 who observed fluoride ion formation beginning at 2.2 eV and reaching
a maximum value at 3.75 eV. They do not report the presence of the IgflVv-intensity
first peak.

We consider the reactions leading to fluoride ion formation are:

C2F6 + e—>F +C2F5
F"+C2F5 + K.E. + E.E.

where K.E. and E.E. refer to excess kinetic energy and the excitation energy of
the fragments. Reaction (1) corresponds to A(F~) = 1.7 eV and we suggest this
process involves little excess energy; reaction (2) yields a value of 2.25 eV for A(F~)
and corresponds to decomposition of the molecule ion with excess energy fragments.

The carbon-fluorine bond strength in hexafluoroethane may be estimated
using the relation:

Z>(F-C2F5) ^ A(F") + £(F)

Our value of 1.7 eV for /1(F~) together with the reported value6 of 3.45 eV
for £(F) leads to a value of :g 5.2 eV for the C-F bond strength. Other values
which have been reported include 5.3 eV (CF4)7, 4.4 eV (CH3F)8 and 5.0 eV
(C6H5F)9.

Our data indicate a small break in the sharply-decreasing fluoride ion current
at 4.5 eV. This ion-formation process is of very low cross-section and is attributed
to the onset of the reaction:

C2F6 + e F"+CF2 + CF3

If reactions (1) and (3) occur with zero or small excess energies then the
difference of 2.8 eV observed between the appearance potentials of 1.7 eV and
4.5 eV is a measure of the carbon-carbon bond strength of the C2F5 radical.
Since the heats of formation of the trifluoromethyl and difluoromethylene radicals
are known (the values are quoted in section (d)), we can estimate the heat of for¬
mation of the pentafluoroethyl radical and find that AHt (C2F5) is — 9.6 eV.

A sharp increase in the intensity of the" fluoride ion current occurs at 12.5
eV suggesting the occurrence of a further ion-formation process. At this energy it
may be thought likely to involve an ion-pair process such as

C2F6 + e ^ F~ +C2F5+ +e
or

F~ +CF3+ +CF2 + e

However the measured values10 of 14.3 eV and 16.3 eV for A(CF3 + ) and
A(C2F5 + ) respectively do not correspond with the observed onset potential of
12.5 eV and so it may be concluded that the ion-pair processes aie not responsible.
Formation of negative ions in this energy region by secondary electron capture
has been shown to occur for SF6n and CF3COCF312. If ion formation occurs
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by secondary electron capture the ion current will be dependent upon the square of
the ion source pressure, whereas for primary electron capture the ion current is
directly proportional to pressure. We have measured the F~ ion intensity at vari¬
ous pressures at 16 eV and our data are shown in Fig. 3. We have plotted the loga¬
rithm of the ion current versus the logarithm of the pressure in the inlet manifold,
making the reasonable assumption that this pressure is directly proportional to the
pressure in the ion source.

_ 2.0

!„
c
o
3 1.0
cn
o

0.5

u 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
log (pressure in inlet manifold)

Fig. 3. Pressure-dependence of F~ ion formation at 16 eV.

Within experimental error the pressure exponent is 2 indicating that F~
ion formation occurs via secondary electron capture. The source of the secondary
electron is of some concern. In the case of SF6 and CF3COCF3 these electrons,
e(2), are produced in the ionisation process which forms positive ions, e.g.,

CF3COCF3 + e -> CF3COCF3+ +2e(2)

In the case of hexafluoroethane, reactions (6) and (7) cannot be responsible
because they have too high an appearance potential.

C2F6 + e ^ C2F5+ + F + 2e(2)
^ CF3+ + CF3+2e(2)

C2F6+ +2e(2)
Also reaction (8) is not likely since the molecular ion has not been observed

in the mass spectrum in this region7. We therefore conclude that the secondary
electrons are not produced in an ionisation process. Our results can however be
interpreted on the basis of the formation of an electronically excited state of
C2F6,C2F6*,i.e.

C2F6 + e C2F6* + e(2)

C2F6 + e(2) " (C2F6~)* -* F- +C2F5

This mechanism would obey the observed pressure dependence for fluoride
ion formation. The primary electron with an energy of 12.5 eV transfers much of
this energy in reaction (9) to the hexafluoroethane, the "slow" secondary electron
so produced is likely to have an energy of ~ 1.7 eV (since this is ,4(F~~)). We
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therefore conclude that the excited state C2F6* has an energy ~ 12.5-1.7 eV, i.e.
~ 10.8 eV above the ground state of the molecule.

Fluoride ion formation in this process involves the simultaneous production
of a slow electron and C2F6*. It was of interest to observe if production of secon¬

dary electrons by a positive ion formation process would also result in increase of
fluoride ion formation. Accordingly we added n-butane to the hexafluoroethane;
since the appearance potential of the n-butane ion14 by reaction (11) is 10.8 eV,
capture of the secondary electrons produced by (11) should result in a lowering
of the onset potential from 12.5 eV to about 10.8 eV.

C4H10 + e —> C4FI10+ +2e(2)

The effect on the fluoride ion formation of adding butane to the system is
shown in Fig. 4. The open circles indicate F~ ion formation in C2F6, the full
circles show F- ion formation in C2F6/C4H10 mixtures. A pronounced lowering
of the appearance potential of the F~ ion to 11.0 eV is noted; this value is in good
agreement with the reported value for ^(C4H10 + ) and supports our proposed
ion formation mechanism. Addition of butene-2 had a similar lowering effect on
the onset potential for fluoride ion formation.

1100
3

C
0)
c_
L-
3

c

£
O 10.0 10.5 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5

Electron energy (volts)

Fig. 4. F~ ion formation by hexafluoroethane. (o) data obtained using hexafluoroethane alone;
(• ) data obtained using hexafluoroethane-n-butane mixtures.

At about 14 eV there is a slight inflection in the fluoride ion efficiency curve

(Fig. 2) which might reflect the occurrence of a low cross-section ion-pair process
involving CF3+ ion formation, since ^4(CF3 + ) is 14.3 eV15, but the identification
is tentative.

C2F6 + e * F -{-CF3 + -f-CF2-f-e

There is no evidence for a break in the ion curve at about 16-17 eV and,
since A(C2F5 + ) is 16.1 eV5, we therefore conclude that reaction (13) does not
occur to a significant extent at this energy.

C2F6 + e "F-+C2F5++e
The threshold for a further ionisation process occurs at 21.2 eV. The appear¬

ance potentials for the ions CF2+ and CF+ appear not to have been measured,
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while ^4(F + ) is 22.6 eV. It is therefore possible that this ionisation process involves
reactions (14) or (15) or both.

C2F6 + e " F~ +CF2+ +CF3 + e
"

F~ + CF+ +F + CF3 + e

(ii) GF~ ion

This ion is of very low abundance and has not been reported by previous
workers. It is not formed below 20 eV. A typical ionisation efficiency curve is
shown in Fig. 5. At approximately 22 + 1 eV there is an ion-formation process
of very low cross-section and 27.5 + 0.5 eV is the threshold for a reaction of much
larger cross-section. Ion formation probably involves an ion-pair reaction since
an electron capture process (either primary or secondary) would have become
apparent at lower electron energies. Possible contributory reactions are:

C2F6 + e " CF_ + CF3+ +2F + e
^ CF~ +CF2+ +3F + e
"

CF~ + F + +CF3 + F + e

The differences between the minimum energy required for reactions (17)
and (16) and (18) and (16) are 7.2 eV and 8.5 eV respectively. It is therefore likely
that reaction (16) is occurring at approximately 22 eV and (17) at the higher energy,
but these assignments are speculative.
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Fig. 5. CF~ ion formation as a function of electron energy.

(Hi) CF3~ ion

This ion is formed abundantly and its formation has been reported by several
workers1'2'5. In Fig. 6 we show the energy dependence of the ion current over the
range 0-30 eV.
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Fig. 6. Ionisation efficiency curve for CF3~ ion formation by hexafiuoroethane. Inset, curve ob¬
tained at higher electron energies. (Ion current magnified by x 20 in inset curve).

The first observed appearance potential is at 1.6 eV, the peak being at 1.9
eV. The reaction is of low cross-section and its onset corresponds closely to the
appearance potential foi fluoride ion formation, which suggests that the same
unstable molecule-ion is the precursor to the formation of both ions, i.e.

C2F6 + e -» (C2F6-)* F~ +C2F5
"

CF3-+CF3

We can estimate a value for the electron affinity of the trifluoromethyl
radical using the above value for ,4(CF3~) and the relation Z)(CF3-CF3) :g
/KCF3-) + £(CF3).

The carbon=carbon bond energy in hexafluoroethane is about 4.2 eV16 so
that £,(CF3) :g 2.6 eV. Page13 has measured a value of 1.8 eV for the electron
affinity of the radical.

A second appearance potential for CF3~ has its threshold at 2.2 eV, the
small peak having a maximum value at 2.5 eV followed by another larger peak in
the curve having a threshold at 2.7 eV and a maximum value at 3.9 eV. Bibby and
Carter5 have reported only one resonance process for CF3~ ion formation which
has an appearance potential at 2.8 eV and a resonance potential of 3.75 eV. This
is in reasonable agreement with our data for the larger resonance peak.

We interpret these results in terms of the decomposition of the excited
molecule-ion yielding fragments containing considerable excess energy. This is
supported by the observation that the CF3~ ion resonance peak is very broad,
having a width of about 2 eV at half peak height.

No further ionisation process, as shown by a break in the ionisation efficiency
curve, is noted between this third resonance process and the onset observed at
about 12 eV. Since this energy is rather too low for ion-pair formation involving
the CF3+ ion to be occurring (T(CF3 + ) is 14.3 eV) we consider that it is likely
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that this increase in the CF3~ ion current is explained by decomposition of the
molecule-ion formed by capture of secondary electrons produced in reaction (10),
i.e., by reaction (19). We did not study the pressure dependence of CF3~ ion for¬
mation.

At 16.0 eV there is a further contribution to CF3~ ion formation and we

consider the ion-pair process (20) to be responsible for this appearance potential.
20 _ ,

C2F6 + e —* CF3 +CF3 +e

Two further appearance potentials for the ion are noted at 21.5 eV and 23.5
eV, although we are unable to determine the reactions responsible.

(iv) C2F5 ion

This ion has been observed in electron impact studies of perfluoropropane5
but has not been reported as being formed in hexafluoroethane. It is a low-inten¬
sity ion and its formation by electrons in the energy range 1-30 eV is shown in
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Ionisation efficiency curve for C2F5~ ion formation by hexafluoroethane.

It has an appearance potential of 4.0 eV, the sharp peak reaching a maximum
value at 4.8 eV. If the dissociative resonance process responsible for the formation
of this ion is assumed to be:

C2F6 + e " C2F5" + F

we can calculate the electron affinity of the pentafluoroethyl radical E(C2F5) as
follows: for the formation of C2F5+ and C2F6~ ions from the parent molecule
we may write the relations:

Z)(F-C2F5) = A(C2F5 + )- 7(C2F5)-K.E. — E.E.
and £>(F-C2F5) = A(C2F5~) + £'(C2F5)— K.E.1 —E.E.1

where /(C2F5) is the ionisation potential of the radical, K.E. the excess kinetic
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energy of the fragments and E.E. the excitation energy possessed by the fragments.
If K.E. and E.E. are zero or equal for both processes then:

^((C2F5 + )-^(C2F5-) = /(C2F5)+£(C2F5)

Using the value of 16.3 eV reported for /f(C2F5 + ) and the value of 9.9 eV
deduced5 for 7(C2F5), we find that 7?(C2F5) is ~ 2.4 eV. Bibby and Carter5 have
deduced a value of 3.3 eV for this quantity by comparison of ion formation in
hexafluoroethane and perfluoropropane.

A further ionisation process occurs at 5.8 eV, the sharp resonance peak
having a maximum value at 6.1 eV; this process probably involves the formation
of an excited state of the fluorine fragment since the narrow capture peak does
not suggest that the ion is formed with considerable excess kinetic energy.

Two further ionisation processes are observed for the C2F5_ ion which
have their thresholds at 12.0 eV and 15.0 eV. These cannot involve an ien-pair
reaction such as:

C2F6 + e -> C2F5~ + F + +e

because the appearance potential of F+ is at 22.6 eV5. The similarity between the
onsets observed for the CF3^ ion, the F~ ion and the C2F5- ion suggest that all
three ions are being produced at this energy by dissociation of the excited molecule
ion mentioned in sections (i) and (iii). The intensity of the C2F5- ion was too
small to allow a pressure-dependence investigation to be made.

The increase in the ion current at 15 eV (also observed for F~ and CF3~)
may well indicate that at this energy also, the secondary electrons produced by
the reaction:

C2F6 + e —> CF3+ +CF3 + 2e(2)

suffer capture by the molecule which subsequently decomposes.

(b) l,\,l-Trifluoroethane, CF3CH3

The intensity of ion formation was very low in this molecule. Reese et al.2
observed no negative ions over the energy range 0-70 eV. We examined fluoride
ion formation for this molecule and found several appearance potentials. The
energy dependence of ion formation was complex and the quality of our data not
good because of the very low ion currents. The major and consistent appearances
noted for the ion were at the following potentials, 1.5, 2.4, 2.9, 3.6 and 5.2 eV
together with a resonance peak of relatively large cross-section at 8.5 eV.

Lack of thermochemical data makes it impossible to calculate enthalpy re¬
quirements for various fragmentation processes. The first appearance potential
for the F~ ion probably corresponds to the dissociative capture reaction:

CF3CH3 + e " F"+CF2CH3
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Using a value of 3.4 eV for the electron affinity of fluorine6, T>(F-CF2CH3)
4.9 eV. Other values reported for carbon-fluorine bond strengths are 5.3

(CF4)7, 4.4 (CH3F)8, 5.0 (C6H5F)9 and 5.3 eV (C2F6, see section a (i)).
Other possible resonance processes are:

CF3CH3 + e" F"+CF2 + CH3
—» F_ + CF2 = CF12 + H
"

F~+CF2 + CH2 + H

The minimum energy difference between reactions (23) and (24) is approxi¬
mately 1.1 eV so that if reaction (23) has a threshold at 2.4 eV then the onset at
3.6 eV may possibly be (24), but both assignments are tentative.

The largest ion-formation reaction occurs when /4(F~) is 8.5 eV. The
minimum energy difference between (26) and (23) is 5.6 eV, which is in reasonable
agreement with the difference of 6.1 eV noted between the two values for ^4(F~).

CF3CH3 + e—► F- +CF + F + CH3

Two low cross-section processes have onsets at 20.0 eV and 22.5 eV. These
possibly are the results of ion-pair formation.

(c) Fluoroform, CF3H

The following negative ions were observed to be present in the spectrum of
fluoroform (their intensities at 70 eV relative to that of fluorine are in parentheses):
F-(1000), H~(l.5), C~(2.4), CUT(0.8), CF"(6.2), F2"(10.0), CF2-(0.8) and
CF3~(85.4). The F~ ion only has been reported previously2. The actual intensity
of ion formation was very low and we were able to examine the energy dependence
of fluoride ion formation only. This was very complex and the features we report
are only semi-quantitative because of the experimental difficulties associated with
measuring changes in a small ion current.

Ion formation is observed at 2 eV (we did not extend the electron energy
range lower), and other dissociative capture processes appear at 2.9, 3.7 and
9.3 eV.

CF3H + e^F"-l-CF2H
"

F-+CFH + F

"f- + cf2+h
—► F~ +2F + CH

It is likely that several of the above reactions (27)-(30) are contributing to
fluoride ion formation in the region 2-7 eV. We have observed a reaction of rela-
tivelyl arge cross-section for which the threshold is 9.3 eV. The minimum energy
difference between reactions (27) and (30) is about 9.0 eV so that it is possible that
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reaction (30) is responsible for the increase in the fluoride ion intensity observed at
this potential.

Two breaks in the ionisation efficiency curve at 17.5 and 20.0 eV suggest
that ion-pair reactions may be participating, possibly involving CF2+ and CF+
ions, since values of 17.5 eV17 and 20.2 eV18 have been reported for the appearance

potentials of the CF2+ and CF+ ions respectively.

(d) Thermochemical data

We have used the following values for the heats of formation in our calcula¬
tions (values quoted in eV): F(0.8)19, F + (18.2)14, CF+(12.8)18, CF2(-1.6)20,
CF2 + (10.1)18, CF3(— 5.2)21, CF3 + (3.7)18, CF3H(-7.1)22, CF2 = CH2(-3.4)23,
C2F6(— 13.7)7.

We thank the Science Research Council for a grant in support of this work.

SUMMARY

Negative ion formation as a result of the electron bombardment of hexa-
fluoroethane has been investigated. Several dissociative resonance and ion-pair
processes have been suggested to account for ion formation. The C2F5~ ion was
observed and values of ^ 2.4 eV and 2.6 eV estimated for the electron affinities
of the pentafluoroethyl and trifluoromethyl radicals, respectively. The onset of
fluoride ion formation at 12.5 eV has been shown to be the result of secondary
electron capture, an excited state of hexafluoroethane being involved in the
production of the slow electron.

Fluoride ion formation has also been observed following electron bombard¬
ment of 1,1,1-trifluoroethane and fluoroform but the low intensity of ion forma¬
tion has enabled only a semi-quantitative evaluation of ion formation processes to
be made.
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ABSTRACT

The formation of negative ions in nitrogen trifluoride

as a result of electron impact has been studied mass

spectrometrically over the electron energy range 0 - 70 eV.

The ions F~, F^~ and NF~ have been observed and several
resonance and ion-pair processes evaluated.
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such cases the ionisation efficiency curves have been normalised

to constant trap current. This was satisfactory since it was

shown that for electron trap currents up to about 2pA the ion

current for a particular ion was a linear function of the

electron trap current.

The electron energy scale was calibrated using as a

reference the appearance potential of the S~ ion from CS2»
the maximum value of the resonance peak at 6*i|aV being taken

2 ^
as the critical value. '

The sample of nitrogen trifluoride had been stored over

water and was treated by distillation at -160°C on a vacuum

line to remove any likely contaminant. Mass spectrometric

analysis indicated it to be pure.

RESUI/TS AND DISCUSSION

In the negative ion mass spectrum of nitrogen trifluoride

the ions F~, F^~ and NF~ are observed; the latter ion was not
reported by previous workers.^ Using 50eV electrons the

relative abundance of these ions is 1000: 5*0; 0*7 respectively.

The three ions are formed over a wide range of energies and for

each of them there are at least two appearance potentials

indicating that there is more than one mechanism for ion

formation in each case. In Figure 1 we show the ion formation

(expressed by the ion current) as a function of the electron

energy over the range 0-25«V. Our data above 25eV are not
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shown in the Figure for convenience of presentation. In all cases

there was a gradual increase in the intensity of the ion current

with increasing electron energy, the increase becoming less

marked as the electron energy increased. No additional ion-

formation process above 25eV as evidenced by a break in the

ionisation efficiency curve was observed for any of these ions.

(Fig. 1 near here)

(a) F~ ion formation

This ion is formed over the whole electron energy range

studied and, in agreement with previous observations,"1" the

intensity of the ion at low electron energies ia very much

greater than that at high energies indicating that the ion-pair

formation process is much less extensive than is the

dissociative capture process.

It is apparent from Figure 1, curve 1, that F~ is formed

by a dissociative capture process at zero electron energy. The

bond strength D(NF2~F) and the electron affinity of fluorine E(F)
have been reported as being ~ 2*5eV^" and 3*6eV^ respectively,

so that since:

D(NF2-F) « A(F") + E(F)
then it is to be expected that ion formation will occur at such

a low electron energy by reaction (1).

NF3 + e F~ + NF2



At 0* 7eV there is an indication of an increase in the ion

current suggesting the occurrence of another reaction. The

critical value is at l*7eV and it is likely that the dissociative

capture process responsible is:

NF3 + e F~ + NF + F
for which the minimum enthalpy requirements are about l*2eV.

A further appearance potential for the F ion is noted at

2*9eV, the resonance capture peak showing a maximum value at

3'ij.eV. The reaction:

NF^ + e —p" + N + 2F
has an enthalpy requirement of about 5*leV and so is unlikely

to be a contributing reaction. A possible ionisation process is

NF^ + e —F + F2 + N
which would require an energy of about 3*5eV. The elimination

of molecular fluorine is somewhat surprising but the observation

that the F2~ ion is fonned quite extensively suggests the
possibility of the following reactions occurring:

NF^ + e > (NF3~)* > F" + F2 + N

» F2" + F + N

from a common unstable state of the parent ion.

At 13*l4-eV there is a sharp increase in the ion current

and a small peak having a maximum value at lIj.*8eV is obtained.
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The peak shape suggests that a dissociative capture rather than

an ion-pair process is responsible, although this electron

energy is much higher than the usual energies at which capture

processes normally occur. R< ese and Dibeler1 have reported

the appearance potential of the ion to be 13*2eV,

NF^ + e —NF^ + 2e
Formation of the NF^+ ion is accompanied by the production

of secondary electrons which will have a range of energies, some

of which will be sufficiently low to be captured by nitrogen

trifluoride which may then undergo dissociation, i.e.,

NF3 + e (2) (NF3")* » F" + NF2
where e(2) is a secondary electron.

For primary electron capture (reaction 1), the F~ ion

current will be directly proportional to the pressure of NF3
in the ion source, whereas for secondary electron capture by (6)

the ion current a (pressure^. Measurement of the F" ion

intensity as a function of the ion source pressure at li(.*8eV,

the energy at which the pedcmaximum occurs, shows the pressure

exponent to be two, suggesting that the onset at 13'ij.eV is the

result of secondary electron capture.

At 21eV a break In the ionisation efficiency curve is

observed and since no decrease in the ion current is noted above

this energy it is likely that an ion-pair process is involved.
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These may be:

NF^ + e -£-» F~ + F+ + N + F
F~ + N+ + 2F

Values of 22*2 and 25eV have been measured"1" for A(N+) and

A(F+), it seems possible therefore that reaction (8) is the

reaction responsible for the small increase in ion current.

(b) Fq ion formation

The observation that the F^~ ion is formed readily from
many fluorinated molecules^ suggests that molecular fluorine

has a rather high electron affinity. The ion cannot however

be formed by a simple dissociative process.

Figure 1, curve 2 indicates that in agreement with the

observations of Reese and Dibeler,1 the ion is formed by a

dissociative capture process at zero electron energy. Our

experiments indicate however that a resonance peak appears at

3*9eV having a maximum value at 5*beV. This resonance peak is

quite broad which suggests that the ion is formed with

considerable kinetic energy. Possible ion-formation reactions

involved are:

NF3 + e -2* p2" + Np

F2~ + N + F
The difference in the energy requirements for reactions

(9) and (10) is 3*9eV, this is in exact agreement with the

differences between the two appearance potentials reported
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above. We therefore suggest that these reactions are

responsible for the appearance potentials observed.

There is an indication of a low cross-section ionisation

process at 19eV although the process responsible cannot be

determined. The ion may result from secondary electron capture

or ion-pair formation.

(c) NF~ ion formation

This ion has not been observed previously. Figure 1,

curve 3 indicates that it is formed by a dissociative capture

process at zero electron energy and that the resonance peak has

a maximum value at 2*8eV. It is a narrow peak, particularly

on the high energy side, and suggests that the ion is formed

with little or no kinetic energy. The appreciable height of

the peak suggests that the NF~ ion is formed by a reaction of

large cross-section, possibly

NF3 + e > NF" + 2F
or NF^ + e > NF~ + F *

$
where Fg represents an excited state of molecular fluorine.

Another ionisation process occurs at 23*0eV; in view

of the shape of the ion curve it is likely that this corresponds

to the ion-pair process such as:

NF^ + e > NF~ + F+ + F

rather than a secondary electron capture process.
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(d) Thermochemical data

Calculations in this paper are based upon the following

data, (in kcal. mole"1), AHf (N) 113,7 AHf (F) 18* 9, 7
AHf (JJP3) - 29'7,3 AHf (NF2) - 8*9,9 AHf (HP) J^,9
AHf (P") - 63*2,10 AHf (F+) 1+20,11 AHf (N+) W?.11

Thanks are due to the Science Research Council for a

grant in support of this work, to Mr. K.A.G. MacNeil for

helpful discussions and to Professor A.P. Trotman-Dickenson

for a gift of the nitrogen trifluoride.
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Figure 1

Curve 1,

Ionisation efficiency curve for F~ ion formation

by electron impact in nitrogen trifluoride. Scale B

is 100 times more sensitive than scale A.

Curve 2,

Ionisation efficiency curve for F^~ ion formation.
Curve 3»

Ionisation efficiency curve for NF~ ion formation.

Scale B is 100 times more sensitive than scale A.
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Secondary Electron. Capture by Hexafluoroacetone
By J. C. J. Thynne

(Chemistry Department, Edinburgh University, West Mains Road, Edinburgh 9)

When a molecule suffers collision with an electron,
negative ions may be formed by three different
mechanisms, each of which usually operates in
different electron-energy regions:

(i) resonance capture, XY + e -> XY-;
~ < 2 ev

(ii) dissociative resonance, XY + e ->

X- -j- Y; ^ 2—10 ev, and

(iii) ion-pair formation, XY + e ->

X- + Y+ + e; ~ > 10 ev.

We have found the negative molecule-ion,
CF3COCF3- formed in hexafluoroacetone, appear¬
ing with quite a sharp onset at an electron energy
of 10-5 ev. No parent ion formation was noted
below this energy.

Formation of the ion must involve an electron

capture process, although 10-5 ev is too high an
energy for a mechanism such as (i) to operate.
Positive ions begin to be formed in this energy
region, ionisation of hexafluoroacetone producing

the ion CF3-CO-CF3+ together with two secondary
electrons.

CF3-COCF3 + e -> CF3-CO-CF3+ + 2e
These secondary electrons will have a range of

energies and some of them may well be of suffi¬
ciently low energy to be captured by the molecule
to form the molecule-ion. If primary and secon¬
dary electrons are designated e(l) and e(2) respec¬
tively then ion formation by reaction (1) involving
primary electrons will have a linear pressure
dependence while for reaction (2), involving
secondary electron capture, the ion intensity will
vary as the square of the pressure of hexafluoro¬
acetone.

1

CF3-CO-CF3 + e[l) > CF3-CO-CF3-

2

CF3-CO-CF3 + e{2) > CF,-CO-CF3-

An investigation of the pressure dependence of
the ion current showed the pressure exponent to be

1-92 ± 0-08, so that clearly secondary electron
capture is responsible for the appearance of the
parent negative ion at the observed voltage.

It is interesting that formation of the ion by
reaction (1) is not observed at electron energies near
to zero. Since our primary electrons are emitted
from a hot tungsten filament they will have quite
large thermal energies. Capture of these electrons
produces an unstable molecule-ion which de¬
composes producing F-, CF3-, CF8'CO~, and
CFj-CO-CFj" ions. From the relative abundances

observed for these ions it is apparent that the
reaction:

(CF3-CO-CF3")» -* CFS- + CO-CF3
is the major decomposition mode.

The potential energy curve for the CF3-CO-CF3~
ion must be very shallow for the small difference in
the energies of the primary and secondary electrons
(probably < 0-4 ev) to make such a marked
difference to the ion formation.

[Received, May 9th, 1968; Com. 578.)
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ABSTRACT

%

Positive and negative ion formation as a result of

the electron bombardment of hexafluoroacetone has been

investigated* The bond strength D(CP^-COCP^) has been
calculated to be ^ 4.5eV from the appearance potential

of CF^+. The ionisation potential of the trifluoroacetyl
radical has been estimated to be 7.9©V.

Hexafluoroacetone is an abundant source of negative

ions, the principal ions being F , CF2 * CP3 , CF^CO ,

CF^CQCF2~ ahd CF^COCF^"". Several dissociative resonance
and ion-pair processes have been suggested to account for

their formation. ' The molecule ion has been shown to be

formed as a result of secondary electron capture.
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INTRODUCTION

Electron bombardment of a molecule may result in the forma¬

tion of positive and negative ions."1" The latter may be

produced by three different processes:

(i) resonance'attachment
«

AB + e —> AB~

(ii) dissociative resonance capture

AB + e —» A~ + B

(iii) ion-pair formation

AB + e —> A + B+ + e .

These mechanisms usually operate at different electron

energies, the resonance processes usually occurring in the 0-10

eV energy region and the ion-pair processes at energies above

this.

We have examined positive and negative ion formation in

hexafluoroacetone over the energy range 0-70eV. This compound
v j

was chosen because appearance potential studies of positive ions

should yield information regarding the carbon-carbon bond strength

and enable comparison to be made with the analogous bond strength

in acetone. Also, since a preliminary examination at 70eV

showed that the compound formed several negative ions, it was

decided to study the energy dependence of the formation of the

c

* \

more abundant ions.



EXPERIMENTAL

The data were obtained using a Bendix time-of-flight mass

spectrometer, model 3015- The pressure in the ion source was

-6
usually maintained below 5 x 10 mm#.Hg in order to reduce the

possibility of ion formation due to ion-molecule reactions.

The energy of the ionising electrons was read on a Solatron

digital voltmeter, model LM 1619, and "the spectra recorded on a
t

Hewlett-Packard X-Y recorder,model 7035.AM;or on a 1 mV Kent
potentiometric recorder.

In both the positive and negative ion studies the electron

current was maintained constant by automatic regulation over the

whole energy range investigated. Ionisa"tion curves were usually

measured three times,- the appearance potentials for negative

ions being reproducible to +0.2eY. The appearance potential of

the S ion from CS2 was used as the reference for energy scale
calibration,"^ the maximum of the resonance peak at 6.4eV being

taken as the calibration point. Eor the positive ion studies

argon was used to calibrate the energy scale, the method used

for determining the appearance potentials being the semi-

logarithmic plot technique.

Hexafluoroacetone was obtained by dehydration of the sesqui-

hydrate. The impurities were fluoroform, hexafluoroethane and

carbon dioxide and these were removed by prolonged pumping on a

vacuum line at -130°C» \ Mass spectrometrio analysis and gas

XV '
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4
kinetic studies showed the product to he pure.

i < N "
' v

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(a.) Positive ion formation

We have measured the appearance potentials of the trifluoro-

methyl rsdioal ion CP^+ and of the trifluoroacetyl ion, CP^CO+
and obtained the following values:

A(CP^+) = 14.64 + O.lOeV
A(CF3CO+) = 12.43 ± 0.12eV

To evaluate the strength of the CF^-COCP^ bond, knowledge of
the appearance potential of CI\+ and the ionisation potential of

ft

GP^ is required, the relationship between them beingp
D(CF3-COCF3) < A(CF3+) - i(cp3)r

I(CF3 ) has been measured directly by electron impact by two groups

of workers ' and a value of lO.leV obtained. It has been sug-

7
gested, on the basis of reasonable values for the carbon-halogen

bond strengths in the trifluoromethyl halides, that this measured

ionisation potential is too high by about 0.8eV.
O

Recently, Lifschitz. and Chupka have measured the ionisation

potential for the trifluoromethyl radical by a photoionisation

technique and have reported that I(CF3) is 9»25 +. 0.04eV. It
appears that the difference between this value and the directly

measured value is largely due to the fact that the adiabatio

\ • *
' \ •

\ '
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ionisation potential of the radical is much lower than the

vertical ionisation potential, the configuration of the

ion being very different from that of the radical.

If we use the direct electron impact^' value for I(CP^)
in conjunction with our data for A(CP^+) we find that:

D(CP3-GOCF3) < 4.5eV
The corresponding bond dissociation energy in acetone is

approximately 3eV. It is most unlikely that the carbon-carbon

bond in hexafluoroacetone can be so different from that of

acetone;-swad- this view is supported by the fact that the
; V q 0

fluorinated ketone is readily decomposed-3 by light of A ~ 3100A

which cleaves the carbon-carbon bond. This wavelength corres-
c

ponds to about 4eV.

It is interesting that other electron impact studies of

carbon-carbon bond dissociation energies in fluorinated compounds
10,11

have yielded values which are clearly much too high. In

hexaf luoroethane, for example, a value of 4.2eV has been deduced"1"^
for D(CF3-C]?3), whereas fairly well established thermochemical
values for the heats of formation of CF3 and C2F5 lead to a value
of 3»0eV for the bond strength.

C£3 CO C?3 +■ e CF3C0+ + OF^ + 2e
JL* CF3+ C0CP3 + 2e

t

Our measurement of the appearance potential of the trifluoro-

acetyl radical ion should, in principle, provide a check on the

■ \ . ' \
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above value for D(CF3-COCF3). However, 110 value is available
for -the ionisation potential of the ion. We can use our data

to calculate a value for l(CF^CO)y based upon I(CP^). If we
assume that the CI,^CO+ and CF3+ ions are produced by reactions.
(1) and (2) and that the radical-ions are formed with zero or

equal excess energy, then:

a(cf3+) - a(cf3co+) = i(cf3) - i(cf3co)
5,<o

Using the directly measured value for i(cf3) i.e. lO.leV,
we find that the ionisation potential of the trifluoroacetyl

radical is 7.9eV.

The difference between the ionisation potentials of the

methyl and acetyl radicals^»13 iS about 1.9eV, "the corresponding

difference for their•fluorinated counterparts, we find,is 2.2eV.

It should be noted,however,that part of these differences may

arise from the possibility that the two processes involve dif¬

ferent excess energies.

(b) Negative ion formation

We have studied the formation of the following negative

ions by hexaf luoroacetone; CF3COCF3 , CI^COCI^ » G?3CO , CF3 ,

CFp- FT 6ur results for these ions are shown in the
r

• «—•

Figures below. Several other ions are also formed e.g. F2 »

cf~, c2f~ and 0~*. The formation of a parent molecule negative
ion is relatively unusual. At 70eV it is formed to about 3i» of

\
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the extent of the most abundant ion, F~, and to about the same

intensity as the ion.

Comparison of the ionisation efficiency curves (if allowance

is made for the overlap of peaks where necessary)/ suggests that

resonance peaks ocour for several ions in the 1.5 and 4.5aV

regions, the threshold voltage for the latter being about 2.2eV.

This pattern suggests that in each region several of the ions

formed have a common origin and that the energy difference may

be ascribed to different energy levels for the unstable molecular

ion which undergoes decomposition as follows:

CF3COCF3 + e —* (CF3COCF3")* CF2C0CF3~ + F
CF3CO" + CF3
CF3-" + COCF3

6
^ F~* + CF2C0CF3

The fact that the relative abundance4of the ions is not

the same at both resonance positions suggests that although all

four reaotions occur,they have st different energy dependences.

(i) CF3COCF3-
The parent ion was observed and its formation must involve

an electron capture process:

CF3COCF3 + e > CF3OOCF3"
Examination of the ion formation dependence upon electron

energy over the range 0-70eV showed (see Figure 1) that in the

\
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0-10eV range ion production occurred to a very minor extent,

the ion currents being only slightly above the noise level.

Clearly no considerable resonance capture process was occurring

in this region. Above 10.5eV there was quite a sharp increase

in the ion current and negative ion formation increased steadily

as the electron energy increased.

At such energies it is most unlikely that hexafluoroacetone

is capturing primary electrons. This energy region ( ) lOeV),

however,corresponds to the production of positive ions by electron

impact. In such ionisation processes, e.g.,

CF3COCF3 + e ■> CF3COCF3+ + 2e
free electrons are released. The electrons produced as a result

of positive ion formation will have a range of energies, some of

which are almost certainly lower than those of the non-homogeneous

electron beam we produce using a heated tungsten filament. These

slow secondary electrons are captured by the ketone to form a

stable negative ion which has an apparently high appearance

potential but which is in fact produced by low energy electrons.

The increase in the CF^COCF^"' ion current with increasing electron
energy corresponds to the increase in the number of positive ions

produced as the energy increases.

The probability that the molecule captures a secondary

electron is proportional to the product of the pressure of the

gas in'the ion source and the electron density. The number of

• I



'slow* electrons available for capture is also proportional to

the pressure of the gas. So if ion formation occurs by a

secondary electron being captured then the ion current is

proportional to the square of the pressure, while for formation

by primary electron oapture the ion current is direotly propor¬

tional to the pressure.

We have measured the ion current for CF^GOCF^ ion forma-
£

tion at various ion-source pressures in the range 4 to 30 x 10

mm Hg at 50eV. Our data are shown in Figure 2, curve 1. The'

plot has a slope of 2,indicating that the ion formation process

involves secondary electron capture. Ahearn and Hannay-^ have

observed similar behaviour in SF^ ion formation at high electron
energies. The fact that the parent ion is not formed abundantly

at low energies suggests that the capture process occurs at a

critical electron energy and extends over only a small energy

range. The potential energy curve for the CF^COCF^- ion must
be very shallow for the small energy difference between the

primary and secondary electrons (probably ( G.4eV) to alter the

pattern of ion formation so markedly.

Figs. 1 and 2 near here

%

(ii) CF3C0CF2"*
The ionisation efficiency curve for this ion is shown in

Figure 3. Ion formation ocours at aero eleotron energy, probably

\
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reflecting the energy spread of the ionising electrons/ rather
than indicating the production of the ion by a dissociative

resonance capture at zero energy. Two resonanoe capture peaks

are observed, the maxima occurring at 1.5 and 4.2eY. The latter

peak is very broad suggesting that the ion and fragment are formed,

with considerable excess energy. Reaction (3) must be respon¬

sible for both processes.

The threshold of a further ion-formation process occurs at

!0.5eY. In view of the similarity to ACCE^COCP^-), it is likely
that a secondary electron capture process is responsible for the

increase in the ion current at this energy, i.e.

CE3COCE3 +■ e(2) —» (CF3GOCE3")* —» CE3C0CE2~ +- E

where e(2) refers to .the secondary electrons.

Eigure 3 near here

Measurement of the ion current for CE3COCE2"' formation/
at various ion source pressures, using electrons of 50eY energy,

yields the data plotted in Eigure 2, curve 2. A line of slope

1.4 is obtained suggesting that, at this energy, ion formation

is the result of two concurrent processes; one (which has a

squared pressure dependence) involving sepondary electron capture,

and the second (which has a linear pressure dependence) resulting

from ion-pair formation by such a reaction as:
\

CE3COCE3 -t- e » CE3COCE2"" + + e

\ ■' \\ \
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(iii) GF^GO"
' v

This ion is formed to only a very minor extent at 70eY

but much more abundantly in the 0-GeY range, indicating that the

dissociative capture process occurs much more extensively than

does the ion-pair process¬

ion formation is observed at zero electron energy and two

resonance peaks are noted. These have maximum values at11.4

and 4.1eV, the latter process having the larger cross-section.

Reaction (4) probably expresses the process responsible. We

may use the value of 4.5eY deduced for D(CF^-COGF^) and 1.4eY
measured for A(CF3C0"~) to estimate the electron affinity of the
trifluoroacetyl radical since:

d(cf3-cocf3) a(cf3co~) +- e(cf3co)
Hence E(CF3CQ) ^ 3.1eY, although a more realistic value

of 4eY for D would indicate that E(CF3CQ) ( 2.6eY.

Figure 4 near here

In Figure 4 it is apparent that the threshold for a low

cross-section process is at 8.0eY# "^he shape of the peak, which

has a maximum at 8.6eV, suggesting the occurrence of a dissocia¬

tive resonance reaction, such as:

CF^COCF^ * e —U CF3C0~ + F + CF2

Because of the lack of thermochemical data for hexafluoro-

. . 1 I
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acetone we cannot calculate the minimum enthalpy requirements

for reaction (7). However, using the values given in section

(c), the enthalpy difference between reactions (7) and (6),

AH7 - AHg/ is calculated to be 4.4eV. Although the differ¬
ence between the thresholds at 2.2 and 8.0eV is 5.8eV, the

difference between the peak maxima is 4.5eV. This is close

enough to the enthalpy difference of 4.4eV for us to conclude

that reaction (7) is contributing to trifluoroacetyl ion forma¬

tion.

The possibility thgt reaction (8) is also occurring may

be discounted since A Hg - A Hg is about lOeV and no onset is
observed at ~ 12eV.

Cl^COCT^ + e CF-jCO" +■ CF + 2F
Above about 10.5eY there is a slight increase in the

hou

CF^CO- ion current, only slightly greater^than the background
level. This possibly-is attributable to ion formation by

decomposition of the excited 'parent ion formed by secondary

electron capture; bub because of the small ion current no

pressure-dependence study could be made.

At 15.0eV a further ion-formation reaction occurs, this

is of very small cross-section and the shape of the ionisation

curve suggests that an ion-pair process is responsible. We

have measured the appearance potential of the CFg+ ion to be
14.64eV, so that the likely reaction is:

V
i
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CP^COCp^ +- e GO" + CF3+ + e .

(iv) CF3""
In Figure 5 we show, the energy dependence of the tri-

fluoromethyl ion formation. It is apparent that the ion

current is a complex function of the electron energy and that

there are several appearance potentials for the ion, indicating

that it is formed by several mechanisms, the most extensive of

which involve dissociative resonance.

The shape of the ionisation efficiency curve suggests the

occurrence of four dissociative resonance processes, peak maxima

occurring at 1.5, 4.4, 6.7 and approximately lleV. Reaction

(5) probably expresses the process responsible for ion formation

at the lowest energies, although in view of the small activation

energy required for decomposition of the trifluoroacetyl radical

('s/ 0.4eV), it is probable that reaction (10) also occurs.

CF3COCF3 + e cf3" + CO + CF3

Figure 5 near here

We have estimated (see dotted lines) that the threshold

voltage for the third peak is at about 4.5eV. This reaction

is of large cross—section and the broad peak suggests that the

resonance process involves the formation, of fragments with

considerable excess energy.

\ \
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CF3COCF3 + e -ii* CE3" + C0+CP2 +• P
Tiie enthalpy difference, A - AH^q, is about 4.4eV.

This may he compared with the difference of 5.2eV noted between

the peak maxima at 1.5 and 6.7eV. We therefore conclude that

reaction (11) is probably responsible for the third resonance

process.

At 10.5eV there is a break in the steeply-falling ionisa-

tion efficiency curve and it appears that a further resonance

process is hidden in the tail of the curve. We estimate that

the peak maximum occurs at about lleV and consider that the

reaction responsible is the decomposition of the unstable

molecule ion formed by secondary electron capture. Because

of the simultaneous formation of CP3" by other reactions at
this energy,we were not able to investigate the pressure-

dependence of the ion-formation in order .to test this conclusion.

Another reaction leading to the formation of the CP3 ion
has an appearance potential of l4.8eV. We attribute this to

the process:

CP3COCP3 + 0 ) CP3 + CO+CP3 + e

for this is in reasonable accord with the appearance potential

we have measured for the C?3+ ion. We found no indication of
a break in the ionisation curve at ~ 12.4eV and therefore

concluded that the reaction

\
\
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CF3COGF3 + e > CP3~ + COCF3* + e

does not occur to a significant extent.

We can estimate a value for E(CF3) from our measurements
of A(CF3+) and A(CF3 ) as follows:

A(CF3+) » D(CP3-OOOP^) +■ X(CF3) + K.E. + E.E.
and

A(CF3~) =■ D(CE3-GOCF3) - E(CF3) +> E.E* + E.E'
/

where K.E. and K.Er refer to the excess kinetic energy of the

fragments and E.E. and E.E' refer to any excitation energy

possessed hy the fragments. If we assume that the excess

kinetic energy and excitation energies are small or equal, then

A(CE3+) - A(CF3~) = I(CE3) + E(CE3)
, 516

Using A(CE3 ) =■ 14.6eV, A(CF3~) = 1.5eV and l(CF3) = lO.leV
we calculate that the electron affinity of the trifluoromethyl

radical is 4 3.0eV. Page'3"'* has measured E(CF3) and obtained
a value of 1.8eV and Bibby and Garter"3"^ report from studies of

ion formation in C2P6' c3^8 anci c4^8 ^at E(CP3) is 3.25eV.
(We have used the experimentally measured1^ value of 1.8eV for

calculations in this paper because our calculated value is based

upon the assumption of equal or zero kinetic and excitation

energies for the fragments and so is probably less reliable).

(v) civf
■17

Earlier reports had indicated this ion to be absent from

I
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the spectra of fluorinated methanes but more recently it was
o

found the ion was formed by fluoroform and hexafluoroethane.

It is also present in the spectrum of hexafluoroacetone and

in Figure 6 we show the energy dependence of ion formation over

the energy range 2.—40eV.

Figure 6 near here

Ion formation occurs below'2eY probably via the dissociative

capture reaction:

CF3COCF3 + e > CF2~ -t- F + COCF^
A further ionisation process has its onset at 2.8eV; the

resonance peak is very broad and we estimate that it reaches a

maximum value at 4.5eY. At 5eV there is an inflection in the

ionisation curve suggesting the occurrence of a further ionisa¬

tion process. We estimate the threshold voltage for this latter

process to be about 4.5eY„ the peak maximum oocurring at 7.2eY.

It is probable that such reactions as:

CF3COCF3 +• e » CF2~ +■ 2F + CO + CF2
and CF3COCF3 + e * CF2~ *■ 3F + CO +■ CF

are participating in ion formation in this region but we can

make no definite assignment.

A further contribution to CF2 ion formation occurs at
about 16eY but the ion current is so low at this energy that we

cannot evaluate the onset to better than about +leY. The shape

\
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of the ionisation efficiency curve in this region suggests that

secondary electron capture is not the process responsible. The

relevant reaction probably involves an ion-pair process of low

cross-section, such as. :

CF3COCF3 +■ e —> CF2 +• F + CO +■ CF^^" -t- e ,

(vi) F~

In Figures 7 and 8 we show fluoride ion formation as a

function of the electron energy. Its formation at energies

below 2eV has been remarked on in section (i) in relation to

the decomposition of the molecular ion,the resonance maximum

being noted at 1.4eV. A second appearance potential is at

2.4eV the resonance peak reaching a maximum value at 4.7eV.

This peak is broad suggesting thg/t considerable excess energy

is involved ih the reaction leading to ion formation, possibly

either •

CF3COCF3 + e F" + CF2COCF3
or F~" + CF2 + CO + CF3 .

Figures 7 and 8 near here

We cannot estimate the enthalpy changes for reactions (12)

and (13) but consider it likely that reaction (12) is responsible

for the first appearance of F"~ at 1.4eV,while the threshold at

2.4eV corresponds to the onset of reaction (13).

A further, quite intense, ionisation process is apparent
*

• V ■
\ . 1
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at 5-5eV and extrapolation of the ionisation curve suggests

that the onset voltage for this process is at about 4.5eV.

The resonance capture peak reaches a maximum value at 7.5eV.

Y/e cannot suggest a reaction which might be responsible for

the increase in the ion ourrent observed in this region.

At about lleV there is an inflection in the ionisation

efficiency curve and it appears that a dissociative resonance

peak is hidden in the tail of the third resonance peak. It

is probable that, at this energy, the increase in the F~ ion
current prises as a result of dissociation of the molecule ion
formed following secondary electron capture. This is probably

also the explanation of the slight breaks in the ionisation

curve noted at about 14.5 and 15.5eV.

There is evidence for the occurrence of further ionisation

processes at 19.2 and 24.7eV. The shape of the ionisation curve

suggests that ion-pair reactions are responsible. The enthalpy

difference between reactions (14) and (15) is 5.6eV so that we

tentatively suggest that these reactions are responsible for

F~ ion formation in these regions.

CF3COCF3 + e F~ + CF2 + CO + C?3+ + e
F~ + CF + F + CO + CF3~h + e

An estimate of the carbon-fiuQ^ine bond strength in hexa-

fluoroacetone may be made if reaction (12) ia assumed to be

responsible for the value of 1.4eV observed for the first

V
j
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resonance peak for F~ ion formation. Using a value of 3.6eV

for E(F) then D(F-CF2C0CF3) is calculated to be 5.0eV. There
is no reported value with which this result may "be compared.

However, values which have heen reported for C-F bond fission
19 17

in other moleoules inoluda 5»3eV(CF^), 4.7eV(CF^Cl) and
5.0eV(C6F6).20

(c) Thermochemical data

The following values for heats of formation have been used

in this work (in eV). AHf (CF3) -5.2,21 AHf (CF3CO) -6.5,22
AHf(CF2) -1.6,23AHf(CF) 3.2,24AHf(F) 0.8,25 AHf(CO) -1.1,25
AHf(CF3"h) 3.7,26 AHf(CF2"tr) 10.1,26 AHf(CF"ir) 12.8,26 A%(C2F6)
-13.7.27

The heat of formation of the trifluoroacetyl radical has
22

been estimated using Whittle's data for the decomposition of

the radical.
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LEGEND

Eigure 1.

lonisation efficiency curve for CE^COCE^" ion formation
Eigure 2.

Pressure dependence of ion formation "by hexafluoroacetona.

curve 1: GE^COCE^"" ion
curve 2: CE>C0CE2~ ion
Dotted line indicates line of slope unity.

Eigure 3.

Ionisation efficiency curve for CE3COGE2"" ion formation.
Inset indicates curve obtained at higher electron energy.

Eigure 4.

Ionisation efficiency curve for CE3CO"" ion formation
Inset indicates curve obtained at higher electron energy.

Eigure 5.

Ionisation efficiency curve for CE3"" ion formation.
Eigure 6.

lonisation efficiency curve for CE2~ ion formation.

Inset indicates curve obtained at higher electron energies.

Eigure 7.

Ionisation efficiency curve for E ion formation

(low energy data).

Eigure 8.

lonisation efficiency curve for E ion formation.

Inset curve indicates data obtained at higher electron

energies. ,
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